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PME XVI PROCEEDINGS
Edited by William Geeslin and Karen Graham

Mathematics Department
University of New Hampshire

Durham NH
USA

PREFACE
The first meeting of PME took place in Karlsruhe, Germany in 1976. Thereafter different

countries (Netherlands, Germany, U.K., U.S.A., France, Belgium, Israel, Australia, Canada,

Hungary, Mexico, Italy) hosted the conference. In 1992, the U.S.A. will again play host to PME.

The conference will take place at the University of New Hampshire in Durham, NH. The

University was founded in 1866 as the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic

Arts. The state legislature granted it a new charter as the University of New Hampshire in 1923.

The University now has about 800 faculty members and more than 10,000 students enrolled in 100

undergraduate and 75 graduate programs. The University's Mathematics Department has a strong

history of commitment to research and service in mathematics education. We are pleased to be the

host site for PME XVI.

The academic program of PME XVI includes:

92 research reports

4 plenary addresses

1 plenary panel

11 working groups

6 discussion groups

2 featured discussion groups

31 short oral presentations

40 poster presentations.

The short oral presentations represent a new format for sessions at PME.

The review process
The Program Committee received a total of 181 research proposals that encompassed a

wide variety of themes and approaches. Each proposal was submitted to three outside reviewers

who were knowledgeable in the specific research area. In addition, one or more program

committee members read each paper. Based on these reviews each paper was accepted, rejected,

or accepted as a short oral presentation or poster. If areviewer submitted written comments, they

were forwarded to the author(s) along with the Program Committees decision.
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HISTORY AND AIMS OF THE P.M.E. GROUP

At the Third Internaticnal Congress on Mathematical Education (ICME 3, Karlsruhe, 1976)

Professor E. Fischbein of the Tel Aviv University, Israel, instituted a study group bringing

together people working in the area of the psychology of mathematics education. PME is affiliated

with the International Commission for Mathematical Instruction (ICMI). Its put presidents have

been Prof. Efraim Fischbein, Prof. Richard R. Skemp of the University of Warwick, Dr. Gerard

Vergnaud of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (C.N.R.S.) in Paris, Prof. Kevin F.

Collis of the University of Tasmania, Prof. Pearls Nether of the University of Haifa, Dr. Nicolas

Balacheff, C.N.R.S. - Lyon.

The major goals of the Group are:

To promote international contacts and the exchange of scientific information in the psychology

of mathematics education;

To promote and stimulate interdisciplinary research in the aforesaid area with the cooperation of

psychologists, mathematicians and mathematics teachers;

To further a deeper and better understanding of the psychological aspects of teaching and

learning mathematics and the implications thereof.

Membership

Membership is open to people involved in active research consistent with the Group's aims, or

professionally interested in the results of such research.

Membership is open on an annual basis and depends on payment of the subscription for the current

year (January to December).

The subscription can be paid together with the conference fee.
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WORKING GROUP ON
ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL THINKING (A.M.T.)

Organizers: Gontran Ervynck, David Tall

SESSION I: INTRODUCTION TO THE PROCESSES-OBJECTS THEME
Four initiators will present different approaches to what seems to be basically the same
theory.

Michele Artigue (France): Tool and Object status of mathematical concepts; the
case of complex numbers.

Anna Sfard (Israel): On Operational-structural Duality of Mathematical Concep-
tions.

Ed Dubinsky (U.S.A.): A Theoretical Perspective for Research in Learning Math-
ematics Concepts: Genetic Decomposition and Groups.

David Tall (U.K.): The Construction of Objects through Definition and Proof, with
emphasis on Vector Spaces and Group Theory.

SESSION Its DISCUSSION
Discussion of the contribution of the initiators. All discussion has to come from reflec-
tion on the content of the presentations. Disagreement is to be seen as a vehicle not for
attempting to convince others of one's own view but of trying to find out the source of
the disagreement.

SESSION III: CONTINUATION OF THE WORK ON RIGOR AND PROOF
The initiators are:

Dick Shumway (U.S.A.): The Role of Proof and Definition in Concept Learning.
The intention is that a link should be established with the subjects discussed in
Sessions I and II.
John Selden (U.S.A.): Continuation of the work on rigor in mathematics .
Three aspects of rigor in undergraduate mathematics will be discussed: (1) Is it
possible to construct objects through definition and proofs ? (2) What can be said
about understanding the concept of proof itself ? (3) How can students learn to
construct proofs and what kind of background knowledge is needed ?

SESSION IV: PREPARING THE FUTURE
Discussion of the work of the AMT Group at PME-17, Japan 1993.
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Working Group on Algebraic Processes and Structure
Coordinator: Rosamund Sutherland

Institute of Education University of London

During the Assisi meeting, the group aimed to characterize the multiple "jumps" /shifts that appear

tobe involved in developing an algebraic mode of thinking and to investigate the role of

symbolizing in this development. Other concerns of the group are the role of meaning in algebraic

processing; the potential of computer-based environments and implications for classroom practice.

Key issues were discussed and worked on in small groups with the aim of producing a set of

questions and working hypotheses for future collaboration.
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Classroom Research Working Group

Problems, standpoints and purposes of the working group

A. Problems
1. In their research all the participants of this woridng group have encountered similar

methodological problems arising from their developmental approach to classroom research.

One of the problems is how to collect and to analyze the classroom data within the working

group.

An important aspect of our research is the defining of new variables for each new set of data.

Different standpoints for 'good' research arise: doing classroom research for the data

themselves, for the research methods involved, for enrichment mathematics education, for

psychologic phenomena, for theoretical considerations.

2. Our research has raised many questions including:

-ways of collecting data (video tapes)

-repeatability

-generalizability

-falsification

-objectivity

-qualitative/quantitative aspects

-reduction of collected data

-developing new research methods and techniques

B . Standpoints
The following perspectives are implicit in our research:

. Classroom Descriptors

As well as describing the data collected from various activities presented to and/cc undertaken

by the children, we record key classroom descriptors. In particular, details of actual instruction

given by the teachers is noted. This is not common in research where any instruction involved

is mostly described in global terms. We have found, however, in all our work that the type of

instruction given by the classroom teacher can be a distinguishing feature in the data collection

from the children.
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2. Mood conditions
One of the key issues to be considered by the group will involve searching for education

conditions which produced a suitable mental climate for the children to work towards their own

productions. They have to bring the children into the mood to do so. These conditions are

mostly of a social character and help to legitimize the particular children's activities; the

activities make sense to the children.

3. Source
We consider the educational setting in the classroom (the manner of teaching, and so on) to be

a source of techniques and methods for the researcher.

4. Mutual nature of the research

Our focus is on manta, research situations in which the children can recognize themselves

(e.g. as a writer, as an author, etc.). This is seen as important as it helps to justify the research

objects (children).

C. Purposes of the working group Classroom Research
1. To become aware of methods we use in the classroom, their possibilities and their constraints

(watching video tapes)

2. To collect and develop methods and techniques which can be categorized under one of the

standpoints mentioned above.

3. To collect and develop different mood conditions.

4. To criticize these methods, techniques and conditions and indicate their constraints.

5. To prepare a booklet to support researchers working in the area of classroom research and

closely connected with the practice of teaching.

D. Contact person:
Dr. F. Jan van den Brink,
Freudenthal Institute
State University of Utrecht,
Tiberdreef 4
3561 GG Utrecht
The Netherlands
Tel. 31-30-611611
Fax. 31-30-660430
E-mail jan@owoc.ruu.nl

E. Language: English
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Working group on
CULTURAL ASPECTS IN MATHEMATICS LEARNING

Although the process of learning mathematics takes place in the school
environment, this educational process cannot be isolated from the effects of
the child's cultural context.
In other words, mathematical knowledge is a product of schooling filtered
through culturally conditioned individual characteristics.

Our new Working Group has grown out of the Discussion Group Learning
Mathematics and cultural context, which has been active since PME 13.
At PME 13, we explored the main interests of the participants in this area.
The following themes were touched on: minorities in mathematics
education, social pressures in mathematics education, the role of language
in the acquisition of a given mathematical concept, learning and teaching in
multicultural classrooms, teachers' conceptions of mathematics, problems
of cooperative research in math education using a comparative approach for
different cultures.
PME 14 and PME 15 represented our first attempt to focus on the following
question: "What is the meaning of culture in the learning of mathematics?"
Presentations of some research results in various areas led to a discussion
about whether these cultural aspects are to be considered a starting point or
an end-product.

At this point, we have identified and are working on several types of studies
related to the cultural field:
1. Informal education and formal mathematical knowledge.
2. The effects of language and cultural environment on the mental
representa-tions of students and teachers.
3. Cognitive processes in learning mathematics, using a comparative
approach for different cultures.

The objectives of our working group consist of the following:
1. To exchange views on the impact of cultural context on the learning of
mathematics.
2. To ensure that contact between conferences is maintained through the ex-
change of information about relevant research.
3. To contribute to the formulation of a methodological and theoretical
framework by presenting original research at PME conferences. These
contributions may be interdisciplinary in nature, possibly by making use of
the fields of psychology, mathematics education, art education, and didactics
of geography.
4. To identify the areas relevant to this approach where further research is
desirable.

At PME 16, more specifically, we will invite participants to discuss the
problematique of our working group as they are reflected in research
situations presented by selected group members. At the request of last year's
participants, a combined session of this working group and the Social
Psychology of Math Education working group will be held at PME 16.

Bernadette Denys
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GEOMETRY WORKING GROUP
Helen Mansfield

Curtin University of Technology, Western Australia

At the Assisi meeting, the Geometry Working Group had the overall theme Learning and

Teaching Geometry: a Constructivist Point of View. This theme was chosen because the
committee of the Geometry Working Group believes that it is timely to examine constructivism as a

theoretical framework for research into aspects of teaching and learning geometry.

Within this overall theme, two sub-themes were discussed. These were What Constructivism

has to say about Learning and How Teaching can Promote Learning in Geometry;
and Helping Students to Construct Knowledge in the Geometry Classroom.

In the first session of the Geometry Working Group, there were introductory presentations

concerning the first subtheme followed by a discussion. The focus in the second session was on

the role of computer environments in the learning and teaching of geometry.

The third session provided opportunities for group members to present brief papers on their current

research. These papers did not have to report on work that was completed, but provided

opportunities for- the presenters to discuss work in progress, to seek feedback from other

participants, and to discuss with colleagues collaborative research projects.
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PME XVI Working Group

Psychology of Inservice-education
with Mathematics Teachers:

a Research Perspective
Group Organizers: Sandy Dawson--Simon Fraser University, Canada

Terry Wood -- Purdue University, USA
Barbara Dougherty -- University of Hawaii, USA
Barbara Jaworski--University of Birmingham, UK

This is the fourth year the group has been studying the role of the teacher
educator in doing inservice with mathematics teachers. Last year at PME XV in
Italy, the group critically examined a proposed conceptualization of a framework
for inservice education of mathematics teachers. These discussions gave rise
to a revised draft of the framework. This draft was circulated and reactions to it
were sought during the spring of 1992.

The organizers of the working group see the revised framework as a basis for
the creation of a working manuscript (and thence a book) about INSET.

The preparation of a book is in line with the aim of the working group which is:

to extend knowledge regarding the psychology of mathematics teacher
inservice education, in order to broaden and deepen understanding of
the interactions among teachers and teacher educators.

The group will meet for four sessions during PME XVI. The first two sessions
will centre on collecting reactions to the revised framework, examining issues
arising from this discussion, and to hearing accounts of how others on the
international scene have attempted to handle the issues raised. The first half of
the third session will be devoted to laying out the chapters for the manuscript.
The latter portion of the third session will address the group's presentation at
ICME7, the detailed planning for which will take place during the fourth session,
a joint meeting with the other two Teacher Education working groups.

Though the work of the group is a carry over from discussions at the Italy
meeting, new members are most welcome to join. The preparation of the
manuscript will require input from participants representing a broad spectrum of
the international mathematics education community served by PME. Hence,
new participants are not only welcomed but are needed if the manuscript is to
truly cover the spectrum of experiences lived by PME members.

When participants leave PME XVI they will have contributed to the preparation
of an outline for a manscript on INSET, and will have made a commitment to
write a chapter for the book based on their taken-as-shared experiences.

" rj
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Ratio and Proportion
F.L. Lin, K.M. Hart and J.C. Bergeron

Is the research topic 'ratio and proportion' dead or alive?

To tackle this question, this group have tried to define what is proportional reasoning abilities

and found that what we have known is incomplete.

In the Mexico meeting, the group worked on some very fundamental questions, such as

(1) what is fractions? Is x/2 a fraction?

(2) what is ratio? Is a:b = 3:4 a ratio?

(3) what is the relation between ratio and fraction?

In the Assisi meeting, the group addressed these questions during one of their time slots.

The group also worked on advanced proportional reasoning. Discussion on some recent

developments and problems for further investigation occurred.

In the remaining time slot, the group worked on questions such as,

(1) what is the origin of fraction/ratio concepts?

(2) how to develop a diagnostic teaching module on beginning fractions/ratio? ... etc.

Welcome to ratio and proportion group.

37
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The PME Working Group on Representations

Representations are key theoretical constructs in the psychology of mathematics education. For
the purposes of our working group, the meaning of this term is quite broad. It includes:

External, structured physical situations or sets of situations, that can be described
mathematically or seen as embodying mathematical ideas. External physical
representations range from peg-boards to microworlds.

External, structured symbolic systems. These can include linguistic systems, formal
mathematical notations and constructs, or symbolic aspects of computer environments.

Internal representations and systems of representation. These include individual
representations of mathematical ideas (fractions, proportionality, functions, etc.), as
well as broader theories of cognitive representation that range from image schemata to
heuristic planning.

Included in the scope of the Working Group are many kinds of issues. The following are just a
few of the questions we have been addressing:

What are appropriate philosophical and epistemological foundations of the concept of
representation?

How are internal representations constructed? How can we best describe the
interaction between external and internal representations?

What are the theoretical and practical consequences for mathematics education of the
analysis of representations?

How can the creation and manipulation of external representations foster more
effective internal representations in students? .

What are the roles of visualization, kinesthetic encoding, metaphor, and other kinds of
non-propositional reasoning in effectively representing mathematical ideas?

How can linkages between representations be fully developed and exploited?

Can individual differences be understood in relation to different kinds of internal
representation?

Our group was guided during its first years by Frances Lowenthal (Mons, Belgium). I began
coordinating it after the 1989 meeting in Paris, with the help of Claude Janvier (Montreal,
Canada). In Mexico in 1990 we had 42 participants, and in Italy in 1991 we had 47. Some
detailed notes from those two meetings will be available this year to participants; those who are
not at the meeting are welcome to write for copies. We continue to aim toward publishing a
special volume of the Journal of Mathematical Behavior devoted to the topic of 'representation'.

- Gerald A. Goldin, Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education,
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903, USA
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RESEARCH ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT

The Working Group Research on the Psychology of Mathematics Teacher Development was first

convened as a Discussion Group at PME X in London in 1986, and continued in this format until

the Working Group was formed in 1990. This year, at PME XVI, we hope to build on the
foundation of shared understandings that have developed over the last five years.

Aims of the Working Group
- The development, communication and examination of paradigms and frameworks for research

in the psychology of mathematics teacher development.

- The collection, development, discussion and critiquing of tools and methodologies for
conducting naturalistic and intervention research studies on the development of mathematics

teachers' knowledge, beliefs, actions and thinking.

- The implementation of collaborative research projects.

- The fostering and development of communication between participants.

- Tpe production of a joint publication on research frameworks and methodological issues within

this research domain.

Research Questions
At the Working Group sessions in 1991 it was decided that the focus for the 1992 Working
Groups sessions would be the sharing of examples of the practice of mathematics teachers and

teacher educators that inform our notions of what constitutes good pedagogy in general, and the

role of assessment, in particular. The format of the sessions will include the presentation and

discussion of brief, anecdotal vignettes. The following research questions may help to mould the

thinking of researchers interested in contributing an anecdotal vignette to one of the sessions.

- Should professional development programs for teachers of mathematics be basically the

same, the world over?

- Do we have examples of professional development programs that help practising teachers

build confidence in their mathematical ability and in their ability to teach mathematics?

- Can the tension between constructivist ideas recommended in mathematics teacher
development programs and assessment practices and pedagogy in the programs be reconciled?

Proposed Outcomes of the Working Group at PME XV
1. Collaborative Research Projects: Members of the Working Group have overlapping
research interests, and it is hoped that collaborative research projects can be mounted.

2. Publication of an Edited Collection of Research Papers: The Working Group
plans to publish a collection of research papers.

3. Preparation of the Working Group's Presentation to 1CME 7: A session at
ICME 7, combined with the other two Working Groups involving teacher education, has been

scheduled. At least one session at PME will be devoted to planning this session.

Nerida Ellerton, Convent:4.
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Alan J. Bishop, Organizer

All mathematics learning takes place in a social setting and particularly within the PME community,

we need to be able to interpret, and theorize about, mathematics learningWC:Person* as well as

intrapersonally. Mathematics learning in its educational context cannot be fully interpreted as an

intrapersonal phenomenon because of the social context in which it occurs. Equally, interpersonal

or sociological constructs will be inadequate alone since it is always the individual learner who

must make sense and meaning in the mathematics. Therefore, it is vitally important to research the

ways this intra-interpersonal oamplementarity influences the kindof mathematical knowledge

acquired by pupils in classrooms. In order to pursue this research it is therefore necessary to

analyze and develop both theoretical constructs and methodological tools.

This is what the SPME working group has concentrated on. At PME 10, the first official meeting

of the group, we tried out various small group tasks amongst ourselves and discussed their value

as research 'sites' and also teaching situations. At PME 11, we moved to other social determinants

of mathematics leaning, particularly thinking about influences of other pupils and of the teacher.

At PME 12, we focused on the idea of "bringing society into the classroom" and the issues of

justifying research which might conflict with what "society", considers education should bedoing.

At PME 13, we worked on two areas, firstly the ways in which the construct "mathematics" is

socially mediated in the classroom, and secondly, the use of videos of classroom interactions, and

their analyses. At PME 14, we considered the situation of bi-cultural learners, the social setting of

the nursery-school, and the laming values of cooperative games. At PME 15, weconsidered the

following: (1) bi-cultural learners - particularly ideas from the evidence of Guida de Abreu from

Brazil, (2) the relationships between the social contexts of mathematics and the childdevelopment

model, led by Leo Rogers from UK, (3) social issues of assessment, led by Luciana Bazzini and

Lucia Grugnetti from Italy, and (4) aspects of cultural and social 'difference' which may be of

significance in mathematics learning.
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Working Group:

co- convenors: SteveSteve Lerman and Judy Mous ley

The group has been meeting annually since 1988 and as a working
group since 1990. The aims of the group are to review the issues
surrounding the theme of teachers as researchers in mathematics
education, and to engage in collaborative research.

The stimulus for the notion that classroom teachers can and should
carry out research whilst concerned with the practice of teaching
mathematics comes from a number of sources, including: teachers as
reflective practitioners; teaching as a continuous learning process; the
nature of the theory/practice interface; the problems of dissemination of
research when it is centred in colleges; research problems being
generated in the classroom, and finding solutions within the context in
which the questions arise. These themes are seen to be equally relevant
to the teacher education situation, and provide a focus for the reflective
activities of ourselves as teacher-educators.

Since the meeting in Assissi in 1991, we have established a network
amongst members and circulated papers, ideas and questions. The
programme in New Hampshire will centre around the issue that was
raised in Assissi, namely what constitutes research in the context of
teachers researching their/our, own practice. We will also review the
work of present and new members in this field and report on research
carried out during the year.
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Discussion Groups
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DILEMMAS OF CONSTRUCTIVIST MATHEMATICS TEACHING:
INSTANCES FROM CLASSROOM PRACTICE.

Richard Carter and John Richardsl
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman 10 Moulton St.

Cambridge, MA 02138

The NCTM Curriculum and Professional Standards (NCTM 1989) and the California
Framework (California Department of Education 1991) lay out a vision of how
mathematics learning and teaching should happen. This vision is in strong contrast to what

one finds in the vast majority of standard classrooms. This new vision is becoming

common in the mathematics education community. Researchers have written about their

own attempts to transform the classrooms they work in and the difficulties they have

encountered (Lampert (1990), Ball (1990), Cobb (1991)). The NCTM's Professional
Standards are full of classroom vignettes, and there are even some videotapes that show
exemplary practices. Yet, there has been little written about what it means for regular
classroom teachers to try to make the transition from traditional mathematics teaching to the
vision of inquiry learning articulated in these documents. In this paper we present some of
our own efforts to help classroom teachers make this transition and some of the enduring

dilemmas these teachers have encountered.
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MEANINGFUL CONTEXTS FOR SCHOOL. MATHEMATICS

Luciana BA7ZINI, Dipartimento di Matematica, Universitil di Pavia, (Italy)

Lucia GRUGNETTI, Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Cagliari, (Italy)

A Discussion Group explicitly devoted to the analysis of meaningful contexts for school

mathematics had its first meeting at PME 15 in Assisi last year.

A primary reason leading to the establishment of this group was the growing interest in the

role of contexts in mathematics education , as shown by recent research (for a basic bibliog-

raphy, see the presentation of this Discussion Group in the Proceedings of PME 15, Vol. 1,
pag. XXIX).

The two sessions of the Discussion Group took into account the role of context from a
general point of view. It was noticed that the word "context" can have different meanings,

related to socio- cultural or ethno-anthropological factors, or to the conditions in which teach-

ing-learning processes take place. For our purposes, we defined context as the set of environ-

mental conditions and experiences created to evoke thinking in the classroom in order to give

meaning to mathematical constructions. Evidence suggests that the ability to control and
organize cognitive skills is not an abstract context-free competence which may be easily

transfered across diverse domains but consists rather of a cognitive activity which is specifi-

cally tied to context. This is not to say that cognitive activities are completely specific to the

episode in which they were originally learned or applied. However, it is of vital importance to

be able to generalize aspects of knowledge and skills to new situations. Attention to the role of

context focuses on determining how generalization can be stimulated or blocked. A specific

context ca represent a powerful opportunity for mathematical investigation but also a potential

obstacle to abstraction.

In this perspective, we propose two main foci for the two sessions of this Discussion Group

at PME 16. They are:

- analysis of how mathematical activity can be contextualized in experiences taken from

children's extrascolastic knowledge;

- analysis of how school mathematics can be lirled to other school disciplines, in view of a

meaningful contexwalization of mathematics itself.

In our opinion, special attention to the interaction of school mathematics and the world

outside and of school mathematics and other domains gives rise to important questions related

to the meaningfulness of a given context: meaningful for children, for mathematics or other.

Finally, questions related to how mathematical constructions can be contextualized and

de-contextualized according to a spiral process can be discussed and investigated hereafter.
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PARADIGMS LOST: WHAT CAN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION LEARN
FROM RESEARCH IN OTHER DISCIPLINES?

BRIAN A. WIG The Australian Council for Educational Research

Many researchers appear to work in isolation from their brethren in related fields.
Nowhere is this more true than in educational research. Language research has had
little to say about the language of mathematics, yet the mathematics research
literature is replete with references to 'the language of mathematics'. This 'language
of mathematics' though, seems not connected to the notions of language generally
used in language research. There are two questions here. First, why does this
disconnection occur, and second are there indeed any benefits to be had from
looking at other disciplines? I do not propose to enter the debate regarding to the
former question, but do in regard to the latter.

Mathematics education research may benefit from looking at some related
disciplines, but which? Let us look at one related discipline, namely science.
Although science appears to be similar to mathematics to the uninitiated, and indeed
historically was so, the end of the twentieth century sees two quite distinct research
areas defined. Where previously researchers like Piaget investigated both science
and mathematical concept development we now see separate studies. Scanning the
relevant journals gives the impression that mathematics is about content and how it
may be best taught, while a similar overview of science journals reveals an emphasis
upon development of concepts. How this divergencehas occurred is of no
importance here, but rather that it exists.

Mathematics is supposedly about concept development, so can we use the science
research as a guide to better research efforts in mathematics? I believe we can. An
example of science research exploring children's conceptual development and
providing information for teachers to better plan their students' further learning, is a
study recently undertaken in Australia (Adams, Doig and Rosier, 1990). This survey
of children's science beliefs used novel assessment instruments collectively entitled
Tapping Students' Science Beliefs (TSSB) units. Children wereasked to role play,
complete a short story or comment upon the activities of characters in a cartoon strip.
By the use of modern psychometrics the data was collated and analyzed to produce
continua describing the development of concepts over a number of scientific areas.
Descriptions of students' likely scientific beliefs at various points along these
continua make the planning of future experiences for these students much simpler
and more likely to match the students' needs.

It is my contention that mathematics education can learn from these current efforts in
science. For example, is it possible to construct assessment instruments that engage
students and measure their underlying beliefs about mathematical concepts? The
answer must be 'yes' if we are to attempt to create any sortof constructivist
curriculum one based upon the ,ti.tclent's needs and perceptions, and not solely on
the received wisdom of previous generations, which is apparently what we have.
Ask yourself 'How different is my curriculum from that of my grandparents?'

REFERENCE

Adams, R. J., Doig, B. A. and Rosier, M. (1991). Science Learning in Victorian
Schools: 1990 Melbourne: The Australian Council for Educational Research.
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Discussion Group

PHILOSOPHY or MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Paul Ernest

In mathematics education epistemological and philosophical
issues are gaining in importance. Theories of learning are
becoming much more epistemologically orientated, as in the case
of constructivism. A number of areas of inquiry in the
psychology of mathematics education, including problem solving,
teacher beliefs, applications of the Perry Theory, and
ethnomathematics, all relate directly to the philosophy of
mathematics. Researchers in mathematics education are becoming
increasingly aware of the epistemological assumptions and
foundations of their inquiries. This is because any inquiry
into the learning and teaching of mathematics depends upon the
nature of mathematics, and teachers' and researchers'
philosophical assumptions about it. Whilst many of these issues
have been raised before at PME, none have been or can be
resolved. This suggests that a continuing discussion would be
useful and timely.

In fact, the most central of the philosophical issues, the
philosophy of mathematics, has been insufficiently addressed at
PME. Although reference has been made to it in a number of
plenary and other presentations, there has not been sufficient
recognition that it is undergoing a revolution, and the
absolutist paradigm is being abandoned. Publications by
Lakatos, Davis and Hersh, Kitcher and Tymoczko, for example,
are pointing towards a new fallibilist paradigm. This has
profound implications for the psychology of mathematics
education. For if mathematics itself is no longer seen as a
fixed, hierarchical body of objective knowledge, then what is
the status of hierarchical theories of mathematical learning or
of subjective knowledge of mathematics? One outcome is sure.
They can no longer claim to be representing the logical
structure of mathematics.

The aim of the group is to provide a forum for a discussion
some of these issues, including:

1. Recent developments in the philosophy of mathematics.
2. Implications of such developments for the psychology of

mathematics education.
3. The epistemological bases of research paradigms and

methodologies in mathematics education.

This discussion group was first offered at PME-14 in Mexico.
This meeting will continue the discussion begun there, and
consider becoming a working group.
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RESEARCH IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF UNDERGRADUATE
MATHEMATICS: WHERE ARE WE? WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Organizers: Joan Ferrini-Mundy, University of New Hampshire, Ed Dubinsky, Purdue
University, and Steve Monk, University of Washington

There is growing interest, particularly in the community ofmathematicians, in
questions about the teaching and learning of mathematics at the undergraduate level.
Professional organizations such as the Mathematical Association of America and the American
Mathematical Society have begun to encourage attention to this emerging research area within
their conference and publication structures. This discussion session is organized by members
of the Mathematical Association of America's Committee on Research in Undergraduate
Mathematics, to promote a more sustained focus on this area of research. We will address the
following questions:

Can we summarize major research areas and methodologies concerning the learning and
teaching of undergraduate mathematics, and what are the most appropriatevehicles for sharing
this work with a wider audience?

How can mathematicians and researchers in mathematics education collaborate to formulate and
investigate significant questions about the teaching and learning of undergraduate mathematics?

How can we encourage more systematic and widespread interest in this area of research, while
also maintaining high levels of quality for audiences of mathematicians, mathematics education
researchers, and others?

What mechanisms can be developed for sharing work that has implications for practice, in
terms of instruction and curriculum, with the community of college mathematics teachers?

Is it viable to propose a PME Working Group on the Teaching and Learning of Undergraduate
Mathematics? What might be the relationship with the Advanced Mathematical Thinking
Working Group?

A wide range of research has been undertaken concerning the teaching and learning of
undergraduate mathematics. There are serious challenges in considering how this work might
be summarized and organized so that it can be accessible and helpful to interested researchers
and practitioners. Several working reference lists and bibliographies will be assembled for this
discussion session, and participants are encouraged to supply additional material. Certainly the
monograph produced by the PME Working Group on Advanced Mathematical Thinking
provides a very useful organization. Additional compilations andformats might be helpful to

various communities.
College and university teachers of mathematics often have serious and important

questions concerning issues in student learning and in teaching.Conununicating Among
Communities, the final report of a fall, 1991 conference sponsored by the MAA, includes as

one of its recommendations that "those faculty whose professional work is devoted to research
in mathematics education, as well all those whose work centers on curriculum development or
educational practice" should be appropriately rewarded. Issues in this area also will be raised.

Beyond the relatively well-developed body of work in advanced mathematical thinking,
there certainly are other research directions and emphases in the area of undergraduate
mathematics learning and teaching. These include various intervention-type studies to test
curricular innovation or instructional strategies, studies of teaching processes, and studies
about the mathematics preparation of preservice teachers. We hope to expand the discussion to
determine the ways that these other lines of research, many of which have more profound
implications for practice, may be extended and communicated.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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VISUALIZATION IN PROBLEM SOLVING AND LEARNING

Maria Alessandra MARIOTI'L Dipartimento di Matematica, Universita di Pisa, (Italy)
Angela PESCI, Dipanimento di Matematica, Universiti di Pavia, (Italy)

When we had the idea, last year, to start a discussion group on this theme we did not expect
so large a presence. There were 45 participants from the following countries: Australia,

Canada, Spain, Finland, Germany, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Portugal, Sweden, UK and the USA.

Today many people are very interested in this topic and the related studies are multiplying.
On this subject T. Dreyfus, last PME, gave a lecture "On the status of visual reasoning in
mathematics and mathematics education". Our theme also intersects some aspects that are
widly discussed by the Working Group on Representations, guided by G.A. Goldin. In the last

three years the growing number of participants has made evident the growing interest in these

problems. On the basis of last year's discussion, we think it opportune to direct our work
along the following lines.

Since visualization, that is the action "to see" mentally, can be the result of different visual

stimuli, among these we plan to deal in particular with graphical representation:. By graphical

representation we mean every graphical sign different from the written word: from a pictorial
drawing to a schematic and symbolic one, up to the most specific mathematical signs. The

graphical sign can be produced by a pupil, a teacher, a textbook, a computer and so on. During

a lesson of mathematics, geometrical figures, symbols, schemes, tables, tree diagrams, arrows,

... are frequently used. Often they are not only didactic aids but visual messages which are
crucial in building the "meaning" of a concept or in schematizing a problematic situation. In

several instances these representations play a very important role: perhaps they are able to

suggest mental images which are very effective and functional (for instance, in some memory

tasks, in associations useful in producing cognitive acquisitions, in partially new resolution

processes and so on). We consider very important to study the dialectics between graphical

representations and internal cognitive processes and to discuss how this study can be faced.

Therefore we consider important that our group try to discuss the following problems:

a - To what extent and how are internal images influenced by external ones in arithmetic,
algebra, geometry and analysis?

b - How are internal images used to generate external ones (diagrams, pictures, sketches,...) for

example during problem solving processes?

c - Which graphical representations are particularly effective? In which conceptual contexts?

For which ages? Which could be the reasons of their effectiveness?

d - Which are the most common misunderstandings in using external representations? How

can we find a remedy for them? How can we be sure that the meaning of a graphical
scheme is completely determined without ambiguity?

e - How to face the analysis suggested by the previous points? By which tools and methods?
In which theoretical frames?
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Research Reports
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APPROACHES TO RESEARCH INTO CULTURAL CONFLICTS
IN MATHEMATICS LEARNING

Gutcla de Abrea - Department of Education / Cambridge University. UK`
Alan J. Bishop - Department of Education / Cambridge University, UK

Geraldo Pompeu Jr. - Catholic University of Campinas, Brazil"

With the aim of discussing alternatives approaches to research into cultural
conflicts, some results from two research pro, tects are presented. The first is concerned
with clarifying the cultural conflict as experienced from the child's perspective, when her
home mathematics is substantially dfferent from the school mathematics. The second
analyses changes in teachers' attitudes in the transition from a culture-free approach to
mathematics teaching, to an approach that acknowledges the cultural-conflict.

The recent constructivist framework, as exemplified by Saxe (1990), focuses on a

level of mathematics learning where culture and cognition are constitutive of one

another. Saxe developed his empirical studies in an out-of-school setting, candy selling

on bre street, and found evidence that the children gradually interweave their school
mathematics with the mathematics generated by the participation in the out-of-school

practices. A considerable amount of research describing the mathematical competence
of people out-of-school, in contrast to in-school, is also available. e.g., (Carraher, 1988:

Lave 1988), but little is known about the interactions occurring when children are

confronted by the two sets of mathematics cultural practices, in a school setting. That

seems a crucial area to clarify when developing new approaches to teaching in
situations where the school mathematics culture is markedly different from that

demonstrated outside school.
A second crucial area in such situations is that of the attitudes of teachers

concerning the relevance of children's out-of-school knowledge for classroom teaching.

There is a body of research on teachers' attitudes in mathematics teaching in general.

but none which focuses on this specific aspect. This paper will be a report of ongoing

research in both of these areas. illustrating as well the enormous research challenges

facing mathematics educators working in cultural conflict situations, where 'cultural

conflict' means the conflict the children experience in terms of contradictory
understandings generated through their participation in two different mathematics

cultures, one outside school, linked to their everyday practices, and the other at school.

- Guida de Abreu 's research is sponsored by CNPq / Brazil
Geraldo Pompeu's research is sponsored by Capes / Brazil
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Children's cultural conflicts

The assumption that mathematical knowledge is cultural implies that its learning
is associated with values. !Neliefs. rules about its use, etc. Therefore. the traditional
belief that school mathematics is a culture-free subject is questionable. and there is a
growing feeling that it should be treated as a specific school mathematics culture which
is not taking into account the mathematics practiced in the out-of-school culture. That
split between the two mathematics cultures is the source of conflict for children. By the
nature of human cognition they should build their knowledge upon their previous
understandings. but because of the cultural gap they are being faced with
contradictions, which appear in different ways, such as: (a) beliefs : (b) performance:
(c) representations (d1 self-concepts. To exemplify these aspects some results from an
empirical investigation developed among Brazilian children, aged between 8 and 16.
from primary schools in a sugar cane farming community, will be reported. This is a
development of the research reported in Bishop and Abreu (1991).

(a) Beliefs: When investigating children's beliefs a great imbalance was found in
terms of the value that they give to the outside mathematics, used in the predominant
activity of the local economy. sugar cane farming and the in school mathematics (see
Table 1).

Table 1: Percentage of children's answers related to their beliefs about
mathematics (n226)

Children believe that: %

. People working in an office use mathematics
. People working in sugar cane farming do not use mathematics

95
72

. The pupils, who performed best in school mathematics.
work in offices 81. The pupils, who performed worst in
school mathematics. work in sugar cane farming 73

. People working in an office are schooled 100

. People working in sugar cane farming are unschooled 77

. Sugar cane workers can work out sums without being schooled 73
. Sugar cane workers cannot do sums without being schooled 27

On the other hand they also acknowledged that sugar cane workers cope
successfully with their everyday sums. This seems to be one area of cultural-conflict.
which apparently they resolved in terms of contextualization, that is school
mathematics is different from sugar cane mathematics. However, in practice they are
coping with contradictions such as: their parents can do sums better than them. but
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they believe that people who are in sugar cane farming do not have proper knowledge:
they need to rely on their parents' mathematics to get help to cope with difficulties in
their school mathematics homework. Severina, 14 years old. a sugar cane worker's
daughter. described by the teacher as an unsuccessful pupil, gives evidence of the
contradictions:

I (Interviewer) - Why doesn't that man fin a picture) on the tractor know
mathematics?
S (Severina) He doesn't know. He doesn't have ajob. He works in sugar cane.
I Is it possible that some people (in pictures] had never been to school?
S - (Among pictures with people in offices, markets, school and sugar cane she
choose a man working in sugar cane.] Yes, this. I think that if he has been to
school, he would not be working in that place.
I - Any more?
S These (again people in sugar cane).
1- Why?
S - It is the same. If they had studied they will not be working in that place. This is
an example of those who had never been to school, like my father.
I (...) You told me that your father doesn't know to write, but for oral sums he is
the best. How does he help you in your mathematics homework?
S I ask hint for example: how much is 3 times 7 or 8 and he answers. How much
is 3 plus 12? He answers all.

I (On another interview! Can you tell what you think about the way your father
did the sums, is it the same or different from the way you learned in school?
S It is a different way, he does it in his head, mine is with the pen.
I Which do you think is the proper way?
S - School.
I - Which do you think gives a correct result?
S - My father.

- Why?
S Because I Just think so.

(b) Performance: Analysing children's performance in group tasks. on which

they were asked to imagine they were farmers, to allow them to bring their out-of-

school knowledge to solve the task, no differences were found related to their school

mathematical performance. but there seems to be a relation with gender (see Table 2).

Table 2: Number of answers according to children's performance in schooland
gender

How the child
understands the
inverse relation

Number of answers given by pupils:

Successful Unsuccessful
at school at school

Boys Girls

Only qualitatively

Both qualitatively
and quantitatively

11 15 1 25

25 25 31 19
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The mathematics concept involved was the inverse proportional relation between
the size of the unit of measurement and the total number of units needed in four tasks:
halving and doubling the size of a stick used to measure length: halving and doubling
the size of a square to measure area. Children show two types of understandings: (a)
only qualitatively, e.g., if it is half the size of the unit, then I will need more units, but
they show difficulties in the calculations. (b) qualitatively and quantitatively, e.g.. this
is half, then I need twice the number I have.

Again, these results brought more cultural conflicts into question. One is related
to the contradiction in the child's performance in school and out, of which they seem to
be aware, as for example, a 5th grade girl, unsuccessful in school who said: "Sometimes
my sister comes to my house, brings the money and I go shopping for her. They give me
the note (account), I check and get it correct. But. in school there is no way. I cannot
learn." Another is related to the contradiction between child-specific experiences and
the task presented, e.g. this community has specific social roles for girls and boys.
allowing boys to have jobs in agriculture or in the market. but which are improper for
girls. Perhaps that difference between girls and boys could account for their
engagement in different social practices outside which lead to specific mathematics
understandings.

(c) Representations: When confronting the children with school-like tasks, the
first thing that was obvious was the difficulty of the children of that community in
coping with written languag.:. (his make sense since in the children's homes there is
mainly an oral culture. They mention about their fathers that: only 37% can read, but
77% can do sums orally and 70% in writing. For the mothers. 57% can read, but only
47% can cope with sums orally or writing. Analysing the results of twenty pupils in four
school tasks they succeed on 89% of the sums when solving them orally, but only 39%
succeed in representing it in a written way acceptable in school (these findings agree
with Carraher, Carraher and Schliemann. 1987, who described the oral strategies
accounting for success). However, in the research presented here. the focus is on the
process of producing a written representation for their oral solution. It seems as if they
are mixing their oral system of representation with the written system, which is
being taught in school. For example 50% of the third grade pupils in writing the sum of
the sides of quadrilaterals, put more than one side in the same line. as in the following
examples:

Example 1: After measuring a square with 5 (cm) each side, and answering orally that
the total is 20. the child produced the following written representation

10 10
Reading the written answer: It is twenty. Because 5 plus 5 is 10, with 5 plus 5 is
10."
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Example 2: Adding the sides of a parallelogram 3 by 4 (cm).

33
4A77

Reading the written answer: " It is seventy seven."

Both of these children wrote in the same way. but in the firs'_ example the child
seems to follow the oral reasoning and give a correct result, while in the second the
child reads the number following the rules of written numbers and giving an incorrect
answer. This seems to be another way of experiencing the conflict, that is, children
appear to be very confused when asked to choose which answer is correct. A child
argued in one problem that the written sum is correct "Because this one here (written)
we did getting the numbers from here, working out. and checking", while in fact the
correct result was the one he did orally. On another problem the same child chose as
correct the oral result.

(d) Self-concepts: Comparing children's self-judgements about their
performances in mathematics with their teachers' judgements it was found that they do
not agree in 55% of the cases. That high rate of disagreement between children's self-
concepts and teachers seems to be another source of cultural conflict. The majority of
the children who disagree with their teachers are the ones judged as low achievers by
the teachers. The child's self-concept seems more coherent to their mathematics
abilities in general. than the teacher's judgement based on the scores from school tests.

Educational approaches to cultural-conflict

Cultural-conflict between in and out-of-school mathematics is being reflected in
different kinds of contradictions that affect children mathematics learning, as
exemplified by research results like those described above. There appear to be. from
an educational perspective, two broad approaches to this conflict, one which ignores it
and keeps the traditional mathematics teaching approach, and the other which
acknowledges it. Following the second. different alternatives are followed in terms of the
extent to which the home culture of the child will be taken into account in the school
context. We refer to these as: assimilation; accommodation: amalgamation and
appropriation. The way the school culture will interact with the child's home culture
will vary according to the four alternatives, therefore raising different questions about
children' learning: teacher's attitudes: school curriculum, etc. (see Table 3)
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Table 3: Different approaches to culture-conflict

Approaches
to culture
conflict

Assumptions Curriculum Teaching Language

Culture-free
Traditional
view

No culture
conflict

Traditional I

Canonical
No particular
modification

Official

Assimilation Child's
culture
should be
useful as
examples

Some child's Caring
cultural approach
contexts perhaps with
included some pupils

in groups

Official,
plus
relevant
contrasts
and
remediation
for second
language
learners

Accommodation Child's
culture
should
influence
education

Curti, :um
restructured
due to
child's
culture

Teaching
style
modified as
preferred by
children

Child's home
language
accepted in
class, plus
official
language
support

Amalgamation Culture's
adults
should
share
significantly
in education

Curriculum
jointly
organised by
teachers and
community

Shared or
team
teaching

Bi-lingual,
bi-cultural
teaching

Appropriation Culture's
community
should take
over
education

Curriculum
organised
wholly by
community

Teaching
entirely by
community's
adults

Teaching in
home
community's
preferred
language

To illustrate one aspect of research into those approaches, some results from a
study of teachers' attitudes are presented. This research, also in Brazil, investigated
changes in attitudes occurring during the implementation of an 'accommodation'
approach - specifically in the transition from traditional teaching, called 'canonical-
structuralist', to one called 'ethnomathematical', which took into account the children's
social and cultural knowledge and values. This work is the culmination of the research
described in a preliminary form in Bishop and Pompeu (1991).

The research study was designed in three main phases: in the first, the
theoretical background for the Ethnomathematical approach was introduced to the
teachers: in the second phase, the teachers planned and developed six 'Teaching
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Projects (TPs)' based on the Ethnomathematical approach: finally. in the third phase.

the teachers applied the TPs with their pupils. Nineteen teachers were involved, in
twelve ordinary state schools, teaching the six projects lasting between three and five

weeks, to a total of 450 pupils. In order to monitor and assess the changes in teachers'

attitudes, a questionnaire was applied, as an attitude 'thermometer'. in three different

points in the research study: at the beginning, after the theoretical phase, and after the

application of the TPs (for details of procedure. see Bishop and Pompeu. 1991). The
teachers also wrote about their attitudes and were interviewed. Three conclusions
about the effects of the different phases of the implementation strategy upon the
teachers' attitudes are relevant here:

From the general perspective of mathematics as a school subject, and in terms of
the intended, implemented and attained levels of the mathematics curriculum, the

theoretical phase signific,..tly affected the teachers' attitudes towards the first two of

these perspectives. That is, the introduction of the Ethnomathematical theoretical

background to the teachers, substantially changed their attitudes towards the general
perspective of mathematics as a school subject, and towards the intended mathematics
curriculum (why mathematics occupies an important place into the school curriculum).
According to the data, the emphasis on mathematics as a school subject most
increased in relation to the 'particular' and the 'exploratory and explanatory' features of

the subject, and most decreased in relation to its 'universal' and 'logical' features.

Similarly, the emphasis on the reasons why mathematics occupies an important place

into the school curriculum, most increased in relation to the 'social and cultural basis
of the subject', and most decreased in relation to its 'informative' aspects. For example,

one teacher wrote:

"What a big mistake it was to think initially that the 'cultural and social' basis of
mathematics has so little importance. Mathematics is basically a product of the
culture of each race. It grows from the needs of each society, and the experience of

each one. These are the bases of its truth."

The planning and development of the TPs, as well as their application with the

pupils, most substantially changed the teachers' attitudes towards the attained level of

the mathematics curriculum. In other words, the teachers' action as 'designers of

curriculum (TPs in this case), and guides to learning', as suggested by Howson and

Wilson (1986), most substantially changed their attitudes in relation to 'what abilities

pupils should have after they have learnt mathematics'. According to the data, for
example, after the application phase. the emphasis on pupils' ability to 'analyse

problems' was the one which most increased its importance in the teachers' view.
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Interestingly, the attitude questionnaire did not reveal any major change in
teachers' attitudes towards 'how mathematics should be taught' (the implemented level
of the mathematics curriculum). However, by the end of the study, the emphasis on a
'debatable' approach to the teaching of mathematics was the perspective which had
most increased its importance from the teachers' point of view. In contrast, the
emphasis on a 'one-way'and a 'reproductive' approach to the teaching of mathematics
were the aspects which most decreased in their importance for these teachers. In
addition, from some teachers comments, it was also possible to see other changes in
teachers' attitudes at this level of analysis. One of these changes is related to the
assessment procedure adopted in mathematics, and at the end of the research study, a
teacher wrote about this:

"I was not expecting the kind of reaction which some of the pupils had (some pupils
man(fested disagreement about the final results of the assessment - researcher
observation). On the other hand. (".1 I learnt that the assessment procedure is too
complex to be so little discussed. (...) After all, I believe that an assessment
procedure should take into consideration the individual aspects of each pupil,
demanding from each one of them a proportional response to his/her earlier
experiences."
(More data will be presented at the conference)

Conclusion
Cultural conflicts are increasingly being recognised as a source of mathematical

conceptual. and attitudinal obstacles for pupils and teachers alike. The analysis.
research approaches and findings reported in this paper indicate some promising
directions which research in this area could take, and demonstrate the educational
complexity which must be appreciated if progress is to be made.
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RHETORICAL PROBLEMS AND

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

Verna M. Adams

Washington State University

Abstract

This investigation examined ways in which a theory of knowledge telling

and knowledge transforming from written composition might be relevant to

mathematical problem solving. Rhetoriqal problems were identified in problem

solving interviews as subjects attempted to understand the problem statement.

These problems generally dealt with understanding language and were

sometimes resolved as a result of expectations of text forms for mathematical

problems. Revisions of text during mathematical problem solving occurred

when the problem solver modified diagrams, charts, equations, etc. Revisions

often occurred at critical times in the solution process.

Introduction

Although solving a mathematics problem and writing a composition are

very different activities, from one perspective they have much in common. Like

skilled writers, good problem solvers in mathematics must use and exert

control over complex cognitive activities such as goal setting, planning, and

memory search and evaluation. Some researchers on writing (Bereiter &

Scardamalia, 1987; Carter, 1988; Flower & Hayes, 1977) consider writing to be

a problem-solving activity. This view of writing has led researchers in

mathematical problem solving and in writing to rely on some of the same

sources in building theories in the two domains. Bereiter and Scardamalia

developed a theory of written composition that involves two modes of mental

processing called knowledge telling and knowledge transforming.
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In this study, the investigator examined Bereiter's and Scardamalia's

theory of written composition (1987) from the perspective of a mathematics

educator interested in mathematical problem solving. The investigator, in

effect, first stepped outside the domain of mathematics to acquire an

understanding of the theory of knowledge telling and knowledge transforming as

it applies to written composition. That understanding was then brought back

into the domain of mathematics to ground the theory in data on mathematical

problem solving. This paper reports on the component of the investigation of

knowledge telling and knowledge transforming in mathematical problem solving

(Adams, 1991) that identified rhetorical problems.

Theoretical Background

The idea of two modes of mental processing has its roots in theories from

cognitive psychology (Anderson, 1983). According to Anderson, one mode of

cognitive functioning is "automatic" and "invoked directly by stimulus input."

The other mode "requires conscious control . . . and is invoked in response to

internal goals" (pp. 126-127). Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) identified the

characteristics of these modes of processing within the domain of written

composition and labeled the first mode of processing knowledge telling and the

second mode knowledge transforming.

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) proposed that, when a writer is engaged

in knowledge transforming, the writer creates a rhetorical problem space and a

content problem space. These problem spaces are not created if the writer is

engaged in knowledge telling. The rhetorical problem space is tied to text

production and contains mental representations of actual or intended text. One

of its functions is to put thoughts into a linear sequence for output as written

text. The content problem space is tied to idea production.
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To make the transition from written composition to mathematical

problem solving, the investigator viewed the representation of a mathematical

problem created by the problem solver as "text." Examples of text forms in

mathematical problem solving include charts, tables, and proofs. Knowledge of

how to structure a mathematical proof is an example of knowledge of a way of

forming text. Because mathematical problems are often presented in written

form, the function of a rhetorical problem space in mathematical problem

solving was assumed to include the interpretation of text as well as the

creation of text. This assumption has a basis in literature on reading and

writing: Birnbaum (1986) suggests that reflective thinking about language is a

common thread between reading and writing. Readers and writers share the

common goal of constructing meaning (Dougherty, 1986; Spivey, 1990).

The origins of the concept of problem spaces lie in theory related to

computer simulations of human thought (see Newell, 1980; Newell & Simon,

1972; Simon & Newell, 1971). Simon and Newell (1971) describe a problem

space as "the way a particular subject represents the task in order to work on

it" (p. 151). Newell (1980) proposes that problem spaces are mental constructs

"whicn humans have or develop when they engage in goal-oriented activity" (p.

696). Whether or not these mental constructs were created was of interest in

this investigation as one means of distinguishing knowledge telling and

knowledge transforming. For that purpose, it was useful to think of a problem

space as setting boundaries on the knowledge structures used in finding a

solution to the problem.

Although the concept of problem spaces is not new to research on

mathematical problem solving (e.g., Goldin, 1979; Jensen, 1984; Kantowski,

1974/1975), the idea of a rhetorical problem space has not been proposed for

mathematical problem solving. Researchers in mathematics education,

however, have been interested in issues dealing with mathematics, language,
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and learning (e.g., Cocking & Mestre, 1988; Pimm, 1987). Pimm (1987)

identified features of the mathematical writing system and the complexity of

the syntax of written mathematical forms. He suggested that the same

difficulties that children have with natural language are evident in learning

mathematics.

Research Perspective on Mathematical Problems

In this investigation, a problem solver was described as experiencing a

problem if a direct route to a goal was blocked. Because a task that is a

problem for one person may not be a problem for another person, a mathematical

task cannot be labeled a problem until after the problem solver has worked on

the task. Thus, in order to characterize the task as a problem, an observer must

evaluate the mental activity of the problem solver by making inferences about

that mental activity from what the problem solver says and does.

The mathematical tasks used in the investigation were written word

problems. Problems were identified as compositional problems if the problem

solver suspended attention to the problem goal identified in the problem

statement in order to create his or her own goals for understanding and solving

the problem. Mathematical tasks may be problems without being compositional

problems.

As problem solvers work on mathematical tasks, they construct mental

representations of the tasks. The mental representation may be thought of as a

cognitive structure constructed on the basis of the problem solvers domain-

related knowledge and the organization of that knowledge in memory (Yackel,

1984/1985). As the problem solver develops the mental representation, the

problem solver's mathematical concepts and problem-solving processes may

undergo change (see Lesh, 1985). Kintsch (1986) suggested that the problem
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solver builds a mental model of the text (problem statement) and a mental

model of the situation described in the text. The mental model of the text "is

built from propositions and expresses the semantic content of the text at both a

local and a global level" (p. 88).

For this investigation, I assumed that the mental model of the text is part

of the rhetorical problem space and the mental model of the problem situation

is part of the content space, which I refer to as the main problem space. The

contents of each problem space must be inferred from analysis of the problem

solver's written representation of the problem and what the problem solver

does and says while solving the problem.

Design and Procedures

A theory developed in one domain cannot be expected to manifest itself in

exactly the same ways in a second domain. Thus, the main purpose of the the

study was to generate theory for mathematical problem solving and was not

approached as a verification study. A general method of comparative analysis

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was used throughout the investigation. In order to

examine potentially different situations in which a grounded theory might

manifest itself, purposeful sampling (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982) was used to select

data from the mathematics education literature and to collect additional data.

This procedure made it possible to compare "novices" and "experts" solving a

variety of mathematical tasks.

A total of 21 interviews of subjects solving problems were coded and

analyzed. Three levels cf protocol analysis were used: (a) coding and

categorizing of idea units in order to identify characteristics of the theory as it

related to mathematical problem solving (b) identification of problem spaces

created by the problem solver, and (c) characterization of the problem solving
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episodes as primarily knowledge telling or knowledge transforming.

Consistency between the levels of analysis was monitored.

The identification of rhetorical problems proceeded in two ways: (a)

Situations involving difficulties with language were examined. If the problem

solver appeared to be pursuing a particular goal, explicitly or implicitly, and

appeared to be purposefully working toward the goal, the activity was

identified as taking place in a rhetorical problem space. (b) Situations in which

text was modified were examined.

The first problematic situation for many problem solvers occurred as they

attempted to understand the problem statement. For example an eighth-grade

student read a problem and stated: "Okay . . . You have 19 coins worth . . . worth

a dollar. How many of each type of coin can you have? . . . 19 coins worth a

dollar. Well I . . . I don't know if all 19 coins are worth a dollar each or just one

dollar." The student resolved the problem in this way: "but I guess if it was

worth a dollar each they'd tell you." In this case, the student relied on her

expectations of text forms for problem statements to make the problem

situation meaningful.

Revisions of text were identified in the problem solving process and

appeared to be undertaken for different reasons. For example, one subject,

solving the coin problem above, modified a chart he was creating: "Urn. I am

going to put a column over here for the total sa that I can keep a running total."

Modifications of this type seemed replace creating a plan before beginning the

problem solving process. One problem solver working a problem involving

similar triangles modified a drawing in order to make the drawing more

consistent with the problem solver's knowledge of similar triangles. The
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revision, in this case, seemed to be part of a process of reformulating the

problem. Revisions also occurred after the problem solver observed an error in

earlier work.

In summary, rhetorical problems were more easily identified during the

process of understanding the problem statement than at other times during

individual problem solving. Although revisions of text did not seem to indicate

the same types of problematic situations that language presented in

understanding the problem statement, revisions of text often occurred at

critical points in the problem solving process.
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ACTION RESEARCH AND THE THEORY-PRACTICE DIALECTIC: INSIGHTS
FROM A SMALL POST GRADUATE PROJECT INSPIRED BY ACTIVITY THEORY

Jill Adler, University of the Witwatersrand, S Africa.

Action research is a context and a process by which practising mathematics teachers .orchid
Post graduate study can explore and explain the ntiationahla between theory and Poe**. from
this starting point I develop the argument that action research is enhanced by teachers' prior
engagement in theoretical debate on learning and teaching. In particular, key concepts kt activity
theory' provide teacher-researchers with useful tools to explore, change and reflect on their
practice. Those arguments au explored at this paper through the work of on particular
mathematics teacher during his post graduate study. I wa describe how his understandings and
use of activity theory both shape, and are shaped by, his classroom practices. This view from the
teacher-researcher as post graduate student Is complemented by my own reflections as the
supervisor of his work. Through the latter, thkd thrust emerges as I become aware of the
complexity of the questions provoked by the project, the imitations of activity theory and the
constraints on such research within post graduate study.

ACTION RESEARCH, THEORY-PRACTICE AND THE B ED DEGREE.

As an educational method concerned to break the research-practicedivide, action

research has spawned many different interpretations and practices. Differences

can be linked to the assumptions and interests underlying the projects (Grundy,

1987), and to whether projects focus inwards towards the classroom or also

outwards towards the broader social structure (Liston and Zeichner, 1990).

Common to all projects is a concern with improvement of classroom practice

through the involvement of teachers-as-researdmrs in their own classrooms.

Action research is distinguished from good practice (what many teachers do

anyway) in that it is systematic, deliberate and open to public scrutiny (McNiff,

1988; Davidoff and Van den Berg, 1990; Walker, 1991) and, while enhancing

reflective teaching (Liston and Zeichner, 1990), is distinct from it in that reflective

teaching, is not always conscious (Lerman and Scott-Hodges, 1991). Action

research Involves a continuous cycle of planning, acting, observing, reflecting and

replanning instances of classroom practice. Through critical reflections, teachers

not only develop their practice but also their theoretical understanding of that

practice. Action research thus provides for constant interplay between theory,

research and practice.

' as developed in the Soviet school of thought.
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Recently I have encouraged mathematics teachers enrolled for post graduate study

at the Bachelor of Education (B Ed) level at the University of the Witwatersrand

(Wits) to turn the research requirements of their degree towards small scale action

research projects. There is no particular innovation in this: in-service education,

directed as it is towards curriculum change, has long drawn on the methods of

action research. Currently, action research is being explored for its possibilities

within pre-service teacher education (Liston and Zeichner, 1991) and M Sc study

(Lerman and Scott-Hodges, 1991). Their motivation is not dissimilar to the two

inter-related reasons for my advocating action research within the B ED: 0) The B

Ed degree has a predominantly theoretical thrust. While students are generally

excited by new ideas and ways of looking at education, these often have little
impact on their educational practice. Action research can ground theory in
practice. (ii) More broadly, practising teachers in South Africa, by and large,

remain alienated from educational research and educational theory. They tend to

perceive themselves as users and not producers of knowledge. In particular,

mathematics teaching Is characterised by a rather slavish adherence to a prescribed

syllabus and its related prescribed text book (Adler, 1991). Action research offers

possibilities for shifting such curriculum processes.

ACTION RESEARCH AND ACTIVITY THEORY.

Embedded in action research is a view of learning as an active process. Teacher-

researchers learn through action, and reflection on that action. Action research

thus shares assumptions about learning with constructivist theories, be they naive,

radical or 'socio-constructionist' (i.e. drawing on activity theory) (Buni, 1991).

All see knowledge, not as given, but as constructed through activity. It Is thus

not surprising that current research into mathematics teaching and learning from

constructivist perspectives (eg Buss!, 1991; Jaworsky, 1991; Lerman and Scott-

Hodges, 1991) are within an action research tradition . While radical

constructivists and activity theorists share their rejection of knowledge as

transmitted, they differ crucially In the importance they attach to the social
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mediation of learning. I do not wish to debate the pros and cons of these theories.

In fact, like Confrey (1991), I would look to 'steering a course between Vygotsky

and Piaget'. However, activity theory, with its emphasis on social mediation,

provides useful concepts like the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) and the

interpersonal becoming the intrapersonal with which mathematics teachers can

examine social interaction and its impact on learning in their classrooms.

The focus of the rest of this paper is the work of one such teacher, Mark2. Mark's

action research project(i) illuminates the theory-practice dialectic in the context of

the B Ed course and (ii) provides particular insights into how key concepts in

activity theory can be useful tools for a teacher attempting to reflect on,

understand, and change his teaching practices.

MARK'S RESEARCH - A BRIEF DESCRIPTION AND SOME ANALYSIS.

While enrolled in the B Ed, part-time, during 1990 and 1991, Mark was teaching

mathematics in senior classes in a middle-class state (still segregated, whites-only)

school, and bogged down yet again by 'word problems' in Std 9 (Grade 11).

During his studies, he was inspired by the Piaget - Vygotsky debate on cognition.

After engaging with some theoretical extrapolations from activity theory to

mathematics teaching and learning, he wrote:

Various authors, including Christiansen and Walther (C & W) (1985), and
Me ilin-Olsen (1986) have provided an elaboration of this theoretical
framework (activity theory) into mathematical learning. The relationship
between educational 'task and activity' is analysed in detail by C & W,
whereas Me llin-Olsen locates activity within a broader socio-political
context. Given that the focus of this project is specifically syllabus-related
in terms of teaching word-problems with less emphasis on socio-political
problems, I will draw primarily on the work of C & W.

There were thus two interacting starting points for Mark's project: (i) a problem

identified in his own classroom, and, (if) a desk* to develop his interest in activity

theory and knowledge as socially constructed. He acknowledged and then rejected

socio-political concerns as outside the scope of his project. His selection from

elements of activity theory is pragmatic and clearly shaped by his understandings

2 See Phillips, M (1991)
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of the scope of his project and the constraints of his practice. Right from the

start, Mark's project is an interaction of theoretical and practical concerns.

C & W's product-process framework and their characterisation of 'drilling of

problem-types' resonated with what Mark perceived as inadequacies in his (and

others') practice. He translated C & W's contrast of typical and novel problems

and their argument for internalisation through learning in two dimensions (action

and reflection) into a series of tasks structured around the solving of 'word

problems' related to quadratic equations. These were to be tackled by Std 9 pupils

in a socially interactive setting so as to incorporate key activity theory concepts

such as 'mediation in the ZPD' and the 'interpsychological becoming the

Intrapsychologicar.

To facilitate both his own and others' critical reflection and interpretation of his

strategies for changed practice, and because of his focus on mediation and

interaction, Mark tape-recorded a group of learners, his interactions with them, and

their interactions with each other. Mark's detailed self-critical reflections are not

possible to reproduce in full here. Some of the most significant are captured in the

following extracts and descriptions.

Despite his intent at establishing both pupil-pupil and teacher-pupil interaction

Mark's transcript revealed that: 'I did most of the talking ... each pupil tended to

interact predominantly with me'.

On the question of establishing inter-subjective meaning for the tasks, he noticed

that

'... I often asked the question "do you all agree?" without actually
confirming whether they did ... '
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As regards his mediation of activity, close scrutiny of the transcript revealed that:

'...I provided a great deal of help, but my domination prevented pupils from
collectively or independently solving the problems without my interference

More specifically,

'... I effectively mediated Grant's and Robert's activity... I failed to
effectively draw others into the process of interaction ... I concentrated far
more on the boys than on the girls ...'

And reflecting most critically on the last point he says:

'A hidden assumption that the boys are automatically more successful than
girls at solving word problems seemed to prevail.'

Eagt.4
Anastasia: I don't understand
Teacher: OK, Robert, see if you can explain to her

Page 6
Teacher: ... good Robert ... (and later)
Teacher: Help Anastasia, Grant.

MLA
Teacher: ...that's great. Look at Grant's attempt everybody.
Anastasia: Gee wiz, kif hey.
Teacher: ... show the others what you did.'

Examining who entered tasks, how, why, he observed that many different methods

emerged, revealing a 'virtue' of his new approach in encouraging pupils to use their

own methods rather than simply adopting a 'correct-method' mentality and that:

'... Grant and Robert were the most actively involved on the tasks and came
closest to solving all the problems... this seems to have a bearing on their
acceptance of the tasks and their willingness to communicate in the group
setting...The girls tended to be demotivated ... none of the girls were able
to effectively solve any of the problems ... A reason for the girls'
demotivation...might well be related to my ineffectual mediation ...Another,
more subtle reason, which C & W overlook and which Mel lin-Olsen
addresses more adequately, is that "iris' failure to solve the problems could
be ... that they did not adequately accept the tasks as part of their own
activity...'
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In addition, he concludes that more time was needed for all to get at each task,

and that in their construction, the tasks did not facilitate or provoke sufficient

pupil-pupil interaction. He draws his insights into his conclusions:

'Although there were flaws in the tasks ... the approach adopted was by far
an improvement ... Pupils were more positive ... and I was provided some
interesting "revelations" about my own teaching of which I was not aware.
My mediation was unwittingly sexist ... I dominated the activities ... With
these insights ... I can further improve my teaching approach so that more
pupils will benefit in the future ...'

and finally,

'By researching my own methods of teaching word problems in the context
of 'task and activity', I have been able to provide an example of how
research and practice can be integrated so teaching is enhanced ... the
teaching process is truly a continual research one.'

REFLECTIONS

There is no doubt that Mark gained tremendous insight into his practice. In his

conscious attempt at preparing for socially interactive learning, he came to see that

his practices were such that not only did he dominate classroom interaction, but

his mediation was exclusive (focused on only two pupils) in general and gendered

in particular. Without some systematic method of observing his mediating

processes, he would still be unaware of how much he actually talks in class and

to whom. This, specific project, therefore, speaks volumes of the powerful Impact

of action research with an activity theory framework. However, the weakness of

activity theory in relation to the 'process of internalisation of collective activity and

the conditions of its functioning within the ZPD' (Bussi, 1991) is reflected In

Mark's focus. His emphasis on the gender dimensions of the process of

internalisation of collective activity fails to open up the difficulties attached to

mediating a whole group all at once. What does the 2PD mean in whole class

interaction? Commenting on this, Bussi (1991) notes that this is still an 'open
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problem in activity theory...(and) mathematics classrooms are suitable settings for

further research.'

Mark's observations and reflections are explicitly theory-laden. The structure of

his analysis fits the framework he established for his research. His discussion

foregrounds tasks, mediation and interaction and, through this focus, Mark is able

to develop and share detailed insight into with whom he interacted, how and to

what effect. However, his failure to mediate all pupils, and in particular the

demotivation of the girls in the class, required a reconsideration of his theoretical

framework. C & W do discuss goal-directed activity, but (as Mark says above)

this does not address the gendered outcome of his teaching. Gendered practices

need to be interpreted in relation to wider social practices and Mark is pushed to

reconsider the worth of Mellin-Olsen's location of activity in a socio-political

context i.e. to alter and expand his initial theoretical frame. The interaction of

theory and practice evident at the beginning is thus just as evident at the end of

Mark's project.

An important question at this point, both for Mark and for teacher-educators, is

how to sustain the 'symbiotic relationship between teacher as theory maker and

teacher as developer of practice' (Jaworsky, 1991) outside of the supporting

structure of the B Ed degree? The need for strategies such as support networks

for past B Ed students becomes important if the gains made by Mark during his

formal study are to be consolidated and developed. Within such networks, action

research as the structured and rigorous activity described in my paper, can become

a continuous part of a teacher's reflection on their practice.

The more serious challenge, however, lies in linking issues such as gender bias in

the maths classroom to deeply rooted social practices. Once this link becomes

clearer, as it did to Mark, the solution to the problem becomes less obvious. Mark

will be able to draw from a large and growing body of literature on gender In

mathematics education. The experience gained and the analytical and

methodological tools developed in the research component of his B Ed should

enable him to act, reflect and deal creatively with these issues. But whether and
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social practices, e.g. gender, remains a question.
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STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING OF THE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL IN

STATISTICAL TESTS

M.A. Vallecillos; M. C Batanero and J. D. Godino
University of Granada (Spain)

ABSTRACT

In this paper the initial results of a theoretical- experimental study
of university students' errors on the level of significance of
statistical test are presented. The "a priori" analysis of the concept
serves as the base to elaborate a questionnaire that has permitted the
detection of faults in the understanding of the same in university
students, and to categorize these errors, as a first step in
determining the acts of understanding relative to this concept.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key aspects in the learning of the test of hypothesis, is the concept

of the level of significance, which is defined as the "probability of rejecting a

null hypothesis, when it is true". Falk (1986) points out the change of the

conditional and the conditioned as a frequent error in this definition and the

mistaken interpretation of the level of significance as "the probability that the

null hypothesis is true, once the decision to reject it has been taken". Likewise,

White (1980) describes several errors related to the belief of conservation of the

significance level value a, when successive tests of hypothesis are carried out on

the same set of data, that is, relative to the so called "problem of the multiple

comparisons".

In this paper the concept of level of significance in a test of hypothesis is

analyzed, determining different aspects related to its correct understanding. The

analysis of the components of the meaning of mathematical concepts and procedures

should constitute a previous phase to the experimental study of students'

difficulties and errors on the said objects. The study of the interconnections

between the concepts enables us to know their degree of complexity and to determine

the essential aspects that should be pointed out to achieve a relational learning and

not merely an instrumental learning of the same (Skemp, 1976).

This report forms part of the Project PS90-0246. DOICYT. Madrid
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Likewise, we describe the results of an exploratory study carried out on a
sample of 35 students, that shows the existence of misconceptions related to each one

of the aspects identified In the conceptual analysis. The errors of 'the students when
faced with specific tasks indicate faults in the understanding of the concepts and
procedures, and so, this analysis "should be considered a promising researching
strategy for clarifying some fundamental questions of mathematics learning" (Radatz,
1980. p.16).

CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF THE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

In the classical theory (see for example, Zacks, (1981)) a parametric test of
hypothesis is a statistical procedure of decision between one of the two

.comYementary hypothesis Ho and Hi, hypothesis that refer to the unknown value of a
population parameter, starting from the observation of a sample. To carry this out, a

statistic 0(x) whose distribution is known in terms of the value of the parameter,
is used. The set of possible values of the statistic, supposing that the hypothesis
Ho is verified, is divided into two complementary regions, acceptance region A and
critical region C, in such a way that having observed the particular value of the
statistic in the sample we decide to accept the H0 hypothesis if this value belongs
to the region A and reject it if it belongs to C. We will only consider the case H0:
0e0o of simple null hypothesis, to facilitate the discussion.

The application of a test can give rise to two different types of errors: to
reject the hypothesis H0 when it is true (type I error) and to accept it when it is
false (type II error). Although we cannot know whether we have committed one of
these errors in a particular case, we can determine the probability of type I error
as a function of the value of the parameter, that is called the power function of the
test:

Power (0) = P (Rejecting H010)

In the case of 0=00 , we obtain the probability of rejecting Ho with the chosen
criteria, supposing that H. is true, the so- called probability of type I error, or
level of significance a of the test:

a = P (Rejecting H0 100) = P (Rejecting H01H0 is true)

The contrary event of rejecting the hypothesis H0 consists of accepting it and
its probability can also be expressed as a functloq of the parameter:
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= P (Accepting Hole)

In this case and whenever 9 is different from the supposed value 00, a type II

error is being committed. As we can see, in the case of a simple null hypothesis,

while the type I error has a constant probability, the probability of type II error

is a function of the unknown parameter. Finally, and taking into account that the

events to accept and to reject the null hypothesis are complementary, we see that the

relationships between these probabilities are given by the following expression:

a= I-13(00)

In the understanding of the idea of level of significance, we can as a result of

this, distinguish four differentiated aspects, that we have used in the elaboration

of a questionnaire that enables us to identify and classify the misconceptions

related to this understanding. This classification constitutes a first step in the

categorization of the acts of understanding of synthesis of the said concept

(Sierpinska, 1990), that would be added to the acts of identification, discrimination

and generalization of the objects that intervene in its definition. Thet,e aspects are

the following:

a) The test of hypothesis as aproblem of decision: between two excluding and

complemental') hypothesis, with the possible consequences of committing or not one of

the types of error that are incompatible but not complementary events.

b) Probabilities of error and relation between them: understanding of the conditional

probabilities that intervene in the definition of a and 13, of the dependence of (3 in

terms of the unknown value d of the parameter, and of the relation between a and 13.

c) Level of significance as the risk of the decision maker:

The values a and (3 determine the risks that the decision maker is willing to

assume in his decision and will serve, along with the hypothesis, for the adoption of

the decision criteria.

d) Level of significance and distribution of the statistic. interpretation of a

significant result:
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The level of significance is the probability that the statistic chosen as a
decision function takes a value in the critical region, in the case that the null
hypothesis is true. Obtaining a significant result leads to the rejection of the null
hypothesis, although this does not necessarily imply the practical relevance of this
result.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MISCONCEPTIONS

Description of the sample

The study was carried out on a group of 35 students studying Statistics in their
2nd year of Civil Engineering in the University of Granada. Seventy five per cent of
these students had not studied Statistics or Probability before and the rest had only
studied it in some previous course. These students had studied infinitesimal Calculus
and Algebra in their first year of studies, so they can be considered to have an
excellent previous mathematical base. The subject of Statistics, which includes the
basis of descriptive statistics, probability theory and inference has been given
three hours per week throughout a whole course, and the test having been carried out
at the end of the same.

Questionnaire used.

The questionnaire used consists of 20 questions, and was elaborated by the
authors to study conceptual difficulties of the test of hypothesis. Due to the
limitations of space we will only present the results obtained in four of the items,
whose distracters have been chosen by trying to detect errors in the acts of
understanding of synthesis referred to the level of significance. These items are the
following.

ITEM I:

The probability of committing both type I and type II errors In test of hypothesis Is:

A: I; B: 0: C: a b; 0: the product Alb since the errors are Independent

This item asks about the possibility that the two types of error can occur
simultaneously. Since by carrying out a test of hypothesis we have a oroblem of
decision, the null and alternative hypothesis are complementary like the events of
accepting and rejecting the null hypothesis. However, the events of committing type I
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error or type II error are incompatible but not complementary.

ITEM 7:

A scientist always chooses to use 0.05 as the level of significance In his experiments.
This means that In the long run:

A: 5 X of the times he will reject the null hypothesis.
0: 5 X of the times that he rejects the null hypothesis he will have made a mistake.
C: He will have mistakenly rejected the null hypothesis only 5 X of his experiments.
0: He will have accepted false null hypothesis 95 X of the times.

In this item the definition of the level of significance appears as a

conditional probability and the distracters refer to the incorrect interpretation of

the same. In particular, in the classical inference, it is not possible to know the
probability of having committed one of the types of error once the decision has been

taken, although we can know the probabilities of type I or II error "a priori". That

is, although we cannot perform an inductive inference about the probability of the
hypothesis referring to the population, once the particular sample has been observed,
we are able to make a deducive inference from the population of possible samples to

the sample that is going to be obtained before having extracted it (R)vadulla, 1991).

ITEM 3:

When we change from a level of significance of 0.01 to one of 0.05 we have:
A: Less risk of type I error.
B: More risk of type I error.
C: Less risk of type II error.
0: Both B and C.

In this item we study the interpretation of the level of significance as a risk
of error as well as the relationship between the probabilities a and 13, which implies

that it is not possible to simultaneously reduce the two risks, when the sample size

has been fixed.

ITEM 4:

What can be concluded If the result in a test of hypothesis Is significant?:
A: The result is very interesting from the practical point of view.
13: A mistake has been made.
C: The alternative hypothesis is probably correct.
D: The null hypothesis Is probably correct.

The level of significance determines the critical and the acceptance regions of

a test, together with the null and alternative hypothesis and the test statistic. The

problem of carrying out a test of hypothesis has been transformed into that of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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dividing the population of possible samples in two complementary subsets: those who
provide evidence in favour or against the null hypothesis. So. the level of

significance is the probability that the statistic take a value in the critical
region. One statistically significant result does not necessarily Imply the

significance (relevance) from a practical point of view.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The frequencies and percentages of responses to the different items are

presented in Table 1. The relative difficulty of the same have been quite

homogeneous, although somewhat higher in item 4 which refers to the interpretation of

results and the difference between statistical and practical significance. From the
analysis of the distracters that have been chosen by the students in the different
items, we obtain a first information about the conceptual errors, that we classify in
accordance with the previous conceptual analysis, in four sections:

Table I

Frequencies (and percentages) of responses in the items

OPTIONS
Item Al?,) B(7,) C(7.) D(%) R. Correct

5 (14.3) 16 (45.7) 5 (14.3) 6 (17.1) 16 (45.7)
2 4 (11.4) 9 (25.7) 17 (48.6) 4 (11.4) 17 (48.6)
3 4 (11.4) 12 (34.3) 1 ( 2.9) 16 (45.7) 16 (45.7)
4 6 (17.1) 2 ( 5.7) I2 (34.3) 14 (40.0) 12 (34.3)

Correct option.

Misconceptions in the identification of a test

decisio

- Consideration of the type I and II errors

shown in the four responses to distracter D of
distracter A of item I.

- Errors type I and II are not perceived as

distracter C and 6 to D of item I).
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Misconceptions in the interpretation 91 the probabilities of error Ansi Sheir,

relations:

- Confusion of the two following conditional probabilities in the definition of

the level of significance
a = P (reject Hol Hotrue) and a = P (Ho true I Ho has been rejected)

shown by the 9 responses to distracter B of item 2, that is the error mentioned in

Falk's research (1986).

- Interpretation of a as P (reject Ho), that is to say , the suppression of the

condition in the conditional probability, in the 4 responses to distracter A of item

2.

- Not to take into account the relationship between the probabilities of type I

and II error (12 responses to distracter B of item 3).

Misconceptions in the interpretation of the level of significance as the risk of the

decision maker:

- A higher level of significance gives less probability of type I error. (4

responses to distracter A of item 3).

- By changing the level of significance the risk of type 1 error does not change

(1 case, in distracter C of item 3).

Misconceptions in the interpretation of a significant result:

- A statistical significant result is also significant from a practical point of

view, (6 responses to distracter A of item 4).

- Since the level of significance is a very small value of a probability, it is

associated with an incorrect result (2 responses to distracter B of item 4).

- Confusion of the significant result as one that corroborates the null

hypothesis, this is confusion of the critical and acceptance regions (14 responses to

distracter 13 of item 4).

CONCLUSIONS

In the analysis of the responses to the questions put forward, the existence of
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a great diversity of misconceptions has been shown in the interpretation given by the
students of the sample to the concept of the level of significance, thus completing
the results of Falk (1986) and White's (1980) research. Although in an exploratory
way, this study constitutes a first step towards the search for the structure of the
components of the meaning of the test of hypothesis and the identification of
obstacles in the learning (Brousseau (1983), that without doubt can contribute to an
improvement in the teaching and application of statistical methods.
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Students' Cognitive Construction of Squares and Rectangles in Logo Geometry'

Michael T. Battista Douglas H. Clements

Kent State University State University of New York at Buffalo

It has been argued that appropriate Logo activities can help students attain higher levels of geometric

thought. The argument suggests that as students construct figures such as quadrilaterals in Logo, they will

analyze the visual aspects of these figures and how their component pans are put together, encouraging the

transition from thinking of figures as visual wholes to thinking of them in terms of their properties.

Research has demonstrated that this theoretical prediction is sound; appropriate use of Logo helps students

begin to make the transition from van Hide's visual tothe descriptive/analytic level of thought (Battista &

Clements, 1988b; 1990; Clements & Battista, 1989; 1990; in press). The current report will extend the

previous findings by giving a detailed account of how students' Logo explorations can encourage them to

construct the concepts of squares and rectangles and the relationship between these two.

The Instructional Setting

Students (n = 656) worked with activities from Logo Geometry (Battista & Clements, 1988a;

Battista & Clements, 1991a; Clements & Battistz, 1991), which was designed to help students construct

geometric ideas out of their spatial intuitions. Control students (644) worked with their regular geometry

curriculum. After introductory path activities (e.g., walking paths, creating Logo paths), studentsengaged

in off- and on-computer activities exploring squares and rectangles, including identifying them in the

environment, writing Logo procedures to draw them, at d drawing figures with these procedures (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. "Rectangle: What can you draw?"
Students are asked to determine if each figure could
or could not be drawn with a Logorectangle
procedure with inputs and to explain their findings.
They are permitted to turn the turtle before they
draw a figure. From Logo Geometry.

Data came from two sourcescase studies and relevant items from the Geometry Achievement

Test that was administered to all students involved in the Logo Geometry project (Clements & Battista,

1991). None of the items from this test were related to Logo. The case studies were conducted by the

authors, who observed and videotaped four pairs of students from grades K, 2. and 5 (two pairs) every

day they worked on the materials.

* Preparation of this material was supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant Nos. h1OR -8651668 and

8954664. Any opinions, findings. conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication arc those of the authors and

do not necessarily reflect the stews of the National Science Foundation.
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Results
Paper-and-Pencil Items

The first item, adapted from (Burger & Shaughnessy, 1986),

asked students to identify rectangles. One point was given for each

correct identification. Note that good performance on this item requires

knowledge not only of the properties of rectangles, but of the fact that

squares are rectangles.

Directions: Write the numbers of all the figures below that are rectangles.

There was a significant treatment by time interaction (E(1, 1030) = 21.83,12 <.001). The Logo

posttest score was higher than all other scores (Logo pretest, control pretest and posttest) and the control

posttest scores were higher than both pretest scores (g < .01). It is noteworthy that Logo students
showed dramatic growth between the pre- and post-tests for the squares (shapes 2 & 7). Control groups
also showed growth on these items, but nowhere near as strong as did the Logo groups. For both of these

shapes the most striking growth occurred in grades 4, 5, and 6. Thismay be due to students' increased

knowledge of the properties of shapes or to the thinking engendered by the "Rectangles: What Can You
Draw?" activity and class discussion. It is also relevant that the Logo group outperformed the control

group on the piaallelogram items; therefore, there was little indication that the studentswere simply

overgeneralizing all quadrilaterals as rectangles. In a similar vein, students were asked on a separate item
to identify all the squares in the same group of figures. Logo students significantlyoutperformed control
students. There was no indication of an overgeneralization that "all rectanglesare squares."

On another paper-and-pencil item, students were asked which geometric properties applied to

squares and rectangles. Logo Geometry students improved more than control students. Thus, students'
knowledge of properties was increased by work with Logo Geometry. According to the van Hiele theory,
this lays groundwork for later hierarchical classification.

The increased attention that Logo students gave to properties, however, sometimes made it seem
like their performance declined compared to control students. First, Logomore than control students

claimed that rectangles have two long sides and two short sides. While not mathematically correct, this

response indicates an increased attention to properties of figuresstudents consider it to be a property of

rectangles. Logo students also claimed more often that rectangles had "fourequal sides," possibly an

overgeneralization from squares to rectangles or a misinterpretation of what the property states.

On the other hand. Logo students learned to apply the property "opposite sides equal" to the class
of squares in much greater numbers than control students. Logo instruction may have helped students

understand that the property "opposite sides equal" is not inconsistent with the property "all sides equal in I
length." Most students could apply both properties to the class of squares, demonstrating flexible
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consideration of multiple properties that may help lay the groundwork for hierarchical classification.

In conclusion, Logo explorations helped students move toward van Hie le level 2 by focusing their

attention on properties of figures. Explorations of relationships between shapes might have provided

important precursors for hierarchical classification. Indeed, on the paper-and-pencil task in which students

identified rectangles, the Logo Geometry group showed a strong increase in the frequency of identifying

squares as rectangles, compared to the control group. This effect was particularly strong in the

intermediate grades. No evidence of overgeneraliration was found (e.g., that "all rectangles are squares").

There are several possible reasons why Logo Geometry instruction helped substantial numbers of

students to identify figures consistent with the hierarchical relationship. First, when Logo Geometry

students succeeded in identifying squares as rectangles on the rectangles item, they could have done so by

asking themselves if a "Rectangle" procedure could have drawn each of me given shapes. Second,

increased knowledge of properties of shapes and movement toward level 2 thinking may have enabled

students to see squares as rectangles because squares have all the properties of rectangles. Class

discussions of the classification issue may have suggested to students that squares should be classified as

rectangles. Some students may have simply accepted this as a fact to be remembered. As we will see

below, others made sense of this notion by using visual transformations.

Case Studies
What is the basis for students' classifications of shapes?

Most of the students fell into either level I (visual), level 2 (property-based), or the transition

between the two levels in the van Hick hierarchy. The two student responses below illustrate these levels

of thinking when classifying figures as squares. A second grader was examining her attempt to draw a

tilted square in Logo. Although not really a square, she reasoned as follows:

Int: How do you know its a square for suse?
M: It's in a tilt. But it's a square because if you turned it this way it would be a square.

M does not refer to properties in making her decision; it is sufficient that it looks like a square.

Contrast this visual response with that of two fifth graders who had drawn a tilted square.

Int: Is it a square?
Ss: Yes, a sideways square. (Int: How do you Icnow?I It has equal edges and equal turns.

So, what criteria do students use to judge whether a figure is a square? M was operating at the

visual level: a figure is a square if it looked like or could be made to look like a square. The 5th graders

required a figure to possess the properties of a square, demonstrating level 2 thinking in this instance.

Squares as rectangles

Students also dealt with the relationship between squares and rectangles in different ways. The

first example of a kindergarten student illustrates an unsophisticated visual approach to judging the identity
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of shapes. Chris is using the Logo Geometry "Shape" command to draw figures of various sizes. He

types S (for Shape), then types the first letter of the shape he wants (e.g., S for Square, from a menu),

and finally receives a prompt to type a number for the length of each side of the shape. After first being

puzzled that pressing R for rectangle required two numbers as inputs, Chris enters two 5s.

Int: Now what do the two 5s mean for the rectangle?
Chris: I don't know, now! Maybe I'll name this a square rectangle!
Inn That looks likes square.
Chris: It's both.
Int: How can it be both?
Chris: 'Cause 5 and 5 will make a square.
Int: But how do you know it is still a rectangle then?
Chris: 'Cause these look a little longer and these look a little shorter.
Int: Would this square [drawing a square with Logo] also be a rectangle, or not?
Chris: No.
Int: Even though I made it with the rectangle command?
Chris: It would be a rectangle square.

Even though Chris uses a terminology ("square rectangle") that suggests that he might be thinking

of a square as a special kind of rectangle, his response of "No" indicates that he is not making a

hierarchical classification. He also judges the figure to be a rectangle, not because it was made by the

rectangle procedure, but because of the way the sides "look."

Int: So is a square a special kind of rectangle?
Chris: Yeah, if you pushed both numbers the same.
Int: How about 10 on two sides and 9 on the other two? Would that make a square? Or a rectangle? Or both?
Chris: It's both [a square and a rectangle].
int: Is it a square?
Chris: Yes.
Int: How come it's a square?
Chris: 'Cause 9 is close to 10.

Again, we see the strength of visual thinking in Chris' judgments. He is willing to call the

rectangle with side lengths of 9 and 10 a square, presumably because his visual thinking causes him to

judge 9 close enough to 10 as side lengths. Contrast this with the second grader M's thinking about

squares. It too was visual, but it was more sophisticated because of her use of visual transformations.

Robbie, another kindergartner, already indicated that he understood why two numbers must be

input for a rectangle and only one for a square.

Int: What about this? What if I put in S R 5 5.
Robbie: That would be a rectangle for R.
Int: Right, and then I tell it 5 and 5.
Robbie: R draws on paper what he thinks it would be (a square) and calls it a square.
Int: How did that happen?
Robbtc: Because if I goofed.. and I think I put some number thc same, I got a square, and I wanted a rectangle.
Int: Why is that?
Robbie: I can go wrong on the rectangles. Because the rectangle is like a square, except that squares aren't long.
Int: What else do you know about a rectangle? What does a shape need to be to be a rectangle?
Robbie- All of the sides aren't equal. These two 'opposite) and these two (other opposite) sides have to be equal.
Int: How about 10 on two sides and 9 on the other two? Would that make a square?
Robbie: Kind of like a rectangle.
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Int: Would it be a square too?
Robbie: [Pause.) I think may.... [Shaking head negatively.) It's not a square. 'Cause if you make a square, you

wouldn't to 10 up, then you turn and it would be 9 this way, and turn and 10 this way. That's not a square.

Robbie too is not using any type of hierarchical classification. He thinks of squares and rectangles

in terms of visual prototypes "the rectangle is like a square, except that squares aren't long." And

according to his past experiences, he, like most students, decides that rectangles have opposite sides equal,

but not all sides equal.

In conclusion, the Logo microworids proved to be evocative in generating thinking about squares

and rectangles for these kindergartners. Their constructions were strongly visual in nature, and no logical

classification per se, such as class inclusion processes, should be inferred. Squares were squares, and

rectangles rectangles, unlessfor some studentsthey formed a square with a Logo rectangle procedure

or they intended to sketch a rectangle, in which case the figure might be described as a "square rectangle."

The comments of another second grader illustrate how visual thinking is used by some students to

make sense of relationships between figures (Battista & Clements, 1991b). This student, who had

previously discovered that she needed 90° turns to draw a square, used 90s on her first attempt at making a

tilted rectangle, reasoning as follows:

C: Because a rectangle is just like a square but just longer, and all the sides are straight. Well, not straight, but not
tilted like that (makes an acute angle with her hands). They're all like that (shows a tight angle with her hands)
and so are the squares.

Int: And that's 90 [showing hands put together at a 90°)?
C: Yes.

She then stated that a square is a rectangle.

Int: Does that make sense to you?
C: It wouldn't to my [4 year old! sister but it sort of does to me.
Int: How would you explain it to her?
C: We have these stretchy square bathroom things. And I'd tell her to stretch it out and it would be a rectangle.

It "sort of made sense" that a square is a rectangle because a square could be stretched into a

rectangle. This response may be more sophisticated than one might initially think, for C had already

demonstrated her knowledge that squares and rectangles are similar in having angles made by 90° turns.

Thus, she may have understood at an intuitive level that all rectangles could be generated from one another

by certain "legal" transformations, that is, ones that preserve 90° angles.

A fifth grader was working on the square in the "Rectangle: What Can You Draw?" activity.

Jon: This one [pointing to the square] is not a rectangle. It's a square. It has equal sides.
Int: Can you do it with your rectangle procedure?
Jon: No. because the sides are equal. So that would be a "no."
Int: So, no matter what you tried. you couldn't make it with your rectangle procedure?
Jon: You couldn't no, because the sides are equal.
Ins: On your rectangle procedure, what does this first input stand for?
Jon: The 20? These sides.
Int: What does the 40 stand for?
Jon Yea. you could do rt. If you put like 40, 40, 40, and 40. lapin, motions]
Int: Ok, try it.
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Jon: So that would be a square?
Int: Can you draw a square with your rectangle procedure?
Jon: You could draw it, but it wouldn't be a rectangle.

Even with prompting, Jon is resistant to calling the square a rectangle. In his conceptualization, one can

draw a square with the rectangle procedure, but that does not "make it" a rectangle.

Here is another fifth grader discussing the issue.

Teacher: Why do you think a square is not a rectangle. Jane?
Jane: Each side is equal to each other. But in a rectangle there are two longer sides that equal each other and the other

two sides equal each other but they're short.

This response is typical. Jane has simply elaborated the essential visual characteristics of the set of figures

she thinks of as rectangles. So, because almost all of the figures that she has seen labeled as rectangles

have two long sides and two short sides, she includes this characteristic in her list of characteristics or

properties. The teacher asked how she could make t. square with the RECT procedure.

Jane: Because you put in two equal numbers. And that's the distance [length) and the width. If they are the same
amount, then it will come out to be a square.

Teacher. So it did come out to be a square? That is a square you're telling me?
Jane: Yes, and a rectangle. But it's more a square, because we know it more as a square.

The second grader below tries to deal with the problem by inventing new language, much like one

of the kindergartners that we discussed.

Int: Is everything that RECT draws a rectangle?
Bob: That's (points to square on the screen) not a rectangle.
Int How come?
Bob: Because the sides are the same size?
Int: So ... this square (pointing to the square on the sheet) is not a rectangle?
Bob: I think it's a special kind of rectangle.
Int: So is this (pointing to the square on the screen) a rectangle?
Bob: It's a special kind of rectangle.

So Bob dealt with the conflict of a square being drawn by a rectangle procedure by inventing a language

that allowed him to avoid the uncomfortable statement that a square is a rectangle by saying that a square is

a special kindof rectangle but not a rectangle.

Other fifth graders trying to come to grips with the same question in a class discussion.

Lisa: I have a different question. Why can't we call squares equilateral rectangles?
Keith: A square classifies as a bunch of things. Equilateral rectangle doesn't classify as all the things that ate square.
Teacher. Give me an example of a square that isn't an equilateral rectangle.
Keith: Well, like a diamond.
Teacher: [Draws one and has Keith clarify that he means a diamond with 90° turns. Keith still maintains that the drawing

is not art equilateral rectangk.i
Lisa: All you have to do is turn it and it would be both a square and an equilateral rectangle in my definition.

Interestingly, and illustrating his lack of hierarchical classification, Keith does not think a square

and an equilateral rectangle arc the same. Lisa, who does, still uses visual thinking to support her

argument. In the episode below, the teacher has asked the students whether a variable square procedure

(SQUARE :X) can be used to make a variable rectangle procedure.

K: No. Thcrc arc two longer tines on a rectangle. They arc longer than a square. All the lines arc not equal m
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rectangle: they are in a square. So if you think that, you can't draw a rectangle with a square procedure.
P: In the sense that the Mot whatever yc:: put down for the square represents all the sides, which wouldn't work

because all the sides would be equal. So you'd have to make a new procedure for it.
J: You have mentioned that opposite sides are parallel and equal It's the same way with a square except that all

sides are equal. So that the two sides that me parallel are still equal. So a square in the sense that you're saying
is a still a rectangle, but a rectangle is not a square.

Teacher: Can we build any rectangle with the square procedure?
J: Yes you can.
Tcathes Can 1 build a rectangle with sides of 20 and 40?
J: No. sorry. You can't build every single rectangle with the square procedure, but you can build one rectangle

with the square pnxedure.

In pairs, students now move on to the Rectangle: What Can You Draw? activity. As they get to the square

on the sheet, J says "It's a square." P illustrates his confusion over classification, saying "A square can be

a rectangle, wait. A rectangle can be a square but a square can't be a rectangle." I starts to correct him "A

square can be a rectangle. P interrupts, "Oh yeah [laughs]."

In this episode, all of these students see that the square procedure cannot be used to make

rectangles. I, however, is the only student who seems capable of comprehending the mathematical

perspective of classifying squares and rectangles. However, her comment "in the sense that you're

saying" suggests, that she has not yet accepted this organization as her own. The episode below further

illustrates that she has not yet adopted a mathematical organization in her classification of shapes.

If I typed in RECf 50 51, what would it be (before hitting return)?
P: Probably about a square.
J: A rectangle but it wouldn't
P: It would be a rectangle but sorta

It would be a rectangle, but it wouldn't be a perfect square. [They hit return.)
J: You see it's not a perfect square,
P: [Measures the top side (the longer) with his fingers.) Ifs only one step off.

Even though P and J say that the 50 51 rectangle is a rectangle and not a square, their language

seems to indicate their belief in such a thing as an "imperfect square"that is we presume, a figure that

looks like a square but does not have all sides equal. They cling to an informal rather than logical

classification system, one that still contains remnants of their visual thinking.

Finally, we examine the comments of a 6th grader during a class discussion of the square/rectangle

issue raised by trying to draw the square with the rectangle procedure. Kelly asked "Why don't you call a

rectangle a square with unequal sides?" After the teacher defined a rectangle as a shape that has four right

turns and opposite sides parallel, however, Kelly stated "If you use your definition, then the square is a

rectangle" (Lewellen, in press). Kelly's comments, like those of the 5th grader I, clearly indicate an

ability to follow the logic in the mathematical classification of squares and rectangles. But neither student

has yet made that logical network her owneach still clings to the personal network constructed from

previous experiences. As van Hick says, "Only if the usual [as taught in the classroom] network of

relations of the third level has been accepted does the square have to be understood as belonging to the set

of rhombuses. This acceptance must be voluntary; it is not possible to force a network of relations on
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someone" (van Hide, 1986. p. 50). For Kelly or J to move to the next level requires them to reorganize

their definitions of shapes in a way that permits a total classification scheme to be constructed. That is, the

attainment of level 3 does not automatically result from the ability to follow and make logical deductions;

the student must utilize this ability to reorganize her or his knowledge into a new network of relations. In

this network, "One property can signal other properties, so definitions can be seen not merely as

descriptions but as a way of logically organizing properties" (Clements & Battista, in press). Normally

this entails making sense of and accepting the common definitions and resulting hierarchies given in the

classroom.

Conclusions

Logo environments can promote students' movement from the visual van Hick level to the next

level in which students think of shapes in terms of their properties. Logo explorations of relationships

between shapes such as squares and rectangles differentially affect students at different levels of thinking.

For some students such as second-grader C, such explorations cause their visual thinking to become more

sophisticated, incorporating visual transformations that express their knowledge of these relationships.

For several of the fifth graders, the explorations engendered analysis and refinement of their definitions for

shapes in terms of properties, further promoting the attainment of level 2 thinking. And finally, for some,

such explorations promoted the transition to level 3 thinkingfirst they understand a logical organization

of properties, and finally they adopt it.
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ARITHMETICAL AND ALGEBRAIC THINKING

IN PROBLEM-SOLVING'

Nadine Bednarz, Lula Radford, Bernadette Janvier, Andre Lepage

CIRADE, Universite du Quebec D Montreal

The fact that students have difficulty acquiring and developing algebraic procedures in problem-solving,
considering the arithmetical experience that they have acquired over years, calls for a didactic relectionon
the nature of the conceptual changes which mark the transition from one mode of treatment to the other. In
this perspective, our study seeks to characterize the spontaneous problem-solving strategies used by
Secondary III level students (14 -and -15-year-olds), who have already taken one algebra course, when
solving different problems. The analysis of the problem-solving procedures developed by these students
reveals the differences between the conceptual basis which underlie the two modes of thought.

The difficulties experienced by students learning algebra have been the subject of many studies which have

shown that certain conceptual changes are necessary to make the transition from arithmetic to algebra

(Booth, 1984; Collis, 1974, Kieran, 1981; Filloy and Rojano, 1984; Hercovicz and Linchevski, 1991;

Arzarello, 1991...). In the area of problem-solving, which is one of the important heuristic functions of

algebra (Kieran, 1989) and which proves very difficult for students (Lochead, 1988; Kaput, 1983;

Cldment, 1982; Mayer 1982), the analyses examining the passage to an algebraic mode of thinking have

either focused on a certain dialectic between procedural and relational thought (Kieran, 1991;Arzarello,

1991), or on the symbolism and/or the solving of equations. With regard to the latter, the history of

mathematics shows that algebra began to develop well before symbols were used to represent unknown

quantities. Rhetoric was an important stage in this development among the Arabs, for whom language was

the natural means to represent the (known and unknown) quantities of a problem to be solved and to

express the solution process. The studies carried out among students also show that most of them, from

high school to university, solve algebraic problems in an "abridged" style (natural syncopated language)

rather than in a symbolic style (Kieran, 1989; Harper, 1979). Few studies, however, have focused on the

students' reasoning in solving the problems.

1 This study is part of a larger project undertaken by a group from CIRADE. subsidized by
the FCAR (Quebec), which is researching the conditions for the construction of algebraic
reasoning and representations, with regard to the situations which allow for their
emergence and development.
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In our didactic perspective, the main objective of our analysis was to gain a better understanding of the

conceptual basis which underlie the arithmetical mode of thought on one hand, and the algebraic mode of

thought on the other, as well as the possible articulation-conflicts which are possible in the transition from

one mode of treannent to the other.

From a didactic point of view, because of the previous experience acquired by the students, problem-

solving appears to be an interesting terrain for examining the two modes of thought and the conceptual

changes which mark the passage from the arithmetical to the algebraic thinking. Moreover, from the

historical point of view, the solving of problems played an important role in the development of algebra. It

is at the heart of the algebra of Diophantus and of the Arabs, and is explicit in Vieta's objective of

developing a method that could solve every problem. Thus, problem-solving is a doubly interesting terrain

for the examination of the emergence of the algebraic mode of thought and its characteristics. This

historical analysis is now being carried out, and is the object of investigation of some of the members of

our team (Charbonneau, 1992; Lefebvre, 1992; Radford, 1992).

Objective of the Study

By examining the ways in which secondary school students (Sec. III, 14- and -l5 -year -olds who had

already taken an algebra course) spontaneously solved different types of problems, this exploratory

research project, carried out with a small group of students, aimed to analyse the solution processes of the

students. In the characterization of the arithmetical and algebraic procedures used, the accent was placed

not on the use of symbolism, but rather on the students' capacity to grasp the known and unknown

quantities in the problem, and their way of solving it.

Method

In order to delineate, on an exploratory basis, the procedures used by students, and, through these, to

better elucidate the differences between the conceptual basis which underlie the arithmetical and the

algebraic thinking, 54 students from two regular classes in a Montreal area public high school (Secondary

III, 14-and-I5-year-olds) were given a paper-and-pencil test with five different written problems to

solve2 The choice of the students' level (they had taken an introductory course in algebra) made it

2 The different problems presented, involving complex relations. could all be solved a
priori by either arithmetical or algebraic reasoning, even if some of the methods appear
more complicated than others.
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possible for us to show the conflicts that can arise for students at this stage when facing two possible

modes of solving the problems.

Analysis of the Results

Our analysis centered on one of the problems, which read as follows: "588 passengers must travel from

one city to another. Two trains are available. One train consists only of 12-seat cars, and the other only of

16-seat cars. Supposing that the train with 16-seat cars will have eight cars more than the other train, how

many cars must be attached to the locomotives of each train ?"

In this problem, different solution processes were possible. These took into account a certain implicit

mental representation of the data and the relations which linked the elements involved, a representation

which evolved during the solution process. How can we distinguish between the arithmetical and the

algebraic procedures in the ways that this data and these relations were dealt with ?

A preliminary analysis of the above problem brought out the key elements around which the solution will

be organized: "the total number of passengers: 588", the existence of "two trains", of "I 6-seat cars", "12-

seat cars", and the "eight cars more" that one kind of train had in relation to the other.

However, the resolution of the problem required the use of other elements which made it possible to "build

bridges" between the different data, elements which were not at all explicit in the problem: the number of

16-seat cars and 12 -seat cars, the relation between the two types of quantities involved: the number of cars

and the number of passengers, which must be built from the rates given in the problem, the number of

passengers in each train... This a priori analysis brought to light important reference points which guided

the subsequent analysis of the students' ways of solving the problem.

SOME ARITHMETICAL PROCEDURES

It was easily observed that certain elements were retained by the students, and that these were used as a

kind of point of entry , or engagement, in the organization of their solution procedures: a) the two trains:

b) the whole: the 588 passengers; c) the difference between the number of cars of one type and those of

other type; d) the data: "16-seat cars" and "12-seat cars".

in general, the arithmetical procedures were organized around these four known elements, in attempts

to build bridges between them to be able to work with known data. The unknown quantity therefore
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appeared at the end of the process. Two types of entry points, or engagements, were distinguished. In the

fast case, the first two elements (a and b) frequently gave rise to a numerical strategy which we call

equitable partition, which consisted in dividing the number of passengers by the number of trains (in

this case, two) to obtain the number of passengers in each train (see Procedure 3). Another less frequent

type of engagement was the adjustment of the difference between the two trains (c) at the beginning,

to obtain two trains having the same number of cars (see Procedures 1 and 2).

1. Procedure taking the difference into account at the beginning:

Student: Comments:
8 x 16 = 128 passengers Numbers of passengers in the 8 extra cars
588 - 128 = 460 passengers By eliminating the extra cars, the number of cars in each train is equal
460 + 28 = 16.4 12 seats + 16 seats = 28 seats

(one 28-seat car train)

Answer:
17, 12-seat cars and 25, 16-seat can

This strategy clearly showed the modifications which occurred in the representation of the problem during

the solution process: this representation was not at all static. The problem, and the relations linking the data

had to be transformed by the students into a new configuration of the whole, which made it possible for

the calculations to progress. The arithmetical procedure used here, which only dealt with the known

elements, could not advance without those necessary modifications, because at the beginning there was no

relation directly linking the known quantities provided in the problem.

2. Another procedure taking the difference into account at the beginning,

followed by partition:

Student: Comments:
16 x 8 = 128 Numbers of passengers in the eight extra cars
588-128 = 460 Modification of the initial representation into a new configuration of

equality of cars (see previous strategy)
460 + 2 .= 230 The equitable sharing strategy
(230 + 12 = 19, 230 + 16 = 14) Number of cars of each type
12 -scat car train -> 19 cars
16-seat car train -> 14 + 8 = 22 can Re-utilization of the difference

Just as in the first procedure, the representation of the problem was modified during the solving process.

The change from the initial representation of inequality to one of equality authorized the use of equitable

partition schema.
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3. Procedure with partition at the beginning:

Student: Comments:
588 + 2 = 294 Division by two of the given total
294 + 16 =19 Calculation of the number of 16-seat cars
19 + 8 = 27 The use of the difference
27 x 16 = 432 Number of passengers in the 16-seat car train
588 - 432 = 156 Calculation of the number of passengers in the 12-seat car train
156 + 12 = 13 Number of 12-seat cars

The more frequent recourse to the equitable partition schema at the beginning suggested a less complicated

representation than the preceding one, in which the inequality of the number of can had to be taken into

consideration. The students' errors in all of the arithmetical procedures occurred precisely in the

coordination of the equitable partition schema and the inequality of the number of cars.

PROCEDURES BETWEEN ALGEBRA AND ARITHMETIC (revealing a process in formation)

In the following strategy (see Procedure 4), after undertaking an arithmetical method, the student

subsequently abandoned it, and wrote an equation. The solution of the equation was used immediately

afterward in a step which went back to an arithmetical procedure.

4. Student: Comments:
Arithmetical trial: 16 x 8 =128 previous procedure which took the difference into account at the
588 128 = 460 beginning

Algebraic step: x + 8x = 588; 9x = 588; x = 65

Arithmetical procedure:
65 + 2 = 32 equitable partition schema: the number of cars is divided by two
32 8=24 use of the difference
24 x 12 = 288 passengers travelling in the 12-seat can

In this example, the student began by adjusting the number of passengers to arrive at two trains having an

equal number of cars. In this arithmetical engagement, there is a semantic control of the situation and the

relations which link the elements involved. When the student left this procedure in favour of an algebraic

one, the continuation shows that there was no longer any control over the rates (which appear to be

completely ignored) or the difference, although the algebraic treatment of the equation is correct. There

was a complete loss of control over the situation. But as soon as the student returned to arithmetic, the

control was regained. This and the following examples clearly show the distinctions effected by the

student in the transition from one mode to the other. The passage to algebra requires the construction of a
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more global representation of the problem, which is in opposition to the sequence of 'dynamic

representations which are the basis of the arithmetical reasoning.

5. Student:
Aridwiterical trial: 16 x 8 =128; 588 - 128 = 460; 460 + 2 = 230 (Control of the situation)

Algebraic trial: 588+2+12+16-16+8x
578-16+8x

562 = 8x

Note that the order of the terms of the equation followed that of the presentation of the numbers in the text

(loss of control - the student did not take into account the meaning of the quantities and of the problem).

6. Arithmetico-algebraic strategy:

Student:

8 x 16 =128; 588. 128 = 460 (difference taken into account)

Then the student switched to an algebraic mode, with the equation: 12x + 16x = 460. and ended by

solving the problem.

ALGEBRAIC PROCEDURES

In contrast to the arithmetical procedures, in the alg:.raic procedures, the representation of the problem

and the calculations do not generally undergo a parallel development. The solution process - which in

..rithmetic is based on a necessary transformation of the representation of the problem, in relation to

meaning of the numbers obtained in successive calculadcos - needs at the beginning a representation of the

relations between the data. It requires then for the stude.it c global representation of the problem, from the

start of the procedure, to infer an external symbolic representation modeling these relations, in the form

here of an equation. Once the equation is expressed, the algebraic calculations often proceed independently

of this representation of the situation. If the semantic control of the problem is re-established, it only

happens at the end of the process. This type of engagement, totally different in its management of the data,

is based on an element which is not present in arithmetic, that is, the introduction of precisely that quantity

which is sought, the unknown quantity. We find there the analytical character of algebra so important to

Vieta.
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Student:
1st x 12
2nd (x+8)12 588 = x.12 + (x+8)16

588 =12x + 16x + 128
-12x-16x-128-588
-28x = -460
28x = 460
x = 16.42

1st => 16.42x 12 =197.04 2nd 2.> (16.42 + 8) 16 = 390.72
1st 197.04 2nd 390.72

The equality -28x = -460, for example, cannot be interpreted in the context of the problem. This distance

from the problem, necessary to proceed with the algebraic operations, makes it impossible, at this point, to

verify if the results obtained concur with what is sought in the problem. A further effort must be expended

to reinterpret the results from the symbolic operations.

The analysis of the students' errors in constructing their equations, throughout their procedures, showed

that they did not take certain elements, such as rates, into account. Their symbolizations only retained

certain aspects of what had to be represented.

CONCLUSION

This analysis brought out differences between the conceptual basis that underlie the arithmetical and the

algebraic modes of thought.

Arithmetical reasoning is based on representations which are particular to it, and involves a particular

relational process. The successive calculations which work with known quantities are effectively based

upon the necessary transformation of the relations which link the elements present, requiring a constant

semantic control of the quantities involved and of the situation.

In algebraic reasoning on the contrary, the minions expressed in the problem are integrated from the

beginning into a global "static" representation of the problem, nevertheless requiring specific necessary

representations for this. This engagement, which is quite different in its management of the data, is based

on the introduction of the unknown quantity at the very beginning of the process, and requires a

detachment from the meaning of both the quantities and the problem to solve it.

Our results suggest that the difficulty experienced in the transition from arithmetic to algebra occurs

precisely in the construction of the representation of the problem.
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CONSLIJANT AS CO-TEACHER:
PERCEPTIONS OF AN INTERVENTION FOR IMPROVING

MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION

David Ben-Chaim Miriam Carmeli, & Barbara Fresko
The Weizmann Institute of Science

Abstract. A form of co-teaching was utilized as one mode of intervention in

a project to improve mathematics instruction in Israeli secondary schools.

Initial reactions of pupils, teachers, school principals, and co-teaching

consultants suggest that, on the whole, this is a viable in-service approach for

demonstrating instructional strategies to teachers and for increasing their

involvement in reflection and planned instruction.

Introduction

For the past two years, a project for improving mathematics instruction

has been on-going in six comprehensive secondary schools in the North'rn

Negev region of Israel. The project, which will continue for at least another

year, was undertaken following a needs assessment survey which revealed

that many teachers lacked proper teaching credentials and that few pupils

were taking and passing national matriculation examinations in mathematics

and the sciences at the end of Grade 12 (Ben-Chaim & Carmeli, 1990). The

project is concerned in its entirety with improving mathematics and science

teaching and learning in Grades 7 through 12. Attacking the problem from a

holistic perspective, different forms of activity are being carried out at the

various levels of instruction which include: I) weekly workshops and

individual consultation for Grades 7-9 teachers, 2) individual assistance for

Grades 10-12 teachers, and 3) co-teaching of some. Grades 10-11 classes. All

modes of activity are explicitly geared towards helping teachers with average

and above-average pupils, i.e. those with the ability to matriculate. Project

consultants have extensive prior experience as teachers and as consultants in

their subject area.
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The co-teaching mode was undertaken primarily in mathematics classes.

It has been selected as the focus of the present paper insofar as. compared to

workshops and individual consultation which are somewhat common teacher

in-service activities, co-teaching as an intervention mode is generally

unknown. This form of activity was adopted in eight Grade 10 mathematics

classes in 1990-91 and in nine Grades 10 and 11 classes in 1991-92. Four

teachers have been involved in this activity for two years.

Co-teaching

Co-teaching may be viewed as a form of team teaching in which two

teachers are responsible for the educational advancement of a single class.

As reported by Good lad (1984), team teaching was extensively tried out in

different schools in the United States during the 60's as one solution to the

teacher shortage problem. Accordingly, qualified and experienced teachers

were expected to work together with new and under-qualified teachers, thus

ensuring both maximal use of personnel resources and the supervision of the

less-qualified.

Co-teaching as a means for altering teaching behaviors in the context of a

project is uncommon. However, the rationale behind such an approach is

similar to that described by Good lad. By pairing a project consultant with a

particular 'teacher, expertise knowledge can be shared as both take

responsibility for the instruction of a single class. In such manner, teachers

are provided with an intensive, site-based, in-service experience: they are

thus offered the opportunity to directly view expert teachers in action and to

learn their strategies and approaches through joint-planning and coordination

of lessons.

The co-teaching mode has been used in the project schools in the

following manner. Throughout the course of the school year. on one set day

every week. the consultant comes to give a regular classroom lesson in the
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co-teacher's class. The class teacher observes the lesson and often assists the

consultant. Following the consultant's weekly lesson, co-teaching pairs meet

to discuss the lesson and to plan the next week's teaching schedule. During

these discussions, consultants endeavor to raise pedagogical and didactical

issues relevant to the mathematical topic being taught. Since topics taught in

the consultant's lessons are an integral part of the regular instructional

curriculum, careful coordination must be made with the classroom teacher.

Teachers and consultants try to plan their lessons and adjust their pace of

instruction so that the consultant's lesson can be. a natural continuation of the

material taught by the teacher during the week. Accordingly, the consultants

make suggestions to the teachers as to how to continue the teaching of the

material and try to define for them what students need to accomplish in

order to enable their own next planned lesson to be carried out smoothly.

By teaching actual classes, consultants are able to directly demonstrate

different methods of instruction, to show how they cope with learning

problems, and to demonstrate how to integrate material. They also become

familiar with the needs of the specific class which enable them to give better

advice to the teacher concerning appropriate materials, level of instruction,

and pacing. Their intimate knowledge of the pupils and their demonstrated

teaching skills are furthermore intended to enhance their credibility in the

eyes of the teachers.

Classroom teachers are exposed to new ways of dealing with the

curricular material and are able to view these methods in action in the

natural environment of the class. In addition, they are given the opportunity

to participate in collective efforts to plan instruction and to learn about

teamwork. It should be noted that this mode of activity has involved only

those teachers who are relatively new to teaching the grade level in question

or who lack experience teaching it using up-dated materials.
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On occasion, a change is made in this co-teaching schedule such that the

regular teachers conduct the class on the day of the consultant's visit and the

consultant observes the lesson. Observation enables the consultant to view

the teacher in action, to diagnose the teacher's weaknesses and strengths in

the classroom, and to concentrate activity with the teacher in the areas

particularly requiring assistance.

Pupil progress in these classes is monitored through periodic

examinations, some of which are specific to the class, prepared by the teacher

and consultant together, and some of which are general, prepared by the

Weizmann staff for all participating schools. Dates for the latter tests are set

in advance which is intended as an external incentive to the co-teachers in

their preparation of the pupils.

Operational Difficulties

Intervention of this kind inevitably encounters numerous organizational

problems along the way. One of the major difficulties is the problem of

adjusting teachers' schedules to fit project activities. It means that each

participating class must be studying mathematics on the day the consultant

comes to teach and that their teachers have at least one free period for

discussion and , 'anning after viewing the consultant's lesson. Difficulties are

also encountered regarding the coordination of teacher and consultant

lessons. Classroom teachers are not always able to accomplish all that was

planned for the week (often due to the cancellation of classes for school

purposes) and the consultant is forced to change his/her own planned lesson

accordingly. The co-teaching pair maintains telephone contact during the

week so that the consultant is kept abreast of class progress and can make

alterations as required.

The type of difficulties which particularly interested project directors

were those whose source was psychological rather than organizational in
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nature. With regard to co-teaching, three questions were of special interest:

1) How do the teachers accept the consultant as a co-teacher? 2) How do the

pupils respond towards having two teachers, one of whom is external to the

school? and 3) How do the consultants themselves feel about their intensive

involvement in someone else's classes? The central issue is whether or not

the teacher's status in the classroom is undermined by the fact that an

outside expert shares with him/her the teaching responsibilities for the class.

As the project progresses, information is being gathered on the reactions

of the different parties to co-teaching as a form of intervention. This

information is being collected through questionnaires to pupils, consultants,

and teachers as well as by means of interviews with teachers, consultants,

and school principals. Results from the first 11 years of project operation are

cited below; results from the full two years will be presented at the

conference.

Reactions to Co- teaching

Pupil reactions. At the start of the school year, it was carefully explained

to pupils in the designated classes that both co-teachers would be responsible

for their mathematics learning and that the teacher from the Weizmann

Institute would be teaching them once a week on a regular basis. The

general impression obtained from teachers and consultants was that pupils

easily accepted this situation. Open-ended questionnaire responses from

pupils in three classes indicated that, in two of the three, reactions were very

positive and many pupils showed great enthusiasm, commenting that having

two teachers was more interesting, made the material easier to understand,

and reflected a more serious attitude in the school towards the importance of

learning mathematics. In the third class, pupils also had positive comments

to make but many of them complained that the pace of instruction was too

quick for them and expressed a preference for their own teacher who they
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felt was sufficiently capable to teach them on his own (a comment supported

by the consultant herself).

Teacher reactions: Teachers who were interviewed towards the end of

the first year expressed satisfaction with the arrangement. They commented

that working together increased creativity and resulted in better worksheets

and examination forms. They felt that by working with a co-teaching

consultant they had learned to better apportion instructional time among

curricular topics.

Teachers felt that observing the consultant in the classroom was

particularly useful. On a questionnaire administered to all project teachers,

the observation of a lesson given by a consultant was the highest rated
project activity, receiving an average rating of 4.22 out of 5 on usefulness.

Teachers commented that observing the pupils from the side made them see

the class differently and gave them greater insight into classroom dynamics

and individual pupil difficulties. In addition, many of the teachers, after

watching me consultant give a lesson, expressed amazement at seeing their

pupils achieve higher levels of comprehension than they had previously

thought them capable of reaching.

It is particularly significant that all teachers who were asked to

participate for a second year raised no objections; rather they expressed

satisfaction with the idea. One teacher, who co-taught with a consultant last

year in Grade 10 and this year in Grade 11, has already requested to

continue next year with a consultant in Grade 12. She feels that if she co-

teaches once at each grade level, then she will be prepared to work on her

own in these classes in the future.

Consultant reactions. On the whole, consultants felt comfortable with the

co-teaching approach and were very satisfied with their close involvement in

classroom instruction. Only one consultant expressed some discomfort

insofar as .he felt that the teachers she was helping were already good
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teachers and really did not require such intensive assistance. Talks with

consultants revealed that they strongly believed in this form of intervention,

noting that teachers with whom they had co-taught during the first year had

made significant improvement which carried over into the following year.

Changes occurred particularly with respect to Lesson planning (greater

thought given to goals, structure, and pacing) and the ability to design better

worksheets.

Consultants felt that several factors made their entry into the classes as

co-teachers acceptable to both teachers and pupils. First of all, explanations

given to both groups at the start of the school year emphasized the joint

responsibility of the co-teachers for the class. The pupils easily accepted this

situation as natural and teachers did not feel that their self-esteem had been

harmed. Secondly, most of these classes were plagued by severe discipline

problems and the addition of another teacher was generally viewed with

relief by most regular teachers who were only too happy to share their

problems with someone else.

Although teachers were presented as equal, pupils however sometimes

perceived the consultant as the more expert and saved up questions to be

asked during the consultant's lesson. The consultants did not feel, however.

that this was a problem for the teachers. They reported that since many of

these teachers were relatively new to the profession or to teaching these

grade levels with an up-dated curriculum, they tended to feel unsure of

themselves and help from the consultants was welcomed.

As noted by Fullan (1982), Sarason (1982) and others concerned with

educational change, resistance to change efforts.- is to be expected and

perfectly natural in the transition to new modes of behavior. Moreover,

teachers who are normally left alone in their classrooms do not usually take

favorably to direct interference in the management of their "territory".

Under the circumstances, it is almost surprising that the responses have been
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thus far so positive to the co-teaching form of intervention which entails

intensive "meddling" in the teachers' territory.
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THE REDUNDANCY EFFECT IN A SIMPLE ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL GEOMETRY TASK:
AN EXTENSION OF COGNITIVE -LOAD THEORY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING

Janette Bobis, Ma-An Cooper, John Swelter
University of New South Males, Sydney, Australia

The results of three experiments indicate the inadequacy of some
conventionally formatted instructional material and emphasize the
debilitating effect redundant material can have during initial instruc-

tion. Elementary-school children learning a simple paper-folding task
learned more effectively from instructional material using diagrams
alone than from material containing redundant verbal material, and
self-explanatory diagrams with redundant material eliminated were
superior both to instructions containing informationally equivalent
text and to instructions consisting of redundant diagram and text.
This redundancy effect was evident not only when text was redundant
to diagrams, but also when information was conveyed solely by means of
diagrams. These findings extend the generality of the redundancy
effect and have important implications for teaching.

Background

Printed instructional material in subject areas such as mathematics and physics

typically use text and diagrams. Traditionally, especially in textbooks, the text

and the illustrations are presented in a separated format, usually side-by-side. It

has been shown in a number of subject-areas that integration of text and diagrams

enhances learning. (Chandler and Sweller, 1991; Swelter, Chandler, Tierney and

Cooper, 1990; Tarmiti and Swelter, 1988: Ward and Swelter, 1990). In terms of

cognitive load theory, the act of splitting attention between and then mentally

integrating textual and diagrammatical material presented in the traditional format

imposes an unnecessary cognitive load and reduces cognitive resources available for

learning. Comparison with modified instructional material incorporating physically

integrated text and illustrations generates the split-attention effect.

The effect occurs only when the text and illustrations are unintelligible in

isolation. Both text and diagram are necessary for the information to be

understood. Sometimes, however, a procedure can be learned from diagrams alone, any

accompanying text being irrelevant, or "redundant". In such cases, students tend to

ignore the redundant text, and pay attention solely to the diagrams. Through
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integration of text with diagrams, however, students can be forced to pay attention

to the redundant text even though diagrammatic material is sufficient by itself. It

has been shown in several contexts (Chandler and Sweller, 1991) that in such cases

learning is less efficient than when students are able to ignore the text. This is

referred to as the redundancy effect.

Procedure

In the three experiments reported here, the effect on learning of both redundant

text and redundant diagrams (each with respect to diagrams) was examined in the

context of a paper-folding task. This task is found in the "space" strand of many

elementary-school curricula and consists of folding a circular paper disk according

to a sequence of instructions until a triangular shape is obtained. Each experiment

consisted of two phases: an acquisition phase in which subjects learned the task by

means of the instructional material provided, and a testing phase in which they

carried out the task without aids. The only difference between the treatment groups

was the format of the instructional material used in the acquisition phase.

In each experiment, children were treated singly. Each subject was asked to use

the instructional material as an aid to learning the task. The time needed for this

acquisition was recorded. The subject was then given a paper disk and asked to

carry out the task without aids, the time taken to complete the task and the

accuracy with which it was performed being recorded. In each phase, a time of ten .

minutes was recorded for subjects who over-ran this time.

Experiment 1 Two sets of instructional materials were used in the acquisition

phase: a sequence of diagrams intelligible by themselves ("diagrams-only" format),

and the same sequence of diagrams accompanied by written instructions that referred

to the diagrams ("redundant" format) (see Figure 1). Those written Instructions

were redundant to the diagrams but, unlike the diagrams, were unintelligible in

isolation. Because LeFevre and Dixon (1986) have indicated that subjets are

inclined to rely on example information (especially if it is in diagrammatic form)

and to ignore written instructions, it was stressed to each subject in the
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"redundant" group that the written materials must be read. It was thought that

children using integrated instructional material with extraneous information

eliminated (met) would learn more effectively than those using a format that

includes redundant, but not self-sufficient, written material (non -rd).

The mean times in seconds, and the percentages of subjects correctly completing

the task, are presented for both phases in the following table.

N=15 for
each group

acquisition phase testing phase

mean time

non-rd

369.9

red'nt

463.7

% correct

non -rd

66.7

red'nt

33.3

mean time S correct

non -rd red'nt non -rd red'nt

277.8 457.6 60.0 26.7

The values of t for the comparisons of mean times were t=1.23 (ns) for the

acquisition phase and t=1.90 (p<0.05) for the testing phase. Comparison of

percentages correct by means of Fisher's exact test with Overall's correction

yielded a significant difference (pc0.03) for the acquisition phase, but not for the

testing phase. The superiority of the non-redundant group provides evidence for the

redundancy effect.

Experiment 2 In this experiment, the effect of self-sufficient diagrams alone and

self-sufficient verbal instructions alone were compared. In addition, instructions

for a "redundant" third group were constructed by presentation to students of both

diagrammatic and textual material. Since the third step in Experiment 1 had proved

difficult for many children, it was subdivided into three steps for Experiment 2,

the accuracy of the representation being important if children are to construct an

accurate mental image (Johnson-laird, 1983). Thus, three experimental groups were

used, each using a different set of instructions: diagrams-only format, text-only

format, and diagrams-and-text format [see Figure 2], the latter being a "redundant

format" because the parts wore intelligible alone. Cognitive load theory postulates

that the use of the redundant format will have a debilitating effect on learning in

comparison with the use of a diagrams-only format. Both textual information and the
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redundant format are difficult to process for different reasons and no expectation

could be stated with regard to their relative efficiency. It was expected that

children using diagrams only (diag) would learn more effectively than those using

informationally-equivalent written instructions (text) and those using a format in

which the same diagrams are accompanied by redundant, informationally-equivalent

written instructions (red), and that children using text only would learn better

than those having redundant information.

The mean times in seconds, and the percentages of subjects correctly completing

the task, are presented for both phases in the following table. There were fifteen

acquisition phase testing phase

mean time

diag

387.3

red

462.6

text

518.5

% correct

diag

66.7

red

33.3

text

33.3

mean time

diag

253.3

red

455.1

text

424.5

% correct

diag

66.7

red

26.7

text

33.3

subjects in each group. The data were analyzed by means of planned orthogonal

contrast tests using Ftests in the case of the mean times and a test for

homogeneity of binomial proportions (Marascuilo, 1975) in the case of the

percentages correct. For the acquisition phase, the values of F were 3.07 (ns) for

the diag vs combined red+text contrast and 0.03 (ns) for the red vs text contrast;

for the testing phase, the respective P.values were 5.29 (p<0.05) and 0.11 (ns).

The values of the test statistic for the same contrasts based on percentages correct

were respectively 5.00 (p<0.05) and 0.00 (ns) for the acquisition phase, and

respectively 6.10 (p<0.05) and 0.16 (ns) for the testing phase. These results

indicate that the diagrams-only format was superior to the other formats.

Experiment 3 To date, investigations of the redundancy effect have concentrated on

redundant text. Experiment 3 was designed to examine the effect of redundant

diagrams. The diagrams-only instructional materials of Experiment 2 were compared

with a modified version of these materials, in which "back views" were provided for

some steps [see Figure 3J. Although it might be thought intuitively that this extra
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information would enhance learning, ;t may be hypothesized from cognitive load

theory that the inclusion of these
extraneous, redundant diagrams imposes extra

cognitive load and has a debilitating effect on learning. It was thought that

children using diagrams only (diag's)
would learn more effectively than those using

a format in which the same diagrams are accompanied by redundant
diagrams ( red'nt).

The following table shows mean times in seconds, and percentages

acquisition phase testing phase

mean time

diag's

244.6

red'nt

396.0

% correct

diag's

90.0

red'nt

60.0

mean time

diag's

108.9

red'nt

314.8

% correct

diag's

90.0

red'nt

60.0

of subjects correctly completing
the task for both phases. The values of t for com-

parisons of mean times were t=1.92
(p<0.05) for the acquisition and t=2.12 (p<0.05)

for the testing phase. Thus, the diagrams-only format was
superior to the format in

which the same diagrams were
accompanied by redundant diagrams. Comparison of

percentages correct using Fisher's exact test with Overall's correction yielded no

significant difference for either phase.

Discussion

The results indicate the inadequacy of conventionally formatted instructional

material and emphasize the debilitating effect redundant material can have during

initial instruction. Experiment 1 demonstrated the advantage of presenting

information with redundant material removed. The additional text provided for the

group studying the redundant format had an inhibitory effect rather than assisting

comprehension, as is the normal intention.

The findings of Experiment 2 suggest that self-explanatory diagrams with

redundant material eliminated are superior to instructions containing

informationally equivalent text and to instructions consisting of redundant diagrams

and text.
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Experiment 3 demonstrated thet
the redundancy effect is evident not only when

text is redundant to diagrams, but also when information is
conveyed solely by means

of diagrams; this extendi the generality of the redundancy effect. Providing

additional diagrams detailing
a perspective necessary for the successful completion

of the task proved to inhibit rather that facilitate learning.

For teaching and learning,
the implicstions of these findings bear on the manner

in which initial instructional
material is presented. Teachers should exercise

extreme care when providing
students with additional and seemingly useful

information. If the processing of additional
information (whether it be textual or

diagrammatic) with essential
information imposes an extraneous cognitive load, it

may have a detrimental rather
than beneficial effect on learning. For optimum

effect, the usefulness of
additional information must outweigh the consequences of

processing it.
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4 Fold the top triangle beck es shcre.n
so that both trienlges he flat on the
table

3 Fold back the edges of

the circle along the
broken lines

i Fold

0. You Sr. given a circle.

I Fold along the broken Ilne

tL
2. Fold along the broken line so

that the left side of the Shape
fits exactly on top of the right
side.

figure 1: Redundant format instructional material for Experiment 1
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Figure 2: Diagrams-and-text format
material for Experiment 2
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ON SOME FACTOP.S INFLUENCING STUDENTS SOLUTIONS IN MULTIPLE OPERATIONS PROBLEMS:

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

Paolo agerg Lora Shapiro - Dipartimento di Matematica ;Universitit di Genova

The report concerns the outcomes of 1023 pupils, aged 9-13 from two different instructional settings,

on a problem involving several variables and solution strategies. Quandtative and qualitadve analyses

have been performed to assess the dependence of the strategies produced by pupils on age x

instmaion and numerical datalhe findings from this study have led to some interesting interpretations

regarding the sadentetransition to pre-algebraic strategiesand the associated mental processes.

1. Introduction
In recent years there has been an extensive array of studies which have investigated student& problem solving

strategies in considerable depth (see Hard & C., 1991; Hershkovitz & Nesher, 1991; Lesh, 1985 ; Nesher&

Hershkovitz, 1991: Reusser, i990; Vergnaud, 1988)

In an attempt to add to this body of research the study to be reported on has explored the mental processes

underlying the strategies produced by students aged 9-13 when solving a non- standard contextually realistic

problem involving multiple variables, operations and solution strategies ("trial and error" strategies, mental

calculation strategies, "pre-algebraic strategies" - fora definition, see par.4-.... ).

The analysis of data focuses on quantitative and qualitative aspects of the evolution of strategies on the same

problem, with respect to age and instruction, and the dependence of strategies on the numerical data

A preliminaty review of data suggests that pupils who are encouraged to perform a variety of strategies ("trial and

error", hypothetical reasoning...) without rigid formalization and schematization requests reach the point of transition

to "pre-algebraic" strategies earlier than those following more traditional instruction.

These results, along with some additional qualitative analyses of the protocols, bring to light some understandingof

the roots of "pre- algebraic" strategies (with connections with research findings in the domain of pre-algebraic

thinking: see par.5 ) .

2.The research problem
The purpose of this study was to better understand the mental processes ( i.e. planning activities, management of

memory ...). underlying students' problem solving strategies in a "complex" situation. Towards this end the

following problem was administered:

"With T liras forstamps one may :nada kner weighing no more than M grams. Maria has anenvelop weighing E

grams: how many drawing sheets weighing S grams each, may she put in the envelop in order not to summon:

(with the envelop) the weight of M grams ?"

Various numerical versions have been proposed to different classes:

money

needed (C)

maximum

admissible weight(M)

weight of the

envelop( E)

weight of each

sheet of paper (S)

(50,7,8) 1500 50 7 8

(100.14.16) 2000 100 14 16.

(100.7,8) 2000 100 7 8

(250.14,161 3800 250 14 16
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This problem was chosen because it represented a realistic situation for most of the students in this age range

(interviews with a sample of Vth graders showed that over 75% of them think that the "cost" to send a ktter must

depend on its weight). In addition, it was possible to choose numerical values which kept into account the feasibility.

of mental calculations and the number of iterations needed to reach the result through progressive approximation from

below. For example,in the transition from (50.7,8 ) to (100.7,8) there is an increase of iterations needed in an

"approximation from below" strategy , but mental calculations are still easy .In the transition from (50,7.8) to

(100,14,16) the mental calculations become more difficult, but the number of iterations needed remains the same.ln

the version with values (250.14,16) the mental calculations are yet more difficult and the number of iterations is

increased. Finally, the problem format was similar to "evaluation problems" proposed in the Italian primary and

comprehensive schools (multiple choices tests are not frequently utilized), but no such problem had ever been

proposed to the students before.

3. Method

A pilot study was conducted at the end of 1990 with two classes of students in grades IV , V and VIII. The research

problem with different numerical versions was administered and the findings were utilized to make subsequent

choices, regarding the appropriatedness of the numerical versions with respect to grade level. In particular, the

(250,14,16) case was excluded for the IVth-graders . due to the difficulties encountered by many subjects: and the

(50,7,8) case was not given to the VIII-graders, due to a great number of solutions written without any indications

of the strategies performed .

For this study 63 IV,V,VI and VIII grade classes were chosen from schools in the north -west region of Italy, and

this resuhes in a total of 1023 participants. The study was conducted in October and early November 1991 (after

about 4/6 weeks from the beginning of the school year) . The classes were divided into two groups and were chosen

in otder to assure a similar sociocultural environment between them and suitable conditions for the experiment .In

addition. in these classes age corresponded well with the grade level.

The classes in Group I, hereafter called the "Project" classes, included grades IV and V which are currently

involved in a long term instructional innovation in the Genoa Group for primary school .The characteristics of this

project which are relevant for this research, are presented in Boero(1989) and in Boero & Ferrari & Ferrero (1989)

and are summarized below:

the written calculation techniques are progressively costructed under the guidance of the teacher. starting from

the strategies spontaneously produced by pupils.This allows a great deal of "trial and error" numerical strategies to

be performed by pupils, especially at grade II and grade III

students,frorn the end of grade I. are required to provide verbal written representation of their strategies

- algebraic flotation for an arithmetic operation is introduced only when the meaning of the particular arithmetic

operation is mastered by majority of the class.No direct explicit pressure is exerced by teachers for the students to

give formal representation of operations with algebraic signs (" words and numbers" resolutions are admitted up to

the end of the primary school )

- in situations in which the students perform different strategics, comparisons of strategies (and formalizations) are

organized and discussed (see Bondesan & Ferrari, 1991) and,

problems involving more than one operation are proposed without intermediate questions.
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The classes in the second group were composed of grades VI and VIII where the VIth graders come from

"traditional" primary school classes . Here "traditional" instruction means:

- multiple operations problems guided by intermediate questions an widely proposed from the III to the V grade,

- "trial and error " or other case-by-case strategies are not encouraged,

- standard written calculations techniques are introducedearly, and

- early formalization of arithmetic operations(with + x, : signs ) is introduced and rapidly demanded as a

standard code in problem solving (for single operations).

In Grasp II we have decided to select only VI and VIII grade classes with mathematics teachers affiliated to the

Genoa group and working on a parallel, similar research project for the comprehensive school for the following

reasons, emerging from our pilot study:

- difficulty to propose our problems at the beginning of the IV grade in "traditional" classes (because the

"subtraction and division" problems are normally proposed, during the grade III. only as two-steps problems)

- difficulty to enter a "foreign" class and get completely verbally explicited resolutions (this is not frequent in Italy:

it is requested only to indicate the most important calculations performed).

- for the comparison between VI graders' and VIII graders' performances. it was suitable to keep sociocultural

variables unchanged

- the VIllth graders of the chosen classes had not yet explicitely been involved with equationi

The following table shows the distribution of the population involved in the study:

GROUP 1 GROUP 2

n. of classes n. of pupils n. of classes n. of pupils

grade IV 9 145

grade V 24 396

grade VI 26 406

grade VIII 4 76

A sample analysis of the primary school copybooks of V grade and VI grade pupils belonging to the classes

involved in this research showed these relevant differences

- the written calculation techniques were introduced 6-8 months in the primary school "Project" classes later than in

parallel "traditional" classes

- algebraic notations were introduced in the "Project" classes 10-15 months later than in parallel "traditional "classes

(for instance, the sign - "was not introduced in the project classes before the second term of grade II ; the sign ":"

was not introduced before the second term of grade III, and after at least one yearof work on division problems)

- 20 to 25 "subtraction- division problems" were proposed in the "project" classes before the V grade (generally

without an intermediate question ) while 40 to 52 subtraction/division problems were proposed in "traditional"

classes from grade Ill to grade V ( 18 to 34 problems with the two step structure : first question asking for tt

substraction, second question asking for a division).

The problem was proposed by the teacher. with an "observer" present in the classroom . Up to the day of the study,

the problem was unknown to the teacher . In order to avoid any difficulties in the classroom, if a pupil met with

serious problems and insistently asked for help , he was helped by the teacher who provided w risen suggestions 011
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the paper (this fact remained registered on the pupil's sheet of paper and these protocols were excluded from the

following analyses).Puoils were asked to use only the sheet of paper on which the text of the problem was written.

Some short interviews were performed (after the resolution of the problem) by the observer with pupils who had

written very concise text, and with pupils who had adopted the "pre-algebraic" strategy in the cases (50.7.8) and

(100,7,8), in order to understand their reasoning and motivation .

4. Results

The students strategies resolutions have been analysed according to a classification scheme suggested by the data

from pilot study, and corresponding to the aim of exploring mental processes underlying strategies.

Strategies were coded in the following manners:

"Pre-algebraic " strategies (PRE-ALG.). In this category the strategies involved taking the maximum admissible

weight and subtract the weight of the envelop from it.The number of sheets is then found multiplying the weight of

one sheet and comparing the product with the remaining weight, or dividing the remaining weight by the weight

of a sheet of paper , or through mental estimatesif the problem would be represented in algebraic form, these

strategies would correspond to transformations from :

Sx + E s M to : Sxs M-E, up to : x (M EYS
For the purposes of this research, we have adopted the denomination "pre-algebraic" in order to put into evidence

two important , strictly connected aspects of algebraic reasoning, namely the transformation of the mathematical

structure of the problem ("reducing" it to a problem of division by performing a prior subtraction) ; and the discharge

of information from memory in order to simplify mental work . This point of view is connected to researches

performed in recent years in the domain of pre-algebraic thinking (see par.5)

"Envelop and sheets" strategies (ENV&SH).This "situational" denomination was chosen by us because it best

represented students' production of a solution where the weight of the envelop and the weight of the sheet arc

managed together . These strategies include "mental calculation strategies", in which the result is reached by

immediatesimultaneous intuition of the maximum admissible number of sheets with respect to the added weight of

the envelop: "trial and error" strategies in which the solution is reached by a succession of numerical trials , keeping

into account the results of the preceding trials( for instance one works on the weight of some number of sheets and

adds the weight of the envelope , checking for the compatibility with the maximum allowable weight ) : "systematic

approximation from below strategies",in which the result is reached progressively incrementing the number of

sheets, adding the weight of the envelop and checking if the maximum allowable weight is reached or not;

"hypothetical suategies", in which one keeps into account the fact that the weight of one sheet is near to the weight

of the envelop, and thus hypothesizes that the maximum allowable weight is filled by sheets, and then decreases the

number of sheets by one and so on

UNCLASSIFIED .While almost all of the strategies fit well in the above two categories, there were some which

were difficult to interpret .For example, the transition from ENV&SH. to PRE-ALG. strategies during the

resolution process (especially with the numerical versions ( 100,14,16) and (250,14,16) (example : "16 + 14..30 ,

30+16-46 . 100-14.-86 . 86:16 -5 : mixed strategies : "16+14,-30 ; I00.30 "70; 70:16.,4

shwas". etc. These "ambiguous" cases were thus coded as "unclassified"( the whole number of unclassified proofs

was about 3541 of the whole group).
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INVALIDAnother problem concerned the classification of inconect resolutions

in which solutions were lacking, or completely incorrect (for instance, strategies involving the amount of money

... divided by the weight of a sheet of paper) ; forgetting the weight of the envelope; or when numerical mistakes

affected the fund result in a relevant manner ( more or less than 10 times the correct result ).

In the case of numerical mistakes affecting only the final result in a "reasonable way , or acritical presentations of

the results (for instance, under the form : 43:8=5,375 sheets) protocols were classified (on the basis of the adopted

strategy) .

The following tables represent a breakdown of the data:

TABLE I : (M.E.S) = ( 50. 7, 8 )

ENV&SH. PRE-ALG. UNCLASS. INVALID

GROUP I /GR. IV 71 (49%) 26 (18%) 6 (4%) 42 (29%)

GROUP I /GR.V 35 ( 38%) 35 (38%) 5 (5%) 18 (19%)

GROUP 2 /GR.VI 33 (34%) 24 (25%) 2 (2%) 37 (39%)

TABLE 2 : (M.E.S) =( 100,7.8 )

ENV&SH. PRE-ALG. UNCLASS. INVALID

GROUP I /GR.V 52 (39%) 50 (38%) 4 (3%) 26 (20%)

GROUP 2 /GR.VI 43 (34%) 34 (27%) 3 (2%) 46 (37%)

TABLE 3 : M.E.S = 100.14.16

ENV.&SH. PRE-ALG. UNCLASS. INVALID

GROUP I /GR.V 24 (28%) 36 (42%) 4 (5%) 21 (25%)

GROUP 2 /GR.VI 25 (25%) 32 (32%) 2 (2%) 42 (41%)

TABLE 4 : (M.E.S)=( 250.14.16

EN V&SH. PRE.ALG. UNCLASS. INVALID

GROUP 1 /GR.V 13 (15%) 42 (49%) 6 (7%) 25 (29%)

GROUP 1 /GR.VI I I (13%) 34 (41%) I ( I%) 37 (45%)

GROUP 2 /GR.VIII 9 (12%) 57 (75%) 0 10 (13%)
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It is interesting to note from the analysis.of the protocols that the students in the ENV&SH. strategies group who

probably derived their solutions from a menutIglobal estimation of the situation represent (in grades V and VI) about

17% of the strategies performed in the (50,7,8) case. 13% in the (100,7,8) case ,while they are less than 3% in the

(100,14,16) case .However.it is not easy to distinguish these strategies from the others (for instance in a protocol like

this: "5x8=40, 404-7=47), especially for the students in the GROUP 2, who might not have derived their

solutions from mental evaluation , but from a succession of mental trials not reported on the sheet. Some interviews

confirm the ambiguous character of these kinds of protocols . It is also interesting to observe that many usually

successful problem solvers in each age group applied these strategies for (50,7,8 ) and (100,7,8) , while almost

all of them were categorized as PRE-ALG. in the version with the numerical data (250,14.16).

A qualitative analysis of the daia suggested the following:

- generally, the text of the PRE-ALG. strategies is linear, with subsequent declarations about the subtraction and the

division and the result .For example :

"I subtract the weight of the envelop : 250 -14 = 236 , and I find the weight that may be filled with drawing sheets:

then I divide: 236:16 = (cakulations).. 14,75. and 1 get dre number of sheets : 14 "

- frequently, the text of the ENV&SH. strategies is involved, especially in the (100,14,16) and (250,14.16) cases

(where a global, mental estimation of the result is more difficult) .These are typical texts :

7 multiply the weight ofa sheet (16 grams) fora number chosen by chance, but not surmounting 10. and according

to the result I multiply 16 fora lower ora greater number. When I get a number which works well /add the weight of

the envelop (that is 14 grams), if the result exceeds 100 1 make other trials, if the number- does nor exceed 1001

have solved the ( +trials)

"1 multiply the weight ofone sheet bya number of times such that their weight is contained in 250g ,but I cannot

exceed the weight of 250 g if I add the weight ofone envelop to the weight of the sheets admissible with the 38(X)

liras fare . and so I must add a certain number ofsheets to the weight ofthe envelop(+trials)"

- many ENV&SH. protocols from the students in the "Project" group reveal the students are in close proximity to a

transition to a PRE-ALG. strategy .For exarnpk:

"1 must find the number of sheets which can beset in the envelop in order nor to overcome 250 g . but with my

sheets 1 must not arrive to 250 g, in order to be able to add the weight of the envelop and nor to overcome 250.1

must stop before. (+trials up to 224)

The same kind of protocols is infrequent with students in the "traditional" classes

there were 3 solutions in which students began with PRE-ALG and moved to ENV&SH. strategies while
transitions in the =wary direction were observed in 21 solutions

It should be noted, however.that it was not easy to evaluate and compare the protocols from different classes.because

of the influences of different teaching styles , both past and present This is especially true in the case of VIth

graders.who had only for weeks of instruction with the same teacher.

5. Conclusions and discussion
A preliminary review of the results shows that there is a clear evolution with respect to age x instruction from

ENV&SII.. strategies towards PREALG.strategies within and between numerical versions (this is found in

homogeneous groups of pupils: transition from IV grade to V grade; and from VI grade to VIII grade . both
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classes of the same schools, and teachers working in analogous manne. Another interesting finding relates to the

(50,7,8) case, where we find strong increase of PRE-ALG. strategies for students from grades IV to V in Group

1; this increase has occurred despite the fact that a PRE-ALG. resolution may be more expensive (in terms of

calculations to perform) than some convenient ENV&SH. stnnegies.Some interviews performed with pupils in

different classes (after the test) showed plausible reasons for their passage to PRE-ALG. strategies (also in cases

asking for easy mental calculations), and these included they felt more secure, it helped avoid confusion,and it gave

greater evidence: "security". 'avoiding confusion ", ;greater evidence" are expressions frequently utilized by

pupils to explain the motivation of their choices.

If we also look at the protocols of pupils who appear to be ready to make the transition towards a pre-algebraic

strategy Ma more difficult problem , for example the students who write :

"I repeat 16 grams (which is the weight ofa drawing sheet) till I reach 100, and then !subtract 14 grams (theµ eight

oldie envelop) and so I must consider one sheet less":

"1 reason : 16 x about 86 because 86+14=100 ; I count: 16 x 4 =64 too little: 16 x 6 - 96, too much: 16 x 5

=80: kt us try: 80+14= 94 ":

"1 subtract 16 grams from 100 many times. each time checking if it remains 14 grams for the envelop : 100 -16

*84, yrs; 84- 16 =68, yes: 68- 16-52, yes; 52-16- 36. yes: 36-16-20, yes - and! stop, because the envelop weighs

14 grams ...."

we see that the motivations and access to pm-algebraic strategies may be different: but in all of them there is a

form of reasoning that may derive from a wide experience involving production of "anticipatory thinking" (see

also Boero, 1990) . That is to say , under the need of economizing efforts, pupils plan operations which reduce the

complexity of mental work . This interpretation provides a coherence amongst different results, concerning the

evolution towards PRE-ALG. strategies with respect to age, as shown in the solutions produced in grade IV to

grade V and in grade VI to grade V111, as well as with respect to the results involving more difficult numerical data.

Indeed, in the (100,14,16) and (250,14,16) cases we saw the difficulties encountered by students when attempting

to manage the weights of the sheets and the envelop together (see par.4) .

All this may explain also why the large experience of subtraction/division problems presented as two steps

problems (with an intermediate question) in "traditional" classes does not seem to produce all the desired effects:

experiencing time separation of tasks, according to the suggestions contained in the text of the problem. may not

effectively develop planning skills in the same direction.

Concerning research findings in the domain of pre-algebraic thinking, we may observe that there is some coherence

between:

- our results . concerning an applied mathematical word Problem ( Lesh,1985) , proposed to students prior to any

experience of representation of a word problem by an equation and prior to any instruction in the domain of

equations: and

Hetscovics & Linchewski's (1991) results , concerning numerical equations proposed to seventh graders prior to

any instruction in the domain of equations. For instance, they find that an equation like 4n + 17 65 is solved

performing 4n= 65.17 and then n= 48 :4 by 41% of seventh graders, while an equation like I 3n + 196 = 391 is

solved in a similar way by 77% of seventh graders .This dependence of strategies on numerical values is similar to

that shown in our tables (compare data concerning sixth graders in the cases (50.7.8) and (250,14 16)).
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Filloy & Rojano define (for numerjoLgajaticosl the "didactic an " as the moment when the child faces for the first

time linear equations with occunence of the unknown on both sides ofthe equal sign" : for applied mathematical

worioroblen, a "didactic cut" might be considered when the child faces for the first time a problem where a

separation of tasks (through an inverse operation) must be performed in order to simplify mental work and avoid

"trial & error" methods . Our study gives some indications about the consequences of two different long term

instructional settings on students' efforts to overcome the obstacle represented by such a "didactic cut".
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MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURES AT AGES SEVEN TO ELEVEN

Studies of children's conceptual development and diagnostic

teaching experiments

Gard Brekke Alan Bell

Telemark Laererhogskole Shell Centre for Mathematical Education

ABSTRACT: The conceptions of children aged 7-11 of various multiplicative

problems were studied using interviews and written tests. In four-number

porportion problems, changes from easy integer ratios to 3:2 and 5:2, caused only

small falls in facility in a familiar context (price), but considerable losses in a less

familiar context 4rrency exchange). Geometric enlargement problems gave rise

to the wrong additive strategy. A diagnostic teaching experiment showed

successful use of the method and materials by 10 /16 teachers after 2 days'

training.

Introduction
This study has two parts. One consists of an analysis of primary school children's

conceptions of multiplicative word problems in different contexts. The second

part was a study of the effectiveness of a diagnostic responsive teaching method

(Bell et al, 1985) and associated teaching material developed from pilot studies.

The 16 teachers involved attended a two days in-service course. They were then

free to choose how to implement the teaching activities, and which activities to

pick from the teaching material. The period of teaching in each class was two

weeks. At least two lessons of each class were observed by the researcher to assess

the teaching style being used.

Results concerning childrens concepts and misconceptions

This paper presents the results of one group of problems. For further details see

Brekke (1991).
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The four-number problems (see below) vary with respect to numerical

relationship (3 or 4 to 1 and 1.5 or 2.5 to 1) and structural context, rate (price),

currency exchange, measure conversion and geometrical enlargement:

AL2: 3 sweets are sold for 9 pence. How much for 12 sweets?

BL2: 4 sweets are sold for 6 pence. How much for 10 sweets?

ALS: German money is called Mark. John changed £3 and got 9 Marks.

Sarah has E12 to change for Marks. How many Marks will she get?

AU6: John changed £4 and got 6 dollars. Sarah has £10 to change for dollars.

How many will she get?

BLS: Jane measured her book using her short pencil. It was 3 pencils long.

Ian used his rubber to measure the same book. It was 9 rubbers long.

Jane measured the table with her pencil. It was 12 pencils long. Ian also

measured the table with his rubber.- How many rubbers long will the table

be?

(This text was accompanied by an illustration).

AL12: A triangle is 3cm wide and 12cm high. A copy is made of this triangle, it

should be 9cm wide. How high must the copy be to have exactly the same

shape as the triangle? (This text was accompanied by an illustration).

Table 1

Percentage of correct answers and wrong additive strategies for the

four-number problems

AL2 BL2 AL5 BL5 AL12

Correct 26.6 19.2 30.8 15.9 9.3

Wrong additive strategy 1.4 1.9 12.1 32.2 10.7

AU2 BU2 AU6 BU6 AU11

Correct 59.6 49.3 19.3 44.7 33.9

Wrong additive strategy 1.3 9.6 56.4 28.8 8.3
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There are not big differences in facilities when ratios are changed from 3:1 or 4:1

to 1.5:1 or 2.5:1 for the most familiar context of price, but when this change is

combined with a less familiar context of currency exchange there is a considerable
drop in facility. Children regress to more primitive ideas, in this case the wrong

additive strategy. (Compare Hart, 1981; Karplus et al, 1983). Note also the
widespread use of the wrong additive strategy for the measure conversion
problem, which maybe compared with Karplus' 'Mr Short and Mr Tall".

The idea of geometrical enlargement was not well understood. When asked to
make a larger copy of the same shape as a given triangle, the children drew
triangles which were roughly the same shape but without calculating or
measuring. The problem of making an enlargement involves more than the
pure numerical relationship. Young children lack the experience of linking
numerical relationships with geometrical objects.

There are only small variations in use of a building up strategy across problem
structure for the four-number problems for the younger children, and correct
answers were equally distributed between multiplicative and additive answers.
The exceptions were the problems with ratios 1.5 and 2.5 where building up
strategy using the internal ratio was the most common correct method.

The context influences the choice of scalar or functional operator, with scalar

procedures being dominant for rate and currency exchange problems, while the
majority of correct answers to the measure and enlargement problems are
obtained by a functional operator. Children tend also to start by considering the

relationship between the two units used to measure the book, and applying this
to the table. They are working within each object (book, table), while they in the

previous items were working within the same measure (sweet, pence & £, $).
Thus the dominant strategy of BU6 might be categorised as scalar. In ALM the

starting point is the relationship established between the shortest sides of the two
triangles, and is thus a functional operator, though in this case it is also a scalar,
since the unit of measurement (cm) is the same for the small and the large

triangles (compare Bell et al, 1989). This preference for the functional
relationship for geometrical enlargement problems is also reported by
Friedlander, Fitzgerald and Lappan (1984). The dominance of the scalar operator
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is also reported in other studies (e.g Vergnaud 1983, Kurth 1988 and Kaiplus et al
1983). Around 85% of the wrong additive answers used the external difference as
a constant for addition.

New diagnostic teaching tasks

The teaching unit is based on carefully chosen problems from different structural
contexts.
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The main objective of the activities in Figure 1 is to focus on the
inappropriateness of adding a constant difference in geometrical enlargements.
The full set of activities also exemplifies the principle of starting with a difficult
problem (5L) to bring out the expected misconception and following with an
easier activity (612) to give practice in using the correct strategy.

The purpose of the 'price-line' activity
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is to emphasise the need to interpret multiplication (or division) as a
dimensionless scale factor along the double number line or as a rate across the

number line.

Success and communicability of the teaching method

The classroom observations formed the basis for assigning the teachers to one of
three categories according to the types of interventions leading to different levels
of reflection on key aspects. These were: 1) the amount to which discussions of
misconceptions were generated to bring key issues to the children's awareness, 2)
the demand for explanations and justifications of statements, 3) the amount to
which problem solving strategies were discussed, 4) the amount of discussion of
problem structure, (classifying and making problems of the same structure) and 5)

elements of generalisation. Teaching style A was described as highly concept
intensive with a high level of reflection, where the elements described above
were observed frequently. In a category B style these elements were observed
sometimes and in category C scarcely. Of the teachers of the lower primary school
classes, three were classed as style A, three as B and four as {of the upper primary

teachers, 3 were classed as A,1 as B, 2 as C.
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Thus we may conclude that the 2 day training course was sufficient to enable 10 of
the 16 teachers to acquire the method and to use it at A or B levels, and that these
classes made clearly significant Tein5

Further evidence of success of diagnostic teaching when done fairly well.

Table 2 shows mean gains from pre to post test for the lower primary classes (max 22)

Class 1 5 7 2 6 8 3 4 9 10
Style A A A B B B C C C C
Pre Mean 10.7 7.8 8.0 5.7 8.7 9.7 4.7 10.8 7.4 14.7
Mean Gain 23 5.5 3.1 I 1.9 3.7 3.6 .9 .6 2.7 1.3
p value * * .160 " .255 .612 " .010

(* indicates a p value < 0.002)

A ONEWAY test applied to compare gains by teaching style showed significant
differences between group C and the rest of the sample and no significant
difference between group A and B. Significant improvements from pre to post
test for every A and B class, and maintenance of scores through to the delayed
post test, showed the long term effect of the teaching activities.

As expected the teaching activities have had various impact on problems from
different categories.

Some findings are

1) The material has assisted a transition from employing the wrong additive
strategy to delivering correct answers (few children used this strategy for the rate
items). The shift was larger for style A and B classes than for style C.

2) The teaching activities have contributed to a change from several wrong
categories to correct answers, but also from naive answers, which do not take into
consideration the structural relationship between all the given numbers, to the
wrong additive strategy, demonstrating that this strategy is a natural intermediate
level of understanding of suchproblems.
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3) The activities have not prevented children from employing the wrong additive
strategy as a fall-back strategy when the number relationship has become more
difficult combined with an unfamiliar context.

4) The errors children make in four number enlargement problems are clearly
attributed to inexperience of geometrical enlargement, and secondly a failure in
relating this to application of an appropriate number relationship. The activities
in the material do not centre much around the first aspect.

The progress is considerable for all cartesian product items, showing that when
children are helped to organise and represent the information in a systematic
way, so that a repeated addition model can be employed, such problems are not
particularly difficult.
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MIDDLE GRADE STUDENTS REPRESENTATIONS OF LINEAR UNITS
DR. P. LYNNE CANNON
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND

Students in Grades 5 and 7 were interviewed with a series of linear measurement tasks. The tasks
were designed to investigate two aspects of students thinking about units of length: (a) the
consistency with which they identify or construct units of length as line segment, and (b) the
extent to which they reason appropriately about relationshOs between different sized units. It
was found that many students applied a direct point counting process to define units. However,
the extent to which this occurred depended on the task situation. Point counting occurred with
more students when numerals were juxtaposed with points- a phenomena which has instructional
implications for the use of the number line for representing mathematical relationships.

Children's conceptions of units initially develop in situations which involve enumerating, comparing and

operating on sets of discrete objects. Regardless of variations in the physical attributes of the objects in a set, all

objects represents equivalent units. Through years of counting experiences, children eventually learn to

establish a one-to-one correspondence between their serial touching of or attention to each object and their

simultaneous utterances of unique number names. If the one-to-one correspondence is not violated and the

number names are uttered in a standard order, then the last number name uttered Invariably determines the

cardinal value of the set (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). As such, children eventually construct a schema in which

synchronous counting actions directly determine the number of units represented.

In linear measurement situations, the process of iterating linear units still conforms to the direct counting

schema developed through the experiences of corning discrete units. However, when partitioning a line to

represent linear units or when interpreting units represented as line segments, a direct relationship between

synchronous counting actions and the number of units represented by the count is not invariant. Variations

between the results of a counting process and the number of line segments implied by the count depend on a

number of factors. These factors include whether one attends to line segments or points as the salient feature to

be counted, and the plan of action followed. If line segments are the salient feature to which one attends then a

direct relationship between the count and the number of units pertains. if points are the salient feature to which

one attends, then the number of line segments are defined indirectly through the count of the points. For

example, depending on whether one counts (1) all beginning and end-points, (2) only end-points, or (3) only

internal points between line segments, 6 line segments would be represented by a count of 7, 6, or 5 points.

It is necessary to develop a flexible counting schema in order to construct or interpret linear units adequately In

such measurement situations. Students must incorporate notions of the geometric relationships between points

and line segments. alternative plans of action implied by these relationships, and a means of evaluating the
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number of linear units Implied by different courting procedures. Conceptions of counting developed in discrete

unit situations are not sufficient. This paper explores the extent to which students in Grades 5 and 7

accommodate to these different measurement situations and construct alternative views of how units are

determined. The results reported here are a small part of a larger study on students' representations of units and

unit relationships in different mathematical domains (Cannon, 1991).

plan of the Studv

Fifteen students from 2 schools participated in the study: 6 in Grade 5 and 9 in Grade 7. These students

represented a range in mathematical achievement in each grade. A Measurement Concepts Test was

administered, and later, each student was interviewed individually on a selection of the linear measurement tasks

(See Figures 2). The tasks were designed to investigate two aspects of students thinking about units of length:

A. laulartalls (Interview & Test Task)

This ancient ruler measures lengths in "FLUGS." One "FLOG" is the same as
two centimetres. Draw a line above the ruler that is 6 centimetres long.

I I I I I I I

3I 1 2 4 5 6
841S

B. tamale= laas (Interview & Test Task)

The line below is 4 units long. Draw a line that is 12 units long.

C. fagitbninglasim (Interview & Test Task)

This path is 5 units long. a) Mark the 5 units on the path.
b) Draw another path alatA long.

Figure 2 Linear measurement tasks with explicit reference to units and number.

(a) the consistency with which they identify or construct units of length as line segment, and (b) the extent to

which they reason appropriately about relationships between different sized units. Students were required to

represent units in different problem situations.1

1 In addition, tasks were used In which students were required to compared the lengths of two "paths' which
were made up of different sized line segments placed In irregular configurations These comparison tasks were
derived from Bailey (1974) and Babcock (1978). The nature of students reasoning strategies was Investigated
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Students' responses to the tasks reported in this paper were analyzed In terms of (a) the salient features

to which they primarily attended when defining units. (b) how they interrelated units of different sizes. In the latter

set of categories, with bl-relatkmal thinking students accounted for the simple ratio between different sized line

units, whereas with mono-relational thinking they treated different sized units as equivalent. Not all categories

were applicable to all tasks. Distinctions In students' reasoning with multiple units (mono-relational versus bi-

relational thinking) did not apply to the partitioning task. Only one unit was referenced In this task: all of the

responses were necessarily mono-relational.

Task Response

I I I

units Line Discrete Undefined
Segments Points I

I I I

I I I

Reasoning Numerical Transformational Perceptual

Wig= I

I I I

I Actual Imagined

I I

Una Bi- Mono-
Relationi Relational Thinking

Figure a Analytical categories used to classify student responses to tasks.

Results

Table 1 Is designed to explore students' representations of units in response to the tasks in Figure 2 in

several ways. First, it permits us to determine the general extent to which students constructed units which were

either discrete points or line segments, Second, it allows us to compare each of the tasks with regard to the extent

to which discrete points or line segments were constructed by students. And finally it reveals the extent towhich

their reasoning about the relationship between different units was mono or bi-relational. The students have been

grouped in Table I according to the extent to which they represented units as discrete points or line segments:

(a) predominantly discrete points, (b) predominantly line segments, and (c) consistently line segments.

through these tasks (See Figure 3). Students' thinking about units and the comparisons of length In these

situations are not reported here because of limits of space.
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Tat*, 1

* 1 1 , 1 . . , 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 :,t. 111 11

Ruler Task Aggregate Unit Task Partitioning Task

Test Interview Test Interview Test Interview

Response
Groups D Mi L D Mi L D Mi L D Mi L D Mi L D Mi L

Dominantly
Discrete

James M . B B . B M . . M .

Marlene ? ? M M . . M .

Lolande M . B B . B . ? M . .

Connie MR . M --> B ? B . M . . M .

Fanya B . . . B B B . . ? . M
DUQ1S 7 . B B MB M M . .

Dominantly
Line Seaments

EgIsitin B . B B . . M . M

Dahlia B . . . . B . . B . . MB . . M . . M
Tammy B . . . . B . B B . . M . M
Lara B . . . . B . B B . . M . M
Kasey 8 . . . . B . B B . . M . . M

Line seament
Drock . . B . . B . . ? . . M

. . B . . B . . M . . M
Coran . . B . . B . . M . . M
Pete . . B . . B . . M . . M

fig. The names of the students in Grade 5 are underlined.

Undi Unit relationgi
O . discrete points M . mono-relational
MI mixed, points & line segments MB mono- then bi-relational
L = line segments B bi-relational

? no defined units
NR . no response

As can be seen in Table 1, most students represented units as discrete points In one or more tasks.

However, none did so exclusively and a few never did so. There was a marked difference in the patterns of

responses between different tasks. Students who represented units predominantly as discrete points, did so

most consistently with the partitioning tasks. With the aggregate unit and ruler tasks, the form of their units was
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more variable. However, the ruler task was the situation in which the greatest number of students were

inconsistent in the nature of their representation of units. This suggests a significant difference in the nature of

students' thinking strategies in different linear measurement situations. A closer examination of how students

responded to the partitioning and ruler tasks, in particular, reveals further differences in situational responses.

Variations in Students' Representations of Units of Length: Partitioning and Ruler Tasks

In the partitioning tasks, some students appeared solely to attend to a direct relationship of counting

points to determine the number of units as in Lolande's case (See Figure 4). Others incorporated attributes

normally associated with linear units as in the case of Derek and James who both appeared to consider equal

spaces between the points to be important, but varied in their attention to points and line segments as the salient

feature for determining the number of units.

1. (Lolande, Grade 7)

2. (Derek. Grade 5)

II-1
3. (James, Grade 5)

Figure 4 Examples of students' use of discrete points as units to partition a line into five units then

drawing a line of three units.

When discrete units were used with the ruler task the reasoning behind these responses differed (See

Figure 5). In the first example, the relationship between the size of the centimetre and hug was ignored. The

points with each numeral determined the length of the line drawn. In the second example, the student attended

to the 2:1 relationihip between centimetres and hugs but counted the beginning and end pointsof the line

segments as the units, beginning with the point associated with the 1 on the ruler. In the third example, the

student converted centimetres to (lugs using mental arithmetic and then represented the 3 Hugs tocorrespond

with the numerals on the ruler and not the number of line segments units.

13,4
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1. (James, test)

2. (Kasey, test)

3. (Edwin, interview)

I 11

2 3 4 5 6
fbas

I I I 1 I I

I I I I I I_ I
I 1 2 3 4 5 6
I US

I I

1 2 3 4 5 6
I fluGIS

Figure 5 Students' use of discrete points as units with the ruler task.

point/Line Segment Conflict: Differences Among Tasks and Solution Strateaies

Different procedures for constructing units influenced some students' attention to line segments

or discrete points as units. Students who represented units predominantly as discrete points defined

units as points when then used a partitioning process to resolve the aggregate units task. However,

those in this group who solved the aggregate unit task by iterating line segments faced no ambiguity

about how to determine the measure by the counting. The partitioning process led students to attend to

the points rather than the line segments. With the ruler task there was the additional perceptual

feature that points were juxtaposed with numerals. This juxtaposition further emphasized a counting

relationship between points and the enumeration of units. All students who used discrete points as units

and some who used line segments as units Interpreted the 'I" as the beginning marker of their

representations of 6 centimetres, not as the end marker of the first "flug" unit. The structure of the

ruler and the normal meaning of the numerals did not guide students' representation of 6 centimetres..

Discussion

Differences in the representation of units of length often lay not in students' Initial responses to the tasks,

but in their reflection on the consequences of their first responses. For example, initial partitions of a line often

were based on an assumption that the number of points determines the number of units. Upon reflection, many
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students revised their discrete counting plan and redefined their representation of units as line segments.

However, the discrete counting schema predominated initially.

The representation of units as points or line segments appears to be influenced by perceptual

and conceptual factors. The points are perceptually salient to the ruler and partitioning tasks.

Attention necessarily is centred on points with the partitioning task and often centred on points during

the ruler task. They are the component of the representation acted on synchronously with the verbal

count, exactly the same actions as counting discrete units. However, it is indirectly through the points

that line segments are defined as linear units and a conceptual understanding of this is necessary in the

reflective process. One has to attend to the points. think about line segments. and keep track of the

relationship between the count of points and the number of line segments. Even for students who in

other situation focussed invariably on appropriate relationships between the count of points and the

resultant number of line segments, the ruler situation generated additional attention to points. The

common use of the ruler reinforces the notion that there is a direct relationship between the count of

points and the number of units. Once a ruler is placed correctly, only the points and numerals have to

be attended to "to read" the length. The discrete counting schema appears more likely to predominate

regardless of a student's understanding of geometric relationships between the points and lines because

the numerals and points are juxtaposed. The need to attend to other factors besides the points when

representing or interpreting units is not recognized universally by the students.

It is insufficient to conclude, as Hirstein, Lamb, & Osborne. (1978) do, that a child who

assumed that the count of points determines the number of linear units, 'had no sense of a linear unit"

(p.16). Students who attend only to points in one measurement situation did not necessarily do so in

others. Eventually children must construct a conception of counting which admits to variable

relationships between what is counted, how it is counted and the implication of such on the number

units, a conception of counting that differs from their experiences in discrete situations.

Implications

It has been reported extensively that the number line is a significantly difficult form of

mathematical representation for students to interpret and use in a variety of instructional contexts

(Behr, Lesh, Post, & Silver, 1983; DufourJanvier, Bednattz & Belanger, 1987; Eh.,st, 1985; Han, 1981; Novillis-
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Larson, 1980, 1987; Payne, 1975: Vergnaud, 1983). The tendency for the discrete counting schema to

dominate when numerals are juxtaposed to points along a line may be one of the factors contributing to

students alternative interpretations of mathematical relationships represented with a number line.

This study was limited to students in the middle grades, but the author has observed the same

application of a discrete counting schema when linear representation were constructed by pre-service

teachers. It would appear that a fully flexible counting schema appropriate to the representation of

linear units is long in developing.
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IN MULTIPLICATIVE COMPARE PROBLEMS

Enrique Castro Martinez
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Universidad de Granada. Espafia.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the results of a study about the processes used by 300 Primary School
Children, in the 5th and 6th levels ( 11 and 12 years old), when they carry out compare pro-
blems. The analysis of written protocols has been made taking into account two qualitative solver
variables: the choice of structure (additive or multiplicative) and the interpretation of the relation
(direct o reverse) which pupils consider when they solve this kind of problems. The obtained
results show that pupils' erroneous processes are related either to an inadequate choice of
structure or to a reverse interpretation of the relation.

Multiplicative word problems create many difficulties to children. Thcrc arc several reasons for this

but we arc convinced that one of the most important is that pupils arc normally confronted with a very scarce

variety of standard multiplicative situations in their daily school work.

Multiplication and division concepts are usually taught having into account models which are deeply

rooted in settled cultural elements. Multiplication is initially presented as a "repeated addition", even though

this idea was temporally abandoned by the Cartesian product model. Thcrc is, however, no unanimity in the

way to introduce the division concept.

Hendrickson (1986, p.26) stated that division is usually taught as a repeated subtraction, but this

could be in American curriculum, because in Spain the main model is partitive division (cf. Castellanos, 1980,

p.16).

Although these concepts arc taught with the same basic model, pupils ere expected tosolve any kind of one step

word problems of multiplicative structure, with the meaning Vcrgnaud has given to this term. Very often pupils

cannot transfer what they have learnt from a specific standard word problem to another of the same conceptual field

but different wording, and they will probably not be able to solve these problems by themselves, if there is not expli-

cit teaching. It is useful therefore to establish the different models within the multiplicative conceptual field so that

pupils could have specific instruction to overcome this gap. This is in line with the exhaustive investigation program

Vcrgnaud proposed to study conceptual fields. Vcrgnaud (1990, pp.23.24) establishes six different points to carry

out this empirical and theoretical work systematically. The two first arc:

- Analyse and classify the variety ofsituations in each conceptual field;

- Describe precisely the variety of behaviour, procedures, and reasoning that students exhibit in

dealing with each class of situations.

Vcrgnaud (1990: p.24) says that:

We have only hits and pieces of information on these complententaly lines ofinquiry.
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Both points have been widely treated in relation with additive structure conceptual field (cf. Carpen-

ter, Moser, Romberg, 1982; De Corte & Verschaffel, 1987). This research has distinguished the very well-

known semantic categories of problems.

Classification and analysis on multiplicative structure problems has been done from different

points of view (Hart, 1981; Vergnaud, 1983,1988; Schwartz, 1988; Nesher, 1988; Bell et all, 1988). Though

in most of these studies multiplicative compare problems have not been considered, now the number of

researchers considering this semantic category are increasingly growing (Hart, 1981; Nesher, 1988; Greer, in

press).

Semantic Factors in Compare Problems.

In relation with addition and subtraction word problems, two semantic factors have been identified as

the ones which may influence children's strategy when solving word problems: the static or dynamic character

of the situation and the position of the unknown.

Multiplicative compare problems arc static entities located at a time T0. They can be mathematically

described as a scale function between the referent set R and the compared set C.

R >C
> f(x)wax

The scalar oc may be used in a direct o reverse way, and so we have two possibilities:

xox /cc
R >C R >C

> sax x > x/et

If we work only with natural numbers, the scalar shows an increasing or decreasing comparison, respectively.

In Spanish increasing comparison arc usually referred to with the following relational expressions: "x

vcces miffs qua" (x times more than) and "tantas veers coma' (times as many as).

Decreasing comparison, in turn, are referred to with relational expressions such as "x veces menos

quo' (x times less than) and 'corm una parts de' (as a part of). Similar expressions can also be found in the

literature in other languages. For example, Hard, Post, Behr (1988: pp. 373.74) use the following relational

expression:

"Ruth has 72 marbles.
Ruth has 6 antes as many marbles as Dan has.
How many marbles does Dan haver

Hendrickson (1986, p. 29) uses this other one:

"There are 12 girls and I6 boys in a room.
The number of girls is what pan of the number of boys ?'

The relationship "n more than' can he interpreted in two different ways:

(1) as the additive relationship Awn+B (i.e., n A-B) or

(2) as the multiplicative relationship A (i.c., n -A/B).

In the latter situation it is generally referred to as "n times as many". (Lech, Post and Behr: 1988, p.101).
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Vergnaud also considers relations such Pc "three times more" and "three times less" with a multiplicative

meaning, expressing ratios (Vergnaud: 1988, p. 156). We have also found these relations in Spanish and French in

old arithmetical text books:

Se dice qua dos cantidades variables son proporcionales cuando haciendose una de ellas
2,3,4,... veces mayor d ntenor, la otra se hace al MiSMO tiempo 2,3,4,... veces mayor o manor"
(.54nchezy Casado:1894 p. 85).

'Deux quantities sort inversement proportionelles lorsque la premilre devenant 2,3,4... fois plus
Brandt ou plus petite, la deuxiime devient au contraire 2,3,4... lois plus petite o plus grande.

Example:
On a eu pour 100 francs 24 nitres d etoffe; si on veut une etoffe 2,3,4... fois plus chile pour la
"time somme de 100 fr., on aura 2,3,4...fois mains de mitres" (Leyssenne: 1904 p. 240).

Greer (in press) points out another important semantic factor on the comparemultiplicative pro-

blems: the cultural dimension. Some performance differences with compare problems between English and

Hebrew-speaking students can be explained because the simplicity of the Hebrew compare expression: P-3

instead of "3 times as many as".

All this makes us think that the relational expression used to build the comparison verbally is highly

responsible for children's successful or unsuccessful performance. when solving problems.

MacGregor (1991) has also pointed out the influence of this cultural and linguistic component and

has analysed the misunderstanding between the relational expressions 'times" and "times more".

HYPOTHESIS

In our study we are going to use four different propositions to establish comparison in multipli-

cative compare problems: "veces vas que", "veces mans que', "tantas wets como" and 'come) una parte de".

Every one of these four expressions can be used in three different one -step multiplicative compare word

problems. These three types differ in the unknown quantity (referent, scalar, or compared) of the comparative

relation.

The relational term and the unknown quantity arc both task variables, in the sense which Kilpatrick

(1978) gives to them.

Having into account these two task variables, we establish twelve different multiplicative comparison

word problems (ace table 1). We claim the following hypothesis:

Error patterns need to be explained having into account not only the relational term or the

unknown quantity but paying attention both to the two variables simultaneously and to

their mutual influence.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 300 pupils from 4 groups of fifth-grade (11-years-old) and 4 groups of

sixth-grade (12-years-old) in four Spanish schools at Granada. The project was done at the end of

the academic year. According to the math curriculum, the notions of multiplication and division arc

introduced in the third grade.
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Tools and Procedure

In this research we have worked on twelve multiplicative comparison word problems. These

twelve problems arise from considering the task variable R (relational comparative proposition)

with four values:

RI =limes more than'

R2 -"times less than"

R3 ="times as many is"

R4 = "as one part or

together with the task variable Q (unknown quantity on the relation) with three values:

01 ="compared unknown"

02="scalar unknown"

03 = "referent unknown"

We have controlled the following task variables: syntax, class of numbers and class of quantities. We

used natural numbers and discrete quantities. To control learning effects, three homogeneous paper-

and-pencil tests consisting of 4 one -step problems were prepared. In every test the items were

problems that incorporated a different term of comparison in their statement. In all the problems

we have used the static verb 'to have". In the three tests the number size and the contexts used were

controlled variables. The number triples used in the problems were (12, 6, 72), (18, 3, 54), (15, 5,

75), (16, 4, 64). Every pupil solved one 4-item test in a free-response form. All pupils completed the

test in class. There was no time -limit to answer the test.

Table I
Six different types of the problems used In the study

Increase comparison Decrease comparison

Compared unknown

Scale unknown

Q2

Referent unknown

Q3

Daniel has 12 marbles.
Maria has 6 times as many
marbles as Daniel has.
Now many warbles does Maria have?.

Maria has 72 marbles.
Daniel has 12 marbles.
How many times as many as
Daniel does Marla have?.

Marta has 72 marbles.

Marla has 6 times as many
warbles as Dan has.
How many marbles does Daniel have?.

Maria has 72 marbles.
Daniel has as many marbles as
one of the 6 parts that Karla has.
How many marbles does Daniel have?.

Daniel has 12 marbles.
Marta has 72 marbles.
that part are Daniel's marbles in
comparison to Maria's.

Daniel has 12 marbles.
Daniel has as many marbles as one of
the 4 parts that Marla has.
Now many marbles does Daniel have?.

Note. Originally problems were in Spanish.

RESULTS

We have classified pupils' answers to the twelve multiplicative compare word problems in three

groups: right, wrong, and not answered. Answers are right when the pupil's process leads to the right solution,

but we have not paid attention to small mistakes with operations. When the pupil has not given any solution,

we have considered it a 'not answered' reply.
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We have received 1200 different answers to our problems; 694 were right answers (58%), 453 wrong

(38%) and 53 'not answered" (4%). The right answers have been analysed in Castro et all (1991), and therefore

we will only present here the analysis of wrong answers.

We present in table 2 the number of all the different processes which led to wrong answers found in

everyone of twelve problems and in table 3 the number of the different processes leading to right answers. As

we can see there is a great number of different wrong processes for every problem but only a few of the right

ones.

Table 2
Number of different processes
leading to wrong answers

Table 3
Number of different processes
leading to right answers

R1 R2 R3 R4 Ri R2 R3 R4

Q1 6 6 5 5 2 1 2 2

Q2 5 6 7 6 Q2 3 3 4 5

Q3 6 9 4 Q3 1 1 1 1

If we add up both the wrong and right processes we can appreciate the variety of all the different

processes which pupils have used to solve every problem (table 4).

Table 4
Number of all the different processes
for every problem

R1 R2 R3 R4

Q1 8 7 7 7

Q2 8 9 11 11

Q3 7 10 8 S

DISCUSSION

After the observation and analysis of pupils' written protocols we think that the most frequent mistakes

can be explained under two basic error patterns:

1. Change of structure: the pupil understands the problem as if it had an additive structure (with the mea-

ning Vcrgnaud gave this term).

For example, in the problem

Marta has 54 marbles.
Daniel has 18 marbles.
How many times as many as Daniel does Maria have?.

change of structure means that the pupil sets up as solution 54.18 or 54 + 18.

2. Reversal of relation: The pupil solves the problem using the reversal relation of the one which appears in

the statement.

For example, in this problem:

Marfa has 54 marbles.
Maria has Slimes as many marbles as Daniel has.
How many marbles does Daniel have?.
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The reversal error means that the pupil proposes as solution 54x3.. 162.

In some problems the errors were mainly caused by only one of these patterns, but in others the

errors were based on both patterns indistinctly. In table 5 we present the main error pattern for every one of

the twelve problems; the wrong answers percentage over all the solutions (right, wrong, and not answered);

and the most usual error pattern percentage over all the wrong answers.

We try to show that pupils' errors have been mainly produced by the same pattern, and although

there are more different patterns, these appear with a very low percentage.

Table 5
Most frequent error patterns and percentages over all the
solutions and over all the wrong answers in every problem.

Ri R2 R3 R4

41

Change of
structure

9% (60%)
(*) (**)

Change of
structure

20% (61%)

Ch. of str.
5% (50%)

Rev. of rel.
3% (30%)

Reversal
of relation

11% (70%)

Q2

Change of
structure

59% (92%)

Change of
structure

60% (90%)

Change of
structure

32% (80%)

Change of
structure

32% (91%)

43

Ch. of str.
15% (46%)

Rev. of rel.
20% (56%)

Ch. of str.
23% (56%)

Rev, of rel.
18% (39%)

Reversal
of relation

49% (84%)

Reversal
of relation

30% (86%)

(*) percentage over all the solutions.
(**) percentage over all the wrong answers.

The causes behind the error patterns detected in table 5 can be summarised in the following:

a) Errors in the four 02 problems arc basically due to change of structure. This type of error is even bigger in

Ri and R2 problems, where we find the words "more' and less", respectively.

b) In the four 03 problems, errors arc mainly of reversal relation, whereas in RI and R2 variables we find

both types of error patterns with a very similar percentage.

c) 01 problems has a very low percentage of errors.

d) R1 and R2 problems arc mainly caused by a change of structure error pattern, hut, as we have said in (h), in

03 problems we find reversal error pattern with a similar percentage.
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CONCLUSIONS

After the analysis of pupils' errors we can state the following conclusions:

1) The pupils in this study use two basic models to solve multiplicative comparisonverbal problems.

The two basic models have been: either they have used an addtitive structure pattern or they misplace the

unknown in the compared (Q1 problems). This is consistent with Fischbein theory of implicit models

(Fischbein et all., 1985) and with the guiding frame model for understanding word problems, proposed by

Lewis and Mayer (Lewis & Mayer, 1987).

2) Errors in Scalar unknown problems arc mainly caused by a change of structure. Pupils usually iden-

tify this class with additive comparison problems, and so they give thea-b solutions instead off the alb ones.

This error pattern has also been detected with ratio problems by Piaget, Karplus and Hart (Hart, 1981).

3) Errors in "referent unknown" problems arc based on the reversal pattern. Problems arc solved as

multiplicative structured but as if they were simple 'compared unknown" model. Lewis and Mayer arrive at the

same conclusion using the relation 'times as many as' on consistent (compared unknown) and inconsistent

(referent unknown) compare problems.

4) The two previous conclusions should be assessed considering the distracter effect produced by

the relations 'ye= mas que" (times more than) and 'veccs mcnos gm" (times less than). Problem statements

with these two terms lead to errors of change of structure. For this reason when we find these terms 'scalar

unknown' problems (which cause the same error pattern) the effect of both variables is reinforced, and this is

why in both cases R102 and R202 we have the greatest percentage of error due to change of structure pat-

terns. When these relational terms appear in 'unknown referent' problems we find both types of error pat-

terns indistinctly.

Our conclusions have to he understood in the controlledvariables frame. That is, as Bell et all. have

explained (1984, 1989), number size, class of nue-crs and the role of the numbers involved in a multiplicative

relation could have influenced in the operations choice on multiplicative word problems. Our results could

always have been affected by the change of these variables.
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE IN MATHEMATICS LEARNING AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Olive Chapman

The University of Calgary

This paper is based on a study involving three female first year junior college students,

enrolled in a business mathematics course, to identify and understand the meaning of

any uncharacteristic problem solving behaviour, from their perspective. The study is

framed within a social perspective of mathematics. The paper discusses the students'

use of a unique process of sharing "stories" of personal experiences which led to a

"connection of knowledge" which was used to obtain a final solution to problems that

had a context they could relate to their personal experiences. Based on this process, a

conception of mathematics as experience is proposed.

From my experience as a mathematics teacher, it became evident that many students

engaged in problem solving processes or displayed learning behaviours that could not be

meaningfully explained within a traditional conception of mathematics or the teaching of it. Such

uncharacteristic behaviours seem to require educators/researchers to look beyond the "purely

cognitive" (Cobb 1986) and pedagogical processes (Easley 1980) to understand the deeper meaning

of their existence. This paper reports on a study in which I investigated the problem solving

behaviour of three female first year junior college students, enrolled in a business mathematics

course, to identify and understand the meaning of those aspects of their behaviour that seemed to

fit this uncharacteristic label.

The study focused on word problems, specifically business math problems because of
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the students' circumstances. This focus became important because of my experience with students

who often paid more attention to the social context instead of the mathematical context of these

problems when trying to solve them. The literature also suggests that many students, particularly

poor problem solvers, display the former behaviour. Traditional approaches to problem solving tend

to favour the focus on mathematical context and discourage a focus on social context. Consequently,

in this study, the latter behaviour was investigated to understand the implications of mathematics

learning embodied in it

The body of literature which provided a frame for this study falls in the category of a

social perspective of mathematics where belief, personal meaning, culture, ... are important

considerations (Fasheh 1982, Gordon 1978, Cobb 1986, Schoenfeld 1985, D'Ambrosio 1986). Within

this framework, the social circumstances of the students play a significant role in their learning. In

the case of females, some attempt has been made to explain the social implications of their

treatment of problem context in terms of a preferred way of knowing rooted in relationships and

connectedness (Belenky et al 1986, Buerk 1986). Thus, for example, they are likely to respond to

problem context in terms of its humane qualities instead of its abstract ideas. However, by itself, this

does not provide an understanding of the nature of the problem solving process these students

engage in, from a social perspective. This study provides a way of beginning to fill this gap.

In this study data was collected through interviews, classroom observations, group and

individual problem solving sessions, and journals. The analysis involved variou s levels of comparisons

between the students' social biography, math biography and problem solving behaviour in terms of

teacher-student relationships, peer interaction and problem solving strategies. Because of the

limitation on the length of this paper, only the unique aspects of their problem solving strategy as

a group and the conception of mathematics embodied in it will be presented.
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A DIFFERENT VIEW OF PROBLEM SOLVING

The unique problem solving behaviour of these students occurred when they were able

to relate the context of the problems to their personal experiences. Their solutions of such problems

presented a differentway of viewing problem solving in math. The approach was not to focus on the

mathematical context of the problem to understand it, but on the social context. It involved an

exploration of the problem in a social or experiential mode instead of a cognitive mode. The process

consisted of three stages: a sharing of "stories" of personal experiences, which led to a "connection

of knowledge", which led to a final solution of the problem and a reflection on the consistency of

their answer in the context of the connected knowledge. It seemed to be a different way of

interpreting Polya's (1957) problem solving model. The following problem and excerpt of the group's

solution of it will be used to discuss these aspects of the approach.

Problem: A bookstore buys used books and sells those that z re slightly damaged at 20%
below the cost of a new book. If a customer paid $45 for a use.: ,xok, how much did she

save?

Solution:

(...)
J: But it says you get 20% for slightly damaged books and the customer bought a used
book, we don't know if it's slightly damaged.... What if its more than slightly damaged?

L: That could be, which is why it's not working out.... I don't usually buy used books, like
school books, because I find they sell them for too much, even when they are more than
slightly damaged....

M: Well I always buy my books used ..., but it's from other people selling theirs and I don't
take the price they give even if it's slightly damaged. ... No, but it's true. One time
somebody was giving me a price and I just ..., I asked somebody else to give me a better
price and I did. I got lots of sh-- from the first person but I still took it.
J: But some people prefer to get the price they want than to take what they can get, which
is so stupid if you don't need the book anyways. I know people like that.... Like this guy
wanted to sell me a book for $30, he paid 35 for it. I said, "20". He said, "forget it." ...

L: I know.... But what you said makes sense because it could be more off if it is damaged
a lot. But they don't give us that information. So ...
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M: But we are dealing with a bookstore here. So they would want to sell it to make a
profit too.

(...) [p.s.t.Nov.88]

In solving this problem, the students' first approach was not to look for a formula,

recall a method illustrated by their teacher or usr; one from the text book, as they did with problems

with abstract or "irrelevant" context. They started from scratch, depending more on their real life

personal experiences to arrive at a solution, instead of an abstract connection to what they had learnt

in class.

The "storying" stage started when their initial, individual attempts at a solution failed.

To resolve the situation, they resorted to a special type of sharing. It wasn't a sharing of isolated

opinions of what was wrong and how to fix it. It wasn't a cause-effect analysis of something that

happened on their page. It was a different personal encounter, one involving a sharing of personal

experiences directly and indirectly related to the problem context. "J" noted a "social" concern about

the problem. She pointed out that the problem stated that books which were slightly damaged would

be sold at a 20% discount, but it did not say if the book that a customer purchased was slightly

damaged. It only said that the customer bought a used book. This generated a "discussion" of this

"defect" in the context.

This "discussion" portrayed a different voice in relation to traditional problem solving

processes: a voice that would likely be silenced in a traditional classroom because of its obvious

deviation from the "norm". The discussion was not centered around "why didn't the math make

sense", but "why didn't the context make sense". It also did not deal with the context in a generalway

or as a hypothetical situation. Instead, it personalized the context; integrating it into each

participant's personal experiences.

The format of the discussion looked more like a narrative process as each person took

turn at sharing a "story" of a personal experience related to the context. "M" and "J" shared an
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experience of buying used books while "L" talked about why she didn't buy used books. But these

weren't just any "stories", they were biographical. They contained personal information that the

others might not have known. For example, "M" talked about buying only used books, about not

buyin4 at "Eatons", about not allowing customers atwork to take advantage of her, about not to give

deals but to get them, about not to sell for a loss.... These were all reflections ofher personal world

as revealed in her "social biography". They were manifestations of her bargaining tendencies that

defined the way she was and made sense of her world; a behaviour rooted in her childhood

experiences. So she and the others seemed to be contributing something very personal inthis sharing

stage.

The outcome of this "story sharing" stage was a
social construction of a reality of the

problem as it was experienced by each of them. In particular, the "merging" of their personal

experiences resulted in a "unique" type of knowledge used to solve the problems; a "personal

connected knowledge".

I conceptualized "Personal connected knowledge" as the knowledge drawn out of the

personal experiences of the individual members of the group by real images in the problem context

and provides a concrete connection to the abstraction embodied in that context. It is an experiential

reconstruction of the context of the problem. It is a reconstructed version of the original problem

based on the "truths" extracted from their experience instead of those given in the problem. Thus

it reflects what they care about; their meaning; their reality.

One way in which these qualities weremanifested in the business problems they solved

was through the group's concern about the negative implications of the context -- the

unreasonableness of the business practices in the given situations, for example, the high cost of used

books. Such concerns were usually "restoried" to create a context consistent with their perceived

reality.
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Once the "personal connected knowledge" was established, the studentswere able to

get to a solution that was meaningful to them, but "correct" only when the "personal connected

knowlege" did not conflict with the intended context of the problem. However, they seemed to be

able to resolve such conflicts with appropriate teacher intervention.

A DIFFERENT VIEW OF MATHEMATICS

The problem solving approach and other related mathematics learning behaviourof
these students suggest a different conception of mathematics, a conception that is necessary to

reflect its qualities when viewed from within a context of human experiences. The conception that

emerged portrays mathematics, not as a dehumanized process or skill to be mastered, but a situation

that is experienced in terms of human intention, fear, triumph, hope, .... One does not abstract the

cognitive meanings from the human context, but deals with them holistically. Thcse students'
learning of mathematics was not an impersonal application of algorithms or problem solving

strategies to some phenomena (real or fictitious) embodied in the problem, external to themselves.

Instead, it was a sharing and connecting of personal experiences, a sharing and connecting of "self

stories... This suggests that for them, the experience that is shared and connected is mathematics. In

the business math problems they solved, mathematics became shopping, bargaining, selling not
the manipulation of the numbers abstracted from the experience. Consequently, from this

perspective, not only the learning of mathematics, but mathematics itself is experience; an event in
their life story.

This conception of mathematics provides a different way of viewing problem context

and the way these students treated it. For them, it was not custom made clothing for some abstract

concept, it was an event already "storied", or a "restorying" of one, in their life experiences. Thus
"context" is viewed as the "storying"or "restorying" of a personal experience. Consequently, to talk
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about mathematics as embodied in the context is to talk about "self"; to talk about personal

experiences.

This summary of this conclusion drawn from the study, does not do justice to the

underlying conceptual considerationsof the perspective being proposed. The goal, however, is to

draw attention to an important dimension in considering what ismathematics, to understand some

of the seemingly "bizarre" problem solving behaviour of many students and to deal with them

meaningfully for the students.

CONCLUSION

The outcome of this study is suggesting recognition of a dimension of mathematics

that tends to be under-represented in the school curriculum thusdenying studentswho understands

mathematics in this mode the only opportunity to engage in a meaningful learning process. Given

the current shifts in philosophy in mathematics education, this seem to be a timely outcome to be

included in the broadened definition of mathematics in the school curriculum. Although the

NCTM's Curriculum and Evaluation Standards (1989) have considered mathematics as problem

solving, reasoning, connections,
communications ... they do not seem to go far enough to include or

explicitly recognize mathematics as experience in the context that emerged in this study. Similarly,

the writing and cooperativelearning movements in mathematicseducation have not gone far enough

in terms of what is considered as personal experience in written and oral communication in the

learning of maths. More attentionis needed to the social autobiographical perspective in a narrative

context to facilitate the way of knowing implied in this study.
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INTERPRETATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF COMPUTER-MEDIATED GRAPHIC
REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPATIAL GEOMETRY SKILLS

G. Chianotni - E. Lemut

Istituto per la Mae-madras Applicata del C.N.R - Via L.B. Alberti, 4 - 16132 Genova - Italy

In this paper we analyse the role that the computer may play in the development of the geometry skills that
control representation by parallel perspective and orthogonal views. The study involved students of 12-13
years of age. Software especially designed by us was used to test problems of representation by orthogonal
views of a poly-cube structure shown in parallel perspective, or vice versa. The a priori analysis of the
teaching situations concerns the conceptual aspects inherent in the use of software with respect to problem-
solving strategies that may be applied by the students. The discussion of the observations made concerns
the role of computer mediation in the development of the students' strategies with respect to the involved
knowledge.

1. Introduction
Various studies carried out during the last few years stressed the difficulties that arise in the mastery of the

projective system underlying parallel perspective and orthogonal projection drawings (11 (21(3) (61(8].

The difficulties that have been found concern the geometric conceptualization involved in the development

of such notions as projection, change of point of view, and adoption of a reference system. Such notions

are fundamental to permit an active control over the subject's perception with reference to the meaning-

significant contents of the graphemes of perspective drawing or for the coordination of the points of view in

the drawing of orthogonal projections. It is difficult to overcome these difficulties because in teaching
practice, especially at comprehensive school level, there is a dearth of effective and tested paths towards

development of skills of reading and of representations of the real physical space according to parallel

perspective or orthogonal views.

The research about which we are discuassing in this paper concerns to what extent the computer may help

the growth of this type of skills, encouraging the development of the concepts that the subject has about the

projective system underlying these types of graphic representation (5]. The research that we carried out is

circumscribed within the graphic space to tasks of reading and construction requiring the transition from a

parallel perspective drawing to the corresponding orthogonal view, and vice versa.

Regarding the software specifications and the development of an a priori analysis of teaching situations, we

availed ourselves of the collaboration of Claire Margolinas: the software implementation was developed by

M.G. Martinelli for the thesis she wrote for her mathematics degree.

2. General Characteristics of the Software Implemented and Used
The software, written for the Autocad environment, exploits the potential of the Autolisp language. It

permits to address the following two types of problems:

i) given a representation of a poly-cube structure in orthogonal views, construct the parallel perspective

representation of the same structure;
ii) given a particular parallel perspective representation of a poly-cube structure, construct the corresponding

orthogonal projections.
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The second type of problem may be addressed in two different ways:

- constmcting on each view the projections corresponding to any number of cubes before passing to the

representation in another view (MOD 1);

- constructing on each view the representation corresponding to only one cube at a time (MOD 2);

The software was designed to structure the student's solution process in three distinct phases:

(1) the students make their observations on the statement of the problem and gather the infotmatica that they

think may be useful for the implementation of their problem-solving strategy (solution anticipation phase);

(2) the students implement their problem-solving strategy exploiting the operational features of the software

environment used (problem-solving strategy construction phase);

(3) the students have the possibility to carry out a validation of the problem-solving strategy that they have

implemented, checking the correctness of the results obtained with respect to the proposed problem (stage

of validation of the implemented strategy).

Each type of problem requires that the students work in both environments (orthogonal views and parallel

perspective), using them respectively as starting and validation environment, and as working environment,

and viceversa.

The basic geometrical elements manipulated by the used software are squares with unit side (working on

orthogonal views), and cubes with unit edges (working on parallel perspective).

3. Learning Situations Proposed
Hem below we shall give the statements of the problems tackled by the students during the experiment. The

three texts were introduced by a verbal question of the experiment leader, such as: "What you see on screen

is a representation of the structure of an object. You must fmd what is the structure and represent it in this

new environment".11
1111111111111111111111
11111111111111M11111
MMMMM

111111111111111115111111

Prob A Prob B (MOD 1) Prob C (MOD 2)

For problems B and C, specific commands are available with the visualization of the statement of the

problem. These commands give to the student the possibility of exploring the poly-cube structure from

three different points of view. Here below is an example relevant to problem C.
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The drawings illustrated here represent the object according to a non-transparent perspective view. Actually,

by default the software represents the objects according to a wireframe (transparent) view, but a specific

command permits to select also the non-transparent view of an object. We should also notice that in test B,

the non-transparent representation does not permit to detect the presence of a fifth cube, that may be
perceived in the transparent view, and is made more explicit by the reading and coordination of the other

three available points of view.

Notice that in the views displayed on screen both the planes of the trihedron and those of the orthogonal

views are grids and coloured so as to help the student see the correspondence of the parts.

The problem-solving strategy for test A is developed by inserting the cubes in the work-space defined by a

tri-rectangular trihedron identical to the one represented in tests B and C. The cubes are inserted using the

mouse to implicitly define on the horizontal plane the coordinates of a privileged vertex of the cube (the

vertex whose projection on the horizontal plane is the nearest to the intersection of the three planes of the

trihedron), and assigning to the cube an integer between 0 and 5 to define its height in relation to the
horizontal plane, expressed in the units of measurements implicitly defined by the grids of the planes of the

uihedral.
Underlying this way of working and representing is a conceptin of space that identifies the cube by means

of the pair of coordinates of its projection on the horizontal plane, (seen as intersection of the row/column

on the grid) and of the coordinate according to the axis orthogonal to it. It is also necessary to notice that the

construction of each cube is possible only by specifying the coordinates of its projection only with respect

to the horizontal plane; therefore, the three directions of the trihedron are not equivalent.

The constriction of the solution strategy for tests B and C employs a mouse to insert the desired projections

on the grids in the view planes. The use of software encourages a concept of space according to which each

cube is identified by the pairs of coordinates of its projections on the three planes of a tri-rectangular

Euclidean reference system, seen as intersection of row/column on the grids of the planes.

It should be noticed that in the solution strategy used for problem B (MOD I), the demands made on the

students to put into correspondence such pairs of coordinates are not pressing, as the construction of each

view may be done independently from the others, even chronologically; on the other hand, in the solution

of problem C (MOD 2) the coordination of such pairs of coordinates is necessary and should be performed

with respect to the parallel perspective representation, in order to permit the unambiguous identification of

each cube whose orthogonal view is desired.
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By selecting a specific command, the students have the possibility of automatically accessing the orthogonal

view or the parallel perspective representations corresponding, respectively, to the parallel perspective or

orthogonal view constructed by them. This permits the validation of the employed solution strategies (7).

Finally, we should notice that the test of a problem, the students' solution and the representation
automatically offered by the computer never can be simultaneously visualized on the screen. The students

can pass from each one to another, selecting specific commands.

4. Experimentation Context and Methodology
Up till naw the experimentation was carried out on 5 pairs of students of 12-13 years of age, of the 2nd

year of compreheniive school (Grade 7). Four pairs of students are in the same class. The teachers of these

students belong to our research group; according to their opinions, these students belong to the upper half

of their classes.

The problems were given to the students in the same sequence in which they are presented in this paper. To

become familiar with the characteristic of the software, before attempting each of the three problems
proposed, the students worked on three simple problems concerning the representation of only one cube.

Also those problems constituted study situations.

Before starting the software activity, we asked each student to draw by her/himself on a blank sheet of
paper the parallel perspective image of a cube and the three corresponding orthogonal views (top, front, and

side).

No student had any difficulty in performing the task.

The students were instructed to use, during the tests, the blank sheets available to take notes. The entire

work session of each pair of students was recorded by means of a tape recorder.

The authors of this paper, working respectively as experimenter and as observer, along with one of the

students' mathematics teacher, assisted to the tests of each pair of students.

The analysis of the results is based on the transcription of the recordings made on tape, on the notes made

by the students on the sheets of paper, on the printouts (made on a plotter) of the various validations
performed by the students, and on the notes taken by the observer during the activity.

S . Our Hypotheses on the Role of the Ccmputer
Our work endeavours to verify whether, and to what extent, the computer:

- may carry out an active mediation role in the students' learning process;

- may encourage the implementation of actions oriented towards the pursuit of a goal meant as anticipation

of the future outcome of an action;

- may affect the hums mental processes of the subjects and the nature of the communication between them.

Within this framework, we formulate the following hypotheses:

a) the interaction with the computer may take the form of a social interaction in which action and
communication may integrate dialectically;
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b) the computer may have this important role in the learning process of the student only if the learning

situations that the student tackles with the mediation of the computer permit the validation of the problem-

solving strategies implemented by the pair of students;
c) a context permitting an interaction between "equals" affects the role that the computer may play in the

learning process of the stuilnts involved.
Our hypotheses take in account the research findings according to which the use of computers maygive to

the concept of "proximal development zone", introduced by Vigotskij, a new perspective, i.e., "the child

may do, with the aid of computer technology; things that he could not do alone orwith the assistance of an

adult" 171.

6. A Priori Analysis of the Learning Situations
The a priori analysis concerns the conceptual aspects of the use of the software in relation to the possible

problem-solving strategies that the students may employ to solve the assigned problem situations, and also

the conceptual aspects of the changes of strategy in the course of the computer activity.

The considered objects are abstract geometrical configurations (cubes and/or poly-cube structures), whose

shape and location within the environment displayed on screen are not subject to any balance limitation.

Since these are not objects characterized by a specific function, the shaping of a mental image of the

represented object cannot be based on the identification of a known shape: the students have to construct it

every time.
6.1- Problem A requires the interpretation of a system of views and the production of the corresponding

parallel perspective representation.
The strategies implemented by the students may correspond to quite different levels of knowledge and of

anticipation, and may be linked with the information that they establish before acting.

A priori, we identified four possible first approaches to the solution:

- proceeding without taking notes, trying to construct the representation trusting one's memory;

- reproducing the views on a sheet of paper, even if in different ways: sketch of the outlines alone, without

reproducing the positions on the views' planes; position sketches, by means of coordinates; complete

sketch of outlines and grids;

- sketching on a sheet of paper a parallel perspective representation of the object, with or without indication

of a spatial location;

- drawing only one view (mainly from above) with a number placed over each square to indicate the number

of cubes "present" at that position.

Generally speaking, we may expect that:

a) the behaviour of the students in implementing their solution strategy depends not only on the notes they

take, but also on their knowledge of the system of the views. For instance, if the students never worked

with orthogonal projections and do not know the geometrical rules mat govern them, they may decide to

draw three different objects corresponding to the three views as seen from Lbove or three objects

corresponding to the views as seen from the front.
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b) at first the attention of the students is drawn mainly on the reconstruction of the object's shape; only later

do they tackle the problem of the correct location of the object in the measured and oriented Euclidean
space. especially it in their anticipation, the coordinates of the object had not been stressed in any way.

6.2 - To solve situations B and C, the students must understand what is the shape of the object and in

which way it is placed within the trihedral space. They must gather the necessary information to be able to

reproduce the views, considering that the single representation given in the statement of the problem is not
sufficient.

A priori we identified four possible first approaches towards a solution:

- proceeding without taking notes. trying to construct the representation trusting one's memory;

- drawing the orthogonal projections directly after analysing the four mallet perspective representations
offered by the software, recording or not the location of the object:

- reproducing the parallel perspective drawing on a sheet of paper to remember its shape, taking for granted

the ability to obtain from it all the information necessary to the reprerntation of:the views;

- drawing the view from above, with a number placed over each square to indicate the number of cubes
present at that position.

Generally speaking, we may expect that:

a) the initial strategies of the students are quite not different with regard to the construction modality to be

used (MOD 1, MOD 2); they tackle problems B and C with the same spirit. Only later they may feel the
need to conform their strategy to the operational characteristics of the available environment;

b) the solution method affects the setting up of an optimum strategy for the solution of the two types of

task. When it is possible to insert all the projections on a view, and later on the other views (prob. B), the

optimum strategy is based on the second approach, since there does not appear any strong necessity to link

the object to the views . If it is necessary to insert the projections corresponding to one cube at a time

(prob. C), the optimum strategy requires, beside the second approach, also the third or the fourth one; in

fact it is necessary to remember the shape of the object, since for each projection it is necessary to recognize

to which cube the projection corresponds, in order to be able to coordinate them coherently.

6.3 - In all the types of problem tackled, the possibilities of learning offered by the software are Finked to

the students' development of strategies and knowledge in the course of the activity. During the process of

construction of the solution strategy, the effect of every action performed by the students is visualized on

the screen, yet without any indication whether it is adequate to the assigned task. The validation of one's

own strategy or of a particular action, can be performed later, by comparing the test of the problem with the

representation automatically produced by the computer in relation with the solution proposed by the

students. The differences that students can possibly observe can induce them to go back to the performed

actions, hence starting a dynamic process between anticipations and validations, that we believe meaningful

for understanding the rules related to the representation by means of views and in parallel perspective.

This software, hence, offers a possibility of validation, but the decision whether , when, and how to use it
belongs only to the students. Since we did not put any limitation on the number of validations that the

students can perform during an exercise, we expect that this can influence the way they use it, hence that

this can finally contribute to characterize the role of the computer in the students' learning process. We
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intend to evaluate a posteriori the students' beLaviour in relation to the visual feedback offered by the

computer.

7. Discussion of Some Results of this Study
The role of the computer as mediator in the students' learning process emerged from ananalysis of the

processes by which the students learned to overcome past errors and to constructand modify their solution

strategy.
In our context we note that the computer-mediated activity allows an immediate actualization, by means of

images, of the students' actions which can be judged based on the possibility of the availablevalidation.

During our experimentation, we have observed that the visual feedback connected with the possibility of

validation has been used in different ways by the students.

In same cases, overcoming past errors (as well as constructing a correct solution) has been based on a trial

and error practice. The visual feedback connected with the validation allowed a correctness test of the

involved actions. In these cases the students' actions depended on the way they perceived the visual

feedback related to the past action.

For example, in problem A, all pairs of students have used a trial and error practice to develop a 3-D

reference system conception suitable to the software operation.

We observe that the trial and error practice requires many validations and is characterizedby the low level

of the cognitive processes that students put in action.

Even though in some contexts, such as those linked with the discovery of the software operation, a trial and

error practice very often can be the only useful approach for the students, we observe that in the task

solution such approach is scarcely productive for the students' learning process.

We have observed that only a pair of students has been captive of the action - validation cycle that is typical

of the trial and error practice; in the various tasks this pair has continued to perform actions based on

successive approximations, relying every action upon the memory of the last visual "eedback, without

never earring out a global anticipation of strategy. We note that only this pair was unable to solve problem

C, for which was necessary to work out a more articulate strategy than the trial and error one.

In all other cases the trial and error practice was used only at the very begining; subsequently we have

observed that the actualization through images offered by computer have allowed the students to observe

"regularities" in the operation of the projection system underlying the use of the software, and to work out,

in relation to them, behavioural schemes which have allowed the students to single out more articulated

objectives for the problem solution.
For example, the observed "regularities" concern the correspondence between the position of a cube in the

trihedral space and the localization of its projections onto the view planes, or the direction of the cube's

edges with respect to the knots of the grid of the trihedral planes in the different possible points of view.

We observed that the elaboration of a behavioural scheme connected with regularities observed by the

students is the result of a non formalized analysis produced by the dialectic between anticipation - action -

actualization by means of images - validation, which is realized through the dialogue with the computer. A

peculiar characteristic of the non formal analysis performed with the help of the computer is the binding
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that is established, while students of a.pair communicate with each other, between the observed "regularity"
and one or more "key words" taken from the vocabulary of both of them. Examining dialogues between

students, results that, through the mediation of the computer, they have been able to give to these words
particular meanings connected to the geometrical properties related with the observed regularities; such
words tend to be implicitly transformed, during a work session, into "conceptual words" related to the
geometrical knowledge which is requires by the problem solution. At the same time, also actions and
controls, that the students have put in action in discovering a regularity, acquire a unitary meaning related to
the naming process. This process leads to the construction of a behavioural scheme related to the observed
regularities, and places at disposal tools that allow students to stop and reflect upon their own solution
strategy, and possibly elaborate new anticipative hypotheses for the proposed problem.

Hence, we observed that, in these cases, the computer mediates the individual and pair activity of the
students, influencing at the same time both the elaboration capabilities of each student and the quality of
their communication.

The observations made during this experimentation raise two important problems.

The first problem is whether low level strategies, like trial and error, are intrinsic in any software with
graphic feedback, hence in some cases avoidable only with teacher's assistence, or can be overcome by
adding bindings to the dialogue between student and computer, suitably modifying the software
characteristics.

The second problem concerns how to formalize the non formal analysis conducted by the students with the
mediation of the computer, transforming what actually is an in-progress knowledge into a conscious
learning of the geometric knowledge under consideration. We believe that this problem is closely correlated
to the elucidation of the role that the teacher may play during and after the students' activity with the
computer, that has not yet been studied in our work.
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Summary
The classification of the types of responses provided by primary and secondary schoolchildren to

a particular form of open-ended mathematics task has enabled the investigation of the effects of

factors such as collaborative work, age, instruction, question forma, and culture or school

system. The demonstrated reluctance of pupils to give multiple or general responses has been

investigated through the distinction between the inclination to give such answers and the ability t.

do so. Comparison has been made with pupil responses to open-ended tasks in disciplines other

than mathematics. Study has been made of pupils' accounts of their thinking while attempting

such tasks and their justifications for their answers. Preliminary findings are reported of an on-

going study into the learning outcomes of a teaching program based solely on the use of such

open-ended mathematics tasks. The implications of this research are discussed with respect to the

use of open-ended mathematics tasks for the purposes of instruction, assessment and as a

research tool.

INTRODUCTION

This paper constitutes a progress report on an extensive and continuing program of

research into the use of a particular form of open-ended mathematics task for the purposes of

instruction and assessment. The task type has been given the title "Good Questions", and the

characteristics of these Good Questions have been discussed elsewhere (Sullivan & Clarke,

1988; Clarke and Sullivan, 1990, Sullivan and Clarke, 1991a and b, Sullivan, Clarke and

Wallbridge, 1991). Examples of 'good' questions are as follows:

A number has been rounded off to 5.8. What might the number be?
Draw some triangles with an area of 6 sq cm.
Find two objects with the same mass but different volume.
Describe a box with a surface area of 94 sq. cm.

The questions are different from conventional exercises in two major ways. First, these

questions engage the students in constructive thinking by requiring them to consider the

necessary relationships for themselves, and to devise their own strategies for responding to the

questions. Second, the questions have more than one possible correct answer. Some students

might give just one correct response, others might produce many correct answers, and there may
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be some who will make general statements. The openness of the tasks offers significant benefits

to classroom teachers because of the potential for students at different stages of development to

respond at their own level.

THE STUDY

The following is a report of a five-stage project which sought to identify the way

schoolchildren respond to Good Questions. The discussion of results is structured around the

specific research questions addressed at each stage of the project.

General Method - Task administration

In a typical administration, a set of four questions was given to participant classes of

schoolchildren. The criterion for selection of classes was the willingness of their teachers to

participate. Even though no teacher declined the invitation no claims are made about

representativeness of the results for other schools.

In the first administration of tasks, the questions asked, the procedure for administration

and the response coding system were as follows:

Subtraction
Last night I did a subtraction task. I can remember some of the numbers.

147

4
What might the missing numbers have been?

Rounding
A number has been rounded off to 5.8 What might the number have been?

Ana
A rectangle has a perimeter has of 30 m. What might be the area?

Fraction as operator

.5of the pupils in a school play basketball. How many pupils might there be in the school and

how many might play basketball?

The format for administering the questions was the same in each class:

i) The question: " + = 10 What might the missing number be?" was posed, and

the responses suggested by the pupils were written on the chalkboard. The pupils in the

class were asked to comment on what was different about this task from common

mathematics questions. The response sought was that there are many possible answers.

ii) The first two questions were distributed (subtraction, rounding).

iii) The papers were collected and the answers reviewed. Again the possibility of multiple

answers was discussed.

iv) The second two questions were distributed (area, fraction as operator)
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The responses of the pupils to the :asks were coded. The coding was as follows:

0 meant no correct answers
1 meant only one correct answer
2 meant two or three correct answers
3 meant all or many correct answers
4 meant that a general statement was given

To illustrate the way that this code was applied to the rounding question, the following is

the meaning of the codes. Individual correct answers were numbers such as 5.82 and 5.78. A

code of "3" was given to a response like "5.75 5.76 5.77 5.78 5.79 5.80 5.81 5.82 5.83 5.84".

Examples of responses which were considered to represent a general statement, "4", were "5.75

... right up to 5.84999..." or "between 5.75 and 5.849".

RESULTS

Stage 1.
Stage 1 of the project addressed two questions:

What types of responses do primary and secondary schoolchildren give to such

open-ended tasks?
Do the responses of the pupils vary depending on whether they work together

or individually?
The purpose of this stage of the investigation was to ascertain the proportion of the

pupils who gave each of the types of responses and to compare the responses of pupils in the

different groups; individual, combined, and pair/ind. There were 39 pupils who completed

individual responses, 49 students worked in pairs but submitted individual papers, and there

were 39 pairs of students who gave combined answers. It wasconfirmed with the respective

teachers that all of the concepts which are pre-requisite to these questions had been taught

during the year prior to this study.

No clear differences between the groups emerged. The proportions who responded at

each level did not appear to be influenced by whether they worked individually or with a partner.

It had been anticipated that the pupils who had worked together would be more likely togive

multiple or general answers. It was presumed that two minds might view each task differently

and produce at least two responses, as well as alerting the pairs to the possibility of more than

one correct answer. Whatever thinking or expectation is necessary to stimulate multiple or

general answers appeared to be no more available to pairs than to individuals. Or conversely,

whatever preconceptions limited the potential to give multiple answers affected both pairs and

individuals alike.
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Stage 2
Stage 2 of the project addressed the questions:

What effect dues age or school experience have on the types of responses given

to 'good' questions?

Does the distribution of pupil response types differ according to culture or
school system?

The same four questions were given to 99 year 10 students at two outer suburban high

schools in Melbourne, to 97 year 10 students at a specialist mathematics/science school in Penang

State, Malaysia, and to 86 year 10 students in two high schools in the USA. The questions were

translated into Bahasa Malaysia for the Malaysian students. Subsequent independent re-

translation of the Malaysian questions into English verified the accuracy of the translation. The

protocol for the delivery of the questions was the same as in stage 1, and was followed in each

case. The year 10 students worked individually.

The year 10 pupils were able to give better responses to each of the questions than the

year 6 pupils. Fewer year 10 pupils made errors, and there were more who gave multiple and

general responses. While noting that the pre-requisite content is prescribed at the primary level in

curriculum documents, it was pleasing that most year 10 students were able to give satisfactory

answers to the questions.

The profile of the responses of the year 10 students from Penang was marginally different

from the year 10 Australian students: In each question a higher proportion of the Penang students

were technically accurate in their responses to the four questions than the Australian students, but

fewer gave general responses. The responses of the American students resembled the Malaysian

sample on the first two tasks, the Australian sample on the third, and was quite distinctive with

regard to the basketball question.

Overall, while there were more students at year 10 level than at year 6 who gave multiple

and general responses, there was still a significant number of year 10 students who gave a single

response even though it seemed to the researchers that a request for multiple answers had been

implied by the wording of the question.

Stage 3

Stage 3 addressed the following research questions:

Does instruction increase the number of pupils who give multiple or general

responses?

Does question format affect the number of pupils who give multiple or general

responses?
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This third stage was an attempt to investigate the cueing inherent in the questions. On one

hand, it was hypothesised that the pupils may have had too much experience at the single-answer

type of question, and would need more experience than that provided in the protocol of stage 1.

On the other hand, it was possible that the word "might" in the question may not, in a

mathematical context, imply that more than one possible answer was required.

Although the two research questions for this stage are to some extent separate they were

investigated concurrently. Three of the grade 6 classes who had participated in stage one were

given instruction and another three of the grade 6 classes were asked the questions in a different

format.
The lesson taught to the three classes aimed to broaden the pupils' view of what such

questions are seeking. The first step in the lesson was to focus on the word "might". Questions

relating to both everyday and mathematical situations were used to discuss both multiple and

general answers. These classes are called the "instruction" group.

The other three classes were not taught a lesson but were given the same mathematical

tasks in a slightly different format. Instead of phrasing the question like "What might the answer

be?", words similar to "Give as many possible answers as you can" were used. This was

intended to alert the pupils directly to both the possibility of multiple answers and to the

requirement to give as many answers as they could. These classes are called the "question

format" group.
There was a clear trend that the classes which responded to the questions with the revised

format gave more multiple responses than the classes which had had instruction. It appears likely

that there are pupils who are able to give multiple responses but who do not consider that the

"might" questions invite such replies.

There was some indication that pupils' responses to particular questions were

disproportionately influenced by the specific concept or concepts invoked. Because of the

extended nature of open-ended tasks, the form of the individual question assumes greater

significance than is the case with conventional closed tasks.

Stage 4.
Stage 4 involved the implementation of a teachingexperiment employing Good Questions and

addressed the question:
What are the learning outcomes of a teaching program based solely on the use of such

open-ended mathematics tasks?

Stage 4 was conducted in a suburban Catholic primary school. The school had a high

proportion of students from non-English speaking backgrounds and served a predominantly lower

socio-economic community.
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The experimental group was taught a unit on length, perimeter and area over seven one-
hour lessons. The control group was taught the same topic. The teacher of the control class was
instructed to follow the program presented in the most commonly used text. This was to simulate
a standard approach to the topic. Data collected included attitudinal data, achievementdata and
observation data regarding classroom practices.

There were two interesting results. First, the experimental class were able to respond to
the skill items as well as the control group, even though there had been no teaching or practice of
skills in that class. Second, even though there more students in the experimental group who
could give one correct response to the Good Questions than in the control, no students in either
group attempted multiple or general answers. The meaning of this is unclear.During the
program, many students in the experimental group were willing and able to give multiple and
general responses to 'good questions. It is not clear why they did not give such responses to the
test items.

Stage 5
Stage 5 sought to address the questions:

Is the reluctance of pupils to give multiple or general responses to open-ended
mathematics tasks replicated with open-ended tasks in other disciplines?

Does the use of open-ended tasks for assessment purposes disadvantage any
identifiable groups of students?

For stage 5 of the project, students at years 7 and 10 from three schools (one
single-sex boys, one single-sex girls, and one co-educational) were asked to respond to
open-ended items from a variety of academic contexts.

For instance, one question was:

In a Victorian country town, the population fell by 50% over a period of 5 years.
Why might this have happened?

The protocol guiding the administration took two basic forms derived from that for
stage one. The administration varied task order and whether or not the requirement of
multiple answers was made explicit in the task format.

Analysis disregarded the correctness of student response in applying the coding of
stage one. As a consequence, the discussion which follows documents student intended
response levels.

Order of task administration did not affect student response types.
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Inferences which might be drawn from these results included:

that the inclination to give singie responses (or the reluCtance to give multiple

responses) is a product of schooling, and not peculiar to mathematics. Both year 7 and

year 10 pupils were similarly recluctant to given multiple answers in all four academic

contexts;

that the explicit request of multiple responses produces a significant increase in the

response level in other academic contexts, but not necessarily mathematics;

that the ability to give multiple responses increases significantly with age, except in the

context of literature.

CONCLUSIONS

Mathematical power has been identified with the capacity to solve non-routine problems

(NCTM, 1989), and open-ended tasks are seen as an appropriate vehicle for instruction and

assessment of students' learning in this regard. Further justification for the use of open-ended

questions for instructional purposes can be found in the work of Sweller and his associates (see,

for instance, Sweller, 1989), where the use of goal-free tasks was associated with effective schema

acquisition.

Are students' responses to open-ended tasks constrained unduly by their preconceptions

about the nature of an acceptable response? It would appear that students in both year 7 and year

10 possessed a comparable reluctance to provide'imItiple responses. However, when multiple

responses were explicitly requested, there was a significant increase in the proportion of multiple

responses offered by pupils in Literature, Science and Social Science, but only to some items in

Mathematics. This finding may be task-specific and warrants further investigation.

Are students' responses to open-ended tasks necessarily indicative of either mathematical

understanding or capability? Certainly it appears that young children find it substantially more

difficult than older children to provide multiple answers to mathematics tasks. This suggests that it

may be inappropriate to ask primary school age children to give multiple responses. The legitimacy

of relating student responses to non-routine and open-ended tasks to curricular content currently

being studied continues to be the subject of research. Given current curriculum initiatives which

employ open-ended tasks for assessment purposes (for example, CAP, 1989; VCAB, 1990), the

results of this research assume some significance. Substantial additional research is required if we

are to understand the significance of the meanings constructed by students in responding to open-

ended tasks. Such research must address those student conceptions of legitimate mathematical

activity on which their response inclinations are predicated (Clarke, Wallbridge & Fraser, 1992,

and this research), and issues of cognitive load or working memory capacity and related

developmental theories of learning outcomes which determine student response capability (for
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example, Collis, 1991; Sweller, 1989). These associated matters of inclination and capability must

be understood if we are to employ such tasks with success in mathematics classrooms for the

purposes of either instruction or assessment.
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OVER-EMPHASISING PROCESS SKILLS IN SCHOOL MATHEMATICS:
NEWMAN ERROR ANALYSIS DATA FROM FIVE COUNTRIES
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The Newman procedure for analysing errors on written mathematical tasks is suninutrised,
and data from studies carried out in Australia, India, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, andThailand are reported. These data show that, in each country, the initial breakdown point fora large percentage (more than 50% in four of the five countries) of the errors analysedoccurred at the Reading, Comprehension or Transformation stages - that is to say, before the
students had applied process skills such as the four operations. Additional data showing that
Indian primary school students performsignificantly better than Australian students of asimilar age on straightforward computational

exercises, but significantly worse on arithmetic
word problems, raises the question whether there is an over-emphasis on process skills withinsufficient attention being given to the role of language factors in mathematics learning.

The Newman Hierarchy of Error Causes for Written Mathematical Tasks

Since 1977, when Newman (1977a,b) first published data based on a system she had
developed for analysing errors made on written tasks, there has been a steady stream of research
papers reporting studies, carried out in many countries, in which her data collection and data
analysis methods have been used (see, for example, Casey, 1978; Clarkson, 1980, 1983, 1991;
Clements, 1980, 1982; Marinas & Clements, 1990; Watson, 1980).

The findings of these studies have been sufficiently different from those produced by other
error analysis procedures (for example, Hollander, 1978; Lankford, 1974; Radatz, 1979), to attract
considerable attention from both the international body of mathematics education researchers (see,
for example, Dickson, Brown and Gibson, 1984; Mellin-Olsen, 1987; Zepp, 1989) and teachers of
mathematics. In particular, analyses of data based on the Newman procedure have drawn special
attention to (a) the influence of language factors on mathematics learning; and (b) the
inappropriateness of many "remedial" mathematics programs in schools in which there is an over-
emphasis on the revision of standard algorithms (Clarke, 1989).

The Newman Procedure
According to Newman (1977a,b; 1983), a person wishing to obtain a correct solution to an

arithmetic word problem such as "The marked price of a book was $20. However, at a sale, 20%
discount was given. How much discount was this?", must ultimately proceed according to the
following hierarchy:

1. Read the problem;

2. Comprehend what is read;

3. Carry out a mental transformation from the words of the question to the selection of an
appropriate mathematical strategy;

4. Apply the process skills demanded by the selected strategy; and
5. Encode the answer in an acceptable written form.
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Newman used the word "hierarchy" because she reasoned that failure at any level of the above

sequence prevents problem solvers from obtaining satisfactory solutions (unless by chance they

arrive at correct solutions by faulty reasoning).

Of course, as Casey (1978) pointed out, problem solvers often return to lower stages of the

hierarchy when attempting to solve problems, especially those of a multi-step variety. (For

example, in the middle of a complicated calculation someone might decide to reread the question to

check whether all relevant information has been taken into account.) However, even if some of the

steps are revisited during the problem-solving process, the Newman hierarchy provides a

fundamental framework for the sequencingof essential steps.

Characteristics
of the Question

OUESDON
FCRA

Interaction Between the Question
and the Person Attempting it

Figure 1. The Newman hierarchy of error causes (from Clements, 1980, p. 4).

Clements (1980) illustrated the Newman technique with the diagram shown in Figure I.

According to Clements (1980, p. 4), errors due to the form of the question are essentially different

from those in the other categories shown in Figure 1 because the source of difficulty resides

fundamentally in the question itself rather than in the interaction between the problem solver and the

question. This distinction is represented in Figure 1 by the category labelled "Question Form" being

placed beside the five-stage hierarchy. Two other categories, "Carelessness" and "Motivation,"

have also been shown as separate from the hierarchy although, as indicated, these types of errors

can occur at any stage of the problem-solving process. A careless error, for example, could be a

reading error, a comprehension error, and soon. Similarly, someone who had read, comprehended

and worked out an appropriate strategy for solving a problem might decline to proceed further in the

hierarchy because of a lack of motivation. (For example, a problem-solver might exclaim: "What a

trivial problem. It's not worth going any further.")

Newman (1983, p. I 1) recommended that the following "questions" or requests be used in

interviews that are carried out in order to classify students' errors on written mathematical tasks:

1. Please read the question to me. (Reading)

2. Tell me what the question is asking you to do. (Comprehension)

3. Tell me a method you can use to find and answer to the question. (Transformation)
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4. Show me how you worked out the answer to the question. Explain to me what you are

doing as you do it. (Process Skills)

5. Now write down your answer to the question. (Encoding)

If pupils who originally gave an incorrect answer to a word problem gave a correct answer

when asked by an interviewer to do it once again, the interviewer should still make the five requests

in order to investigate whether the original error was due to carelessness or motivational factors.

Example of a Newman Interview
Mel lin-Olsen (1987, p. 150) suggested that although the Newman hierarchy was helpful for the

teacher, it could conflict with an educator's aspiration "that the learner ought to experience her own

capability by developing her own methods and ways." We would maintain that there is no conflict

as the Newman hierarchy is not a learning hierarchy in the strict Gagne (1967) sense of that

expression. Newman's framework for the analysis of errors was not put forward as a rigid

information processing model of problem solving. The framework was meant to complement rather

than to challenge descriptions of problem-solving processes such as those offered by Polya (1973).

With the Newman approach the researcher is attempting to stand back and observe an individual's

problem-solving efforts from a coordinated perspective; Polya (1973) on the other hand, was most

interested in elaborating the richness of what Newman termed Comprehension and Transformation.

The versatility of the Nswman procedure can be seen in the following interview reported by

Ferrer (1991). The student interviewed was an 11-year-old Malaysian primary school girl who had

given the response "All" to the question "My brother and I ate a pizza today. I ate only one quarter

of the pizza, but my brother ate two-thirds. How much of the pizza did we eat?" After the student

had read the question correctly to the interviewer, the following dialogue took place. (In the

transcript, "I" stands for Interviewer, and "S" for Student.)

I: What is the question asking you to do?

S: Uhmm . .. It's asking you how many . . . how much of the pizza we ate in total?

I: Alright. How did you work that out?

S: By drawing a pizza out ... and by drawing a quarter of it and then make a two-thirds.

I: What sort of sum is it?

S. A problem sum!

I: Is it adding or subtracting or multiplying or dividing?

S: Adding.

I: Could you show me how you worked it out? You said you did a diagram. Could you

show me how you did it and what the diagram was?

S: (Draws the diagram in Figure IA.) I ate one-quarter of the pizza (draws a quarter*).
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A

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representations of the pizza problem.

I: Which is the quarter?

S: This one. (Points to the appropriate region and labels it 1/4.)

I: How do you know that's a quarter?

S: Because it's one-fourth of the pizza. Then I drew up two-thirds, which my brother ate.

(Draws line x - see Figure 1B - and labels each part 1/3)

I: And that's 1/3 and that's 1/3. How do you know it's 1/3.

S: Because its a third of a pizza.
(From Ferrer, 1991, p. 2)

The interview continued beyond this point, but it was clear from what had been said that the original

error should be classified as a Transformation error - the student comprehended the question. but

did not succeed in developing an appropriate strategy. Although the interview was conducted
according to the Newman procedure, the interviewer was able to identify some of the student's
difficulties without forcing her along a solution path she had not chosen.

Summary of Findings of Early Australian Newman Studies

In her initial study, Newman (1977a) found that Reading, Comprehension, and Transformation

errors made by 124 low-achieving Grade 6 pupils accounted for 13%, 22% and 12% respectively of

all errors made. Thus, almost half the errors made occurred before the application of process skills.

Studies carried out with primary and junior secondary school children in Melbourne, Australia, by

Casey (1978), Clements (1980), Watson (1980), and Clarkson (1980) obtained similar results, with

about 50% of errors first occurring at the Reading, Comprehension or Transformation stages.
Casey's study involved 116 Grade 7 students, Clements's sample included over 700 children in

Grades 5 to 7, Watson's study was confined to a preparatory grade, and Ciarkson's sample

contained 13 low-achievin3 Grade 7 students. In each study all students were individually

interviewed and with the exception of Casey, who helped interviewees over early break-down

points to see if they were then able to proceed towards satisfactory solutions, error classification

was based on the first break-down point on the Newman hierarchy.

The consistency of the findings of these Melbourne studies involving primary and junior
secondary students contrasted with another finding, also from Melbourne data, by Clarkson (1980)
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that only about 15% of initial errors made by 10th and 11th Grade students occurred at any one of

the Reading, Comprehension or Transformation stages. This contrast raised the question of whether

the application of the Newman procedure at different grade levels, and in different cultural contexts,

would produce different error profiles.

Some Recent Asian and Papua New Guinea Newman Data

Since the early 1980s the Newman approach to error analysis has increasingly been used outside

Australia. Clements (1982) and Clarkson (1983) applied Newman techniques in error analysis

research carried out in Papua New Guiaea, and more recently the methods have been applied to

mathematics and science education research studies in Brunei (Mohidin, 1991), India (Kaushil,

Sajjin Singh & Clements, 1985), Indonesia (Ora, 1992), Malaysia (Kim, 1991; Kownan, 1992;

Marinas & Clements, 1990), Papua New Guinea (Clarkson, 1991), the Philippines (Jimenez,

1992), and Thailand (Singhatat, 1991; Sobhachit, 1991).
Rather than attempt to summarise the data from all of theseAsian studies, the results of four

studies which focused on errors made by children on written mathematical tasks will be given

special attention here. The four studies, which have been selected as typical of Newman studies

conducted outside Australia, are those by Clarkson (1983), Kaushil et al. (1985), Marinas and

Clements (1990), and Singhatat (1991). Pertinent features of these studies, conducted in Papua

New Guinea (PNG), India, Malaysia, and Thailand, respectively, have been summarised in Table

1.

Table I
Background Details of the Asian and PNG Studies

Study Country Grade Sample
level size

Number
of errors
analysed

Language of test
& of Newman

interview

Was the interview in
student's language

of instruction?

Clarkson (1983) PNG 6 95 1851 English Yes

Kaushil et al. (1985) India 5 23 327 English Yes

Marinas & Malaysia 7 18 382 Bahasa Yes

Clements (1990) Malaysia

Singhatat (1991) Thailand 9 72 220 Thai Yes

Note that the 38 errors attributed by Singhatat to "lack of motivation" have not been taken into account for the

purposes of this Table.

The percentage of errors classified in each of the major Newman categories in these four studies

is shown in Table 2. The last column of this Table shows the percentage of errors in the categories

when the data from the four studies are combined.
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From Table 2 it can be seen that, in each of the studies, over 50% of the initial errors made were

in one of the Reading, Comprehension, and Transformation categories. The right-hand column of

Table 2 shows that 60% of students' initial breakdown points in the four studies were in one of the

Reading, Comprehension, and Transformation categories. This means that, for most errors,
students had either not been able to understand the word problems or, even when understanding

was present, they had not worked out appropriate strategies for solving the given problems.

Table 2
Percentage of Initial Errors in Different Newman Categories in the Four Studies

Study Clarkson Kaushil Marinas & Singhatat
Error (1983) et al. (1985) Clements (1990) (1991) Overall
Type (n = 1851 errors) (n = 329 errors) (n = 382 errors) (n = 220 errors) %

% % % %

Reading 12 0 0 0 8
Comprehension 21 24 45 60 28
Transformation 23 35 26 8 24
Process Skills 31 16 8 15 25
Encoding 1 6 0 0 1

Careless 12 18 21 16 14

Discussion

The high proportion of Comprehension and Transformation errors in Table 2 suggests that

many Asian and Papua New Guinea children have considerable difficulty in understanding and

developing appropriate representations of word problems. This raises the question of whether too

much emphasis is placed in their schools on basic arithmetic skills, and not enough on the
peculiarities of the language of mathematics.

Further evidence for a possible over-emphasis on algorithmic skills was obtained in the Indian

study (Kaushil et al., 1985) when the performances of the Delhi Grade 5 sample on a range of

mathematical problems where compared with those of Australian fifth-grade children on the same

problems. It was found that the Indian children consistently and significantly outperformed a large

sample of Australian children on tasks requiring straightforward applications of algorithms for the

four arithmetic operations (for example, 940 - 586 = 0). However, on word problems, the
Australian children invariably performed significantly better (see Table 3). Clements and Lean

(1981) reported similar patterns when the performances of Papua New Guinea and Australian
primary school students were compared on tasks similar to those shown in Table 3.

Interestingly, Faulkner (1992), who used Newman techniques in research investigating the

errors made by nurses undergoing a calculaticri audit, also found that the majority of errors the
nurses made were of the Comprehension or Transformation type.
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Table 3
Percentage of Indian and Australian Grade 5 Children Correct on Selected Problems
(from Kaushil et a1.,1985).

Question % Indian
sample correct

% Australian
sample correct

940 - 586 = 96 75

273 -1- 7 = C.I 76 55

A shop is open from 1 pm to 4 pm. For how
many hours is it open?

44 87

It is now 5 o'clock. What time was it 3 hours ago? 47 88

Suniti has 3 less shells than Aarthi. If Suniti has 5 shells,
how many shells does Aarthi have?

42 73

The high percentage of Comprehension and Transformation errors found in studies using the

Newman procedure in the widely differing contexts in which the above studies took place has
provided strong evidence for the importance of language factors in the development of mathematical

concepts. However, the research raises the difficult issue of what educators can do to improve a

learner's comprehension of mathematical text or ability to transform, that is to say, to identify an

appropriate way to assist learners to construct sequences of operations that will solve a given word

problem. At present, little progress has been made on this issue, and it should be an important

focus of the mathematics education research agenda during the 1990s.
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REVISED ACCOUNTS OF THE FUNCTION CONCEPT USING MULTI.
REPRESENTATIONAL SOFTWARE, CONTEXTUAL PROBLEMS AND STUDENT

PATHS
Jere Confrey and Erick Smith. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

In this paper we argue that while the function concept should play a central role in the secondary
curriculum, current curriculum based on formal definitions of function restricts both the conceptual
and operational understandings students need to develop. We argue that building an understanding
of functions through multiple representations and contextual problems provides an alternative
epistemological approach to functions which suggests that experience working in functional
situations, in doing functions, is more important than learning static definitions which mask its
basis in human activity.

Introduction. The importance of the function concept in the secondary curriculum is virtually

undisputed Calls for the reform of mathematics place it at the center of the curriculum as an integrating

concept and locate its importance in its modeling capacity. Moreover, with the increased power of

computers and graphing calculators to display multiple and dynamic representations, one might expect the

treatment of the function concept in the curriculum to be modified; however, there is little evidence that a

theoretical framework for these changes has been carefully specified. In this paper, we outline the

conventional educational view of functions and then suggest a three-part framework based on the use of:

1) dynamic multi-representational software, 2) contextual problems and 3) student interviews.

The Conventional View. In the conventional treatment of functions, the definition typically given is

"a function is a relation such that for each element of the domain, there is exactly one element of the

range." Such a definition does not necessarily preclude a multiplicity of approaches to functions;

however, in textbooks and on assessment measures, one sees that a restricted view of functions emerges

in which the algebraic presentation dominates the underlying assumptions about functions. These

restrictions, which are overlapping, include an undue emphasis on :

1) the algebraic presentation with graphs as secondary and with tables a distant third.

2) a correspondence model which requires one to treat a function as a relationship between x and a
corresponding y, rather than, for example, a covariarion model where one can describe how the y
values change in relation to each other, for given x changes (or vice-versa);

3) a functional format of "y=" so the equation is solved for y, and

4) a directionality of the relation, so that one can predict a y value for a given x.
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Although there is nothing formally erroneous about such a concept of function, we wish to

demonstrate that it is insufficient for approaches to functions which emphasize the use of multiple

representations and contextual problems. We also wish to suggest that it makes it difficult to discuss,

describe and evaluate the complexity and richness of a student's goal-directed investigation of functional

situations.

L An Epistemology of Multiple Representations. When one works in an environment that

allows students to explore multiple representations of functions, one must learn to legitimize the use of a

variety of forms of representation to describe functions. In Function Probe (Confrey, 1991), a multi-

representational software using graphs, tables, calculator buttons and algebraic approaches to functions,

the student must coordinate a variety of representational forms. Meanings of the concept of function vary

across these forms. To illustrate, we will work with the exponential function and demonitrate

characteristics of the function which are more easily visible in different representations.

nacaapb. A problem we have used with students involves setting up a time-line for a list of events

which occurred over the earth's geologic history. We prepared a list of 'events' with dates. These events

turned out to have a fairly uniform distribution when plotted on a log scale. One student tried plotting the

number of years ago on the y-axis and the log of that number on the x-axis. The points lie on the graph of

y=10x. An idealized simulation of her gra h(with dtffering y-scales) is shown below;*
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While scaling the y-axis, she noticed two things: First, no matter what value she used as the high y-

value the graphs had the same shape. Geometrically, they were congruent. Second, the points were

always bunched together near the origin, spread out near the top, and nicely spaced around the 'curve.
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Thus she suggested that with appropriate scaling, she could have 'nicely-spaced points for whatever

period she wanted. Seeing multiplicative self - similarity as characteristic of the exponential graph can help

students form a number of insights, including the equivalence of vertical stretches and horizontal

translations, or the equivalency of half-life or doubling time. This quality of similarity is also easily

recognizable in other visualisations of the exponential function and is a powerful way to recognize when

an exponential fun' ion will prove an appropriate modeling device (sunflowers, nautilus shells, rams

horns etc.).

The Table, When students encounter a table for the exponent' al for the first

time, they will often apply the strategies they have learned about polynomial

functions, for example looking at the differences in the y's as the x values

change at a constant rate. For polynomials looking at differences and

differences of differences, etc. eventually leads to a column of constant

differences and this is often what students expect (figure 2). When they do
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this with the exponential function, they may also see a repeating pattern emerging. However, if they are

seeking to find a difference column that becomes constant over repeated application, they quickly learn of

its impossibility, for all difference columns maintain the original constant ratio between terms (figure 3a).
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In Function Probe, we added a new resource, the

ability to take ratios as well as differences and

created a notation for doing so. Students learn to

see a constant ratio as indicative of an exponential

relationship (figure 3b). A verbal description, that

for a constant change in x, the y values change by a constant ratio, is another signal for recognizing

exponential situations. A second resource of Function Probe is the accumulation command. When one

accumulates the exponential function, an exponential is produced(figiut 3c). Between the accumulate and

difference command, we can anticipate why the derivative and the integral of the exponential produce the

exponential
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The r, Logarithms often provide difficulty for students. We would attribute this both to their

formal treatment in the curriculum and to the ',Imitations of tables and most calculators which restrict

students to either base 10 or base e. Thus they must invoke the somewhat mysterious change-of-base

formula whenever they build an exponential or logarithmic model where the base (i.e. constant ratio) is not

10 ore. For example, in a situation when $100.00 is invested at 9% interest, students will work out the

annual multiplier (constant ratio) of 1.09 and eventually model the situation as an exponential function, P

100(1.09)t. If they have made a table of graph for the problem, they learn quickly that they can

'inverse' the function by changing the order of the table columns or reflecting the graph. However when

trying to inverse the equation, they can easily write it as P/100 = (1.09)% but then are faced with the 'log

problem'. Taking the log of both sides is a procedure that somehow works but has no apparent connection

to their original way of making the equation. Because of this particular concern, we built two features into

the calculator of Function Probe, a way to save procedures as user-defined buttons, and a button that takes

any base as the input for either an exponential or a log function. Figure 4a represents a string of calculator

keystrokes which calculates the amount accumulated after five years. By placing the 'variable' over the

5 0 1.09 * 100 1153.86 j1: Q CI 1.09 100 10::1
Fig. 4a Fig. 4b

five in figure 4b, the user has designated this as a button, jl, that can now take any value for time as an

input. If the student now wants to calculate what input creates the output of say 325, she can imagine

undoing the button from right to left. Thus she might enter the set of keystrokes shown in figure 5a:

325+ 100 E i i l 1.09 113.67 j2: Q + 1 0 0 ® 1 . 0 9 . Ian
Fig. 5a Fig. 5b

After dividing 325 by 100, they have to decide how to undo 1.09'. The "logy" key becomes a key that

undoes the action of an exponential. This ability to build and unbuild procedures and to 'undo' an

exponential allows the log to play a stronger and more intuitive role in student's problem-solving. In

addition the process of building algebraic equations from the linear procedures represented by calculator

keystroke records and also building keystroke records from algebraic equations can provide strong

assistance in helping student come to better understand the operational basis of algebra.
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Inicaggingtjheilementukum In developing this example, we are not arguing that the traits of the

exponential that are displayed cannot be seen across representations. In fact, searching for how to see

them and learning to recognize them independent of the other representations is a valuable learning

experience on the software.

IL The Impact of Placing Functions in Contextual Situations. The treatment of functions

within multiple representations such as those described above ignores the question of how the function is

generated. and/or where its application is witnessed or warranted. Others have argued for the value of

contextual problems on the grounds that they are more socially relevant, realistic, open-ended, data driven,

and inviting to students (Monk, 1989; Treffers, 1987; deLange, 1987) In addition to these important

qualities, we see the value of placing functions into contextual situations as a challenge to the belief that

abstraction requires one to decontextualize the concept from its experiential roots. Instead we see

abstraction as the integration, reconciliation, juxtaposition of multiple schemes of action for a given

concept.

In our work, we have chosen the contextual problems to highlight aspects of the function that are

grounded in human actions. Piagetian research stressed the importance of the evolution of human schemes

through the actions and operations one carries out on those actions. Reflective abstraction is the process

by which the practical usefulness of those actions is acknowledged and the actions and operations become

part of our mental repertoire in the form of schemes.

Accordingly, we stress the development of an operational schemes for understanding functions. For

instance, to recognize contexts in which the exponential scheme is useful, we have postulated an

underlying scheme called "splitting". Splitting, we suseect, has its mots in early childhood in baring and

congruence, primarily the binary split, and forms a basis for division (and multiplication) that is not well

described by repeated subtraction (or addition). Doubling and halving are the simplest instantiations of it,

and contrary to repeated addition views of multiplication, the split is a primitive multiplicative action which

is often embedded in a repeated division and multiplication structure. The invariance in the operation is the

constant ratio of 1:2 or 2:1. We witness students solving problems such as 426/18 by going 18, 36 (2

tallies), 72 (4 tallies), 144 (8 tallies), 288 (16 tallies), 476 (32 tallies) and then adjusting to get the exact
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result (Confrey, 1992a). The children understand that they can "ramidze" (Confrey, 1992b) from the unit

18, 36.... to the unit 288, to reach their goal more quickly. We have also argued for the coordination of

the splitting structure with similarity as an underlying basis for the exponential function.

Such an approach to the concept of function locates a function within a family of functions and

examines how that prototypic function is fit to the existing data or situation (Confrey and Smith, 1991).

Thus, in a compound interest function, the principle is multiplied times the constant rate of growth factor

multiplied by itself n times. In such an approach, a prototypic function might operate metaphorically. If

the initial situation were of bunnies reproducing, then the principle functions as the initial number of

bunnies and the reproductive rate is cast as the interest rate. It is not so much the specifics of the situations

that remain invariant as the charrcters required in various contextual roles and the actions they each carry

out in relation to each other.

The impact of such a view on the multiple representations is that one is encouraged to seek out how the

actions, operations and roles are carried out and made virible (more or less) in the different

representations.

III. Functioning as a Human Activity. Many mathematics educators prefer to speak of

"mathematizing" to emphasize the role of the student(s) and/or teachers in doing mathematics. The reasons

for this switch in language is that the process of doing mathematics is emphasized rather than the

acquisition and display of traditionally accepted responses. We too find this shift to aid us in the

understanding of mathematical ideas, for when we try to answer the question, 'what is a function?', our

answers vary dramatically from when we seek to explain, 'what is the experience of understanding

functions like?'

tallIgiumign, To illustrate this. consider one student's path' through the following problem: The

tuition of Cornell University is S 11,700. For the last five years, the average tuition hike has been 11.3%.

What can you expect to pay when your children wish to attend the University? When will the tuition

exceed 1 million dollars?

I This is a nunufacatred example, but is representative of the kinds of approsehes we have witnessed repeatedly by snidents

waiting on this problem.
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The student, Ann, inputs 11,700 into the table. She calculates .113 x 11,700 and adds this to 11,700.

Finding this tedious, she builds a button to carry out the actions. Her keystrokes for the button look like

this; Cornell tuition: * .1 1 3 + 1' (CEI To figure out how many times to hit it, she figures,

she'll have children in ten years, and then in eighteen years they will go to the University. So, she hits the

button 28 times. To her astonishment, she sees the value over $234,000. To answer the second question,

she wants a table, so she opens that window. She types in 11,700 in a column she then names, "cost"

informally and c in the formal labeL She uses the fill command and types in fill from 11,700 to 1,000,000

and chooses multiplication by .113. The computer gives her a warning that she has filled 50 entries and

asks if she wants to continue. Her values have gone down and only the first entry is what she wanted it to

be. After answering no, she goes over to the calculator and types 11,700 hits the button, II, and sees

13022.10. She thinks she has figured out the problem and then goes to her table and types in n (for new)

c + 11,700. She realizes this produces only the correct first value, and feels frustrated at still not getting

the other values, but persists long enough to create a column which has the values she gets from the

calculator button listed next to the column labeled n.

Analysis. The description shown above describes the richness and complexity of the evolving function

concept. Some characteristics of the functioning experience for Ann are: 1) it is embedded in a goal-

directed activity of predicting cost as a function of time for t.t28; 2) a conflation approach is used

describing how cost changes as time increments by years; 3) an entry through numeric calculations is

easily accomplished and she uses the repetition of the operation to create a button; 4) the results of the first ,

question surprise her and give her firsthand experience with the rapid growth of the exponential; 5) she

seeks out the table to create a record of her interim values Lid to be able to seek out the SI million figure;

6) she thinks her method of filling by multiplication of .113 is the same as her calculator actions; 7) she

recalculates the first value to set herself a specific goal; 8) she diagnoses her problem as needing to add the

value S11,700; 9) she achieves her local goal but not her longer term goal; and 10) she cannot find a path

immediately, and sets an interim goal of writing down her desired values.

The concept of function which emerges allows the specification and inclusion of:
1. epistemological obstacles such her experiences of failing to =tail 11,700.113+ 11,700 into a single

expression of (11,700)*1.113 to allow the use of the fill command and see the repeated addition.
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2. affect into one's epistemological investigations, such as the surprise at the rapid growth rate, or her
sense of ownersiup of the problem;

3. goal-directed behaviors, goals and subgoals, such as matching previous values or creating records;

4. inquiry skills where strategies for finding are expressed along with basic assumptions; and

5. contrasting, conflicting and supportive uses of multiple representations demonstrating the sequence and
purpose of each representation.

The result of a revision of the function concept to incorporate such data would be to include in the

function concept the idea of it representing a set of coherent stories to capture the evolutionary paths of

student investigations.

Conclusions. In this paper, we suggest that the formal definitional approaches to the descriptions of the

function concept fail to present a rich sad complex enough framework for guiding the development of

instructional methods. We explain how that framework must be revised to include the use of multi -

representational approaches, to allow for the action-based schemes and conceptual roles that can result

from placement in contexts and to describe the "functioning" experience as a personal or social experience.

We suggest that such an approach is akin to the idea of a "concept image" expressed by Wanes' (1983),

and that a richer description of mathematical concepts is necessary to create the knowledge base for more

effective forms of assessment.
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APPLYING THEORY IN TEACHER EDUCATION: CHANGING PRACTICE IN
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION.

Kathryn Crawford

The University of Sydney

Earlier research has supported the relationship between the setting in which learning occurs and the
cognitive processes used as students approach tasks, and the quality of the resulting learning. Early
school experience 'often traditional) forms the basis of student-teachers' ideas about teaching and
Mathematics and has a powerful influence on their initial classroom behaviour. The results of an
educational intervention aimed at providing experiences as a basis for an alternative rationale are
reported. Initial results suggest that many pre-service student teachers are able to develop a rationale
for teaching practice based on their knowledge of how learning occurs and apply their developing
rationale in practice.

Introduction

Earlier research on children's learning (see Crawford 1983,1984,1986,) supported the ideas of Luria

(1973, 1982), Vygotsky (1978) and Leont'ev (1981) of the relationship between the social context in

which learning occurs and the qualities of the cognitive processes used as students approach tasks and

the resulting learning outcomes. In particular, the results indicated that the major cognitive demands of

traditional teacher-centred instructional settings were for cognitive processes associated with

memorization of declaritive knowledge and imitation of teacher demonstrations. In contrast,

mathematical problem solving and enquiry made demands on students metacognitive processes and

higher order intellectual processes (simultaneous processing in Luria's model) associated with the

formation of abstract concepts. All undergraduate student-teachers have many years of experience of

instruction in school. In many schools in Australia, educational practice in mathematics is "little

different from what it was 20 years age (Speedy, 1989:16).

Experience as a student in school forms the basis of student-teachers' ideas about being a teacher.

about how learning occurs and even about Mathematics. Research (Crawford,1982;Ba11,1987)

suggests that these early experiences powerfully influence the classroom behaviour of beginning

teachers. In particular, there is evidence (Crawford 1982, Speedy 1989) to suggest that traditional
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forms of teacher education have been largely ineffective in changing teaching practice or even student

teachers' beliefs about teaching and learning.

Pressures for changes in teaching practice have never been so great. Cobb (1988) has described the

present tensions between theories of learning and modes of instruction. In Mathematics, the advent of

information technologies has significantly changed the role of Mathematics in societies and the roles of

humans as mathematicians. The mechanical routines that have played such a large part in traditional

mathematics curricula are now largely the function of electronic machines. As Speedy suggests:

To be skilled in mechanics is no longer sufficient. To skilled in applying mathematical
knowledge across the whole of real life situations is imperative.(lbid)

The report below describes an attempt to apply theories about learning to the education of teachers.

A Theoretical Description of the Problem.

According to Leont'ev's (1981) activity theory, cognitive development occurs as the result of

conscious intellectual activity in a social context. The actual thinking that occurs during activity

depends on the perceived needs and goals of an individual or group and the resulting ways in which

they approach the tasks at hand. Leont'ev distinguishes betwee.. activities and operations. An activity

involves conscious reasoning that is subordinated to a goal, operations are largely automated,

unavailable for review and usually used unconsciously as a means to an activity.. The quality of the

learning outcomes reflects the quality of activity involved. The ways in which these factors effect

learners is also described by Lave (1:88:25) when she writes r out a "setting" as a dynamic relation

between the person acting and the arena in which they act. Engestrom (1989) extends the idea of

Activity as proposed by Leont'ev with his notion of an "activity system". That is, a group of related

people working together each bring with them their own needs and goals. In addition, any

institutionalised system, such as a school, has an established set of cultural expectations about the

relationships between the people who act within it. Like Lave (1988), Engestrom focusses in his

system on the dynamic relationships between the actors and the context in which they act Thus a
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school, or more specifically a Mathematics classroom, may be thought of as a very complex activity

system or "setting'. in which a large number of people interact according to largely subjective

perceptions of expectations, needs and goals.

Student-teachers have long experience of teaching and learning in school. The Activity in the

classrooms that they have experienced was largely directed by the teacher. The teacher did most of the

higher order intellectual activity...the posing of questions, the planning, the interpretation and the

evaluation. As students they have learned ABOUT Mathematics from the teacher and "how to" carry

out selected techniques. What they know about being a teacher is the result of their experiences.

Many of them have chosen to be teachers on the basis of such knowledge. They are attached to it and,.

understandably, many resist reviewing and modifying their beliefs in the course of their pre-service

education.

At universities, a similar "setting" often persists in relation to their teacher education. Lecturers tell

them about educational theories..they select the theories, set the assignments and evaluate them.

Successful students learn to talk (and write) ABOUT teaching and learning in the appropriate ways. In

Mathematics they generally learn the mechanics of using existing techniques to solve problems.

Because teaching practice in Mathematics has changed little, student-teachers' practical experience in

schools tends to support their initial perceptions about the role of the teacher.

In order to break the cycle, it seemed essential to provide student-teachers with a wider range of

experiences both as learners and teachers. It also seemed important to construct a "setting" for their

learning which facilitated a shift of attention away from preconceived notions of teaching towards an

examination of the learning of the children in their care. The "setting" should also encourage

intellectual activity directed towards the development of a practical rationale for teaching practice that is

centred on a working theory of how learning occurs. To this end a teaching experiment was

conducted with final year students at the university.
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The teaching experiment and outcomes

All final year students (n=45) of a Primary Bachelor of Education course were provided with

information in the form of readings and tutorials about recent theories of learning. In the beginning,

tutorial sessions focussed student discussions on the possible implications of research on learning for

classroom practice in Mathema.ics. Thus a beginning was made in mapping knowledge about theory

onto a known practical situation. Then students were then required to work in groups of three or four

to plan, implement and evaluate a mathematical learning environment in which autonomous learning

behaviour was en'ouraged and pupils were involved in investigation and enquiry for a large part of

each session. Students worked in a local inner-city school one morning a week for seven weeks. The

morning routine involved a half hour planning session involving all students, an hour in charge of a

class (working in groups of three), and a review session of approximately 45 minutes. Tertiary staff

were available for consultation and advice and observed student work in the classroom. Student-

teachers met in working groups for an hour between sessions to plan and discuss. School staff agreed

to negotiate with each group of students about the content and scope of activity in each class and to

thereafter take a low profile and allow the students to take responsibility for the implementation of their

planned projects, Students were advised to take turns at being "teacher", facilitator and observer.

They were later required to conduct a similar project alone as part of their practicum experience in

another school.

Initially all student-teachers were enthusiastic about the prospect of allowing children a more active

role in Mathematics learning. Many had negative memories of their own mathematics education and

expressed a commitment to ensuring that pupils in their care did not have the same kind of experience.

All had written at length about recent research based learning theories in other parts of their course.

All except one had studied Mathematics at matriculation level with some success. Despite this positive

beginning, the process of applying theory in practice was fraught with tensions and inconsistencies.

Some of these are listed in point form below:
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1. Without exception student-teachers were confronted by deeply held beliefs about the need to

always tell pupils about Mathematics before allowing them to begin an investigation. This

belief dominated their behaviour for several sessions in spite of their awareness of the

inconsistency of their behaviour in terms of their stated aims.

2. Despite a specific focus in tutorials on the use of open ended questions and instructions as

stimulus material and for evaluation purposes, all began with an expressed need for all

children to complete the set tasks in the "coned' way.

3. Most initially failed to distinguish between their needs, expectations and goals and those of

the children.

4. All initially found it difficult to shift their attention away from the intentions of the teacher

to the responses of the children.

5. All found working collaboratively in a group for a common goal difficult. They

empathised with the similar difficulties experienced by children doing group projects at the

school.

By the end of the first three weeks most were very frustrated. They were still taking charge of activity

in the classroom and the children were colluding. School staff also believed that the children needed to

be "told what to do". Many children appeared to lack the social skills to work effectively in groups.

The discontinuity between their behaviour in the classroom and the facilitative role that was implied by

learning theory was troubling most student-teachers.

Allowing the children ownership of the activity became a major focus of review sessions. Student-

teachers experimented with gains and role-play as a means to help children take more assertive and

socially collaborative roles. Gradually, for all groups of student-teachers there was a change in the

dynamics of the classroom. One spoke of the initial experience as follows: It felt like coming through

a gate into a place that I didn't know existed." As the children became confident that their ideas were
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respected and a more active role in the Mathematics projects was appropriate, most responded

enthusiastically. Both student-teachers and school staff were amazed" at the knowledge of the

children. The student-teachers,paradoxically, also became much more confident about choosing to

take a directive role when it was perceived to be advantageous. Many also began to recognise the

scope and limitations of modelling materials as aids to learning.

A survey was carried out at the end of the course. All students responded Some of the results are

summarized below:

97% indicated that they intended to use group learning.
95% indicated that they would use modelling materials.
94% said they were likely to use games.
92% said they would encourage self directed learning.

These are real options for the student-teachers after experience in applying the strategies in two

different school contexts. They also indicate very different expectations of learning in mathematics

from those they remembered from their own schooling.

89%indicated that they would develop programs of work in mathematics.
87% indicated that they would use direct instruction in some circumstances.
86% said they would use enquiry based learning techniques.

It was clear from the responses that the student-teachers had not merely adopted a new "method". All,

with varying degrees of confidence, felt that they were able to use a range of teaching techniques as

different situations and different learning needs required. One student commented:

"1 not only understand what to do in different situations, I also know how to do it and can
explain why to anyone who asks".

Many had experimented with a wide range of activities in their efforts to facilitate an active role for all

learners.

65% felt they would hold excursions in mathematics
70% felt they would set writing tasks in mathematics.
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73% felt it was likely that they would become involved in school policy making and curriculum
development in Mathematics.

Despite their apparent confidence and demonstrated ability to facilitate active involvement in

Mathematics classes, many were less positive about their own learning experience.

40% found working in a group difficult.
42% indicated that the tertiary support for their practicum assignment was unsatisfactory. Many more
commented on the lack of support for investigative and enquiry based learning in schools (We now
hold workshops for.practicum supervisors and are taking steps to ensure their active involvement in
supporting practicum in mathematics.

The discomfort and confusion that occurs during a major review of attitudes and beliefs is well

recognized. (Mand ler (1980), Gibbons & Phillips (1978)) These students were just beginning to gain

confidence as teachers when their basic beliefs about what a teacher is and how learning occurs were

called in question. They had wrestled with a very difficult educational task. It was not all enjoyable.

In contrast, 87% rated the practicum assignments positively.They recognized the value of the practical

assignment which gave them a chance to explore the implications of what they had learned in a second

school setting.

Interestingly, there was a significant (p>.025) positive correlation between formal achievement in

mathematics and positive attitudes to group work in the classroom. Students found that they needed to

be very clear about the mathematics involved in a theme to consult effectively with a number of small

groups.

The experience of teaching this course suggests that providing opportunities for students to revise their

beliefs about Mathematics Education is an effective way of enhancing the range and adaptability of

their teaching practice. An opportunity to confront and review their strongly held beliefs about

learning and teaching Mathematics is at least as important for student-teachers as a range of learning

experiences in Mathematics. Perhaps the most important change for our students was the recognition
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of the practical implications of the fact that children come to the classroom with knowledge of their

own and that they can use this as a basis for further learning. This understanding, seems a necessary

prerequisite for a child-centred teaching style which responds to the needs, knowledge, purposes and

priorities of the learners. In the process of schooling the teacher is a powerful element in the "activity

system" of a classroom. Thus teacher perception of their role, their expectations of students and their

needs and goals are major influences on student approaches to learning influences on the quality of

learning outrnmes. In addition to knowledge of mathematics, it seems highly desirable that teachers

leave pre-service education with a range of teaching strategies. Most importantly, as educators they

need to have a strong professional rationale as a basis for deciding which teaching strategies are

appropriate for different students and an understanding of the learning outcomes that are to be expected

when particular "settings" are facilitated.
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SCHOOL MATH TO INQUIRY MATH:
MCNINO FROM HERE TO THERE

Linde Davenport and Ron Narode
Portland State University

The transition from a traditional classroom to an inquiry classroom is
exceedingly problematic for most teachers. This study builds on an earlier study
designed to examine the kinds of questions asked by three mathematics teachers
attempting to adopt an inquiry approach to mathematics instruction. The focus of
this paper is on qualitative changes in the questioning practices of these three
teachers over that same year.

Ushering in a new paradigm is never an easy task. Recent attempts to institute the

instructional shift in mathematics education advocated by the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation

Standards for School Mathematics (1989) abound, but the transition from the traditional

classroom which presumes a transmission view of knowledge to a classroom where students

construct knowledge from genuine mathematical inquiry and discourse is exceedingly

problematic.

It is our observation that inquiry-based curriculum and methods of instruction do not

necessarily result in inquiry math discourse. In spite of the efforts to encourage teachers to

foster such discourse, instruction may still bear many of the characteristics of school math. In

an earlier paper (Davenport & Narode, 1991) we described the questioning practices of three

teachers as they attempted to engage students in mathematical inquiry. We found that although

the teachers in our stuc,, religiously eschewed the didactic approach to instruction in favor of

inquiry, an analysis of the frequency and types of questions asked indicated that the ensuing

discourse, at least during the first half of the year, was largely "school math". This paper

attempts to look more carefully at patterns among the types of questions asked by these teachers

over the entire course of the same year.

Research Framework

The constructivist view of mathematics learning (von Glasersfeld, 1983; Steffe, Cobb,

& von Glasersfeld, 1988; Richards, 1991) asserts that discourse is a universal and critical
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feature of concept development in mathematics. The construction of knowledge is idiosyncratic

in that it is individual; it is consensual in that knowledge cannot stand alone, it is mitigated

through social interaction and mediated through language. For discussion to occur, there must

first develop a discourse community whereby the discussants implicitly acknowledge shared

assumptions which gives the appearance that the discussants are acting in accord. Individuals

exist in communities where, according to Richards (1991), membership is developed through a

"gradual process of mutually orienting linguistic behavior". The shared community of the

mathematics classroom presupposes that students and teachers accept implicit assumptions as to

their roles and responsibilities. These form the basis of their linguistic behavior.

Richards (1991) distinguishes four mathematical communities where qualitatively

different mathematit_i discourse occurs. The four different discourses are rasserch oath, or

the spoken mathematics of professional mathematicians and scientists; inquiry oath, or the

mathematics of "mathematically literate adults"; journal math or the language of

mathematical publications which feature "reconstructed logic" which is very different from a

logic of discovery; and school math, or discourse consisting mostly of "initiation-reply-

evaluation" sequences (Mehan, 1979) and "number talk" which is useful for solving "habitual,

unreflective, arithmetic problems." 8auersfeld (1988) also draws similar distinctions

between what might be characterized as school moth and liquify oath and identifies a

funneling pattern of interaction that often comes into play when, in school math, teachers

attempt to lead students to correct solutions. The distinction between inquiry math and school

math is fundamental in appraising the success of present reforms in mathematics education.

Research Methodology

The subjects in this study are three teachers who are part of an on-going project

involving an effort to implement many of the recommendations contained in the NCTM Standarga

(1989) through the use of a curriculum developed with support from the National Science
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Foundation. The teachers participated in 90 hours of staff development during the Spring and

Summer in which they explored many of the activities included in the curriculum. Since this

initial staff development, teachers have continued to meet with project staff on a regular and

frequent basis to discuss issues relevant to implementation, with much of the focus on

explorations of student thinking.

Two sources of data are examined in this study: (1) classroom transcripts and (2)

teacher journals. Transcript analysis focused on the first two days of a three-day period of

videotaping in the Fall and Spring. All 6th-grade teachers were teaching approximately the

same lessons. Sequences of questions were examined for patterns which were suggestive of

school math or inquiry math for all three teachers over time.

Journal analysis focused on passages pertaining to questioning and classroom discourza.

The journals included reflections by teachers throughout the year as well as responses to more

structured questions posed during staff development, including questions designed to be

addressed as teachers reflected on the videotaped lessons of their classroom practice.

Results and Discussion

In the Fall of 1991, sequences of questions asked by all teachers were highly

reminiscent of "school math" as described by Richards (1991) and Bauersfeld (1988).

Representative sequences include the following:

Tit 1: (After placing the first three pattern block train on the overhead) What
will the fifth one look like, Moroi?
SA: It will have 2 trapezoids and a hexagon then 2 trapezoids ...

It will have how many pairs of trapezoids? . . . It will have 6 pairs or

trapezoids and how many hexagons?
SB: (A student responds quietly.)
To 1: OK, so the 5th one will look like 3 sets of trapezoids and 2 hexagons. Can
we say anything else about that? Maybe so we know how to arrange there?

SC: It would be a trapezoid then hexagon then .
T01: Whet word did we use yesterday to describe things that go back and forth?
SD: Alternating.
To 1: Alternating. Can we use that word to describe this? (Writing on the
overhead as he speaks) 3 sets of trapezoids will alternate with two hexagons.. .
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Pt2: Do you guys all agree that (the pattern block train) would start with a
triangle? What would it end with?
SA: mumble
Tat2: OK, here's what you guys can do. . . Here's the first train. The second train
looks kind of like this. Can somebody describe it for me? Who wants to describe
the second one? Trisha?
SB: Another red one.
TN2: Now many sets of squares?
SB: Three
Pt2: OK, the first train is 2 sets of squares and a trapezoid.

Tx3: (Asking student to build the fifth pattern block train made up of
trapezoids): Yeah. Whet cti you have there?
SA: Two and a half.
Pt 3: Do you see two and a half?
SA: Urn.
T03: It's five trapezoids, isn't it?
SA: Uh-huh.
Tx3: How many trapezoids make a hexagon?
SA: Two.
Tx3: OK, so for every two you're going to make a hexagon. Is that right?
SA: I don't know.
T03: Look at it. For every two trapezoids, c)3 I have a hexagon?
SA: Yeah.
Tx3: (walking up to the overhead projector) We have how many?
SA: Two.
Tx3: Two?
SA: Two and a half.
Tx3: How many trapezoids?
SA: Two?
Tx3: Trapezoids! Count.
SA: F iye.
Tx3: Count by two's. Pull them aside, go ahead.
SA: Two, four, six.
Tx3: Count by two's, pull two aside. So how many two's did you take out of five?
SA: Two.
Tx3: How many two's can you take out of 7? Oo ahead, count.
SA: 2, 4, 6.
Tx3: How many whole ones?
SA: Three and a halt

This sequence is reminiscent of the traditional discourse in which teachers initiate, students

respond, and then teachers evaluate for closure. Although there are some open-ended questions

asked that might be suggestive of inquiry, on the whole, the discourse was tightly controlled and

displayed, to some extent a funneling pattern of interaction. This is especially the case of in the
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dialogue with teacher *3 who worked very hard to lead a student to a correct solution.

This observed pattern of questioning is contrary to the ways teachers write about their

practice in their journals. In the Fall , one teacher described the ideal classroom as follows:

T* I (Sept): Activities are structured so that students interact with the
materials and have opportunities to explore and make connections. Process is

emphasized over content and the teacher facilitates the learning with 4uestioning

and discussion rather than dispensing procedural knowledge... Lesson "plans"

are by necessity more fluid and open-ended...

Journal entries for this time of year from other teachers contain similar remarks.

While teachers can describe their "ideal classroom" using language that is suggestive of

mathematical inquiry, they acknowledge that such questioning practices are problematic for

them. Teachers felt that students were not well-prepared for responding to more open-ended

questions which probed their thinking:

T*2: (Oct) These kids are not used to dealing with open-ended questions. It
makes it tough for classroom management when you move to a setting that allows

for a more open-ended approach... I think I am discouraged from asking these
kinds of questions from the poor quality of response I often get on them.

Tx3: (Oct) I ... saw that too many kids were not having success... i can't buy

the idea that kids don't feel bad starting off with what they perceive to be failure.

.. The kids need to succeed very badly... Once the kids have success, they will

try harder and it won't need to be structured the same way.

Arguing the importance of providing students with success, the teachers justified a need to

provide more structure for activities and explorations included in the curriculum. Structure

was often interpreted by teachers to mean the use of questions which were leading and "set up"

so that students were likely to respond correctly.

By Spring of 1991, the sequence of questioning had changed in some important ways for

two of the three teachers, showing some movement from school math to inquiry math:

Tx 1: (Two students at overhead sharing their solution to a problem they had all

worked on in small groups.) Can you explain a little bit about what you did

there?
SA & SB: (Mumbling about 550's and 3)
1#1: What were you trying to do there? What was the purpose for doing that?
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SA: Add them all up.
T*1: Why did you multiply 550 times 3?
SA & SB: (Mumble)
Tx 1: OK, and what if you had gotten a number like 2150. What wouldyou have
known?
SA & SB: (Mumble)
T*1: OK, any questions for whet their method is here? (Students ask questions
and the teacher goes on to ask for other solutions which are then discussed.)

Tit2: Would you please look at Casey's that she has in front of her? It's 4 cubes
tall and 3 cubes long and 2 cubes wide. You should all have that in front of you.. .

Once you've got that, count up the surface area.
SA: I know what it is.
Pt2: OK, can you give me an explanation of how you got it Also, find the
volume. How many cubes are in that thing?
SA: I got it. I know the volume.
T*2: What is it?
SA: 24.
T02: There are 24 cubes in it, aren't there? So its volume is 24. Now, I heard
somebody say 46 on the surface .area. That's close, but you'll want to check again.

(Students have been working on problems in small groups. The teacher
announces that she would like them to discuss the second problem. A student
volunteers to come to the overhead and explain his solution.)
SA: (At the overhead) First I draw a circle and divide it into 5 parts. So there is
5 parts and I put 20% in each of them, OK ... I put S1000 at the top and I put
S200 under each of them (drawing as he talks) and that equals S1000.
T*3: Robby, did you immediately think to draw a circle when you read the
problem? What did you think?
SA: A circle.
T03: Does anybody have any questions? Go ahead and cell on people.
SB: I don't understand (mumble).
SA: 'Cause there's 20%. He made 20% of each painting and you wanted to know
how much the painting cost. Get it? .. . You get it now?
SB: No, I still don't understand why you put 202 in each space.
SA: You are making it very hard for me.
To3: Maybe he doesn't understand your question.
SB: OK, you know how it says (mumble)? The part I don't understand is
(mumble).
T*3: OK Robby, how did you know to put 5 parts to your circle? Why didn't you
put 3 parts and put 20,8 in each part? or 10 parts?
SA: 'Cause, it's like, it equals a thousand.
(The teacher continues to ask for questions, then invites other students to share
their solutions which are then also discussed.)

Here, In the discourse of Teachers *1 and 3, we begin to see features of inquiry mathematics.

The discourse seems more genuine. Teachers are asking students to explain their thinking, to
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talk about their ideas, to explain their reasoning. Other students are encouraged to participate

in the discourse and seem willing, even eager, to ask questions or share their observations. On

the other hand, the discourse of Teacher *2 seems to have grown even more like school math

over the year.

An examination of teacher journals over the year suggests a growing awareness of the

limitations of their questioning:

T-01: (Mar) I think I am trying to do more probing but that sometimes I miss
opportunities to do so. I have tried to increase the questions phrased "What
caused you to try that?", "what was in the problem that prompted you to do
that?", etc. .. I need to be more alert to students who don't respond a lot in class
and take advantage of their responses and questions to probe their thinking.

T*2: (Feb) I was asking lots of questions. But as I wrote down the questions it
seemed that almost none of them were probing student thinking. Rather, on many
of them I had a specific answer in mind.

T*3: (Nov) I think I probably become more directive if kids are off task or not
responding the way I want them too. I am willing to risk empowering the kids
with their own learning but I take back tha power, not really consciously,
whenever things don't coo my way. That is not truly empowering the kids and

believing that they can succeed, that they have ideas... If I really believe that
the kids are capable, I will stop reverting to teacher-directed every time I feel

insecure... I need to trust my kids more. They will learn. (Mar) This year I
have really struggled with the questioning. I tell myself I am going to ask better
questions, be less directive. At first I wasn't that aware of my questions but now
I cringe sometimes at the questions I ask, I'm asking more genuine questions

now, but not as many as I need to do.

Teachers 01 and 3 wrote extensively in their journals over the course of the year, looking

critically at their own practice and talking with colleagues and project staff about the nature of

their classroom discourse. Teacher*2, on the other hand, wrote little and seemed to be less

engaged in looking critically at his own practice. In addition, Teachers al and 3 often spent

class time helping students learn the behaviors that one might associate with inquiry math:

sharing ideas, explaining one's thinking, asking questions, and looking for multiple solutions.

Teacher *2 engaged students in these kind of discussions to a much lesser extent, and, one might

note, did not actually support these behaviors In his classroom.
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Case lesion

The shift from "school math" to "inquiry math" is a challenge to instruction. Even in

cases where teachers are working with curricular materials designed to reflect

recommendations contained in such documents as the NCTM Standards (1989), genuine

mathematical inquiry and discourse are problematic. Questions are not in themselves evidence

of inquiry. One happy observation is that the teachers are becoming more aware of the

problems surrounding their practice and some are making significant changes in their

questioning. A better understanding of how that change occurs is central to the reform

movement in mathematics education. Further discussions with teachers who are making those

changes, as well as with those who are not, cannot help but inform our efforts to help teachers

create an environment which supports genuine mathematical inquiry and discourse.
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CUTTING THROUGH CHAOS: A CASE STUDY IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Gary DAVIS: The Institute of Mathematics Education, La Trobe University, Melbourne

I detail a case study of problem solving in an advanced mathematical setting. The study shows clearly
the false starts and detours that occurred prior to a soiwion. It also shows the interactive catalytic
effect of a group in problem solving. The study is presented in part as a counter-example to the notion
that good problem solving abilities can be equated with the customation of domain specific rules. Such
automation is important and, in most cases, necessary: it is however far from sufficient.

INTRODUCTION In this article I detail the background to the solution of an elementary but
important result in dynamical systems. The technical solution of this problem will appear in the
American Mathematical Monthly (Banks et al, to appear). In what follows I have referred to the five
authors of the Banks et al article as "A, B. C, D, and E" in a random order. I will consider the attributes
of this group and its individual members that seemed to contribute to a successful solution to the
problem. I have presented an account that attempts to reconstruct a successful group attempt at
mathematical problem solving. The problem posed was novel for any person to whom it was posed.
This is because it was at the time not only an unsolved problem but, as far as we are aware, one that had
not even been previously posed because the connections it established were not suspected (a possible
exception is evidenced in the article by Peters and Pennings, 1991. in which they speculate on the
interdependence of the three conditions for chaos that we outline below).

The problem stems from a mathematical definition of chaos given by Devaney (1989). In order to
discuss the problem, and the steps to its solution, a modicum of notation and basic concepts from dy-
namical systems is necessary. In Devaney's book a dynamical system is determined by a continuous
function on a suitable topological space. In fact, in order to state the most important condition for chaos,
Devaney assumes that he has a continuous function defined on a metric space. This is a topological
space in which measurement is possible in very general terms, subject only to a few axioms, the most
important of which is the triangle inequality. These axioms say that when we have a method for assign-
ing to all pairs of points x, y from our space, a "distance" d(x,y), then the function d satisfies the fol-
lowing laws:

d(x.y) 0, with equality exactly when x=y

d(x.y) =d(y.x)

d(x.y) S d(x.z) d(z,y)

Probably the best known example is the metric d defined on the Euclidean plane by :

d(x.y) = q(a-c)2+(b-d)2, where x = (Lb) and y = (c,d).

A discrete dynamical system is then determined by a continuous function f on a metric space X. A
good example to bear in mind for all that follows is the case when X is the Euclidean plane consisting of
all pairs (a.b) where a, b are real numbers. d is the metric described above, and f is the function defined
by f((a.b)) = (lal-b+ La ). This very simple function has quite complicated dynamics in the plane.
Devaney (1983. 1988). These dynamics can be investigated empirically with a small computer and a
simple programming language (as simple as Basic, for example).

CONDITIONS FOR CHAOS There are three conditions that Devaney (1989) requires for chaos. I
will adumbrate these conditions in relation to the specific function f defined above.

The first condition is that f is transitive. In its simplest from this means that there is a point (a,b) for
which the orbit of (a.b) - that is the set of points (a,b), Rai)). f(f(a,b))) = f2(a,b), f(f2(a.b)) = f3(a.b),
and so on - passes arbitrarily close to any prescribed point of the plane. The example f that I described
above is not transitive in this sense. It is however transitive on the set X shown in black below.
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This set X. indicated in black. is invariant under f - that is, if (a.b) is a point in X then f(a.b) is also a
point in the region X - and f is transitive on this invariant set. It is not immediately obvious that f is
transitive on the set X shown. but in fact any point (a.b) in that set where a and b are irrational numbers
will have a dense orbit - that is. an orbit that passes arbitrarily close to any point of the invariant set.
Devaney (1984).

The second condition on the function f to define a chaotic dynamical system is that arbitrarily close
to any point there is a periodic point. A periodic point is one that eventually returns to itself, under the
action of the function, after a finite number of steps. For example the point (1,1) is a fixed point of the
function f above (since 1(1.1) = (1,1)), and the point (0.0) is periodic with period 6. Devaney (1989. p.
50) refers to the above condition -that is, density of periodic points - as "an element of regularity."

The final condition is widely thought of as the essential ingredient of chaos: the function f should
have "sensitive dependence on initial conditions". This means, roughly; that there is some constant K so
that if we take two distinct points x and y and iterate them under the function f sufficiently many times.
we will get points at least a distance K apart. It is this condition that says that in a chaotic dynamical
system small experimental errors are eventually magnified to large errors.Technically. the condition is
as follows: there is a constant K > 0 so that if x is any point and n is a positive integer then there is a

point y whose distance from x is ! or less, and an integer p so that the distance from fP(x) to fP(y) is K or

more.

This third condition, of sensitivity to initial conditions. is different from the other two conditions in
that it depends on the metric. and is not entirely a topological property. in the development of dynamical
systems this creates a difficulty. The difficulty is that the best notion of equivalence of dynamical
systems seems to be topological equivalence, and not the stronger notion of metric equivalence. The
reason is simply that attracting behaviours such as those shown below are commonly thought to de-
scribe part of the same dynamical behaviour: however such dynamical systems can, in general, only be
topologically equivalent, and not metrically equivalent.

SPECULATION ON A BASIC QUESTION A question arose in the mind or B whether chaos. as the
conjunction of Devaney's three conditions, is a topological property. If it were not this would be most
unfortunate, because it would say that chaos was a metric but not a topological property, so that a dyn-
amical system could be chaotic whilst another dynamical system essentially the same as it, from the
topological point of view, might not be chaotic. This is a basic consideration in all structural math-
ematics: to determine what sort of mappings preserve a given property. B gave a nice simple argument
to show that chaos is a topological property in the case that the underlying metric space X is compact
(that is. when every sequence in X has a convergent sub - sequence). This includes such important metric
spaces as closed intervals and closed discs: in general it includes all closed and bounded subsets of
Euclidean space. of any finite dimension. However in many examples of chaotic dynamical systems the
underlying metric space is not Luinpact. so the more general question remained open.
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FIRST STEPS TO A THEOREM As a result of Ws problem. A speculated that the metric property of
sensitivity to initial conditions might be a logical consequence of the other two properties for chaos.
This conjecture seemed surprising and somewhat naive to some other members of the chaos study group
when it was presented. A proved, via a remarkably short and transparent argument, that his conjecture
was correct in the special case when the space X is unbounded - that is when the set of distances d(x,y),
with x and y points of X, is an unbounded collection of real numbers. This is a sort of opposite case to
that when the space X is compact.

CONVICTION A's argument, presented at a seminar, stimulated D to give a general proof by reduc-
ing the bounded case to the unbounded case. This is an opposite procedure to what is a common trick in
analysis. so the idea came from a resonance with bounded-unbounded and seemed highly plausible, acc-
ompanied by a strong feeling of "I've seen this before." Consequently. 1) presented his proof to B. only
to realise that the proof worked in detail only for those bounded spaces in which the diameter of the
space is not achieved: spaces such as the open disc below, but not the closed disc, nor the half closed
disc.

An open. closed. and half-open disc, respectively. The points shown in the closed and half-open discs are

as far apart as the diameter of the disc. There ate no such points in the open disc.

However it now seemed highly likely to Band D that A's conjecture was indeed true, and that the
condition of not achieving the diameter of the space was a technical hitch that could be patched up.

A BREAKTHROUGH IDEA A day or so later C, in contemplating A's argument, presented the out-
line of an argument to show that the conjecture was true. at least in a fairly general and natural setting. I
present below the first sentence of C's statement because it shows the intuitive feel for being on the
right track that characterizes creative problem solving in mathematics. It also shows too how one makes
a leap of faith:

"In the following f:X X is continuous and X is some topological space with enough
properties to make everything work (a suivre 1"

What were the sufficient properties "to make everything work" and which were to (eventually)
follow!? C's idea, stemming form his work in differential geometry, was to show, by way of contradic-
tion, that if the first two conditions for chaos held in conjunction with the negation of the third
condition. then the period of any given periodic point would be forced to be arbitrarily long - a
contradictory situation. His idea was to base an argument on volume estimates, assuming that volume
could be measured in X in some way (for example. so that for each 5 > 0 the collection of balls Bb (x) =

{y I d(x.y) < S } had a measure that was bounded over x. the least upper bound for which tended to 0 as

S approached 0.)

CRITICAL SIMPLIFICATION Unfortunately it was not clear to which classes of metric spaces
with well-defined notions of volume this argument would apply: in other words, it was not clear how
general the argument would be. However it seemed then. and still does seem, a very potent idea that
shed considerable light on the question. Then E. in trying to understand C's written demonstration,
concluded by a most pertinent but elementary argument that we could dispense with any idea of volume
simply by interchanging the order of two operations. and we could simplify a technical pan of the
argument by an elementary but subtle use of the triangle inequality.

THE FINAL ARGUMENT The one catch was that Devaney (1989) actually had a somewhat more
general notion of transitivity. of which the dense orbit notion is an important specialisation. We had
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therefore, in writing down a version of the proof of the conjecture for publication, to make an ass-
umption that the metric space X had a special, but important. property (technically, it had to be a
separable Baire space). After submission of the article for publication we woi1zed individually, and as a
group, for some time to rid ourselves of this restriction. A seminar visitor pointed out to us that over any
metric space X there lived a separable Baire space to which a function on X could be lifted. This seemed
to offer the hope we were after when the grim news arrived that the editor of the American
Mathematical Monthly had rejected our article! The referee's remarks appear below. They are of
interest here for two reasons. First because these remarks, in part, stimulated A to find an even better
proof. Second. the referee's remarks indicate a genuine gap between a certain sort of applied
mathematics, where one may use words in a somewhat loose way, and what is commonly thought of as
"pure mathematics" where precise definitions are de rigour.

-The paper is a reasonable remark, which I believe is correct. I have read through the paper but not with a magnifying
glass, and I can more-or-less imagine a direct proof. The writing is fluent (both in the sense of fluency of language -
which shouldn't surprise us - and of fluency of exposition). I sin not aware of any published proof of the theorem. I

even suspect that It will be of interest to a number of Monthly readers.

So why am I unenthusiastic? I think it's the first two pages. which seem to put the wrong stress on (sic). The popular-

ity of Gleiek's book (and I hope soon Stewart's book) and the wonderfully evocative buzzword 'chaos" has inspired a
lot of armchair scientists, and in in particular it seems to be the 'in" thing to try to argue about the definition of the
buzzword, chaos. (Imagine trying it with 'art' or -democracy" or "truth" - you get chaos.) In order to make their
comment weighty, the authors spend two pages discussing the "definition" of 'chaos". I tend to yawn at such discus-

sions. but I also wonder at their reliance on Devaney's text for the authoritative statement of such a definition. What

do Collet Eckman or Mane say? if you're going to discuss the -usual" definition, point to more than one source for

it!

think, if it were pulled together a bit, the paper could be a perfectly reasonable note for the Monthly. The discussion
motivating the theorem should be shortened considerably, and I suspect the proof can he done withaut invoking con.

tradiction

I think you could reasonably either re time the paper or ask fora rewrite. I don't favor publication as is.'

Our paper had been deliberately written with the provocative title "What is Chaos?" We did this to
highlight what seemed to us to be a fact: namely that no one yet had apparently come up with a satisfac-
tory mathematical definition of chaos. This title, we concluded, had upset the referee, so we answered
the remarks by changing the title and attending to a few other minor matters. Some of us were puzzled
by what the referee referred to in the statement "the proof can be done without invokingcontradiction",
since logically, if not psychologically, a proof by contradiction is as direct as any other proof (simply
change the statement of the result). The referee was also operating in a different theatre to us: he was
apparently taking "chaos" as an intuitive undefined term in mathematics. This would be a revolutionary
idea indeed, so we preferred to stick with the usual mathematical practice of making precise mathemati-
cal definitions. The definition of Devaney (1989. p. 50) was, as far as we know, the only general
mathematical definition of chaos in print at that time, and we believed we had established an elementary
but important result that showed an appropriate definition of chaos was still not yet clear. That is, our
theorem was a mathematical criticism of Devaney's definition.

However A was moved, in part by the referee's remarks, to re-consider the entire proof and. using the
same circle of ideas, came up with a shorter, more direct, and compelling argument in which we could
use Devaney's more general condition of transitivity. The final argument had the compelling features of
technical simplicity and complete generality. We sent the revised paper to the (new) editor: and were
relieved to hear that it was accepted for publication.

REFLECTIONS ON THE PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

Group work. It would appear. even to a casual observer, that we understood the benefits of group
work. We also seem to understand how to implement group work in practice. Indeed surges of
excitement came in waves as we got deeper into the problem and the excitement of one member of the
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group spurred others on to better things. How did we cooperate - by writing, by talking, or both ? The
answer is, of course, both. Our habitual way of working is to let one member-of the group talk until we
have a serious criticism, a misunderstanding that needs clarification, or until the speaker dries up. This
speaking is not ordinary conversation: it is more like thinking aloud and is usually done at a blackboard
This talking is almost always done in a room other than the speakers' room. The reason is that the
speaker has an idea and an urge to talk about it. He goes looking for an audience, and so the talking
begins. The listening is never passive, and sometimes it can be difficult to talk easily, especially if the
ideas are only half-formed: at that stage the talker wants a critical but sympathetic audience.

When talking is temporarily done it is time for writing thoughts down carefully in a mathematical
format, and time for reflection - on ideas just conveyed or on new ideas forming. In practice we seem to
form most ideas alone, after much cogitation, or calculation, or both. This time is essentially time spent
in finding quality data pertinent to the problem and the arguments we have used, or intend to present.
But precious ideas need to be subjected to a searchlight of criticism, and that is where talking is essen-
tial, to us at least.

False leads There were three obvious false leads that were important in the problem solving process.
The first was the result that said the theorem is true for bounded metric spaces in which the diameter of
the space is not achieved. Although this did not appear anywhere in the final theorem, nor did the ideas
used there assume any importance later in the argument, this result on the way was a catalyst that
stimulated us to look for a proof of the main result, which a number of us now believed to be true. In
other words this subsidiary result, which we abandoned, gave us the feeling that we had to find a general
argument for a palpably true result. This is a situation that mathematician's delight in, because feelings
run strongly positively that success will soon follow.

The second false lead was the excursion into volume arguments. This involved a beautiful circle of
ideas that gave us great exultation at the time, but they rapidly became superseded by a very elementary
argument. based simply on on the triangle inequality. As irrelevant as the volume idea was to the final
proof it buoyed us up enormously, because we now felt that we had a deeper understanding of a reason
why our hoped-for theorem was true, and we had a water-tight proof for some important special cases.

The third false lead was the simplification of the transitivity condition to that of the important sub-
case of a dense orbit, and the necessary assumption that we were working in a separable Baire space.
For a long time we could not see how to weaken this condition, and it was, in part, the referee's
comments which stimulated us to reflect sufficiently to give a proof in which these restrictive conditions
were completely removed.

Whilst these three paths were eventually abandoned, they were each important in leading us to a
completely general, simple. proof.

Critical reflection Much of our time after the volume argument was spent critically examining our
assumptions, and the restrictions we had imposed in order to get a moderately general result. in this per-
iod many original, and some fantastic, ideas were dreamed up to try to remove all restrictions in the
statement of the theorem. All but two were abandoned as being without sufficient import. Only the sug-
gestion of our seminar visitor, alluded to above, and the final argument of A resolved the matter, the
latter most decisively.

Some individual reflections on critical steps in the problem solving process

I present below the re-collections of A, C, and D about the problem-solving process. The other
members of the group either could not recall how they came to the arguments they did, or were not
available for interview.

A: "My argument came out of B's question or whether topological equivalence was the appropriate
equivalence for chaotic dynamical systems, or whether the conjunction of Devaney's three conditions
was the appropriate notion. This was an obvious problem to answer - the whole notion of chaos in the
sense of Devaney depended on the answer. After B gave his proof for the compact case I was looking at
unbounded spaces as a sort of opposite to compact one. It was the result for the unbounded case that
made me conjecture the result was true in general. I think I was just basically trying to produce some
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simple-minded proof that the three conditions taken together were preserved by conjugacy. It just
popped out of that.

All the way through I'd been unhappy about the proof by contradiction. I didn't think it gave you
much intuitive insight into what was going on. I tried to go through the proof by contradiction and con-
vert it into a more direct proof. Arthur (a colleague) had said if you've got a fixed point then the map
stays near there for a while (thinking of flows). I thought : yes. but that doesn't give you a number. On
the other hand if you had two fixed points you'd be 0.K! So I wrote the argument for the special case of
two fixed points first.. I'd been investigating another matter related to periodic orbits. It occurred to me
then that if you set things up the right way you could get the orbits separating properly."

C: I'm not sure what started me off on volume -.I was trying to capture what was inherent in A's
argument. I remember it was an interesting problem. The book had been around for a long time and it
seemed that the other guys (A. B and D) might be right. My initial attitude was to find a counter-
example. There was something similar in my past, but I wasn't conscious of it at the time. In my PhD I
was looking at the problem of whether paracompact spaces are regular: the obvious argument didn't
work, but a more delicate analysis - refining the ideas - did. I was just trying to make A's argument
more subtle."

U. "When A gave his argument in a seminar he made what seemed to me to be a very strange assu-
mption: that the metric space was unbounded. This was the opposite sort of assumption to that normally
made in analysis. As he talked I immediately had the realisation that a standard trick of passing from un-
bounded to bounded metrics could be used in reverse. All I had to do was to check that the three condi-
tions for chaos passed from one case to the other. This 1 did very easily that evening. Unfortunately. B
pointed out to me next morning, when I presented my argument to him. that I got an unbounded metric
from a bounded one only when the diameter of the space was not achieved. Still, I had substantially
broadened the spaces to which A's conjecture applied, and I now believed it to be completely true."

Automation of domain-specific rules

Swelter (Swelter, Mawer and Ward, 1983: Owen and Sweller. 1989: and Sweller. 1990: see also
Lawson. 1990) has argued that, good mathematical problem solvers are good principally because they
have access to relevant schemas and they have automated domain specific rules. so reducing cognitive
load. My own view is that Sweller, like many psychologists who venture into a mathematical domain.
may not be talking about problem solving in the way in which mathematicians and the mathematics
education community in general understand problem solving. In one sense problem solving skills and
strategies are what apply when automation of domain specific skills no longer helps. However let us
look at what schema and domain specific skills may have helped in solving the problem reported here.
En route certain specific techniques were important. First there was the idea that the bounded case could
be related to the unbounded case via a specific trick in analysis. Then there was the idea of using
volume estimates. with which one of us was quite familiar, to get a reasonably general argument. Then
again there was a standard analytic technique of bounding a finite set of points away from another finite
set. It is eminently reasonable therefore to argue that knowledge of specific analytic techniques proved
very useful en route to a solution.

The results of this study are entirely in accord with Kilpatrick (1985). who said:

"Studies of expert problem solvers and computer simulation models have shown that the solution of a complex
problem requires ( I ) a rich store of organized knowledge about the content domain. (2) a set of procedures for
representing and transforming the problem, and (3) a control system to guide the selection of knowledge and
procedures It is easy to underestimate the deep knowledge of mathematics and extensive experience in solving
problems that underlie proficiency to mathematical problem solving. On the other hand it is easy to underestimate the

control processes used by experts to monitor and direct their problem -solving activity (pp. 74)

Our expzrience also supports the remarks of Thompson (1485) when he says:

-Several studies in cognitive psychology and mathematics education have also shown the importance of structure in

one's thinking in mathematical problem solving (p 195)

This is evidenced by the emphasis on such structural features as the distinction and connections be-
tween bounded and unbounded metric spaces, the role played by compact metric spaces, the role of
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volume in providing estimates on size, and the role of fixed points of continuous functions. The remark
of C. quoted above. also emphasized heavily a structural approach to the problem.

So there is a sense in which Sweller's argument cannot be easily dismissed by this example of
problem-solving at an advanced level. Indeed, in many respects it supports Sweller's thesis: knowledge

of a subject and ready recall of pertinent skills can be of great assistance in solving mathematical prob-
lems. In practice however the converse is most often encountered: without the ready recall of pertinent
skills the solution of genuine mathematical problems will usually be impossible. A terrible catch is: how

do we know beforehand what is pertinent, or useful?

The problem considered in this study had a particularly simple conceptual scheme: A & B C.

However this logical formulation of the problem was of no assistance in telling us why we should expect

the condition of ,sensitivity to initial conditions to be a logical consequence of the conditions of
transitivity and density of periodic points. What we needed were useful ideas .

When we, as teachers, set difficult or challenging mathematical problems for our students we think

we know what is pertinent. Davis' (1984) long term study suggest strongly that whilit for most students
we are right, for highly capable students we are wrong. Pertinehce is especially difficult to judge when
the problem is unsolved: that is, when, as far as we are aware, no one knows a solution. Browder and

MacLane (1978, p.) comment on pertinence, or usefulness:

-The potential usefulness of a mathematical concept or technique in helping to advance scientific understanding has

very little to do with what one can foresee before that concept or technique has appeared.... Concepts or techniques

are useful if they can be eventually put in a form which is simple and relatively easy to use in a variety of contexts.

We don't know what will be useful (or even essential) until we have used it. We can't rely upon the concepts and

techniques which have been applied in the past, unless we want to rule out the possibility of significant

innovanon."(My italics)

However this question of pertinence, or usefulness, is of critical importance. It is a variable that

needs to be considered deeply because it is at the heart of the process of creative problem-solving. Once
the usual ideas and domain-specific rules seem to be exhausted, how is it that successful problem-
solvers proceed? I believe they create. They create new ideas and concepts which they hope will be
useful in solving the problem. The processes of concept creation, and its dual of concept annihilation
due to the constraints of the problem and the critical comments of colleagues, is 1 believe, an example of

evolution in microcosm. This it seems to me, is where mathematics is born, ever new, and this. I

believe, is where we should concentrate our efforts on understanding the problem-solving process in

mathematics.

Finally, the problem we worked on was a universal problem: it was a problem for everyperson to

whom it was posed. The mathematics education literature has often had difficulty with the relative na-
ture of "problems" - for whom is a problem a problem? - and many of the examples elucidated in Silver
(1985). for example. are problems only for relative novices. I suggest that as aresearch community we

will learn more about the important creative processes involved in problem solving when we concen-

trate on student/group interaction with universal problems: those that are known not to have been solved

at a particular time. An example is the following:

A small boat has travelled 2 kilometres out to sea from a straight shore line. Fog descends. and visibility is almost

nil. There is no wind and no current. The people on the boat do not know in which direction the shore lies. They decide

to travel at constant speed to conserve fuel. What are the shortest path or paths they could take so an to be certain that

they will reach the shore? -

This was an unsolved problem at the time of writing (Croft et al . 1991,pp. 40-41). Such problems,
capable of being stated in elementary terms, are useful in that they largely dispensewith the notion of

utility or pertinence of an idea to a solution. since no one knows what will be pertinent.. The problem

poser - usually a mathematics teacher - cannot then occupy a position of knower in respect of a solution
to the problem. The advantage of such a situation is that it forces a teacher to judge proposed solutions

for appropriateness to the problem at hand and for inventiveness, rather than .scnninise them as
approximations to a "correct" solution. Since we don't know what will work we are obliged to take
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students ideas seriously and consider them carefully. I think by focusing on such problems we will learn
much about mathematical concept creation in individual brains, and much about teachers critical
faculties.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM-SOLVING ABILITIES:
ITS INFLUENCE ON CLASSROOM TEACHING

by
Linda J. DeGuire

California State University, Long Beach (U.S.A.)

Teachers' perceptions of the development of their own problem-solving abilities during a
course on problem solving seem to be reflected in their perceptions of their students'
development of problem-solving abilities. The data were collected during a 15-week
course on the teaching of problem solving and consisted primarily of journal entries of
reflections during the course. The subjects were all 6 students in the course (out of 18)
who were also teaching Aril time. The results are presented in groups of 3 subjects each in
which the subjects in each group were similar at the beginning of the course and during
the course in their conceptions of problem solving and levels of confidence, and reported
similar developments within their students in their own classrooms.

Within the literature on mathematical problem-solving, few studies have studied

the role of the classroom teacher in developing students' problem-solving abilities. Clark

and Peterson (1986), after extensive review of studies in the broader educational literature

on teacher thinking and decision making, concluded that teachers' theories and beliefs

provide a frame of reference for planning and interactive decisions which affect their

actions and effects in the classroom. Thompson (1985, 1988) reported a study in which

teachers' beliefs about problem solving were changed and the changes in some subjects

positively affected their abilities to teach problem solving. The purpose of the present

paper is to explore the possibility that teachers' perceptions of the development of their

own problem-solving abilities during a course on problem solving will be reflected in their

perceptions of their students' development of problem-solving abilities. The data were

drawn from a larger data set gathered to study the development of metacognition during

mathematical problem solving (DeGuire, 1987, 1991a, 1991b).

Method
The Course and Data Sources

The data were gathered throughout a semester-long course (one 3-hour session

per week for 15 weeks) on problem solving in mathematics. The course began with an

introductory phase, that is, 3 sessions devoted to an introduction to several problem-solv-

ing strategies. The course then progressed from fairly easy problem-solving experiences

to quite complex and rich problem-solving experiences, gradually introducing discussions
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of and experiences with the teaching of and through problem solving and the integration of

problem solving into one's approach to teaching. Throughout the course, subjects dis-

cussed and engaged in reflection and metacognition.

A variety of data sources were usedjournal entries, written problem solutions

with explicit "metacognitive reveries," optional videotapes of talking aloud while solving

problems, and general observation of the subjects. Subjects also wrote a journal entry

each week. The topics of the journal entries were chosen to encourage reflection upon

their own problem solving processes and their own development of confidence, strategies,

and metacognition during problem solving. Each subject chose a code name to use for

their journal entries. The code names of the 6 subjects for this paper were Apple, Euclid,

Galileo, Hobie, Simplicius, and Thales. The data for the present paper were taken primari-

ly from the journal entries, though their other sources of data were used secondarily.

Subjects
The subjects in the entire data set were 18 students, all inservice and preservice

teachers of mathematics, mostly on the middle-school level (grades 6-8, ages 11-14), but

with some teachers on the intermediate level (grades 4-6) and some on the secondary

level (grades 9-12). The subjects had chosen to take the course as part of degree pro-

grams in which they were involved.
The subjects for the present paper were all 6 students in the course who were also

teaching full time. Of this subset, 4 (Apple, Hobie, Simplicius, and Tha les) were teaching

on the middle-school level and 2 (Euclid and Galileo) were teaching on the secondary

level; all had substantial teaching experience, with 8 years being the minimum. Regarding

their mathematics backgrounds, 2 (Galileo and Simplicius) had completed Masters in

mathematics, 1 (Euclid) had completed an undergraduate major in mathematics, and 3

(Apple, Hobie, and Tha les) had completed enough mathematics to be certified to teach

mathematics in the middle grades (that is, about 7 courses on the college level, including

at least 1 course in calculus and perhaps one course beyond calculus). All came to the

course with some exposure to problem solving through inservice workshops varying in

length from 2 to 10 contact hours, sessions at professional meetings, or professional

reading; none had taken a problem solving course before. (Throughout this paper, direct

quotes are from the subjects' journal entries.)
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Results

Apple, Euclid, and Tha les
The stories of Apple, Euclid, and Thales begin similarly in that each felt some

apprehension about problem solving and a lack of confidence in their own problem-solv-

ing abilities. However, each also exhibited some growth in confidence quite early. Apple

expressed her apprehensions and budding confidence as follows:
When I first entered this class on problem solving, I was very apprehensive. . . .

Now that class has been in session for two weeks, some of my fears have been

alleviated.. . . I feel a certain excitement when I leave class, and my first inclination
is to hide somewhere and work on the problems. . .. With every new technique and

problem, my enthusiasm has increased.

Thales expressed feelings similar to Apple. "I consider my problem solving abilities to be

minimal but increasing. In the past, when confronted with a problem solving task. .

would] panic. . . . My frustration levels are decreasing somewhat." Euclid summarized

similar feelings in an interesting way. He said that "I felt somewhat that problem solving

had to be caught rather than taught...and I seemed to not catch it frequentlyi"

All 3 subjects also began the course with very limited conceptions of problems

and problem solving, conceptions that were rapidly expanded. In his very first journal

entry (the second week of class), Euclid explained his expanded conceptions as follows:
I'm not sure that I had the appropriate definition and understanding of the nature of
problem-solving at the beginning of class. . . . My horizons have already been
broadened and enriched from the distinction made between exercises and problem
solving and the practice that we have had in problem solving. . . . My prior percep-
tions of problem solving centered on the word problem experience.

Thales expressed a similar conception of problems before beginning the course.
My experiences with problem solving have been very similar to those discussed in
this class as a misconception. As a student, I can remember many occasions when
we were asked to solve a series of "problems" where the operations and proce-
dures wore evident. . . . I have had little experience solving actual "problems'.

Thales soon realized in the course that, if she saw an immediate solution to the task, then it

was not really a problem. Thus, her conception of problems had expanded. Apple initially

expressed a similar misconception of "problem" by describing problems as "textbook word

problems used to teach one basic particular skill; formulas with different arrangements of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division; geometry and algebra word problems."

As the course progressed, each of the three grew in confidence and enthusiasm in

their own problem-solving abilities. Apple chronicle her growth as follows:
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[ About a third of the way through the course:] I feel much more familiar with some of
the problem solving techniques. Also I don't feat "not finding the answer as much
as I have in the past. I concentrate more on my attack to the problem. [About half-
way through the course:] I am definitely more aware of the process going on in my
head. [Towards the end of the course:] I understand a lot more than I did before....
I feel much more qualified to solve a problem now than I did. [After the final exam:)
The answer that I'm about to write for that question (How confident are you now ?]
surprises me. Even one month earlier or possibly one week earlier, my answer
would have been different. After having worked with the final exam, I feel a lot more
confident. For some reason, ideas that I thought I had learned did not really
become whole until that exam.

Apple's growth chronicled above was mirrored in the changes in her problem solutions;

they became progressively richer in appropriate strategies and metacognitions and correct

solutions, as well as in alternative and generalized solutions. Thales' development of

confidence in her own problem-solving abilities is similar to Apple's but not as thoroughly

chronicled in her journal entries. Her change in emotional response moved from 'panic" at

the beginning of the course to "enjoyment". Her confidence also grew.
[About halfway through the course:) I think that during the last few weeks, my prob-
lem solving skills have improved. . .. This course is.. .making me a more confident
problem s...lver. [Towards the end of the course:) I'm sure that my problem solving
skills have increased over the last few months. However I'm still not an overly confi-
dent problem solver. There have been problems on each of the problem sets which
I found to be particularly frustrating. However at least now I don't panic when I read
the problem and a method for solving it isn't immediately obvious. [After the final
exam:) My first reaction upon seeing the exam was panic. . . However, as I began
to more carefully study the problems, I became more confident. . . . I enjoyed work-
ing on the problems which I selected.

Euclid admits to some confusion on certain aspects of the course (especially met:4cogni-

ton), a confusion that was not completely cleared up even at the end of the course.
[About halfway through the course:] I think I have become more aware of cognitive
processes since the beginning of the course. However, I am not sure that I really
understand yet...what I am trying to be really aware of. ... Some of the early prob-
lems seem quite simple now. (After the final exam:] I feel as though I am definitely
a better problem solver.... [Yet] I feel quite a bit of frustration.. .. I feel fairly com-
fortable with my success on the exam... . [Yet) I am still not as clear as I should be
about the distinctions between teaching problem solving, teaching a problem, and
teaching through problem solving.

His confusion was evident in his exam responses, both in his solution of problems (even

though he had a mathematics major in college) and in his essay responses to items such

as distinguishing teaching problem solving, teaching a problem, and teaching through

problem solving.
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By about a third of the way through the course, each of Apple, Euclid, and Thales

began to report attempts to introduce problem solving into their own classrooms. The

parallel of their perceptions of their students' success in and reactions to problem-solving

experiences and their reports of their own development (as above) are striking and are

even explicitly referred to by both Apple and Thales. Apple reported the following on her

attempts to introduce problem solving into her classroom:
[About a third of the way through the course:] One real effect that this course is hav-
ing is that my reaction to my students has changed. I'm far more concerned with
their attack on the problems than with their answers.... The students in my classes
are experiencing a change in their success rate in solving problems. . . . [About
two-thirds of the way through the course:] Lately, my students expect to be solving
problems as a regular part of the routine.... Some very positive results seem to be
happening. . . . I have to use different problems in different classes because the
students get excited and tell each other all about the problems. [At the end of the
course:] More than ever, I feel that I see a real difference in `understanding" as it is
applied to me personally and in "understanding" as the work is taught. ... I can see
my strategies and my attitudes (enthusiasm!) picked up by the students... . My stu-
dents have become very enthusiastic about problem solving. And successful too!

Thales admitted to mixed success in initial attempts to introduce her students to "real"

problem solving. Several of her comments (underlined below) consciously mirror her own

development:
[About a third of the way through the course :] I have used some of the problems we
have discussed in class with my seventh graders, with mixed results. . . . I'm sure
that they have mixed emotions about their abilities now, just as I often have about
mine. . . . it is not uncommon for many of my students to read the problem and
immediately say, "I don't understand!" I know that what they are really saying is that
they don't see an obvious solution and they're not sure where they should begin, a
panic that I certainly understand welt. [About halfway through the course:] At the
beginning of this course, j viewed emblem solving with some of the same wariness
pow see in my students.

Thales did not make further comments in her journal about the success or enthusiasm of

her students in problem-solving. Euclid did not comment in his journal on attempts to

introduce problem solving into his classes until about a third of the way through the course.
For years, the extent of my problem solving activities in the classroom involved word
problems. I have taught a plan to try to solve these problems. Most students seem
to have a great deal of trouble and difficulty with word problems. . . . I have consis-
tently thrown in to the classes some problem solving activities. I have found that
students enjoy them and gives [sic] a different pace to the classroom. However,
success rates are mixed.
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Euclid only very briefly included further journal references to his students' problem-solving

experiences. They seemed to indicate mixed success and many reservations about the

possibility of success for all students. Euclid's perception of his students' mixed success

mirrored his own mixed success in the course.

Galileo, Hobie, and Simplicius
Note: The stories of Galileo and Simplicius have been chronicled and their jour-

nal entries quoted extensively in at least two other places (DeGuire, 1991a, 1991b). Thus,

due to space limitations here, conclusions about these 2 subjects will be cited here but

supporting quotes will be limited. Hobie's story will be chronicled more thoroughly.

The stories of Galileo, Hobie, and Simplicius are also somewhat similar but quite

different from those of Apple, Euclid, and Thales. Unlike the earlier 3 subjects, Galileo,

Hobie, and Simplicius all began the course feeling quite confident about their own

problem-solving abilities and very enthusiastic about problem solving. Galileo and Simpli-

cius had extensive mathematics backgrounds and some previous problem-solving experi-

ence; they were both immediately very successful with the problems in the course. Their

confidence, enthusiasm, and richness of solutions and metacognitions grew throughout

the course. Hobie had the least mathematics background of all 6 subjects in this paper but

had had some previous experiences in problem solving in a mathematics methods course

the previous semester. She began the course feeling quite confident in problem solving

but soon realized the limitations of her knowledge. She also consistently recorded enjoy-

ment of the problem-solving experiences. She reported:
[At the beginning of the course:) I felt okay about problem solving before this class
or at least I thought I did. It is amazing what one can learn from just one class. I can
already tell that my problem solving strategies were somewhat weak. . (About a
third of the way through the course:) The more we get into the class, the more I re-
alize how little I really did know.... Before the class, I had pretty much confidence
in myself as a problem solver. After the first night, I had lost some of that. However,
as each class ends and as I solve more problems and read more articles my confi-
dence moves up a step again.... I am thoroughly enjoying these activities. [About
halfway through the course:] I find that writing the metacognitive reveries in solving
the problems has really helped me. . .to become a better problem solver. [Towards
the end of the course:] I know I have become better at problem solving, mostly be-
cause I can take a problem apart, and concentrate on the process. (After the final
exam:) I felt pretty good about the exam. It is amazing to me how sitting down and
working on something can be so rewarding. . . . I feel like my problem solving skills
have really improved.
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Though Hobie's problem solutions were never as mathematically rich as Galileo's and

Simplicius', they did exhibit mathematical richness in line with Hobie's more limited

mathematics background. All three subjects also began the course with conceptions of

"problem" and "problem solving" that were essentially congruent with the widely-accepted

meanings of the words.

Just as all 3 of these subjectsGalileo, Hobie, and Simpliciuswere consistently

confident and successful in their own problem solving, so their perceptions of their stu-

dents' confidence and success in problem-solving experiences was consistently positive.

Hobie had already begun to implement some of problem-solving experiences into her

classroom as a result of her experiences in the methods course the previous semester.

Even at the beginning of the course, she reported her students' excitement about problem

solving. Several of her journal entries make explicit statements (underlined) that con-

sciously reflect her own development:
[At the beginning of the course:] We have already gone over the problem solving
strategies and have used several of them. So far, my students As well as me are
very excited about it. [About a third of the way through the course:] I hope to
become so confident when the class is over that some of it will spill over to my
5tudenta.... So, far, I feel my students are really enjoying doing the problem solv-
ing, just as I am. [About halfway through the course:] Beginning this quarter, I am
going to begin having my students write down their metacognitive reveries. . . . I

think that this will really help them, just as it has me. [At the end of the course:] Not
only has this course helped me, but it is doing wonders for my classroom.

From the perceptions that Hobie reports in her journal, it would appear that her students

have become successful and enthusiastic problem solvers. Both Galileo and Simplicius

make explicit references to the influence of the course on their teaching, with Galileo

providing evidence of his students' development reflecting his own. In commenting on

implementing a problem-solving approach to teaching, Galileo observes, "This almost

becomes contagious to the student. I have noticed students beginning to imitate the very

same processes which I utilize in confronting problems." As Simplicius expressed in her

journal, "I feel that.. .my ability as a teacher has blossomed. I have definitely made more

effort to incorporate problem solving into the curriculum. . . . I feel that this course has

fundamentally changed my attitude toward teaching and what the focus of my teaching

should be."
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Conclusion
The parallels between the subject's development of problem-solving abilities,

confidence, and enthusiasm and their perceptions of their students' development of

problem-solving abilities, confidence, and enthusiasm is quite interesting. The present

conclusions have been u.. ;ad on self-report data. As with all self-report data, one must

assume that, to a certain extent, the subjects reported what they feel the researcher wants

to hear or read. Such data has many deficiencies and problems and is not here triangu-

lated with other data sources. The problems and issues with self-report data have been

discussed well in Brown (1987). It is unfortunate that it was not possible to follow these

teachers into their classrooms to obtain independent, observation data on what problem

solving they incorporated into their classrooms and how they did so. However, the data

seem to present an interesting hypothesis for further exploration, that is, that students'

development of problem-solving abilities, confidence, and enthusiasm will mirror their

teachers' development of these qualities.
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SELF-DIRECTED PROBLEM SOLVING:
IDEA PRODUCTION IN MATHEMATICS

M. Ann Dirkes
Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne

A study of productive thinking in elementary school and college students
suggests (a) longitudinal effects of current traditional teaching methods
on thinking habits and (b) the effects of self-directed strategies on
thinking. A program was designed to diversify thinking by helping
students produce ideas in a search for understanding; multiple formats,
and connection-making. Research supporting the program includes
stud! is on problem solving as a constructive enterprise, learning as a
generative process, thinking perspectives, and metacognition.

AUTONOMY

For Students to develop insight and transfer knowledge to new contexts, they

need to manage thinking consciously and stretch their own development. In this

sense they share the direction of thinking with teachers.

For me to construct ideas, I must be in charge of my own thinking.

For me to use my uniqueness to do your mathematics, I need
to monitor the learning strategies I use.

We know little about what students are able to do in this domain, especially

through a deliberate cultivation of self-directed thinking. The work has begun,

however. Notable examples of groundwork include the research of Feuerstein (1980)

on student generation of new knowledge, Schoenfeld (1985) on student beliefs and

Whimbey and Lochhead (1982) on collaborative problem solving that helps students

use what they know. From a different perspective, Vosniadou and Ortony (1991) bring

together diverse studies that reexamine the roles of analogical reasoning in learning

for children and adults. This work includes self-direction insofar as it treats individual

plans and goals, and thinking that students can initiate, e.g., the identification of

surface features as cues to underlying structures.

Before children are introduced to academic learning, they use a global
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approach to learning language and certain quantitative relationships. With a sense of

thinking autonomy during the early years (Kamii & De Clark, 1985), students engage in

spontaneous qualitative activity to gain enough understanding to connect symbols to

the world (Piaget, 1973). Although we do not expect young children to analyze

thinking. strategies, we do expect them to think in the ways that they are able. Children

in the second grade, for example, can learn to strengthen their beliefs about the

importance to conforming to the solution methods of others (Cobb et al, 1991).

Teachers giving informal reports describe children who create ideas freely and decide

consciously to use self-help aids instead of asking for help unnecessarily. These

teachers say that they emphasize self-help because they cannot know the precise

dimensions of thinking possible for every student at a given time.

Projecting self-direction to later stages of development, we might expect that

children and adults would select different learning strategies for themselves. Children

would choose to manipulate objects and interact with peers as aids to understanding

mathematics and adults would use an even larger array of thinking strategies,

including the manipulation of objects, drawing, and analysis represented by spatial

patterns and symbolic equations. Yet we know that in school students rely on very few

strategies, largely memory and speed that suppresses informal thinking (Resnick,

1989).

A LEARNING BASE

This study emanates from three integrated research directions: (a) problem

solving as a constructive enterprise (Steffe, 1990; Confrey, 1985), (b) thinking

perspectives (Greeno, 1989) and (c) self-direction or metacognition (Schoenfeld,

1987; Lester, 1985).

As problem solvers, individuals interpret mathematical content, context,

structure, and heuristics (Hatfield, 1984) and manage a repertoire of strategies to meet

challe.tges. Performance weighs heavily on accessing learned content (Silver, 1982)
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and on searching and elaborating extensively (Mayer, 1985). This generative process

is characteristic of learning (Wittrock, 1977; Dirkes, 1978) and of the.thinking that

students do to understand and solve problems. There is an expectation that students

will construct possible models of reality without allowing perceptions of predetermined

absolutes to restrict their thinking. (Glasersfeld, 1984).

According to Robert Davis (1984), the true nature of mathematics involves

processes that demand thought and creativity. Doing mathematics means confronting

vague situations and refining them to a sharper conceptualization; building complex

knowledge representation-structures in your own mind; criticizing these structures,

revising them and extending them; analyzing problem, employing heuristics, setting

subgoals and conducting searches in unlikely corners of your memory. If this is so,

students must assume an active role, one that they initiate and monitor.

Treating mathematics as an ill-structured discipline is a step toward both the

dispositional and cognitive changes required for the construction of meaning (Resnick,

1984). For students working in familiar situations, algorithms and heuristics fit neatly

into a structure. For unfamiliar and complex situations, however, students must not

only create a plan to help them organize data and select mathematical strategies

(Kulm, 1984), they also accept ambiguity, set aside time for problem solving, and find

connections among possibilities that they produce.

Choosing to think and claiming the authority to produce ideas are commitments

that rely on the development of metacognition, the awareness of mental functions and

executive decisions about when to use them (Flavell, 1979; Sternberg, 1984).

Metacognitive functions help students regulate (a) cognitive operations, e.g., recall,

infer, and compare; (b) strategies, e.g., draw and list possibilities; and (c)

metacognitive action to plan strategy, monitor it, and allocate time for thinking. These

functions supplement what teachers do, beginning with the regulation of thinking

unique to individuals.
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A STUDY AND A RESPONSE

SELF-DIRECTION IN MATHEMATICS (SDM) is a program designed to engage

students productively in active problem solving from elementary school through

college. Ten groups of college students enrolled in methods courses for teaching

mathematics experienced the entire program for a semester and ten groups of

students in grades two through seven participated in two or three sessions on idea

listing. Numerous one-on-one interactions with students in public schools were also

recorded for study.

Six components integrate the program.

1. MATHEMATICS Students construct meaning and problem solutions in

response to a wide range of challenges, and teachers use oral techniques

to prompt student connections. Current local and national recommendations

direct the choice of mathematical topics and instructional strategies.

2. ROUTINE AND SELF-DIRECTED THINKING Students monitor and regulate

thinking strategies and beliefs. They allocate time for thinking; produce

alternate interpretations; and make connections among ideas, drawings and

contexts.

3. IDEA LISTING Students produce ideas freely to tackle novelty and

complexity, to clarify concepts, and create problem solutions. Resources

include recall, observation, imagination and peer interaction. A checklist

guides their thinking into mathematical concerns and informal prompts

develop a climate for problem solving.

4. PROCEDURE For challenge problems students (a) list many ideas about

given facts; (b) restate questions to insure meaning; (c) list many ideas in

drawings, words and symbols that might lead to solutions; and (d) select

their best ideas. They solve given word problem and those in which they

add facts and a question. A modified version of this plan helps them
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respond to social situations and, when needed, divert their efforts to skill

development.

5. MATERIALS Diverse materials and technology stimulate thinking and

multiple representations.

6. ASSESSMENT Productive thinking described in Components 3 and 4

reach beyond most paper-and-pencil instruments to support self-directed

problem solving. Portfolios and two-stage tests show the development of

thinking strategies, dispositions, and mathematical knowledge.

An examination of many idea lists shows that students in elementary and

middle school can learn to access what they know and use ideas in new ways. With

appropriate strategies, college students begin to use self- uirection for thinking in

mathematical situations and for managing learning. At first, their lists generally do not

demonstrate more ideas or more quality ideas than younger students. Checklists that

cue mathematical concerns and other strategies, however, improve the quality of their

thinking and enlarge their perceptions of the nature of mathematics.

ATTITUDES AND THINKING POWER

The SDM program uses sell-direction because it is a term more familiar than

metacognition and also suggests specifically that students be the ones to examine and

regulate cognitive operations, strategies and metacognitive action. Monitoring their

own thinking, students decide when to probe long-term memory and when to combine

ideas into new inventions.

To optimize thinking that encompasses physical and social contexts as well as

personal beliefs and understanding about cognition (Greeno, 1989), students

construct concepts and solutions by connecting ideas within mathematics, other

disciplines and life outside the classroom. An active assimilation of ideas prepares

them to elaborate on what they know and develop representations that communicate

their knowledge and problem solutions to others. Implications extend to what students
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believe about mathematics and themselves.

SDM activities center on an autonomous production of ideas in a search for

new con scZions that develop concepts and solve word problems The word, idea,

suggests that students expect to produce possibilities for answers or for the direction of

Complex problem solutions. Whereas answers are to be correct, the immersion of

ideas into subject matter (Prawat, 1991) introduces problem solving that encourages

growth and revision. What is your idea, Susan? What else might be important? List

many possible ideas. What do you want to revise? The discourse created builds

understanding (Lampert, 1989). Where expectations for a uniform development of

meaning do not interfere, students take intellectual risks that reach beyond minimal

prescriptions and perceive that an extensive generation of ideas is as much a part of

school performance as the reproduction of definitions and algorithms.

Mathematical power comes with the direction of strategies. Students search for

understanding by producing alternate interpretations stating questions and

interpretations in their own words, and producing ideas as they reread to construct

meaning. They demonstrate a willingness to think by speaking extensively, drawing

and writing, and organizing ideas for future reference. Producing multiple ideas that

might be connected is a process that complements long-term recall and making sense

of mathematics. This is the kind of thinking students do outside of school.

When understanding is not forthcoming, a flexible production of ideas under

deferred judgment, alone and in groups, breaks down barriers and suggests

connections. Producing prior knowledge and new inventions, students unify their

consciousness of facts, questions, and solution. Self-direction and understanding

reinforce positive attitudes toward thinking so that they face novelty and complexity

with a sense that I can think and I always know how to begin.
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PROJECT DELTA: TEACHER CHANGE IN SECONDARY CLASSROOMS

Barbaml.Shiushratx
University of Hawaii - Mama

This project investigates reacher change in intermediate and secondary classrooms. Using methodology

consisting of interviews and observations, movement to a process teaching model is documented. Data
have revealed that teachers can make behavioral changes but the richness of those changes is related to the

match between teacher philosophical structures and the teaching approach. Additionally, materials
supporting both the philosophy and specific pedagogical actions is an important contributing factor in the

change process.

Project DELTA (Determining the Evolution of the Learning and the Teaching ofAlgebra) is a research

program investigating teacher change. The project focuses on teachers at the intermediate and high school level as

they implement curricular materials and an associated teaching style. These materials were developed by the Hawai

Algebra Learning Project (HALP) (NSF grant MDR-8470273) and incorporate a process approach to teaching.

Background and Premises

With recommendations that teaching ove from a traditional or lecture approach to one with more student

involvement, many descriptors such as process teaching, inquiry-based approach or problem-solving instruction

have been tossed about, each with specific characteristics. Since mathematics educators,practitioners and

researchers alike, do not agree on what secondary classrooms would specifically took like using nontraditional

instructional methods, DELTA first sought to identify characteristics of process teaching to easecommunications

and to establish specific areas that are different from traditional instruction. These areas would then be associated

with those most related to teacher change. This preliminary work was conducted in classrooms using the HALP

curriculum (Algebra 1: A Process Approach, Rachlin. Wada. and Matsumoto. 1992) as a means of assuring

consonance between the process teaching method and materials supporting that method.

The HALP materials are intended to be a complete Algebra I curriculum forintermediate or high school

grades. They were developed through a seven-year intensive classroom-based research program conducted with

ninth-grade students. Curriculum developers served as classroom teachers and piloted draft materials in their

classes. After each class, individual students were interviewed on a regular basis to "think-aloud" as they solved

problems that would appear in the next lesson's problem set. Theseproblem sets were constructed to model

Krutetskiian problem-solving processes (Krutetskii. 1976). Combining these problem sets with a Vygotskian

perspective on learning (Vygotsky, 1978). the HALP created an algebra curriculum that included materials and an

intertwined teaching approach (process teaching)
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In past curriculum projects, teachers have been afforded little or no implementation support. Because this

curriculum presents algebra content in a different way and is based on a nontraditional teaching style, a 45-hour

workshop was designed to help teachers use the curriculum. While it is required for those planning to use the

curriculum, other teachers may also enroll.

During the workshop, participants read current articles about algebra, problem solving, and teaching.

Homework assignments from the text are given to involve participants in thinking about algebra through a

problem-solving context rather than an algorithmic one. Participants experience the problem-solving processes of

generalization, flexibility, and reversibility by solving problems that exemplify each process. Most importantly.

videos of individual high school students with varying abilities and of secondary classrooms are shown to

stimulate participants to question their beliefs about algebra and its instruction. Even though instructors model

process teaching through the workshop pedagogy, no explicit teaching methods are given to participants.

Methodology and Results

The methodology was designed in three phases. Phase one focussed on ascertaining charactenstics of

process teaching and instrumentation. Phase two's purpose was pilot testing and phase three is currently

concerned with study redesign.

Phase One: Process Teaching Characterization and Instrumentation

Methodology of phase one. A member of the HALP team was chosen for pilot classroom

observations. Her ninth grade, heterogeneous class was observed bi-weekly in consecutive three-day periods for

two months. Scripted field notes and audiotapes were used to record class proceedings. The relatively set pattern

of instruction and lesson format in traditional classes did not hold for process classes; they were much more

complex. Even with audiotaping it was difficult to script everything that was occurring. An observation coding

instrument (OCl) was constructed to ease data collection.

Its construction first required characterizing process teaching based on the pilot observations. The feature-

of process teaching could be divided into quantitative and qualitative aspects. The quantitative features included

time and frequency. The amount of time spent on the lesson segments of content development. seatwork. and

management was particularly relevant. These three lesson segments appeared to be dramatically different from

traditional lessons in that a much larger portion of the class period (42 minutes of 45 minute periods) is spent on

content development and negligible time on seatwork.
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Frequency collection documented the number of factual (ie.. what is 3.x + 2x ?), process (ie., is the

answer unique and how do you know that?), and managerial (did everyone turn in a paper?) questions asked and

answered by teacher and students. In traditional classes questions tend to be factual but in the process classes.

process questions are more frequent. The person responding to questions was also different. In process classes

students tend to respond more often than the teacher due to the active student participation.

It is not, however, just measurable aspects: the quality of responses and of content discourse is even more

important. The OCI was constructed to allow for this documentation. Actual dialogue could be captured during

observation periods or reconstructed with audiotapes of those sessions. Particular attention is given to the

dialogues of each problem discussed during the lesson because the mathematical content that evolves in the

dialogue comes from students and is, therefore, reliant upon the teaching method that allows for and encourages

student input. This mathematical content could not be neglected since it affects, and is affected by, the teaching

approach. The descriptions of developing algebraic ideas enhanced snapshots of the classrooms in the way in

which students discussed particular ideas. For example, in one lesson, generalizations now carried the student's

name that "discovered" it. These development ideas suggested richer views of the classroom culture and of the

construction of mathematical knowledge.

While teacher and classroom behaviors are certainly one way to document changes, all teachers

confronting change may not demonstrate it through their teaching behaviors. Based on previous work (Grouws.

Good. & Dougherty. 1990), a semi-structured interview was considered to ascertain attitudes and beliefs about

mathematics, algebra, their instruction, and individual and school demographics. The protocol questions clustered

about four main research areas: (1) teacher views of algebra and mathematics, (2) teaching strategies and/or style.

(3) student aspects including teacher expectations, and (4) enhancements to the change process.

Results of phase one. Preliminary data were analyzed with particular attention to characterizing

process teaching and validating the appropriateness of the instruments. Important features of process teaching

included: (I) class periods devoted to active discussion of mathematics, (2) "teacher talk" kept to a minimum. (31

questions from teacher and students were more related to "why" than to "how", (4) students assumed leadership

roles in the learning process, and (5) mathematical content developed from a concept level to skill.

The instruments were modified slightly after initial data analysis. The methodology was reviewed by an

external consultant and was determined to be appropnate for this stage of the study.
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Phase Two: Pilot Testing

Methodology of phase two. Phase two began with an HALP workshop offered in Honolulu,

Hawaii. Teachers from across the United States were enrolled and those that indicated they were using the HALP

materials in the next school year were asked to participate in the study. Six teachers volunteered and represented

intermediate and high school grade levels, varying class types (ie.. high ability, heterogeneous, and accelerated).

and a range of reaching experience (3 to 18 years).

At the beginning of the school year (October) each teacher was interviewed with the protocol. Their

responses were audiotaped and transcribed for later data analyses. At the same time their Algebra I classes were

observed using the OCI. Classes were observed again in December and March. The last observation period also

included administering the interview protocol again.

Results of phase two. Data analyses using Hyperqual showed interesting patterns within and across

teachers. When both data sets were analyzed, teacher beliefs and teaching actions did not necessarily match. Then

were three cases: (I) beliefs were more traditional and teaching was process oriented. (2) beliefs were process

oriented and teaching was more traditional, and (3) beliefs and teaching were process oriented. There were also

noticeable differences in the ease in which teachers adapted to process teaching and the depth to which they were

able to implement it in the classroom. These findings motivated a look beyond teacher beliefs and actions after the

workshop.

Phase Three: Study Redesign

Methodology of phase three. Data collection design was restructured to allow for captunng

information about teachers prior to any workshop intervention. Two sites where workshops would be held in the

summer were selected. Teachers preenrolled in the workshop in those locations were contacted. Thirteen teacher

from a Midwest city and five from an Eastern site agreed to be involved in the study.

A graduate student from the University of Missouri worked with this phase in the Midwest as part of her

dissertation. At the beginning this phase, she carne to University of Hawaii where we viewed classrooms and

videotapes of classrooms to establish observer reliability (.92). In May of the, spring semester prior v, the

workshop, sample teachers were visited. Their Algebra classes (or another class if they were not teaching Algebra

were observed over three consecutive days. These observations were anticipated to involve classes taught in a

traditional manner and required the OCI be altered slightly to accommodate both traditional and process instruction.
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Also, an interview protocol that had been adapted from phase two was administered during these pre-workshop

observations. The pre-workshop interview protocol was to be used prior to any workshop intervention so that

questions related to how teachers were implementing workshop ideas were not asked.

Phase three also involved the workshop itself. Since explicit implementation strategies are not given in the

workshop, we wanted to determine if workshop instructors were teaching in a way similar to what was expected o

teachers after the workshop. The graduate student observed and audiotaped the Midwest workshop, including

interviewing the instructors with the pre-workshop interview protocol.

The school year following the workshop, project teachers were observed in November and March for

consecutive three-day periods in Algebra and other mathematics classes as available. The postworkshop interview

protocol was also administered in March. This protocol was identical to the pre-workshop form with the inclusion

of questions related to the workshop and to the implementation of the workshop ideas or materials.

Results of phase three. Analyses of data sets from both sites are currently being conducted but

preliminary analysis on data from the Eastern site is available. Pre-workshop observations documented that all but

one of the sample teachers taught in a traditional manner. At the Eastern site the amount of time spent on content

development averaged 3.5 minutes in a 45-minute period and the average time spent on seatwork (starting the next

day's homework) was 24 minutes. Student talk time to the whole class and studentstudent interaction was

negligible. Questions involved students telling the teacher what "to do next." That is, students would give a step

in the problem or answer a factual question such as "what is three times 21?" The mathematical content was

introduced at the skill level and received developmental attention for one class period and again on the next day

when homework answers were given.

Pre-workshop interview responses also indicated traditional views about mathematics, algebra, and their

instruction. Teacher responses emphasized skill aspects with reference to rules, procedures, and application of

those in appropriate ways. Expectations for the students except for one teacher focussed on the retentionof skills.

Problem solving was a separate topic included in the lesson as determined by the textbook's presentation of word

problems.

One teacher, even though she discussed mathematics and algebra in a procedural manner, taught in a

slightly different way than the others. She engaged the students in active discussion of topics and made an effort tc

connect the new material with something that students had previously done in class. Questions emphasized studeni
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reasoning and alternative ways of approaching a problem. The classroom atmosphere was student-centered in diat

student ideas were regarded with respect by the teacher and other students.

Postworkshop observation data indicate varying levels of implementation of workshop aspects. Two of

the project teachers are using the HALP materials. In one Algebra classroom, there was use of certain questions

such as "did anyone do it a different way" or "is the answer unique." There was, however. a lack of depth in

natural questions that arose from mathematical discourse. Students and teacher were discussing content, led

predominantly by the teacher. While these instructional strategies do not precisely fit the process teaching model.

there was a definite movement from the traditional style used prior to the workshop, albeit superficial. Her

responses to interview questions related to belief structures were less rigid than comparable pre-workshop

comments.

In the other teactiefs classroom, her teaching style was more open than before the workshop. Previously

she had encouraged student interaction under her direction but now students assumed more leadership in initiating

questions and responses. She allowed the mathematical content to develop over longer time through the

exploration of techniques and strategies in the developmental stage of new concept formation. Using prior

knowledge to solve problems was encouraged. Her interview responses indicated movement to the creative

aspects of mathematics and algebra.

Postworkshop observations of teachers in classes not using the HALP materials such as general

mathematics or geometry are not consistent with the HALP classes. There is a tendency for all teachers to teach

more traditionally, especially those that are not concurrently teaching any HALP classes. Teacher rationales vary:

for some, they feel their students in those classes are different from those in the HALP classes. This is especially

true for those teaching where students are tracked. Others commented that it is too time consuming and too

difficult to change existing materials to fit a problem - solving approach to instruction. Restructuring homework

assignments so that development over time can occur and students are exposed to new ideas through problem

solving requires an expertise teachers felt they did not have,

Discussion of Results

All data have not been analyzed, but the results from the second and third phases of the project suggest

some interesting ideas about teacher change. The superficiality of changes in teaching strategies, while not an ideal

application of the process teaching model, appears to be an important link in substantial changes. Using Hall,
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strategies while struggling with problem of classroom management related to implementation). However, there is

more to change than the physical implementation of strategies. Teachers must also cope with the philosophy that

underlies the specific teaching strategies. The crux of process teaching lies with students as they construct

meaningful ideas about mathematics and teachers incorporating those ideas into the lesson. The use of student

ideas that may be different from what has been accepted as conventional or traditional algebra content appears to be

the most difficult aspect of implementing process teaching. The unpredictability for teachers not knowing what

direction the lesson is heading challenges them to be flexible enough to recognize mathematical ideas used in

creative ways. And, the worth of student ideas or their mathematical validity is almost inconceivable for those

teachers who have constructed their own mathematical knowledge in a rigid fashion, especially as the amount of

time increases since their workshop exposure.

Teachers are capable of using questions that are consistent from lesson to lesson such as "did anyone do

the problem a different way?" but struggle with creating questions when mathematical opportunities present

themselves in the lesson. l-IALP teacher materials have attempted to suggest appropriate questions but again.

student experiences vary and often novel ideas appear in discussions. Some teachers have commented that their

inability to perceive patterns quickly or to note subtle references to other mathematical ideas may account for

difficulties in asking higherlevel questions so they resort to factual ones.

The comfortableness teachers feel with the mathematics they are teaching is also another consideration.

For example, in one classroom, students suggested that it may be possible to have three axes when graphing

instead of two. The teacher ignored that suggestion because, as she indicated later, she was unfamiliar with three-

dimensional graphing and could not think of how to pursue their ideas since she could not discuss it. Additionally

if the teacher's mathematical knowledge is limited, it is difficult to assess the validity of student arguments. Rather

than cope with that, some teachers opt to force the discussion in the way they feel most comfortable to handle.

This may create an ambivalent classroom setting; at one time it is appropriate for students to guide the discussion

and other times it is very directed by the teacher.

This ambivalence also occurs when teachers only implement the strategies and do not change other

classroom aspects that support those strategies. The most common occurrence is to have student evaluation based

wholly on tests and quizzes while ignoring other means. On the one hand, student discussion is encouraged. but r
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ignored in the evaluation process. This slows student adaptation to a different classroom environment and

frustrates the teacher when students do not respond as they had expected.

Our study supports the obvious: if teacher beliefs are similar to the philosophy of a new curriculum, it is

easier to implement change. But what about the teachers whose philosophy is diametrically opposed with that of a

new curriculum? The day-to-day coping with the classroom forces a mechanistic application of strategies while

teachers begin to bridge the chasm between the curriculum and their own beliefs. To a casual observer it would

appear that implementation was well underway but closer inspection indicates a superficiality that may precede a

return to previous teaching methods or movement toward a closer match with the process teaching model.

Three factors seem to influence the perseverance to move to a richer application of process teaching. Most

important is the use of materials that support the instructional approach. More than ever, we are aware that

pedagogy and content must be tightly intertwined. Secondly, a philosophical shift to match the teaching approach

must occur. Finally, an integration of classroom practices into a global entity rather than isolated segments such as

instruction r'iclevaluation provides a cohesive environment that allows students to change and adapt to the

classroom environment as teachers change.

Workshop data have not been fully analyzed at this point. However, aspects of the workshop will be tied

to teaching actions and philosophical issues documented in postworkshop data collection. It is hoped that through

this data analyses, workshop features can be modified to encourage greater success in the implementation stage.
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REASONING AND REPRESENTATION IN FIRST YEAR

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

Laurie D. Edwards

University of California at Santa Cruz

Ten first year high school students were asked to judge simple statements
about combining odd and even numbers at true or false. They were also asked to
give justifications or explanations for their decisions. All of the students initially
reasoned purely inductively, appealing to specific cases and justifying their
answers with additional examples when presses. However, three students went
beyond this empirical reasoning and created idiosyncratic, personal arguments for
their decisions. None of the students used algebraic notation in any of their
reasoning. Two of the students used a visual representation of odds and evens in
making their arguments.

Introduction

Generalization, and testing the limits of generalization through proof, may be said to be at the heart

of mathematics. An acknowledgement of the importance of this kind of thinking in the mathematics

curriculum can be found in the Curriculum , .4 Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, published

recently in the United States by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1989). In the

Standards, mathematical reasoning is set forth as a goal for all students of mathematics, at all ages and

levels. This term. "mathematical reasoning" is defined to include a range of capabilities. According to the

Standards, students should be able to:

" recognize and apply deductive and inductive reasoning;

understand and apply reasoning processes.with special attention to spatial reasoning...

make and evaluate mathematical conjectures and arguments;

formulate counterexamples;

formulate logical arguments;

judge the validity of arguments ..."

(NCTM. 1989, p. 81 and 143)
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These skills have often been addressed only in geometry classes, in the context of carrying out formal,

two-column proof on triangles,Circles and other figures. Yet it has long been acknowledged that the

teaching of proof in such classes is often unsuccessful, and may lead to shallow, syntactic knowledge

rather than deep understandings of the mathematics involved (Schoenfeld, 1988; Hanna, 1983).

The study described here was concerned with mathematical reasoning and explanation outside of,

and prior to, formal instruction in a geometry class. Instead, the focus was on the reasoning skills of ten

first-year high school students, who were volunteers in a project on the use of computer:based

microworlds for mathematics. In order to understand some of the difficulties involved in learning and

teaching proof, it may be useful to look at the cognitive precursors to formal proof; that is, the kind of

informal explanations that students offer when confronted with mathematical patterns or regularities. Such

an approach, which takes a constructivist or genetic stance toward the development of students' reasoning

abilities, may clarify difficulties and suggest instructional strategies for assisting students in learning this

specialized kind of thinking.

Objectives of the Research

The results reported here were gathered as part of a study of high school students' interactions with

a computer microworld for transformation geometry (Edwards, 1990; 1991). The objectives of the

research project as a whole were to investigate the kind of reasoning which high school students applied to

situations involving composition of reflections, a task which had been previously investigated with

middle-school students (Edwards, 1988). This task was determined to be useful in eliciting students'

strategies for discovering and testing hypotheses, using the computer microworld, and for engaging in

mathematical generalization (for a report of research addressing similar questions. using a different

computer environment, the Geometric Supposes, see Chazan, 1990).

One of the research questions was whether the opportunity to use a computer microworld to

generate and test hypotheses and conjectures would improve the students' abilities to reason

mathematically. In order to test this, a simple task-based interview was carried out before and after the

students' experience with the microworld. The objective of the interview was to discover the kind of
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reasoning the students already employed, in a domain unrelated totransformation geometry. If there was a

change in this reasoning at the conclusion of the study, then it could be argued that the micmworld was

effective in helping the students to learn how to reason mathematically.

Methodology

The students who participated in the study were 10 first year algebra students, ages 14-15,.

including four girls and six boys. The students worked, in a small research lab at the university for a

period of 5 weeks. During the first and last session, the students were interviewed individually using the

task described below; for the remaining sessions, they worked in pairs with the microworld (written in

Boxer).

The task used to assess the students' reasoning consisted of a set of statements printed on cards of

the form:

"Odd plus odd makes even"

The students were asked to decide whether the statement was true or false, and then to tell the investigator

why they made their decision. A foal card was presented, showing the following pattern:

1+3=4

1+3+5=9

For this card, the students were asked to add two more lines which showed the same pattern, and to

explain the pattern.

The sessions were video- and audio-taped, and transcribed. A full analysis of the protocols is still

underway, but the initial analysis, which showed some surprising and intriguing results, will be presented

here.
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Results

The pretest consisted of the following statements, two of which are true and one false:

"Even x odd makes even"

"Odd + odd makes odd"

"Even + even makes even"

The post-test consisted of the following statements:

"Odd + even makes odd"

"Even x odd makes odd"

"Odd x odd makes odd"

One unexpected outcome was that a few students (3 or 4) had some difficulty in establishing the truth or

falsity of the first statement. This seemed to be attributable to two factors: first, many students answered

very quickly, apparently without much thought. When they were asked, "Are you sure?" they quickly

self-corrected. The other source of error on the first item, "even x odd makes even" was to interpret 'even

times odd makes odd" as a misapplication of the "rule' for positive and negative numbers: 'positive times

negative makes negative." For example, one student, when asked for a justification, stated:

NR: A positive and a positive makes a positive and a negative and a negative makes

a positive, uh, something like that, I don't know...

It turned out that the students had recently been studying positives and negatives in class, and that

this "rule" was salient in their memories. This evidently interfered with their interpretation of the "odd and

even" questions.

This result in itself was interesting, in that it indicated the syntactic nature of these students'

learning in mathematics - while they might have remembered the form of a rule, they did not pay attention

to its meaning. Nor did tey attend to the meaning of the items presented in the pretest. Instead, they

seemed to make a cognitive mapping, associating "even" with "positive" and "odd" with "negative," and

then applying a rule they had recently memorized.
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The experimenter modified the introduction to the pretest after this error appeared in the first two

subjects. The interview was started with the statement. "These questions are about odd and even

numbers. What are some odd numbers? What are some even numbers ?' Thisprompt was effective in

orienting the students to the question at hand, and the "positive/negative' errorwas thereafter not repeated.

A more significant pattern of responses was found in the students' explanations, provided after

they had correctly decided whether a particular statement was true or was false. It was expected that at

least some of the students, after a year of algebra, would use their algebraic knowledge in simple proofs

for the statements which they stated were true. For example, when asked why 'Odd plus odd makes

even," it was anticipated that some students would present a proof such as the following:

'Odd numbers can be written as 2n +1

(2n+1) + (2n+1) = 4n+2 = 2(n+1)

2(n +1) is divisible by 2 and therefore even."

None of the 10 students offered an algebraic proof of this kind. In fact, all of the students initially

offered a purely inductive or empirical rationale for their decisions. When asked why a statement was

false, they would offer a counterexample. When asked why a statement was true, they would reply with

statements to the effect of, 1 tried it, and it works."

When pressed to justify their answers, most of the students simply tried more cases. For example,

the following dialogue took place after the first item had been answered correctly:

JG: ...um, so even times odd makes even.

LE: Is there anything else you want to say or add about that,

or any way you could explain or prove to somebody that it was true?

JG: The only thing that I could do is just try a few...

In total. 7 out of the 10 students reasoned in a way which could be described as purely inductive or

empirical.
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Beyond empiricism, before formal proof

The three students who offered explanations which went beyond simple induction did not use

algebraic notation or appear to be using specific knowledge gained in their algebra class. Instead, each

offered an idiosyncratic argument, which in two cases was based on a change in representation of the

problem.

In one case, the student, CM, answered all of the questions quickly and accurately, working out

examples mentally and only writing down the specific numbers he tried when asked to by the investigator.

When pressed to give a reason or explanation for the fact that "Odd + odd makes odd" is false, CM offered

an explanation based on sketches of tick marks corresponding to odd and even numbers, as indicated in

Figure 1.

Figure 1: CM's sketchlexplanation

CM explained that odd numbers always had one "left over", and showed with his sketch that when

two odd numbers were combined, the 'left oven" made up pairs, so that the sumwould be even (a set of

pairs).

This visual and verbal explanation indicated that CM was willing to go beyond empirical

justification. and actually look at the structure of even and odd numbers in order to generate a valid

argument for his decision. He used a similar argument for a number of the other items in the test.
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In the second case. the student also used a visual representation to support her reasoning. She

created a number line, and used a similar argument as that made by CM, involving 'jumps* with gaps of

two, or gaps of two and one more.

The final case involved a somewhat more complicated verbal argument, presented tojustify the

statement "Even + even makes even." In this argument, the student noted that all two-digit even numbers

end in 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8, and since the sum of any pair of these single digit numbers is even, then the sum of

any pair of even numbers must be even. This student did not presentanything like this argument on any

of the other items, instead appealing only to examples.

Conclusions

Hanna has pointed out the importance ofdifferentiating between 'proofs that prove" and 'proofs

that explain" (Hanna, 1989). Before students are taught to prove, they can be provided with the

opportunity to engage in less formal mathematical reasoning, by being asked to explain Simple

mathematical regularities. A well-noted difficulty encountered in this area is for students to see the need to

go beyond empirical or inductive reasoning at all (Chazan, 1990).

The study described above suggests that some
students at the beginning of high school, even

without instruction in formal proof, will go beyond empirical reasoning and offer informal proofs or

explanations of their findings. The results reported here are extremely limited in scope,and in fact, plans

for the next phase of research are to extend the study both in duration (a school year) and population (two

first year high school classes) in order to more fully investigate reasoning among students of this age.

However, the results are consistent with previous findings for British students, working with a written test

(Bell, 1976). It is interesting that for twoof the students in this study, coming up with an explanation

involved a change in representation of the problem. Each student "translated' the problem into a visual

form in order to build his or her argument. This may have helped them to see better the structure of the

mathematics underlying the simple regularities involved in combining odd and even numbers. In this

sense, these were "proofs that explain," or at least, held explanatory power for the students concerned. In

future research, the cognitive territory which comes before formal proof will continue to be explored, in
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order to provide a better understanding of how more sophisticated and powerful kinds of mathematical

reasoning might be learned by students in secondary school.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING IN GEOMETRICAL SETTING: INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN FIGURE AND STRATEGY

Pier Luigi Ferrari

Dipartimento di Matematica - Universita di Genova

Summary

The analysis of the role of figure may explain some differences in problem-solving betweenthe

arithmetical and the geometrical setting. The aim of the study 1 am reporting is to begin an analysis

of the interactions between figure and strategy in the resolution of problems in geometrical setting,

with particular regard to problems related to the notions of area and perimeter of plane surfaces.

The analysis of the protocols suggeststhat the perception of the figure as an object, autonomous

from the graphic constructions performed, is achieved after a difficult and contradictory process. It

suggests also that the ability at mentally trasforming figures may help pupils in planning and

describing complex strategies in geometrical setting, since a figure may embody part of a complex

procedure and thus contract its temporal dimension. It is also pointed out that a procedure may be

grounded in a particular time without necessarily losing its generality.

(.INTRODUCTION

1.1. Object of the research
In Bondesan and Ferrari (1991) some data are given that seem to stress the role of the figure in the

resolution of problems in geometrical setting. In fact, it is reported that in geometrical problems children

are more willing to search for alternative strategies and a larger amount of pupils who do not master

verbal language in order to organize their reasoning can build effective strategies; moreover, the

comparison of strategies, carried out in the classroom, gives rise to the diffusion of the ability at planning

(or, at least, performing) complex strategies and the increase of the numberof strategies produced for

each problem. It is argued that the figure is crucial on account of its heuristic role in the search for a

strategy, as pupils may 'manipulate' it (cutting, superposing, measuring, ...) by means of suitable

representations. Moreover, it allows pupils to effectively represent the problem-situation (as far as it

allows them to simultaneously perceive multiple relationships) as well as the resolution procedures (as far

as it may embody the sketch or the record of a procedure). This seem to fit very well with learning

processes based on verbal interactions among pupils.

The goal of the study I am reporting is to proceed deeper in the explanation of these phenomena, with

particular regard to the interactions between figure and the construction of a strategy. In particular I was

interested at testing the likelihood of my hypotheses, stating more precise ones and focusing some aspects

of the subject. More systematic research is needed to validate the results presented here. The whole

subject obviously concerns problem-solving in geometrical setting, but it may have implications for

problem-solving in other settings, such as arithmetic, where representations seem to strongly affect the

performances of pupils (in particular, low-level pupils).
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1.2. Theoretical frame
In the last years the role of visualization in mathematics and mathematics learning has been widely

analyzed (see for example Dreyfus (1991) for a review). The status of visual reasoning is not yet clearly

explained, but a lot of studies has stressed the c icial role of figures in geometry. Figures are regarded as

complex units, with both conceptual and spatial properties (such as Fischbein's 'figural concepts') and

thus distinct from both pure concepts and drawings. Recently, research has pointed out the complexity of

the interactions between different symbolic systems (such as verbal language and spatial representations)

which have been regarded as a characteristic feature of learning processes in geometrical setting (see for

example Arsac (1989), Caron-Pargue (1981), Laborde (1988), Parzysz (1988)). Computer models have

been regarded as intermediate objects, different from both figures and drawings (see for example.

StrIsser and Capponi (1991)).

Related to the study I am reporting the results of Mesquita (1989, 1990, 1991) are quite interesting, in

particular as far as they concern:

= the analysis of status of a figure (figures that are 'objects'-or models- in the sense that the geometrical

properties used in their construction may be evinced, and figures that are only 'illustrations' if it is not

the case)

= the analysis of the role of a figure (figures may only describe a problem-situation, as far as they supply

a simultaneous insight of the properties involved, or may also promote the construction of a resolution

procedure)

= the stress on pupils' representations of algorithms in geometry; three fundamental kinds of
representation (figural, functional and structural) are recognized that do not depend upon age.

1.3. The role of figure: some hypotheses
Related to the issues mentioned in 1.1. 1 have stated the following hypotheses about the aspects of the

status of figures that may affect performances in geometrical setting:

= a figure is an autonomous object on which pupils can operate and reflect; it can simultaneously

represent complex systems of spatial relationships;

= a figure can represent complex resolution procedures; the temporal dimension of the procedures

represented is contracted; this means that pupils who master mental manipulation of figures are

expected to manage complex procedures better and more generally;

= pupils may perceive a figure and operate on it at different levels (material manipulation, measurement,

symbolic manipulation, 'game of hypotheses',...; see also Mesquita (1991)); these levels may be

simultaneously present (a pupil may use, at the same time, measurement arguments or more abstract

relationships in order to discover or verify a property).

2. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE RESEARCH
The research that is reported is not a large-scale systematic one; I have gathered a large amount of

protocols from 2 classes of grade 5 (about 40 pupils). These classes have experienced the Genova
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Group's Project since first grade. The materials I have analyzed are normal working materials (pupils'

copybooks, papers and so on) or assessment tests usually administered during the school year and

concern the following tasks:

= find the area and the perimeter of a polygon (not necessarily regular nor convex) drawn on the paper,

= find the area of a region on a scale map (thepupils were given the map on a blank sheet);

= explain to some friend of yours how to fulfil the previous task.

For a general information on the Genova Group's Project see for example Boero (1989), Boero (1991) or

Ferrari (1991). The concepts of area and perimeter have been introduced during grade 5 according to the

following steps:

= discussion in the classroom of the meaningof words such as area, surface, extension in everyday-life;

= cutting (with scissors) or drawing on a squared sheet different shapes with the same extension,

comparison of extensions by superposition and soon;

= doubling or halving the extensions of triangles and rectangles;

= measurement of the extension of rectangles by counting of the squares and using different units;

= construction of an area unit of one square meter;

= formula for the area of a rectangle;

= different ways to compare the extensions of plane surfaces: counting of squares, superposition,

transformation, formulas;

= boundary of a plane surface; perimeter as the measure of the boundary of a plane surface;

= comparison of the boundaries of a planesurface;

= change of units of area and length;

= comparison of strategies in problems of area and perimeter,

= formula for the area of a triangle (by means of material and graphic transformations); heights of a

triangle;

= measures with decimal fractions; change of decimal units;

= area of polygons (not necessarily regular nor convex) by (exact) covering with triangles;

= approximate area of geographic regions by approximate covering of a scale-map and balancing;

= formulas for the area of regular polygons (by means of graphic transformations) and of the circle.

The problem of the reliability of written reports related to the GenovaGroup's Project has been discussed

in Ferrari (1991). For a general discussion of this issue see Ericsson and Simon (1980).

Throughout the paper by 'good problem-solvers' I mean pupils who are able to give acceptable solutions

to most of the problems (either contextualized or not) they are administered during the year, not regarding

too much the quality of the resolution processes or the reports. By 'poor problem solvers' I mean pupils
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Nevertheless, these limitations do not seem to damage the skills at transformating the figure even

mentally and planning complex strategies. 11 .;re is also a number of pupils (about 20%) who manage to

transform the figure (for example by decomposing it, or including it in other figures), but cannot use their

constructions in order to solve a problem.

3.2. Figure and strategy
From a general analysis of the protocols concerning the approximate covering of a scale-map of a region

with triangles or rectangles in order to estimate the area of the region, we have noticed three different
kinds of constructions:

SI. the strategy is built according to some previous

mental schema, without taking into account the

specificity of the figure, in spite of contrary

statements (for example, pupils who use only
rectangles to cover a scale-map of Great Britain,

or only triangles in order to cover a scale-map of

Portugal or Sardegna);

S2. the strategy is built according to some previous

mental schema which can be adapted to the
specific needs (for example, pupils who change

their strategy according to the map they want to

cover, or who use both rectangles and triangles

with the explicit purpose of reducing the
calculations or the errors);

S3. the resolution is built by means of graphic
operations without any strategy or schema
previously thought (for example, pupils who

cover the map with a large number of small
triangles drawn at random, or who do not take

into account the need for reducing the errors).
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who almost never are able to design some strategy to solve complex problems and often meet with

difficulties even when solving simple probletus.

3. SOME FINDINGS

3.1 Figure as an object
Pupils succeed in perceiving a figure as an autonomous object only after a difficult process. At first they

perceive the figure as the record of sequence of the graphic operations they have performed to Laild it.

They write, for example: "1 change this triangle by prating another one at the side; so it is now a rectangle

..." Only few pupils (less than 20%), in the first problems on triangles, seem to identify the figure as a

product of their constructions, equipped with relations, which does not entirely depend upon the graphic

operations performed. The elements of the drawing preserve the functions they have had in the graphic

construction or in the manipulation, and are not included in a system of relationships. The height of a

triangle is perceived (by about 90%) as "the thing that allows me to divide the drawing..." and the
operation of drawing it is regarded as a transformation of the figure (as it is a transformation of the
drawing). To the question "why the area of a triangle is b x ha and not b x 1?" they (about 80%) give

answers based on calculations or counting of the square ("because b x 1 gives a wrong number... "). In

the successive problems, even if more complex, the figure as an object, with some relationships among it

elements seems to appear.

When searching for the area of a trapezium most pupils work

of a rectangle) loses its proceduralregard
function of graphic construction and becomes a stable element

without any difficulty on the figure transformed by adding a

small triangle on the left; this triangle (which allows pupils to

the trapezium as a part

of the new figure.
Some pupils (about 50%) begin to recognize some relationship among the components, such as the

congruence of the small triangles, even if only few (less than 25%) explicitly recognize that the sides are

pairwise equal.
Analogously, in the figure on the left, the operation of adding

the triangle on the left-upper part is regarded by mote than 60%

of the sample as an operation on the trapezium, not on the whole

figure.

Moreover, many pupils state (about 70%) that the quadrilateral

they have built at the bottom is a rectangle, but very few use the

fact that the short sides are equal when calculating the area of the

external small triangles. Many of them (more than 50%)
measure either side and someone even finds different values.
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Pupils belonging to groups SI or S2 seem to perform the graphic operations on the drawing according to

some figural schema previously thought; in the whole sequence they have given significantly better results

in tasks requiring mental transformations of figures.

Asked to deal with the error in their approximation, the following behaviours have been noticed in the

first problems:

El. pupils who do not realize the need for estimating the error,

E2. pupils who deal with the problem from a geometrical point of view, and try to improve their

approximation by means of progressive refinements of the covering;

E3. pupils who deal with the problem from an arithmetical point of view and modify their covering

according to calculations previously made (explicitly or not).

In the following problems of the sequence almost all pupils adopt this last procedure: they mainly use

rectangles to approximate the area, and only few keep on us"%g triangles; in the last problems no pupil

use more than three polygons to cover the region.

The task "write down to a friend of yours how to find out the area of a geographic region by the
approximate covering of a scale map, and to estimate the error" has provided some interesting data. All

pupils have obviously given descriptions steadily grounded on time and organized as sequences of

suggestions (or prescriptions) temporally structured by connectives such as 'before', 'afterwards' nexe

and so on; beyond this common feature, three different kinds of text may be recognized:

T1. pupils who reconstruct the procedure in a particular situation and time (about 20%); they use verbs

and connectives that put the stress on the reconstruction of their own experience ("suppose we must

find the area of Argentina; now I draw two triangles here, I call this point A and this B; now I draw a

line here..."); all these pupils belong to the group S3 described above and their descriptions are

always incomplete; no pupil in this group is a good problem -solver,

T2. pupils who reconstruct the procedure in a particular time ("...now we draw,...and now we have

almost get it...) but do not r ler to any particular situation (about 15%); they use verbs and
connectives like TI but the procedure is described in general; in this group have been found both

good and poor problem-solvers;

T3. pupils who reconstruct the procedure as a process with the temporal dimension but place it in an

abstract time (about 65%); they use connectives such as 'before', 'after' but never 'now' or 'at
present'; in this group there are also the pupils who in the description of the procedure put some

stress on aspects different from the temporal structure of the steps, taking into account the 'logical'

organization or some constraints involved in the problem-situation; also in this group there are both

good or poor problem-solvers.
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4. FINAL REMARKS

= Pupils' representations of a figure are undoubtedly relevant related to the planning of a procedure; the

one described in T1 (which seems roughly correspond to the attitude called 'figural' by Mesquita

(1991)) seems correlated to a low ability at mentally transfonnating the figure. Nevertheless, the
transition from a kind of representation to another is not clear-cut; it seems likely that a lot of pupils

remain quite long in a level similar to the one called 'functional' by Mesquita and connected with the

notion of 'schdma'; the emergence of the 'structural' (or 'algorithmic') perception of the figure is

anyway difficult and contradictory;

= the ability at mentally transforming figures and regarding them as objects seem to affect the ability at

representing and managing complex procedures, which become much simpler as far as figures may

embody sequences of operations and substantially reduce their temporal complexity; good problem-

solvers sometimes manage to go on even without it, but it seem crucial for weaker pupils, related to

their problem-solving performances in geometrical as well as in arithmetic settings;

= pupils with a rigid ('geographic') perception of the figure meet with difficulties when asked to

reconstruct some procedure in a general position; nevertheless the opposition between the figure (with

its supposed specificity) and the algorithm (with its supposed generality, see Mesquita (1991)) is not

entirely satisfactory; there are pupils who perceive algorithms in a close connection with time, and

when describing them they seem to run over the steps again in a sort of identification; among these

subjects there are also some very good problem-solvers; this way of perceiving algorithms does not

seem an intermediate level between the understanding 'by examples' and 'structural' understanding,

but a characteristic feature of a particular learning (and thinking) style, which does not seem to prevent

the achievement of high level of abstraction.

= the trend of almost all pupils is to give simpler and simpler answers from the computational point of

view (using mainly rectangles, and often only one) is most likely a consequence of the too rapid

transition from area as a magnitude to area as a real number (see Douady and Perrin-Glorian (1989));

pupils' behaviour becomes more and more similar to their behaviour in arithmetical problems (very few

alternative strategies, one strategy which spreads over the classroom, ...see Bondesan and Ferrari

(1991)); even the lack of distinction between area and perimeter (which is more frequent among pupils

who cannot transform figures mentally) may be explained by similar arguments.
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A SEQUENCE OF PROPORTIONALITY PROBLEMS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

Garuti. I.M.A. Genova; P. Boero, Dipartimento Maternatica Universita, Genova

The report concerns an exploratory study performed about a sequence of6 proportionality probkms
proposed in two classes by the same teacher over a period of about ten months. The problems
concern different settings (geometrical setting and, after, arithmedcal seniqu and different contexts .
The purpose of the study was to explore the transition to a multiplicative model the conditions
which may enhance it and the difficulties connected with the transfer ofa model costructed in the
geometrical setting to an aridunetical one .

1.Introduction
The studies and surveys of the past decade concerning problem- solving have posed the question of the relationship

between "laboratory" research on problem-solving and the study of the possible implications for teaching (in

general, see Lester & Charles, 1991; as regards, in particular, proportionality problems, see Karplus & C.,1983;

Toumiaire and Pubs, 1985; Grugnetti, 1991). We believe that this is a relevant question, as the research findings

on proportionality problem solving do not seem in the least to have affected the most widespread teaching

methods (consisting, in Italy and other countries, of training students to mechanically apply the A:B -C:X scheme).

This is an exploratory study of 7 teaching situations presented in two classes by the same teacher over a period of

approximately 10 months. These teaching situations concern "paper and pencil explanation missing values

proportion problems" (see Toumiaire and Pules, 1985). The study involves the complete knowledge by the

teacher-researcher-observer of the teaching activities =tied out during the whole period considered. For this

reason, we believe that it may provide reliable elements on which to base further studies concerning the

"engineering of teaching" relevant to proportional reasoning and on the learning processes involved, even

considering the limits ensuing from the small number of students and from the singularity of the experience.

This study is characterized by the following aspects:

The first five situations concern geometrical proportionality problems referring to physical situations

(sunshadows) evoked or directly experienced in real life (at first through problems without explicit numerical

data). These problems,recmiring a physical knowledge in addition to their proportional content, permit us to view

separately, to a certain extent, students' difficulties and behaviours due to numerical values from their mastery of

the relationships between the physical variables (see Hare & C, 1991). This choice appears to be significant in

relation to the hypothesis that working with numerical values and the meanings of division may constitute in itself

an element of difficulty. The problems posed permit, in particular, anexploration of the transition from the

qualitative concept of dependence between proportional quantities ("if one grows then the other grows, too") to the

quantitative concept ("if one goes into the other a certain number of times, then the other, too...")

The other two situations involve a change of context, the first one (body proportions; see Boyles & C,1989,1991 )

still in the physical-geometrical setting (Douady,1985); the second in the arithmetical setting. These problems were

proposed to explore the difficulties encountered by students in transferring, to more or less similar contexts, the

models established in the first context. It should be noted that, in this sequence, the woric.in the geometrical setting

precedes that in the arithmetical setting, and that numerical data never suggest easy, exact proportionality

relationships (from this point of view, these problems may be classified as "difficult" , according to Hart. 1981)

In this study our focus ha been, above all, to the short- and long -term effect of particular teaching choices

on the emergence and evolution of problem-solving strategies, and to the natureof such evolution. In particular, rte

have studied: I) the effects of the presence of a real physical-geometrical situation, initially, and over a long period.
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experienced directly, referral to as an "experience field"( Boero, 1989) that provides meaning and consistency to

the problem posed (determination of a height that cannot be directly measured); 2) effects of initially proposing

problem situations without explicit numerical data: 3) the role of classroom discussion and of the active comparison

of strategies (Ferrari, 1991) in overcoming the additive model and realising a conscious transition to the

multiplicative model in the geometrical setting;4) the steps involved in this transition: and 5) the problems inherent

in the subsequent transfer of the multiplicative model to other contexts and settings (especially to the arithmetical

setting).

In our findings we have observed (see par.5) that real physical- geometrical situations directly experienced arc not.

in themselves, able to lead students (at the age of 11) to constructing proportionality relationships between the

geometrical-physical variables involved, but that (if appropriately handled by the teacher) they may have an

important role for many students in constructing such relationships(cfr. Karplus & C., 1983). However, a

complete mastery of the multiplicative model - transferable to other geometrical contexts and well established over

time - seems to require also the mastery of the link between geometrical proportionality relationships and

arithmetical operations on the numerical valueSthat represent the measurements.

An issue that we deem important and that remains an open question is the role of additive-type reasoning in the

transition to multiplicative strategies. This problem appears to be more complex and, in part, different from what

has been highlighted so far by the research on proportional reasoning. Another important question concerns the

interpretation of the difficulties that students have in transfening strategies outside the geometrical setting.

2.Method
The study examined 37 students, of Grades 6 and 7, most of whom (30 out of 37) were between I I and 12 years

old at the beginning of the study. They were enrolled in two classes, of average level, of a school in Carpi (North

Italy). The study was conducted from March. 1991 (Grade 6) to January, 1992 (Grade 7). It has also been possible

to compare some of the data resulting from the observation of these two classes with data obtained from other

classes of the same grade. All the classes we are considering are involved in the project of the Genoa Group for

an integrated teaching of mathematics with the experimental sciences in the comprehensive school The following

characteristics of the project are relevant to this study :systematic work in "experience fields" (Boer°, 1989) in the

construction of mathematical concepts and skills as "knowledge tools"; systematic recourse to verbalization in

problem-solving, and in comparing problem-solving strategies ; extended work on the (open) applied mathematical

problems, including some problems in which numerical values are na made explicit:alternation between periods of

individual work (e.g. during the resolution of mathematical problems) and of class discussions (e.g. during the

comparison and evaluation of problem-solving strategies proposed in the classroom); systematic exclusion of the

"automation" of the solution to proportionality problems through the adoption of such models as A:B=C:X.

The observations concern: individual solution of open questions, some asked as "story problems" (as in Situations

5 ,6,7); recorded discussions (in particular in Situations I and 2): reports by individual students (see Sit.2 and 4).

3. The sequence of teaching situations
These were the sole situations in which the two classes tackled the problem of the height of an object that cannot be

measured directly. and of an additional situation of arithmetical type. During the period of the study (from March

1991 to January 1992) no other proportionality problems were posed.
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Situation I: the vroblan of height of the street -lame ( during an outing: Grade VI. March)

The students go on a one-hour outing to observe sun shadows. During the outing the teacher poses the problem of

determining the height of a street-lamp (almost 4 meters), whose shadow is seen on the ground. Near the street-

lamp the students observe various shadows cast by objects of accessible height, in particular by fence-posts, just

over one metre high; the teacher brings these shadows to the students attention.This is a verbal arithmetical

problem, without explicit numerical data and with the presence of a physical - geometrical reference that perrnits

the students to tackle the problem without wonying about the actual calculation of the numerical result.

This problem situation falls within the teaching unit devoted to the phenomenon of sun shadows, which constitutes

one of the most important parts, both in tams of content and of the time invested, of the Mathematics and Science

activities of the project for Grade 6. In particular, the problem is posed after some observation and discussion of

the "fan" of shadows during the day. During these activities, the students realize, among other things, that "when

the sun is high in the sky, shadows are short; when it is low, shadows arc long", and that longer objects cast, at

the same point in time, longer shadows".

In the process of "rationalization" of the shadows phenomenon, this problem situation represents the introduction

to its quantitative analysis. If, with qualitative observation, a crisis was triggered with the model "strong sun - long

shadow" that most of the students hold, with this situation we move to the quantitative aspect of the relationship

"longer object - longer shadow".

Situation 2: the problem of the height of the street-lamv, in the classroom (the day after the outing):
'On 4 March. between 11 AM and 1 PM we went out to determine the height of a street-lamp. Recount what

happened and find a way to determine the height &the sin-et-lamp. "(individual work) .

Later, the teacher moves to the analysis and "active comparison" ( Ferrari, 1991) of the solutions produced:she

selects two of the solutions produced by the students, one of multiplicative type (correct) and the other of additive

. type (incorrect), andasks the students first to determine which of these solutions their own strategy followed, then

to follow the other strategy, and finally to evaluate both of them. Only after these activities are completed, are the

measurements of the shadows and of the fence-post used to verify the different results produced by the two

strategies and discuss in depth their correctness. Situation 2 required over three hours of work.

The work on shadows continues. with activities concerning parallelism and the movement of shadows on the

ground (angles, and so on).

Situation 3: the oroblem of the two nails (as an evaluation test . a few days later)
"The drawing represents. horn above. the shadows cast at 11 AM and at 12 noon in Genoa byan 8-cm nail placed

at position A. At position B them is another nail. 6cm in kngth. Do you think you can draw precisely the shadows
c a s t b y t h e n a i l at p o s i t i o n B. determining theirlawthsand positions? Explain your reasoning."

FIG. I (here reduced in scale)
A

B
The problem was posed to explore the difficulties the students experienced because of the presence of numerical

data, and the text evoked the situation which they had previously experienced. The "a priori" analysis of the

problem identified as additional difficulties those ensuing from the presence of a decimal ratio and, above all. from

the fact that the unknown length was lees than the known length.
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The work on shadows continues, with activities concerning the (angular) height of the sun in the sky, the

movement of the sun in the sky, and so on .

Situation 4: individual report about the work performed during the year

During the summer holidays the students were asked to find and to reconstruct the main stages of the teaching unit

devoted to the phenomenon of sun shadows (February - June). making explicit the knowledge gained and the

difficulties encountered, so as to evaluate -in particular- whether the students are able to correctly "reconstruct" the

experience of the street-lamp and the strategies that emerged from the discussion.

Situation 5: the on:61cm of the height of the clock tower of the Pio castle (October 1991. grade VII)
"Yesterday I was in the square at Carpi and met one of the masons that are restoring Pio Castle, While we were
talking he told me that the documents concerning the building of the castle tower (the clock rawer) had been lost.
Then. a little worried, he told me: "I have to call a crane, but it would be better to know to what height it must
reach, to enable us to work on the clock tower." "If you want to know the approximate height of the tower.
without measuring it directly, you can measure its shadow: that is much easier to measure! But you must also know
the length of something else and of the shadow it oasts, at the same moment"! told him."Really?." he asked me.
astonished, "let's try it, then!" We started to take measuirments and chose, for comparison, my height. These are
the measurements found:teacher's height: 1.60 m; length of the teacher's shadow: 2.08 m; length of the shadow
oast by the tower. 32.5 m.
Can you determine the height of the clock tower? Explain and give the reasons for the method used."

The problem was proposed to verify the medium-term persistence of the mastery of the multiplicative model in a

problem situation given in the text, very similar to the "street-lamp problem", but with numerical data made explicit.

this time.

Situation 6: the problem of the height of the statue (December 1991, grade VII)
"A recent archaeological excavation in Calabria found the remains of a Greek statue. probably ofa warrior. that had

stood in front o fa temple. The only intact part o (the statue is a foot. approximately 76 cm in length.We would like
to know approximately how tall the statue was. We know the dimensions of Michelangelo*s David. which are: Poor
length .54 cm,height oft& statue 432 cm.
Try to find how tall the statue was. Explain your hypotheses and your method".

The problem was proposed in order to verify the possibility of transferring strategies of the multiplicative type to

geometrical situations that arc partially different from previous ones, due to the different context. The elements of

diversity essentially consist in the fact that they are proportional parts of the same "object", and not length

relationships between different "objects" (object that casts a shadow, and its shadow), as in the previous cases.

Moreover, the context of the problem may bring to mind a "natural" idea of proportionality to which the students

may refer (see also Hoylm. Noss. Sutherland, 1989 and 1991).

Situation 7: the problem of the lam (January 1992. during the four-monthly evaluation* - Grade VII)
"Last year Mrs. Pines made plum jam. She had 13 kg of plums, from which she obtained 5.5 kg of jam.
This year she wants to obtain 8 kg of jam. What quantity of plums does she need?
Explain and give the reasons for your procedure".

The problem was proposed to verify the tra isferability of multiplicative strategies to arithmetical problems without

any immediate physical-geometric reference. Both the context of reference of the problem and the nature of the

variables concerned are thus modified with respect to the previous problems.

Situations 3. 4. 5. 6 were proposed without any subsequent comment and explicit evaluation of the work done by

the students. After Situation 7. approximately 6 hours of work were carried out (alternating between individual

work situations and discussions), that lead the students to think (under their teacher's guidance I about the nature of

the problems proposed. so as to recognize common aspects and possible common problem-solving strategies.
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4a Further information about students' strategies
(i) In Sit.2 , only 6 students proposed a correct strategy: purely multiplicative (M),or partially additive (Ma)-

probably influenced by the strategies proposed verbally by their classmate in Sit.I.In Sit. 3,notwithstanding a more

difficult problem than the previous one. 19 students seemed to have a clear idea of the proportionality relationship

between the quantities.ln other classes, in which no active comparison and evaluation of the strategies for the

"problem of the street-lamp" took place, less than 20% of students produced proportional reasoning in the

"problem of the two nails".

(ii) In Sit.3, the analysis of the multiplicative strategies, complete or not, clarifies the nature of the difficulties

foreseen in the "a priori" analysis:7 students, (M) or (Ma), solved the problem correctly and completely; 7 students

(Mb) clashed with the decimal value of the shadow/nail ratio (19:8=2.3). They calculated it, made explicit that it

was "the times that the nail -goes into its shadowat 11 AM", but did not identify the arithmetical procedure to be

used. To solve the problem, they give "a bit more than twice"the length of nail B (for instance 6+6+1.5. or

6+6+2). This type of strategy is similar to that described by Hart (1981) and Lin (1989) called the "building up"

method.Five students (M-B) followed again the strategy of the "street-lamp" problem and calculated the ratio

between the two nails (8:6=1,3), made it explicit that this was '7-tow many times nail B goes into nail A". after

which they did not manage to correctly use this ratio. They would need to use the inverse scalar operator

(Vergnaud,1981).but the students did not succeed to gives meaning to "divide fora certain number of times".

(iii) In Situation 7 only 10 students solved the problem correctly:5 by using a strategy of "reduction to the unit"

(Mu), calculating the weight of the plums needed to make I kg of jam (no strategy of this kind was performed

before) ; and 5 by "b 'Ming up" strategies (Mb)

(iv) ) An analysis following the evolution in time of the students strategies in the geometrical setting is particularly

interesting:for six students the multiplicative model is present from the start (in Situation 2) and remains well

established over time; for 8 students there is a progress, without lapses. from the additive model used at first to the

multiplicative model. All these students (6+8) were able to recognize the model adopted for the solution of the first

problem, and made explicit in this occasion, or later, the reasons why the other model was not valid.For ten

students the progress from the additive model to the multiplicative model does not appear to be steady . Among

these students, 5 had not been able to recognize with clarity, during the comparison of the strategies.the one they

had used.neither had they been able to explain why the additive model"does not work". For seven students that

had initially adopted an additive model.no progress is found:they were not able to recognize their strategy as

analogous to the strategy selected by the teacher,and so much the less* to acknowledge that it was not correct.

(v)It may also be noticed that all the problems posed would permit to proceed both with strategies of the "Between

or scalar ratio" type and with strategies of the "Within or function ratio" type (according to Vergnaud. 1981- sec

also Karplus & C.,1983). The choke between one and the other seems to depend on the context and on the relative

size of the objects to be considered : in Situation 5 all the students except for 2 calculated the ratio between two

shadows . while in Situation 6 the problem-solving strategies denote a different perception of the problem

situation: 12 students out of 14 that had correctly salved also the previous problem pass from the evaluation of how

many times a shadows goes into another to the evaluation of the ratio between the statue's foot and its height, while

only one pupil operates the opposite change, and a second one applies the same type of strategy to both problems .

(vi) An interesting fact emerged in relation to the evolution of strategies: several students combined (Ma) additive

and multiplicative (of "scalar" and "function" type )considerations, in a step that may be considered as a transition
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to a coherent and completely multiplicative strategy. In the situation of the observation of shadows, the two

students that identified a correct strategy, explained it to their classmates as follows:
"Mere is a difference between the fence-post and its shadow as between the street lamp and its shadow. but in the
surer -lamp case the 'diffetence'must be longer, since thestreet kW is longer. To make the street lamp equal to the
shadow that it casts, I mast take away agreaterdifferrnce than in the past's case. I see approximately how many
times the post 'goes' into the street lamp. I eke away from the shadow &the sued lamp the difference between the
post and its shadow as many times as the post goes into the street lamp, so the shadow and thestreet lamp are equal
and I can measure the shadow."

This process is probably forced by the actual experience in which the students observe the "more" that makes the

shadow different from the object that casts it. In Situation 2 this strategy is changed by two students, who replace it

with a fully multiplicative one. In Situation 3, on the other hand, where the conflict with the arithmetical aspects of

the problem is strong (the length to be determined is less than the given one), the correct strategies were of the

type described above (except for two other students). In Situations 5 and 6 the correct strategies are all of the

completely multiplicative type, save for one (in Sit. 5).

5.Discussion
The analysis that we have carried out shows how problem situations considered as such by the students. and

relevant to a context in which the geometrical-physical aspect experienced directly is paramount, may be used by

the teacher to motivate students transition from an additive model to a multiplicative one.In this respect the

"experience field" of the sun shadows, according to the analysis of the protocols produced, seems to have certain

intrinsic characteristics appropriate to "force" the construction and the development of the students' strategies: the

sun is the "cause" of the shadows; the relationship between the object that casts the shadow and the shadow itself

cannot be modified by the observer. The system comprising the sun, the objects that casts the shadows and the

shadows themselves is very "rigid"; it evokes "contemporaneous" and "same-type" relationships between the

heights of the objects and the lengths of the shadows cast by them, and therefore suggests the existence of the ratio

as "invariant" (compare also Karplus&C.,1983). This aspect is particularly clear in several texts produced by the

students in Situation 2:
"The street lamp is much bigger than the fence-post, and its shadow must be much longer than the fence-post's.
The difference between shadow and fencr-past cannot be the same bcse the sun does no play favouites! Then I
should know how many times the stmt lamp is higher than the fence-post: I have the shadows and I can know it
dividing the shadow of thestreet lamp by the shadow of the fencr-post".
"Everything has its own shadow and the difference between object and shadow changes from object to object. I
cannot leave from the street-lamp's shadow the difference fence -past shadow because i I change the fence -past.
for exampk. take a much smaller fence-post, this difference changes, and than also the height of the street-lamp
changes. and this is impossible".

The lack of explicit numerical data in the first two situations seems to have important effects, particularly as regards

the necessity to graphically represent the problem-solving strategies, with positive consequences on the

development of the reasoning based on "how many times...

goes into "In this regard very effective representations

were those given on the right, that were later taken up

also by students other than those that had produced them.

The study reinforces the hypothesis ( Kuchemann.1989) that the presence of numerical values superimposes

specific difficulties inherent in the arithmetical processing of the data to the difficulties inherent in the

conceptualization of proportionality as a ratio between quantities. In particular, a fact that stands out is that the

"how many times a shadow goes" into another, or a fence-post into its shadow.does not correspond to the fact that
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the number of times may be determined calculating a division between the measurements. All this is evident when

the problem is to determine the height of an object that is smaller than the object that casts the shadow(Sit.3Xsee ii).

The role of social activities in overcoming the additive model in the geometrical problems seems to be very

important . In particular, the active comparison and the evaluation of strategies permit to overcome the limits

inherent in the pure reference to "vision"in effect, even in the presence of other students that suggest recourse to

multiplicative models and of a direct experience of "vision" of the fence-post and of the street lamp, only 6 students

in Situation 2 produced a coherent and correct problem-solving strategy (while 26 propose a coherent additive

model!). The situation improves considerably when the problem situation and the problem-solving strategies are

represented and argued, and the students have to follow and evaluate the reasoning of their classmates. The

reasoning and representations of the "best" students "mediate" the transition to more appropriate sttategies.(see ii).

The analysis also brings to light various problem&

- (see iii)For most students there is no transfer of the multiplicative strategy acquired in the geometrical setting to

the arithmetical setting of Situation 7, and, when a transfer seems to take place, there is a change of strategy. This

may be due, beside than to the lack of correspondence between arithmetical operations of multiplication and

division and meanings of proportionality between quantities, also to precise characteristics of the "physical-

geometrical" situation. In particular, in the "arithmetical" problem the reasons that induce some students to tarty out

the transition from the qualitative model "to grow with..." to the quantitative model of "equality of the number of

times that..." fail (as may be noticed in the protocols mentioned before with reference to Situation 2, there appear

extrinsic reasons of "balance" with respect to the mathematical structure of the problem and linked to the particular

situation observed). Another failure that occurs is that of the direct perception of the simultaneity of the

relationships between the elements compared. Another diversity is linked to the difficulty to produce appropriate

external representations (like those produced for geometrical problems).

- Role of the additive strategies in overcoming the additive model and in approaching the multiplicative model .

Although numerically limited and not long-lasting, some cases of interweaving (supported by external

representations) between additive considerations and multiplicative considerations such as those exemplified at the

end of paragraph 4 (see vi), suggest the idea (to be analysed on a wider scale and with a more appropriate

methodology) that the multiplicative model in the geometrical setting may, at least in certain instances, 'twit from

an operation of "contraction" of additive reasoning, that would not thus constitute only an intermediate stage linked

to the mental ripening of the subject , but a fundamental element of the transition to multiplicative strategies.
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DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN CONMPTIONS AND PRACTICE: A CASE STUDY

LindaCausst

College du Vieux Montreal

Recent work suggests that teachers' conceptions of the nature of
mathematics, its teaching and learning, are not always consistent with their practice.

This study is concerned with the reasons for these discrepancies. Inspired by
Schon's Reflective Practitioner (1983), the author examined her own teaching

practice while experimenting with a problem-solving teaching approach with college

students. Tape-recordings of the teacher in class and a teacher-journal provide the

basis for qualitative analysis which was conducted together with a second researcher.

Partial results suggest that although class preparation follows teacher-conceptions, in

class, spontaneous reactions differ. Subsequent analysis will look for explanations of

these differences. On the basis of these results, the possibility of using reflection as

a way of improving consistency between in-service teachers' conceptions and their

practice will be examined.

(This paper will be presented in English at the conference).

Le probleme
. Les resultats de recherches en didactique n'atteindront la classe de mathematiques

que si I'on passe egalement par l'un des principaux intervenants du systeme didactique,
l'enseignant. C.'est ce dernier qui en bout de ligne controle les choix didactiques et qui dans

la mesure eit it est maitre de ses actes d'enseignement definit le cadre d'apprentissage de

Peeve. Or ces choix, cast l'avis de nombreux auteurs (Clarke, Peterson, 1985; Vergnaud,

1988; Ernest, 1989; Thompson, 1984), sont command& par les conceptions del'enseignant

au sujet des mathematiques, de leur apprentissage et de leur enseignement.
Certaines etudes (Cooney, 1985, Thompson, 1984, Kaplan, 1991) laissent voir-que les

conceptions telles que declarees par Tenseignant ne se transmettent pas toujours dans la

pratique. La possibility de prendre conscience de ses conceptions et de reflechir sur sa
pratique amenerait l'enseignant a ameliorer la coherence entre les conceptions et la

pratique. Plusieurs interventions visant la formation des maitres particulierement, les
maitres en service ont experiments divers moyens pour susciter cette reflexion mais, la

plupart des approches utilises bien que fructueuses, demandent une organisation

exterieure et ne se transportent pas necessairement dans le quotidien des enseignants.

Nous avons don,: voulu savoir
-Jusqu'a quel point la pratique reflete les conceptions exprimees?
-Comment expliquer les ecarts, les divergences?
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Et par la suite voir
-Quels moyens peut-on suggerer aux enseignants pour organiser leur reflexion en

vue d'ameliorer la coherence entre leurs conceptions et leur pratique?
Notre objectif etait debaucher une methode d'auto-analyse des actes

d'enseignement qui permettrait a l'enseignant, de prendre conscience de ses conceptions et
d'observer jusqu'a quel point sa pratique est coherente avec ses conceptions.

Les hypotheses
Au point de depart, nos lectures et notre experience d'enseignante nous

suggeraient certaines reponses que nous avons résumé en trois hypotheses que nous
avons voulu verifier.

H1) Certaines realites comme les contraintes environnementales, les reactions
des eleves ou encore, les modes de comportements habituels ou anciens
sont plus fortes que les conceptions avouees et genent la realisation de
l'enseignement tel que preconcu.

H2). II est possible pour un enseignant d'analyser sa pratique.
H3) Le fait de reflechir sur la pratique de facon quotidienne par la redaction

d'un journal amene des modifications a la pratique et aux conceptions de
sorte a tendre vers un equilibre entre les deux.

L'approche methodologique choisie: sujet-chercheur
L'exploration de ce probleme demandait une approche methodologique originate.

C'est 'Interpretation des conceptions qui d'abord etait questionnee. Cooney (1985) avait
suggere que des differences d'interpretations entre le chercheur et l'enseignant etait peut-
etre ce qui expliquait les divergences entre les conceptions et la pratique. En choisissant
d'etre le sujet et le chercheur, nous pouvions interpreter sans biais nos conceptions. Nous
les avons etablies a partir d'ecrits prealables a l'experimentation.

De plus, le questionnement et ''observation par un tiers n'est pas sans influences.
Nous avons voulu limiter autant que possible ces interferences dues au cadre de recherche
pour mieux cerner les interferences entre les conceptions et la pratique. Nous avons
remplace la presence d'un observateur exterieur par ''utilisation d'enregistrements
sonores et la redaction d'un journal de bord. La lecture du journal de bord pourrait en
plus, faire apparaitre les modifications de nos conceptions en tours d'experimentation.

Pour assurer la validite de la recherche, nous avons fait appel a la collaboration de
d'autres personnes A differentes etapes du travail d'analyse. Une deuxieme chercheure a
travaille en parallele avec nous. Ayant pris connaissance de nos conceptions par la lecture
de nos &fits prealables, ayant ecoute et code les enregistrements de ''experimentation, elle
pouvait corroborer notre analyse aux diverses Mapes. En dernier lieu, deux autres
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personnes, l'une chercheure et l'autre enseignante ont verifie si nos interpretations
etaient soutenues par les donnees fournies. Nous &ions de notre cote assuree d'une
bonne connaissance du milieu et d'une presence suffisamment longue sur le terrain.

L'experimentation
L'experimentation avait ete precedee dune exploration et d'une pre-

experimentation. L'exploration a permis de mieux cerner le contexte de notre
experimentation. Les eleves etaient des eleves ayant eu des difficult& avec les
mathematiques auparavant, c'etait en fait leur seul point commun. Les classes etaient
non-homogenes quant rage, la provenance, la habilete d'apprentissage, les acquis et la
motivation. Le cours devait combler les lacunes de ces eleves en passant a travers ce que
l'on convient d'appeler les mathematiques de base: algebre, fonctions, trigonometrie.

Forte des connaissances acquises lors de cette exploration, nous avons mis sur pied
une approche peclagogique suivant nos conceptions de l'enseignement des
mathematiques. Cette approche misant sur la participation active des eleves demandait la
creation de materiel didactique particulier. La periode de pre-experimentation nous donne
l'occasion de construire ce materiel et de le tester aupres des eleves (Gattuso, Lacasse, 1989).

Nous avons pu par la suite passer a l'experimentation elle-mime. La clientele
etudiante etait sensiblement la mime et le materiel didactique utilise a la
pre-experimentation a ete repris apres de legers reajustements. Pour les besoins de la
recherche, nous avons ajoute l'enregistrements sonores des cours et la redaction d'un
journal de bord.

L'analyse
L'analyse s'est deroulee en plusieurs etapes dont nous tracons ici les grandes

lignes. II a fallu d'abord etablir nos conceptions afin de pouvoir construire une grille
d'analyse. C'est ce que nous avons fait en utilisant comme source de donnees certaines de
nos publications anterieures a l'experimentation.

Nous sommes ensuite passee a !'analyse de la pratique en fonction des conceptions
etablies dans la grille. A cette &ape, les donnees etaient tirees des enregistrements sonores
et du journal de bord. Apres le decoupage et le codage des donnees, nous avons pu faire
une compilation qui nous a men& aux resultats.

Nous avons par la suite examine les reflexions notees en cours d'analyse afin de
examiner si les conceptions se modifiaient en cours d'experience.

En dernier lieu, nous avons regarde de facon critique le cheminement parcouru
pour en tirer un cadre de travail que nous suggerons aux enseignants pour organiser leur
reflexion sur leur pratique.
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Conclusions
Nous voulions en premier lieu mieux connaitre les liens entre les conceptions et

la pratique d'un enseignant de mathematiques et par la suite voir s'il etait possible de
mettre en place de facon profitable cette reflodon sur la pratique. Si nous regardons nos
hypotheses de depart, nous avions prevu que certaines interferences dues a
l'environnement, aux eleves et aux habitudes de l'enseignant interviendraient dans la
realisation de nos conceptions. Nous pensions egalement qu'il etait possible pour une
enseignant d'analyser sa pratique et que la reflexion quotidienne ameliorerait la coherence
entre les conceptions et la pratique. Les conclusions auxquelles nous sommes arrivees
nous amenent a preciser ces hypotheses.

Des conceptions a la pratique
Ce travail nous a permis de faire un pas en avant dans la comprehension des

elements qui interviennent dans la mise en pratique des conceptions dans le cadre de
l'enseignement des mathematiques.

Les resultats de l'analyse ont montre qu'il y avait une tres bonne coherence (82%)
entre les conceptions telles qu'exprimees au depart et les actes d'enseignement observes.
Ce resultat est sans signification si nous ne tenons pas compte des particularites de notre
experimentation. Nous avions voulu au point de depart alleger autant que possible les
contraintes exterieures qui selon les auteurs consult& seraient des causes de discordances.
La grande liberte dont nous jouissions au moment de l'experimentation a surement joue.
Nous avions pu definir l'approche peclagogique, choisir jusqu'a un certain point le
contenu du tours et construire le materiel didactique en fonction de nos conceptions au
sujet de l'enseignement des mathematiques. Notre experience en enseignement et notre
formation premiere en mathematiques nous garantissaient l'assurance necessaire pour
entreprendre une telle innovation. Mais it reste que certains obstacles demeurent.
Certains sont exogenes et d'autres plus personnels a l'enseignant sont endogenes.

Nous avons pu voir que certains elements dependant de l'organisation scolaire
genent. Les plages horaires extremes, des locaux trop petits en sont des exemples. Le
materiel didactique et le contenu mathematique amenent aussi quelques difficultes. Les

protocoles d'activites comportaient encore certaines ambiguites et le contenu
mathematique etait parfois trop simple ou trop difficile pour les eleves. C'etait alors
difficile d'aller dans le sens prevu, c'est-a-dire, conduire les eleves a explorer les concepts et
a &duke les connaissances a partir de leurs resultats.

D'autres entraves se trouvent chez les eleves eux-memes. C'est surtout leur
manque de preparation au niveau des mathematiques et de la methode de travail en
general qui a contrarie la realisation des conceptions qui visaient plus a soutenir la
recherche de solutions qu'a expliquer comment faire le probleme. Le temps pris par ces
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eleves moms prepares etait trop important et genait notre gestion du travail de l'ensemble

du groupe.
Enfin, notre systeme de conceptions lui-meme etait en quelque sorte porteur de

difficultes. Ce n'est pas que les conceptions se contredisaient mais elles pouvaient dans les

cas limites etre en conflit. Les conceptions concernant l'activite mathematique, ouverture,

exploration, autonomie ont pris, sans que nous nous en rendions compte, le dessus sur les

conceptions touchant a l'organisation du cours et a l'encadrement des eleves. Soulignons

ici que la reflexion et le bilan qui s'en est suivi ont permis cette constatation dont nous

avions jamais pris conscience auparavant. Signalons enfin que nous avons constate que

notre kat d'esprit, fatigue, inquietude, bonne humeur joue egalement sur nos actes

d'enseignement.
En résumé, nous pouvons conclure que les liens entre les conceptions et la

pratique sont forts et que s'il y a prise en charge consciente des conceptions et des moyens

pour les mettre en oeuvre, le transfert des conceptions dans la pratique se produit.

L'auto-analyse comme outil de reflexion
L'auto-analyse telle que nous l'avons pratiquee s'est aver& un outil de reflexion

profitable et realisLole.
L'auto-analyse a donne lieu a un bilan professionnel qui a permis une prise de

conscience interessante et utile. Les resultats ont revele certaines de nos faiblesses, ils ont

expose certains succes encourageants et indique des modifications dans nos positions. A la

lumiere de ces constatations, nous avons pu dans notre pratique déjà distinguer ce qui

concerne l'encadrement des eleves et ce qui concerne la gestion de l'activite

mathematique. Le fait de comprendre ce qui se passait a enormement facilite ces

modifications. C'est un resultat important qui nous permet maintenant d'être plus precise

dans nos demandes aux eleves, ce qui est profitable pour nouset pour les eleves.

Ayant realise le succes de nos efforts particulierement ceux visant amener l'eleve

verbaliser ses &marches et a evaluer son travail, nous sommes encouragee a poursuivre

dans ce sens et a rechercher de nouvelles solutions a d'autres points moans reussis comme

le travail d'equipe par exemple.
Les hypotheses qui nous avaient conduites au depart a developper cette approche

d'enseignement se rapportaient beaucoup a l'aspect affectif de l'apprentissage. Notre

centre d'interet s'est &place, nous sommes maintenant beaucoup plus preoccupee par

l'activite mathematique elle-meme, les contenus, les activites de resolution de probleme,

le materiel didactique. En effet, l'activite mathematique se doit d'être interessante et

stimulante pour l'eleve si Ion veut qu'il y prenne plaisir et qu'il l'attaque avec confiance.

Le fait d'avoir degage certains obstacles exogenes renforcera nos demandes aupres

de l'administration scolaire au sujet d'horaires, de locaux et de regroupement des eleves
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par exemple, par ce que nous serons plus en mesure de les expliquer.
Soulignons finalement que cette prise de conscience n'aurait pas 60 complete sans

l'etape de l'auto-analyse. La lecture du journal de bord a expose certaines reactions comme
la necessite de plus encadrer les eleves. Mais la reflexion a travers ]'action n'etait pas
suffisante et n'amenait pas une prise de conscience aussi complete. On peut lire dans le
journal de bord des remarques par rapport aux problemes vecus dans la classe et des idees
pour tenter d'y remedier mais, it n'y a pas d'analyse approfondie, faute de temps et de
recul, ce qui fait qu'il n'y a pas de comprehension de la situation, on ne fait que la
constater. L'analyse qui a suivi a eu tout autre resultat parce a pennis de voir ce qui
se passait. Nous pensons particulierement aux chevauchements parfois problematiques
entre les conceptions qui ont ete souleves. C'est pourquoi ce qui est avance dans notre
troisieme hypothese est a completer: la reflexion quotidienne est necessaire mais it faut
prendre un certain recul et faire un bilan pour arriver ii une meilleure comprehension des
phenomenes en jeu.

A la suite de cette experience, nous pouvons dire qu'il est possible a un enseignant
d'auto-analyser sa pratique. Le travail a parfois ete difficile car it fallait constamment
trouver des solutions aux problemes methodologiques qui se presentaient. II fallait
inventer et se reajuster. Nous avons pu la suite de ]'examen critique de notre demarche,
suggerer des moyens que pourrait adopter un enseignant sans trop perturber sa pratique
reguliere et nous croyons que la demarche que nous proposons est considerablement
simplifiee et tout aussi efficace. Nous avons concu un inventaire de conceptions afin
d'aider ]'enseignant a etablir une grille de conceptions qui lui permettra d'analyser ses
actes d'enseignement a partir de l'enregistrements de ses tours. Nous proposons
egalement une methode simplifiee de compilation pour faciliter le travail d'analyse.

Il faut toutefois se garder d'attendre des resultats identiques chez toute personne
qui s'engagerait dans une auto-analyse. Le terme l'indique, ]'analyse est personnelle et les
resultats seront surement en fonction du cheminement personnel de la personne qui
l'entreprend. Toutefois le fait de s'engager dans une telle entreprise denote une volonte
de remise en question qui ne peut que se traduire par un avancement personnel.

Implications
Bien que ]'enseignant soit maitre d'un grand nombre de choix didactiques, certains

elements sont hors de sa portee immediate. L'administration et ]'organisation scolaires
devraient tenir compte des impacts de leurs decisions sur ]'enseignant, l'eleve, la classe et
l'apprentissage du savoir. On devraient egalement apporter plus de soins aux questions
qui touchent le regroupement des eleves. Sans viser necessairement l'homogeneite des
classes, it faut tenir compte de certains facteurs, notamment le nombre d'eleves dans la
classe, le support didactique dont beneficie ]'enseignant.
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Encore beaucoup de recherches doivent etre menees en ce qui concerne les
mathematiques de l'enseignement post-secondaire, particulierement en ce qui est relatif
au materiel didactique. Il y a peu de materiel disponible pour l'enseignant qui vent
proposer a ses &eves des activites d'exploration ou des problemes allant au deli de
I'exercice de routine. Nous avons pu voir que le materiel didactique joue un role
important dans les choix de l'enseignant, or, on ne peut exiger que chacun cree un
materiel a sa mesure. Prealablement, l'etude d'un point de vue didactique des
mathematiques enseignees apres le secondaire est necessaire et ensuite, it faudra faire faire
appel aux enseignants pour experimenter en classe des approches nouvelles et en
examiner les resultats.

Cette recherche montre par ailleurs qu'il est possible d'innover en matiere de
recherche pour arriver a observer la classe de l'interieur. 11 faut de plus en plus s'assurer
de la participation des enseignants a la recherche et profiter de ce point de vue different.
Les enseignants gagneront de leur cote une meilleure comprehension des phenomenes en
jeu et seront plus disponibles pour experimenter les modeles proposes par les didacticiens.

De plus, les resultats de l'auto-analyse portent a croire qu'il faut favoriser ce type de
reflexion et la soutenir. Il faudrait poursuivre le present travail et etudier les effets de
l'auto-analyse chez d'autres enseignants. La necessite de ce travail de reflexion pour
amener une meilleur adequation entre ses conceptions et sa pratique ne diminue en rien
le besoin qu'ont les enseignants d'etre plus inform& sur les recherches specifiquement en
ce qui les touche de plus pros, la didactique des mathematiques. Beaucoup de travaux sont
men& sur les difficult& d'apprentissage des eleves, les causes d'echecs entre autres mais
les enseignants ont peu de sources d'informations en ce qui concerne les approches, les
presentations et les difficult& des contenus mathematiques qui sont enseignes au niveau
post-secondaire.

En dernier lieu, on peut encore se demander oa commence la boucle doit-on tenter
de modifier les conceptions des enseignants pour finalement influencer leur pratique ou
encore essayer de les inciter a modifier leur pratique pour susciter des evolutions dans
leurs conceptions. Certains apports exterieurs peuvent influencer. Les informations sous
forme de lecture, de presentations ou encore de formation peuvent agir sur les conceptions
de l'enseignant et l'implantation de nouveaux outils, tel que l'ordinateur ou encore des
manuels soutenant une approche innovatrice peuvent amener certaines modifications
dans Ia pratique de l'enseignant. Cependant, le present travail montre clairement les
interactions entre les conceptions et la pratique. La cle qui salon nous peut intervenir dans
cette interaction est Ia reflexion-sur-la-pratique qui suscite la confrontation entre les
conceptions de l'enseignant et sa pratique. Nous nous devons de poursuivre les
experimentations en ce sens.
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ANALYSIS OF STUDENTS' ERRORS AND DIFFICULTIES IN SOLVING

COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS

V. Navarro-Pelayo, J. D. Godino and M.C.Batanero and
University of Granada (Spain)

ABSTRACT

The preliminary results of a systematic study of the difficulties and
errors in solving a sample of combinatorial problems in two groups of
pupils of secondary education are presented in this work. The analysis
of the task variables of the problems constitutes a first approximation
to the classification of the simple combinatorial problems and likewise
enables the attribution of a content validity to the instrument
developed, in order to assess the capacity to solve this kind of
problems.

INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Plaget and Inheider (1951), the development of the

combinatorial capacity is one of the fundamental components of the formal thinking
and can be related to the stages described in their theory: after the period of

formal operations, the subject discovers systematic procedures of combinatorial

construction, although in the case of the permutations, it is sometimes necessary to

wait until they are 15 years of age.
However, more recent results, as Fischbein (1975) indicates, sustain that the

combinatorial problem solving capacity is not reached in all cases, not even in the

level of formal operations without specific instruction. Fischbein and Gazit (1988)

study the relative difficulty of the combinatorial problems in terms of the type of

combinatorial operation and nature and number of elements, in addition to the effect

of the instruction on the combinatorial capacity. Other authors who in addition to

those mentioned have investigated the difficulties of different types of

combinatorial problems, are, Mendelson (1981), Green (1981), Lecoutre (1985) and

Maury (1986).
In this work, we describe the results of a study of the effect on the relative

difficulty of different combinatorial problems of several task variables of the same.

Although the study carried out to date is limited, we consider it to be of interest

to describe the classification carried out of the errors and the differences found in

this distribution, between one group of pupils who have not had any previous

instruction and another group that has. As an additional consequence we have a first
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version of a psychometric instrument available. This enables us to measure the

"combinatorial reasoning capacity" of secondary students, and to diagnose the

intuitions and types of error that should be taken into account in teaching. As

Borassi (1987) affirms "errors can be used as a motivational device and as a starting

point for the creative mathematical exploration, involving valuable problem solving

and problem posing activities" (page 7.).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEMS PROPOSED

The test consists of 9 problems some with several sections, in total 12

questions. As an example in Table 1, the statements of three of these problems are

included that .411 serve to describe the different types of errors that the students

have had during the solving process. The description of the characteristics of the

problems, that are of two types: of enumeration and calculus, are presented

schematically in Table 2.

TABLE 1

1. Three boys are sent to the headmaster for stealing. They have to line up In a row outside the
head's room and wait for their punishment. No one wants to be first of course!
(a) Suppose the boys are called Andres. Benito y Carlos (A, B, C for short). We want to write down
all the possible orders In which they could line up.
For example A B C we write ABC as shown below:

I I I

let 2nd 3rd

ANSWER: ABC / / / / / /
Now write down all the other different orders.

2. Calculate the number of different ways a class of 10 students can be divided up into two groups,
one of them with 3 students and the other with 7.

ANSWER: There are different ways.
Briefly explain the method you have used.

3. An ice cream shop sells five different kinds of Ice cram: chocolate, lemon, strawberry, apricot
and vanilla. How many tubs of three different kinds of Ice cream can be bought?

ANSWER: There are different tubs.
Briefly explain the procedure that you have used.

Inventory Problems:

We give the name problems of Inventory to those problems like la) taken from

Green's research (1981), in which the student is asked for an inventory of all the
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possible cases produced by a certain combinatorial operation, in this case, the

permutations of three elements. These problems are Ideal for our purpose of knowing

the combinatorial capacity, of the students before the instruction; on the other hand,

in Navarro-Pelayo (1991) the little emphasis put on this type of exercise in the

school books, has been pointed out.

Problems of calculation of the number of possibilities
In these statements, as in problems 2) and 3) the student is asked the number of

possibilities without explicitly asking him for the inventory of the same, thus

having to identify the combinatorial operation. This is one of the difficulties

described by Hadar and Hadass (1981) to solve combinatorial problems.

Task variables considered
The task variables that have been taken into consideration for the choice of

problems have been the following:

a) Type of combinatorial operation (permutations, combinations....). This variable

has been one of the determining factors of the difficulty of the problems in

Fischbein and Gazit's research (1988).

b) Context. Likewise, the previous authors distinguished the context of letters,

numbers, people and objects; we have also included a problem in which

undistinguishable objects are considered, since Lecoutre (1985) indicated the greater

difficulty in employing these types of objects. Likewise, we have included a

geometrical context, in item number 5.

c) Value given to the parameters m and n that have also been a factor of difficulty

described by Fischbein and Gazit (1988).

d) Implicit mathematical model. According to what Dubois states (1984), the simple

combinatorial configurations can be classified in three models: selections, that

emphasize the model of sampling, distributions, related to the concept of mapping and

partition or division of a set into subsets. We have considered these three models,

in addition to that of simple ordering (arrangement) that can be considered as a

particular case in any of them.

e) Help provided. To give an example or not in the statement, and in the case of

giving it, whether a table or a tree diagram is used. This type of help was provided
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in items 1, 4, 5, 7 and 8.

The context, model, values of the parameters and combinatorial operations used
in each one of the items appear in Table 1. The numeration of the problems does not
correspond to the order of presentation in the questionnaire.

RELATIVE DIFFICULTY OF THE PROBLEMS: EFFECT OF THE TASK VARIABLES

For this first pilot study we have preferred to choose an intentional sample
that has been made up of a total of 106 pupils: 57 pupils from the 8th course of
Primary Education "EGB" (14 years of age) who had not had any specific Instruction in
Combinatorics when the test was carried out and 49 pupils from the 1st course of
Secondary education "BUP" (15 years of age) after the period of Combinatorics

teaching. The percentages of the correct answers to each question of the two groups
of pupils are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Percentage of correct answers in the different problems

Problem Context Combinatorial Percentage correct answers
Operation 8th EGB 1st BUP

la Arrange people P3 89.5 95.9

lb " P4 17.5 51.0

lc " P5 7.0 46.9

2 Partition (people) C10,3 0.0 6.1

3 Select objects C53 8.8 20.4

4 Throw coins VR22 56.1 67.3

5 Select paths Product Rule 43.9 26.5
6 Select people V4,3 1.8 49.0

7 Distribute objects V4 38.6 67.3

8 Select numbers V 38.6 51.0

9a Arrange letters
5 2,

P5 7.0 53.1

9b Arrange letters PR5,1,1,1,2 0 12.2

We can observe that in practically all the items the percentages of correct
answers are higher in pupils of "BUP". There Is an exception in Item 5, corresponding
to the rule of the product, a type of problem that in our study (Navarro- Pelayo
(1991)) we saw was little used In the text books. In this case one of the formulas
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corresponding to the combinatorial operations cannot be directly applied because it
is dealing with the cartesian product of the two different subsets. The pupils of 14
(8th "EGB") who, in their majority have tried to solve the problem directly using an
inventory, have obtained better results than the pupils of "BUP" who have tried to
apply one of the formulas known for this case.

By considering the magnitude of the parameters we can clearly see the difference
in difficulty when the value of the number of elements to be selected is 2 or 3. In

all these cases there has been an important percentage of correct answers, even in
pupils who have had no instruction, from which a good combinatorial capacity can be
deduced when the number of objects is small. When this number grows the pupil of
"EGB" has not been capable of satisfactorily completing a procedure and as he did not
know the formula, has been unable to deduce in many cases. It is here where we can
appreciate a greater effect of the instruction and the age.

Another item where there have been a significant number of correct answers, in
spite of using value 4 for the parameter m, has been item 7 where a tree diagram was
given as help. This agrees with the importance that Fischbein and Gazit (1988) give
to the tree diagram as a model to solve the combinatorial problems. In general,

providing the pupil with an example, has supposed a greater facility of the problem,
especially in item la) where the percentage of correct answers has been surprising in
the pupils of "EGB", taking into account, that Piaget's and Fischbein's theories

point out the permutations as the most difficult combinatorial operation known before

instruction. However, this percentage drops drastically when we pass to the

permutations of 4 and 5 people, and it even drops (although not as drastically) in

the pupils who have received instruction. The pupils of the first group lack the
recursive capacity to form the permutations of 4 elements once those of 3 have been

formed.
The difference of di ';'!' ulty due to the type of combinatorial operation does not

seem as big in our study as that due to the size of the parameters, since before
instruction this has been the main determinant of success and after there is not a
very clear difference.

By considering the mathematical model under which the combinatorial operation is

presented, we do not observe important differences in the model of selection (items
3, 4, 5, 6 and 8), arrangement (items la, lb, lc, 9a and 9b) and the positioning or

application (item 7), except in the case of the permutations with repetition that
have turned out to be much more difficult. In this case, the main determinant of the

difficulty is the fact that distinguishable objects appear mixed with

Indistinguishable ones. However, we have found quite an accused difference in Item 2
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referring to a context of partition of a set into two subsets in which only 147. of
correct answers have been found after instruction, in spite of being a typical

combinatorial statement.

TYPES OF ERRORS IDENTIFIED

Lam 2t iscsitt

Thiu mistake, described by Fischbein and Gazit (1988) consists of confusing the
criteria of combinations and arrangements. For example, in item 3, when the pupil
considers different tubs "chocolate with lemon and strawberry" and "chocolate with
strawberry and lemon". This mistake has been found in 35 of the total of the problems
solved by the children in "BUP", representing 16.5% of the total errors in this group
and only in 8 of the pupils of "EGB" (2.6% of errors). From this result a greater
relative incidence of this type of error can be Induced in the pupils who try to
apply one of the combinatorial formulas, which only occurs in the group who have
received instruction.

Error of repetition ma exclusion
We have given this name to the case of the pupil who does not consider the

possibility of repeating the elements or when there is no possibility to do so, the

pupil uses it. For example, in item 1, when the pupil uses the formula of variations
with repetition or repeats an element within the permutation.

In the case of item 9b), that deals with the permutations of 5 letters, two of
them being the same: A, B, C, D, D. another option followed by some pupils is to
exclude the repeated letter and form the permutations of the remaining ones, thus

taking PR5.1.1.1.2 =P4. We have called this mistake exclusion error. Letter D is

considered to be fixed and Its permutation with the remaining ones is not considered.
'fits error has been committed mainly by the pupils of "EGB" (17 cases; 5.6% of their
errors) and acquires special importance since it has only been given when associated
to a particular problem, and thus seems typical of this type of problem.

In total there have been 53 errors of repetition in "BLIP ", which represents 257.
of the total errors as opposed to 8 in EGB (2.6% errors), due to the fact that the
first group prefer the use of formulas. We must also point out the greater importance
of this error as opposed to the error of order, In the group of pupils with

instruction.

ligil systematic enumeration.
This type of error described by Fischbein and Gazit, consists of trying to solve
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the problem by an enumeration using trial and error without a recursive procedure

that leads to the formations of all the possibilities. It has been one of the most
frequent mistake in both ,groups, 24 cases in "BUP" (11.3% of errors), 96 (31.6%) in
"EGB". This error has occurred specially before instruction, since the students have
used the enumeration as the most frequent strategy in solving the problems.

We must point out that in our work (Navarro-Pelayo; 1991) we showed that the
enumeration exercises are not usually proposed to the pupils since it is considered

this is an ability that they have already acquired. However, we think that the

results of this first sample confirm those of other authors like Mendelsohn (1984)

that many pupils, although in the stage of formal operations, have difficulties with

systematic enumeration. We have even seen that these difficulties continue in some of

the students after their period of instruction in the first course of Secondary

education "BUP".

Error in the arithmetic operations used
The pupils of "BUP" have studied combinatorics and in some cases have identified

the operation correctly, using the formula to solve the problem. On other occasions

this operation has not been identified - or at least it has not been indicated

explicitly - and they try to deduce the series of arithmetic operations necessary for

the solution using a direct combinatorial reasoning. That is they try to find a
formula, not valid for the general case, but that can be used in the given problem.

This strategy is also quite frequent in the pupils of 8th of "EGB". In the case that

a correct formula has not been found with this procedure we will say that there is an

error in the arithmetical operations. This type of mistake appears in a total of 20

problems solved by the pupils of "BUP" (9.4% of the errors) and 56 for those of "EGB"

(18.8% of the errors).

Mistaken intuitive response

This error identified by Fischbein (1975), consists of not justifying the

response, only giving a mistaken numerical solution. The frequency of this type of

error has been 82 cases: 27% of the errors in "EGB" as opposed to 17.9% in "BUP";

this type of response is still important in "BUP".

Other errors
- Badly applied formula, due to not remembering It, although the combinatorial

operation has been correctly identified: 11 cases in secondary school pupils.

- Confusion of the parameters when applying the formula: 5 cases in secondary school
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pupils.

- Not remembering a property of the combinatorial numbers.

This error has appeared as associated to item 2, in which the pupil should realize
that by considering 10 students, the same number of groups can be formed with 3 as
with 7, so once one of these groups is formed the other one is determined. The pupils

who do not identify this property add C10,3 + C10.7 to give the solution.

- Incorrect interpretation of the tree diagram (6 pupils of "BUP" and 9 of "EGB"). In
spite of the Importance given to this didactic resource by Fischbein as an aid in

combinatorial problem solving, we have found ourselves with cases of bad

interpretation of the diagram given in exercise 7, even in pupils who have been

instructed in the use of this resource.
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PROCESSES AND STRATEGIES OF THIRD AND FOURTH GRADERS

TACKLING A REAL WORLD PROBLEM AMENABLE TO DIVISION

Susie Groves

Deakin University - Burwood Campus

A random sample of 55 grade 3 and 4 children from six schools were observed while
tackling five versions of a real world problem based on quotition division. The children were
provided with simulated bottles of medicine (in tablet and liquid form), which showed the
total contents and the amount to be taken each day, and were asked how many days the
medicine would last. Calculators and concrete materials were provided, as well as pencil and
paper. For all but the two most difficult questions, children overwhelmingly chose mental
computation as their calculating device. Children predominantly used repeated addition (or
subtraction) rather than division, which was almost always only used in conjunction with a
calculator. Difficulties encountered by the children who used calculators confirm the
mathematical sophistication required to interpret the answers thus obtained.

Introduction
There is now a substantial body of research into children's understanding of multiplication and

division. Among major factors found to influence children's success in selecting the appropriate

operations for word problems requiring division are the extent of familiarity of the context and the

structural nature of the problem, with partition problems producing a higher rate of success than quotition

or rate problems (Bell, Fischbein, & Greer, 1984; Fischbein, Defi, Nello & Marino, 1985). Prior to a

study involving grade 5, 7 and 9 children, Fischbein et al hypothesised that children have intuitive

models of division, based on both partition and quotition, which they can evoke as appropriate. Not only

did partition problems prove easier than quotition, but grade 5 children performed considerably worse on

quotition questions than older children. For example, for the question "The walls of a bathroom are 280

cm high. How many rows of tile are needed to cover the walls ifeach row is 20 cm wide?", although

44% of grade 5's correctly chose 280 + 20 as the operation required, 41% chose 280 x 20. The success

rate for grades 7 and 9 were 77% and 80%, respectively. This led the authors to conjecture that partition

is the only intuitive primitive model, with children acquiring the quotition model with instruction.

The interview referred to in this paper was developed and conducted in collaboration with Ron Welsh
and Kaye Stacey (Melbourne University) and Jill Cheeseman (Deakin University), with support from the
Victoria College (now Deakin University) Special Research Fund, a Melbourne University Special
Initiatives Grant and the Melbourne University Staff Development Fund.
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Kouba (1989) analysed the solution strategies of grade 1 to 3 children. She proposed three intuitive

models for partition - sharing by dealing, repeated subtraction and repeated addition (using guesses for

the addend). It is well known that children frequently resort to informal addition based strategies for a

variety of problems (Hart, 1981, p.4'7; Bergeron & Herscovics, 1990, p. 32). Kouba found that children

employed repeated subtraction and repeated addition for both partition and quotition problems, and hence

questioned the separation of the intuitive models for these types of division.

Procedural knowledge without conceptual knowledge and the ability to use it in meaningful

situations is of little use. This is particularly true in an age when reliable mental methods and an ability to

use calculators (together with an understanding of the meaning of the operations and the real world

problems which they model) are sufficient for all practical purposes (Hart, 1981, p.47; Bell, Fischbein,

& Greer, 1984. p.130; Bergeron & Herscovics, 1990, p. 34). Yet many children are being taught to do

calculations without being able to describe situations in which they are applicable and consequently do

not find "real world" possibilities reflected in school mathematics (Greer and McCann, 1991, p. 85;

Graeber and Tirosh, 1990. p.583).

Carpenter (1986) points out that "before receiving instruction, most young children invent informal

modelling and counting strategies to solve basic addition and subtraction problems" (p. 114). Neuman

(1991) reports on children's "original" informally developed conceptions of division, commenting that

"young children who have not been formally taught division seem to believe that it is possible to solve all

problems in some way" (p.76). Children were again found to use repeated addition and repeated

subtraction for both partition and quotition problems. She questions the early introduction of the division

algorithm as opposed to the elaboration of children's own informally developed thoughts.

Results obtained from a large sample of grade 5 and 6 children, using a pencil and paper test of

problem ,-)Iving (Stacey, Groves, Bourke & Doig, in press), indicate that most upper primary children

do not use learned multiplication and division skills, with large numbers of these children still using

repeated addition to solve a problem based on quotition (Stacey, 1987, p. 21).

While there is no centralised curriculum in Victoria (Australia), most primary schools base their

mathematics policy on the state guidelines (Ministry of Education, Victoria, 1988). At grade 3, children

are expected to learn number facts including division by 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10, as well as use calculators for
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computation, while at grade 4 they are usually introduced to division of 2 and 3 digit numbers by 1 digit

numbers (p.97-8). Pencil and paper "long division" has not been included in guidelines for over 6 years.

This paper reports on the extent to which 55 grade 3 and 4 children, who were observed while

tackling a "real world" problem based on quotition division, as part of a longer interview, were able to

find correct or reasonable answers, the calculating devices they chose to use and the extent to which they

made sensible and efficient use of calculators.

Method

For the past three years, as part of the Victoria College Calculator Project and the University of

Melbourne Calculator-Aware Program for the Teaching of Number, children entering six schools have

been given "their own" calculator to use at all times. Teachers have been provided with a program of

professional support to assist them in using calculators, not just as "number crunchers", but also as a

means to create a rich mathematical environment for children to explore (see, for example, Groves, 1991;

Groves, Cheeseman, Clarke, & Hawkes, 1991, Welsh, Rasmussen & Stacey, 1990).

In 1991, as part of an investigation of the long-term learning outcomes of the projects, over 430

grade 3 and 4 children at these six schools were given a written test and a test of calculator use. These

children, who have not been involved in the calculator projects, form the control group for the study. In

addition to the tests, a random sample of 55 of the grade 3 and 4 children were given a 25 minute

interview, designed to test their understanding of the number system; their choice of calculating device,

for a wide range of numerical questions; and their ability to solve "real world" problems amenable to

multiplication and division, with or without calculators. Throughout the interviews, children were free to

use whatever calculating devices they chose. Unifix cubes and multi-base arithmetic (MAB) blocks were

provided as well as pencil and paper and calculators. Many of the questions were expected to be

answered mentally. The tests and interviews will be carried out again at grade 3 and 4 level in 1992 and

1993. Among the hypotheses for the long-term study is an expectation that children involved in the

calculator projects will perform better on the "real world" problems, selecting appropriate processes more

frequently and making better use of calculators.

This paper focuses on interview results from the "real world" problem amenable to division - a

simplified version of the question from the problem solving test referred to earlier (Stacey, Groves,
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Bourke & Doig, in press). The question consists of five parts, each with the same structure. In the first

two parts, children were presented with clear bottles containing the appropriate number of white,

medicine-like tablets (actually sweets). The bottles were attractively labelled with the contents and the

amount to be taken each day - for example, in MI the label clearly displayed "15 tablets take 3 each day",

as well as the distractor "$7.43". For the remaining three parts, accurate volumes of coloured liquid were

used with information such as "120 ml take 20 ml each day" and a price. For this example (the first using

liquid "medicine"), 20 ml was poured from the bottle into a clear medicine measure. In each case,

children were asked how many days the medicine would last. (For further details, see Welsh, 1991.)

As well as their answers, children's choice of calculating device were recorded. These were

classified as calculator, written algorithm, Unifix or MAB, mental (which was further sub-classified to

indicate automatic response and use of fingers) and other (such as drawing or the use of non-standard

algorithms). Wherever possible, the mathematical processes used were also recorded. Original

classifications of the processes included division, counting on (repeated addition), repeated subtraction,

multiplication and other less frequently used processes.

Results

Frequencies of correct and incorrect answers, use of calc .lacing devices and solution processes for

each of parts M1 to M5 of the medicine question are shown on the "double-sided" Table 1. The left side

shows choice of calculating device against correctness of answer, while the right side shows solution

processes. In those parts of the question where remainders occur (M2, M4 and M5), an extra category of

answer is included to indicate answers which, while incorrect, give the correct number of whole days

(or, in the case when the answer is 7.5 days, give 8 days). The categories for choice of calculating device

and solution processes have been collapsed. Categories rarely used are included under "other" - e.g.

standard written algorithms (which were never used successfully) and the (rare) attempts to use an

incorrect algorithm (such as a single subtraction).

Correctness of answers. Table 1 shows the dramatic decrease in correct answers when

remainders arc involved. Even for the relatively easy problem of "21 tablets, 4 per day", less than 45%

of children give a correct answer such as "5 1/4 days" or "5 days with 1 tablet left over", although a
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Table I: Frequencies of correct and incorrect answers,
use of calculating uevices and solution processes

Question Device' M. C 0 NA Total AR CO DI UM 0 NA Process2

MI 4 3 38 2 6 0 46 3 17 2 17 7 0 .13
15 tablets,
3 per day x 3 7 0 1 0 8 0 1 0 6 1 0 x 3

How

many NA 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 NA 3

days? Total 45 2 7 1 55 3 18 2 23 8 1 Total

4 17 4 3 0 24 3 12 4 4 1 0 4
M2

21 tablets, 4 5 3 3 0 11 0 3 2 2 4 0 *4
4 per day

How
many
days?

X

NA

10

0

0

0

3

0

0

7

13

7

0

0

4

0

0

0

6

0

3

0

0

7

X

NA

Total 32 7 9 7 55 3 19 6 12 8 7 Total

M3 NI 26 5 1 0 32 5 13 6 7 I 0 NI

120 ml,
20 ml /day X 11 2 3 0 16 0 2 0 9 5 0 X

How
many NA 0 0 0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 7 NA

days? Total 37 7 4 7 55 5 15 6 16 6 7 Total

J 6 8 1 0 15 0 6 7 2 0 0
M4

300 ml, *5 5 5 0 0 10 0 5 5 0 0 0 5
40 .n1 /day

How
many
days?

X

NA

18

0

2

0

4

0

0

6

24

6

0

0

5

0

1

0

11

0

7

0

0

6

X

NA

Total 29 15 5 6 55 0 16 13 13 7 6 Total

4 0 13 0 0 13 0 0 13 0 0 0 4
M5

375m1, 6 1 7 0 0 8 0 1 7 0 0 0 6
24 ml /day

How
many
days?

X

NA

7

0

10

0

8

0

0

9

25

9

0

0

5

0

4

0

7

0

9

0

0

9

X

NA

Total 8 30 8 9 55 0 6 24 7 9 9 Total

I M - mental; C - calculator, 0 - other ( e.g. drawing, blocks); NA - no answer given
2 AR - automatic response; CO - counting on/back (repeated addition/subtraction); DI - division;

UM - unknown mental process; 0 - other ( e.g. multiplication, single subtraction)
3 - correct answer; X - incorrect answer; NA - no answer given
4 - incorrect answer with integer part correct (e.g. 5, 5+, 5 remainder 3, 5 remainder 25)
5 - incorrect answer with integer part correct (e.g. 7, 7+, 7 remainder 80, 7 remainder 2) or 8
6 - incotrect answer with integer part correct (e.g. 15, 15+, 15 remainder ?, 15 3/4)
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further 20% give an answer involving 5 days. Incorrect answers for M2 range from 2 to 15 days, with 5

children giving answers of over 10 days. Given the provision of concrete models and the familiarity of

the situation, these results confirm that many children find it difficult to relate school mathematics to real

world problems. While the liquid medicine problem involving a whole number answer, M3, produced a

high rate of success, it was anticipated that M4 and M5 would be much more difficult, as children would

be unlikely to have the skills to find a solution except by using a calculator. (In fact, these parts were

included specifically to determine the extent to which children can successfully use calculators to solve

such problems.) The results from these parts confirm our expectations, with over half of the children

who achieve a correct or reasonable answer for M4 using a calculator, and only one child succeeding

without a calculator for the more difficult M5.

Use of calculating devices. For all but M5, children showed an overwhelming preference for

mental computation. Even for M4, where we had expected children to use calculators, 29 of the 49

children who attempted the problem chose to do it mentally. For all parts, approximately half of the

children who used mental computation augmented it with the use of fingers. Only three children gave

responses automatically to any questions - including one child who gave immediate correct answers to

the first four parts and then used his calculator to incorrectly read the answer to M5 as "15 remainder

point 625". Four children successfully used drawings or concrete materials for some or all of MI to M3,

but only one of these was successful in either of the other two parts - M4 using a calculator.

Processes used. Only a small handful of children were observed giving "automatic responses"

to the first three parts. For MI, a large number of children gave the correct answer after pausing to

calculate mentally. It was often impossible to determine the mental processes used as time constraints did

not allow for extended probing - hence the classification "unknown mental process". For the first three

parts, counting on or counting back (repeated addition or subtraction) outnumbered all other known

processes almost two to one. Children only began to use division when the numbers dictated the use of a

calculator. In fact for M5 the only correct answers were obtained using division on a calculator.

Effective use of calculators. While the first requirement for effective calculator use in

problems such as these is to recognise the operation as division, it is also necessary to be able to make
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sense of the answer displayed. The difficulties were particularly apparent in M5, where 30 of the 46

children who attempted the problem used a calculator, but only 13 found the correct answer. Of the

remaining 16 children, 9 were unable to read the number displayed correctly. Such difficulties are further

highlighted by an earlier question on the interview. Children were shown 278 39 and "the answer

found by someone using a calculator" - i.e. 7-1282051. They were asked firstly to read the number and

then to say "about how big" it is or give a "number close to it". Only 14 children were able to read the

number correctly (i.e. say the words "seven point one two ..."), with 16 passing the question and the

remaining 25 giving answers like "7 point 12 million ...". In response to the size of the number, 15

answered in the range 5 to 9, with 20 passing and 18 giving very large answers (e.g. 7 million). While

this level of understanding is to be expected, it highlights the fact that calculator usewill only increase

children's facility with division if it is accompanied by considerable change in children's mathematical

sophistication and overall number sense.

Conclusion
These results confirm the fact that children are able to devise their own means of solving problems

based on quotition - provided- the numbers are not too difficult to handle. Their methods are

predominantly based on repeated addition or subtraction. Wherever possible, children used mental

computation in preference to calculators, with almost no attempt to use pencil and paper, except to draw

diagrams. Nevertheless, the fact that several children consistently used completely inappropriate

operations, such as a single subtraction, to arrive at blatantly incorrect answers such as 351, days,

indicates the extent to which school mathematics is seen as completely divorced from the real world. Bell

et at had predicted that calculators would allow a wider range of numbers to be considered earlier in

primary school, but warned that "this still leaves tha question of what meanings the pupils can attach to

the operations" (Bell, Fischbein. & Greer, 1984, p. 130). The results obtained here confirm not only the

importance of attaching meaning when using calculators, but also the necessity to develop skills such as

estimation and approximation and a strong intuitive understanding of aspects of the number system such

as decimals. Future results to be obtained from children with long-term experience of calculators will

hopefully demonstrate the extent to which this can realistically be achieved.
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PICTURES IN AN EXHIBITION: SNAPSHOTS OF A
TEACHER IN THE PROCESS OF CHANGE

Lynn C. Hart,
Deborah H. Najee-ullah

Georgia State University

As teachers change their pedagogical practices to reflect
current' research on teaching and learning, the mathematics
education research community has a unique opportunity to
study this process of change. This paper will present
results from one teacher, Margaret, in one project, the
Atlanta Math Project (AMP), for one year, 1990-1991, as she
attempts to modify her instructional environment to reflect
current recommendations for reform. This pilot work lays
the groundwork for future research on teacher change in AMP.

Learning environments are emerging that are quite different from

the lecture dominated mathematics classroom that many teachers and

students have experienced. The Atlanta Math Project (AMP), a four-

year National Science Foundation sponsored project in the second year

of operation, is implementing a research-based teacher education model

which assists teachers in constructing new knowledge about the

teaching and learning of mathematics. AMP is studying how these

teachers change their instructional practices over four years.

Theoretical Orientation

The theoretical orientation of the Atlanta Math Project is

grounded in the theories of constructivism and social constructivism

(von Glasersfeld, in press': Wertsch i Toma, 1991) and of metacognition

(Flavell, 1975). A more thorough discussion of the theoretical

perspective of AMP and the framework for studying teacher change can

be found elsewhere (Hart, 1991).

Studying Teacher Change

This paper will explore aspects of change in the learning

environment and in teacher knowledge for one teacher, Margaret, now in

her second year with AMP. In particular we will discuss the following

questions about change in classroom discourse and beliefs;
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Whose ideas are being explored in Margaret's classroom?

What types of questions are being asked?

How is conflict resolved?

How is student thinking encouraged?

Is mathematical thinking modeled?

Who are students talking to?

Now do Margaret's beliefs about learning mathematics and teaching
mathematics change in year one?

How do Margaret's beliefs about mathematical tasks and content
change?

Methods

The data chosen for this report are two videotapes of Margaret

teaching her grade 6 class in September and May of her first year with

the project and responses to a project instrument completed by

Margaret before and after year one. A research team composed of the

two project directors, the assistant project director, a research

associate and three graduate students have met regularly during year

two to analyze and discuss the process for studying change. We have

used Margaret as a first attempt to refine our methods. We will use

this paper as an opportunity to share our struggles and achievements

and to solicit feedback on our work.

Margaret

Margaret is a sixth grade teacher in a rural middle school near

Atlanta, Georgia. Identified by the mathematics coordinator for her

school system as a strong teacher with leadership ability, she

attended five days of staff development with AMP during the summer of

1990. She was introduced to the theories of constructivism and

metacognition, the positions on reform set forth by the National

council of Teachers of Mathematics, and she experienced planning,

teaching and reflecting from these perspectives.
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Margaret is fairly new to teaching. Her first year with AMP

(1990/91) was her third year of teaching. A mature woman with a

family of her own, she turned to teaching later in her life. Margaret

showed a great deal of maturity and intuitiveness during the summer

workshops. She demonstrated caution in accepting without question the

ideas we explored, but displayed a willingness to learn and try new

approaches.

Snapshot one: July 31. 1990

At the beginning of the AMP summer workshop, Margaret was asked

to respond to a set of statements designed to elicit her current

beliefs. She was asked to describe a good mathematics teacher, a good

mathematics supervisor, a good mathematics student, and a good math

problem. Finally she was asked, how do middle school children learn?

Her responses provided an opportunity to gain insight into some of her

professed beliefs about teaching mathematics, about learning

mathematics, and about worthwhile mathematical tasks.

beliefs about teaching mathematics. Margaret stated that a

teacher should be flexible in her/his thinking, creative, open, and

display an enjoyment of mathematics. She felt having a background

strong in content and knowing a variety of instructional strategies

were important. She said teaching should be organized and relevant.

Teachers should demonstrate respect for students and their ideas and

should exhibit joy and interest for mathematics to students.

Beliefs about learning_ mathematics. Margaret gave a description

of the learner which included inquiry, thoughtful, creativity, and

enjoyment for mathematics. She said a "good', learner has a

recognition for the relevance of mathematics. She said learners need

to engage in both individual and group problem solving that relate to

common, everyday experiences. Learning occurs through listening and
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discussing mathematics with others and when students reflect and

organize their knowledge and use their knowledge about math in

different ways.

Beliefs about worthwhile mathematical tasks. Margaret felt tasks

should be relevant and require students to inquire. Tasks require

discussion. Tasks should provoke thought, require reflection and

synthesis of math knowledge, and tasks should cause students to think

about and solve problems in more than one way.

Snapshot two: September 20. 1990

The first videotape of Margaret is of her teaching a lesson on

estimation. The students are sitting in double-wide desks facing the

front of the room in rows and columns. The class discusses the

problem with Margaret at the overhead and students responding to

questions by raising their hands and being called on one at a time.

The nature of the mathematical task. Margaret uses an experience

of renting lockers the children had engaged in the day before. She

poses the following questions, "Yesterday, about 700 students rented

lockers. The lockers cost $2 each. How did that make you feel?" The

students expressed strong feelings (e.g., it was too crowded, it was

confusing, etc.) and this dialogue opened the floor for further

discussion. Margaret continued, "How much money did the school take

in?" Since lockers could be shared and exact numbers of students had

not been determined, there were numerous opportunities for estimation.

The nature of classroom discourse. The direction of

communication was always the same. Margaret would ask a question, a

student would respond to the question, and Margaret would respond to

the student. If a student disagreed with a statement made by another

student the opposition was directed toward Margaret- -not the other

student.
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Margaret's questions were a mixture of one-right-answer questions

and more probing questions such as "Why?" or "Anything else?" Thought

provoking questions were also raised by students. Very little time

was given to think about questions. Margaret did not explore any of

these questions in depth, but accepted partial thoughts and did not

require justification, elaboration or explanation. The students did

not talk to one another and were not asked to listen to the responses

of others. Although presented, alternative ideas were not explored

and as a result conflict was not explored or resolved. Some students

were called upon more frequently than others. Not h,.1 members of the

class were included in the discussion.

Znaoshot three: May 3 1991

Margaret's classroom had changed during the school year. The

double-wide desks were now arranged with two desks facing each other

forming small seating groups of four. The overhead remained at the

front of the room.

The nature of the mathematical task. The tasks presented in

this second lesson explored division of fractions. The children were

first asked to contrast the division problem, 1/2 divided by 1/4,

written with a division symbol and as a complex fraction. This was

followed by four word problems that involved dividing with fractions.

They were instructed to solve these by writing mathematical sentences.

Finally the students were asked to count the number of "halves" and

"fourths" in two inches, three inches, five and one-half inches, etc.,

to determine the pattern and "discover" the algorithm for division of

fractions.

The nature of classroom discourse. Margaret used a cooperative

learning technique of think-pair-share to begin each phase of the

lesson. Students were asked to think about the problem(s), to share
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their thinking with a partner, and then to share their

the class. Margaret's questioning was still a mixture

answer and sore thought-provoking questions. Students

their responses and questions to her, but Margaret had

sore as a facilitator of the discussion. Consider the

dialogue about contrasting the two division problems.

Brian If you reverse the order of the numbers
same thing.

MARGARET (repeats his comment)
Brian yeah
Matt No you won't
MARGARET You don't agree Matt?
Matt No you won't
MARGARET Brian says if you reverse the order you

thing, Matt says no you won't. What do

thinking with

of one-right-

still directed

begun to act

following

you get the

get the same
you think?

Margaret did not, however, explore conflict in depth. As soon as a

third student, Jennifer, suggested that Iou not reverse whole

number division, Margaret seemed satisfied that the argument was

settled. Brian was not convinced and suggested fractions might be

different. A comment was then made by John that you can reverse

addition and multiplication, but not subtractiin and division.

Margaret disregarded these conflicting positicne and simply turned to

Brian and said "These properties [John just mentioned] knock this

out." That was the end of the discussion.

Snapshot four: June 15. 1991

At the beginning of the second summer staff development, Margaret

was asked to respond to the instrument described in snapshot One.

Following is a summary.

Etelielasitszeteachingualtamatica Margaret stated that a good

teacher is flexible in approach and content, open to new ideas,

methods and challenges, creative, a good planner, and efficient user

of time. They are well versed in current teaching strategies and
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materials and seek new avenues for exploring their own knowledge of

teaching strategies and content. A good teacher is responsive to the

needs'of students by providing feedback. Good teaching requires being

skilled at diagnosing student abilities and levels of mathematical

knowledge.

Reliefs about learning mathematics. Margaret described the

learner as being confident in ability, not afraid to fail, able to see

relationships, prepared for class, open to new ideas from others, and

motivated by questions or problems. She felt that students learn by

doing mathematics, solving problems, listening to others, talking

about mathematics. They need to find the mathematics relevant to

their lives and investigate situations requiring mathematics.

beliefs about worthwhile mathematical tasks. Good problems

require creativity and may stimulate an extension in thinking. They

should have a variety of strategies possible for finding the solution.

They may have more than a simple solution and may prompt connections

to other problems and/or life situations.

Discussion

An analysis of the four snapshots of Margaret reveal many

consistencies in her behaviors and her reflections. While the

consistencies are of interest and necessar' as we attempt to interpret

the data, e.g., her consistent reference to mathematics needing to be

relevant to real life, the brief space allowed here will only permit

some discussion of change.

The beliefs Margaret expressed in Snapshot One, e.g, teachers

need to respect student ideas, students need to work in groups, tasks

need to provide opportunities for reflection and ..inthesis by the

student, were not consistent with the classroom discourse observed in

Snapshot Two. On the contrary, Margaret had the students working
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alone. She listened courteously, but did not explore student

thinking. And, while the task certainly provided the opportunites

described, they were not pursued. Margaret appeared to be focusing

primarily on the lesson and on her teaching behaviors

What is of interest, then, is the careful analysis of Snapshots

Three and Four at the end of the year. It is here we notice more

careful attention to student thinking and student organization.

Margaret is displaying more of the characteristics she described at

the beginning of the year. She is respecting students ideas and is

open to their thinking. Students are more frequently working in

groups. They are listening and discussing ideas, albeit they are

still passing through the teacher.

This careful analysis of Margaret has confirmed informal

observations the research team has made. Initially teachers acquire

knowledge about alternative ways of teaching. As they put this

knowledge into practice they focus on themselves and their behaviors.

Overtime, they are more able to direct their attention to the student

and student thinking. They begin to consider alternative solution

paths. The quality of classroom discourse improves.
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"CANCELLATION WITHIN-THE-EQUATION" AS A SOLUTION PROCEDURE

flicolas Herscovics Concordia T.hiversity, Montreal

Liora Liachevski, The Hebrew thiversity, Jerusalem

Solving a first degree equation in which the canon appears on both sides of the

equal sign by tonal methods involves ten sajor cognitive obstacles. the first

one is the students' inability to operate spontaneously on or with the game;

the seccad one, perhaps even sore complex, is the studeats' difficelty with

operating on an mein as a mathematical object. The objective of the teaching

experiment reported here vas to overtone the second obstacle by a procedure based

oa decomposition of a term into a sus or a difference of terse (e.g. 5n + 41 = 8n

+ 5 ; 51 + 41 : 3s 4 511 5) folioed by cancellation of identical term oa

both sides of the equal sign. While this procedure vas adequate eheo a tern

ens replaced by a sus, major obstacles were fogad in the cue of decomposing

tern into a difference.

In a previous paper (Herscovics & Linchevski, 1991(a)) we have tried to trace
the upper limits of solution processes used by seventh graders prior to any

formal instruction in algebra. Our investigation has shown that the students

were able to solve. successfully most of the first degree equations in one
unknown. However the solution methods they used clearly showed that the notion
of the didactic cut is valid (Filloy & Rojano, 1984).
The solution procedures which the students used were based exclusively on

operating with the numerical terms , therefore when given equations in which
the unknown appeared twice on one side of the equation or on both sides (ax +

bx = c ; ax + b = ax) the preferred mode of solution was that of systematic

substitution. Therefore we proposed viewing the didactic cut in terms of

cognitive obstacle (Herscovics, 1989) and defining it as the students'

inability to operate spontaneously with or on the unknown.

Preliminary considerations.

Viewing the didactic cut as a cognitive obstacle led us to consider various

ways to overcome it. While students can develop meanings for an equation and

for the unknown simply in terms of numerical relationship, this does not

extend to operating with or on the unknown. Such operations have to be endowed

with specific ne,anings of their own. This is what is achieved when the
classical balance model is introduced to represent an equation. One can add or

take away specific numerical quantities as well as quantities involving the
unknown. Another model based on the equivalence of rectangular areas has been

proposed by Filloy and Rojano (1989). The authors have pointed out that all

physical models contain inevitable intrinsic restrictions regarding their

applicability to various types of numerical operations on the unknown (Filloy

& Rojano, 1989). One cannot represent 5n - 3 = 27 on the balance because of

the subtraction. The area model representation of 711 - 12 = 9n - 24 becomes

quite sophisticated.

While obviously lacking the relevance of physical models, numerical models do

not have such restrictions (Herscovics & Kieran, 1980). In a teaching

experiment based on the use of arithmetic identities, Kieran (1988) found that

students who tended to focus on inverse operations had difficulties in

accepting the notion of an equivalent equation obtained by operating on both
sides of the initial equation. Perhaps these difficulties are even more

Research funded by Quebec Ministry of Education (Fonds FCAR EQ2923)
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cceplex than those identified with the didactic cut, as operating on an
equation implies keeping track of the entire numerical relationship expressed
by the equation while it is being subjected to a transformation. These
considerations led us to design an individualized teaching experiment which
would give us the opportunity to study the cognitive potential of an
alternative approach (Herscovics & Linchevski, 1991 (b)). We prepared a
sequence of three lessons, each lesson was semi-standardized. The lessons, as
well as the pre-test and the post-test, were videotaped, and an observe.: with
a detailed outline recorded all students responses. We chose six seventh
graders, as described in the introduction, from three levels of mathematical
ability: Andrew and Daniel were the top students, Andrea and Robyn average,
and Joel and Audrey were weakest. The first lesson was aimed at overcoming
the students' inability to spontaneously group terms involving the unknown on
the same side of the equal sign. In the paper "Crossing the didactic cut in
algebra : grouping like terms" ( Herscovics & Linchevski, 1991 (b)) we gave a
detailed description of this lesson. The teaching intervention was based on
the students natural tendency, which had been found in our previous
investigation, to group terms involving the unknown without any coefficient (n
+ n = 76, n + 5 + a = 55). Wb assumed that this tendency can be exploited by
increasing the number of terms (e.g. n + n + n + n = 68) and relating this
string of terms to the multiplicative term (e.g. 4n = 68). The teaching
experiment was successful. However, a problem of an arithmetic nature
occurred. In jumping over terms in order to group , students were influenced
by the operation following the term they started with.

In this paper we will describe and analyze lessons 2 and 3 which deal with
equations in which the unknown appears on both sides of the equal sign.

The Cancellation principle.

The notion of grouping like terms can be extended to decomposition of a term
into a sum or a difference. Grouping and decomposition can then be used to

introduce a relatively simple solution procedure based on tranformation-
within-the-equation. For instance terms in 5n + 17 = 7n + 3 can be
decomposed into 5n + 14 + 3 = 5n + 2o. + 3. One can then appeal to a
cancellation principle to simplify this to read 14 = 2n, an equation that can
easily be solved by all the students. Of course, the decomposition of terms
can also deal with difference. For instance 13n - 22 = 6n + 41 can be
expressed as 7n + 6n -22 = 6n + 63 -22 and cancellation reduces the equation
to 7n = 63.
From a cognitive perspective, the cancellation procedure which we refer to as
"Cancellation-Within-the-Equation" might prove to be easier than the other
procedures since the transformations are local, terms are grouped or

decomposed into equivalent sums or differences without any operation on the
equation as a whole.

Preliminary assessment of comparison and cancellation procedures

Prior to introducing cancellation procedures in an explicit form, we wanted to
verify the existence of a pre-requisite procedure, the coaparison of
corresponding terns. The first three questions given to the students were
similar in form to those found in Filloy and Rojano (1984). The students were
asked : "Just by looking at this equation can you tell me something about the

solution?
1 ) n + 25 = 17 + 25
2a) n + 19 = n + n 2b) Do you think that the other n must

have the save value or can it be different?
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3a) n + 24= n + 2a 3b). Do you think that the other n must have the same
value or can it be different?

For equation (1) all the students except Audrey compared corresponding terms

to conclude that n = 17. In (2a) 4 out of the 6 equated n to 19 and

indicated that all the occurrences of n must be 19. This is in contrast to the
results obtained by Filloy and Rojano. As for equation (3a) it was solved by

comparison by 5 students.

In order to assess whether the students would use comparison to avoid

unnecessary arithmetic operations we asked them: "What do you think would be

a fast way of checking if the two sides of : 82 + 27 + 79 - 57 = 82 + 27 +

37 - 15 are equal?" All six compared the two sides by simply performing the

last indicated operation. This provides some evidence that the students can
use comparison and develop procedural Shortcuts.

The last two equations preceding the instruction were aimed at verifying if

the presence of identical terms on each side of an equation might induce

spontaneous cancellation.
The students were asked: "If you read the left side and then the right side
of the equal sign what is the first thing you would do to solve the equation?"
1) 7n + 29 = 4n + 36 + 29 2) 3n + 4n + 21 = 312 + 57
Andrew spontaneously cancelled the identical terms in both equations. Joel

cancelled 29 in equation (1). The other four grouped the numerical terms in
(1) and the terms in the unknown in (2). Hence we can conclude that apart from
Andrew, the cancellation process had not yet been acquired.

Lesson 2 - Cancellation of additive terms.

Part 1: Introduction of the balance model.

We first presented the students with the equation 5n + 3n + 11 = 5n + 11 + 39

and asked them if they could think of an equation as one side balancing the

other. We then introduced little cutouts of each part of the equation which
were put on the respective arms of a scale drawn on a worksheet. Students

were then asked if removing the same weight on each side would leave it

balanced, and if the same would be true with numbers. We used this model to

introduce the principle that "Equals taken away from Equals leave Equals". We

then suggested that they look at the scale and asked if they noticed any equal
terms on both sides. They pointed at 11 and 5n. When asked if these could be
taken away, 5 out of the 6 removed both 11 and 5n, while Joel removed only 11.

The students were left with 3n and 39 and "solved" this "equation". Then the
question of whether or not the solution they found (n =13) would also be the

solution of the initial equation was raised. All six were convinced that it

was.
This introductory model had the distinct advantage of condensing the whole
cancellation procedure and of offering the students a type of "inactive" mode

of representation. However, as mentioned in the introduction, we did not want

to build on this model because of its restriction (Filloy & Rojano 1989).

Hence we proceeded to justify the whole process of cancellation on the basis
of an "arithmetic" model (Herscovics & Kieran, 1980).

Part 2 : Introduction of the arithmetic model.

We Showed the students the equation 7 x 9 + 11 = 74 and constructed from this

arithmetic equation an algebraic equation by hiding a number in turn by

finger, place holder and finally by letter as in Herscovics and Kieran (1980).
We repeated this transformation with the number 13 in 8 x 13 + 11 = 5 x 13 +
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50 in order to obtain an algebraic equation with the unknown on both sides:
8n + 11 = 5n + 50. After pointing out that none of the procedures they knew
could efficiently solve this type of equation, we told them that we would
develop a new procedure

on
verified each step in this development by

operating simultaneously on the algebraic equation and the arithmetic equation
which we rewrote as : 8 x 13 + 11 = 5 x 13 + 50 to remind ourselves that
we have to imagine that the solution was hidden.

Part 3 : The cancellation procedure.

In introducing the cancellation procedure, we had to choose between starting
with the cancellation of the numerical terms or the terms in the unknown. The
advantage of the latter is that the equation obtained can be solved by inverse
operations (e.g. 3n + 11 = 50). The disadvantage is that cancelling the
terms in the unknown might seem arbitrary since it meant cancelling a
generalized number before justifying the procedure with a specific number.
Rather than creating the possibility of such a cognitive problem we decided on
the longer process of starting with the first Choice.

Cancellation of identical numerical terms.

We started by asking the following questions: "When I look at the equation
8n + 11 = 5n + 50 can I write it as 8n + 11 = 5n + 39 + 11 ? Is this
equation still balanced out ? Will the solution be the same ?"
We wish to point out that for all the transformations we introduced in the
cancellation process, each one was accompanied by questions regarding the
maintenance of numerical equilibrium and the invariance of the solution.
These were always followed by a verification of the corresponding
transformation on the arithmetic equation, whether the students agreed and
responded affirmatively to each of the questions, or thought that tLe equality
or the solution would be affected by the tranformations, or were not sure.
Then we asked the following question: "What if I take away 11 on both sides,
do you think that both sides will still be equal ?... What is the new
equation we get?... Do you think the solution is the sane for both equations?"
Five out of the 6 thought that removing 11 on both sides would maintain the
equality. Regarding the invariance of the solution only two were sure. At
this point with the help of Andrea we realized that they referred to another
interpretation of the word "solution", the one usually used in arithmetic, the
"answer" on the right side of an arithmetic equation.
We justified the transformation by showing the steps on the algebraic
equation: 811 + 11 = 5111 + 11 + 39

- 11 - 11
8n = 5n + 39

The students could check the validity of their operation by verifying it an
the arithmetic equation.
After the justification and the verification we suggested a shortcut saying :

"Let me show you a short way of doing what we just did. WM start with the
equation 8n + 11 = 5n + 50 split 50 and replace it by 11 + 39. We get
8n + 11 = 5n + 11 + 39 and we simply cross out 11 on both sides :

8n + 11 = 5n + 11 + 39. WM called it "Cancelling 11 on both sides" or
"Cancelling the addition of 11 on both sides".

Cancelling the terms in the unknown.

After reducing the initial equation to 8n = 5n + 39 we repeated the steps and
the questions described above regarding the replacement of 8n by 5n + 311 and
subtracting 5n from both sides. Two students felt that splitting 8n would
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change the balance. Verifying their assumption on the corresponding arithmetic
equation caused a change in their initial conception. We again suggested the

shortcut 5a + 3a = 5n + 39 calling it "cancellation of the saes term on

both sides". A summary of this lengthy introduction provided the opportunity
to put together all the steps and to ask the students how would they Choose
the terms to be split up for eventual cancellation. They all used the
criterion of "bigger" term to indicate their choice.
Following this reflection on the cancellation procedure we asked each student
to solve 12n + 79 = In + 124. All of our students except of Audrey solved it
without any problem. Three started by replacing 124 by 79 + 45 and

cancelling 79. They then rewrote the equation and split 12a into 511 + 7a,

cancelled 7n, rewrote 5n = 45 and divided 45 by 5. The others started by
replacing the unknown, cancelling and then splitting up the numeric term.
Audrey, the weakest student, had to be shown the introductory example again,

following which she rewrote the given example by decomposing 12n to 5n + 7n,

cancelled 7n, rewrote 5a + 79 = 124, and then used inverse operations. The
next equation was 12n + 109 = 18a + 67. All of the students used the same

procedure they had used before. Audrey had to be guided in how to re-insert

12a + 6n into the equtioa.

Flexibility in the choice of sub procedures.

In order to verify if the student could solve the equation using other sub

procedures, and in order to raise the question of the invariance of the
solution, we asked the students to solve the same equation (12a + 109 = 18n +

67), but to start by decomposing a term other than the term they started with

before. All of them were able to, and stated their conviction that the order
of cancellation did not affect the solution. When asked to solve 109 = 6a +

67 using another procedure, they used inverse operations.

blugAgAgAgne: The students were asked to solve :

(1) 19a = 13a + 72 (2) 57 + On = 6n + 71 (3) 12n + 30 = 13a + 19

(4) 6a + 23 = a + 88 (5) 71 + 12n + 38 = 13a + 67 + 5n

Equation (1) was solved by all the students. In equation (2) Robyn

spontaneously decomposed into sums both 8n and 71 and used double

cancellation. Audrey split up 71 but did not know where to replace it, so we

used an arrow to help her to remember the term she wanted to replace. In
equation (3) to our surprise, all of the students split 13a into I2a + In, and
Andrea joined Robyn in double cancellation. Audrey, when ending up with 11 =
In stated that it did not make sense. She had to be Shown that Lewes the same

as a just as 1 x 3 is the same as 3. In equation (4) Andrea and Audrey

got 6n = n + 45, and were perplexed by the presence of a singleton. They

overcame this obstacle when asked to write 6n as a string of additions

(Herscovics S Linchevski 1991 (b)).
The last equation was intended to verify if students would first group and

then decompose or would start by splitting up. Andrea and Audrey started by

splitting up followed by immediate cancellation, while the others grouped

first. Andrea, Robyn and Joel used a double cancellation in the solution

process.

We ended lesson 2 with a Short review. We presented the students with some

equations, asking them to indicate which procedure should be used to solve.

Lesson 3 started in the same way but this time we asked them also to solve

the equations. Only Audrey had difficulties regarding rewriting the equation

after transformations.
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Lesson 3. Preliminary considerations.

As in lesson 2 we chose to start by introducing the cancellation of the
numerical term. In the pretest we had found that our students experienced
some difficulty with the composition of consecutive subtractions. Some of the
students did not perceive that 189 - 50 - 50 was the same as 189 - 100. Thus
we decided to steer our students toward numerical situations which avoided
this problem. We tried to achieve this by focusing their attention on the
decomposition of a numerical term that was added. This also brought us to

limit the scope of this teaching experiment to forme involving subtraction
only on one side of the equation of either a numerical term or a term in the
unknown as in 190 - 8n = 18n - 18.

Part 1 : Decomposition of a numerical term.

As in lesson 2 we built on an arithmetic model. The student constructed an
algebraic equation from an arithmetic equation by biding a number, but this

time with subtraction on one aide : 6n + 17 = 8n - 11. We used decomposition

of 17 into 28 - 11. The stages of instruction were exactly as in lesson 2.

This enabled us to highlight the basic principle "Equals added to Equals give
Equals". We called this principle "Cancelling the subtraction of 11 on both
sides".
During the summary review of this procedure we discussed with the students how
to choose the term to be expresued as a difference. To assess how well our
students had grasped our instructions we asked them to solve :

19n + 23 = 24n - 22. The two top students figured out mentally the

decomposition and imasdiatelly wrote : 19n + 45 - 22 = 24n - 22 and solved

the equation using two cancellations. However the other 4 students needed

some guidance as 3 of them decomposed 23 into 22 + 1. The next equation was
solved by 4 students, and the two others needed some help in splitting a term

into a difference. At this stage we presented our students with the equation
17n - 48 = 13n. We wondered if after cancellation of 13n they would experience
any problem. The results confirmed our conjecture, as four of the 6, after the

cancellation of 13n, did not know how to re-write the equation. Andrew,

looking at 4n 48 = stated : "All the weight is on one side and you don't

have a solution". We reminded them that cancellation was justified by the

subtraction of 13n from both sides.

Part 2 : Restrictions on cancellation.

In order to verify if the students perceived the importance of at only
"cancelling out" the same number but also the same operation, we presented the
equation 15n + 18 = 17n - 18 asking if we could cancel 18 on both sides.Five
out of the 6 explained "If you went to cancel out, you must make sure it's the
same operation". We recall that in the first equation when they were asked to
solve 19n + 23 = 24n -22 three of them split 23 into 22 + 1 and at that time

we pointed out to them that one could justify cancellation only if the sane
operation on the term is involved.

Part 3 : Decomposition of a term involving the unknouwn.

At this stage we began to observe some of the foundation problems we had

observed at the beginning of the teaching experiment, which we previously

called "a detachment" of an operation sign from tbs term (Herscovics &

Linchevski 1991 (a) (b)). gave them the equation 155 - 6n = 3n + 11,

which 4 of the 6 re-wrote as 155 -3n + 3n = 3n + 11 in order to cancel 3n.

Our teaching intervention was based on numerical examples, and on pointing
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explicitly at 3a to be split.up. Only in the third equation of that type were
all 6 students able to express a term in the unknown as a difference. The
last equation to be solved was rather complex : 77 - 811 + 113 = 13a - 18 +

Andrew, Robyn, Joel and Audrey first grouped and then decomposed. Robyn and

Joel reordered the equation before grouping. Robyn and Audrey used inverse
operation when obtaining an equation with only a numerical term on one side.

Post test.

The post test took place one month after the last meeting. The students had

not done any algebra since the last lesson, and therefore we thought that some
of the procedures would not come spontaneously to their mind. We thus had
prepared two triggers, in order to jolt their memory and place them again in
the framework needed for the solution, to be used cc (y if necessary. The

first trigger was a list with the procedures' names, and the second one was a
ready-made right and wrong cancellation procedures.
We will discuss only the items of the post- test which are directly relevant

to lessons 2 and 3.

Comparison of alaebraic equations :

We gave the same items as in the preliminary assessment of comparison. This
time all of the students mentioned cancellation as the first procedure they

would use except for Joel. In : in + 29 = 4a + 36 + 29 he first grouped the

numerical terms.

Solving equations.
Due to space limitations we will not go into detailed description of sub

procedures used by the students, but will cament that many interesting
individual differences have been found. The equations were given one at a

time.

A) Single occurrence of the unknown.
(1) 13a + 196 = 391 (2) 16n 215 = 265 (3) 12n - 156 = 0

All the students solved by using inverse operations.

We must note how stable this procedure has remained over a period of 7 months

(Merscovics and Linchevski, 1991(a)). Even after learning the decomposition

of numbers into a sum or a difference, this new method did not interfere
with the inversing procedure.

Results from parts (B) and (C) "grouping like terms" are given in

Herscovics and Linchevski 1991(b).

P) Unknown on both sides of the equal sign. involving only addition.

(1) 4n + 39 = 7n (2) 5n + 12 = 32n + 24 (3) 12a + 79 = 7n + 124

(4) 71 + 12a + 38 = 13a + 67 + 5n

In equation (1) (2) and (3) Andrew, Daniel, Joel and Robyn immediately
decomposed terms and solved successfully all of the equations while Andrea and
Audrey had to be shown triggers (1) and (2). Evidenced by the comparisce part
of the post-test, both of them remembered cancellation, so probably they had

forgotten the decomposition part.
The students had not lost their mastery of notation and could efficiently

write down their steps. Also they were taught to cancel one term at a time.

In the post-test Daniel, Andrea and Joel used double cancellation and Robyn
and Audrey, after cancelling the term in the unknown, used inverse operations.

Only Andrew stayed with the procedure we taught. As for equation (4) we saw

grouping first and then double cancellation, as well as splitting up from the
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very beginning. The students who started by splitting, after being prompted,
willingly solved by first grouping and then splitting.

6) Unknown on both sides involving also subtraction.
(1) 19n + 23 = 24n - 22 (2) 155 - 6n = 3n + 11 (3) 17n - 48 = 13n
(4) 89 - Sn = 7n + 5 (5) 77 - Bn + 113 = 13n - 18 + Sin
It is in this part that moat difficulties emerged. Also some of the students
avoided the need to decompose a numerical tern into a differende by cancelling
first the term in the unknown and then using inverse operations. All the basic
problems mentioned previously, the detachment of the minus sign and jumping
off with the posterior operation were observed.
The students tended to decompose "the bigger number" regardless of its sign
(e.g. in equation (2) 155 - 3n + 3n = 311 + 11) in order to obtain
cancellation, or split a number into two numbers when the operation
preceeding the new numerical term on the left was not the same as the
operation preceeding the corresponding number on the right.

Conclusion.

*The Cancellation Within the Equation" was accepted by the students as a
smooth extension of their spontaneous ability to use comparison in the context
of some specific mathematical equalities This tendency was supported by both
the balance model and the arithmetic model for justifying cancellation. The
decomposition of a number was a natural complementary process to that of
grouping like terms. Moreover, it was evident that the students were able to
go beyond the instruction by themeelves, inventing more efficient procedures.
However, when a decomposition into a difference was involved, the cognitive
obstacles we have mentioned in previous papers were found; the detachment of
the minus sign and jumping off with the posterior operation. For some students
expressing a number as a difference when the subtrahend is a given constraint
was not a trivial problem. Although this procedure was addressed during the
lesson, in the post-test they experienced the same difficulties. Some of them
kept splitting the "bigger" number into two "smaller" ones. This seems to put
in question the benefit of extending the cancellation procedure beyond
replacing terms by equivalent sums.
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EMERGING.RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TEACHING

AND LEARNING ARITHMETIC DURING THE PRIMARY GRADES

James Hiebert and Diana Hearne

University of Delaware

In this study, we examined relationships between instruction, students'

understanding, and students' performance as they began to acquire computational

strategies in multidigit addition and subtraction. We were interested in how

conceptual understanding interacted with skillful performance as students received

instruction on addition and subtraction with regrouping, and in how these

interactions were influenced by different kinds of instructional activities. The

results indicated that instructional activities which emphasised mathematical

connections through the discussion of problems and alternative solution strategies

were more closely related to the development of both understanding and skilled

performance than were activities that emphasized procedural skills through paper-

and-pencil practice. However, the relationships are not straightforward and

several clusterings of individual cases are presented to reveal some of the

complexities.

Dackoroun4

The current reform movement in mathematics education in the United States is

based, at least in part, on the belief that instruction should be redesigned to

facilitate a higher level of conceptual understanding and to decrease the emphasis

on drill-and-practice. Although such alternative approaches are widely presumed

to promote a more flexible use of knowledge and better problem solving skills, we

still have little evidence on the way in which understanding and performance

interact and on the way in which alternative instructional approaches influence

these interaction*.

The notion of understanding has a rich history in mathematics education.

Many of the psychological descriptions of understanding mathematics (e.g.,

Brownell, 1947) are based on the idea of establishing relationships between facts,
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procedures, representations, and so on. Our view of understanding is consistent

with this perspective and with more recent discussions of building cognitive

connections (e.g., Hiebert 4 Carpenter, in press). We believe that understanding

develops as students establish connections of many kinds: between familiar ideas

and new material, between different forms of representation (e.g., physical and

written), between procedures and underlying principles.

In this study, we followed students during the first three years of school

and examined the development of understanding and performance in multidigit

arithmetic. We focused on the way in which different instructional approaches

influenced this development. We were especially interested in the influence of

approaches that emphasized the construction of connections.

Method

Sample. Data were collected from an initial cohort of about 150 students

during their first, second, and third years of school. Many new students entered

the classrooms during the three years and some left, so the number of students and

their instructional history depend on the time of assessment. The students attend

suburban-rural public schools.

Instruction. Several different instructional approaches for place value and

addition and subtraction were observed. During the first year, two of the six

classrooms followed the textbook using relatively conventional instruction. The

other four classrooms implemented an alternative approach during the five weeks of

place velue and addition/subtraction topics. The alternative approach was

characterized by greater student use of physical representations, increased

emphasis on translating between different kinds of representations (e.g.,

physical-verbal-written symbols), greater use of story problem situations, and

fewer problems covered but increased time spent per problem during class

discussions. Class discunnion usually involved analyses of problems and sharing

alternative solution strategies. (See Hiebert i I./earns, in press, for a more

complete description of these classrooms.)
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The following year the students were reassigned to six second-grade

classrooms. Four of the six classrooms
followed the textbook in a relatively

conventional way and two classrooms used the alternative approach. The

alternative instruction
classrooms contained only

students who had received

alternative instruction in year 1. The alternative approach,
an extension of that

used during first grade, emphasized mathematical
connections through class

discussions of problems and solution strategies and
through the use of different

forms of representation. As in first grade,
problems were situated in story

contexts. Both approaches devoted
about 12 weeks to place value and

addition/subtraction instruction.

During the third year, the
initial cohort plus about 75 new students were

assigned to nine classrooms.
Three classrooms used the alternative approach and

six classrooms used varying textbook approaches. The majority of students who

received alternative
instruction during years 1 and 2 were in the alternative

instruction cl in year 3. The classrooms devoted
10-14 weeks of instruction

to place value and addition/subtraction.

Assessments. All students were given written tests three times each year- -

near the beginning,
middle, and end of the school year. At the same time, about

half the students were interviewed individually. The interviewees were randomly

selected at the beginning of year 1--12 students
from each of the six classrooms- -

and the same students were
interviewed throughout years 2 and 3.

The tests and interviews were
constructed to measure (1) students'

understanding of grouping-by-ten
ideas and of the positional

nature of the written

notation system; (2) students' skill in adding and
subtracting with and without

regrouping; and, (3) students'
understanding of the computational procedures they

used.

Classroom observations.
During years 1 and 2, all of the classrooms were

observed once or twice a week during instruction on place value and

addition/subtraction.
During year 3, all

classrooms were observed for three
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consecutive days during relevant instruction. Field notes were taken on classroom

activities and the sessions were audiotaped and transcribed.

Pesults

We will focus on the data from
years 1 and 2; at the time of writing, the

data from year 3 had not been
completely gathered nor analyzed. Year 3 data will

be included in the conference presentation. Given space limitations, we will

summarize the results; more detailed
presentations are available from the authors.

Between -orouo performance differences.
In general, students who engaged in

the alternative instruction for two years performed better on all types of written

test items. Specifically, they scored higher on items measuring (1) knowledge of

place value and the tens-structure
of written notation, (2) computation On

instructed problems, (3) computation on noninetructed
or novel problems, and (4)

story problems. For most items, the differences
in pekcentage cwrect between the

two groups at the and of the second year ranged from 10% - 40%.

Profiles of emeraina competence.
Within-subject profiles helped to

characterize the nature of the
between-group differences in performance and probed

further into the relationships
between understanding and performance under

different instructional conditions. For illustration purposes, we can consider

two very different groups of
students--those who entered the second year with a

comparatively rich understanding
of grouping-by-ten ideas and how these connect

with the positional symbol system and those who still understood little about

these ideas. Nine of the 65 students interviewed
at the beginning of the second

grade were relative experts,
performing successfully and giving meaningful

explanationi. They all were highly successful on most addition, subtraction,and

missing addend story problems during the second year, but their construction and

choice of computation strategies showed several distinct patterns. Four students

created decomposition strategies in which they dealt with the larger digits (e.g.,

hundreds) first, regardless of regrouping demands, and used these strategies even

after they had been exposed (at home or school) to the algorithms. Three students
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developed the same decomposition strategies but switched to the standard

algorithms once they had been exposed to them and used them successfully on all

problems. Three students showed less evidence of using self - generated strategies

consistently, switched to algorithms as soon as they saw them, and made some of

the classic regrouping errors on the more difficult problems.

In contrast, 23 students began second grade with very little understanding of

grouping-by-ten and place value ideas. Again, several different patterns of

performance and understanding emerged. Some students were uniformly unsuccessful

throughout the year, some students showed a sharp rise in computational

performance after learning the algorithms (independent of understanding), and a

third group showed more gradual increase in performance, based on invented

strategies, that seemed to keep pace with their increasing understanding.

Interestingly, cases of these profile patterns occurred in both kinds of

instruction. However, their frequency of occurrence differed. More students in

the alternative instruction classes constructed and used their own computation

strategies and depended less on the standard algorithms. For example, at the

middle of the second year, before instruction on the standard algorithm for

addition with regrouping, 81% of the correct responses of the alternative

instruction interviewees were generated by self-constructed strategies compared to

39% for the textbook instruction interviewees. Standard algorithms (learned at

home according to their users) accounted for most of these students', correct

responses. Fewer students in the conventional classes used the understanding they

po d, even if it was substantial, to develop their own strategies or adjust

taught procedures to solve new problems.

kinky between instruction. understanding, and performance. In order to link

learning with instruction, we were interested in the observed differences in

instruction that might explain these different learning profile.. Both content

and pedagogical differences were investigated. Content differences were not found

in the scope of the curriculum but rather in the nature of the activities. More
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of the activities in the alternative instruction involved connecting procedures

with conceptual underpinnings and connecting different ways of solving problems.

For example, a great deal of time was spent in year 2 asking students to share

invented strategies and then asking them to explain why the procedures worked and

how they were the same as or different than other procedures.

Pedagogical differences are more difficult to summarize. In year 1, the

alternative instruction (compared with the more conventional instruction) used

fewer materials and used them more consistently as tools for solving problems

rather than for demonstration; solved fewer problems but devoted more time to

solving each problem; and delivered more coherent lessons. Details of these

results are presented in Niebert and Wearne (in press). In year 2, differences

were found again in use of materials and the time spent per problem. The same

material (base-10 blocks) was used consistently in the alternative instruction

classrooms and was always available; a few different materials were used in the

more conventional classrooms but only for one or two lessons each. During 40

minute lessons, the two alternative instruction classes averaged 12 problems per

lesson in one class and 14 problems per lesson in the other class. The four more'

conventional classes averaged 24, 29, 36 and 38 problems per lesson. Finally, in

the alternative instruction classrooms, students talked much more relative to the

teacher and the teachers asked many more questions that requested analyses of

problems, description of alternative solution strategies, and explanations of why

procedures worked.

Conclusions

Relationships between teaching, understanding, and performance are extremely

complex. Nevertheless, this brief summary of data hints at several links. First,

the development of understanding seems to affect performance through the

construction of robust strategies that are applied successfully across range of

problems. That is, understanding does not translate automatically into improved

performance; the impact of understanding on performance is mediated by the kinds
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of strategies students use to perform tasks. If students are encouraged to invent

and analyze strategies, it is likely their understanding and performance will be

closely linked. This appears to be true for high and low achievers alike.

Second, instruction may be related most importantly to learning in terms of

whether it affords opportunities for students to use their understandings to

develop and modify procedures. It is clear that the relationship between

understanding and performance can be fragile in the face of instructional demands.

The data indicate that understanding does not necessarily translate into, or even

inform, procedural skill. Further, taught procedures can take students well

beyond their level of understanding. If students are to engage in productive

interactions between understanding and procedural skill, instruction may need to

focus on supporting students efforts to construct, analyze, and modify a variety

of procedures.

A third conclusion, of a somewhat different kind, is based on the finding

that routine procedural skills developed just as well or better in the alternative

classes as in the more conventional drill and practice environments. Even though

students in the alternative cl pent less time practicing routine skills on

fewer problems, their performance did not suffer. This may be the most salient

finding for immediate classroom application because it frees teachers to try their

own alternative approaches, even if they are still accountable for high

performance on routine tasks.
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PRESCHOOLERS' SCHEMES FOR SOLVING PARTITIONING TASKS

Robert P. Hunting, Kristine L. Pepper, & Sandra J. Gibson
The Institute of Mathematics Education

La Trobe University

We wanted to know what enabled young children to solve challenging dealing tasks in which
perceptual cues were restricted. A sequence of partitioning tasks designed to progressively limit children's
access to percetual cues was administered to 30 preschool children aged three to five years. An analysis of
strategies used by both successful and unsuccessful children suggested that development of astable
pattern of operations having an iterative structure is critical. Further, reliance on sensory feedback as a
means of monitoring commencement of internally regulated cycles seemed toconstrain solution success.

Young children have considerable informal and intuitive mathematical concepts before entering school

(Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Irwin, 1990; Miller, 1984; Resnick, 1989; Wright, 1991). One particular

cognitive skill is an ability to equally divide a set of discrete items (Davis & Pitkethly, 1990; Hunting &

Sharpley, 1988; Pepper, 1991). A common task used with preschoolers is a collection of 12 items--

sometimes food such as jelly beans -- which are to be shared equally between three dolls. Various names

have been used to describe the process observed or infered from the behavior of the subjects studied:

partitioning, sharing, dealing, or distributive counting. A feature of successful efforts to distribute items

equally is a powerful algorithm leading to the citation of accurate equal fractional units. Three nested

actions comprise the basic algorithm: (1) allocation of item to a recipient, (2) iteration of the allocation act

for each recipient to complete a cycle, and (3) if items remain, repetition of the cycle (Hunting & Sharpley,

1988). The ability of young children to solve tasks of this kind is important for mathematics education

because such actions can form a meaning base for the notation and symbolism of division, and for

fractions and ratios. As Saenz-Ludlow (1990) says, "It seems that fraction schemes spring out of iterating

schemes that lead to partitioning schemes" (p, 51).
Subsequent examination of children's partitioning behavior showed that some young children who

used systematic methods varied the order in which items were allocated for each cycle of the procedure

(Hunting, 1991). Also, some children were able to maintain the dealing procedure as they were carrying

out a conversation with the interviewer, or re-establish the order of allocation after being distracted or

interrupted. Pepper (1991) found that preschoolers' ability to succeed with dealing tasks was not related to

their counting competence. In a follow up study, Pepper (1992) attempted to limit young children's use of

pre-numerical skills such as subitizing (Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949), visual height

comparisons, and pattern matching, by including a task called Money Boxes, in which items to be

allocated -- coins -- became hidden from view once placed in opaque containers. Of a sample of 25 four

and five year old children studied, 16 succeeded with the Money Box task; and were evenly distributed

across three categories of counting competence (rho).11, p=0.58). The most commonly observed

strategy was a systematic dealing procedure where each cycle began with the same doll and money box.

Two strategies were suggested by these results. First, a particular position of doll and/or money box
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served as a sign post to mark the commencement of a new cycle. Second, mental records of lots of three

were used to regulate items as they were being distributed.

In summary, when given sharing tasks involving discrete items, in which the items are visible at all

stages of the solution process, young children seem able to use different schemes as they work towards

creating equal shares. These schemes include comparing heights of stacked piles, placing items in lines

and comparing lengths or matching one-to-one across shares, successive comparison of items in each

share using subitizing as items are allocated, counting, using one recipient as a marker, and mental records

of lots corresponding to the number of recipients. Table 1 lists these schemes. Of interest was whether

young children, if denied access to perceptual cues needed to use a particular scheme, could adapt by

using a different scheme which relied on internal regulation of actions. We also wanted to explore more

deeply by what means children succeeded with tasks such as Money Boxes where schemes seeming to

depend on perceptual feedback, such as pattern matching, could not be used. We decided to examine in

more detail the strategies used by successful and unsuccessful children on the Money Box task, and

compare these with their methods for solving tasks that preceded and followed the Money Box task.

Cognitive Scheme Behavioral Indicator

Pattern matching/subitizing organized display of items replicated
across recipients

Measurement of height stacks items, lowers heads to visually
compare, moves stacks together

Measurement of length sets out items in corresponding lines

Counting counts in process, able to say how many
in each pile at the end as verification

Mental grouping and monitoring of
represented items

begins cycle at different points,
organizes number of items for each cycle
in advance, pauses in process/tolerance
of distraction

Recipient as sign-post or marker begins cycle at the same place

Table 1: Possible schemes used to solve partitioning tasks

Method

Thirty children attending the La Trobe University Child Care Centre were individually interviewed

during November 1991. Children interviewed were from three age groups. Six children were from a three

year old group, with mean age three years two months (3.2), median age 3.3, mode 3.3, and range 3.0-

3.4 years. Fifteen children were from a group of four year olds, with mean age 3.11, median age 3.10,
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mode 3.10, and age range 3.6-4.4 years. Nine children were from a group of five year olds. Their mean

age was 4.11, median age 4.11, mode 5.1, and their age range was 4.6-5.2 years. Children were selected

on the basis of parents' consent to having their children participate. The children's parents were either

students or academic staff of the University.
A set of partitioning tasks involving distribution of discrete items was administered. These differed in

difficulty according to particular schemes it was thought children might employ in the course of their

solutions. All interviewed children were given an initial task, called "Stickers", followed by the first

Money Box task involving 15 coins and three dolls. The sequence of tasks which followed varied for each

individual according to whether that child was successful or not. Figure 1 shows the flowchart governing

task administration. The triplet of numerals in brackets represents the numbers of children from each age

group who succeeded for each task -- the first numeral represents the number of youngest children.

( Stickers ) -No (5,7,1)-1.( Tea for Tito )
1

Yes (1,8,8)

(Money
A

B oxes) -No (1,6,4)-. (Tea for

Yes (0,2,4)

Mortell3 oxes) No (0,2,1) --I.

Yes (0,0,3)

(-Money Boxes) No (0,0,1) 1.

Yes (0,0,2)

(Money Boxes ) No (0,0,2)
Yes (0,0 ,0)-t.

Sbp

Sbp

[Sbp

No (3,2,0)

Yes (2,4,0) -a-

No (0,3,1) --e
Yes (1,0,3) -a.

Figure 1: Flowchart of interview tasks

Stop

Sbp

The interviews were conducted in a small room adjacent to activity rooms that the four and five year old

groups used. All interviews were video taped for later analysis.

A description of the tasks of interest in this report now follows.

5tickerl. The child is invited to observe a sock puppet, operated by the interviewer, distribute 12

monochromatic stickers between two dolls. After preliminary discussion designed to put the child at case,

the child is asked to observe Socko give out the stickers to the dolls "so each doll gets the same." The
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interviewer says, "Socko isn't very clever at sharing out. I want you to watch what Socko does, and tell

me if each doll gets a fair share." The puppet gives four suckers to one doll and eight stickers to the other

in a non-systematic way. The child is asked if the dolls get the same each, and whether the dolls would be

happy with their share. Regardless of the child's responses to these questions, she is then asked to teach

Socko how to distribute all the stickers so each doll gets the same. After the distribution concludes the

child is asked if the dolls got the same each, and for a justification.

Money Boxes (Al. Three identical opaque money boxes are placed in a row on the table in front of each

of three dolls. A stack of 15 twenty cent coins are positioned near the money boxes. The child is told:

"Mum wants all the pocket money shared out evenly so each doll gets the same. Can you share the money

into the money boxes so each doll has the same? How? Show me." The child is encouraged to distribute

all the coins into the money boxes, and when the task is completed is asked: "Has each doll got an even

share? How can you tell?"

Money Boxes (13i. A similar task to Money Boxes (A) except for this task 17 coins are to be

distributed.

Money Boxes (C,1 Five identical opaque money boxes are placed in a circle on the table. Nineteen

coins are to be distributed.

Money Boxes (DI. Five identical opaque money boxes are placed on n circular rotating platform known

as a "lazy susan". The child is shown how the tray works, and it is explained that the tray will be rotated

sometime during the allocation process. Again, 19 coins are placed in a stack for distribution.

Tea for Three. On a table are placed 18 items to be distributed between three dolls. On an adjacent table

is a toy cook top with pot and spoon. In the pot are 12 white "crazy daisy" plastic items. The interviewer

says the dolls are going to have their dinner, and indicates the items in the pot on the toy stove. The

interviewer then says: "The meal is cooked and the dolls are very hungry. Can you serve out the food so

all the food is given out and each doll gets the same amount?" If the child stops before all the items are

distributed, the interviewer says: "Has all the food been given out? Remember the dolls are very hungry".

The child is then asked to consider the allocation outcome with the question "Do you think each call has

the same amount? How do you know?" If the child disagrees she is asked: "Can you fix it up?"

Tea for TwQ. Children unsuccessful with the Stickers task are invited, in pairs, to set a table for two

dolls, and distribute 12 items of "food". Results not reported in this paper.

Results

Seventeen of the 30 children succeeded with the Stickers task. Of these, six succeeded with the first

Money Box task. We first consider solution strategies observed for children who succeeded with the first

Money Box task, and their behavior on subsequent variations. Then, we will examine solution strategies

typified by children unsuccessful with the first Money Box task, and compare these with their solution

strategies on the Tea for Three task, where items remained perceptually accessible.
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Solution strategies of successful children

The first Money Pax task r ;quired children to share 15 coins equally between three dolls. Two solution

strategies were observed. The first is exemplified by Sharlene (3.7) and is represented by the following

table, in which A. 3, and C n.present each of the money boxes, and the bullets, , represent coins. The

flow of action proceeds ^m lei: to rig,t.

A
BC

Figure 2: Sharlene's cyclic and regular solution strategy

Sharlene's strategy shows (I) cycles of three, in which each box is visited just once, and (2) the same

money box used at the commencement of each cycle:The second solution strategy is exemplified by Jim

(5.1). His strategy also involves cycles of three, but different money boxes mark the commencement of

each cycle. Sharlene's strategy is cyclic and regular, Jim's strategy is cyclic and irregular.

A
B

C
Figure 3: Jim's cyclic and irregular solution strategy

Of the six successful children, three showed cyclic and regular strategies (Sharlene (3.7), Aaron (4.9),

Elise (4.7)); the other children cyclic but irregular strategies (Jim (5.1), Kalhara (5.1), Sophie (4.2)).

Kalhara and Sophie showed at least three regular cycles of allocation.

For Money Boxes (B), in which 17 coins were to be distributed to three boxes, three children, after

distribution, said the dolls did not receive a fair share (Jim (5.1), Elise (4.7), Kalhara (5.1)). Elise and

Kalhara used the cyclic regular method: Jim used a cyclic irregular method as before. Sharlene (3.7) and

Aaron (4.9) showed cyclic regular solutions but said the dolls got the same. Sophie (4.2) was

unsuccessful. Her allocations followed a cycle of C, B. A, except for the second, which was C, C, B.

She chattered to the interviewer during the allocations. Hesitation in fluency of her actions seemed to

coincide with the onset of utterances.

Money Boxes (C) involved five identical boxes arranged in a circle. Nineteen coins were to be shared.

Jim (5.1) and Elise (4.7) succeeded on this task; Elise on the second attempt. She was very uncertain on

her first attempt, repeatedly asking the interviewer if she had placed a coin in a particular money box. She

used a different approach the second time, taking piles of six, seven, three, and three.coins from the stack

in her left hand as she proceeded. The interviewer also advised her not to talk while she was working.

Kalhara (5.1) said all the money boxes got the same. All children showed a one coin-one box, one coin-
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next box sequential strategy beginning at tit.- box nearest them on the table, thus: A, B, C, D, E, A. B, C,

D, E,...
Jim and Elise were given Money Boxes (D) where five money boxes were placed on a "lazy susan".

The lazy susan was spun 2.4 times after the tenth coin had been placed. Jim commenced placing the I I th

coin in the "right" box and continued sequentially; at the end saying "there's only four more left." Elise

placed two coins in the third box even before the tray was rotated. After rotation she changed direction,

using a one coin-one box sequential strategy. She was not successful.

A follow-up interview was given to Jim in which a task similar to Money Boxes (D) was given. The

tray was rotated 1.8 times after the ninth coin was posted. There were 22 coins in all. Jim placed the tenth

coin in the next box, despite the intervening rotation. He indicated the boxes did not receive the same

number of coins, saying,"because this one didn't have any" -- as he touched the next box in the sequence

after the last coin had been posted. .

Solution strategies of unsuccessful children

Three patterns of response were observed in the children who were unsuccessful with the Money

Boxes (A) task. The first pattern was cyclic like that observed in the successful children. However,

children who did this were not consistent in its use (Joshua (4.4), Vanessa (5.2)). The second pattern was

to piace a sequence of three or more coins in the same box. Six children did this (Leo (3.3), Anton (3.10),

Blake (4.1), Julian (4.2), Tim (4.10), Carla (4.11)). Carla was the only child whose solution was

exclusively of this sort (see Figure 4). A third pattern was to place a coin in the box adjacent to the box

previously visited, like a zig-zag (see Figure 5). Three children's responses were predominantly of this

sort (Justin (3.10), Tess (4.3), Brian (5.0)). Other responses were non-cyclic and irregular. '

A
B
C

Figure 4: Carla's solution strategy

A
B * ****
C

Figure 5: Tess's solution strategy

Tea for Three was given to children who were unsuccessful solving the first Money Box task. A

significant degree of consistency of response was observed across these two tasks. Table 2 summarizes

strategies used for each task. Tim and Brian were the only children who had success with Tea for Three.

Tim counted the items onto the dishes. He knew each dish contained six items. Since he did not count all

the items before, his estimate for the first dish was a good one. Brian was successful because his strategy

was wholly systematic.
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Child Money Boxes (A) -Tea for Three

Leo (3.3) Non-cyclic, irregular
Non-cyclic, irregular not
successful

Anton (3.10) Non-cyclic, irregular Task not given

Justin (3.10) Adjacent box strategy
Adjacent dish strategy
prWominantly: not successful

Blake Sequence of coins in each box,
predominantly

Sequence of items for each dish:
not successful

Julian (4.2) Sequence of coins in each box Task not given

Tess (4.3) Adjacent box strategy Task not given

Joshua (4.4) First three cycles irregular
First four cycles irregular: not
successful

Tim (4.10)
Sequence of coins in each box,
predominantly

Sequence of items in each dish
exclusively: successful

Carla (4.11)
Sequence of coins in each box,
exclusively

Placed handfuls of items on each
dish: not successful

Brian (5.0) Cyclic with adjacent box strategy Cyclic and regular successful

Vanessa (5.2) Cyclic predominantly
Cyclic mixed with adjacent dish
strategy: not successful

Table 2: Relationship between responses across Money Boxes (A) and Tea for Three tasks

Discussion

A set of tasks involving Money Boxes was used to studypartitioning schemes used by young children.

These tasks restricted children's use of schemes dependent onperceptual cues such as comparison of

heights of shired items, comparison of lengths, one to one matching across shares, and successive

comparison using subitizing. What internal regulations of actions made it possible to succeed in these

circumstances? The lust requirement would seem to be a mechanism for monitoring "lots" or units of

multiple allocations. Internally constructed units consisting of a temporal sequence of discrete counts or

tallies replayed again and again could be needed. Alternatively, ability to visualize a spatial configuration

corresponding to the number of Money Boxes, which can be "scanned" iteratively. Such internal

constructions can be considered empirical abstractions (von Glasersfeld, 1982). Empirical abstractions

occur "when the experiencing subject attends, not tothe specific sensory content of experience, but to the

operations that combine perceptual and proprioceptive elements into more or less stable patterns. These

patterns are constituted by motion, either physical or attentions], forming "scan paths" that link particles of

sensory experience. To be actualised in perception or representation, the patterns need sensory material of

some kind, but it is the motion, not the specific sensory material used, that determines the pattern's

character" (p. 196). The difference between Jim's and Sharlene's scheme for solving the first Money Box

task was Sharlene's use of one box exclusively as a marker. This behavior indicates she relied more on

sensory feedback located in the physical presence of the three boxes. In contrast, Jim's irregular starting

points for his allocation cycles suggests greater confidence in a represented cycle and some cycle counter

independent of the boxes. Jim's performance on more challenging tasks involving five boxes arranged in
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a circle showed he was capable of keeping track of the next box to receive a coin and monitor position

reached in a cycle consisting of five elements.

The critical difference between successful and unsuccessful children on the first Money Box task was

the development of a stable pattern of operations having an iterative structure. The role played by temporal

or spatial representations of perceptual lots is unclear, as is the interaction between representational and

direct sensory experience in the process of solving these kinds of tasks.
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The Emancipatory Nature of Reflective Mathematics Teaching

Barbara Jaworski, University of Birmingham, U.K.

Critical reflection on the act of teaching may be seen to be liberating for the teacher, who,
as a result, has greater knowledge and control of the teaching act. This paper supports
such contention where the teaching of mathematics is concerned by drawing on research
with one teacher who might be seen to engage in critical reflective practice. It considers
also how the researcher might influence the liberating process through which teacher-
emancipation occurs. .

Bondage

If the term emancipation - a state of being set free from bondage (Chambers' English Dictionary)-

is applied to teachers, it might be inferred that the teacher who is not emancipated remains in

some form of bondage - for example, the constraints of an imposed curriculum.

Anecdote abounds to support the frequency of statements from mathematics teachers in the vein

of "I have taught them blank so many times and they still can't get it right", or "I should like to

teach more imaginatively, but if I did I should never have time to complete the syllabus". Such

statements typically come from teachers who are bound by tradition, convention or curriculum,

and who fail to perceive their own power to tackle constraints. The result for pupils is likely to

be a limited or impoverished mathematical experience.

Reflective practice

Many educationalists have advocated reflective practice as a means of emerging from such

shackles. I must make clear that the term reflection as I use it here has a critical dimension and is

more than just 'contemplative thought'. Van Manen (1977) defines reflection at three different

levels, the third of which, critical reflection, concerns the ethical and moral dimensions of
educational practice. Boud, Keogh and Walker (1985) speak of "goal-directed critical reflection"

which concerns reflection which is "pursued with intent". Smyth (1987) advocates "a critical

pedagogy of schooling which goes ccnsiderably beyond a reflective approach to teaching",
suggesting that the reflective approach is not itself critical. However, Kemmis (1985) brings these

two elements very firmly together, as in

We arc inclined to think of reflection as something quiet and personal. My argument here is that
reflection is action-oriented. social and political. Its product is praxis (informed. committed
action) the most eloquent and socially significant form of human action (p 141)
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It is reflection in Kemmis' sense which I address in this paper. I will make the case that reflective

practice in mathematics teaching, which is critical and demands action, is a liberating force, and

that teachers engaging in such reflection are emancipated practitioners.

Teachers' voice

The emancipated teacher may be seen to be in theoretical control of the practice of teaching. This

implies that the teacher explicates theories, or gives them 'voice'.

Cooney (1984) refers to teachers' "implicit theories of teaching and learning which influence

classroom acts", saying further,

I believe that teachers make decisions about students and the curriculum in a rational way
according to the conceptions they hold. (My italics)

Although the classroom act itself may be seen as an explication of theory, teachers' thinking is

often not explicitly articulated, and it is left to researchers outside the classroom to give voice to

teachers' conceptions. Elbaz (1990) suggests that it has become important that researchers into

teachers' thinking "redress an imbalance which had in the past given us knowledge of teaching

from the outside only" by encouraging expression of teachers' own voice.

Having 'voice' implies that one has a language in which to give expression to one's authentic
concerns, that one is able to recognise those concerns, and further that there is an audience of
significant others who will listen.

Smyth (1987) goes further in speaking of teacher emancipation, that only by exercising and

'intellectualising' their voice, will teachers be empowered in their own profession.

To reconceptualise the nature of teachers' work as a form of intellectual labour amounts to
permitting and encouraging teachers to question critically their understandings of society,
schooling and pedagogy.

These notions pose a dilemma for theorists, researchers or teacher-educators proposing teacher

emancipation, because to be truly emancipated teachers themselves must be their own liberators.

My experience as a teacher, and in working with teachers, suggests that critical reflective practice

(which I discuss further below) can be a liberating process, but that it is actually very difficult to

sustain if working alone. In my research with teachers I believe that I have, to some extent,

facilitated their reflective practice by being there and by asking questions. I propose, therefore,

that researchers working with teachers can be catalysts for liberation, through their encouraging

of questioning of practice, and provision of opportunity for teachers to exercise their voice.
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The role of the researcher

Elbaz (1987), while acknowledging the "large gap between what researchers produce as
reconstructions of teachers' knowledge ... and teachers' accounts of their own knowledge",

nevertheless expresses the hope,

I would like to assume that research on teachers' knowledge has some meaning for the 'teachers
themselves, that it can offer ways of working with teachers on the elaboration of their own
knowledge, and that it can contribute to the empowerment loll teachers and the improvement of
what is done in classrooms. (p 46)

The purpose of my own research with teachers was to attempt to elicit the deep beliefs and
motivations which influenced their teaching acts. My methodology involved talking extensively

with the teacher both before and after a lesson which I observed. Fundamental to any success I

might have had in this was the development of a level of trust between teacher and researcher

which would allow sensitive areas to be addressed. For the teacher cooperating in my research,

and attempting seriously to tackle the questions I asked, a consequence was a making explicit of

theories of teaching which could then be used to influence future practice. It was not part of my

research aims to influence the practice of the teachers with whom I worked, it was an inevitable

consequence that it did. However, change was effected by the teacher, and in this respect the

researcher acted as a catalyst.

An example of developing practice related to teacher-researcher discussion

The teacher was about to teach a lesson on vectors to follow up his introduction of vectors to his

year-10 class (15 year olds) in a previous lesson I had asked him to tell me what he would do in

the coming lesson, and he replied that he wanted to "recap what a vector AB is". He referred to

notes which he had prepared with plans for the lesson. The following piece of transcript records

part of my conversation with the teacher before that lesson. (T teacher, R - researcher, myself)

1 R What do you mean by 'recap'? You recap?

2 T Me recapping - well - me asking questions. "Now, what's meant by adding vectors?
What's meant by taking away a vector, or a minus vector?" And then asking. "what's the
difference between those three - the vector-AB, AB, and BA?"

3 R Now is it your expectation that by asking appropriate questions you will get all that
information from them?

4 T Hopefully yes. And what I wanted to do today was not really concentrate too much on
vectors, but say, "If we've got a vector (3,4) can we find the length of AB? Hello - were
back into Pythagoras - ha ha ha!"

5 R Right

6 T Okay?
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7 R Yes

8 T And then give them some questions, and then get them to check over their homework after
they've sorted out - oh - one bit I've missed on here (referring to his notes) I want them to
say what 2AB is - something else we talked about, and I want to talk about AB and BA as
vectors, and AB and BA as lines.

9 R Right

10 T We're really talking about notation, aren't we, now?

11 R Right. - You said, give them ten questions. What sort of questions?

12 T They're going to be quite straightforward.

13 R To do what?

14 T Find the lengths of vectors.

15 R So, for example, "Find the length of a vector ...

16 T ... AB, if AB is 3,4."

... (slight digression here on what the 3,4 notation looks like)

17 R Or you could get them to invent some for themselves.

18 T Yes, that would be quite interesting, wouldn't it.

The conversation proceeded to more general aspects of teaching and learning, and at one point

the teacher offered an anecdote from one of his lessons with lower-attaining pupils in which they

had been invited to invent 'think of a number' games for each other.

19 T I staved playing the game, like. "I'm thinking of a number. I double it and add three, and
my answer is seven. What was the number I started with?" After a bit of practice. no
problems. But the things they were asking each other were out of this world. If I'd asked
them they'd have gone on strike!

20 R How do you mean?

21 T Well, they were saying "I'm thinking of a number, I've halved it, I've added three to it.
I've multiplied by three. I take two away. I divide it by seven and my answer is twenty one.
What number did I start with?" And they could actually solve them. Now if I went in and
put that on the board for a bottom ability group they would go on strike.

22 R Yes, right.

23 T And when you actually got back to it, they had this inverse relationship all sorted out. They
couldn't write it down, but they had it all sorted out. That's what, yeah, it's there isn't it,
them setting their own levels. I don't ao it often enough. I must do it more often.

You can have that for what it is!

24 R Thank you! How about doing it there (I pointed to his notes for the vectors lesson)?

25 T What, getting them to set their own?

26 R Get them to set their own.

27 T (Pause) I'll try.
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28 R It'll be interesting to see if they only come up with questions of a particular type, because

that will tell you something about the way they are thinking.

30 T Can 1 say, -Be inventive?"

31 R Sure!

32 T OK. We'll do that.

At statement 8, the teacher said he would give the class some questions. He then returned to

talking again about his general lessons plans. I was interested in what the questions would look

like and so I asked him (statement 11). His reply that they would be straightforward, was

followed by a digression into forms of notation. I brought him back to the questions again with

my statement (17) that he could get them to invent some for themselves. He acknowledged this,

but little more at that point.

I was interested in what his questions would be, because I wondered what they would contribute

to the pupils' perceptions of vectors. My remarks were a focusing device where our

consideration of these questions were concerned. If I had not pursued them, the teacher may not

have provided any more information. I had great power to focus in this way, although I did not

at the time select explicitly this focus in preference to others. My suggestion was spontaneous. It

was not my, or our, pre-planned intention to focus on pupils' inventing of their own questions.

It arose in and from the context of the conversation, which was about the teacher's concerns.

As part of the continuing conversation, the teacher came up with the anecdote about pupils in

another class setting their own challenges, and the value that he saw in this. It is my speculation

that this was triggered by my suggestion, and that certain associations were set up in response to

our talk. This analysis came some time after my work with the teacher, so I was not able to check

its validity with him. However, his telling of the anecdote gave me opportunity to reiterate my

suggestion (statement 24), and for the teacher to agree to try it out (statement 27). His questions at

the end recognise that this is a suggestion from me, and seek in some way my clarification of the

extent of invention I envisage.

Thus, I influenced the teacher's planning and execution of the vectors lesson more overtly than

had been my intention. However, I feel that he was able to set pupils an open task of inventing

their own questions because he could see this in the context of other open tasks which he had set,

and which had been successful. Moreover, his style of working with the pupils was such that an

activity of this kind was not unfamiliar territory to them. It is interesting to consider the extent

to which my suggestion depended on my knowledge of his practice, and the extent to which his

acceptance of it depended on his reciprocal knowledge. The developing trust between us made a

significant contribution to our joint understanding of what was possible in his classroom.
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In the lesson itself, he introduced that tack with the words: "I would like you to make your own

questions up and write your own answers out and then share your questions with a neighbour.

Could you be inventive please. Don't put up a whole series of boring questions". I discussed

aspects of this, and pupils' responses to it, in Jaworski (1991b) in another context, so I shall not

repeat those details here. However, the outcome in terms of some pupils' questions and
responses was very satisfactory. It opened up areas which the class had not yet addressed: for

example, the special nature of parallel vectors, and the related notations for vectors of equal
length albeit of different directions in different positions, both arose from pupils' own
investigations. It provided the teacher with opportunity to address such questions in a way
meaningful to pupils because they had arisen from the pupils' own thinking. Our retrospective

reflection on this lesson, acknowledged the value and success of the activity.

Critical reflection influencing the teaching act

I believe that this episode charts a stage in this teacher's own development as a teacher. For him,

in this case, critical reflection' involved making explicit the value of occasions where he asked
pupils to be inventive in setting their own challenges. It resulted in his becoming more aware of

opportunities where he could encourage pupils in this. Three weeks later I saw a lesson in
which he returned to pupils some tests which they had done and. he had marked. Rather than

present a set of correct solutions for them to compare, he offered a set of 'answers' of his own, all

of which had errors in them. Their task was to spot the errors, and to explain, in discussion with

neighbours, what would be correct. In this way he hoped to challenge them to work dynamically

on their own solutions and errors, rather than passively to accept the teacher's 'correct' solutions.

I believe that enabling the pupils to take more responsibility for their work and thinking through

setting their own challanges was an aspect of this teacher's philosophy and operation which

developed during the time that I was working with him. I propose that this speaks to' the
emancipation of this teacher, in that he was actively seeking ways of enhancing pupils' learning,

which brought hire into a mare acute knowledge and control of the teaching situation, and thus

of his own direction and purpose. In this he was engaged in a process of self-liberation.

Our conversation often focused on the liberating process itself. On one occasion we discussed

different sorts of decisions which the teacher had made in various lessons which I had seen, and

the difference between responding to a pupil instinctively, and making a more informed

I I have explicated in some detail the stages of critical reflection which formed pan of my analysis of
covcrsations with teachers in my wider study. This is included in a paper "Reflective practice in
mathematics teaching" which is currently submitted for publication.
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response or judgment. The teacher commented, "I feel that responses are judgments that have

proved right in the past and been taken on board." He went on,

You've been through a lot of these situations before your responses. Don't they actually come
from things which happen in the past and you're saying, I made a judgment then that was a good
one, or saw someone do something that was good. And you actually take that on board. Isn't
that what developing as a teacher is all about?"

Some manifestation of this general principle might arise after the vectors lesson and the asking

of pupils to invent their own questions. Perhaps in some other lesson later, the teacher would
recall aspects of this activity, and our subsequent analysis of it, and it would influence his

teaching at that instant.

I have suggested (Jaworski, 1991a and b) that it is such in-the-moment recognition of choice of

reponse, based on previous experience made explicit, that is the action outcome of critical

reflection. I go further here in suggesting that this is the essence of the liberating process. The

more critical such reflection is, in being disciplined about identifying the issues in a particular

lesson, the choices taken, the decisions made, and their effect on learning and teaching, the more

able the teacher is likely to be to act appropriately to what arises on a subsequent classroom

occasion. Developing as a teacher is the result of such action. Such development is dynamic,

and, if recognised and used deliberately, it can be liberating and empowering.

Teacher emancipation

Teacher emancipation, according to sources quoted at the beginning of this paper, arises
consciously from teachers becoming aware of their own knowledge and purpose through critical

enquiry into their practice. Emancipation seems to be a state within the liberating process of

action-oriented critical enquiry. In the case of mathematics teaching this involves questioning

both pupils' perceptions of the mathematics on which a lesson is based, and the pedagogy to be

employed in developing this mathematics. Teachers have to know what they hope to achieve in

terms of the mathematical content of a lesson and their pupils' constructions of this
mathematics, and also in terms of the teaching acts which will be employed. Although this
content and these acts will be designed to fit some prescribed curriculum, they do not need to be

conditioned or bound by it. The curriculum to which the above teacher worked required pupils'

understanding of the elements of vectors which were being addressed in the lesson. It did not

prescribe the means by which such content would be made available to the pupils, and it did not

preclude the pupils coming to aspects of that content through their own investigations. The

teacher's overt knowledge of mathematics and pedagogy, based on his own developing
experience, as well as a confidence in his own ability to make appropriate choices and judgments,

enabled him to construct suitable teaching acts. This meant that the teacher himself was in
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control of the learning environment of pupils in his classroom, and moreover that he could take

responsibility for what occurred rather than blaming. defects on pupils' inability to remember or

retain, or on constraining effects of the curriculum. His awareness of this level of responsibility 2

and his overt exercise of control were indicators of his emancipated position. For the teacher I

have described, encouraging pupil-emancipation might be seen as an element of his control.

I have indicated, where the above teacher was concerned, that my research presence had some

effect on his developing practice. How does teacher development and subsequent emancipation

depend on such presence, and how far is it possible for a teacher to achieve this alone?

I have no research evidence to present in order to address this question. The teacher group
working together, perhaps in small-scale action research, to support and encourage such practice

can be an effective sustaining medium (see for example, Kemmis 1985, Gates, 1989, Mathematical

Association 1990). However, further research is needed into the development of the

emancipated teacher through a liberating process of action-oriented critical enquiry, particularly

where the teaching of mathematics and Its effect on pupils' learning is concerned.
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REFERENCE, STRUCTURE AND ACTION: ELIMINATING
PARADOXES IN LEARNING AND TEACHING MATHEMATICS
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This paper starts by discussing a number of paradoxes to have recently emerged in theories of
learning and teaching mathematics. These are found to make similar assumptions about the
nature of mathematical knowledge and its epistemology. A detailed analysis of a transcript,
recording the linguistic interaction between the researcher and a number of senior high school
students, follows. This analysis traces the breakdown of a didactic contract (Brousseau) and
its subsequent re-establishmeht; it also studies how the pedagogic sequencing facilitates
learning the attainment of learning goals. The transcript is also used to exemplify the occurence
of paradox in pedagogic situations. The paper concludes by adapting a model, drawn from the
field of genre studies, in order to provide a theoretical account of linguistic utterances
constitutive of pedagogic interactions and their epistemological implications.

§I Introduction
In Plato's Meno (80e), Socrates presents a paradox which shows that a student cannot

learn what he or she does not already know: For if the student had the knowledge there would

be no need to seek it, and if the student lacked knowledge, then how would the student even

know what to look for? The standard rebuttal of this paradox points to an apparent confusion

about the meaning of words, for instance,"having knowledge". Nevertheless, paradoxes of

this kind - the learning paradox (Bereiter, 1985) is almost exactly similar - bedevil modern

theories of teaching and learning mathematics (Brousseau, 1986).

A motivating question for this paper therefore is: How may paradox free models of

teaching and learning be constructed? The paper presents an interim report of a study into the

meaning and use of words in pedagogical interactions in mathematics classrooms.

§2 Paradoxes in mathematics education and some remarks on epistemology
The constructivist view that learning is a process in which the learner is actively

engaged in a process of restructuring or organising knowledge schemata is widely held in

information processing psychology (Resnick, 1983; Bereiter, 1985). This model for learning

is , however, prone to paradox. Bereiter (1985), for instance, refers to the learner's paradox

whereby

...if one tries to account for learning by means of mental actions carried out by the

learner, then it is necessary to attribute to the learner a prior cognitive structure that is as

advanced or complex as the one to be acquirg.fp. 202)
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More significantly for educators, the tnnve to develop instructional procedures consistent with

constructivist learning theory has also run into difficulties (Cobb, 1988, 1992: Kanes, 1991).

Cobb argues, for instance, that Resnick's notion of "instructional representation", violates the

autonomy of the individual constructor at akey stage in the pedagogic interaction. Resnick's

procedure therefore erroneously reinstates as constructivist, a variant of the absorption model

for learning.

Occurrence of paradox has also been noted in work proceeding on more general

pedagogic grounds. Brousseau (1986) for instance argued that teacher and student enter a

didactic contract in which the teacher must ensure that the student has an effective means of

acquiring knowledge and in which the student must accept responsibility for learning even

though not being able to see or judge, beforehand, the implication of the choices offered by the

teacher. Brousseau argued that the contract is driven into crisis and ultimately fails, for

all that he [the teacher] undertakes in order to get the pupil to produce the expected

patterns of behaviour tends to deprive the pupil of the conditions necessary to

comprehend and learn the target notion: if the teacher says what he wants he cannot

obtain it. (p.120)

Similarly, Steinbring (1989) observes that the teaching process of making all meanings explicit

leads to the effect that by the total reduction of the new knowledge which is to be

learned to knowledge already known, nothing really new can be learned. (p. 25)

Obviously, in a few short sentences one is not able to treat the issues represented by

these paradoxes exhaustively. However, it is interesting to note that the context within which

each of these arise provides a similar epistemological stance. Each assumes that mathematical

knowledge is essentially a matter of content and that, as such, is capable of being made, in

principle at least, totally explicit. For instance, in the learner's paradox, knowledge is

individually constructed as a representation of a knowledge target, and therefore, in a sense, is

actually derived by the individual. It follows that this kind of knowledge can, and in pedagogic

episodes should, be made explicit. To illustrate by a metaphor: Constructing a clock means

being able, in principle at least, to make explicit each of the parts of the clock. When teaching

clock-making the detailing of the clock's mechanism may, for the benefit of the apprentice,

need to take place at a fine level. In that case, the clock maker is actually engaged in a process

of re-presenting the clock to the apprentice as an articulation of its pans. In the same way,

constructed mathematical knowledge is re-presentational and explicatable. This view,

however, asserts an epistemology of reference over intention or transaction. For instance, the
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representational clockmaker is unable to convey the overall coherence of the form of the clock

or the degree and manner in which its structure complements a certain aesthetic economy or

style (expressive or intentional characteristics); likewise, she is unable to convey the actual

experience of the actions of making a watch (transactional or pragmatic characteristics).

§3 Analysis and discussion of a pedagogic episode
In order to provide an illustrative focus for the theoretical statements of the last section and

those to come later in the paper, this section will present a linguistic analysis of a pedagogic

episode; The sequence studied is drawn from a stimulated recall (Keith, 1988;Parsons eta!,

1983). This method involved video recording a lesson in a naturalist context and, immediately

after this, replaying the tape to a teacher-chosen subset of students. Students were asked to

respond freely to the tape, the researchers reserved the right to ask probing questions. Those

present include 6 students chosen from the class by the teacher, together with 2 researchers.

The classroom teacher was not present. The discussion between students and the researcher is

on the application of 'dummy variables' as indices in expressions involving complex algebraic

manipulations.

In analysing this episode, it has been assumed that in order to recover the shifting
epistemological positions of the Researcher and of the participating students, each utterance

would need to be individually scrutinised for evidence of fine grain structure. The presumption

has been, that only as the fruit of such an endeavour, would nuances indicative of the shifts

sought, show themselves.

Note: In the following transcript 'R' represents the Researcher, Ms X is the regular classroom

teacher; L8, L9 etc refer to lines 8 and 9 etc of the transcript s shown.

1 R: Now the very first step here, where you've got arg(zi/z2), Ms X wants you

2 to focus on zi/z2. Now the first thing that she did was to write that out in a

3 trigonometric form, or a polar form. And she wrote on the top line, what did

4 she write?

5 Sarah: ri ... (inaudible)

6 R: Outside of?

7 Alice: Inside the brackets, I think it's cosec + isinOt

Assertions in L1-3 are followed by a single question in L4: in these, the researcher announces

the theme of the inquiry. Primary focus is set on the structure of the mathematical steps Ms X

performs, not their meaning or reference, nor any possible function they may perform.
Further, in these opening utterances the Researcher is both signalling the attention the students

give to Ms X as Teacher as well as displacing the Teacher in this triangular relationship of
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power. The utterance "Ms X wants you to focus ..." evidently means "I - the Researcher -
want you to focus ...".

8 R: Why did she say ri and 01?

In this utterance the Researcher inaugurates the main body of the episode. An inquiry
concerning Ms X's intentions is opened. There are two parts related to this task: content
(What is her meaning for ri and Ot ?) and function (How do the nominated subscripts function

in the mathematical procedures implied?).

9Students: (Several students exclaim at once) Because that's the modulus and argument

for zi!

Interestingly, a large proportion of the students answered immediately in this way. This
response, however, only picks up the content aspects of the utterance (L8). That is, the
students have only adopted the level at which the meaning, or reference of the symbols ri and

Oi is signalled. A study of the relationship between this semantic content, and transactional

elements which could permit the capture Ms X's intentions is not considered, or if considered,

not pursued. The emphatic tones god chorus like response of the students may also indicate

growing resistance, even annoyance, on the part of the students. The Researcher has usurped

the role of the teacher (we saw this in L1-7), but now seems unable or unwilling to take over

the didactical contract (see above) originally forged in class between Ms X and her students.

Once having gained admittance to the code, the Researcher seems to be consciously attempting

to disturb it, threatening to bring about its collapse. Apparently, with Ms X, it is part of the

didactical contract that teacher questions solicit information and that valid responses assume the

referential mode. But the Researcher, by asking such an apparently straightforward question,

now rejects in advance not only the answer presented by the students, but even the referential

form the answer takes. Crisis in the contract is deepened further by the apparent lack of

guidance to the students as to what alternative form a valid answer would take.

10 R: Sorry, just explain? Sorry who's talking?

The two questions here reveal a great deal. Both acknowledge the impasse in which the
students have been placed by the Researcher, and hence each begins with "sorry". The
repetition of "sorry", however, raises the ironic questions: Who is sorry? Who ought to be

sorry? These signs also serve to reinforce a consensus view that the usurped contract has

collapsed; and they herald a new phase, described by Brousseau (1986, p.113) as the
interactive process of searching for a contract. In Brousseau's theory, knowledge arises
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precisely as the resolution of crises such as those described here. And indeed, in constructing a

new contract the Researcher has already taken a lead: In each question the Researcher begins to

suggest a new basis for interaction. In the first, "Sorry, just explain?", students are
encouraged to treat the symbols as a prompt to perform an action of some kind rather than as a

cue to passively provide information. The.second suggested premise of a new contract relates

to the form of admissible interactions within the social space of the episode: Researcher -

Student interactions are to be one-to-one.

11 Alan: Because, well we've got subscript one, for zr, we sort of use the same

12 subscript, probably.

Alan, identified by the teacher prior to this intervention as a quiet, co-operative student, is the

first student to attempt to work within these shifting terms. However, as the colloquial
expression ("sort or) and the terminating ("probably") would indicate, Alan is not certain of

his ground, nor of the social topography defining the interaction. Alan has been very accurate,

however, in picking up the clue provided in L10 as to what might constitute a successful

response to the motivating question asked in L8. In his response, he switches away from the

semantic or referential content of the symbols, and attempts to focus on the mathematical

operations (actions) implied or controlled by the symbols. Nevertheless, Alan has only
glimpsed the choice between reference and action which has just offered by the Researcher, and

almost certainly has not yet grasped the consequences. The role of the Researcher in
confirming or disconfirming 'the validity of Alan's gesture is now crucial in the process of

establishing a new order in which this pedagogical crisis may be resolved.

13 R: Would it have mattered what subscript? If she'd written '2', would that have

14 been wrong? If she had written r2 would that have been wrong?

Alan's contribution is implicitly accepted by the Researcher as valid. The first question plays a

double role of reinforcing and extending the fledgling contract. Reinforcement is accomplished

by verbal cues such as adopting Alan's reference to "subscript", the use of which had not
hitherto become explicit. Non verbal cues such as tone of voice and the absence of a wait time

(neither shown in the transcript) also implied Alan and the Researcher may be reaching

common ground. Extension of the contract is also achieved by this question. This is done by

switching attention from the action performed when using a given subscript, replacing this with

a question directly relating the intention lying behind the choice of a subscript: "Would it have

mattered what?" is made to read "Would it have been against her intention if?". This step in the

pedagogic sequencing, if accepted by the students, represents a final transformation of focus

which has travelled from reference to action and now settles on intention. Indeed, this is
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precisely where the Researcher wishes to end up, for this is the perspective sought from the

students in L8 and either rejected or not observed by them in L9.

Note that the researcher is not modelling the 'correct' answer to the question posed in L8,

instead however, the student's responses are being scaffolded with respect to their
epistemological focus. Could the Researcher have been more direct here and merely asked

"Would this have violated her intentions?"? By this time it should be clear why the answer is

'no'. Some students may have still thought that this question sought information about her

meaning, whereas the question reaches much further than that, towards grasping the balance

between the knowledge of what the relevant signs mean and the knowledge of what their

functional significance in a mathematical procedure is ie a balance between epistemologies of

reference and action. Such a misunderstanding would provide an example of Brousseau's so-

called paradox of the 'devolution of situations' by virtue of which, the anxiety of the teacher to

give the students what they appear to want - need - forecloses the possibility of them being able

to directly obtain it. Instead, by shifting the pedagogy through an epistemology of action the

teacher gains 'leverage' which may be employed to refocus student attention.

The second and third questions could be construed as attempts to lead the students through

a thought experiment consisting of actions premised on a hypothetical condition. Note that

question two is more general (suppose '2' is the nominated subscript) than question three (it

would then follow that Ms X would have to write r2). Each question requires the students to
consider the consequences for the mathematical procedure if Ms X had nominated '2' as a

subscript. By asking whether or not this hypothetical choice would be wrong the Researcher is

asking whether or not the transactions implied by the symbols would disrupt the relationship

between the form and content of the underlying.mathematics, in other words: Would they be

syntactically comet?

15 Alice: Only if she had have, it would have been confusing, because you've got zi

16 and z2, and then you've got, it would be easier to have ri and Eli then they've

17 got, it makes a link there so you have, you say that it's with the same, the

18 same problem.

Alice, reported by the teacher to be a strong student, provides a relatively sophisticated
response to L13-14. Her first utterance, "Only if she had have" clearly implies her answer to

the second and third questions is in the negative. However, she does not leave the matter there.

Her attention has been focussed on function, whether such an operation would be facilitated by

a co-operation between the knowledge of form and content, as would be required by

unproblematic mathematical transaction. At this point she identifies a disjunction which would

arise between the form or structure of the mathematical statement and its content or reference:

"it would have been confusing". An optimal match, facilitating action (eg mathematical

manipulation) - "it makes a link" - is obtained by matching subscripts. Alice has arrived at a
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defence of Ms X's use of dununy variables which employs both her knowledge of the form or

overall structure of the mathematics together with her knowledge of it as an event. Thus, she is

able to express Ms X's intention to obtain or maximise clarity. Both the form and the intention

of the utterance are co-incident. A response such as this was sought in L8.

§4 Reference, Structure and Action in mathematics pedagogy
Working within theories of genre (Bakhtin, 1986: Holquist, 1990; Smales, 1990),

Ongstad (1991) has provided a model which affords a starting point in understanding the

theoretical relationships apparent in the transcript analysis conducted above. Seminal in this

model is Ongstad's observation that in making an utterance

"you are doing three things all at once, you refer, act and structure."
(italics added,p.13)

In the accompanying table, terms relating to the analysis of utterances are arranged in a 3x4

grid. Read in columns, the terms, taken pairwise, are contrastive. Read in rows, the table sets

out terms which correlate.

Grid. setting out the_key analytic categories in an adapted version of
Ongstad's model

SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE INTENTIONAL
(EXPRESSIVE)

FORM

SEMANTIC REFERENCE INFORMATIONAL
(INDICATIVE)

CONTENT

PRAGMATIC ACTION --- FUNCTION

Since in Ongstad's model every utterance can be analysed in terms of structure,

reference and action (2od column), each of the 12 terms set out in this grid can be brought to

bear on the analysis of any single utterance. The richness of this model allows us to trace the

shift in emphasis of these terms amongst utterances which constitute any given linguistic

interaction. Such an analysis was illustrated in the previous section.

Alternatively, the grid can be thought of as map on which may be traced 'pathways' for

the development (both effective and ineffective) of mathematical knowledge. Each of the three

sets of correlational terms might be said to support an epistemological viewpoint. Learner's

normally need to have access to at least these three. For example, Cobb (1991) traces how the

reflexivity between the syntax and semantics is obtained or mediated by the pragmatics inherent

in consensual knowledge.
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Ongstad emphasises (p.12) that contradictions and paradoxes arise when the multi-

dimensional character of utterances is denied. Analyses offered in this paper amply

substantiates this point. This does not mean, however, that utterances equally emphasise all the

elements capable of influencing them. On the contrary, the selective emphasis a sender or

receiver places on utterances lends a particular character to the interaction. Where, however,

the task of the interlocutor is to alter or direct the interaction, as is the case for a teacher, the

full range of perspectives is open in order to facilitate the development of a pedagogic strategy

and student learning. Once again, the analysis of §3 provides a rich example of such a process.

§5 Conclusion
In the last decade it has become more common for research to emphasise the consensual aspect

of mathematical learning and teaching processes. Matching this has been a growing sensitivity

towards epistemological questions. This paper fumly endorses both these developments. At

the heart of the present work has been the suggestion that within the dynamics of microsocial

interaction, epistemological shifts, as indicated by linguistic utterances, critically determine the

character of pedagogic interactions. Arising from this, the presence of paradox in certain

theories of learning and instruction may indicate an 'epistemological cramping' - or an over

reliance on one view about what qualifies as mathematical knowledge. Paradox free theories of

mathematical pedagogy depend, it would seem, on the disposition to retain, foster and protect a

certain epistemological dynamism.
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The Answer Determines the Question. betesvastIons and the Growth of
lialtsernathud Understanding

Tom Kieren and Susan Fide
University of Alberta University of Oxford

Absorb* Our work over the past four years has looked at the growth of mathematical understanding
as a dynamiG levelled but not linear, process. An outline of our theory and its features is given in this
paper before it goes on to address the question of how a teacher caninfluence an environment fcrsudr
growth. We identify three kinds of intervention: provocative, invocative and validating and use these
concepts in analysing Interactions between a teacher and two students. Our contention is that for the
promotion of growth the teacher needs to believe that it is the student response which determines the

nature of the question.

'Me task of education becomes a task of first inferring models of the students' conceptual constructs and

then generating hypotheses as to how the students could be given the opportunity to modify their
structures so that they lead to mathematical actions compatible with the Instructor's expectations and

goals." (1)

"an organism has somehow to acquire the capacity to turn around on its own schemata and to construct

them afresh ... It is what gives consciousness its most prominent function. I wish I knew exactly how

this is done." (Bartlett in (2))

Over the past four years we have been building and testing a theory of the growth

of mathematical understanding which views mathematical understanding not as an

acquisition (e.g. 3), nor as a developmental phase (e.g. 4), but as a dynamic process. Using

this theory we have attempted to show that the growth of a person's understanding of

any topic can be mapped on a mode/

comprising eight embedded levels of

understanding moving from initial

primitive knowing through to

inventising ( fig. 1) We maintain that

growth through such levels or modes

of understanding is not in any way

monotonic but involves multiple and

varied actions of folding back to inner,

less formal understanding in order to

use that understanding as a

springboard for the construction
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of more sophisticated outer level understanding. We are, of course, still in the ongoing

process of elaborating the elements in such understanding. Our own understanding of

the emerging theory is, itself, subject to constant acts of folding back with a view to

gaining greater insight into the phenomenon of mathematical understanding.

The quotation from Bartlett, above, prompts us, too, to ask the questions, "how

might such re-construction happen?' and "what roles might teachers play in bringing it

about for their students?". In this paper we wish to consider the nature of some teacher

interventions and their impacts on student understanding. More broadly, we also

illustrate that such interventions do not have to originate with the teacher, although it

seems likely that only the teacher is in a position to create such interventions

deliberately. Theoretical descriptions of such interventions , which we call provocative,

inspavative and validating will be followed by analysis of an incident in terms of the

effect of certain questions on the growth of understanding of a single student.

We do not claim to be alone in the field, attempting to answer the questions posed

above, but to be taking a different stand point from which to analyse the phenomenon of

growth of mathematical understanding. For example, Maher et al (5) consider the

mathematical behaviour of one child sampled over four years and indicate in global or

macroscopic ways the nature of change in sophistication of such behaviour.Our work

differs from theirs in that it is driven by a particular, albeit developing, theory and tries to

comprehend the dynamics of growth as they occur in local situations. It allows us to

examine teaching strategies, interventions and effects in day to day classroom

environments. Edwards and Mercer (2) do look in detail at interactions between teachers

and students and their impact on understanding but while our analysis shares with

them the idea that contexts in which teachers and students exist are best understood in

terms of their mental instead of physical features, our theory allows for a mathematiCal

rather than general pedagogical analysis of classroom understanding,

The Theory

Before defining our categories of provocative, invocative and validating questions,

we will offer a very brief review of our general theory. Figure 1 offers a pictorial
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representation of the levels of mathematical understanding.The nature of the levels has

been elaborated in (6), (7), (8), as has the notion of mapping the pathways of individual

student growth, (9) but we would like to draw attention here to two of the key features in

the model. The first is the notion of folding back discussed in detail in a previous PME

paper (10). This feature is crucial to the distinction between the types of intervention that

we will be considering later in the paper. An illustration of folding back would be the

student who, having spent some time working with physical shapes or accurate drawings

on squared paper (imagemaking image having and property noticing), derives the

generalisation length times breadth" for the area of a rectangle (formalising) but, on

being asked what the area of a triangle might be, replies "I don't know - I'll have to go

back to drawing some to see if there is a formal way of doing that too". The student is

folding back to an inner understanding (image making) in order to extend her outer,

formalised understanding. The second feature is the bold rings indicating 'don't need'

boundaries. These are a vital element of the power of mathematics itself. They occur

when one functions in a mathematical way that ignores the origins of current

understandings If the student above subsequently derives the generalisation "a half base

times height" for the area of a triangle and then goes on to calculate areas using this

formalisation with no further reference to counting squares or consideration of

rectangles, then this student has crossed the don't need boundary between property

noticing and formalising.

We return to the question of how growth in understanding might be promoted.

Teachers have an important role to play in enabling students' personal construction of

knowledge to occur. We see three kinds of intervention, provocative, invocative and

validating, as crucial to the teacher's task of hypothesizing student constructs and

proposing mathematical actions. A provocative intervention is one which points the

student toward outer or more sophisticated understanding. An invocative intervention

is one which makes students aware of the need to fold back to an inner level of

mathematical understanding . A validating intervention is one which establishes that a

student is working within some level of understanding with the effect of encouraging
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the expression, verbally, symbolically or figuratively, of current mathematical actions.

The interesting and perhaps critical feature of these interventions is that it is the student

response and not the teacher question which determines the nature of the Intervention.

The teacher may well offer advice intended to move the student on to outer

understanding whereas in reality it can cause the student to fold back to earlier levels in

order to make sense of the new situation. Consider the student above.The teachermay

have posed the question about the areas of triangles in the context of the generalisation

just formulated, with the intention of enabling the student to 'see' that the area will be

half that of a rectangle (provocative). The outcome, however, was to cause the student to

fold back and the intervention was therefore actually invocative.

Analyzing the Dynamics of Intervention

We turn now to an example where we use this theory to analyse actual teacher-

student and student-student interactions. The class was working on the task of finding

relationships between the various different shapes in a set of "pattern blocks". The

shapes are all based on a common length of side and comprise a green equilateral

triangle, a red, 60 degree trapezium, an orange square, a blue, 60 degree,equilateral

parallelogram, a yellow hexagon, and a plain wood, 30 degree, equilateral

parallelogram.(Fig 2)

The 14-year old students were given some time to play with the shapes, before

being set the relationships task, as they had never previously seen or handled them. The

task was introduced through the demonstration by the teacher that it was possible to

build fig 3b on top of fig 3a. They were given no other guidance.

Figure 2 The Pattern Blocks
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Sara and Jen spent about ten minutes image making through building patterns

and shapes beside and on top of each other. Their talk made it clear that they had the

image of the shapes as "fitable" (their word) without gaps, although they did not

explicitly comment on the sides being of equal length, and they noticed and recorded

various properties such as "You can make a hexagon with a yellow or two reds or three

blues". At this point the teacher came over to their table.

1 Teacher OK Sara where have you got to?
Sara So I've got: a red is 3 greens, a yellow is 6 greens a blue is 2 greens but the

orange and wood aren't anything. (said in a tone of finality!)
2 T Can you say anything about the greens themselves?

S Well they are triangles, aren't they..
3 T Can you say anything about the triangles?

S What .... you mean their angles and things? .... Well .. urn ... If you put 3
together to make the trapezium they make a straight line like this.
(draws fig 4a) and you get them together at the points so that is 180
degrees (adds drawing to produce fig 413) so each angle will be 60 degrees.

Figure 4a Figure 4b
(the teacher moves away)

the sides, the sides are s so the green goes ... (draws fig 4c)and the
red is .... (draws fig 4d) Triangles' areas ... urn ._ a half base times height
(draws fig 5a) s0000 ...... so (writes area=1/2 s)

Figure4c Figure 4d

C.4 Co

'$. ss 10

t SO

Figure 5a

4. 4. (- )

4. Cs 20$ ,30
k 1%s ..."10

k .$50

Figure 5b
height , height what's the height?... s cos30 .. so (writes scos30 =
1/2s2cos30 (fig 5a))

Jen Sara what did you get for.the woods?
Shush! I'm working (writing fig 5b)....Look.look! It works! The green
area is a half s2cos 30 and the red is three halves cos 301 So three greens
make a red!

4 J Oh splotl(a term of praise) Well splotted! _What do you git for the
woods? How many greens? They're too big aren't they?
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S You can't. You get orange plus green equals green plus two wood from
her example. (the teacher's: fig 3a and 3b). So mathematically an orange
is two woods, but you can't make it You _ can _ also _. get an orange
and a wood and a blue make a perspective cube (builds fig 6 with blocks)
but it doesn't help. ._ or you can ....(building with blocks) give me some
more woods ._. make a star with just the woods (finishes fig 7)...and
there's ..(counting with her finger). eleven, twelve, twelve of them,
twelve woods, twelve pointy bits make the middle ._. wait a minute __
360, 360 is twelve so one's angle is ..30, twelves into Each one is
30, and you could cut the wood in half and get two triangles and they'd
have area _ wait a minute _. (she then proceeds to write fig 8)

Figure 6

S

J
S

1

s 75 ,.> 15

75 C...,15

2, /5

Figure 7 , Figure 8
You've got a calculator, get a calculator, get a calculator....
Hang onL. It's some where.....0K(Produces calculator)
Do cos 75_do 75, cos, times, 15, cos, equals...
(reading calculator display) Point two five
Times two.....
Point five
It's a half, it's' a half, it's half the square!!
Well it doesn't look like it!

In section 1, one sees a classic validating situation. The teacher has observed Jen

and Sara working away with the blocks and suspects that they at least have an image of

the idea of relationships between the different shapes. Since they have also been wilting

they have probably been recording some of the properties they have noticed. Sara's

response confirms this and shows her ability to articulate her findings.

In section 2, therefore, the teacher aims to provoke Sara on to more formal

comments on the relationships, BUT Sara treats the question as if it were a validating

intervention and confirms that she knows the mathematical names for the shapes and is

saying 'greens' for convenience and not out of lack of mathematical understanding
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In section 3, the teacher rephrases her question and this time the effect is

provocative. Sara moves from thinking of the shapes as visible concrete objects whose

relationships to one another can be physically determined to a symbolic representation.

She is not concerned with the actual sizes of the shapes, nor does she even need accurate

diagrams; rough sketches suffice as her aide-memoire. She has crossed the 'don't need'

boundary to formalised understanding. Indeed in some sense, she has 'proved'

symbolically and formally the relationship she had earlier found by manipulation of the

concrete materials.

In section 4, we see Jem, Sara's fellow pupil, in the role of instigator of an

intervention. Jem at this juncture is talking in the language of the materials and

referring to her physical inability to cover 'woods' with 'greens'. She has, in fact, covered

an area of paper with tessellated 'woods' and built over this a tessellation of 'greens',

many of the 'woods' sticking out from under the edges of the 'greens'. One could infer

that Jem's intention was to provide a validating intervention She probably assumed that

Sara would have a legitimate solution, albeit the negative one given in her first

response to the teacher. Sara, however, is no longer satisfied with her own null solution

and recalls the original construction suggested by the teacher. She does not reconstruct it,

but talks, one could say algebraically, producing as she says "mathematically" a solution

that cannot be physically represented. She is not content to leave it there, however,and

folds right back to image making again, building new figures, intent on finding a

solution for the 'woods'. The intervention has been an invocative one for Sara. She

creates a couple of new constructions before finding a way of calculating the area of a

'wood', returns to a formalised level of working, and again 'proves' the physical solution

to a sceptical Jem!

Summary

What is the nature of the dynamics in the growth of mathematical understanding?

What is the role of teaching interventions in this growth? Our theory has prompted us

to posit three kinds of interventions - provocative, invocative and validating - which

play a role in fostering the growth of mathematical understanding. Reflection on the
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incident given above suggests the power of our concepts of intervention in analyzing

elaborating and understanding the complex interplay between student and teacher in a

mathematics classroom. That these are not isolated phenomena will be illustrated in our

analysis of other incidents in our presentation. We hope that we have,indeed, shown,

through the illustration of interventions and their intended and actual outcomes, that

from the point of view of the student's understanding `the answer determines the

question".
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ENCODING DIFFICULTY: A PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS
FOR `MISPERCH/1!ONS' OF RANDOMNESsi

Clifford Konold
Scientific Reasoning Remarch Institute

Hasbrouck Laboratory
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Ruma Fallc
Derertment of Psychology
and School of Education

The Hebrew University of krusalan

Abstract
Subjects' ratings of the apparent randomness of ten binary sequences were
compared to the time required to memorize those same sequences.
Memorization time proved a better predictor of the subjective randomness
ratings than measures of the "objective" randomness of the sequences. This
result is interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that randomness judgments
are mediated by subjective assessments of encoding difficulty. Such
assessments are seen as compatible with the information theorists'
interpretation of randomness as complexity.

Take a look at the two sequences below. Which sequence, [I] or [2], appears to be

the most random?

OXOX OX0X000XX X X0X0X00

OXOX XX X XOX 0000X 000 X XO

Many will take objection to this question, and understandably so. A recent ankle
by Ayton, Hunt, and Wright (1989) along with a set of published responses in the same

journal (Vol. 4,1991), include a range of arguments for those interested inexploring the

debate about the meaning, theoretical status, and psychological investigations,of
`randomness'. We cannot address those issues here.

I To be presented at the Sixteenth International Conference for the Psychology of Mathematics
Education. Durham, New Hampshire (August, 1992). This research was sortW, in part, by grant
MDR-8954626 from the National Science Fauidation to Clifford Konold and by the Sturman Center for
Human Development, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem. Opinions expressed are those of the authors
and not necessarily those of the sponsoring agencies.
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Mathematically, [1] and [2] have the same probability (.5 21) as any other ordered
sequence of the same length of being randomly produced by, for example, flipping a fair
coin. On this basis, they could be judged equally random. However, if we consider
various attributes of sequences, more of the possible sequences are like [2] than they are
like [1]. In this sense, [2] might be considered more characteristic of a random process
than [1].

One such attribute is the probability of alternation between the two symbols. For
every finite binary sequence, we can determine the relative frequencies of the two
symbols and the conditional probability of change (or continuity) after a given character
in the sequence. Given a sequence length of n, there are n-1 opportunities for a change in
symbols. (All but the first character in a sequence can differ from a preceding character).
The probability of alternation in a particular sequence., denoted P(A), is obtained by
dividing the number of actual changes of symbol-type by n-1. The values of P(A) for [1]
and [2] above are 0.7 and 0.5, respectively. When the probabilities of the two symbols am
equal, the value of P(A) in large, random samples will tend toward 0.5. This result
follows from the principle of independence regardless of what has already occurred in
the sequence, the probability that the next character differs from the previous one is 0.5.
Sequences with values of P(A) other than 03 occur with less frequency. Additionally,
deviations from that modal value are equally probable in the two directions. Thus,
sequences with P(A) = 0.7, which contain more alternations than expected, have the same
probability of occurring as sequences with P(A) = 03, in which there are fewer
alternations (longer runs) than expected.

Sequence [2] is considered more random than [1] also from the perspective of
information theory. Randomness, in this account, is defined as a measure of complexity
(Chitin, 1975; Fine, 1973, chap. 5). Despite the sophisticated computations used in
information theory, the notion of randomness as complexity is straightforward: a random
sequence is one that cannot be significantly shortened via some coding scheme. This
notion can be illustrated with even a simplistic coding convention. For example, the

X OX OX 0 X OXOX OX OX0X0X0X [3]

perfectly alternating series above can be coded as 10X0 IX (10 repetitions of ko
followed by 1 X). By forming the ratio of the number of characters in the code (where 10
is considered as one character) to the number in the sequence, we can express the
complexity (or compressibility) of this sequence as 5/21 = 0.24. Using the same
convention, [1] would be coded as 40X 30 4X 20X 20, for a complexity measure of
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12/21= 0.57. There ate 18 characters in the code for [2], only slightly fewer than the 21

original characters; its complexity measure of 18/21= 0.86 is much neater the maximum

value of 1. Using this coding schane, [2] would be considered more random than [1],
because compered with [1], it cannot be substantially compressed.

Despite madterna6cal reasons for considering [2] more random than [1], research

has shown that most subjects hold to just the opposite. In selecting random sequences,
people prefer sequences that include more alternations than typically occur (Falk, 1975,

1981; Wagenaar, 1972). The well-known gambler's fallacy, according to which tails is

considered more probable than heads after a run of successive heads, may also be based

on the belief that symbols in a random sequence shouldfrequently alternate.

Kahneman and Tversky (1972) have explained these results by suggesting that
people rely on error -prone "heuristics." In their account, the judgment that [1] is more

random than [2] is based on an incorrect expectation that even small randomsamples will

resemble their parent population (Tversky & Kahneman, 1971). [2] is judged less random

because it contains longer runs (e.g., "DOOM which do not capture or representthe

equal distribution of symbols in the population. Random sequences, becausethey are

random, must also avoid obvious patterns. The perfectly alternating [3] is accordingly

judged to be less tandem than [1]. For a sequence to be considered maximally random, it

must strike a balance between avoiding simple alternating patterns and maintaining a near

equal number of symbol-types in any of its segments.

In the account summarized above, human judgments of randomness are based on

the notion of similarity. Features of a sample are compared to thecorresponding features

of a population, and the more similar a sample is to a population, the more likely it is to

have come from that population. Our research was designed to investigate an alternative

hypothesis that peoples' perceptions of randomness are based on assessments of

CCR71pkXity.

People might assess the complexity of a sequence by gauging how difficult that

sequence would be to encode. We frequently aregiven information that must be copied or

memorized. If that information can be reorganized into meaningful"chunks" (cf. Miller,

1965), it can be more efficiently memorized or copied. Chunking is obviously a way of

compressing data Therefore, assessments of c.hunkability" are also judgments about

difficulty of encoding. We are suggesting that people might make useof this type of

assessment in judging the randomness of a sequence.
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In the study reported here, we used the time required to memprize a sequence as a
measure of encoding difficulty. We compared these times with results from prior research
in which subjects rated the perceived randomness of the same sequences. If randomness
judgments are rooted in assessments of complexity, we would expect that those
sequences which were hardest to memorize would be perceived as most random. Such
results would provide evidence of a psychological basis for people's "misperceptions" of
randomness that from the standpoint of human perception, sequences of P(A) = 0.6
we more complex, or difficult to encode, than sequences of P(A) = 0.5, and for this
reason they are judged as more random. Furthermore, if people base their randomness
judgments on the difficulty of encoding, the complexity definition of randomness might
prove to be an intuitively compelling introduction to the concept

Method
Randomness Ratings

Data concerning apparent randomness were obtained in prior research by Falk
(1975, 1981). Subjects were shown a set of 10 sequences, which included [1], [2] and 131
These sequences were of length 21, and comprised two symbols whose frequencies
differed by 1. The P(A)s of these sequences ranged from 0.1,0.2,03. . . to 1.0. Subjects
rated each sequence on a scale that ranged from 1 (not at all random) to 20 (perfectly
random). Ratings were obtained from 219 subjects.

Memorization Task

Ten different subjects were individually presented with the same sequences as were
used in the rating task. The sequences were presented as shown in Figure 1 on a
Macintosh compiler.

X X X XX X000 X X0 000000 X XX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Figure 1. Screen display of target sequence P(A) = 0.2

Subjects were instructed to study each sequence until they could reproduce it from
memory. When a subject was ready to attempt recall, he or she hit the "return" key. This
caused the target sequence to be masked. The subject could then enter a "response"
sequence in a field provided on the screen, as shown in Figure 2.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Figure 2. Screen display showing masked target sequence (above)
and field for entering response sequence (below).

After entering a response sequence, the subject again hit the return key. If the

response sequence was correct, both the target and response sequences were displayed

together. The next target sequence could then be displayed by clicking on a "next"

button. If the response sequence was incorrect, it disappeared, and the target sequence

was again displayed. Subjects continued until they were able to enter the correct

sequence.

Subjects were told the computer was recording the total time the target sequence

was displayed. They were also told that time spent entering a response sequence was not

being recorded and were shown how to use the delete key, which permitted editing a

response sequence up to the time the enter key wasdepressed They were instructed that

the objective was to memorize the sequence as "efficiently" as possible, trying to

minimize total viewing time.

The order of presentation of the ten sequences was randomly determined for each

subject by the program. These ten experimental sequences were preceded by four practice

sequences. The practice sequences had P(A)s of 0.2, 0.9, 0.5, and 03 and were always

presented in that order. The subjects were not informed that these were practice sequences.

Results

Randomness Ratings

The randomness ratings (denoted AR, for "apparent randomness") for each

sequence were averaged over the 219 subjects, and then linearly transformed to range
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from 0 to 1. Figure 3 shows theseaverages plotted as a function of P(A). This function
peaks at P(A) = 0.6 and is negatively strewed

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

P(A)

Figure 3. Plot of EN, AR, and DE as functions of P(A).

For comparison purposes, Figure 3 includes valuesobtained from an "objective"
measure of randomness based on the "second -order entropy" (B) of the sequences (see
Attneave, 1959, pp. 19-21). This function peaksat 0.5, and is symmetric 1 around P(A) =
0.5. As repotted in the introduction, these data indicate that subjects select as most
random, sequences that include more than the expectednumber of alternations. Indeed,
these subjects tended to rate sequences with P(A)s of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 as more random
than the objectively most tandotn sequence (10.5.

Memorization Task

The times required to memorize eachsequence were first standardized for each
subject For each P(A), we computed the mean of the standard scores over the ten
subjects, and then linearly-transformed these torange from 0 to 1. This value, which is
our measure of encoding difficulty (D1), is also plotted in Figure 3. Thefunction of DE
peaks at P(A) = 0.7.

1Since in the family of sequences we used there is a sequence with p(A) = 1, but not one with P(A) = 0,
the function in Figure 3 is not entirely symmetric.
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If encoding difficulty mediates judgments of iandomness, than we should expect
measures of encoding difficulty to be better predictors of the subjective randomness
ratings than are measures of objective randomness. Indeed, the conebtion between DE
and AR is .89, whereas the correlation between EN and AR is .54. In addition, difficulty
of encoding, which was hypothesized to account for subjective randomness, is better
correlated with AR (.89) than it is with objective randomness (.71) .

Coneludon

The data presented here offer some support to the hypothesis that judgments cf
randomness are mediated by subjective assessments of complexity, an assessment that
may be accomplished by judging how difficult the sequence would be to encode. The
results cf the memorization task are preliminary in that they involve only ten subjects,
and these were not the same subjects who provided the randomness 'icings. We are
currently conducting a larger study in which subjects first rate the randomness of various
sequences, and that either memorize or copy those same sequences. The copying task
allows subjects to enter a sequence in "chunks," copying only what they can easily
remember , thus reducing demands on short-term memory.

Though preliminary, our findings do suggest that human judgments of randomness
are based in part on the formally sound criteria of complexity. Such a finding could have
important implications for instruction. For example, introductions of randomness as a
blind process of selection, or as statistical independence, may be difficult to comprehend
because students lack prior intuitions into which these ideas can be integrated. Our results
suggest that an interpretation of randomness as complexity may have more intuitive
appeal to students, and therefore may provide the basis on which an initial understanding
of randomness can be constiucted.
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EXPLORING BASIC COMPONENTS OF THE PROCESS MODEL OF UNDERSTANDING
MATHEMATICS FOR BUILDING A NO AXES PROCESS MODEL

Masataka KOYAMA
Faculty of Education, HIROSHIMA UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

The purpcee of this study is to make clanr what kind of chart cteristios a model of
understanding mathematics should have s o as to be useful and effective in mathematics
education. The models of understanding ;resented in ;receding papers are classified
into two forge categories. Le "aspect model" and "process model" . Focusing on the
process of understanding mathematics, reflective thinking plays an important role to
develop children's understanding; cc to progress children's thinking Iran a level to a
higher level of understanding. As a theoretical framework, a process model consistedof

two axes is presented for further studies The vertical axis in the model. implies levels
of understanding and the horizontal axis implies leaning stages. At any level of
understanding; there is three stages is intuitive reflective and analitic stage.

I . INTRODUCTION

The wad "understanding" is very frequently used in the descriptions of sins of
teaching mathematics in the Course of Study (Ministry of Education, 1989) and in the
teaching practices of mathematics in Japan. The putting emphsasis on children's
understanding should be desirable in mathematics education, but what it means is not
dear. Moreover. It is an E89ential and critical problem that what mathematics teachers

should do to help children understand mathematics and develop their understanding
have not been sufficiently made dear.

The key to the solution of these problems, in my opinion, is ultimately to capture

what does it mean children understand mathematics and to make clear the mechanism

which enables children's understanding of mathematics develop in the to thing and

learning mathematics. In other words, it might be said to understand "
understanding. It is, however, not easy and we need our greet effort to do it. In fact.

as Hirabayashi (1987) describes, the American history of researches in mathematics
education seems to be the struggling with interpretations of understanding. The
problem of understanding is still a main issue buckled down by some researchers.

especially from the cognitive psychological point of view in PME. As a result of their
wcrks, various models of understanding as the frameworks for describing aspects or

processes of children's understanding of mathematics are presented (Skemp, 1976, 1979,

1982; Byers and Herscovics. 1977; Davis. 1978; Heracovics and Bergeron, 1983, 1984,

1985, 1988; Pixie and Kieren, 1989a, 1980b).
The purpose of this study is to make clear what kind of characteristics a model of

understanding should have so as to be useful and effective in mathematics education.
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In order to achieve this purpose, in this paper, the preceding researches related to
models of understanding mathematics are summarized and the fundamental conception
of understanding mathematics is described. Then. basic components substantially
common to the process models of understanding mathematics are discussed Finally, I
present as a theoretical framework a procees model consisted of two axes, what is called
"a two axes process model" .

II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEFTION OF UNDERSTANDING MATHEMATICS

What do we mean by understanding? According to Skemp (1971), to understand
something means to assimilate it into an appropriate schema (p.43). Haylcck (1982)
answers this question in the following: a simple but useful model for discussing
understanding in mathematics is that to understand something means to make
(cognitive) connections (p.54). These explanations of understanding are (cognitive)
psychological and imply that to understand something is to cognitively connect it to a
previous one which is called a schema or a cognitive structure. We could say that a
schema or cognitive structure is a model of a nerve net in the train of our human
beings In this sense, to understand something is substantially an individual internal
(mental) activity.

Moreover, comparing the Piagetian cognitive structures with the Kantian schemata
and categories, Dubinsky and Lewin (1986) describe that the Piagetian cognitive
structures are constructed from the outset and undergo systematic changes of
increasing differentiation and hierarchic integration (p.59). This suggests us that the
understanding defined above is not such a static activity as all-or -nothing but a
complex dynamic phenomenon which could change in accordance with the construction
and reconstruction of cognitive structures.

Therefore, accepting such fundamental conception of understanding mathematics as
an internal (mental) dynamic activity, we necessarily need some methods to externalize
children's understanding of mathematics. A retrospective method, an observation
method, an interview method, and a combination of these methods are promising and
useful methods for externalizing it. It is, however, almost impossible for us to see
directly understanding as the mental activity. Therefore, we need sane theoretical
framework. According to the definition of model by Gentner (1983), the theoretical
framework for making clear aspects or processes of understanding mathematics could be
called a model which has a mental activity of understanding as its prototype. In that
sense, any model is indispensable for making clear understanding and the significance
of building a model can be found in this point.

As already mentioned in the previous section, the various models of understanding
mathematics are presented in the preceding papers. These models are, for example,
including a discrimination of "relational and instrumental understanding" (Skemp,
1976), "a tetrahedral model" (Byers and Henicovics, 1977), "a 2.3 matrix model"
(Skemp. 1979), " 2.4 matrix model" (Skemp, 1982), "a constructivist model"
(Herscovics and E et geron, 1983), "a two-tiered model" (Ilenscovica and Bergeron. 1988)
and "a transcendent recursive model" ( Pirtle and Kieren, 1989b). As Pixie and Kieren
(1989b) point out, models can be clamified into two large categories. The one is "aspect
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model" which focuses on the various kinds of understanding and the other is "wooers
model" which focuses on the dynamir processes of understanding., The models presented
in Skemp (1976. 1979. 1982) and Byers and Herscovics (1977) belong to the firmer and
the models in Herscovics and Bergeron (1983, 1988) and Pixie and Kieren (1989) belong
to the latter. We need both at model and process model to develop children's
understanding in mathematics education. They seem to be build mainly to describe the
real aspects and processes of children's understanding and are very useful for us to
grasp them.

It is. however, not sufficient to describe the real aspects cc processes of children's
understanding. Because mathematics education in its nature should be organized by
both teaching activity and learning activity. Therefore, a model of understanding
which is useful and effective in the teaching and learning mathematics should have
prescriptive as well as descriptive characteristic. Namely, the model is expected to
have the prescriptive characteristic also in the sense that it can suggest us didactical
peindples regarding to the following questions. What kind of didactical situations and
how them should we set up to help children understand mathematics? Which direction
should we guide children in developing their understanding of mathematics?

III. BASIC COMPONENTS OF PROCESS MODEL
pa.

In order to build such a model of understanding. we must elucidate the processes of
children's understanding in mathematics. In this section. focusing on a process model,
we explore basic components of it. For theoretically exploring them, we examine process
models of understanding (Herscovics and Bergeron, 1983, 1988; Pixie and Kieren, 1989)
and a model of learning mathematics (van Hiele and van Hiele-Geldof, 1958; van Hiele,
1986).

Hermovics and Bergeron have been buckling down to the difficult task of building
and modifying a model of understanding in the processes of mathematical concept
formation. They built a constructivist model of understanding mathematical
concepts basing on the constructivist assumption that children will construct
mathematical concepts. The constructivist model is consisted of four levels of
understanding: the first one, that of intuition, a second one involving procedures, the
third dealing with abstraction, and a last level. that of formalization (Herscovics and
Bergeron, 1983, p.77). Then they modified this model and presented an extended model

of understanding. This extended model is called "a two-tiered model" , one tier
identifing three different levels of understanding of the preliminary physical
concepts, the other tier identifing three distinct constituent parts of the comprehension
of mathematical concepts (Herscovics and Bergeron. 1988. p.15). Their fundamental
conception underlying this model is that the understanding of a mathematical concept
must Ma on the understanding of the preliminary physical concepts (p.20).

Pixie and Kieren (1989) strew that what is needed is an incve way of viewing the
whole process of gaining understanding (p.7). And they present "a transcendent
recursive model of understanding which is consisted of eight levels doing, image
making, image having, property noticing, formalizing, observing, structuring, and
inventing. Their fundamental conception of understanding underlying the model and
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the important characteristic of the model are succinctly and clearly represented in the
following quoted passage.

Mathematical understanding can be characterized as levelled but
non - linear. It is a recursive phenomenon and recursion is seen to occur
when thinking moves between levels of sophistication. Indeed each level
of understanding is contained within succeeding levels. Any particular
level is dependent on the tarns and processes within and further, is
constrainted by those without (Pixie and Kieren. 1989. p.8)

We can see that these models of understanding are MCOMIS models which have
prescriptive as well as descriptive characteristic and involve some levels of
understanding. There is. however, an objection to the levels of understanding. In fact,
examining the Herscovics and Bergeron model for understanding mathematical concepts.
Sierpinska (1990) describes that therefore what is classified here, in fact, are the
levels of children's mathematical knowledge, not their acts of understanding (p.28).
This criticism is based on the different notion of understanding that understanding is
an act (of grasping the meaning) and not a process or way of knowing. It is worth
notice but in my opinion there must be some levels, even if those are levels of
children's mathematical knowledge, in the processes of children's understanding of
mathematics. The process model of understanding mathematics should involve some
hierarchical levels so as to be usdul and effective in the teaching and learning
mathematics.

The hierarchy of levels of understanding can be typirally seen in a transcendent
recursive model illustrated in Figure 1 (Pirie and Kieren, 1989, p.8). It reminds us of
the van Hieles' theory of levels of thinking in learning geometry which was presented
in their doctoral dissertation (cf. van Hiele and van Hiele-Geldof, 1958). In the theory
five hierarchical levels of thinking are identified and five learning stages for
progressing thinking from a level to a higher level are involved (van Hiele, 1986). We
notice that these models are very similar to each other in two respecta The one is
levels themselves set up and the other is the idea of progreesing from a level to a outer
(higher) level.

The first similarity can be recognized more clearly by illustrating the van Hiele
model in Figure 2 (Koyama. 1988). In fact, ignoring somewhat difference in the scope
and domain of learning mathematics, each two levels indicated by a thick circle in
Figure 1 could be =responded to each level in Figure 2 respectively;

(Doing, Image Making) (Concrete Object, Geometrical Figure)
(Image Having, Property Noticing) (Geometrical Figure, Property)

(Formalizing, Observing) (Property*, Proposition)
(Structuring, Inventing) ( Proposition, Logic)

(Note: The sign indicates the carespandence between levels and the sign
indicates a object of thinking in each level.)

The second similarity is more important in a WOMBS model than the first, because it
is concerned with the crucial idea of developing children's understanding of
mathematics. The idea of developing children's understanding in the Pirie and Kieren
model is recursion whereas in the van Hiele model it is " objectification cc
explicitation" . These ideas seem to be substantially same and might be said in other
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wads reflective abstraction or reflective thinking. We can say that in the peccemme of
understanding mathematics reflective thinking plays an important role to develop
children's understanding, or to ix-ogress their thinking from a level to a higher level
of understanding. Therefore these models suggest us that a process model should have
learning stages involving reflective thinking.

After all, we identify such two basic components of a process model as hierarchical
levels and learning stages. In the next section, a process model with these two hair
:.smponents is presented as a theoretical framework for developing children's
understanding in the teaching and learning mathematics.

IV. A TWO AXES PROCESS MODEL

In order to build a prat -ms model which can prescribe as well as dexrib; how the
process of children's understanding of mathematics should progress, we must give
serious consideration to the following questions. What levels should children's
understanding progress through? How should children develop their thinking in any
level of understanding? Relating to the first question, as already discussed, levels
involved in the Pixie and Kieren model and the van Hiele model can be regarded as
answers to it. Although we need to examine those levels and modify them in accordance
with mathematic-AI concepts intended in the teaching and learning mathematics, they
form a vertical axis of the process model of understanding.

Relating to the second question, learning stages involved in the van Hiele theory
(van Hiele, 1986) and in the Dienes theory (Dienes, 1960, 1963, 1970) are very
suggestive. On the one hand, in the van Hiele theory five stages in the learning
process leading to a higher level are &sternal; information. guided orientation.
explicitation, free orientation, and integration (van Hiele. 1986, pp.53-54). On the
other hand in the Dienes theory six stages in the mathematics learning are set up
basing on four principles, the dynamic, constructivity, mathematical variability and
perceptual variability principle (Dienes. 1960, p.44); free play, rule -bound play,
exploration of isomorphic structure, representation, symbolization and formalization
(Dienes. 1963, 1970). The stages in two models can be roughly corresponded like the
followings; information to free play, guided orientation to rule-bound play,
explicitation to exploration of isomorphic structure and representation, free
orientation to symbolization, and integration to formalization respectively.

According to Wittmann's idea (1981), these corresponding stages are classified into
three categories. He emphasizes that three types of activities are necessary in order to
develop a balance of intuitive. reflective and formal thinking, teeing on the
assumption that mathematics teaching should be modelled according to the processes of
doing mathematics (Wittman, 1981, p.395). I modify his definitions of three activities a
little in order to roan a horizontal axis of the process model. At any level of
understanding, there is three stages, intuitive, reflective, and analitic stage

Intuitive stage: Children should be provided opportunities for manipulating
concrete objects. or operating mathematical concepts or relations acquired in a previous
level. At this stage they do intuitive thinking.

Reflective stage: Children should be stimulated and encouraged to pay attention to
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their own manipulating or operating activities, to be aware of them and their
consequences, and to represent them in terms of diagrams, figures cr languages. At this
stage they do reflective thinking.

Analitic stage: Children must elaborate their representations to be mathematical
ones using mathematical terms, verify the consequences by means of other examples or
cases. or analize the relations among consequences in order to integrate them as a
whole. At this stage they do analitical thinking and at the end they could progress
their understanding to a next higher level-

Through these three stages, not necessarily linear, children's understanding can
ps ogress from a level to a higher level in the teething and learning mathematics. As a
result. a prccess model of understanding consisted of two axes, what is called "a two
axes process model" , can be led theoretically. In a two axes pewees model the vertical
axis is famed by some hierarchical levels of understanding and the hcrizontal axis is
formed by three stages in any level.

V. BY WAY OF CONCLUSION

A model of understanding mathernatic:s should have ixes:riptive as well as
descriptive characteristic so as to be useful and effective in mathematics education as
the integration of teething and learning activities. We explored, basing on the
assumption. basic components common to the process models presented in preceding
researches and two basic canponents, L a hierarchical levels of understanding and
learning stages for developing, could be identified. By using these canponents as its
two axes, I built theoretically a two axes process model to elucidate the pr ocees of
children's understanding in mathematics education.

The validity of this model can be assured indirectly to some extent by corroborative
evidences in the preceding researches related to models of understanding. But the
model is a theoretical one and a means to an end. Therefore, by using this model, to

grasp the real prcceeses of children's understanding in the teaching and learning
certain mathematical concepts and to elabolate or mofify it is left as an important task.
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POVVF.RFUL TASKS: CONSTRUCTIVE HANDLING OF A DIDACTICAL DILEMMA

Konrad Krainer
IFF /Universitkt Klagenfurt, Austria

Mathematics instruction contains two conflicting demands: on the one hand the demand for
economical efficiency and for well developed motorways', and on the other hand the
demand that pupils should investigate and discover for themselves and should have the
freedom to pave their own ways. It is argued that tasks with a certain richness and quality
help to take some steps towards a constructive handling of this dilemma. Some examples of
powerful tasks" are considered and two pain of properties are worked out. Much attention
is paid to the social dimension.

Background

Discussing the importance of tasks in mathematics education has a long tradition. A detailed
analysis of the so called Task Didactics (Aufgabendidaktik), which is one of the marked
features of Traditional Mathematics, is given by Lame (1969). Traditional Mathematics was
the leading stream of mathematics education in Germany (and in a similar way in Austria)
till the middle of this century, and then was progressively displaced by New Mathematics
(which in turn is being pushed back more and more). Task Didactics is characterized by a
partition of the mathematical subject-matter at° specific areas (e.g. fractions, percentages,
triangles, quadrilaterals). Each area is determined by a special type of task which was
systematically treated progressing from simple to more complex tasks (combination of simple
tasks). Cross connections (e.g. regarding fundamental ideas or structures) are not been
worked out in detail. In general, the teacher taught theories and methods and the pupils had
to apply them by solving tasks. How much has this situation changed?

Recent empirical research studies, like those of Bromme (1986) or Clark/Yinger (1987) show
that even nowadays mathematics teachers plan and organize their instruction on a large scale
with the help of tasks.

Research with regard to tasks takes different directions:
- There are many contributions to general considerations about tasks, for example: Witt-

mann (1984) views teaching units as the integrating core of mathematics education, incor-
porating mathematical, pedagogical, psychological and practical aspects in a natural way
and therefore being a unique tool for integration. For Christiansen/Walter (1986) task and
activity are basic didactical categories whereby tasks can yield an adequate reduction of
the complexity of the interaction between teachers and learners. Bromme/Seeger/Stein-
bring (1990) stress the double-character of tasks as demands on teachers and learners by
presenting different findings of empirical studies. Krainer (1991a) shows that tasks are
elementary building stones of didactical thinking and acting with relevance not only in
instruction but also in research and communication.
A starting point of the problem solving movement (see ZDM, 1991) was Polya's book
How to solve It (1945), distinguishing routine-tasks and nonroutine-tasks (later called pro-
blems). Questions concerning how heuristic strategies could be taught and how the
teaching of them could help pupils become better problem solvers dominated the research,
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especially in the 1960's and 1970's. Since the 1980's it became clear that problem solving
research should include questions al,out the learner's prior mathematical experiences, his
mathematical knowledge and beliefs, his needs and motivation (e.g. Schoenfeld, 1985;
McLeod and Adams, 1989). In the last years more and more attention is being paid to
studies and teaching experiments where problem solving is used as a teaching method.
One example is the open-approach method by Nohda (1991) whose aim it is to foster
simultaneously both the creative thinking of the students and mathematical activities. The
fact that teaching by open-approaci; as a rule is done only once a month indicates
difficulties of integrating open problem solving within the framework of normal teaching.
Another direction of research deals with systems of tasks. Von Harten/Steinbring (1985)
demand that tasks within such a "system* :hould refer to a common topic but should be
related in the form of analogies. They discoss the features of systems of tasks in regard
to probability instruction. Krainer (1990, see also 1991b) develops a system of tasks (with
69 tasks) for the concept of angle as a creative mode of organization for a vivid geometry
(stressing a reflected relation between .theory and practice).

This paper tries to develop. some ideas towards a new culture of constructing and handling
of tasks. First, a central dilemma in mathematics education is described. By means of some
examples ofpowerful tasks it is argued that working with such tasks of a certain richness and
quality is a flexible way of managing this dilemma. Two pairs of properties of powerful tasks
are discussed and some links to other studies are made.

1. A central dilemma in mathematics instruction

How should mathematics instruction be organized? This is one of the most important
questions to be dealt with in mathematics education.
There are two extreme answers to the above question:

Mathematics is a highly complex and highly developed science which, however, in areas
understandable for pupils offers polished and stable ideas and theories. Therefore, it is
easy to build up well-established (*secured") courses for mathematics (background theories
etc.).
Pupils bring a variety of relevant and practical experiences, associations, intuitions etc.
to mathematics instruction. If the spontaneity and creativity of the pupils is taken seriously
it is - from a psychological point of view - necessary to have a certain insecurity of ma-
thematics courses (formulated after Wagenschein; see Lame, 1969, p. 65).

These responses constitute a dilemma in mathematics instruction:

security insecurity
versus

of mathematics courses of mathematics courses

This dilemma cannot be resolved by a didactical theory. The situation ever remains
conflicting because both extremes embody meaningful demands: on the one hand the demand
for economical efficiency and for well developed "motorways", and on the other hand the
demand that pupils should investigate and discover for themselves and should have the
freedom to pave their own ways.
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For centuries it has been common to organize mathematics instruction in duplicating "ready"

mathematical theories (as Euclid's Elements in geometry). Nowadays another extreme,

namely to organize mathematics instruction with the help of open projects, is seen as an idea

not to be excluded from the beginning by more and more people. After the wave of New

Math - which can be sees as a step towards security - the pendulum seems to swing into the

other direction. Notions like problem solving (Polya, Schoenfeld), genetic method and

operative method (Wagenschein, Piaget, Aebli), didactical phenomenology (Freudenthal),

subjective fields of experiences (Bauersfeld), intuitions (Fischbein), discovery learning

(Winter) etc. indicate this pendulum swing, which in part is accompanied by constructivist

views. All of these didactical programmes take into account the complexity of mathematics

instruction and stress the active confrontation of pupils with mathematics.

In the following we try to take some steps towards a constructive handling of this dilemma.

We start with an intuitive approach: We regard the way of one task to a powerful task and

the interconnections of this task with two other tasks.

2. Three powerful tasks and their genesis

Let us try to put ourselves in the place of a teacher who wants to begin with the topic

"functions" in the near future. He looks for ideas for an introduction which on the one hand

leads directly to the mathematical subject-matter but on the other hand. leaves scope for

pupils' creative productions. Concerning this dilemma he has an interesting discussion with

a good colleague. She gives him the advice to glance through the script "Sketching and

Interpreting Graphs' (SHELL CENTRE). At home he reads this script and immediately the

idea "Hoisting the Flag" (p. 6) attracts his attention because he remembers that it was his

class that constructed the crank-handle for the school's flagpole. So his pupils would already

have a lot of pm-experiences and (positive) associations.

Now to the text of "Hoisting the Flag" (incl. fig. 1):
'Every morning, on the summer camp, the youngest boy scout has to hoist a flag to the top

of the flagpole.
(1) Explain in words what each ofthe graphs below would mean.
(ii) Which graph shows this situation most realistically?

Height of flag

fig. I

If you don't think that any of these graphs are realistic, draw your own version and explain

it fully. ' (SHELL CENTRE, p. 6).
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The teacher likes this task but he wants
to modify it, especially question (ii):
it depends on the specific situation
which graph is more or less "realistic*.
He exchanges graph F for another one
(fig. 2).
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Height
of

flag

fig. 2

The new graph F refers'to a situation in which the boy apparently made a mistake while
hoisting the flag, resulting in a short-timed sinking of the flag. (Foremost in the teacher's
mind is a similar mistake which happened to him in the schoolyard in front of the whole
class. What a yelling will arise when they recognize the "disgrace-graph" of their math
teacher! And his hidden triumph in turning now this case with gentlemanly ease into a
mathematical problem!)

The teacher's modified task contains the following text (with the same graphs as before, only
graph F replaced Ly the "disgrace-graph"):

The SA class has assembled in the schoolyard testing theirself-constructed crank-handle for
the school's flagpole. As %usual, the math-teacher tries to take a mathematical view on this
situation: he draws a system of coordinates and describes the attempts of six persons
graphically.
Describe in a few lines, how (with what method) the six persons have hoisted the flag! Are
there other realistic graphs possible? Compare your results with those of your neighbour!
Finally formulate what you have learnt from this!

The teacher writes down some preliminary considerations for the lesson:

- fine warming up exercise for "interpreting graphs" (surprise!)
- connection of real world situations with mathematics
- first feeling for properties like linear/non linear, increasing/decreasing, gradient,

curvature, etc. (without defining these concepts in that situation)
- with a system of co-ordinates we can describe conhecdons between quantities (here: time

and height).
- these graphs intentionally contain no numbers, qualitative considerations are in the
foreground. It is possible to describe things without numbers as the following short
characterization of the graphs A - F shows:
A: Constant hoisting (possibly automatism)
B: Quick beginning but the forces wane
C: Succession of hoisting and breaking off (possibly alternating hoisting with the right and

the left hand)
D:Slow beginning, then steady increase of strength
E: Slow beginning, then increase of strength, but gingerly at the end
F: Quick beginning followed by a short sinking of the flag, finally managing it without

problems.

The math-teacher knows that this task is only one building-stone towards an encouraging
introduction to "functions". He decides to construct two further tasks, both interconnected
with the former one.
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Concerning the Inner logic' of this system of tasks he primarily pays attention to three

aspects:
- Development from task 1 to task 3: interpreting (given) graphs - sketching and interpreting

graphs - solving problems with the help of a graph (function).
- First only qualitative considerations, then more and more quantitative ones.
- Varying variables (not rely length and time).

For a second task the teacher uses a further graph (*Using petrol") out of the script from
SHELL CENTRE (p. 11), which he modifies. The pupils have to think of s car ride and to
sketch a graph which shows the connection between the driven kilometers and the amount

of petrol left in the car. Then they have to find interpretations for their neighbours' graphs
and to discuss their results in pairs.

It is not possible to
mention the variety of
interesting questions
which may arise out of
this task. Let's only
show one possible graph
(fig. 3) sketched by
pupils (try to find a
suitable story!).

fig. 3
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The third task is one of the favourite tasks of the teacher:
he often uses it when introducing
"functions". He has made good ex-
periences with it, especially be-
cause of the big scope for pupils'
acting, reflecting, discussing, etc.
The task "How long is the shadow?"
deals with the connection between
the angle of inclination of a rod
and the respective shadow caused
by an electric torch (fig. 4).

fig. 4

L

I-.. Shadow -1

The teacher likes experiments in his lessons and therefore he only wants to tell the pupils

about the idea and they should make considerations about to build up such an experiment
(materials etc.) and what questions would be of interest. Maybe a 'mini-project" will start:

different groups of pupils work on (different) problems they have described before.

The teacher thinks that the experiences of the pupils with these three tasks will be a good

feedback for planning the next lessons.
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3. Properties of powerful tasks

All three tasks of the preceding chapter embody two conflicting aspects: on the one hand
each task is suited for interrelation to other tasks and contributes with them to specific and
general learning objectives. On the other hand each task contains possibilities for deepening,
many of which could develop into a kind of mini-project for (groups of) pupils. Furthermore,
each task is designed in such a way that much self-acting of pupils is initiated, the attention
not only directed to acting but also to reflecting on one's own and the other's acting.
Such tasks with a certain richness and quality we will name powerful tasks, or - because of
their project-like charakter - project-tasks.
They should be seen as more general than problems (non-routine tasks). Powerful tasks ...
- ... do not necessarily deal with solving something (in many cases it will be sufficient to

describe or to discuss a situation etc.).
- ... contain reflexions upon possible processes (actions etc.) which might happen. They get

their full power when the teacher integrally identifies himself with the aims of the task
(often modifying the text for his purpose).

- ... are open, meaning that the pupils ask new questions and discuss them.

Powerful tasks do not only take into account the subject-matter but also social dimensions in
instruction. We specify two pairs of propenres as characteristic aspects of powerful tasks:
1) - Team-spirit This property means that tasks should be well interconnected with other

tasks. This "horizontal" connection of tasks can be seen as a contribution to the
security of mathematics courses.

- Self-dynamics: This property means that tasks facilitate the generation of further inter-
esting questions. This "vertical" extension of tasks to open situations can be seen as
a contribution to the insecurity of mathematics courses.

Powerful tasks therefore embody the dilemma security - insecurity as a constituting
element.

2) - High level of acting: This property refers to the initiation of active processes of
concept formation which are accompanied by relevant ( "concept generating") actions.
High level of reflecting: This property implies that acting and reflecting should always
be seen as closely linked. An important aspect of reflection refers to further questions
from the learners (which in their turn could lead to new actions).

These two properties express the philosophy that learners should not only be seen as
consumers but as producers of knowledge. The teachers' task is to organize an active
confrontation of the pupils with mathematics.

The above considerations on the properties of powerful tasks are supported by various studies
(although there are no assertions about adequate types of instruction), for example:
- Polya, for whom the most important goal of mathematics instruction is the support of the

learners' faculty of thought views this realized optimally by solving nonroutine-tasks. For
Polya reflection is of great relevance: the last of the four phases of his scheme is termed
looking back (see e.g. Polya, 1945).

- Clark and Yinger (1987) consider teaching as a design profession and stress the importance
of reflection in action as one essential activity of teachers (seen as reflective professionals)
in mathematics instruction.

- D6rfler (1989) stresses, like Aebli, the complementarity of actions and relations and
discusses the idea of protocols of actions as a cognitive tool for knowledge construction
which can be seen as a suitable means for reflecting.
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Constructivistic positions (Piaget, von Glasersfeld, Maturana etc.) make it clear that simple
transfer of teachers' knowledge into pupils' knowledge is an unjustified conceptualisation
of learning. Their position challenges the conception of a strict partition of roles in
mathematics instruction - the teacher renders theories and the pupils apply this theory
(maybe in form of tasks) If pupils are seen as researchers and discoverers this seperation
cannot longer be accepted, and acting and reflecting should be seen as an inseparable pair
of cognitive and social (further) development.
Bell (1991) stresses a set of principles for designing teaching which have many common
aspects with the above mentioned properties, for example: Richly connected bodies of
knowledge are well retained, isolated elements are quickly lost is an argument for
constructing well interconnected tasks; Scope for pupil choice and creative productions can
provide both motivation and challenge at the pupil's own level is an argument for
constructing tasks with a high level of self-dynamics.

4. Summary and outlook

Two pairs of properties of powerful tasks (rich problems, etc.) have been pointed out:

1) team-spirit and self-dynamics characterizing the dilemma security - insecurity of
mathematics courses

2) high level of acting and high level of reflecting as complementary properties guaran-
teeing a meaningful link between learners' actions and mathematical concepts.

There is no magic formula for solving the described dilemma. Depending on the decision to
stress either more ream - spirit or more self - dynamics, we can construct systems of tasks or
mini-projects. This article presents a 'little system of tasks with some possibilities to begin
mini-projects. Krainer (1991b) describes a system of 69 powerful tasks for the concept of
angle and two mini-projects (concerning discovering and proving in geometry) for pupils to

work on computers with 2-D-graphics.

Additionally, I want to point out some experiences with powerful tasks refering to my own
teaching in school. The following remarks are not based on empirical studies and they are
therefore not systematical but they can show some aspects of concrete working with powerful

tasks in mathematics instruction:
- Constructing powerful tasks is no difficult task: textbooks contain a wide range of

interesting tasks. In many cases it is easy to modify them in such a manner that they fit the

goals the teacher wants to rear: fit the (open) activities the tacker wants to initiate.
Reflecting upon learning objectives, possible pupils activities and possible pupils difficulties

with regard to tasks gives the teacher more freedom of action: he is more flexible in
reacting to pupils questions and proposals.
Powerful tasks are valuable means for group work in mathematics instruction. On the one

hand it is possible to construct interconnected tasks -which cover a special part of a
mathematical field as shown with the Grand Prix of Integralopolis (Krainer, 1987) in the

case of Calculus. On the other hand powerful tasks as .aini-projects give pupils the
opportunity to work on different levels, to compare their problem solving strategies and

(provisional) results.
A very important thing with regard to working with powerful tasks is adequate communica-
tion among the pupils. Possible activities may be: mutual asking and explaining, common
reflecting upon the learning process, making competitions (e.g. inventing new tasks which

the others have to resolve), thinking of difficult questions for the teacher, etc.
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It is assumed that increasing importance ofpcnvesful tasks in mathematics education gives
teachers more encouragement to commit themselves to didactical research. This also is a
valuable contribution to getting theory and practice of mathematics education closer to each
other. But this is no easy task: we should think in systems as well as in projects!
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MEASURING ATTITUDES TO MATHEMATICS
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Summary

Various measures of attitudes to mathematics are described in this paper. The results obtained

from different self - report instruments administered to students in grade 7 are examined for

consistency and compared with overt behavioral Indicators.

Introduction

Increasingly, formal documents concerned with the teaching and learning of mathematics refer to

the importance of student attitudes to the subject.

An important aim of mathematics education is to develop in students positive

attitudes towards mathematics and their involvement in it.... The notion of having a

positive attitude towards mathematics encompasses both liking mathematics and

feeling good about one's own capacity to deal with situations in which mathematics is

involved. (Australian Education Council, 1991, p. 31)

Whether student behavior during mathematics lessons is reflected in different measures of their

attitudes to mathematics is examined in this paper. As a first step, what is meant by attitudes

needs to be discussed.

Definitions of attitudes

Almost 60 years ago, Allport (1935) claimed that "attitudes today are measured more successfully

than they are defined". Four decades later Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) identified more than 500

different methods of measuring attitudes when they reviewed research published between 1968 and

1970. They argued that the theoretical orientation of the investigator, as well as practical

constraints, largely determined how attitudes were operationally defined and measured.

A careful reading of the various definitions allows a number of cot unonalities to be

identified. Attitudes are learnt (the cognitive component); attitudes predispose to action (the

behavioral component); these actions may be either favorable or unfavorable (the evaluative

component); and there is a response consistency. Triandis (1971) captures the different nuances

particularly well:

Attitudes involve what people think about, fegl about, and how they would like to

behave toward an attitude object. Behavior is not only determined by what people

would like to do but also by what they think they should do, that is, social nom by

what they have usually done, that is, babits, and the expected consequences of

behavior. (Triandis, 1971, p.14)

Measurement of attitudes

A large variety of different instruments has been used to measure attitudes in general, and

attitudes to mathematics in particular. In recent years the unitary scales initially used to tap

attitude to mathematics have typically been replaced by multidimensional measures. This
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development reflects the reconceptualisation among mathematics educators of attitude(s) to
mathematics from a single dimensional to a multidimensional construct (Leder, 1985).

Many of the approaches used to measure attitudes to mathematics rely on paper-and-pencil,

and often self-report, instruments. These do not make use of overt behavior. Commonly used

scries of this type include Thurstone scales, Liken scales (used particularly frequently to tap
attitudes to mathematics), Semantic differential scales, inventories and checklists, preference
rankings, projective techniques, and enrollment data. Clinical and anthropological observations

and physiological measures are instances of alternate measures. Examples of each approach for

measuring attitudes to mathematics are given in Leder (1985; 1987).

The main aim of the present study is to examine whether student responses on various

measures of attitudes to mathematics are consistent and reflect their behavior during mathematics
lessons.

The setting

As part of a larger study, data were gathered during 1991 in seven mathematics lessons - spread
over eight schooldays - in a grade 7 class in a coeducational school situated in the metropolitan

area of Melbourne, Australia. The students needed that time to complete the task they had been
set: a project to determine the feasibility of a new tuckshop, with a group report to be submitted
at the end of the time allotted.

ThL13111211

Particular attention was focused on one of the groups. Like most of the others, it comprised five
students. Because of illness and school commitments (e.g., music lessons) not all the students
were present for each of the lessons observed.

In this paper, detailed information is presented for two of the students, Chris and Carol.
The instrument&

self -report measure

The following instruments were administered to each student in the classbefore the main dcta
collection period:

ABOUT YOU: a 25 item, Semantic Differential Scale. The instructions to the students indicated

that the instrument asked 'what kind of person you think you are'. Bipolar adjectives included

competitive/not competitive, messy/neat, and boring/interesting. An additional item asked if 'there
are other ways in which you would describe yourself?'

ABOUT YOU AND MATHS I: this scale contained two open ended items in which students were

asked whether or not they liked mathematics and to explain whythey felt the way they did.

ABOUT YOU AND MATHS II: students were asked to indicate with a cross, on a line marked

'excellent', 'average', and 'poor', where they believed they fitted in. 'How good are you at

mathematics?', 'How good at mathematics would you like to he ?', 'How good at mathematics
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does your teacher believe you are?', and 'How good at mathematics would your parents like you

to be?' were among the eight items in this instrument.

ABOUT MATHS LESSONS I: students were asked to 'write a description of the kind of

mathematics lesson you usually have in year 7. If you like, yoit can include a drawing.'

ABOUT MATHS LESSONS II: this scale consisted of two parallel parts. In the first, students

were asked to indicate how often (often, sometimes, rarely, never) certain activities occurred

during mathematics lessons. The second part of the instrument repeated the earlier (19) items, but

this time students were asked to indicate how much they would like (like, unsure, dislike) the

various activities mentioned. Items included 'Teacher explains to whole class about a topic',

'having tests', and 'conducting research on your own'.

ABOUT GRADING IN MATHS: this scale contained five open ended items which asked

students' opinions about various grading approaches.

At the completion of each of the lessons observed, all the students in the class were asked

to complete a sheet labelled:

TODAY'S MATHS LESSON: this instrument contained seven items, including 'Circle the face

which shows how you felt about your understanding of today's mathematics lesson', 'Explain

briefly why you felt this way', and 'What would have helped you to understand better?'

Towards the end of the school year students were asked to complete several other

instruments. Two are relevant here:

MORE ABOUT MATHS: this Likert scale contained 26 items such as 'I like doing mathematics

problems which make me think hard', 'I like mathematics lessons when we can help each other

work things out', and 'Luck is important for a student to be good at mathematics'.

HOW GOOD ARE YOU?: this scale was similar to ABOUT YOU AND MATHS II.

Finally, students were interviewed individually and were asked various prompt questions

which encouraged them to reflect on the year's mathematics activities.

Observational data

For each of the lessons observed, a video camera, supplemented with an additional microphone,

was placed near the group of interest. This allowed the students' behaviors and conversations to

be captured. These tapes were subsequently transcribed. Field notes were also kept and any

incidents of interest recorded.

Results

Results are presented separately for the different instruments. Because of space constraints, only

selected findings are given.

ABOUT YOU

Chris indicated that she saw herself as very active, independent, not very interested in what others

thought of her, yet aware of other people's feelings, able to make decisions very easily, self-
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confident, like:Sle, friendly, interesting, neat, clever, ambitious, and rather outgoing. Though she

indicated that neatness was not a sufficient condition to do well in mathematics she chose the

following additional ways to describe herself:

Like to always make my work neat & tidy & look good.
Am quite patient.

For the same open ended item Carol wrote:

I enjoy being with people.

Carol's other responses showed her to be less positive about herself than Chris. She considered

herself rather shy, but believed that she was very likeable, friendly, and neat.

ABOUT YOU AND MATHS I

Chris indicated that she liked mathematics because

it is not something that is always easy or always hard. It is more like a challenge. I
also like maths because it is a subject that you will definitely (sic) need when you go
out in the real world.

For the same item Carol wrote

I like maths because I know if I don't like it I won't he able to havea good future.

ABOUT YOU AND MATHS I!

Chris believed that she was excellent at mathematics and that others thought so too. Her teacher

rated her 5 (excellent) on a scale of I to 5. Carol thought she was a bit above average in

mathematics, but that others (teachers, parents, classmates) underestimated her performance. Her

teacher in fact gave her a rating of 4.

ABOUT MATHS LESSONS I and II

While both students wrote similar descriptions of their usual mathematics lessons, they differed in

their reactions to some of the more structured items. Chris considered that she often talked about

mathematics in class - with the teacher, to a friend, or in small groups - and often worked with a

partner. She liked working cooperatively with others. Carol indicated that she would like to spend

time working with others but claimed that currently there were few in-class opportunities for such

personal collaborations.

ABOUT GRAILiNG IN MATHS

Chris stated that she was quite satisfied with the methods for grading (described as tests and

observations of students' work) currently being used. Carol believed that there were better ways to

assess students' understanding of the work:

I don't think (the teacher) can really tell what we know from what he gives us to do.

TODAY'S MATHS LESSON

Chris consistently indicated that she felt good during the lessons we monitored. At the end of the

first lesson she described herself as not feeling sure if she had understood the work 'because it is a

new project'. 'More discussion' would have been helpful. By the end of the second lesson she
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had 'no great worries' about the work 'because I understood the task to be done'. This feeling

persisted throughout the remainder of the sequence of lessons. Carol showed herself to be more

ambivalent. She circled the 'neutral' face for four of the lessons. Yet she claimed to be generally

happy about her understanding of the work because 'I understood what we had to do', 'the work

wasn't hard', 'we all cooperated'.

MORE ABOUT MATHS

Chris's self-confessed enjoyment of solving hard problems, doing really well, finding new ways to

solve problems, and feeling that she knew more maths than others was not shared by Carol. Chris

disagreed, while Carol agreed, that mathematics lessons were enjoyable when all the work was

easy.

Observational do

The lesson transcripts and our field notes were generally consistent with the overall impressions

obtained through the self-report instruments. Two sets of excerpts illustrate this.

1. Chris's pride in doing well In mathematics and making her work 'neat & tidy & look good'.

How to record the information took on increasing importance as the data the students collected

accumulated. After various trials, Brian, another member of the group asked: 'Who's got the

neatest writing here?'

The others agreed that Chris undoubtedly did.

Brian: (to Chris) Then you can write them all up.

Jodie: But we'll help to write the rough copies.

Chris: (to Carol) Will you go and sharpen this for us? (The video shows Carol taking the pencil

and moving off.)

Throughout this and the subsequent lessons Chris not only contributed substantively to the

content of the project but also clearly continued to be the main recorder.

2. Carol's volunteered comment that she enjoyed being with people and that mathematics lessons

would be more enjoyable if she could spend more time working in class with others.

From our field notes for lesson 4:

Today was spent preparing bar graphs to present data. Jodie appeared to be

'directing the traffic'.... She, Carol and Chris drew, then colored in the graphs. For

a long period, Carol appeared to observe and do nothing. Finally, after getting up to

sharpen some pencils, she began (lethargically) coloring as well. The two boys were

on task the entire time discussing the survey questions and the figures involved. The

girls were engaged in social chit chat as they colored.

Excerpt from lesson 5:

Our group was split into two. The girls worked on the report. Chris and Jodie were

writing, Carol was simply observing. When Carol threw in the occasional comment

she tended to be ignored completely or dismissed with a short and somewhat curt

retort.
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Perusal of the transcript for this lesson confirmed that there were relatively few exchanges

between Carol sod the other four students. The following describes a 'dismissal' episode.

On the tape Jodie can be seen dictating to Chris while Carol looks on:

Carol: (to Jodie) You can't use pros and cons....

Jodie: How can... Why not?

Carol: Well, they won't know what it means....

Jodie: ...Everybody here knows what pros and cons means.... Basically, good and bad.
Carol: Oh, yes

Confirmation of Carol's limited involvement in solving the task also emerged during the
interview held with Chris at the end of the year. Chris confided:

Well, I think all of our group,um felt that, Carol ... she didn't really help as much,
and we'd sort of say, oh, you know, I wish Carol would give us a bit more help.
She'd just sit there and watch us doing it all. There wasn't much we could do ...

Concluding comments

The self-report data, gathered mostly before our observations began, provided generally coherent

pictures of the students' attitudes and indicated various differences in the ways Chris and Carol

thought about mathematics and themselves as learners of mathematics. The lessons we monitored

revealed consistencies between in-class behaviors and images evoked by the self-report measures.

For example, Chris's pride in neatly presented work was acknowledged and valued by the group.

During the lessons, we observed her in a variety of activities compatible with her positive attitudes

about herself and mathematics. Carol's marginal position within the group was consistent with,

and likely to reinforce further, her perception that others underestimated her mathematical

capacities and her wish for more personal contacts in class. While we observed the group, Carol's

opportunities to engage in constructive mathematical activities were severely limited by others and
by herself.
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THE FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE IN RADICAL CONSTRUCTIVISIA: A
VYGOTSKIAN PERSPECTIVE

Stephen Lerman
South Bank Polytechnic, London

ABSTRACT Some critics of radical constructivism suggest that the
theory seems to lead to solipsism, that is the inability of people to be
able to have knowledge other than of the self, and to step outside their
own minds to a social domain. In this paper, I argue that the problem is
centred around the role that language plays in thought, and I suggest that
since radical constructivism is rooted in Piagetian thought, language is
seen as one of the external phenomena by which one achieves a 'fit'. In
contrast, a Vygotskian position on language and thought places social
interaction as th6 precursor of higher thought, and I argue that such a
perspective provides more powerful interpretations of events in the
classroom. In particular, I suggest that it contributes a missing
dimension to research studies of the mathematics classroom interpreted
in the radical constructivist paradigm.

It has been claimed that, in contrast to behaviourist or cognitive learning theories,

the radical constructivist paradigm offers multiple interpretations of learning
events (e.g. Lerman and Scott-Hodgetts 1991) and of teachers' beliefs (e.g. Scott-

Hodgetts and Lerman 1990) and rich alternative research perspectives for

mathematics education (von Glasersfeld (Ed.) 1991b). At the same time, debates

around the theory have, in my view, enriched ideas and developed discussion in the

mathematics education community. The concern of this paper is the criticism that

radical constructivism does not deal adequately with the nature of communication and

language, and social aspects of conceptual development. In last year's PME
proceedings, Ernest (1991) suggested:

To regard the social as secondary to the pre-constituted cognizing

subject is again problematic, and this difficulty is not adequately

resolved by radical constructivism.' (p. 32)

At the same time, some researchers working within the radical constructivist
approach appear to recognise the source of the difficulty. The following quote from

Cobb at at (1991) demonstrates the way in which the problem of the nature of

communication is embedded in radical constructivism:

"Constructivism, at least as it has been applied to mathematics
education, has focused almost exclusively on the processes by which

individual students actively construct their own mathematical realities.

. . However, far less attention has been given to the interpersonal or

social aspects of mathematics learning and teaching. . . how . . . does

mathematics as cultural knowledge become "interwoven" with individual
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children's cognitive achievements? In other words, how is it that the

teacher and the children manage to achieve at least temporary states of

intersubjectivity when they talk about mathematics?' (p. 162)

The notion that pupils construct their own meanings from what is offered in the

classroom, and that the teacher constructs her own interpretations of the child's

constructions which are then relayed back to the child to gain feedback for

corroboration or refutation, and negotiation, seems to lead to a continuous process

that at best results in a 'fit' of meanings. This does not appear to be the same as

communication in any sense that is external to the mind of the individual and thus

reaching out to other minds. As for the role of social interaction, von Glasersfeld

(1991a) interprets Piagetian theories as offering the following:
The experiential environment in which an individual's constructs

and schemes must prove viable is always a social environment as well

as a physical one. Though one's concepts, one's ways ofoperating, and

one's knowledge cannot be constructed by any other subject than

oneself, it is their viability, their adequate functioning in one's
physical and social environment, that furnishes the key to the

solidification of the individual's experiential reality.' (p. 20-21)

In relation to the function of language, some writers (e.g. Ernest 1991) recognise
its essential role in conceptual development, but given the interpretation of social

interactions above, there appears to be some confusion about how language can play

that essential role.

In an earlier paper (Lerman 1989) I briefly suggested that Wittgenstein's

discussion against the notion of private languages highlights the problem and answers

it, but as pointed out by Burt (1990), this was not sufficiently developed. In this

paper I will attempt to pinpoint the source of what is seen by some as major

difficulty of radical constructivism. I will suggest that whilst there Is a problem

with communication for radical constructivism its resolution is to be found ;11 an

analysis of the social nature of language and consequently of concepts. I will argue

that a Piagetian radical constructivism sees language as one of the social phenomena

by which one measures the adequacy of one's private theories. For Vygotsky,

language is primary, and socially embedded. Consequently a Vygotskian radical

constructivism (it one can allow such a name) would focus on how language and

concepts are constructed, both for the individual and the group, in the interactions

of, for instance, the mathematics classroom. I will also argue that the latter

perspective takes on board the post structuralist critiques of individualistic,

including Piagetian. psychology Although the discussion will relate to language and
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concepts in general, I will make some connections with mathematics education
explicit at the end, with reference to the work of Cobb, Wood and Yackel.

Lanamage.arlaThiauge

Two inter-related and maior themes of Piaget's work are constructivism and
structuralism. The former has been re-evaluated and elaborated as radical
constructivism, and the latter has been subjected to what are termed post-.
structuralist critiques. Whilst radical constructivism is firmly within the
Piagetian paradigm, post-structuralism is a radical shift away from the
structuralist underpinnings of Piaget and away from an individualistic paradigm for

psychology towards a social paradigm. However the following two quotes appear to

indicate that these two theories or groups of theories take the same ontological
position with regard to reality:

"Language is not transparent .. . it is not expressive and does not label a

'real' world. Meanings do not exist prior to their articulation in

language and language is not an abstract system, but is always socially

and historically situated in discourses." (Weedon 1987 p. 41)

"The world we live in, from the vantage point of this new perspective, is

always and necessarily the world as we conceptualize it. 'Facts", as Vico

saw long ago, are made by us and our way of experiencing, rather than

giyan by an independently existing objective world." (von Glasersfeld

1983 p. 51)

Thus it seems that Piagetian thought is pulled in two divergent directions that

nevertheless have fundamental ideas in common. I am going to argue here that the

dichotomy is apparent in the manner in which the relationship of language to thought

and reality is conceived by these two theories. (I do not concur with Ernest's
reification of a theory, the status of a category of ideas to which in his view radical

constructivism does not achieve - see Ernest 1991 p. 25.)

For radical constructivism, language, as other external phenomena, is a medium

through which the individual measures and compares her/his thoughts and ideas. As

a consequence of comparison of those theories with other people, through language,

or indeed interaction with objects (including books), the individual modifies her/his

theories through accommodation, in order to achieve a 'fit', the criteria for which,

namely adequate functioning and viability, are of course individually relative also.
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For post-structuralism, thoughts and ideas are expressed in language and are limited

by that language. Words do not rapture the essential essence or character of

concepts. he they abstract or 'real', because one cannot speak of such a character.

What they do capture, because it cannot be otherwise, is the social construction of

language. I cannot speak of one object being green and another red in a private way,

which I then compare with your private meaning. I can only speak of those ideas

because there is a social convention which allows 'green' to be applied in one case and

'red' in the other. Actually I cannot speak of 'green' and 'red' at all, as I am colour

blind. When Ido use these words my daughters laugh. They do not merely note that

their concepts, or mine, must be in need of accommodation. My rather unimportant

physical incapacity results in my not being able to share the social constructions of

colour. Similarly, to use the word 'equator' is to know its use and occurrence. In

tact the equator does not exist in any observable sense, it is as 'real' a concept as the

centre of the universe which, for the Greeks in ancient times, was the centre of the

Earth and in other places for other peoples at other times. To be able to speak of the

Northern hemisphere and the Southern hemisphere, or to calculate distances between

points on the surface of the Earth depends on my sharing the current (Western?)

language of measurement on the surface of the Earth.

To take a further instance, one that I have used often but that nevertheless captures

many of the points I wish to make here, consider the concept 'hat'. How is this

acquired? What would be implied by saying that someone has acquired the concept

'hat'? Certainly it is not an innate platonic concept, nor does the concept identify

some fixed signified, such that a definition or single occurrence leads to a permanent

and complete 'understanding'. I suggest that one engages with 'hat' as one acquires

the language of clothes, parts of the body, notions of temperature, perhaps religious

significations, and uses to which objects are put. After all, a hat is identified by its

lice and public interpretation. To talk of my individual construction of the notion

'hat' which I then compare with other people's ignores the issue of the tools I use to

make that construction: public signs embedded in language, such as clothes, parts of

the body etc.

I am suggesting that to speak of individual constructions in the radical constructivist

sense is entirely appropriate, but they are not in a 'private language', inaccessible

to outsiders, including in particular teachers, precisely because the tools .of thought

are necessarily public. It is not surprising, from this point of view, that there
appears to be intersubjectivity in the classroom, or that any individual can
'interweave' with culture, in our case mathematical culture. This is not, however.
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Piaget's notion of how thought and language are connected, as may be seen from the

following (1969):

.. it is apparent that one can legitimately consider language as playing

a central role in the formation of thinking only in so far as language is

one of the manfestations of the symbolic function. The development of the

symbolic function in turn is dominated by intelligence in its total
functioning." (p. 126)

As &pp says of Piaget's theory of language (1989): it states that thought exists

prior to, and ouside of, language? (p. 27)

Vygotsky's ideas offer a different interpretation of the connection between public

social interaction and the formation of concepts and conceptual development in the

individual. I briefly review some of Vygotsky's work in the next section.

Yantalsiailatalaciazadihsuabl

For Vygotsky the process of thinking, beyond the elementary, preintellectual stage,

cannot be understood without understanding the social relations in which the
individual exists.

. . the social dimension of consciousness is primary in time and in

fact. The individual dimension of consciousness is derivative and
secondary" (quoted in Wertsch 1985 p. 58)

This is not to say that the individual dimension is reducible to the social, nor indeed

the reverse. The connection between external social interactions and individual

consciousness is through a complex process that is a major concern for Vygotsky,

that he calls internalization. The issue of how this takes place, and how the teacher

can set up the social norms in the classroom in order to facilitate internalization is

clearly a central one for education. The work of the Purdue project (Cobb et al

1991) on developing those social relations in their research classrooms is, in my

view, an excellent example.

Concerning the role of language, Vygotsky says (1962):

The structure of speech does not simply mirror the structure of
thought; that is why words cannot be put on by thought like a ready-made

garment. Thought undergoes many changes as it turns into speech. It

does not merely find expression in speech; it finds reality and form.'

(p. 126)
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What is clear in Vygotsky's ideas is that language is more than an external source for

adaptation in order to achieve a 'fit', it has a primary role.

'Real concepts are impossible without words, and thinking in concepts

does not exist beyond verbal thinking? (Vygotsky 1986 p. 107)

What is also clear is that Vygotsky's view is very different from Pivot's:
This attempt to derive the logical thinking of a child and his entire

development from the pure dialogue of consciousness, which is divorced

from practical activity and which disregards social practice, is the

central point of Piaget's theory? (Vygotsky 1986 p. 52)

A Vygotskian form of radical constructivism retains the notion that reality is a

construction, not a received phenomenon, but sees reality as a social construction

through language rather than the individual constructions of pre-existing cognizing

subjects whose communications are ultimately incommensurable. Whilst thought is

internal and there are differences at least in function between the inner language of

the individual and the external public language, they are both expressed in and, in a

sense, bounded by publicly accessible language. This does not imply that one can read

another's mind, as the individual consciousness and the social domain are not

reducible one to the other. In focusing on the constructions of individual students,

research needs to focus also on analysis of the discourses and the social practices of

the mathematics classroom, as these are the means by which the intarsubjective is

met.

Research in the Mathematics Classroom

Much research in the radical constructivist paradigm seems, I suggest, to be

searching for explanatory theories for the role that discourse in the classroom

plays, a role that reaches beyond achieving a 'fit' to concept formation itself. For

instance, in their work on second grade learners (Cobb 1991, Wood 1991, Yackel

1991. Cobb at al 1991). the researchers refer to sociology and social interaction as

being required to explain and guide the activities in the classroom:

. . we might say that the children learned as they participated in the

interactive constitution of the situations as they learned? (Cobb 1991

p. 235)
"Neither a psychological nor a sociological perspective provides an

adequate description of the complexity of the process (children's

mathematical learning)? (Wood 1991 p. 356)
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. . through peer questioning . . . they develop sophisticated forms of

explanation and argumentation which are influenced by the social
interaction of the participants.- (Yackel 1991 p. 370)

Referring to the concerns expressed by Cobb et al above, namely how individuals

participate in mathematics as cultural knowledge, and how teachers and children

communicate, I suggest that the answer may be found in the primacy of the social

over the individual, that is to say the intersubjective over the intrasubjective. In

the interaction of the teacher with the students and the students with each other, one

sees the multiple and complex interactions of the discourse of the community of

mathematicians with that of the mathematics classoom, as well as with those of the
students as peer group and sub-groups of the peer group etc.

In reading the transcripts of the Purdue project one can, I suggest, observe the
construction of knowledge, not in the privacy of individual minds alone but in the
social domain of the classroom (e.g. Cobb et al 1991 p. 167, concerning the meaning
of the fraction 1/1). Through discussion, dispute, cognitive conflict, sharing and so

on, the intersubjective becomes internalized as the intrasubjective and the
intrasubjective is offered to others, becoming intersubjective. In the mathematics

education community we like to use the term 'negotiation' to describe how concepts
develop through the activities of the mathematics classroom. In a Piagetian
framework this term appeans to function only as another word for accommodation,

because of the absence of any intersubjective communication. In a Vygotskian
framework negotiation is a description of that intersubjective communication. It is
the meaning that is negotiated because the meaning is constructed in and through the

language of social interactions, and cannot be otherwise. 'Meaning' is not invested in
the signified, nor doss it appear in the mind of the individual except through
language which is socially rooted. Other aspects of the mathematics classroom also
become more significant with the primacy of social interactions. For instance, the
power relations that prevail in the classroom, revealed vividly through some of the

work on discourse analysis (e.g. Walkerdine 1989), have purchase because some
individuals, by virtue of the calling up of particular discursive practices, are
endowed with more authority than others.

In conclusion, I have suggested here that radical constructivism has a great deal to

offer to research in mathematics education, but it does not have an adequate
interpretation of social interaction precisely because radical constructivism holds to
a Piagetian view of the role of language. There is much to be gained from a
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Vygotskian view, whereby language and the social domain are primary, and the

intrasubjective is the internalization of the intersubjective.
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE MINIMAL?

STUDENT TEACHERS' VIEWS ABOUT DEFINITIONS IN GEOMETRY

Lora Linchevslix , Shlomo Vinner and Ronnie Karsenty

Hebrew University, Jerusalem

Abstract

The authors examine some aspects of mathematical definition as conceived by prospective teachers.

The aspects are minimality and arbitrariness. This is done by means of a geometrical questionnaire

which appears to be a didactical questionnaire. Most of the students seem to be aware of the

minimality aspect. Some accept it and some reject it. On the other hand, it seems that many of the

students are not aware of the arbitrariness aspect. In addition, some serious geometrical mistakes are

found in the freshmen.

§1. The Minimality Aspect of Mathematical Definitions
Mathematics learning is supposed to have some fringe benefits. One of them is a metacognitive view

about mathematics as a deductive system. The two most important tools of any deductive system are

definition and proof. In high school, the deductive aspects of mathematics are strongly represented

by Euclidean geometry. Van Hide ( for details see Usiskin, 1982 and Senk, 1989 ) suggested a

theoretical framework to deal with geometrical thinking. Several levels geonxtr:mal thinking were

distinguished. However, Van Hiele did not give behavioral criteria by means of which a particular

Van Hiele level can be assigned to an individual. This was done by Usiskin and Senk as part of an

attempt to examine the validity of the Van Hide theory. It is only reasnable to assume that a high level

of geometrical thinking will include some understanding of definitions. This, however, is included

only in an implicit way in the Van Hide test ( Usiskin, 1982 ). In this study we were not interested in

assigning a Van Hiele level to individuals (like, for instance, Mayberry, 1983 ). Our interest was to

find out whether student teachers, at different stages of their study. are aware of certain aspects of

mathematical definitions. The main aspect on which we concentrated was the aspect of minimality.

The other one was the aspect of arbitrariness. More specificly, there are some mathematical notions

that can be defined in more than one way. In these cases, the mathematician, the textbook writer or

the mathematics teacher has the freedom to decide which way he or she wants to go. Probably because

of this it is common to claim that mathematical definitions are arbitrary. On the other hand. they are not

atbitrary at all: there is always a good reason for the choice of any term in the mathematical vocabulary.

Therefore, it is not completety coherent to claim about a definition that it is arbitrary and at the same
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time to be able to justify it. We consider the claim that mathematical definitions are arbitraty as an

expression of the view that mathematical definitions are man made rather than made by God. Thus.

the minimality aspect seems to us much more essential to mathematical definition than the arbitrariness

aspect. Minimality can be considered a universal principle as well as mathematical. When you are

asked about the meaning of a term you should say only the minimum required to understand the term.

This principle is not necessarily accepted by everybody outside the domain of mathematics. Neither it

is necessarily recommended as a pedagogical appproach. Nevertheless, it is a most crucial structural

element of mathematics as a deductive system. As a matter of fact, it shapes the way in which

mathematics progresses when it is presented deductively. Namely, after the definition, theorems

which give you additional information about the concept. are formulated and proved. If mathematical

definitions were not minimal we would have to prove their consistency. For instance, if you define an

equilateral triangle as a triangle whose sides are congruent and also all its angles are congruent then

you have to proceed by showing that these two properties can "live together." The most appropriate

way of doing it in this case is to show that if all the sides of a given triangle are congruent then also all

its angles are congruent. Therefore, what is the point of defining an equilateral triangle by means of

both its sides and its angles if you should prove exactly the same theorems you would have to prove

when going the minimal way? Being minimal is being economical and this is considered a virtue. We

even dare to say that in many cultures, not only in the culture of mathematics, being economical is

regarded as positive while being wasteful is regarded as negative.ln spite of that, there are few cases

in geometry where definitions are not minimal. The most famous one, perhaps, is the definiton of

conguent triangles. The common definition of congruent triangles is the following: Two triangles are

said to be congruent if all their sides and all their angles are congruent, respectively. Every geometry

student knows that it is sufficient to require less than that for two triangles to be congruent. This is

expressed by each of the four congruence theorems. The reasons for this redundency, so we believe,

are psychological. The above definition is a special case of the general definition of congruent

polygons where one must require congruence of all sides and all angles respectively. When passing

from the general case to the special case, the mathematician ( Euclid? ) did not want to lose he

message of the general definition. Namely, the concept of congruence involves focussing on both all

sides and all angles. It also expresses the idea that if you put one triangle on top of the other then the

later will be exactly covered by the first one. Moreover, if you decide. inspite of all.to use a

congruence theorem as a definition, you will not find a didactically best candidate. Thus, in some rare

cases. the principle of minimality is not observed in mathematics. In u. ,e cases, didactical and

psychological principles take over.
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§2.Method
We used a two stage written questionnaire in order to expose the student teachers' views. In addition

to it we also had a group discussion using the questionnaire as a starting point. Because of space

problems we will report here only on the questionnaire. Its first part was the following:

In a geometry exam the following two questions were given:

1. Define an equilateral triangle.

2. Define a rectangle.

Here are some answers given to these questions by students:

la. An equilateral triangle is a triangle that has three congruent angles.

lb. An equilateral triangle is a triangle that has three congruent sides.

lc. An equilateral triangle is a triangle in which all the sides and all the angles are congruent.

Id. An equilateral triangle is a regular triangle. Namely, all its sides and all its angles are congruent

and each median is also an altitude and an angle bisector.

2a. A rectangle is a quadrilateral in which all angles are right angles.

2b. A rectangle is a parallelogram that has at least one right angle.

2c. A rectangle is a quadrilateral that has 3 right angles.

2d. A rectangle is a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are congruent and all its angles are right

angles.

The teacher decided to give 10 points to each answer which is absolutely correct. How many points

would you give to each of the above answers if you were the teacher? Assuming that the students will

come to you to argue about their marks please explain why you deducted points if you did so.

After the students had answered this part of the questionnaire we collected their answer-sheets and

gave them the second part which was:

The teacher deducted several points from the answer defining an equilateral triangle as a regular

triangle in which all the sides and angles are congruent and each median isalso an altitude and an angle

bisector. The student who had given this answer came to the teacher to argue about his mark. The

teacher explained to the student that she had deducted the points because the answer included

unnecessary details. The student said: if in a Biology test 1 write " unnecessary details" when

answering a question like "what is a mammal" I'll get extra points.

What will you answer this student in case you agree with the teacher? If you don't, please, explain

why you don't.

Our aim in the second part of the questionnaire was to raise the minimality issue in a completely

explicit way. We assumed that in the first part of the questionnaire, there will be some cases where
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students will deduct points because of reasons different than we had in our minds. Thus, in the

second pan we forced them to relate to our main issue -- the minimality aspect of mathematical

definitions. We were aware of the fact that some students will understand the questionnaire in a

didactical context and not in a purely mathematical context as we really meant. ( This was a price that

we were ready to pay. The alternative was to formulate a questionnaire which is quite similar to a

mathematical exam. We wanted to avoid that by all means. Testing somebody's knowledge is a

threat, especially, to teachers and prospective teachers. ) Bearing this in mind, we were very careful

with our analysis. We believe that in most cases we were able to distinguish between didactical

arguments and mathematical arguments. We assumed that the didactical arguments whould include

explicit clues like: I would not deduct points because for a student at this stage it is a satisfactory

answer. If we were wrong we were wrong, so we believe, only in very few cases. We also

believed that the second question.in the first part of the questionnaire would be a better stimulus for

the arbitrariness aspect, in case it was known to the student. More specificly, the common definition

of an equilateral triangle can be considered as "canonical." This is, perhaps, because of the name that

implies "equal sides." The case of the rectangle is a different one. There is a definition that might

seem more natural at the elementary school ( four ript angles ) and there is a definition that might

seem more'natural at the context of Euclidean geometry ( a parallelogram with a right angle ). Thus, if

somebody is aware of the arbitrariness aspect of definition, he or she will be ready to accept other

definitions of the rectangle than the one they were used to in their past.

After collecting the second part of the questionnaire we had a group discussion with the students.

The entire activity took place in the students' regular classes and it lasted about an hour.The discussion

took about half an hour. We led the discussions but we avoided from expressing our opinions. The

main issues we raised for the discussions were the minimality and the arbitrariness aspects of

mathematical definitions (of course, we did not put it in thesewords ). Our plans to discuss also the

reasons for the minimality principle and some cases where it is not observed were not carried out in

most of the classes because of the students' insufficient mathematical background. However, there

were few exceptions. The group discussions will be reported elsewhere.

§3. Sample
Our sample included four groups. The first three consisted of students in a teacher college in

Jerusalem. It is a four year teacher college which gives the students an academic degree. The college

prepares its students for teaching at the junior high level. Hence, their mathematical preparation is less

than what a regular mathematics student gets at a regular university. On the other hand, there is a lot of

emphasis on didactics and pedagogy at the teacher college. The first group of the above three was a

freshman group, the second was a sophomore group and the third included junior and senior students.
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The reason for including both junior and senior students in the same group is that there is no diference

between the juniors and the seniors as far as geometry is concerned. In addition to the above three

groups there was another group of university students participating in a teacher training program.

These were regular mathematics students who had had at least two years of mathematical studies at the

Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The above four groups will be called groups 1-4 respectively.

Group 1 included students who had not yet decided about the discipline they wanted to teach at the

junior high school. Some of them would teach mathematics and the rest would teach biology. The

students in groups 2-4 would teach mathematics in case they would become teachers. The sizes of

groups 1-4 are 37, 17, 19 and 9, respectively.

§4. Results and analysis
For the total majority of the students the questionnaire was a strong enough stimulus to make them

relate to the minimality aspect of definition. This exluded two students of the 3-rd group. The

students were classified, therefore, into the following three categories:

Category 1 -- the student understands the minimality principle. He or she believes that a redundant

information in a definition should be penalized.

Category a -- the student believes that a definition can include "unnecessary details." For some

students. the more a definition includes the better it is.

Category 3 --the student does not relate to the minimality principle.

Table 1

Distribution of Students into Categories 1-3 ( the minimality aspect )

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Group 1 ( N =37) 1 36 0

Group 2 ( N=17 ) 10 7 0

Group 3 ( N=19 ) 10 7 2

Group 4 ( N =9) 6 3 0

Here are some typical examples of categories 1&2.

Category I:

Student A: A definition shouldn't include anything which can be implied by another part of the
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definition. ( group 4 )
Student B: When we come to give a definition in mathematics we try to give the shortest definition

which will uniquely charecterize our topic. anything beyond this is implied by the definition and it is

redundant even if it is correct. ( group 3 )

Category 2:

Student C: I deducted points ( On lb ) because the student should be more specific about the triangle.

He is not supposed to let the reader think about all the consequences that can be implied from his

definition. ( group 2 )
Student D: I deducted points (on lb ) because although it is true that an equilateral triangle has three

congruent sides, this also implies that it has three congruent angles and the student should have

mentioned it. ( group 1 )

As to the arbitrariness aspect of definition, the questionnaire was not a strong enough stimulus to

majority of the students as it was with the minimality aspect. The students are classified again into

three categories.

Category 1 -- the student is aware of the arbitrariness aspect of definition. He or she accepts different

definitions for the same concept in case they are equivalent. It is clear to the student that there does not

necessarily exist one and ultimate definition for a given concept.

Category 2 -- the student believes that there exists one and ultimate definition for a given concept. He

or she rejects any definition which is not the "canonical" definition.

Category 3 -- the student does not relate to the arbitrariness aspectof definition. It is probably because

of lack of reflective attention to this aspect. ( This hypothesis is supported by table 2. )

Table 2

Distribution of Students into Categories 1-3 ( the arbitrariness aspect )

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Group 1 ( N=37 ) 3 4 30

Group 2 ( N=17 ) 8 6 3

Group 3 ( N=19 ) 4 7 8

Group 4 ( N=9 ) 6 3 0
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Here are some typical examples.

Category

Student F: This is ( 2b ) the definition to which I am used but all the other definitions are also correct.
( group 2)

Student G: This answer ( 2b ) is also,correct. It represents a different perspective. (group 3 )
CategQ1X21

Student H: This ( 2b ), perhaps, will finally be alright, but ! don't want the student to define the
rectangle by means of the parallelogram. For this I'll deduct 4 points. ( group 1 )
Student I: I reject la, 2c and 2d because they are properties, not definitions. ( group 3 )
There were several students who spoke about properties versus definitions. According to their line of
thought, properties are implied by definitions. However, from any analytical point of view, there
should not be any difference between properties which are implied by definitions and properties
which are used in order to define concepts. It seems that for some students, the properties used in the
definitions have a very special status. Because of this status they stop, perhaps, to be properties and
turn into something else.

Another phenomenon that was observed in the students' questionnaires was the mistakes they made
with very simple geometrical concepts. Soometimes. mistakes are not necessarily an obstacle for the

understanding of mathematical principles. In such a case they can be ignored from the cognitive point
of view and can be excused from the mathematical point of view. For instance, a student can make a
mistake when differentiating a given function. This does not necessarily imply that he or she does not
understand the basic principles of the differential calculus. However, there are mistakes which prevent

the student from acquiring the appropriate understanding of the subject. We believe that the mistakes
which were made by some of the students in our sample belong to the lastcategory. Here are some
examples:

Student J: A rectangle is not a parallelogram and it has more than one right angle. ( group 1, a
reaction to 2b )

Student K: Not always a triangle that has three congruent angles has also three congruent sides.
( group 1, a reaction to la )

Student L: This answer ( 2b ) is incorrect because there exists a parallelogram with one right angle
which is not a rectangle. (Here the student draws a right angle trapezoid. Group 2. )
Student M: I deduct 4 points (2a ) because from this one can imply that it is also a square. Asquare
also has 4 right angles. ( group 1 )

Student N: It is not ( 2c ) necessarily a rectangle. It can be a square. ( group I )
Student 0: This definition ( 2d ) does not imply that the adjacent sides are not congruent. ( group I )
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It is hard to see how students with such mistakes can relate to the really important aspects of geometry

as definition and proof. Table 3 below indicates the number of students with such mistakes in the four

groups of our sample. One might find some comfort in the fact that only in the first group the majority

of the students made these serious mistakes and in the high school prospective teachers nobody made

them. If you remember that the first group included students who might finally decide not to teach

mathematics then you might be tempted to think that the situation is not so terrible. We disagree with

that. Here we are concerned with the most basic facts of geometry. Every junior high school student

should know that a square is also a rectangle. Hierarchical classification is a fundamental thought

process that every educated person should be capable of. It is required in many domains, not only in

mathematics. What analytical abilities do our students acquire at school if they cannot see that a square

is a rectangle according to any legitimate definions of the two? It seems that some high school students

who continue their higher education are still in the Van Hide rust level of geometrical thought. Their

conception of the geometrical figures is global and lacks analytical elements. They relate only to the

visual aspects of the figures and not to their properties.

Table 3

Distribution of Students with Serious Geometrical Mistakes

Students with serious mistakes

Group I ( N=37 ) 27

Group 2 (N=17 ) 3

Group 3 ( N=19 ) 7

Group 4 ( N= 9) 0

After all these school years, with all the information they are flooded with, it seems that many

students cannot see the forest for the trees.
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Algebraic and Non-algebraic algebra
Romulo Lins

CNPq-Brazil / Shell Centre for Mathematical Education-Nottingham, England

Abstract

In this paper, first we propose a theoretical framework within which it is possible to understand what

thinking algebraically is: this framework (first introduced in a paper presented to PME 1990) was
developed both on the basis of the study of the historical development of algebra and of epistemological

considerations. It is then shown, with data from an experimental study, that our framework is useful to

distinguish different solutions to problems requiring the determination of a number, and also that it can

be used to explain differences in facility levels between problems with the same underlying "algebraic

structure". It is also shown that some aspects highlighted by the use of our framework are of central

importance if we are to understand what is it that we want our students to learn - understated in order for

them to think algebraically.

1.The Theoretical Framework
In a previous paper (Lins, 1990), we presented the sketch of a framework designed to

provide an understanding of what thinking algebraically means. The need for such framework
had been pointed out by researchers working on the subject (eg, Lee, 1987).

Our framework proposes that algebraic thinking is: (i) thinking arithmetically; (ii)
thinking internally; and (iii) thinking analytically (see Fauvel, 1990; Vieta, 1968). The
arithmetical aspect is necessary both to characterise the absence of processes involving limits,
in the sense of Differential Calculus, and to remind us thatno matter what formalisation may
offer to usthe arithmetical operations are a fundamental model for our understanding of
algebraic operations: the elements in non-numerical algebras (abstract or otherwise) are in fact
treated as if they were numbers of a different kind. The concept of number has, in fact, been
transformed many times; Euclid would not call 43 a number, and yet we do. By internalism,
we mean operating exclusively within a Numerical Semantical Field, as opposed, for
example, to associating numbersas measures to line segments, and from this producing
meaning to the manipulation of arithmetico-algebraic relationships. The internalism is
necessary to allow us to distinguish between algebraic thinking and other models that can be
used to produce algebra (eg, geometrical models leg, deducing the square of a sum of two
numbers using equality of areas], whole-part models [see Lins, 1990], or contextualised
models [eg, a scale-balance model]). The analyticity is necessary to characterise algebraic
thinking as dealing with relationships, involving numbers, the arithmetical operations, and the
equality relationship. The analyticity is particularly important to allow us to understand
differences in conceptualisations of the algebraic activity. To analytical procedures, one
opposes synthetical procedures .

Under those three conditions, it is clear that the manipulation of the model can only be
guided by the properties of the arithmetical operations and the properties of equality. This
means that the arithmetical operations become objects, while in non-algebraic models they are
tools. Only as objects can they have properties and guide the solution process.

A crucial distinction in our framework, is that between algebra and algebraic thinking;
in relation to our framework, the production of an algebraic result does not necessarily involve
algebraic thinking, nor does the use of algebraic symbolism. It is shown, within the context of
our framework, that the development and use of algebraic (literal) symbolism is a possible
consequence of, and not an a priori condition for algebraic thinking. Algebraic symbolism is
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made possible and adequate by algebraic thinking. This discussion is also beyond the
possibilities of this short paper, and the reader is again referred to Lins (1992).

In reference to our theoretical model (1) one speaks of developing algebraic expertise
and knowledge, an approach which seems to be more adequatein view of the work in, for
example. Luria (1976), Davidov (?), and Bishop (1988)than speaking of the development of
mental (abstract) structures that enable one to deal with algebra (as in, eg. Garcia and Piaget,
1984). Developing an algebraic mode of thinking involves ones insertion into aspects of a
mathematical culture (White, 1956: Freudenthal, 1983), and the acceptance of certain objects

as the focus of our attention (Lins, 1987, 1990 and 1992). And (ii) our framework is based on

the analysis of the use and production of algebra by peoples of different historically situated
cultures; however, our historical analysis rejects the notioncharacteristic of the
Babylonia-Greece-Europe strain (used, eg, in Harper, 1987)that the central thread to be
followed in the history of algebra is that of the development of literal symbolism, and the
notion that the history of mathematics is the history of the production ofmathematical results
(Dieudonne, 1987). Instead we examined the ways in which different mathematical cultures
produced knowledge that we would identify as "algebra"; we examined the interweaving of the
conceptions about number and about mathematics that characterises each culture's approach to
algebra and the consequences to their algebraic knowledge, ie, the models they had used todeal
with it and what knowledge was possible under those circumstances. It clearly emerged from
this study, that although results were exchanged between different cultures, those were always
reinterpreted in relation to the new mathematical culture into which they had been brouhgt. It is

in this sense that one has to understand the reconceptualisation of algebra by Arab
mathematicians (Rashed. 1984), and the development of algebra in ancient China (Martzloff,
1988: Yan. 1987); it is also in this sense that we should examine students' development of an

algebraic mode of thinking and the development of their algebraic knowledge.

2. A "worked example"
Let's examine three possible solu ions to the problem of finding a number such that its

triple plus ten is equal to 100.

Solution I: Subtract 10 from both parts of the equality relationship (or add -10 to both parts of
the equality relationship) to conclude that the triple of the number is 90. Now divide both parts
of the equality relationship by 3, to conclude that the number is 30; or use the fact that

a b =c b = a .

Solution 3: Take a line AB which is 100 units long. Now, take C in AB, such that CB/810, and
then partition the remaining segment AC and in 3 equal parts. Each of them is of the sought
leneht.

Solution I is arithmetical, internal, and analytical. It proceeds by algebraic thinking. It
is important to notice that the use of symbolism is not necessary, although it would closely and

concisely represent the process. aglationl is arithmetical and internal, but not analytical. The
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unknown value is produced from the known ones, and the problem is modelled by a sequence
of operations to be performed, not by an equality relationship involving the unknown value.
Solution 3 is neither arithmetical nor analytical; as Solution 2 it is synthetical. Its objects are
lines, and thus, it is the properties of lines that guide the solution, in the sense of determining
what can and should be done to solve the problem.

The importance of distinguishing the three types of solutions, is that Solution 1 and
Solution 2, would apply equally well to a problem like -3x + 10 = 1, but not Solution 3, while,
almost surprisingly Solution 2 would not apply to 10 - 3x =1. A similar situation would arise
from dealing with formula such as (a +b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2. We think that some serious
didactical misreadings can occur if that differentiation is not taken into account, resulting in
inadequate teaching approaches.

3. Aims and method of the experimental investigation
The experimental part of our research was designed, then, to investigate the models

used by secondary school students when solving problems that required the determination of a
numerical value. Some of those problems were of the traditional "algebra word problem" type
(AWP), some were of the "secret number" (SN) type. Our SN problems were presented in
the form of a numerical equality that the sought "secret number" was said to satisfy. Other
types of problems were also used.

In an exploratory study, we had verified that in some cases it may be very difficultif
not impossibleto distinguish or identify the model used. In the case of the "worked example"
presented above, for example, if only the calculations had been presented in a script (100-
10=90: 90+3=30), the three models we presented could equally have been used. In order to
overcome this difficulty, we devised a set of 6 written test papers, that instead of using
"test-items" (in the sense of each problem "corresponding" to one type of equation) consisted
of groups of 3, 4, or 5 problems (AWP and SN) all of which could be solved by solving the
same general linear equation. Each student was presented with at least two of these groups, the
problems being mixed in two test papers, which were solved in two different days within a
week. The variations in the problems included different types of number involved (positive and
negative, integer and decimal), both in the coefficients and for the unknown and different
contexts (including, as we mentioned, the "purely numerical" SN problems). Not all
combinations were used; instead, we chose, in each group, those aspects that we thought, on
the basis of the exploratory study, to provide the most information in relation to our objectives.

We wanted to understand two aspects of the students' solutions. First, the objects that
had been actually manipulated in order to produce the solution (numbers, arithmetico-algebraic
relationships, lines, diagrams, objects of the context). Second, the effect that different
variations would have both in the facility levels and in the choice of models used.

In all problems the use of "letters" was avoided, so that difficulties in the problems
would not involve difficulties with their interpretation. Whenever available, calculators were
used. The students were always told, however, that if they thought a calculation was "too
hard", they could only indicate it: solutions with mistakes in computations only were
considered correct if the strategy would lead to a correct solution had the calculations been
correctly performed.

4. The sample
The tests were applied in four secondary schools, two in Nottingham, England and two

in Sao Paulo. Brazil. 'The groups tested were: three 2nd-year English groups (average age, 13
years. 2 months: 53 students altogether. P12). three 3rd-year English groups (14y3m; 66 st.,
F\13 r. two 7th-grade Brazilian groups t 1 3y 1 lm: 56 st.. A117). and two 8th-grade Brazilian
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FM3), two 7th-grade Brazilian groups (I3y I Im; 56 st.. AH7), and two 8th-grade Brazilian
groups (15y0m; 53 st., AH8). The main reason for applying the tests both in Brazil and in
England, was to produce a more varied sample of models used, once the teaching programs
and methods are quite dissimilar in the two countries. In Lins(1992) we examine some of the
consequences of those differences.

5.The results

5.1 Buckets

81: From a tank filled with 745 litres of water. 17 buckets of water were taken. Now there are only 626 litres
of water in the tank.
How many lives does a bucket hold?
(Explain how you solved the problem and why you did it that way)

82 and 83: 1 am thinking of a "secret number. I will only tell you that ...181 -(l2 x secret no.).97 (82; in
83 the relationship was 120413 x secret no.i=315)
The question is: Which is my secret number?
(Explain how you solved the problem and why you did it that way)

In Buckets, the important factors were the presence of a context in 81 and the
negative answer in B3.

A117 1118 I.M2 FM3

82 83 81 112 113 111 82 83 III 82 83

21 21 21 17 17 t7 20 20 20 24 24 24

i'.*:EOT 0.05 0.24 0.10 0.29 1.00 0.71 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00

C4:11 ALC 0.90 0.29 0.05 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.45 0.10 0.88 0.50 0.17

01:17..E 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00

0.14 0.48 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00

WCrLC 0.24 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.40 0.13 0.71

r4ArT 0.00 0.10 0.19 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.30 0.45 0.04. 0.17 0.13

174" 0.95 0.52 0.14 0.94 1.00 0.71 0.60 0.55 0.15 0.88 0.67 0.17

6F' ONG 0.05 0.38 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.20 0.15 0.40 0.08 0.17 0.71

Nan' 0.00 0.10 0.19 0.06 0.00 n.00 0.20 0.30 0.45 0.04 0.17 0.13

As one would reasonably expect. B1 was easier than B2, and B2 easier than B3. In
only two cases (AH8 and FM!) there is no significant difference between 81 and B3. In
fact, the only non-correct answer for B1 in AH8, was a Not attempted.

Two test-items (question 34: "25-37" and question 35: "20-(-10)") were used to check
students' ability to perform subtractions involving negative numbers.The very low facility level
for B3 could be explained in the English groups by difficulties with negative numbers, but not
in A117, where only one student answered question 34 incorrectly, and all students answered
question 35 correctly. There is also the difference between B1 and B2 in AH7 and FM3 to be
explained.

By far, the typical correct solution to 131 was a "calculations" solution (76% of all
answers)-as opposed to one using an equation. In 64% of the "calculations" solutions, an
explanation was given making reference to the fact that to know how much had been taken on
the (seventeen) buckets, one had to subtract what was left from the initial amount of water, in
none of them a justication for that was explicitly provided (either verbal or diagramatic). We

think that the use of a subtraction to evaluate how much water had been taken was elicited by
a part-whole model in the form of. "If from the whole (tank) you separate one of two pans
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(which is known), what is left is the other part (which is yet unknown)."; subtraction is used
as a tool, as much as a "building-up" strategy can be used to evaluate the remaining pan. If
this model is to be applied to B2, one has to identify, in the given expression, the whole (181)
and the parts (12 times the secret number, and 97). The results fror AH7 and FM3 suggest
that this process is not as straight-forward as it might seem. It is possible that the part -whole
model used in 111 was perceived by the students as "belonging" to the context; it is also
possible that a subtraction presented as in B2 does not "translate naturally", to those students,
as the evaluation of a detaching process or as representing "detachinng from the whole". We
think that both aspects played a relevant role.

On the other hand, in AH8, both 131 and B2 had almost the same facility level. In B2,
as it had happened with the Ticket & Drive problems (and in fact with most problems in
relation to this group of students), they systematically made use of equations (100% and all
correct); in 82, however, most of the solutions (60%) did not use an equation, supporting our
suggestion that the context strongly suggested a tacit part-whole model. The results for this
group indicate, moreover, that the use of an equation represented a change in the model used
(which is not always the case): we affirm that it corresponded to a change in the mode of
thinking, in the sense proposed by our theoretical framework, ie, a change in the objects that
guide the solution process.

In relation to B3, a clearer understanding of the picture we have so far suggested,
emerges. The only group for which the facility level is high is AH8 (71%), in which all the
solutionscorrect and incorrectproceeded by solving "the" equation; in all other groups it
stays bellow 20%. As we said before, in the English grops this could be due to the poor
understanding (or familiarity) with negative numbers, but not in the case of the Brazilian group
AH7. Brazilian students of the 7th grade, as those in AH7, are well used to solving linear
equations where the coefficient of .r is positive, and thus, acquainted with equations. This
might explain why many of them tried (and failed) to use an equation to solve B3. However,
it is clear to us that this shift towards an "algebraic attempt" signifies that the model used in B1
and B2 was not "available" anymore. that is, a part-whole model (the shift is, in any case,
"gradual", as we have that: in 1111, 91% of the solutions did not employ an equation; in B2,
53% did not employed an equation; but in B3, only 24% did not); that the part-whole model is
not applicable to B3 is immediately clear, as it is not possible that something is removed from a
whole and yet it gets bigger. A few students perceived that the number had to be negative, and
treated it as if it had said "4-12-secret number" (in which case a part-whole model would easily
apply), later correcting the answer's sign

5,2 Ticket & Driving

Tit and 112: Sam and George bought tickets to a concert. Because Sam wanted a beuer scat. his ticket cost
four times (Til; '2.7 times' in 'l'i2) as much as Georges ticket. Altogether thcy spent 74 pounds on the
tickets.
What was the cost of each ticket? (Explain bow solved the problem and why you dit it that way)

Ti3 and Ti4: Mr Swectmann and his family have to drive 261 miles to get from London to Leeds. At a
certain point they decided to stop for lunch. After lunch they still t: Al to drive four times (T13 :'2.7 times' in
T14) as much as they had already driven.
How much did they drive before lunch' And alter lunch?

(Explain how you solved the problem how sou knew what to do)

Ti I and Ti3 are 141 problems: Tit and Ti4 are 12.71 problems. In T&D, the contexts
and the types of numbers sere cross-combined to compensate for possible differences due to
the context: the main point we kx anted to examine was the effect of different types of numbers
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in the choice of models: by examining the differences in the facility levels, it would also be
possible to gather information indirectly.

AH7
113 Ti4 TU Ti2

AH8
Ti3 114 III Til

FM2
T13 Ti4

FM 3.
T11 112 T14 III Ti2

16 40 40 16 19 34 34 19 17 36 36 , 17 25 41 41 25

1.01,T.:Q7 0.13 0.15 0.42 0.13 0.42 0.29 0.73:0.53. ; 0.00. 0.03:0.00...0.00.1 0.00 0.02 0.00:

101: -3.7 or 5 0.32 0.00.0.43.0.06. 0.31. 0.03 0.15 0.00 0.06. 0.33.9.00; _0:80. 9.10 0.68 O.

i01:ra o.00. 0.00.0.00 0.m 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.00 0.00.0.06!;. 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.20!

it1. 2.7 0/4 0.13.0.23.0.02 0.25 0.00. 0.09 0.06:0.11. , 0.06 0.14. 0.20 t:).00: 0.08: 0.32. 0.07 0.20;

11ort4 0.19 0 20 0.05 0.38 0.11 0.39 0.05'0.26 0.29: 0.14. 0.20.0.29 0.27 0.12 0.28

0.25. 0.43 0:03_0.19. 0.10. 0.21. 0.03.. .944. 0:61. 0.25.0.65 0.04.. 0.31 0.07 0.16:

. .

(*: 0.44. 0.15:0.85. 0.19 0.74. 0.32. 0.88.0.53 0.41 0.11. 0.36 0.060,84_ 0.10 0.72 0.76!

UF20781 0.31 0.43 0.07 0 63 0.11 0.43 0.11 0.37 0.35. 0.28 0.40.0.29 0.12 0.59 0 19 0.48:

19.411' 0 25 0.43 0.08 0.19 0.16 0.21 0.'.4 0.H 0.24 0.61 0.25 0.65 0.04 0.31 0.07 0,16 i

The main distinction produced here, was between the levels of facility for the 12.7]
problems (Ti2 and 4) and the 141 problems (Til and 3). The differences cannot be accounted
for on the basis of difficulties with calculating with decimals, because, as we said before.
mistakes with calculations only were disregarded.

The examination of the scripts revealed tha: in many of the cases in which an
explanation had been provided, the model used in 141 problems was "1 section (or lot) and 4
sections" or "1 ticket and 4 tickets". This model is evidently difficult to apply to [2.7]
problems. In the older Brazilian group, in which the use of equations was much more frequent
than in any of the other groups (practically nil in the English groups), the facility levels for
12.71 problems are significantly higher: even in this group, however, 141 problems were easier
than (2.71 problems. Our hypothesis is that although those older Brazilian students used
equations, many of them might have relied on the "sections" model to set the equation,
resulting again in a greater difficulty in 12.71 problems. The alternative would be to set the
equation numerically, ie. "a number plus 2.7 times this number is equal to 261". Another
interesting result, is that the one type of error that can be singled out is dividing 261 by 2.7 (or
4); the fact that it has happened more frequently in [2.7] (Ti2: 20%; T14: 14%) than in [4]
problems (Til: 6%: Ti3: 9%), seems to indicate that because the "2.7" is less suggestive of
the "parts" model, the solution becomes, in the absence of other models, a "play with
numbers": in such a situation, it is reasonable to suppose that the choice of a division is made
on the basis of the perception that each part of the journey is shorter than the whole journey.
One further difficulty is hidden. In 141 problems, the reason to add 1 and 4 would be to know
"how many parts altogether", so one can share the total into that number of parts; in [2.71
problems, the very notion of "sharing into a decimal number of parts" is not clear at all, and we
suggest that this step not being meaningful. it renders the "1+2.7" step also meaningless, and it
is for this reason that the "1" is left aside in so many cases. We think that on those cases. it is
the inappropriateness of the "sharing" model that is responsible for the failure of many students
in solving 12.71 problems. and not-as suggested by Fischbein et al (1985)-that the
"primitive model" of division being that of "sharing", division is not perceived as useful; our
research suggests that a model is chosen first, and only then a process to produce the required
evaluations is chosen. Had a student noticed that in fact the problem involved searching for
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a number that multiplied by 3.7 would give 261, she or he could use, for example, trial and
error (as in 60% of all correct answers to Tit in the English groups), instead of division;
division could he "inadequate" because of its "primitive model", yet a solution could be
correctly produced.

6. Conclusions
Algebra, and here we mean "school-algebra" for the sake of brevity in the discussion,

is concerned with the manipulation of generic numerical relationships. Those relationships,
however, can be modelled in a number of different ways: geometrical, models, "real-life"
models, or algebraic models, for example. Correspondent ly, algebra can be produced
geometrically, in a contextualised way, or algebraically. There are other other possibilities. In
each case, however, the objects that the reasoning deals with and is guided by are different,
belonging to different Semantical Fields, ie, different ways of making sense and
producing meaning are involved. Different levels of expertise and different bodies of
algebraic knowledge can be produced. Algebraic thinking may equally happen in the context
of solving a simple linear equation or in the context of proving the fundamental theorem of
algebra. and the mode of thinking will be the same, although not the complexity of the
mathematical situation. Nevertheless, thinking algebraically, by its own nature, allows the
development of a much deeper and complete algebraic knowledge.

Our research shows that our students dealt with problems involving the determination
of a sought number using various models; it also showed that some of those models have
limitations that might hinder the students' progress in algebra. The ability to solve the equation
100-5x = 40 does not implyeven when there are no difficulties with negative numbersthe
ability to solve 100-5x = 2(X), although it might appear that it should. Also, the solution of an
equation like 181-12x=97, which algebraically involves the manipulation of the variable,
can be done synthetically if a part-whole model is used. Our research suggests that the
difficulty with this and other types of equations (eg, 181-12n=128-7n, which underlies one
group of problems in our study), might be in finding a suitable model to guide the solution
process (ie, to interpret the problem within a suitable Semantical Field) rather than something?.
It is necessary, thus, not only to distinguish algebra from algebraic thinking, but also to
understand the different Semantical Fields within which algebra can be produced; operating
within a Numerical Sentantical Field, the arithmetical operations and the equality become
objects and it is possible and adequate, thus, to use a compact notation that borrows from the
symbolism of arithmetic, as the arithmetical operations also retain their role as tools (in a
renewed and expanded sense).

In view of our analysis and of the results that emerged from the experimental study,
we think that the teaching of algebra should rely less on "simple" examples to build an
algebraic understanding, as those are the ones more likely to be successfully modelled by
non-algebraic models, and as a consequence, obstacles, rather than support for the
development ofalgebraic thinking will probably emerge. Although our study focused on the
process of solving problems requiring the determination of a numerical value, two groups of
problems were designed to investigate whether the students would use the manipulation of
arithmetico-algebraic relationships in order do derive new information about a given situation;
the answer was overwhelmingly negative, and this finding mayin the light of our
frameworkbe related to the refusal. by subjects with a substantial expertise in Alvan to use
it to prove statements in "generalised arithmetic" (as documented, for example, in Lee and
Wheeler, 1987).
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Finally, our research have led us to believe that any successful effort to study what
people. an or cannot learn-understand under different conditions, depends inevitably of a clear

understanding of what is it that we want people to learn-understand, and this is what our
theoretical framework provides in relation toalgebraic thinking.
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WHAT'S IN A PROBLEM?
EXPLORING SLOPE USING COMPUTER GRAPHING SOFTWARE

Susan Magldson, University of California at Berkeley, USA

This paper explores student interpretations of a non-standard problem designed
to provide an entry into the domain of linear graphing and motivate an
exploration of slope. Students work with computer graphing software to
reproduce a picture. In doing so, they explore the concept of slope in a
structured way. l use microanalysis to characterize students' conceptions of the
domain and specifically of this exploratory problem. The data point to the
impo,-tance of viewing problems from the problem solver's perspective: seemingly
arbitrary features of the problem and the computer environment profoundly
influence the students' experiences.

Introduction

In the past few years, several innovative curriculum projects have used exploratory

problems to introduce new concepts or to frame curricular units. The tray problem, for

example, in which students cut identical squares out of each corner of a cardboard square

with the goal of folding up the sides to make a tray of the greatest volume, appears in the

beginning of several recent innovative U.S. algebra texts (for instance, Stein & Crabill,
1984). Such problems give students a way to begin to explore a new domain in a structured

yet open ended way: the goal is clear but the method is not. In this paper, I describe how

twelve pairs of students interpreted an exploratory problem. The analysis demonstrates that

a problem is not a static entity but rather is redefined by those who solve it -- by the

knowledge they bring to it, by the goals they set, and by the assumptions they make.

The Problem, as Presented to the Students

The problem was designed as an introduction to slope for beginning algebra students. The

instruction sheet is shown in Figure 1. The pedagogical goal was for students to develop an

intuitive sense of slope including general properties of order, symmetry, and direction,

benchmarks of slopes of magnitude 0, ±1, and too, and an understanding that evenly

spaced numbers do not produce evenly spaced lines where 151mI500.
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Can you make a starburst?
Here's how:
Typo in the equation yClx
but with a number in piece of
the 0.
Hit the return key.
There's the first line in your
starburst
Try another number.
Now you've got two lines.
Keep trying different
numbers until your starburst
looks like the one in the
picture.
Good lurid

Figure 1: The Starburst Instruction Sheet Figure 2: A Sample Green Globs Screen

Theoretical Frame
While problem solving is a well-represented area of research, exploratory problems like the

starburst problem are of a slightly different genre than most of the problems previously

considered. Greeno and Simon, in their 1988 review of the research on problem solving,

discuss several dichotomous ways to classify problems, including well-structured or ill-

structured and novel or domain specific. Exploratory problems like the starburst problem

tend to bridge these categories. They have well-structured objectives but ill-structured

procedures. Further, they require students to draw on domain-specific knowledge as well as

general problem solving skills. The main difference, however, lies in the instructional goal.

The goal is not for students to apply old knowledge in new ways to solve problems (as in

many domain specific problems) nor for students to develop and refine general problem

solving techniques (as with many novel problems). Rather, the goal of problems like the

starburst is for students to explore a new domain by discovering new information and

applying it to solve the problem. Pedagogically, what is important is not the solution, but the

discoveries made along the way.

A third dichotomy, expert v. novice, is relevant because it focuses on the problem

solver. Larkin (1980) maintains that experts and novices approach and solve the same

problems differently because they see a different problem. Once again, the difference is the

goal: instruction based on expert/novice research focuses on problems in which the goal is

to improve the novice's performance so that the novice will learn to solve these problems

more like the expert. In contrast, exploratory problems like thestarburst are designed for

novices and capitalize on students exploring an unfamiliar domain. Exploratory problems

would be trivial and non-productive for experts because experts already possess the domain
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knowledge in question (in this case, that slope rise/run). This knowledge defeats the

purpose of the problem -- for students to develop beginning intuitions about the domain.

In his seminal work on mathematical problem solving, Schoenfeld (1985) looks at

students solving problems that, like the starburst, are non-standard and open-ended, draw

on domain knowledge, and serve as springboards into new domains. The distinction

between exploratory problems such as the starburst and Schoenfeld's problems is that

Schoenfeld assumes that students have adequate resources (mathematical facts,

procedures, and understandings) to solve the problem. He is interested in students' higher-

order skills for managing these resources on difficult problems. Exploratory problems like the

starburst problem ask students to develop new resources in order to solve an unfamiliar

problem. In addition to drawing on previously compiled knowledge, students are asked to

search for new knowledge and then use it to solve the problem. Furthermore Schoenfeld's

primary instructional goal for the problems he chose was to teach students to become better

problem solvers. The pedagogical goals for the starburst problem are to motivate students'

exploration of a new domain and to help them develop intuitions about it.

Method

Twelve pairs of students (culturally and socioeconomically diverse) from local public and

private junior high and high schools were videotaped working on the starburst problem.

Students had previously plotted points on coordinate axes, worked with integers and rational

numbers, and practiced simple manipulations of linear equations. They had not studied

slope or graphed lines by plotting points.

The software used was a commercially available program called Green Globs written

by Dugdale (1982). A facility called Equation Plotter graphs equations typed in by students.

More than one equation can be.graphed on the same grid. It is not possible to erase a single

line; it is only possible to clear the entire screen. Lines are drawn from left to right. If the

students type in the same equation more than once, they will not be able to see the computer

graph it again. See Figure 2 for a sample screen.

In addition to videotaping students in a lab setting, I also observed six different first-

year algebra classes working on the problem as part of their math curriculum.

Results and Analysis

Students found the problem to be challenging and engaging, and all of the pairs succeeded

in reproducing the starburst picture to their satisfaction. There was a wide range of student
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insights and discoveries which are analyzed in detail in Magidson (in preparation). In this

paper, however, I focus on the surprises: on the instances in which students set unexpected

goals or in which seemingly arbitrary aspects of the problem or computer program had a

profound effect on the resulting activity.

nttqn
Figure 3: A mathematically correct solution

11.1
74..1175
64625
51..625
4/11..5
310.375
241.25
1/11.0.125

01-0
11...125
- 21. -.25
-310,375

.51111.-

-74...1175
1/4.-1

Although I did not expect students to produce a mathematically precise starburst, it

was useful to examine the exact slope numbers involved. Since students were working with

an 8x8 grid, and since the starburst on the instruction sheet was constructed by connecting

border grid points f(0,8), (1,8), (2,8), etc.) to the origin, the slopes of these thirty two lines

can be found by dividing each y-coordinate of a border grid point by its corresponding x-

coordinate.1 Figure 3 shows the slope numbers (in fractions and decimal equivalents) that

produce the picture on the instruction sheet.

The solution shown in Figure 3 is based on the number eight because the Green

Globs square grid default is 8x8. From my perspective as a problem designer familiar with

the underlying mathematics, the dimensions of the grid were arbitrary to the problem: finding

the exact value for the slope takes the same procedure regardless of the dimensions.

Similarly, the general behavior of slope is not affected by gridsize (providing the scales are

symmetric): larger slopes still produce steeper lines, positive and negative slopes of the

1Note that the end points of the lines are evenly spaced. Since the grid is square and not circular, the angles
between the lines vary slightly: angles between adjacent lines near an axis are greater than angles between
adjacent lines near a corner. Since students tend to focus on where lines begin and end rather than on the
angles between them, this does not appear to complicate the problem; Indeed, ware the angles between
adjacent Imes congruent, the task would become significantly more difficult
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same magnitude are still symmetric about the x- and y- axes; and the benchmarks of slopes

of 0, ±1, and toe remain unchanged. From the students' perspectives, however, the choice

of an 8x8 grid significantly influenced their interpretations of the problem.

To begin with, most students focused on the numbers in the corners of the screen

labelling the dimensions of the grid (x=8; y.i8; y..-8) as potentially relevant (see Figure

2). Soine assumed that the number eight had something to do with the solution. Further,

some students inferred that the slope could not be greater than eight. Two students went so

far as to figure out how to change the grid size to 10x10 because they convinced

themselves that they could not solve the problem with an 8x8 grid. When students asked

about these numbers, I explained that they referred to the grid size, but assumed they had

little to do with the solution because of my conception of the problem and my expectations of

what the students' goals and strategies would be. I expected that students would interact

with the problem by spending most of their time trying to define the domain of slope numbers

(positive and negative; integral and rational) and trying to create an approximate picture.

Given this scenario, the number eight is not particularly relevant: students would choose

approximate values between 0 and 10 or 12 and their negative counterparts. What

happened instead was that many pairs set themselves the goal of matching lines exactly

(even after I suggested they relax their goal and approximate), in which case slopes of ±8

produce the two lines nearest the y-axis, thus producing lines that are part of the picture and

delimiting the range of slope numbers in this problem. Given this goal, the number eight is

critical to the problem solution.

Further, one of the most compelling problems for most pairs of students was trying to

space the lines evenly. Lines with slopes between one and infinity are particularly tricky

given a decimal representation.2 As can be seen in Figure 3, lines with slopes between

zero and one are more accessible once students realize that they can use non-integral

numbers. All of the pairs tried a decimal slope at some point, found that it produced a line in

the appropriate region, and tried another. Students whose goal was to evenly space the

lines (but mat to match them exactly) discovered fairly easily that tenths (.1, .2, .3) produced

evenly spaced lines that closely approximated the starburst picture. In contrast, students

whose goal was to match each line exactly had a much more difficult task since the actual

slopes on an 8x8 grid are consecutive eighths. Recognizing and expressing eighths as

decimals (.125, .25, .375, .5) can be a complicated task for a first year algebra student. In a

2The computer program supports slopes expressed as fractions, but all of the students in the study chose
decimals as a more comfortable representation of rational numbers.
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related study conducted in our lab, students who worked the starburst problem on a 10x10

grid had little trouble finding the slopes for these lines.

This example may seem to suggest an advantage to presenting the starburst on a

10x10 grid since the goal is not to obscure the problem solution with sophisticated decimal

representations. Had I done so, however, at least one pair of students (C&D) would have

been denied the opportunity to make some sophisticated discoveries about the behavior of

slope that surfaced because the grid was 8x8 and because their goal was to match grid points

exactly. In an 8x8 grid, lines that. pass through border grid points include slopes of 1, 2,

4,and 8. By graphing those lines on a clean grid, C&D noticed that each time they doubled

the slope number, the region between the previous line and the y-axis was halved. They

inferred from this that they would never be able to create a vertical line because the line

would keep getting closer and closer to the y-axis but never get there3. Similarly, they found

that going in the opposite direction, halving the slope halved the distance between the

previous line and the y-axis. A transcript excerpt follows:

D: One, right. One makes the x. One times two splits it in half right?
C: Uh huh
D: And point five splits it in half. Two splits this in half. Point five splits this in half.
C: Okay.
D: Four splits this into four, point two five splits this into four. So over here you keep
multiplying by two -- one times two is two, two times two is four, four times two is eight.
Over here you keep dividing by two -- one divided by two is point five divided by two
is point two five divided by two is point one two five.

This discovery is mathematically valid and something C&D would later be able to prove

when they learned about rise and run (i.e. doubling the rise is the same as halving the run)

but would not have appeared had thee scale not been a multiple of two. A seemingly

arbitrary decision in problem design had significant entailments for these students.

Another unintended aspect of the problem was the density of lines in the starburst

picture I gave students as a guide.. In contrast to my videotapes where most pairs spend

most of their time grappling with how to evenly space the lines, I observed two algebra

classes solving a starburst with half the number of lines, and was surprised to find that the

3An application of one of Zeno's paradoxes of motion, slightly altered. Zeno, a Greek mathematician, argued
that before an object could travel a certain distance, it must first travel halt of that distance, and before that
a half of that distance, and so on. so that the object would never be able to begin moving. (Boyer, 1968.).
In math class earlier In the year these students had talked about 'JJ's nose an example where a student
was standing near a metal pipe: before his nose could reach the pipe, he would need to first go half the
distance, then half the remaining distance, then hall the remaining distance again and would thus get closer
and closer to the pipe w''.1.1 never reaching it.
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spacing issue never came up: there were simply not enough lines to make this a salient

feature.

My choices of grid size and density of lines influenced the students' interpretations of

the starburst problem in ways I had not anticipated. In addition, a feature of the software

seemed to significantly influence students' problem solving strategies, namely, the inability

of the user to erase a single line at a time. It is possible to clear the entire grid, but not a

specific line. Most students asked about this capability the first time they graphed an

incorrect line, and found this restriction a continual source of frustration. Their response to

this limitation may have worked in their favor, however: many pairs responded by taking

notes. Then, when their screen became too confusing to look at, they could clear the screen

and reproduce the "correct" lines with minimal effort. Note-taking led to other organizational

strategies (ordering their findings, only recording the positive or negative values, using

m=111 as a referent) that seemed to help the students with pattern hunting and sense making.

Furthermore, when they went to recreate their partial starburst on a clean grid, many did so

systematically, starting with Im1=1 and then either typing in positive /negative pairs (yal x,

y = -1 x; ya2x ,y--2x; etc.) or typing an ordered set of positive slopes followed by the

corresponding set of negative slopes. If students had been able to select the lines they

wanted to erase, they would not have needed to create more than one starburst: every time

they graphed a line they didn't like, they could simply have removed it from the screen. It is

unclear whether they would have had to develop the same organizing strategies, strategies

which often led to important discoveries about the domain.

Discussion

These examples illustrate the unexpected consequences of students working in an

unfamiliar domain to solve an exploratory problem. What can we learn from their

experiences? It would be easy enough to alter the problem and computing environment

based on these examples and to bring in some more students to test it out. Undoubtedly this

would result In new student constructions and conceptions of the domain, some predictable,

some not. The point, however, is not that one computer program or one grid size or a certain

density of lines would necessarily be better than another. Rather, what is important is to

recognize that the problem, while seeming to be general, is actually extremely context-

dependent from the point of view of the problem solver regardless of how we alter it. In an

unfamiliar domain, problem solvers have no way to know, a priori, what ;.: significant and
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what is arbitrary. Further, through exploring seemingly arbitrary aspects of the problem, they

may find fruitful avenues to pursue, as did C&D with their doubling and halving strategies.

Conclusions

In analyzing problem solving activity it is important to put aside our preconceptions of the

problem so that we can look at the problem through the problem solvers' eyes. What do they

see? What are their goals? What constraints do they impose on the problem? It is too easy

to speak of "the starburst problem" or "the tray problem" and to assume certain conceptual

and procedural entailments. Particularly in the case of exploratory problems, we must learn

to expect the unexpected. If we want to understand what students take from an exploratory

problem, we must look carefully at their experiences without preconceptions of our own. We

must not assume that students see what we see. If we are to take constructivism seriously,

we must remember that there is no one static interpretation of a problem. Rather, the problem

lies in the eyes of the beholder.
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INDIVIDUAL THINKING AND THE INTEGRATION OF THE IDEAS

OF OTHERS IN PROBLEM SOLVING SITUATIONS

Carolyn A. Maher and Amy M.
Rutgers University

This paper describes the problem-solving behavior of a seven-year old
student, Michael, who is observed over a five-month period in two small-
group situations in which he initially does his own individual thinking,
appearing to ignore his classmates in the sessions, and then eventually by
integrating the strategies of other group members modifying his initial
representation of the problem. An analysis of the development of his
Cartesian product rep floe of multiplication, first In grade 2 and
then in grade 3 is given, focusing on how Michael first built -rap his
initial representation, and how he revised and modified it over time.

This research is part of a four-year longitudinal study of how children build-up their

mathematical ideas as they are engaged in problem tasks with other students. It takes place in a

classroom setting where children, usually working in pairs, are encouraged to justify their

solutions, and provide explanations to the teacher and other classmates, as they share ideas. The

theoretical perspective for this research comes from a constructivist orientation in which problem

situations provide students with the opportunity to build ideas and support or revise their thinking

as original ideas become modified and refined.

Earlier findings suggest that although children work in a social context - small group or

whole class - individual ways of representing a problem and the methods for solution are initially

invented and personally constructed by each individual problem-solver. After an initial

representation has been built, the ideas of others may be considered and integrated into the original

construction: In fact, we are beginning to see patterns which suggest an initial attempt to build a

representation of the problem, accompanied by a deliberate rejection of the ideas of others. Only

after there is some ownership of an original idea will new ideas begin to be integrated into a more

refined representation of the problem (Davis, Maher, & Martino, in press; Davis & Maher, 1991;

Maher & Martino, 1991; Martino & Maher, 1991).

To illustrate this phenomenon, we present an analysis of the development of the Cartesian

product representation of multiplication of Michael, a seven year old, who was engaged in solving

the same problem on two occasions, first in grade two and then in grade three. This paper traces

the development of Michael's mathematical ideas.

Classroom Settings. In both the second and third grade mathematics classrooms the

expectation was for considerable student initiative in devising ways to solve mathematical

problems. Instruction was frequently organized to encourage individuals (working in small

groups) to solve problems at their own pace and without teacher intervention. Following the

problem-solving sessions, children had opportunity to share their ideas in a whole class
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discussion. After the sharing of solutions, several children were individually interviewed about the

problem activity.
In our classroom work in schools, we find that students may not be ready to agree on a

solution to a particular problem task. When this occurs, our preference is to allow for student

disequilibration. Rather than reach closure at the time and push for or present a solution, we

choose to revisit the same problem later. In our analysis of the problem-solving behavior of

Michael, the same activity was presented on two occasions, five months apart. In the first

presentation, the problem was not solved. What we observed was the development of strategies

and notations for solving the problem. Although small groups of children appeared to have agreed

among themselves on a solution, no consensus was reached by the entire class.

Data Source. Data for this study came from children's written work and analyses of videotape

transcripts from the following three sources: (1) classroom small-group working sessions (one

grade two triad-group and one grade three pair-group); (2) each group sharing their solution

strategy with the rest of the class; (3) interviews with individual children following the problem

activity. This paper specifically focuses on the problem-solving behavior of Michael (M) who was

a member of a triad-group in grade two [with Stephanie (S) and Dana (D)] and a pair-group [with

Jaime (Ja)] in grade three. The ideas of other group members also will be discussed as they relate

to Michael's building of his mathematical ideas. (For a detailed analysis of Stephanie and Dana's

problem solving, see Maher & Martino, 1991).

The Problem. The problem-solving activity was presented as partof a regular mathematics

lesson. Students were nal told in advance any method for solution. The problem presented was:

Stephen has a white shirt, a blue shirt, and a yellow shirt. He has a pair of blue

jeans and a pair at white Jeans. How many different outfits can he make?

Grade Two - Stephanie. Michael and Dana (May 30, 1990).

The group of children began the problem by focusing on information that dealt with the

color and type of clothing in order to build up a representation of the problem situation. Michael's

partners, Stephanie and Dana, shared how they planned to draw three shirts. and place one letter

inside each to represent color of clothing. Michael wasobserved silently reading the problem with

a puzzled facial expression. Then Michael began to build his own solution; while doing so,he

appeared to be detached from the interaction of his two partners. After working independently for

about one minute, he then listened to his partners' understanding of the problem situation and

compared it with his own.

M: Wait a minute...[He looked at the problem again.] Yeah, white shin, white pants. [He

drew a shirt and placed a letter "W" inside the outline.]
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Stephanie, Michael and Dana each decided to draw a picture to represent the problem data.

Initially, students spoke aloud, but did not seem to respond to the comments made byothers.

S: Olt, blue and then a yellow shirt. [Stephanie drew blue and yellow shirts.] He has a pair
of blue jeans... [She reread the second part of the problem.]

M: This is simple.

S: And a pair of white jeans. [She drew two pairs of jeans.] Howmany different outfits

can he make? Well..[Dana looked at Stephanie's paper and drew blue and white jeors.]
M: [Michael looked up as he spoke.] He can make only two outfits. [He drew a pair of jeans

and placed a letter "W" inside.).

Michael's partners quickly drew three shirts and two pairs of jeans placing a one letter code
to represent color inside each article of clothing. Michael drew one complete outfit consisting of a
white shirt and white jeans. Stephanie, having built an initial representation of the problem

situation, decided to respond to Michael's last statement. His suggestion that there were two
possible outfits had stimulated Stephanie's curiosity, and she responded by rereading the problem
and checking that the input data representation was consistent with her knowledge representation.
She then disagreed with Michael's observation and reported that Stephen "could make a lot of
different outfits".

When Dana completed her drawing of three shirts and two pairs of jeans, she indicated that

three outfits can be made by matching one pair of jeans with each of the three shirts. From her

explanation we might infer that Dana had the key idea for exhausting all possible combinations.

Simultaneously, Stephanie (Figure lb) used her diagram to develop a coding strategy to make her

combinations of outfits. She then began to illustrate each distinct outfit with a pair of letters, (the

first letter designated the shirt, and the second letter the jeans), and monitored her work by

numbering each combination that she generated. Figures la, lb and lc show the final written
work of Dana (la), Stephanie (lb) and Michael (1c).
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As the girls verbally shared their plans for solution. Michael was silent and appeared to be

inactive. We observed him gazing in the direction of Dana for approximately four seconds, then

he continued to add to his drawing of a single outfit. As Stephanie was recording her first outfit,

she said:

S: You can make it different ways too. You can make white and white, that's one...W and

W. [She drew a 1 and W over W. Michael viewed Dana's work)

M: That's what I'm doing. [He erased and redesigned the white pants.]

As Stephanie and Michael compared their strategies, Dana found a notation that enabled her

to make use of her origkal idea of matching a pair of jeans to all possible shirts by spontaneously

drawing lines that connected each of her white and blue shins to each of her blue and white jtans

and her yellow shirt to her blue jeans. She concluded, as indicated in Figure la, that them were a

total of five different outfits. Stephanie continued to list pairs of letters for her outfits (Figure lb)

and concluded, also, that there were a total of five outfits. During this time, Michael, quietly

worked alone, occasionally stopping to listen to his classmates, or to talk aloud about his

combinations.

M: [Michael spoke aloud, but the girls were engaged in an argument about the need for the

outfits to match.] I'm doing white pants and white shirt, blue shirt and blue pants.

[Michael continued to draw.]

S: [She addressed Dana.] No...how many outfits can it make? It doesn't matter if it

doesn't match as long as it can make outfits.

Michael continued to perfect his drawing without speaking (occasionally erasing a piece of

an article of clothing). Recall that early, in the session, Michael reported two outfits, and Stephanie

tried to convince him that more combinations of outfits could be made. However, Michael

continued to engage in drawing his own picture (Figure lc) which consisted of a second set of

shirt and jeans labeled with the letter "B" inside. Although he seemed to be aware of Stephanie's

coding strategy, he appeared to reject it. As Stephanie read her fifth combination aloud, Michael

looked up from his drawing at Stephanie, he then returned to his own paper and replied:

M: I don't think...I don't want to do it that way...I want to do it this way. [Michael referred

to his own picture, explicitly rejecting Stephanie's system of coding.]

D: Well, do it the way you want.

S: Do you know what? There's five combinations...there's only five combinations. Cause

look you can do a white shirt with white pants...

M: [He stared upward, then spoke.] That's what 1 did. A white shirt with white pants, a
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blue shirt with blue pants...

S: [Michael looked directly at Stephanie as she spoke.) You can do this...listen Michael!

Michael will you listen for once. You can do five combinations...you can do...number

one white and white, number two blue and white, number three yellow and white,

number four blue and blue and number five yellow and blue.

M: [He holds up his paper with his drawing of two outfits.] I got these two so far.

S: You can do four (sic) combinations Michael! I'm sure of it!

Although Michael refused to change his method of solution, he seemed to be considering

his classmate's strategies as he continued to build his model. As the girls shared their solution

with the teacher, Michael continued to draw a third set of shirt and jeans with the letter "Y" inside

them. He looked in the direction of the girls for several seconds and continued to draw. After

drawing a third combination, he looked at all three papers, and drew an "eye-glass" shaped

diagram beneath his three outfits (Figure lc). Stephanie, having completed the activity, tried to

collect Michael's paper before he finished writing.

M: Wait a second! Ok, I'm done.
S: Michael did you find the five ways?

M: I don't need to I found six...three ways. It's no big deal. [Stephanie attempted to

change Michael's solution, and he became visibly angry.] Don't mess up my paper!

S: Michael, don't worry!

M: You touch my paper and guess who I'm going to chase!

Occasionally, as indicated by the videotape, Michael glanced at Dana and Stephanie's

work, but these glances were brief and might easily have gone unnoticed. Michael's written

solution (Figure lc) displayed a diagram with three shirts (B, W, Y) vertically aligned with three

pairs of jeans (B, W, Y). At the bottom of the page he wrote the three letters W, 'B and Y with the

letters W and Y enclosed within his "eye-glass" shaped diagram. His solution bore no

resemblance to either the connecting line strategy of Dana or the two letter coding strategy of

Stephanie; it was clearly different. Michael's first mental representation may not have been

sufficiently developed to let him incorporate all of the relevant information. His display of yellow

jeans suggests that he may have lost track of which colors were available. Another interpretation is

that he redefined the problem by expanding the jeans possibilities. One could also conjecture that

his placement of letters in the enclosed region of the "eye-glass" shaped drawing might be a

method for rapidly matching up the white and yellow shirts with the blue jeans. However, this

seems unlikely since Michael announced that he had found three outfits.

Michael's final solution showed no influence of the strategies used by his partners. In fact,

what was particularly interesting about this classroom episode was that each student produced an

independent solution, and seemed to be satisfied with his or her own strategy.
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Notice that Michael agreed with Jaime's suggestion to draw a picture, but his diagram

differed from that of his partner's. He did not use connecting lines in the manner which Jaime did

(Figure 2a). Instead, Michael indicated his combinations by moving his forger between the

respective articles of clothing in the written problem statement, and later drew these connecting

lines with his pencil to establish his combinations of outfits (Figure 2b). To describe and record

the outfits, Michael wrote a letter for shirt color over a letter for the color of the jeans. Michael

used a notation, similar to the coding system used by Stephanie in the second grade (Figure lb), to

complete his solution of six combinations.

The videotape indicated that Jaime and Michael worked individually, occasionally listening

to each other, and pursuing their own solutions. In grade two, Michael's written solution (Figure

Ic) displayed a diagram with three shirts (B,W,Y) and three pairs of jeans (B,W,Y), an "eye-

glass" shape containing letters and no numerical answer. In grade three, Michael developed a

variation on Dana's connecting line strategy (Figure la) without drawing pictures of shirts and

pants. He drew lines between the colors in the stated problem to generate his combinations, and

recorded these combinations with the two letter coding strategy similar to that used by Stephanie

the previous year (Figure lb). Although it wasn't evident from Michael's behavior and grade two

solution that he was attending to the representations of his classmates and in the process gaining

from the experience, his third grade solution strategy provided strong evidence that he was

conscious of the ideas of others.

Following the third grade activity, the children were individually interviewed about the

problem task. Analysis of the videotaped transcripts gave us further insight into the children's

awareness of the:. problem-solving activity. Michael and his partners each responded that they had

used their own method to obtain the same solution in both second and third grade. This is

interesting in light of the fact that each student showed some modification in his/her strategy and

found six outfits in grade three. Specifically, Michael's third grade written work (Figure 2b)

indicated an integration of elements from both Stephanie and Dana's second grade strategies. He

retained these ideas to create a solution which was his own.

Conclusions and Implications
Initially, Michael worked independently to build his own personal representation of the

problem. In the second grade activity he appeared, frequently, to be detached from the discussions

of his partners. He also seemed to reject the suggestions of his partners, apparently satisfied with

his own effort and progress. Neither Michael nor his partners provided a complete solution to the

problem in grade two. Yet we see, in grade three, evidence of the influence of Michael's second

grade partners' notation and approach in Michael's third-grade representation of the problem

solution. Michael worked with a new partner in grade three who also had a partial solution in

grade two that was unlike the representation of either of Michael's former partners, Stephanie and

Dana. We found in an earlier analysis of the work of Stephanie and Dana over a five month period
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In the second month of grade three, Michael worked with Jaime on the shirts and jeans problem.

Immediately after reading the problem, Michael offered four as the number of possible outfits.

M: You can make four outfits.

Ja: How do you know?
M: I did it. I put blue with blue...[Michael began to form his combinations by tapping with

his pencil to connect shirt colors to jean colors in the written problem statement.

Meanwhile, Jaime returned to reading the problem.]

Jaime pointed to each color in the stated problem, and counted articles of clothing rather than

outfits. Michael, having chosen a path of solution, listened as Jaime counted, and responded to

her findings.

Ja: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 outfits. [Jaime counted each article of clothing. ]

M: You put 12 outfits?

Ja: No, no, you see the white..pretend this is a shirt and this is jeans. "W" on the blue, "W"

again and the "W", white and white, and then blue.."B" with the "B"..How many?

M: I don't know. [Michael continued to work on his solution.]

Jaime, who in grade two had recorded her outfits as descriptive phrases, now began to

draW a diagram (Figure 2a) with six geometric figures for shirts and six more for jeans, each

containing a one letter code for color. She connected each shirt and pair of jeans with a line to

define each outfit as distinct, and used a pattern to generate her Combinations matching each color

shirt to both colors of jeans.

Ja: I'm drawing a picture.

M: Me too.

VT%

Figure 2a - Jaime's grade three solution
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(Davis, Maher & Martino, in press) the influence of Dana's second-grade thinking on Stephanie's

third-grade work. We see, here, the influence of Stephanie and Dana's second-grade thinking on

Michael's third grade work. [Recall that no second grade child obtained a complete solution; no

closure was reached in the grade two synthesis; no intervening work in school dealing with this

idea occurred in the interim.] Yet we see the influence on Michael from others following his initial

individual effort. Michael succeeded eventually in expanding, refining, and developing a more

powerful representation of the problem solution. One might suggest that although Michael

appeared detached from group discussions and later verbally rejected his partners' suggestions in

grade two, he might well have been attentive to their ideas, although yet unwilling to include them.

Teachers who have observed the grade-two tape of Michael and his grade-two drawing

suggest that he appears to be excluded from the group activity, that he probably was not

understanding the problem, that he was not benefiting from the activity, and that he was mostly

disengaged or "off-task". Some teachers have expressed concern about the appropriateness of the

activity until after viewing the third-grade tape in which they expressed surprise and puzzlement.

It seems to us that the episode and the response of others to it, raise some potentially

important questions about expectations regarding how students learn and build-up their ideas.

Also in question is the issue of expecting immediate cooperation and team-work from members of

small groups engaged in a problem-solving task and the necessity of reaching immediate closure to

a problem-task after students have had an opportunity to work on it. If the grade-two lesson were

brought to closure after the class discussion [ordinarily teachers view it as their responsibility to

point out the missing outfit(s) or to point out strategies for finding it (them)] would Michael (or

Stephanie) have been better off? We suspect not.
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MATHEMATICS PRACTICE IN CARPET LAYING

Joanna 0. Masingila
Indiana University - Bloomington

Building upon previous research concerning mathematics practice in everyday Situations, the
mathematical concepts and processes used by carpet layers were studied, using an ethnographic approach,
over a period of seven weeks. Mathematics practice in carpet laying is characterized through a discussion
of the mathematics used by carpet layers in estimation and installation activities in an effort to describe
and detail how people actively give meaning to and use mathematics in the midst of ongoing activities in
relevant settings.

Introduction

Learning and doing mathematics is an act of sense-making and comprises both

cultural and cognitive phenomena which cannot be separated (Schoenfeld, 1989). Part of

every culture are the everyday happenings of the people belonging to that culture. As

such, mathematical thinking and learning occurs in this everyday practice. Research

on cognition in everyday practice (e.g., Carraher, Carraher & Schliemann, 1985; Lave,

1988; Saxe, 1988; Scribner, 1988) points toward the need for studying cognition within a

cultural context. My interest, specifically, is to close the gap between doing

mathematics in out-of-school situations and doing mathematics in school. It is my

contention that the gap between out-of-school and in-school mathematics practice will

only be narrowed when the ways in which mathematics is meaningful in the contexts of

everyday life are determined. To this end I chose to examine mathematics practice in

the workplacein particular, mathematics practice in carpet laying. Note that I will

often use the more general term, floor covering work, instead of carpet laying since I

observed the estimating and installation procedures for tile and hardwood, as well as

carpet.

Howarth Design

For this study, I used an ethnographic approach to examine the mathematical

concepts and processes used in carpet laying. The study was conducted over a period of
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seven weeks in June, July, and August 1991 in a midwestern city in the United States.

This study is best categorized by what Wolcott has called a "microethnography." A

microethnography "zeroes in on particular settings . . ., drawing on the ways that a

cultural ethos is reflected in microcosm in selected aspects of everyday life, but giving

emphasis to particular behaviors in particular settings rather than attempting to

portray a whole cultural system" (Wolcott, 1990, p. 64). This research focused on the use

of mathematical concepts and processes in the context of floor covering work. Four

methods of data collection were used: participant observation, ethnographic

interviewing, artifact examination, and researcher introspection (methods described by

Eisenhart, 1988). The data were analyzed using activity theory (Leont'ev, 1981; Wertsch,

1985) as a guiding framework and a process of inductive data analysis to develop a

theory grounded in the data that describes the mathematics practice of carpet layers.

In the Carpet Laying Context

The mathematics practice of the carpet layers I observed is characterized through

discussions of two areas: (1) the mathematical concepts, and (2) the mathematical

processes used by floor covering workers. Following a brief description of these two

areas, a carpet estimating situation is presented and discussed in order to provide a

glimpse into the mathematics practice of carpet layers.

Mathematical Concepts

I observed four categories of mathematical concepts used by floor covering estimators

and/or installers: measurement, computational algorithms, geometry, and ratio and

proportion. Measurement concepts and skills were involved in most of the work done by

the estimators and installers. In particular, I observed four different categories of

measurement usage: finding the perimeter of a region, finding the area of a region,

drawing and cutting 45° angles, and drawing and cutting 90° angles.
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Although algorithms are processes rather than concepts, I mention computational

algorithms in this section because I am interested in the mathematical concept of

measurement underlying these algorithms. I observed the following computational

algorithms used by estimators in measurement situations to determine the quantity of

materials needed for an installation job: estimating the amount of carpet, estimating the

amount of tile, estimating the amount of hardwood, estimating the amount of base, and

converting square feet to square yards.

In addition to the use of measurement concepts and algorithms, I also observed the

use of the geometry concepts of (1) a 3 - 4 - 5 right triangle, and (2) constructing a point of

tangency on a line and drawing an arc tangent to the line. Floor covering estimators

also used ratios and proportion concepts when working with blueprints and drawing

sketches detailing the installation work to be done.

Mathematical Processes

Besides the use of mathematical concepts, the estimators and installers made use of

two mathematical processes: measuring and problem solving. As would be expected,

the process of measuring is widespread in the work done by floor covering estimators

and installers. Although being able to read a tape measure is vital, other aspects are

equally as important in the measuring process: estimating, visualizing spatial

arrangements, knowing what to measure, and using non-standard methods of

measuring.

The mathematical process of problem solving is used by floor covering workers every

day as they make decisions about estimations and installations. However, the problem

solving that occurred in this context is slightly different from how problem solving is

typically defined. Problem solving is commonly thought ofas the process of coordinating

previous experiences, knowledge, and intuition in an effort to determine an outcome of a

situation for which a procedure for determining the outcome is not known (Charles,
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Lester & O'Daffer, 1987). Problem solving in the floor covering context deviated from this

definition in that procedures for determining outcomes were usually known. However,

unfamiliar constraints (e.g., a post in the middle of a room) and irregular shapes of

rooms forced floor covering workers to coordinate their previous experiences,

knowledge, and intuition to determine outcomes of situations they faced.

The problems that estimators and installers encountered required various degrees of

problem-solving expertise. As the shape of the space being measured moved away from

a basic rectangular shape, the problem-solving level increased. To solve problems

occurring on the job, I observed estimators and installers use four types of problem-

solving strategies: using a tool, using an algorithm, using a picture, and checking the

possibilities.

On the Job: An Estimating Situation

One of the situations in which estimators or installers used the strategy of checking

the possibilities was in deciding on the best estimate for a carpet job. This often involved

weighing cost efficiency against seam placement. Sometimes a customer specifies that

he or she wants to see all the possible installation situations sketched out and then he or

she will make a decision. However, in the majority of situations that I observed, the

estimator provided a single suggestion on how the carpet could be installed and

presented this suggestion to the customer. In almost all cases, the customer concurred

with the estimator's suggestion.

The preparation of an estimate for a carpet job is constrained by a number of factors:

(1) most carpet is 12' wide, (2) carpet pieces are rectangular, (3) all carpet pieces should

have the nap running in the same direction, (4) consideration of seam placement is very

important to accommodate traffic patterns and the type of carpet being installed, and (6)

some carpets have patterns that must match at the seams.
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One carpet estimate situation I observed involved a pentagonal-shaped room in a

basement. I accompanied the estimator, Dean, as he took field measurements and

figured the estimate. The maximum length of the room was 26' 2" and the maximum

width was 18' 9" (see the figure below). Since carpet pieces are rectangular, every

region to be carpeted must be partitioned into rectangular regions. The areas of these

regions are then computed by multiplying the length and width. Thus, this room had to

be treated as a rectangle rather than a pentagon. Dean figured how much carpet would

be needed by checking two possibilities: (1) running the carpet nap in the direction of the

maximum length, and (2) turning the carpet 90° so that the carpet nap ran in the

direction of the maximum width.

In the first case, two pieces of carpet each 12' x 26' 4" would need to be ordered. Note

that two inches are always added to the measurements to allow for trimming. After one

piece of carpet 12' x 26' 4" was installed, a piece of carpet 6' 11" x 26' 4" would be needed

. for the remaining area. Since only one piece 6' 11" wide could be cut from 12' wide

carpet, multiple fill pieces could not used in this situation. Thus, a second piece of

carpet 12' x 26' 4" would need to be ordered for a total of 70.22 square yards. The seam

for this case is shown by a thin line in the figure.

Turning the carpet 90° would require two pieces 12' x 18' 11" and a piece 12' x 4' 9" for

fill. The 12' x 4' 9" piece would be cut into four pieces, each 2' 4" x 4' 9". The seams for

this case are shown by thick lines in the figure. The total amount of carpet needed for

this case would be 56.78 square yards. This second case has more seams than the first,

but the fill piece seams are against the back wall, out of the way of the normal traffic

pattern. Thus, these seams do not present a large problem. In both cases there would

be a seam in the middle of the room. The carpet in the first case would cost at least $200

more than the carpet in the second case. Dean weighed the cost efficiency against the
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seam placement and decided that the carpet should be installed as described in the

second case.

2' 4"

12'

12'

Conclusion

Schoenfeld (1987) has suggested that what is needed in mathematics classrooms is to

"engender a culture of schooling that reflects the use of mathematical knowledge

outside the school context" (p. 214). Consider the following exercise, taken from a pre-

algebra book: "Find the cost of carpeting a floor that is 15 feet by 12 feet at $24.95 per
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square yard" (Shulte & Peterson, 1986, p. 527). Although this problem uses an everyday

context, the absence of actual constraints makes the problem artificial; the textbook

example is simply a computational exercise placed in the context of an everyday

situation. The effort required by a student to find an answer to this exercise does not

reflect the way mathematical knowledge is used in carpet laying. In particular, the

carpet estimate described above involves using measurement concepts in a problem-

solving situation compounded by real-life constraints.

Schoenfeld has argued that the reason for the lack of success of some curriculum

reforms, such as the movements for relevance, new math, basic skills (and he predicts

for problem solving) may be partially explained by the lack of connection between the

school culture and out-of-school culture: "Each of these curriculum reforms reflects an

attempt to embed a selected aspect of mathematical thinking into what is an essentially

alien culture, that of the traditional classroom" (Schoenfeld, 1987, p. 214). Since, at the

present, these two cultures are so different, this attempted embedding is almost assured

of failing. This study built upon previous research in an effort to add to the expanding

knowledge base concerning mathematics practice in everyday situations. Further work

needs to be done to examine the implications of this research for school mathematics.
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Abstract

One of the aim of the teaching of mathematics at the high school level, in France, is to bring the
students reaching the 9th grade to what may be called "mathematical rationality". Cartesian graphics,
which can be viewed as proceeding from both mathematical rationality and "common" or "everyday"
rationality, are often used with intent to favour this perspective. A survey of about 150 students ninth

graders shows that such a view may be too simplistic. In fact many children, when they have to deal
with cartesian graphs, are distracted from the use of algebra, although it is necessary for the relevant
solution of the problem they are given, and they tend to rely on notions and procedures which are
inspired by everyday rationality.

Note : this study is part of a larger program of investigations on didactical status of graphics in the first

years of the high school by researchers from ERES * and DEACT** Some references are given here

((1), (21, (51, (7), (8) and (9)).

ProblEmatique

La representation graphique cartisienne se presente comme un registre, au sens oil R. DUVAL

(1988) emploie ce terme, c'est-a-dire comme un ensemble de signifiants structure de facon interne par

des liens de configuration. Mais it est egalement structure de fawn externe par deux cadres

d'interpretation que nous designons respectivement par les expressions "cadre de la rationalite du

quotidien" et "cadre de la rationalit6 mathematique".

Par cadre de la rationalite du quotidien, nous entendons l'enscmble des objets, des concepts, de

la rationalite et des signifiants dont dispose le sujet pour traiter une representation cartesienne, en rapport

direct avec son experience familiere. Les regles operatoires sont celles de la rationalite du quotidien (M.
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LEGRAND, 1989) et les concepts et objets peuvent etre qualifies de "quotidien", au sens oir l'entend

VYGOTSKI (1934, p.283-285).

Le cadre de la rationalite mathematique adapte is la resolution d'items A support graphique

cartesien est associe au "cadre algebrique", sur lequel fonctionnent les regles de la rationalite

mathematique. Dans cette derniere expression, le terme "cadre" est utilise au sens de R. DOUADY

(1984).

Le registre graphique est un ensemble de signifiants communs aux deux cadres d'interpretation,

lesquels utilisent d'ailleurs d'auurs registres, communs ou specifiques : par excmple, le langage naturel

est un registre commun, la formulation algebrique est speeifique du cadre de la rationalite mathematique

alors que le registre kinesthisique est, lui, specifique du cadre de Ia rationalite du quotidien.

En definitive, une representation graphique cartesienne peut etre trait& de diverses manieres.

Un Eleve peut :

* la waiter en terme de "registre" : it analysera alors l'information du soul point de vue de la structuration

interne du registre de signifiants,

* se referer au cadre du quotidien : it analysera alors l'information en rapport avec l'experience

immediate qu'il a de la situation dans la vie courante,

* se referer au cadre mathematique : it s'orientera alors, dans les items qui nous interessent ici, vers un

traitement algebrique de la situation.

L'un des buts de l'enseignement des mathematiques en France, en fin de collCge (96me grade)

est de provoquer le changement de statut de certains concepts et du mode de rationalite, autrement dit, de

permettre aux Eleves d'accider au cadre de la rationalite mathematique. Se situant h la chamitre entre les

deux cadres de rationalite precedemment definis, les representations graphiques eartesiennes sont

souvent utilisees, dans la pratique, dans l'intention de faciliter cet accts. Cependant, l'analyse precedente

permet aussi Bien de retertir l'hypothese scion laquelle, dans certaines situations, ('utilisation de

graphiques cartesiens peut favoriscr un traitement dans le cadre de Ia rationalite du quotidien. Cest cettc

hypothese, trop souvent negligee, que nous allons tester ici.
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Presentation de l'experience

Population a methode

L'experience concerne 144 eleves de 3eme (9th grade) issus de 5 classes d'un meme college.

Chaque 61eve doit repondre it un questionnaire "semi- ouvert" comportant 3 items. Les questions de

chaque item sont formulees de facon 3 ce que reeve foumisse une reponse brute mais aussi un

commentaire expliquant sa reponse. Nous appuyant sur un travail pr6alable d'identification des

procedures de resolution. nous &ions ainsi, en general, en mesure de reperer la (ou les) procedures

mises en oeuvre par reeve.

La passation s'est faire en classe, pendant l'horaire de mathematiques, sous la forme dune

6preuve "papier-crayon" d'une duree de 50 minutes environ. Le questionnaire se presentait sous deux

modalites distributes aleatoirement dans chacune des classes. Une moitie des Cleves de chaque classe

environ ont donc recu la modalite 1, les mitres la modalite 2. Au total, 70 tleves ont repondu a la

modalite 1 et 74 it la modalit6 2.

quationnairc

Les deux modalites sont presentees, dans un format reduit, en annexe 1. En fait lors de la

passation, l'eleve disposait dune page par item (le texte occupant la moitie de la page) et etait invite a

expliquer sa reponse a la suite du texte.

Les trois items a resoudre portent respectivement sur le paralltlisme, l'alignement et

l'orthogonalite. Les procedures algebriques adaptees it la resolution font l'objet d'un enseignement

systematique en classe de 3eme. Les situations choisies sont telies que la lecture rapide du graphique

invite a priori a apporter une reponse incorrecte (les points paraissent alignes et ne le sont pas, les droites

paraissent paralleles ou onhogonales et ne le sont pas). En procedant ainsi, nous souhaitions eviter le

reinvestissement automatique de procedures routinieres rt tester en quelque sorte la stabilite des acquis.

Par ailleurs, nous avons voulu observer l'effet de deux variables : la variable 3 deux modalites

"presence de repere/absence de repere" et la variable it deux =dant& "support quadrille/support non

quadrille". L'effectif d'eleves ne permettait pas de tester pour chaque item l'effet croise des deux

variables. Nous avons donc choisi de ne faire jouer qu'une variable par item, l'autre &ant maintenue

thee. Cela nous a conduit a retenir les deux modalites presentees en annexe.
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Analyse

procedure,

Nous avons class6 les principales proddures observees scion 3 categories :

* procedures algebriques elles mettent en oeuvre des formules de calcul alg6brique (Equation de droite,

calcul de pentes, ...),

* procedures giometriques : dies mettent en oeuvre une validation A caractere geometrique independante

du registre graphique cartesien,

* procedures graphiques : dies font intervenir la structure interne du registre graphique. Par exemple, on

y trouve l'utilisation de l'unit6 du quadrillage, le dessin de "triangles de pente" dont les cotes sont

paralleles aux axes, etc.

Indicateua

Pour analyser les r6ponses, nous avons utilise deux indicateurs :

* un indicateur de frequence dun type de proc64... : it s'agit du pourcentage des occurences de ce type

de procedure par rapport au total des reponses,

* un indicateur de rationalite, note r. La valeur de r pour un ensemble de rCponscs est 6gale au rapport

des reponses dans lesquelles 1'6Ieve effectue une veritable dimonstration (cadre de la rationalitC

math6matique) au nombre total des reponses.

Table=

Pour chacun des trois items, les resultats de l'analyse ont etc respectivement ponds dans les 3

tableaux de l'annexe 2. Dans un tableau, on trouve pour chacune des 2 modalitCs de laquestion :

* l'indicateur de frequence de chaque type de procedure (le cumul des pourcentages par ligne est

sup6rieur A 100% car certains eleves ont produit plusieurs procedures dans une meme reponse).

* La valeur de r associee A chaque type de procedure. A titre d'exemple, r = .96 dans la colonne des

procedures algebriques du premier tableau, signifie que 96% des proc6dures algEbriques mises en

oeuvre dans Ia modalite 1 de l'item 1 relevent de la rationalitC mathemaique.

* Ia valeur de l'indicateur de rationalite "globale", calculCe en prenant pour base l'ensemble des reponses

A la modalit6 concernee.
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Resuirau

L'examen des tableaux de l'annexe 2 fait ressortir les points suivants :

* a l'inverse des procedures graphiques, pour lesquelles r = 0 quels que soient l'item et Ia modalite, les

procedures algebriques relevent ties majoritairement de la rationalite mathematique (r vane de .67 3.96,

scion les items et les modalites). Les procedures geometriques sont dans une situation intennediaire, au

moins en ce qui concerne l'item 3 : en effet, certaines, d'entre elks, mettant en oeuvre des theortmes

specifiques de la geometrie (Thales, Pythagore, ...) permettent d'etablir une demonstration, alors que

d'autres, utilisant le graphique comme une figure, ne le pennettent pas.

* pour chaque item, la comparaison entre les deux lignes du tableau associe met en evidence la

dependance des procedures selectionnees et de Ia rationalite globale a regard des variables. De manure

plus precise, on pout considerer qu'il y a "regression" de rationalite et recul des procedures algebriques

lorsque les eleves travaillent sur support quadrille (tableaux relatifs aux deux premiers items) ou en

presence d'un repere (item 3).

Dans l'enseignement des mathematiques en fin de college, tout se passe comme si l'on esperait

faire acceder les eleves, sans rupture, par le biais des graphiques, au cadre de la rationalite

mathematique. Nous faisions ici, en quelque sorte, l'hypothese inverse : le registre graphique se situant

it la charniere entre les deux cadres d'interpritation "quotidien" et "mathematique", nous pensions que la

presence des representations graphiques cartesiennes pouvait favoriser le traitement des problemes dans

le cadre de la rationalite du quotidien.

Les resultats de l'enquete men& viennent it l'appoint de noire hypothese : dans les procedures

utilisees par les eleves it l'appui dune demonstration de parallelisme, d'alignement ou d'orthogonalite,

en la presence de representations graphiques cartesiennes, la rationalite du quotidian joue un grand role,

surtout lorsque le repere est figure sur le papier ou lorsque le support est quadrille. Alors que les

procedures mathematiques adaptees (il s'agit essentiellement de procedures algebriques) ont fait l'objet

d'un enseignement aupres des eleves, ceuxci sont distraits du recours a l'algebre.
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ANNEXE 2

ITEM 1 Procedure

Algebrique

Procedure

Gionsitrique

Procedure

Graphique

Rationalite

Globate

Modalite 1

Support non

quadrille

83%

r = .96

25%

r = 0

1%

r = 0

r = .73

Modalite 2

Support

quadrille

59%

r= .93

27%

r= 0

25%

r= 0
r = .49

ITEM 2 Procedure

Algebrique

Procedure

Geometrique

Procedure

Graphique

Rationalite

Globate

Modalite 1

Support non

quadrille

83%

r= .96

65%

r= 0

6%

r= 0
r = .45

Modalite 2

Support

quadrille

39%

r = .74

59%

r = 44

21%

r = 0

r = .46

ITEM 3 Procedure

Algebrique

Procedure

Geometrique

Procedure

Graphique

Rationalite

Globale

Modalite 1

Support non

quadrille

83%

r = .94

28%

r = .22

6%

r = 0

r = .72

Maclaine 2

Support

quadrille

75%

r = .74

78%

r = 44

3%

r = 0

r = .32
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THE MICROEVOLDTION OF MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS

IN CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY

Luciano Mein'

Mestrado em Psicologia Cognitiva
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco

Abstract

This paper discusses children's design of mathematical representations on paper, asking how displays are constructed
and transformed in activity. Based on the detailed analysis of videotaped problem-solving sessions with a pair of
eighth graders. I show that: ( 1)the design of displays during problem-solving shapes one's mathematical activity
and sense-malang in critical ways; and (2) knowledge of mathematical representations is nor simply recalled and
applied to problem solving, but emerges (whether constructed anew or not) out of one's interactions with the social
and material settings of activity.

Introduction

The role of notational systems in mathematical activity is often assumed to be two-fold: (1) as supporting cognitive

processing, and (2) as mediating communication (Kaput, 1987). Pin= (1987) detailed the role of notational systems in

mathematical activity by listing the following uses that symbols can be put to: "communicating." "recording and retrieving

knowledge." "helping to show structure [among ideas]," "allowing routine manipulation to be made automatic," and "making

reflection possible" (p. 138). In classical mathematics education, the analysis of symbol use tend to oppose cognitive

processing (labeled as "internal") to the actual manipulation of inscriptions ("external"), giving rise to mapping models of the

kind proposed by Kaput (1989). Kaput's proposal fits a mapping-cogrtitivist perspective to the extent that it vies meaning as

only a by-product of relations among representations of the world primarily in the head, then between mental

representations and the physical expressions of a domain. In particular. Kaput's model focuses on the formal - structural

aspects of mathematical cognition which arc "supported" by features of notational systems, while disregarding issues of

notations-in-use proper. As a consequence of this mapping view, the research on instructional representations has focused on

children's interpretations of expert-designed materials (Green. 1987; lanvier. Ed., 1987). However, not very many studies

can be found in the mathematics education literature that treat children's production of material representations (e.g., on paper)

as the central issue in any significant way. Pengelly (1990), for example, did study the inscriptions generated on paper by

elementary school children while learning about carrying-over procedures in base-ten tasks. but she takes these material

representations only as a step in the mad to acquiring "abstract' knowledge.

In contrast. I propose here an activity-oriented view that takes cultural conventions such as notational systems to shape

in fundamental ways the very activities from which they emerge, at the same time that their meanings are continuously

transformed as learners produce and reproduce them in activity. In accordance with this view of notations-in-use. Pea (1987)

suggests that material tools (such as marks on paper) function not only as "amplifiers." supporting cognitive processes and

cottununication, but as transforming the very ways in winch activities evolve. It is fundamental to this activity view.

This research was conducted at the I iversity of Califonua at Berkeley, and was supported by the Ministry of Education,
Buoil, through a grant from CAPES (no. 5087-12). and by a putt from the National Science Foundation. NSF- MDR -89-
55387 to Alan Schoenfeld.
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however, that notations do mjeonstitute by themselves the matrix for the emergence of actions and mathematical knowledge.

Instead, they are seen at cultural artifacts whose meanings are negotiated and recreated by learners in activity. This perspective

was captured in Hall's (1990) study of the making of mathematics on paper which investigated indetail the material designs

constructed by algebra teachers and students during problem-solving. Based on an "ecological" hypothesis. Hall suggested

that the quantitative inferences that learners elaborate during problem-solving depend critically on the structure of the

representations they design on paper (called representational niches) and on the way notations are made to "carry" quantities.

This paper investigates children's design of mathematical representations on paper, focusing on the microgenesis of

representational niches and on the interplay between mathematical activity and the social and material structuring of settings.

The following questions are examined: (1) what characterizes children-designed inscriptions on paper?, and (2) what role do

such displays fulfill in the children's activity? Finally, this paper offers an analysis which, instead of describing how students

might interpret expert - designed representations, asks how learners build material representations in the first place.

Background to the analysis

The study described here was part of a larger research project (Mena. 1991), which aimed at investigating children's

mathematical sense-making and use of physical devices to learn about linear functions. In that larger project, nine pairs of

eighth grade students' were videotaped while working on problems about one of three physical devices: a winch, a system

with springs, or a computerized functions machine. In this paper, I discuss in detail the representational activity of one pair

of students who worked with the springs mechanism. This device had two springs placed at the top of a numbered track, and

a set of one-pound weights used to stretch the springs. Mathematically, the relation between the length of a spring (L) and

the weight suspended on it can be represented as Lf= KW + Lo (where Li is the spring's final length, K is its coefficient of

elasticity, W is the weight on the spring and 1.0 is its initial length for W=0). The springs and weights were identified by

color (black or white), and the students were allowed to hang a maximum of three pounds from each spring. Several problems

were posed in order to motivate the students to gather and record data, as well as toanalyze underlying patterns and functional

relationships. For instance, one of the questions on the students' worksheet was: "Will the black spring ever be 5 inches

longer than the white spring?" The problem-solving sessions took place in the school building after school hours. During

these sessions, the students were asked to work together on the tasks and use the device and other material resources at their

discretion.

Analysis and discussion

This section takes up the problem of the genesis of material representations, focusing on the microevolution of student-

designed tables of s slues Tables were extensively produced by all nine pairs of students during the problem-solving sessions.

In fact, all but one pair used only tables to solve problems about the devices. All tables designed on papercould be classified

as state-displays because they compared successive states of the functions instantiated by the devices. A case study is

discussed below that explores the reconstructive, evolving and transformative nature of tables as inscriptions. Theanalysis

presented is based on a segment of Al. and CC's activity, in which they attempted to solve the problem of "Will the black

I The sample had eight boys and ten girls, aged thin= to fourteen years and paired t with partners of the same gender.
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spring ever be twice as long as the white spring?". In the physical setup corresponding to this problem, the white spring

"embodied" the equation v =x +7 whereas the black spring embodied the equation y=2x+8. (Interestingly, these students did not

perceive the white spring as behaving linearly, and concluded that its displacement per pound alternated between 1 and If .)

The representation examined below is formed by tables of values of a non-routine nature. Although their format was

generally similar to that of textbook designs, creating them was definitely not a matter of simply recalling knowledge

resources and applying them during the problem-solving session. Their evolution depended heavily on local aspects of the

activity, such as the arrangement of sets of inscriptions (or representational niches) already on paper or the communicative

intentions of the student-designer. In fact. I will show that the students' mathematical understandings and their material

designs mutually constituted each other. In creating tables of values. AL and CC's overall goal is to display and compare

intermediate states of each spring's displacement. The students' main strategy is to compute the joint effect of several weights

on each spring (calling the resulting displacement a "unit"), and then to calculate the overall outcome (net-displacement) of

having a set of "units." This will be instrumental for the task of comparing large values of length, as in the question of "will

the black spring ever be twice as long as the white spring ?" Ultimately, the students are unable to realize that such

comparison of displacements does not directly answer the original question. Yet, their strategy organizes the complex

behavior of the physical device (e.g., the perceived alternation of displacements between I and I2) by creating a

representation that (1) imposes regularities on the data; (2) avoids calculations with fractions; and (3) captures "chunks" of

data that make it easy to do large computations. The analysis of AL and CC's activity presented below will also show that:

( I) the meaning of a mark made on paper shifts over time, c.g., from ticks representing weights to a sequence of numbers

representing individual displacements; and (2) individual inscriptions evolve into complex representational niches that

facilitate quantitative inferences, but can have no direct "translation" to properties of the physical device. The segment

presented below shows the students' recognition of the white spring's irregular behavior and their attempt to build a tabular

representation, the evolution of which is shown in Figure I (A through G).

1I. AL- It's like I. and 1 and
2 2

1, I and , is that right?

2. CC- Uh-huh.
3. AL- Let's just see... we just have to add... it's like... adding I. 1, I (Figure 1-A). then uh, we know that at the second

time it will be 3 (Figure 1 -B). so these will he I, so every 4 times it will be 5 inches (Figure 1-C), so see, it's I

inch, I and 2, 1 inch, I and f (Figure 1-D).

4. CC- Uh-huh.
5. AL- Add these two it's 2, I mean, it's 3, plus 2 it's 5...

Observe in the segment above that AL starts the design on paper with four marks which initially denote a quantity of

weights put on the white spring (Figure 1-A). Then, because of the spring's irregular behavior, AL marks the displacements

caused by the second and fourth weights with the parenthesis and the number "3" (for If + 11 as in Figure I-B. Meanwhile,

the two other tallies representing weight are announced to cause a displacement of one each ("so these will be I"). Notice at

this point that the sequence of displacements represented on paper ( I , I2, 1, 12) corresponds to the experimental observations
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summarized in line 1. while the correspondence itself is represented in a non-routine way (i.e.. the half-inch displacements are

displayed only indirectly as an attachment to the representation of weights). Then, AL sums up the effect of all four weights

on the spring, recording "5" on paper as in Figure 1-C. When communicating his design to CC (line 3: "so see...").

however, AL adds the
2
marks shown in Figure 1-D. Thus, the same inscriptions drawn in phase A as a reference to weights,

acquire in phase D a new configuration and meaning, as indexes of partial displacements. This episode then shows very

dearly that representations are not fixed in meaning, but their signification shifts and evolves over time. Moreover. it is

fundamental that the shift between meanings happened as AL attempted to make his inscriptions accessible to CC.

6. AL- So let's just say we went, this is like 1. 1. we'll just call it I unit (Figure 1-E)... will, it will go like. 4 more times
so that's 20 inches down (Figure 1-F), so that (black) goes only like 2 inches at a time...

7. CC- Uh-huh.
8. AL- So, let's just put one more (Figure I -G, area I) so that will be 6 (Figure 1-G, area 2), 6 times 4is 24 (Figure 1-G.

area 3), okay.

In phase E. AL groups all marks made so far inside a circle and assigns to that area a unit value (corresponding to a

displacement of 5 inches). This very explicitly creates a representational niche (Hall. 1990), i.e., a set of related inscriptions

which "affords" computations and inferences. One such inference is illustrated in phase F, in which AL takes 4 units (each

worth 5 inches) to calculate the spring's net-displacement after 4 times ("4 more times so that's 20 inches down").2 As

suggested before, the creation of a grouping unit is instrumental for working on extrapolation problems, in the sense that it

might yield very high output values to be calculated (when combined with appropriate multiplicative factors). Furthermore.

the unit itself also functions as an index to previous marks on paper. That is. all the contents of the circle can now be

referred to by a single unit tick. Observe also that the set of inscriptions visible in phase F carry relations of a different

nature: 4 pounds makes the spring stretch 5 inches. taken as 1 unit; 4 times the unit makes the spring stretch 20 inches.

However, none of these quantities are explicitly labeled on paper, illustrating what I call the minimalist nature of children-

designed representations on paper. The meaning of the inscriptions are instead distributed across spatial locations (e.g.. inside

versus outside the circle that divides the paper in two regions), the conversations between the participants (in which units are

verbalized), the device itself (through its visual presence in the setting), and the students' own personal memories of the

events and marks.

Still in line 6. AL calculated for the white spring the first of a series of net-displacements (which the students seem to

take as the spring's length), and started to work on the black spring by announcing that it "goes only 2 inches at a time"

(remember that the underlying equation is y=2x+8). At that point. he realizes there is a mismatch between the white spring's

displacement per unit (S) and the black spring's displacement per pound (2), perhaps recognizing that these values would not

allow a straightforward comparison of spring elongation for the same amount of pounds. He awn focuses once again on the

representations for the white spring shown in phase F and adds an extra tick to the circle (phase G, arca I), which is

immediately followed by other changes in the representation: the unit-displacement is updated from 5 to 6 (phase G. area 2).

and the net-displacement from 20 to 24 (phase G. area 3). These actions had the effect of bringing each spring's displacement

2Thc analysis that follows uses the terms "unit-displacement" to indicate the total displacement caused by "I unit" (as defined
by the students), and "net-displacement" to indicate the displacement caused by a group of units.
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values to a multiplicative relationship, a sophisticated insight indeed. Finally, the transformations observed above show that

*representational niche can be thought of as constituted by multiple riots (for unit-displacements, net-displacements. etc.).

whose contents and meaning are manipulated according to circumstantial exigencies of the problem-solving situation.

After changing the white spring's unit-displacement (making it a multiple of the black spring's displacement pet pound).

AL starts working on inscriptions to represent the black spring. As before. AL draws marks corresponding to five weights on

the black spring; circles out these marks. indicates the unit-displacement (10) next to the string of "weights" and calculates

the net-displacement for "4 times". At this point, the representation carries all the slots and quantities needed to compare

displacements between the springs: niches with a slot for unit-displacement. and areas for visually displaying the depended

variable. Asa consequence, the activity has been organized to a level in which computations should follow M a somewhat

unproblematic way. Figure 2 shows the students' representation. after several comparisons between the springs had been

made.

Later, as the activity seemed to be reaching an end with the students' apparent recognition that the black spring would not

be twice as long as the white spring. AL started a new attempt to make sense of the task-situation by altering the white

spring's unit-displacement. However; he erroneously takes the unit tick for the white spring (the "I" right below the circle.

as shown in Figure l-E) to indicate a value of displacement per pound (as if the tick were inside the circle). Then, in order for

this value to fit the pattern represented on paper (1, 1. I he switched it from "1" to "11' (Figure 2. area I). It is not

clear whether AL really mistook the unit mark for a displacement one, or if he was simply unsatisfied with his previous

attempt to solve the problem and used the "mistake" as a cover to alter the value of unit-displacement. In spite of AL's

intentionality, the design on paper was at the very center of the students' problem-solving and could in fact be said to

transform their activity in essential ways.

This last action, however, brings the white spring's unit-displacement to an unwelcome fractional value (S=7.1). AL then

added an extra "1-." mark at the very top of the ever-growing list of displacement terms (Hip:* 2, area 2). This action, I
2

suggest. was aimed at bringing the list to an integer sum (S--.9, Figure 2. area 4). However, the pattern now represented on

paper no longer matched the sequence in which the displamments-per-pound were read from the apparatus (1. , 1, etc.)

How could this event be account for? A mapping-cognitivist explanation would focus on the student's internal processing,

deeming that AL was engaged in a mapping procedure which takes events in the world and establishes correspondences to a

representational level (first in the head, then on paper). Within this perspective, an account for the mismatch described above

could be that a "cognitive overload" (or "system error") occurred as the student worked at a "pure" symbolic level in which

sense-making of situations had been suspended. Alternatively. I propose on the basis of an activity view that the student was

transforming the representation in time with the local circumstances and emergent goals which required the pattern of

displacements to alternate between 1 and t2. The display on paper carried that pattern in a material and flexible way, as the

student could use it to make inferences somewhat independently of the empirical observations recorded earlier. As the product

of the student's activity, the design on paper provided a critical source for mathematical goals to emerge and structure the
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activity itself. One advantage of an activity perspective over cognitivist ones is in emphasizing children's productive actions

and the prospects for the development of new meanings, rather than assuming a failure in the first place.

Area 5-0"

2,t
Lto

50 -71D
ei0

Figure 2
AL and CC's table (cont'd)

The segment finally ends with AL's writing of the expression "9 inches = 7 times" (Figure 2, area 5). This expression

has an important function in the activity, for it creates a representational niche that explicitly summarizes and "abstracts"

computations carried out inside the white spring's unit-tarcle. In particular, the expression has the quality of being easily

reproduced (e.g., on another sheet of paper) and referred to during conversations. AL and CC's expression on paper will indeed

function as the basis for regenerating the entire table of displacements for the white spring, as an equivalent design fulfills the

same role for the black spring.

Conclusions

In the segments discussed above, it is clear that constructing the table involved a great deal more than recalled knowledge.

While tables of values are familiar tools in classroom practice, these students appropriated and specialized them in very

particular ways to solve emergent problems during the interviews. The analysis showed, in particular, that the design of
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material displays transforms the very ways in which activities evolve, atthe same time that it is transformed by the

circumstantial organization of the problem-solving setting (which includes social interactions and aspects of the material

world). The following is a summary of the specific findings discussed: (1)The meaning of inscriptions in a display shifts and

evolves; (2) a design on paper may have several representational niches, each of whichmay afford different sorts of

quantitative inferences; (3) any representational niche contains one to several "variable slots," of which s; 'sent and meaning

art manipulated and recombined (or even abandoned) depending on the requirements of the current setting of activity; (4)

displays may have a very minimalist character as "secondary" information, such as labels, are substituted for conversation and

gestures among the designers; (5) inscriptions are in many ways continuous with physical devices, but they can also develop

a life" of their own and carry acceptable mathematical information (from an "expert's perspective") that nevertheless

contradicts data obtained from empirical observations; (6) material designs can be used to summarize and transport information

displayed in yet other designs, creating something like a "cascade of representations"; (7) problem-solving strategies are not

simply applied to material displays. but their very emergence may depend on the existence of specific displays in a situation.

Thus. "external" representations constructed by students during problem solving should be taken very seriously in the

classroom. They not only reveal aspects of the students' thinking in amathematical domain, but the making of inscriptions

shapes the very activity in which designers are engaged. In the activity of professional mathematicians, displays designed on

paper. chalkboards or computer screens do constitute this material basis without which mathematical sense-making becomes

seriously handicapped. It is often the case, however, that mathematics instruction not only restricts students' design of

unconventional and specialized notational systems (e.g., when doing arithmetic on paper), but also aims at suppressing the

students' "dependency" on material representations altogether (viewed only as a means to acquire mental competences). Tallies

and diagrams on paper (as well as finger counting and the use of hand calculators) are not lesser means of doing nuahanatics.

but the very material basis of sense-making. As teachers, we should promote and not restrict students' design of material

representations. More importantly, we should carefully investigate the processes of their emergence in the classroom and the

ways in which material designs can afford theproduction of more designs and mathematical argumentation.
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1.ES TYPES D'APPREHENSION EN GEOMETRIE SPATIALE :

UNE ETUDE CLINIQUE SUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT-PLAN DU CURE.

A. L. Mesquite
Universit6 de Lisbonne/DEFC, Universite du Quebec a MontrtaloCIRADE

In previous studies in 2D-geometry, we have identified and described three kinds ofalgorithm apprehension

figural, functional, structural. in this paper, we analyse the possibility of extension to 3D-geometry ; our
clinical approach, centered on the plane representation of the cube, seems to confirm this possibility.

En etudes anterieures, en geomitrie plane, nous avons repJri trois types d'apprehension dune construction

algorithmique -figurale, fonctionnelle, structurale. Ici, nous analyson. possibility d'extension it trois
dimensions de ces resultats. 41tude clinique gut nous dooms condone. en nous centrant sstr le cos du
developpement -plan du cube, semble confirmer cette possibility.

Parmi its nombreux obstacles rencontres dans l'apprentissage de la geometric, celui que nous avons
appele le double statut des objets geometriques (A.L.Mesquita, 1989a ; 1991) semble etre un des
primitifs (puisque issu de l'origine meme de la geometric) et d'oir resultent, par consequent, d'autres
obstacles. Le double statut resulte du fait suivant : en geometric, tout concept, bien que distinct de ses
representations externes, risque d'etre difficilement dissociable de celles-ci. D'ou cette ambiguite
fondamentale : en s'appuyant sur des objets ideaux et abstraits, la representation exteme d'un concept ne
peut etre exprimee que par une configuration specifique mettant en jeu des objets concrets et paniculiers ;
des proprietes inherentes 3 celle-ci peuvent alors etre associdesau concept lui-meme.

Nos recherches anterieures montrent que its types d'apprehension en geometric plane sont lies, en
demiere analyse, au double statut des objets geometriques (A.L.Mesquita, 1989a ; 1991). En effet, ces
recherches montrent que It fait d'avoir, ou de ne pas avoir, &passe It conflit provoque par it double
statut, a une influence determinants dans le type d'apprehension d'une construction algorithmique qu'ont
Its eleves. Nous pretendons que Its resultats que nous avons trouves dans des situations particulierts en
geornetrie plane, relevant d'obstacles plus gineraux et de meme nature, peuvent etre itendus 3 trois
dimensions. C'est celle-ci notre hypothese.

Recherche diveloppee dans Ic cadre du programme "Representation Spatiale" subventionne par Ic FCAR, Quebec.
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Dans la suite, dans une premiere partie, apres avoir sommairement caracterise les types d'apprehension

identifies dans ces etudes, nous nous interrogeons brievement sur les questions soulevies par
l'extension a trois dimensions, en nous centrant sur un cas specifique, celui du diveloppement-plan du

cube 1. Dans une demiere partie,nous presentons quelques premiers resultats concernant one etude
clinique que nous avons menet, avec des &yes de 12 It 16 ans.

Les trois types d'apprehension en geometrie plane
Dans l'apprehension figurate, les contraintes associees I la construction sont apprehendees d'une facon

rigide et la construction est faite comme s'il s'agissait d'un dessin. Les &yes ne distinguent pas les
'contraintes figurales, au sens de R. Duval (1988), cent -i-dire, celles qui sont assocites a une
configuration particuliere utilisee pour realiser is construction, des contraintes algorithmiques, c'est-I-

dire, celles qui sont associees a la procedure algorithmique abstraite, et qui ne reltvent pas de la
configuration particuliere. C'est le cas des eleves qui reproduisent la construction algorithmique2, dans le

cas d'une configuration perceptive proche de la situation donee, mais qui nela font plus dans les autres

cas. Notons que ces eleves utilisent, dans la description, les particularites de la configuration donee :

par exemple, "le cane sous to triangle". La designation employee dans ce cas est une designation spatiale

nominate, de type nom propre, ne servant pas a etablir des relations entre les objets, mais seulerrient I les

nommer ; rile est life I un emplacement absolu, tel un rampage sur un terrain. Nous retrouvons ici le

type de reperage geographique mentionne par C. Laborde (1982) : A signifie ici "point situe en A". Ace

niveau d'apptehension correspond une vision physique de l'espace, un espace percu comme materiel et

immobile. L'espace de travail associe est en conformite avec les autres caracteristiques : it est percu

comme un plan de dessin, avec une existence physique, materielle et fixe, oil la superposition de figures

geometriques est inadmissible, par exemple.

Une deuxieme forme d'apprehension est celle que nous avons qualifide de fonctionnelle, dont les

caract6ristiques de transition recouvrent celles des deux autres types d'apprehension, extremes. Les
contraintes, algorithmiques ou figurales, sont prises en compte, mais des confusions peuvent subsister

(par exemple, une position relative, tide a une configuration perceptive, peut etre percue comme une
contrainte algorithmique). La construction apparait ici corn= une espece de schema, traduisant quelques

relations, mais en omettant d'autres. Liee a la distinction des deux types de contraintes, it y a one prise en

compte de cenaines adaptations considerees necessaires, par les eleves, I la realisation de Is cons-

truction ; par exemple, dans la situation algorithmique utilisCe, la construction est faite en mentionnant

qu'il "fallait toumer la feuille". L'espace de travail est ainsi percu comme un espace en transition : it

apparait encore comme un espace physique, mais mobile. Des obstacles resultants de la superposition de

Nous remercions R. Pallascio et C. Janvicr de cette suggestion.
2 L'algorithme propose, bast sur l'homothetie, concernait l'inscription d'un cane dans un triangle.
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formes geometriques ou encore du dedoublement d'un cote commun au triangle et au carte ont Ete
observes. Ce type d'apprehension se reMte dans la designation utilisee, laquelle est fonctionnelle, tide a

tin emplacement relatif (et non plus absolu), permettant un reperage, ob A signifie "point A". Les
designations apparaissent comme des invariants par rapport a certaines transformations, comme par
exemple la rotation.

Un troisieme type d'apprehension est celui que nous avons appele structural. Ici, la distinction entre

contraintes algorithmiques et figurales est bien nette pour les Eltves, qui utilisent effectivement
l'algorithme. L'inscription du cant est faite independanunent de la configuration perceptive. Nous avons

aussi note que les obstacles propres aux autres types d'apprehension n'apparaissent plus : ni Ia
superposition de formes, ni le didoublement du cote commun. L'espace de travail apparait comme un

espace projectif, mathEmatique, mobile, sans existence materielle. La designation est relationnelle,
permettant d'Etablir des relations entre les Elements ; elle nest plus fix& a un emplacement physique. Les

lettres apparaissent ainsi comme des variables "muettes" : cette designation correspond ainsi a A, tout

court, depollille de son sens materiel 3.

L'apprehension en geometrie spatiale
Ces resultats, concernant une situation specifique en geometric, colic de la construction, relevent
d'obstacles plus generaux et en particulier du double statut des objets geometriques, obstacles qui ne sont

pas exclusifs de Ia geometric plane. D'oh notre hypothese : en geomitrie spatiale, on peut Egalement

identifier trois types d'appreension, dont les caractiristiques essentiels seraient de mime nature. Pour
pouvoir etudier les types d'apprehension en geometric spatiale, nous nous sommes centres sur le cas du

developpement-plan du cube. Les questions suivantes sont a la base de notre analyse :

- quelles sont les difficult& cognitives suscitees par ('utilisation de cette forme de representation

d'un objet a trois dimensions ?

- comment pourraient-on caracteriser les types d'apprthension a trois dimensions, en particulier

dans le cas retenu, celui du cleveloppement-plan du cube ?

- dans ce cas, quelles sont les situations (proprietes, aches) qui peuvent etre des indices
revelateurs de ces types d'apprehension ?

Analyse a priori
1. Le developpement-plan d'un solide est une forme de representation exteme, qui respecte la forme et la

grandeur des faces et des aretes, tout en conservant aussi les relations m6triques bidimensionnelles

(prises sur les faces ou aretes). Par contre, l'apparence globale du solide West pas conservee ; de meme,

3 Notons d'ailleurs quc les diff6rences quc peut uouvcr dans I'dvolution du type de disignation correspondent a
Itvolution historiquc (Frcudcnthal, 1985, p.147).

4 Une analyse plus d4taill6e est (Write en A.L.Mesquita (A parahrc).
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certaines relations topologiques et les relations Metriques, considerees comma relations tridimen
sionnelles, sont negligees. Etant donnees les caracteristiques de cette forme de representation, le
diveloppement-plan presente une specifiche par rapport aux difficultes habituelles en geometric spatiale

plusieurs points du plan peuvent etre des images d'un mime point de l'espace (cf. fig.1). Cest le
phenomene du dedoublement, an sens de (R. Duval, 1983), oh l'on associe a un mime objet deux
ensembles de proprietes, distinctes. Le dedoublement est un obstacle important dans l'apprentissage des

mathematiques, comme le montrent certaines etudes (R. Duval, 1983 ; A.L.Mesquita, 1989b).

a
b c I I

Figure 1

Ce phenomene pcut eventuellement contribuer a expliquer pourquoi les enfants (jusqu'a lige de neuf

ans) ont plus de difficultes avec les developpements-plan qu'avec les graphes topologiques (Lunkenbein

et al., 1981) ; la meme etude suggere toutefois que, chez les adultes et les enfants plus ages, c'est la

tendance opposee qui se manifeste.

2. Le dCveloppement -plan du cube est une notion qui apparait dans la plupart des programmes scolaires

de l'ecole primaire, lie a des fonctions specifiques, celles de la construction de solides et du calcul

d'aires; it nest pas considire, en general, comme un objet dean& en soi.

3. Du point de vue des exigences cognitives, certains aspects nous semblent susciter des attitudes
differentielles des Cleves, et peuvent donc etre revelateurs du type d'apprehension des Cleves en regard

du developpernent-plan. Ces aspects, qui fonctionnent alors comme des parametres de notre analyse,

sont les suivants

- la production et la reconnaissance d'un developpement-plan ;

- !Identification de criteres de reconnaissance d'un diveloppement-plan ;

- l'identification de relations entre les Elements du developpement-plan et du cube.

Plusieurs sortes de relations peuvent Etre considerees

- la relation de correspondance, entre un element du cube et l'element(s) correspondant(s) sur son

diveloppement-plan ;

- la relation de dedoublement, concernant l'identification des elements du cube qui apparaissent en

dCdoublemcnt (cf. fig. 1) sur le dCveloppement -plan (ce probleme se pose pour les sommets et

pour les aretes, ensembles de mesure nulle en R2 et 113) ;

- le "transfert" des relations cube --> developpement-plan, ou plus prCcisement, apprehension des

relations sur le cube a travers la representation externe qu'est le developpement-plan :
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parallelisme des faces, aretes, contiguite des faces, etc.).

Parmi ces relations, le transfert des proprietes nous sernble la tiche la plus complexe, specialement dans

le cas des developpetnents-plan autres que 1-4-15 (cf. fig.2). De plus, ce transfert presente la difficulte

additionnelle de se realiser dans un cadre relatif : une association arbitraire prealable entre des elements

du cube et des elements correspondents du developpement-plan est necessaire ; c'est Bette association qui

fixe un cadre de reference.

4. D'un point de vue perceptif6, panni les onze configurations qu'un developpement-plan pent assumer,

certaines sont plus faciles reconnaitre que d'autres. Par exemple, celles de la figure 2 sont plus
immediates que celles de Is figure 3 (developpements du type 2-3-1, 2-2-2 et 3-3, respectivement),

puisque les transformations nicessaires pour obtenir un cube a panir sont du mane genre (fig. 2), ce qui

ne se passe dans la figure 3, qui exigent des transformations de genres differents.

a

type 2-3-1

type 1-4-1

version "T version %mix'
Figure 2

type 2-2-2

Figure 3

type 3-3

Mithodologie
Notre etude clinique a 6t6 conduite aupres de huit eleves, de 12 a 16 ans, de deux ecoles secondaires

montrealaises. Le scenario retenu pour les entretiens s'appuie sur des questions déjà mentionnees :

reconnaissance du diveloppement-plan, dedoublement, transfert des relations (parallelisme des faces et

des aretes, contiguite des faces).

5 Nous nommons les developpements-plan a partir le foccupation des faces, sur une "matrice" 3 x 4, une face sur unc
premiere ligne, quatre faces sur une deuxitme Iigne, une face sur une troisitme ligne.

6 Nous no considerons pas ici les questions assocides aux habiletes spatiales individuelles.
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Analyse des risultats
Nos observations suggerent que a regard du cube et de son developpement-plan, it y a certains
invariants dans l'apprehension du cube et de son developpement-plan. En effet, l'analyse desentrevues7

montre qu'il y a caracterisation standard des reponses des eaves par rapport aux questions suivantes

a) Stereotypic du cube
Dans les dessins des eleves, le cube est trace d'une forme uniforme. II est vu en perspective, de type
cavaliere, oa la face fronto-parallele est systematiquernent nacee d'abord. Dans la plupart des cas, les

aretes visibles rte sont pas tracees.

b) Stenfotypie du developpement-plan

Dans tous les cas observes, les eaves ont trace des developpements du type 1-4-1, version "croix" (cf.

fig.2) et dans la plupart des cas, la configuration est dessinee sur l'horizontale.

Les trois types d'appriltension du diveloppementplan du cube. Nos observations
suggerent egalement que, par rapport a certaines aches, les reponses des Cleves se distribuent par trois

groupes, avec des caracteristiques bien sp6cifiques et auxquels nous appelons les types
d'apprehension d'un developpement-plan. Ces aches sont les suivantes

- reconnaissance de developpergents-plan des types 2-2-2, 3-3 et 2-3-1 ;

- relation de correspondance entre un element du cube et les elements correspondants sur le

developpement-plan ;

- transfers de certaines proprietes des elements du cube a ses correspondants sur le d6veloppement-

plan : contiguTte des faces, position relative des faces.
Nous resumons ci-dessous les caracteristiques essentielles des types d'apprehension it trois dimensions.

Une premiere forme d'apprehension, l'apprehension figurate, est dominCe par la perception.

L'articulation entre le cube et le developpement-plan est dominde par la position relative de findividu face

au cube et elk depend de l'emplacement du cube. DO I la prignance de la position relative du cube, le

developpement-plan apparait alors comme une construction anisotrope, dependante de la position relative

dans laquelle it est percu. Dans ce sens, it y a une face privilegke du cube, appelee "base" par Its Cloves,

une base qui est de nature geographique, unique, determinie par son emplacement ; cette base est situee

dans le plan horizontal, (l'horizontale superieure pour Mat, l'horizontale inferieure pour Gio). Les

performances des Cloves sont caracterisies par un recours systematique au pliage et aux manipulations,

ce qui se reflete dans leurs justifications, de nature exclusivement empirique. En consequence, le rapport

entre le cube - qui est considers ici cotnme un objet materiel, concret, ( "reel", pour Mat ) - et le

developpement-plan est ici percu d'une facon absolue ; une dependance tres marqueeexiste entre le cube

et son dCveloppement -plan. Autrement dit, l'association entre les elements du cube et du dCveloppement-

plan est bien determinie par les positions geographiques du cube et du developpement-plan, lesquelles

7 Des extraits des entrevues scront prnsentks tors de l'expost.
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determinent univoquement la correspondence cube --> developpement-plan. Le developpement de type

1-4-1 est le plus spontanetnent obtenu. Des clifficultes peuver.. surgir avec les autres developpments et

en particulier 2-2-2 et 3-3. Cest le cas de Mat, par exemple, qui recourt a un modele en carton pour

reconnaitre 2-2-2. En ce qui concerne le didoublement, ii n'apparait comme obstacle que dans les cas

d'iloignement des elements en question : par exemple, deux aretes sur le developpement -plan peuvent

etre reconnues comme une mime are du cube I condition d'avoir un sommet conunun sur le
developpement -plan. En resume, cette forme d'apprehension est caracterisie par des liens geographiques

et conjuncturels entre le cube et k developpement-plan.

L'apprehension fonctionnelle est caracterisie par une articulation partielle entre le cube et le
developpement-plan. Les developpements-plans sont reconnus sans difficultds majeures. En ce qui

conceme les performances des Elives, et en particulier leurs justifications, elles oscilent entre le recours

au pliage et aux manipulations et le recours (non systematique) it des proprietes. Par exemple, dans une

tithe, un ellve peut mentionner le paralleisme des faces. Mais dans la suite de cette tithe, le metre &ye

peut donner une justification empirique, baste sur le pliage et n'utilise plus le parallelisme mentionne

auparavant. En ce qui conceme le statut des faces, l'existence d'une "base" est affutnee par les eleves ;

celle-ci est percue dune facon relative : en fonction de la cache, l'eleve peut tourner le cube et choisir une

"base" convenable. Cest le cas de Jon, par exemple. L'association entre le cube et le ddveloppement-

plan nest pas univoquement diterminee par les positions geographiques de I'un et de l'autre, des
variations sont admises mais l'etendue et le statut de ces variations ne sont pas bien saisis par feleve. En

resume, on peut dire que les liens entre le cube et le diveloppement-plan ont perdu leur caractere absolu,

ils aparaissent plutot comme conjunturels, relatifs, dependant de la Cache donnie.

Enfin, l'apprehension structurale est caracterisee par une articulation convenable, abstraite, entre le

cube et le developpement-plan. Le cube est vu ici d'une facon abstraite, comme representant d'une
classe, et non comme un objet en lui-mime. En ce qui conceme le developpement-plan, it est vu comme

isotrope, independant de Is position relative du cube et de son emplacement. Le pliage a un caracttre

relationnel et conventionnel, qui est bien perdu par l'ileve. L'association entre un Element du cube et du

ddveloppement -plan nest pas percue d'une facon absolue, mais d'une &ion relative, en admettant une

identification initiale arbitraire entre des elements du cube et ceux du diveloppernent. Dans ce sens, it n'y

a pas de "base" absolue, avec une fonction bien demarquie ; cela n'empeche que dans certaines aches, it

n'existe une face avec une fonction privilegiee, autour de laquelle s'organise le developpement. Elle West

identifiee que dans les cas oit le reperage d'une telle face facilite la Cube. Dans ce cas, le choix est fait

d'une facon heuristique, en fonction de Is tiche. Elle peut ne pas exister, si la ache ne l'exige pas. Cest

le cas de Cat, par exemple, qui identifie une base dans une Cache de correspondence et ne la considere

plus dans les aches de paralldlisme. En ce qui concerne les performances des eleves, toutes Its
configurations de diveloppements sont reconnues sans difficultes. D'autre part, le transfert des
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proprietes cube --> developpement est fait, sans obstacles. On petit observer aussi que les ayes
recourent prioritairement aux proprietes, dans leurs justifications ; le recours au pliage apparait en

demure instance, dans le cas oil une autre justification plus nuionnelle n'est pas possible. Lea eaves qui

ont ce type d'apprehension recourent d une strategic stable de representation du developpetnent-plan. En

resume, on pout dire que les liens entre le cube et le developpement-plan sont recluits I l'essentiel ;

l'association se fait dans le contexte d'un cadre de reference minimal, compte tenu des relations de

contiguite.

Conclusion et discussion
Nos premiers resultats suggerent que les types d'apprehension peuvent etre etendus d trois dimensions.

Malgre le nombre reduit d'eltves concemes par notre approche clinique, les comportements des eleves

semblent etre assez stables : faced des difficultes conceptuelles du meme genre, les eleves reagissent

dune facon analogue. Les types d'apprehension en trois dimensions sont lies I des obstacles de meme

nature que ceux de deux dimensions ; is caractdrisation de ces types d'apprehension permet de saisir

quelques unes des difficultes majeures en geometric, et l'indication du type d'apprehension apparait

comme une forme de diagnostic de ces difficultes. Notre hypothtse semble, done, se confirmer.

Bien entendu, noire analyse conceme une situation particulitre en geometric spatiale, celle du

developpement-plan ; it resterait A analyser ce qui se passe avec d'autres notions moins familieres.
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RESULTS OF RESEARCHES ON CAUSAL PREDOMINANCE BETWEEN ACHIEVEMENT

AND ATTITUDE IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS OF JAPAN

Saburo MINATO, Tsugio KAMADA

College of Education, Akita University, JAPAN

The purpose of the study is to review and synthesize results of four

researches on causal predominance and presumable causal direction between

achievement and attitude in school mathematics of junior high school of

j_zpan. The researches are performed using cross-lagged panel correlation

method, which is most effective for analyzing causal predominance.

Fifty six comparisons of achievement or subcategory of achievement

and attitude reveal that there are five statistically significant causal

predominance, and including these, 28 comparisons show the direction

that attitude might be causally predominant over achievement, other eight

show the reverse, and the rest 20 comparisons can not be identified.

About 20 years ago, Neale (1968) revealed that there had been a modest corre-

lation between achievement of and attitude toward school mathematics and almost

all of the coefficients of correlation between them had dropped in the interval

(0.2, 0.4). With some exceptions of lower or higher coefficients such as in the

research (Minato, 1983), which indicated the existence of higher coefficients,

the relation between achievement and attitude in school mathematics has not

greatly altered.

In order to clarify the relation between achievement and attitude in school

mathematics, there are two main streams: one is estimation of achievement with

some plausible variables, for example parental and peer attitudes, as well as

student' attitude, and the other is such research as Minato and vanase (1984) who

assume that there might be some differential attitudinal effects to achievement

with student differential intelligence levels.

A common and essential problems of the above researches in brch streams is

to obtain the causal relationship between achievement and attitude in school math-

ematics. There may be some reciprocal or cyclical effects of achievement and
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attitude, it is therefore important to deal with not an exact causality, but the

causal predominance between them, that is to say, which is true, achievement has

more effects on attitude than the reverse, or attitude has more effects on achieve-

ment than the reverse.

The purpose of the study is to review and synthesize results of four re-

searches performed by us on causal predominance and presumable causal direction

between achievement of and attitude toward school mathematics of junior high

schools of Japan. The researches reviewed in the study are as follows: Kamada

(1988), Minato and Kamada (1988a, 1988b, 1991), in all of which cross-lagged panel

correlation analysis, or simply CLPC, was applied for obtaining causal predominant

relationship.

The effectiveness of CLPC in educational research was early indicated by

Campbell and Stanley (1963), and Pelz and Andrews (1964), and in the research of

mathematics education, it was pointed out by Aiken (1970), and CLPC was used by

some researchers: Burek (1975) with some instances of significant causal predomi-

nance but inconsistent direction, Quinn (1978) with the result of non-significance,

Wolf and Blixt (1981) with the result of non-significant causal predominance but

a consistent direction such that attitude might be causally predominant over

achievement in elementar school, and Quinn and Jadav (1987) without any signifi-

cant causal predominance. In spite of the effort of these researchers, clear and

consistent conclusive results have little been obtained on causal predominance and

the direction of causality in the relation between achievement and attitude in

school mathematics

METHOD

1-revo--2gged Panel Correl,:tion

Cross-lagged panel correlation, or CLPC is a method of analysis in a quasi-

experimental design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) approprite for the setting with

difficulty of manipulation of independent variables. It is a correlational pro-
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cedure, but it can answer such questions as simple correlational analysis can not

handle, and reveal causal predominance between two variables.

In the context of the study, CLPC is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure,

AC and AT mean achievement and attitude respectively at each point in time 1 or 2.

and r(X,Y) is a coefficient of correlation between the variables X and Y.

Time 1 Time 2

AC1
"-----..

r(AC1,AC2) AC2

r(AC1,AT2)

r(AC1,AT1) > r(AC2,AT2)

I
r(AC2,AT1)

I

AT1
.....-

r(AT1,AT2) AT2

Figure 1. Diagram of Cross-Lagged Panel Correlation

In applying CLPC, following three assumptions are required: positivity of

six correlations in the figure because of the requirement of educational research

(it is satisfied in the study), synchronicity of measurement, which requires the

measurement of achievement and attitude at each two points in time (it is also

satisfied), and stationality which means that the structure of the relation

between achievement and attitude is unchanged at time 1 and time 2. When the

assumptions are all met, then causal predominance between achievement and atti-

tude can be discriminated as follows: if r(AC1,AT2) is significantly larger than

r(AC2,AT1), then achievement has more effects on attitude than the reverse, or

achievement is considered to be causally predominant over attitude, denoted it

as AC am* AT (bold face arrow), and if r(AC2,AT1) is significantly larger than

r(AC1,AT2), then attitude has more effects on achievement than the reverse, or

attitude is considered to be causally predominant over achievement, denoted it as

AC4mill AT. In these cases, Pearson-Filon z-tests is performed.

When above three assumptions are met, and the difference of the strength of

two cross-lagged correlations r(AC1,AT2) and r(AC2,AT1) is not statistically

significant, the difference between the effects on both directions is small. In
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this case, presumable causal direction can be considered as Wolf and Blixt (1981).

In the study, if r(AC1,AT2) is at least numerically larger than r(AC2,AT1), then

we might think presumable direction as is in the case of statistically significant

causal predominance, and denote it as AC AT, using light face arrows, and if

the presumable direction is the reverse, then we denote it AC 4 AT. The sta-

tistical significance of stationality is judged using Pearson-Filon z-tests for

the cross-lagged correlations r(AC1,AT2) and r(AC2,AT1), which are not independent.

When the assumption is not met, we do not deal with any direction and causal pre-

dominance, we denote the case as AC ... AT (dotted line) in the study.

Subjects and Administration of Instruments

In the study, we deal with almost common facets of achievement and attitude

in our four literatures: A (Kamada,1988), B (Minato and Kamada,1988a), C (Minato

and Kamada,1988b), and D (minato and Kamada,1991), neglecting some variables as

skill and mathematical thinking in cognitive domain, and anxiety in affective

domain. Subjects and administration of instruments are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Subjects and Administration of Instruments

No.of Ss
(School)

Instrument Res. Time 1 (Grade) Time 2 (Grade)

A

150
(College
Attached)

CA

Al

A2

A3

Winter,1982(7th)

Winter,1983(8th)

Winter,1982(7th)

Winter,1983(8th)

Winter,1984(9th)

Winter,1984(9th)
MSD,MSD(E)

B
420

(2 public)

CA,NC,FN GF
B Winter,1986(8th) Winter,1987(9th)

figWgEICTA

C
500

(2 public)

CA,NC,FN GF

Cl

C2

C3

Winter,1986(7th)

Winter,1987(8th)

Winter,1986(7th)

Winter,1987(8th)

Autumn,1987(9th)

Autumn,1987(9th)
MSD,MSDO,FA

230
(Public)

CP. Summer,1990(8th) Spring,1991(9th)
MSD,MSD(E)

Note: School year in Japan begins in April and ends in March of the next year.

In the table, abbreviations are as follows: CA:achievement total, NC:number and

calculation, FN:function, GE:geometric figure in cognitive domain, and MSD: an
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SD type attitudinal instrument (Minato,1983), MSD(E):the evaluative factor of MSD,

and FA:Likert type attitudinal instrument (Minato and Yanase,1984).

RESULTS

The results of the study are summarized in Table 2, using the arrow diagram

stated in the previous chapter.

Table 2. Results Represented by Arrow Diagram

Research Causal Predominance and Direction

Al

A2

A3

CA MSD CA ... MSD(E)

MSD(E) .

MSD(E)

4----

CA MSDi
CA

CA --S

CA ...A-- MSD

B

CAA MSD
NC

CA < MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

CA4--- FA

40 MSD NCwam FA
FN A-- MSD FN E-- FA

GE MSD GFA---- GF4---- FA

Cl

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD( E)

MSD(E)

CA 4---- MSD CA 4--- CA 4-- FA

NC 1--- MSD NC A----

FN *Nolo

NC4 FA
limmikFN 4...= MSD FN FA

GFGF ---+ MSD GF ----s ----S FA

C2

CA ... MSD

NC

CA ...

NC ...

FN ...

GF ...

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

CA FA----s

NC FA----S MSD

FN ... MSD

GF ... MSD

^....S

FN----s FA

GF4---- FA

C3

CA ... MSD

NC ... MSD

FN ... MSD

GF ... MSD

CA ...

NC ...

FN ...

GF ...

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

MSD(E)

CA ... FA

NC FAA----

FN ... FA

GF ... FA

D CA MSD MSD(E)CA

CONCLUSIONS

lable 2 shows that there are five comparisons of causal predominance for

total 56 comparisons of achievement and attitude. Although cases of significant
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causal predominance is not many, the summarized result of the study is so un-

common that only Burek (1975) exceptionally obtained significant causal pre

dominance as we know and make reference to previous reseraches in school mathe-

matics.

Moreover, the direction of the cases of significant causal predominance is

uniformly described by arrows from attitude to achievement, and there are same

direction, significant, and not significant or presumable, of 28 in 36 compar-

isons with directions identified.

In the research Cl, in which subjects from seventh to eighth grade are

involved, and subcategory of achievement is geometry, there are uniform direction

of arrows from achievement to attitude: achievement of geometry has more effects

on attitudes than the reverse. In Japan, learning of demonstration in geometry

starts preliminarily at the late of seventh grade and in thorough manner it begins

at eighth grade.

Although there are eight arrows with the direction from achievement to

attitude, a plausible direction might be that attitude causes more over achieve-

ment than the reverse. This direction coincides with the consistent direction

obtained by Wolf and Blixt (1981), who say that it is suggested that attitudes are

stronger cause of achievement than achievement is of attitudes. We are going to

conduct a research on causal predominance between achievement and attitude in

school mathematics, and the results will be appeared two or three years later.

Mathematics education of Japan has embraced a crucial problem of "the lowest

scores in affective domain in contrast to the highest scores in cognitive domain

(in junior high school)", revealed in the Second International Mathematics Study,

as Travers and Westbury (1989), and McKnight and six others (1987) described.

Improving students' attitude toward mathematics is one of the not-negligible

subjects of mathematics education in Japan.

It is urgent to make teachers and educators deeply understand the impor-

tance of attitude toward mathematics as one of the major purpose of mathematics
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education, and to inform them real situation of the relationships between achieve-

ment of and attitude toward mathematics. In our country, some teachers and edu-

cators of mathematics seem to believe that increasing of cognitive scores neces-

sarily makes increasing of attitudinal scores, and there may be other teachers and

educators who believe that attitude toward mathematics is valuable only when it

serves the purpose of high achievement in cognitive domain of school mathematics.
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CHILDREN'S CONCEPTS OF PERPENDICULARS

Michael Mitchelmore
School of Education, Macquarie University, Australia

An attempt was made to teach samples of typical Grade 1 and Grade 4 students the concept of perpendicular

lines, without using this word. Testing of Grade 1 students was abandoned when it was found that they were

unable to conceptualise perpendiculars as lines in a special angular relationship. Although all of the Grade 4

students had studied right angles in school, only about two-thirds seemed able to understand this

conceptualisation of perpendiculars, showing varying degrees of uncertainty in its application. The results are

interpreted as confirming the complex nature of the angle concept and the importance of relating static

representations to dynamic models.

Research on the perceptual basis for the formation of geometrical concepts is relatively rare. The

mathematics education literature deals almost exclusively with knowledge of the standard

terminology, whereas the psychological literature tends to concentrate on accuracy of discrimination

and representation. Concerning the concept of angle, an attempt to bring the two research traditions

together was made in Mitchelmore (1989), from which it is clear how little we know about how

children abstract such concepts from their perceptual environment and the difficulties which they face.

We may consider parallels as lines in a special angular relationship. The perceptual basis for the

formation of the parallel concept is now relatively clear (Mitchelmore 1986): Parallelism is a perceptual

primitive used in alignment tasks at least as early as 4 years of age, and 6 year olds are well able to

apply a verbal label to distinguish parallels from non-parallels. However, young children still

experience difficulties locating parallels in complex figures and in drawing parallels on a base line.

The next most obvious special case to look at is the relationship of perpendicularity. Right angles are

more accurately copied than other angles and there is some evidence that they may he more easily

differentiated by young children, so there is some suggestion they may also be perceptually primitive

(Mitchelmore 1986). Perpendicularity is in fact a feature of our "carpentered" environment, and right

angles are usually the first angles to be treated in the school curriculum. The purpose of the present

study was to examine the perceptual basis for the formation of the perpendicularity concept, following

a similar approach to that used previously for parallels.
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METHOD

Two groups of 16 children were selected for individual interview, one group from Grade 1 (average age

7.1 yr) and one from Grade 4 (9.9 yr). Eight children (4 males and 4 females) were selected at random

from one class in each grade from two Catholic schools located in predominantly middle class areas.

By analogy with a trick used in previous research, perpendicular lines were called "enemies". Using

transparent plastic strips, parallel lines, called "friends", were defined as lines which "go along side by

side" and will not "bump into each other" however far they go on. After testing to confirm that this

term was understood, the experimenter demonstrated by changing the angle between the strips that

some lines were only "a little bit unfriendly" whereas others were "much more unfriendly" because they

"bump into each other hard". The subject was then invited to place the strips so that the lines were "as

unfriendly as possible". If the subject showed any difficulty with this idea, the experimenter placed the

strips perpendicular to each other and explained, again by varying the angle, that this was the "most

unfriendly" relation possible. Lines in this relation were then called "enemies".

To further clarify the idea of enemies, the subject was next shown a card with two sets of three angles,

each containing one acute, one right and one obtuse angle in similar orientations. (In one set the right

angle looked like a rotated T, in the other like a rotated L.) The experimenter helped children to select

the enemies from each set, explaining the idea again if necessary and showing them how to lay the

plastic strips along the lines to make the relation between them clearer.

To test children's understanding of the term "enemies", they were first shown two cards each

containing 8 angles in various orientations, in which 4 angles were right angles, the others being 60, 75,

105 and 120 degrees. The first card showed T-type and the second L-type intersections. Children were

asked whether each picture showed enemies, and encouraged to use the plastic strips to check. Errors

on the first 8 items were corrected immediately, but no feedback was given on the second 8 items.

As a final step in the initial definition of enemies, a summary card was laid on the table showing two

examples each of "friends", "enemies" and "neither" and children were asked to identify the friends and

enemies in a further 8 items, 2 of which were right angles and 2 showed angles of 75 degrees. No

feedback was given, but the summary card was left on the table for the remainder of the interview.
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The second stage of the interview consisted of children identifying the friends and enemies in various

figures (see Figure 11. Children were prompted (e.g. Are there any more enemies?"), if necessary, to

ensure that they analysed each figure fully.

1 / A N
<> 00

7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 1: Shapes used for identification of perpendiculars.

In the third stage. children were presented with 9 drawings to complete. For each item, a diagram

containing one red line and one or two black lines was presented on a card. The child had a booklet on

which each page showed only the black line(s) and completed the figure by drawing a red line to make

it look "exactly like" the given diagram. In 3 cases children copied parallels, in 3 cases perpendiculars

and in 3 cases neither; the 3 drawings in which the target line was perpendicular to a given line are

shown in Figure 2. Children had already done these drawings as a warm-up task, and now it was

2 3

Figure 2: Perpendicular drawing tasks. The broken lines show
the target lines (given in red and copied by the subject).
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suggested to them that looking for friends and enemies might make such drawing easier. Before

making each drawing, children therefore had to identify any friends or enemies in the given diagram;

and after drawing, they were asked if there were any friends or enemies in their drawing.

In the final briefing, children were asked if and how identifying friends and enemies helped them do

the drawings, whether they had ever thought about or seen friendly or enemy lines, and if they had

ever studied anything similar in school.

RESULTS

We report here only the results on perpendiculars. For the results on parallels, see Mitchelmore (1992).

The interviewing of Grade 1 students had to be abandoned after pilot testing showed that they could

not understand "enemies" in the sense intended. The children tested did not seem to see that there

could be degrees of "unfriendliness": they could not indicate a "most unfriendly" position for the two

strips, and either categorised all non-parallel lines as enemies or gave apparently random responses.

This could have been partly a verbal problem (after all, there is little difference between "unfriendly'

and "enemy" in normal usage), but it was clear that the children were at a stage when no one way in

which lines might be inclined to each other stood out as anything special.

All Grade 4 children were able to indicate or reproduce a "most unfriendly" relation, although some

placed one strip on top of the other at their first attempt. Several children offered their own

characterisation of enemies: The lines make a T; they make a cross not an X; the line is "in the middle",

not sloping; the shape where the strips overlap must be a square not a diamond; the angle must be the

same on both sides. However, the transition from concrete to pictorial representation was difficult for

many children. Only 6 children (38%) required no feedback on the first 8 test items, and only 6

(including only 4 of those who initially made no errors) made no errors on the next 12 perpendicularity

discrimination items. Of the total of 25 errors made by the remaining 10 children on these last 12 items,

the great majority (84%) were false positives; in other words, enemies were much less likely to be

missed when present than assumed when absent. On the other hand, no child acted as if all

intersecting lines were enemies, and only one seemed to be guessing at random (6 errors on 12 items).
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Children showed a wide range of success in identifying perpendiculars in the 14 more complex figures
(Figure 1:1-12 and Figure 2:2-3). Three groups of children could be identified, depending on their
success with four groups of figures.

Croup 1 The 5 children in this group usually identified enemies correctly in figures containing
only horizontal and vertical lines (Figure 1:1,5,6); for these figures, the overall success rate was
88-94%. Other figures were usually analysed incorrectly, almost all errors being false positives.
Two of these 5 children assessed almost all intersecting lines as enemies, and two did not
recognise the corners of the square and rectangle as enemies.

Group 2 The 6 children in this middle group always identified horizontal-vertical perpendiculars
correctly and in additi. a were almost always successful with the pentagon, rhombus and
parallelogram (Figure 1:7,8,10), for which the overall success rate was 67-73%. Their success
came purely from avoiding the false positive judgements made in Group 1 on this second group
of items. These 6 children were successful on no more than 3 of the remaining figures, almost all
errors now being false negatives.

Group 3 In addition to the figures already noted,a further four figures (Figurel:2,3,4 and Figure
2:2) were also analysed correctly by the 5 children in thisgroup. The overall success rate on these
4 items was 40-57%, the most difficult item being the "inverted" right-angled triangle (Figure 1:4).
None of the 5 children in this group identified the perpendiculars in the remaining 4 figures
correctly (Figurel:9,11,12 and Figure 2:3), for which the overall success rate ranged from 0-33%.
The octagon (Figure 1:12) was expected to be difficult, but two students in this group recognised
two of its 8 pairs of (non-adjacent) perpendicular sides, the only ones to do so. The triangle in
Figure 2:3 proved surprisingly difficult, being only analysed correctly by 3 children, all in this
upper group. The frequent failure to recognise right angles in the kite and hexagon (Figure
1:9,11), even in the top group, is somehow easier to understand.

There was only a loose relation between success at identifying enemies in simple and complex figures.

Of the 6 children who made no errors in identifying enemies in simple figures, one was in Group 1, two

were in Group 2 and three were in Group 3 for the complex figures. Of the 6 children who made 3 or

more errors on simple figures, three were in Group 1, two were in Group 2 and one was in Group 3.

Accuracy of drawing perpendiculars (recall that children copied each figure in Figure 2 twice) also
varied widely between children and across figures. The most accurately copied figure was No.3, where

only 12% of errors exceeded 5 degrees. No.1 was the next easiest, with 38% of errors exceeding 5
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degrees and a slight general tendency to copy the perpendicular nearer to thevertical. No.2 was clearly

the most difficult: 62% of errors exceeded 5 degrees and in all but two of these cases the error was to

make the triangle more nearly symmetrical. This bias was expected from previous unpublished

research, but why it did not also occur for No.3 is not clear.

Drawing accuracy was hardly related to success at identifying perpendiculars. Pc:example, the one

student who made errors of 5 degrees or less on all six drawings was in Group 1 for identifying

enemies in complex figures, and the one student who equally consistently made large drawing errors

was in Group 3. Also, the perpendicular intersection in Figure 2:3 was the most accurately drawn but

the most rarely recognised.

All students said that identifying enemies had helped their drawing, and that whenever they saw an

enemy in a drawing they attempted to draw an enemy themselves. In fact, the second set of drawings

were slightly more accurate than the first set; for example, the overall percentage of errors exceeding 5

degrees fell from 44% to 31%. No student admitted to ever having thought about enemy lines before,

but all stated that they had seen them in school books or lessons and had no difficulty in finding

examples in the interview room. (One student even noted that the three lines meeting at each corner of

a box were enemies of each other.) They had seen many of the shapes in Figure 1, and most named

Nos.5-7 as rectangle (or oblong), square and diamond. All remembered being taught about angles,

explained acute and obtuse angles correctly, and stated that they had called enemies right angles. (A

few students in one school used the word "perpendicular".) Explanations of what a right angle was

included "like the corner of a book", "a square", "an L-shape" and "you can fit a little box into it". Two

children added obscurely "you can't fit a little square into an acute angle".

DISCUSSION

The results of this small study confirm that the angle concept is a very complex one, ev,In for the special

case of right angles. It might have been predicted from students' statements that they all understood

right angles, at least at a global level, and that this should have been sufficient to allow them to

recognise right angles in various figures. And yet this was clearly not the case: Of the 16 Grade 4

students interviewed, approximately one-third could see nothing special about right angles and placed

most vertices of polygons in the same category; approximately one-third regarded a right angle as a
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special angle but were easily misled into errors of judgement; and approximately one-third could

recognise right angles in most figures but often overlooked them in more unusual figures.

There are apparently two reasons why students had not yet been able to form a general concept of a

right angle. Firstly, definitions in global terms by reference to perpendiculars in the environment or

corners of a square tend to limit the concept image to the relation between horizontal and vertical lines.

For perpendiculars in the environment are almost always parallel to the sides of a rectangular

enclosure, and frequent children's comments differentiating a diamond from a square show that they

generally believe a square has to be in the standard orientation. With such a restricted conception of a

right angle, learning perpendicularity as a relation between lines in any orientation must be like
starting something completely new. This was in fact observed in several students, who initially

checked all intersections with the plastic strips and only gradually went over to purely visual checking.

The second characteristic of the right angle which the right-angle-as-square-corner approach does not

attack is its special status in the set of all angles. While we can assume That children can visually

distinguish a square from a non-rectangular rhombus, no attempt is normally made to ask what it is

that makes the square different. Fitting a ''square corner" into an angle in order to classify it as acute,

right or obtuse does nothing to show what is special about a right angle.

It is not difficult to imagine activities which would make the special nature of right angles explicit.

Fitting two squares together to make a rectangle can be contrasted to what happens with non-

rectangular rhombuses, and the result extended to tessellations. Right angles can be made by folding a

piece of paper, and they can be identified in symmetrical intersections. The critical point is that the two

angles of intersection are the same. In this respect, the standard L-shaped representation of a right

angle is completely inadequate; right angles need to be seen as parts of T- and X-shaped intersections.

The results show clearly that drawing activities alone are unlikely to develop the concept of a right

angle. Drawing itself, without reflection, cannot be expected to draw attention to the special nature of

some of the angles drawn. Sighting along a line to test for accuracy of perpendiculars (as several

students did) would be one starting point for useful discussion.
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The interviews incidentally pointed to general problems children have in analysing complex figures,

problems which are quite independent of their conceptions of perpendicularity. Several comments

such as "it's like a T if you take away this line" and "those lines would be friends if that line weren't

there" show that even for 10 year olds the action of disembedding two lines from a figure is not a

natural one. Expressing binary relations was also difficult, as shown by frequent statements like all of

them are enemies" referring to the sides of the rectangle, and "there are two enemies" when they meant

two pairs of enemies; none of these students had any problem pointing out the pairs of lines involved,

when queried. It was perhaps variations in disembedding and language ability which led to the rather

loose relation observed between success at identifying perpendicularsin simple and complex figures.

The general conclusion from this study is that perpendicularity is not perceptually primitive in

anything like the same way as parallelism. The special relation between parallel lines (their alignment)

is visually obvious and can be easily verbalised, analysed and applied; but the special relation between

perpendicular lines needs analysis before it can be generalised. Reflection based on learning activities

such as those suggested above is necessary to make the special nature of perpendiculars explicit in a

way which the static conceptualisation of the right angle as the corner of certain common shapes

cannot. Treating right angles is this more dynamic way would also contribute to the longer term

development of the general concept of angle, for which the notion of varying degrees of incidence is

critical (Davey & Pegg 1991). In other words, the right angle should be seen as a special kind of angle,

even though a complete concept of angle is not yet available. Educators should not be disconcerted by

such apparent contradictions: It is becoming clearer and clearer that psychological development does

not usually follow the logical development of basic mathematical ideas.
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Students' Use of the intercept: An instance of a Transitional Conception

Judft Moschkovich, University of California at Berkeley, U.S.A.

This study discusses the nature of students' use of the x-intercept in equations of the form ymmx+b
by summarizing the results of written assessments and the case studies for two pairs of students exploring
and discussing linear equations and their graphs. I argue that the uses of the x-intercept documented in the
assessments and the videotaped discussion sessions are not a superficial error, a simple mismatch with
convention, or a misconception. Instead, this student conception is an example of a transitional conception: a
conception which is reasonable, useful, applicable in some contexts, and has the potential for refinement.

Introduction

In a previous paper (Moschkovich, 1990) I summarized students' interpretations of linear equations

and their graphs documented in two algebra classrooms. Written assessments designed to explore these

interpretations in greater depth were completed by 18 students from these classrooms. The responses on

these pre-tests showed that 13 of the students in this study (72 %) used the x-intercept at least once when

working with equations of the form ynmx+b, in place of either the parameter b (12 students) or the

parameter m (5 students) in their equations. Six of the students also described lines as moving left to right

(or right to left) along the x-axis as a result of changing b in an equation. This conception was also evident

during the discussion sessions and on the post-test responses of several students1 .

These uses of the x-intercept could be considered as misconceptions, errors, or even a simple

mismatch with the convention that the x-intercept does not appear in equations of this, form. On the other

hand, the use of the x-intercept could be understood as a reasonable conception which reflects the

mathematical complexity of this domain, which is applicable in some contexts, and which can be refined. I will

summarize the analysis of the videotaped discussion sessions, focusing on two pairs of students. This data

supports the claim that the use of the x-intercept is an example of a transitional conception rather than an

error or a misconception.

The data from the discussion sessions show that the use of the x-intercept was more than a

superficial mistake from which students could easily recuperate. This conception became a central point of

the students' exploration and discussions. Most of the students spent a considerable amount of time

discussing the x-intercept and making sense of their responses regarding the x-intercept. Moreover, the

1 The results of the written assessments and the analysis of the videotaped discussion sessions are discussed in detail in my
doctoral dissertation (Moschkovich, 1992).
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post-test results show that many of the students continued to use the x-intercept even after the discussion

sessions (50% used the x-intercept at least once in the post-test).

Perspectives of student conceptions

Research on student conceptions in mathematics has documented particular student ideas and

described how they are at variance with expert Ideas. However, it has neither presented a comprehensive

account of student conceptions nor resolved crucial questions regarding the nature and transformation of

these conceptions (Smith, diSessa. and Roschelle; n.d.). Analyses of student conceptions describing errors

and misconceptions have focused largely on the "mis-" aspect of student ideas and have not considered

conceptions that may be useful, applicable in some contexts, or productive for advancement. On the other

hand, while the term "alternative interpretations" shows a certain respect for student ideas, its use misses

the point that while there may be many alternative ways to conceive of a domain, there is a mathematically

accepted way to think about the subject matter.

The problem is not only in the theoretical perspective, but also in what types of student responses

or ideas are the objects of analysis. The analysis of errors orbugs emphasizes the procedural aspects of a

domain, does not address differences in terms of conceptual content, and usually refers to responses on

limited tasks. Some student responses are mistakes or errors which canbe addressed directly and erased or

replaced by the correct convention (for example a reversal of the coordinates of a point). Some errors are

the result of repairs to achieve an answer on a written problem, while others can be related to deeper

conceptions or principles. Other student conceptions may, at first glance, look like simple mistakes or

misconceptions but may in effect be useful conceptions which are sometimes applicable and have the

potential to be refined.

Transitional conceptions

Understanding learning in a complex domain such as linear functions necessitates a perspective

which lies somewhere between the two extremes of seeing student conceptions assimply either wrong or

merely alternative. In the following discussion I will attempt to balance the positive and negative aspects of

student conceptions, while still acknowledging the tension between mathematically accepted conceptions

and those conceptions students generate. I will introduce and use the concept of 'transitional conception"

to describe students' use of the x-intercept as a way to include important conceptual knowledge which is not
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always an error, which is sometimes useful (depending on the context), and which can change by

refinement.

While initial conceptions are sensible to the learners themselves, they are also different from expert

conceptions: different objects may seem relevant, the relationships among objects may be unspecified, and

language usage may be different and ambiguous. Students' use of the x-intercept will be described In terms

of the objects and the relationships between these objects that students see as relevant. The refinement and

transformation of conceptions is assumed to occur through inherently social processes which are mediated

through language2.

Mathematical complexity of the subject matter

The task for the students In this study was to make sense of the connections between the algebraic

and graphical representations of linear functions. Using the x-intercept for equations of the form panx+b is

a reasonable conception to include in this process. In effect, it reflects the mathematical complexity of this

domain3. I have thus tar used the term "x-intercept" to refer to either the point where a line crosses the x-

axis or the number which is the x-coordinate of this point (and which can be used in an equation). For the

sake of clarity, during the following discussion I will continue to use the terms "y- intercept ", "x- intercept",

and "slope" as general terms for the objects in either representation. However, I will distinguish between the

graphical and the algebraic objects as follows:

bE : the algebraic y-intercept
mE: the algebraic slope
SE : the algebraic x-intercept

bG : the graphical y-intercept
mo: the graphical slope
so : the graphical x-intercept

The m and b correspond to the parameters in the form yamx+b: a corresponds to the parameter a in the

equation x/a + y/b=1, where a is the the x-coordinate of the x-intercept, and b is the y-coordinate of the y-

intercept. The subscript E stands for "Equation" and the subscript G stands for "Graph".

There are differences in how perceptually salient the slope, the y-intercept, and the x-intercept are as

well as what steps are necessary for obtaining information from and about these objects. Thus, these

objects have a different status within each representation and in relation to each other. In the graph of the

2 The transformation of students' descriptive language is discussed in detail in my doctoral dissertation.
3 Although the following is an analysis of the subject matter from a competent perspective, it was inspired in large part by the
observations of students grappling with this domain.
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equation y*mx+b, bG is a special point, accessible directly by looking at the graph and locatable by its

ordered pairs. On the other hand, mG is only accessible graphically after estimating the slope or determining

the rise and the run. While bG is one point on the line, mG is an object which is a characteristic of the line as

a whole. When connecting the two representations, while bE is the coordinate that pairs up with an x-

coordinate of 0, mE does not correspond to one coordinate. In contrast, in the equation mE and bE do

have similar status. They are both letters, and although one object Is related to the variable x by

multiplication, and the other by addition or subtraction, this representation in no way gives one a clue to

their different graphical status.

In terms of the two intercept* of a line, on the graph bG and aG have the same status: they are

perceptually salient and directly accessible by their coordinates. However, in any equation not of the form

x/a + y/b*1 (and even in that form the coordinates of the intercepts are not exactly easily accessible), the

two intercepts do not have the same status in the algebraic form that they have on the graph. In the form

ymmx+b, bE is directly accessible in the equation, while it is necessary to set y equal to zero and solve for x

to arrive at aEm -b/m.

The conceptual asymmetry between the two representations is that not all the information accessible

from the graph shows up in any gne. equation form. Moreover, not all the information that isavailable

graphically is necessary for determining a line algebraically through any one form of the equation. For any of

the available algebraic forms, the mapping between the algebraic and graphical objects is by no means

perfect or simple. Thus, this conceptual asymmetry exists regardless of which form of the equation is used.

For equations of the form y*imx+t), this conceptual asymmetry is evident in the x-intercept: while the x-

intercept has status as a graphical variable, it does not as an algebraic variable in this form of the equation.

Since aG is as perceptually salient as bG, it is not surprising, then, that students would expect it to be as

easily accessible in the equation as the y-intercept is.

While aG and bG are points, fllq is a more global object. For some students the concept of intercept

may not include the fact that one of the coordinates is 0, and thus they may regard the intercepts as one-

dimensional objects. In the case of the slope, it is necessary to see the fine as an object which changes its

inclination in a two-dimensional plane. If the choice is between using one two-dimensional object (slope) and

one one-dimensional object (y-intercept). or two one-dimensional objects (the intercepts), the choice is clear
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from a simplioiry staNdpoint. Even if students do not see the intercepts as one-dimensional but as points in a

two-dimensional plane, the intercepts are still simpler objects than the slope, both perceptually and

algebraically, since slope is neither a point nor an extensive quantity. It is not surprising, then, that students

would choose to focus on the x-intercept over the slope. Simply on the basis of the algebraic and graphical

status of these six objects, students' attempt to use the x-intercept in the form y=mx+b is a very reasonable

notion.

Furthermore, since the x-intercept changes as either the slope or the y-intercept change, it is also

reasonable that students would locus on the x-intercept and have difficulties specifying the relationships

among these objects. Changing either mE or bE has a graphical effect not only on ma and bG, but also on

aG. The use of the x-intercept for mE, then, is also a reflection of the dependence of the x-intercept on the

slope. The x-intercept does appear in the form y-mx+b but not in a simple or directly accessible way. The

very subtle simplifying assumption that we will not consider the x-intercept for this form of equations is

neither explicit nor simple.

Developing a conceptual understanding of linear equations and their graphs means developing a

perspective which involves much more than accepting the simple convention that the form y.mx +b involves

only the parameters m and b, or that the x-intercept would only be accessible algebraically in other forms of

this equation (such as xm y/m - b/m or x/a +y/b-1). Developing this perspective means unpacking how the

parameters in the equation are manifested on the graph, how objects on the graph are manifested in the

equation, and which objects in each representation are independent. Thus, the use of the x-intercept is not

merely the result of choosing or emphasizing the form y-mx+b over other forms but Is, Instead, a reflection

of the mathematical complexity of this domain.

The Use of the X-Intercept as a Transitional Conception

The use of x-intercept is not always wrong. Sometimes it is not an error at all but a useful concept:

other times it is correct, but only within limited contexts. First, using both intercepts to compare lines is an

easy and direct way to check that the lines are the same. Many students used as and bra to check that a line

they had produced on the screen was the same as a line that was graphed on the worksheet. FR and HE

(Case Study 1, summarized below), for example, used either the x-intercept or both intercepts to check their

lines 7 times for 21 problems.
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Furthermore, when generating an equation from a graph, it Is possible to use the opposite of the x-

coordinate of ac in the place of bE when m is 1, since in this case the x-coordinate of ae -bE. Initial

examples using only slopes of 1, where laEl.lbEl, may obscure the difference between the two graphical

intercepts and their status in the equation, and thus be another origin for this conception. Students may

make conclusions about bE from these initial examples (for example that bE corresponds to so, or to both

aG and be), and then generalize these conclusions to lines and equations where the slope is not 1.

Casa Study 1: FR and HE

These two students had the highest scores on the pre-test (29/31 and 23/31) and gave the best

explanations for the pre-test question targeting the use of the x-intercept (m.1). Even though these two

students also answered the problem targeting the x-intercept (m1) on the discussion worksheet correctly,

and did not use the x-intercept for two other problems with slope 1, they did Invoke the x-intercept when

working on a problem where the slope was not 1. During their discussion of the first worksheet problem

with slope 2 they were asked to change the equation for one line on the graph (y.2x) to an equation which

would produce the other line on the graph (y-2x+6, where as Is (-3,0)). Their first attempt was to use the

opposite of the x-coordinate of so for mE. Their second attempt was to graph the equation y-2x43, using -

aG for bE, which may have been a use of the x-intercept which had worked for the previous problems

where the slope was 1. After several other attempts, they arrived at the equation y.2x+6. When they later

worked on the problem targeting the use of the x-intercept, but where the slope was 1, these two students

had no difficulty answering that bE did not correspond to aG, and explaining why this was not the case

using the connection between the ordered pairs, the equation, and the line.

The use of the x-intercept is a conception which was invoked evenby the most capable students,

and thus is not simply related to students' ability or achievement In mathematics. This case study also shows

that while students may seem to understand the x-intercept in one context (a problem with slope 1), they

may use the x-intercept in other contexts (problems with slopes other than 1).

Casa Study 2: MT and JS

Another pair of students (MT and JS) provided an explanation of why they expected bE to

correspond to the x-coordinate of &G. When predicting what the graph of the equation y=x+4 would look

like (the problem targeting the x-intercept mentioned in Case Study 1), MT expected to generate lines of the
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form y=x+b by starting from the line y -x and moving to the right along the x-axis. MT further specified that

he expected the sign cl bE to correspond to the sign of aG. After his partner JS suggested that the line

for y=x-4 might cross the x axis at (4,0), they graphed this equation. MT was then puzzled to see that a plus

4 in the equation would appear as an x-coordinate of minus 4. They concluded thatbE corresponded to the

opposite of the x-coordinate of aG, which is correct for lines of slope 1. They went on to use this

conclusion in their first attempts at the next problem, where the slope was 2: "Write the equation for the line

graphed below (y=2x-6)". Atter realizing that bE did not correspond to the opposite of the x-coordinate 01

aG in this case but to the y-coordinate of bG, they then, tried to use the opposite of the x-coordinate of aG

for ME.

These two students went on to explore the relationship between aG and mE by graphing several

equations (yiii-3x+6, y.i6x-3, and y=3x+6), using either the x-coordinate of aG or its opposite for mE and

for bE. Using the x-coordinate of aG for mE, while incorrect, reflects the fact that the x-intercept does

change as mE changes. The tact that changing m changes the x-intercept makes it difficultto separate the

two objects or discover that mE is not manifested on the line as the x-Intercept. Thus, even for the

students who recognized that x-intercept does not work in the equation yi.mx+b and addressed this issue in

their discussions, the relationship between the x-intercept and the equal' in was complicated and difficult to

unravel.

Conclusions

The use of the x-intercept is a transitional conception which is: 1) between two states; 2) applicable,

even if In limited contexts; and 3) can be transformed through refinement. The use of the x-intercept

reflects the recent understanding that there is some connection between graphs and their equations, that if

you change one representation there should be some change in the other. Future states are those in which

this connection between the two representations is specified and refined in terms of which and how many

parameters are necessary and sufficient to determine a line in two-dimensional space, how these parameters

are related, and In which contexts the use of the x-intercept is applicable or not.

Using the x-intercept for the form y=mx+b Is not always wrong. For example, it Is useful for

comparing two lines. Others times it is applicable, though in limited problem contexts. For problems where

the slope Is 1, the opposite of bE will generate the correct x-coordinate for aG, when going from an
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equation to a line, or the opposite of the x-coordinate of as will generate the correct bE, when going from

a line to an equation. Other times unpacking how the x-intercept is dependent on either the slope or the y-

intercept makes exploring the two representations quite complicated.

This transitional conception can evolve by redefining the relevant objects, iefining the relationships

between them, and specifying the contexts in which it is applicable. It it is explored as a marker for changes

in slope. it can serve as a bridge to the concept of slope. Although I will notdescribe the refinement of this

transitional conception in detail here, the analysis of the videotaped discussions for six pairs of students

shows that the use of the x intercept was refined in the following ways:

The x-intercept was explored as a reflection of the slope.
The contexts in which the use of the x-intercept is applicable was specified. For example using the
opposite of the x-coordinate of the x-intercept (-aG) for the b in the equation is applicable, but only
when m. 1; another context in which the use of the x-intercept is applicable is when comparing two

lines.
The use of the x-intercept for b when m..1 was refined from using the x-coordinate of the x-
intercept (8G) as the b in the equation, to using the opposite of the x-coordinate of the x-intercept

(-aG) as the b in the equation.

Changing our perspective of the nature and transformation of student conceptions has important

implications for instruction. Transitional conceptions such as the use of the x-intercept are precisely the

kinds of ideas that appear during exploration and open-ended problems. If the instructional goal is to

support students making sense of the mathematics (Schoenfeld. in press), ''correcting" students' use of the

x-intercept is less useful than attending to how this conception makes sense. Once we we begin to interpret

some student conceptions as transitional and explore the underlying mathematical complexity they reflect, it

becomes possible to explore their potential as a bridge to more competent conceptions.
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TEACHERS AS RESEARCHERS: DIALECTICS OF ACTION AND REFLECTION

Judith A. Mousley
Faculty of Education

Deakin University

Abstract: In the University course under review, qualified teachers seek to upgrade qualifications and
extend their knowledge of mathematics teaching. The course involves teachers in making changes
within maths classrooms, after working with others to decide upon an area of focus. This paper
addresses the nature of innovations undertaken, the longevity of those changes and the widereffects
within the school. The notion of a dialectical relationship between teachers' theories and their practice
is explored. Three aspects of pedagogical change are examined. These are (a) the contrast between
symbolic and real change, (6) institutional and social factors which facilitate, inhibitor influence the
direction of change within schools, and (c) the conditions necessary for ongoing change inpedagogy.
This paper also reports on the development of teachers' perceptions of the nature of mathematics.

It is quite common for academics to categorise styles of pedagogy when talking about school
clasrooms. Voight (1989), for instance, presents the three common perceptions of what it is to be a teacher
as (a) a conveyance perspective, with transmission of a body of external knowledge from expert to novice,

(b) a developmental perspective, involving the teacher as a facilitator of the development of internalcognitive
structures, and (c) negotiation, where teaching is perceived as facilitation of the negotiation of individual and

shared meanings through social interaction. This paper presents an investigation of a model of teacher in-
service education which would seem to align itself with the latter perspective.

Teachers upgrading qualifications generally enrol in university courses expecting the transfer of a
growing body of knowledge, anticipating a one-way process of teaching and learning. Even if teachers have

a strong sense of their own strengths and weaknesses, they tend to look to others to provide professional

development opportunities and content. The completion of mathematics teacher education courses thus
usually involves studying given texts (written and oral), with a view to later implementation of the theories

they hold: a conveyancing of knowledge from the experienced to the inexperienced participant in the

eductional process. On the other hand, tertiary teachers generally think of themselves as supporting the
sharing and development of skills; bringing to mind the "gardening" metafore for teaching (Pimm, 1991)

where we could be thought of as having primary roles of facilitating professional growth and nurturing
teachers' skills.

In the Deakin University subject presently under review, however, the emphasis is on neither
transmission nor nurturing - but on critique of individual practice. Teachers undertaking the subject

research their own beliefs and clarify their own perceptions of what it is to learn mathematics. This
requirement is based on the belief that increased self-awareness is a major component of successful long-

term pedagogical change (Smyth, 1984; McQualter, 1986; Southwell, 1986). Teachers work together in

making planned series of changes - not to what is taught but to social contexts and methods of teaching.

This involves looking back as well as forward; for as Kilpatrick (1985) notes,
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many teachers' apparent reluctance to depart from tried-and-true practices may stem, at least in part,

from a lack of commitment to looking back at these practices and making a careful assessment of

them. (p.1)
Course participants are thus involved in reflection on concepts of mathematics, teaching and learning, as

well as processes of mathematics, teaching ani learning. In line with Kilpatrick (1984) they use reflection

as a tool, in a cognitive sense, to gain conscious control over these concepts and processes.

In the second and subsequent stages of the course teachers enact a change in classroom behaviours and

then monitor, in a systematic way, the results. This leads to a further stage of reflection, action and

collection of data. Thus teachers are simultaneously effecting and researching their own professional
development. They become active creators of knowledge, choosing pedagogical aspects to study and their

own research routes to follow, with - hopefully - a spiraling growth of understanding about the learning of

mathematics.

Teachers as researchers
In recent years, much mathematics education literature has focused on the deficiencies of school

mathematics and the need to take more account of how children learn. While research into children's

construction of mathematical concepts confirms a need to challenge pedagogical habits, most mathematics

teachers are still largely bound by institutionalised tradition. But because real change in teaching usually

involves taking on a new philosophy and a set of pedagogical practices contrary to our own educational

experiences and training, such implications are rarely acted upon at more than a superficial level.

The Deakin University subject, MATHEMATICS CURRICULA, requires teachers to challenge traditional

teaching behaviours, involving participants in a systematic, dialogue-based evaluation of what and how they

are teaching. As meanings constructed by participants in this process are both personal and taken-as-shared

(Bruner, 1990), this school-based research revolves around negotiation and collaboration with other

teachers, offering the collegiate support and continual input of ideas necesswy for ongoing professional

development. During participatory research, shared meanings arise out of social interactions as theories and

practices are discussed, negotiated and evaluated (Voigt, 1985).

A model of professional development that endorses mathematics teachers as knowledgeable about,

and capable of accurately researching, their own teaching practice as it stands within the wider contexts of

institution and society challenges the assumption that knowledge is separate from and superior to practice.

It also calls into question the belief of many practitioners that a teacher's role is to apply, rather than test or

create new knowledge. Henry (1990) notes that if major change in classrooms toward less transmissive

teaching is to be institutioralised, the force must come from within schools. He writes

The countervailing force to the hegemony of the 'teacher-as-manager ethos must have its source

within the collective of educators In the school if radical pedagogical change is to be sustained.... It

is clearly contradictory to seek to counter the hegemony, of 'teacher-as-manager ethos through
dependancy relationships given shape and meaning by the very same institutional practice that

sustaines the hegemony. (p. 213)
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How teachers pursue the course
MATHEMATICS CURRICULA is a whole year (2 unit) fourth-level subject which is undertaken by about

100 pre-school, primary, secondary and tertiary teachers each year, as part of Deakin University's Bachelor

of Education or Graduate Diploma in Mathematics Education programs. Teachers from all over Australia

and other parts of the world undertake their studies in an off-campus mode: they have phone contact with

tutors, but no face-to-face tutorials or lectures. Readings are provided, but these are essentially a stimulus

to thought and discussion rather than prescriptive sources of information. A key requirement is that the

course participants must work with colleagues within a school or local group of schools.

The course involves teachers working in small groups to research ideas and articulate their own

philosophies about what mathematics is and the ways school mathematics should be taught. They then

critique their own teaching and taken-for-granted practices within their own institutions and communities, in

the light of current trends in mathematics education as well as their espoused theories. The teachers choose

one area of their practice change, and use cycles of action research until they feel that the innovation sits

comfortably within their routine patterns of teaching. Some participants research several areas over a period

of time, others focus on only one.

University staff also use action reserach on their continuing development of the course. In this
particular research project, we were interested to collect data on longer-term and wider effects. This paper

reports our findings regarding the extent to which MATHEMATICS CURRICULA has led to substantial

development of teachers' understandings about the processes of changing mathematics education.

Methodology
The present study involved contacting a representative sample (60) students from 1988-0 by le:ter,

telephone or by personal interview. These teachers were asked a series of open-ended questions and were

asked to describe any longer-term impact that MATHEMATICS CURRICULA had had on their teaching.

Questionnaire responses, tape recordings and field notes were then available for the analysis of data. We

also had access to some personal-professional journals, as well as final assignments (summarative research

reports), completed by previous course participants.

Results and discussion
Most interviwees willingly discussed the benefits of, and understandings derived from, participation

in the course. The majority has continued with autonomous, practice-based research: and many of the

innovations made during the course have been retained to this date. What we found was not only some

ongoing restructuring of pedagogy, in terms of content, organisation and classroom interaction, but also

growth of understandings about (1) the nature of mathematics, (2) the processes of teaching and learning of

maths, (3) the power of institutional contexts of teaching and learning, and (4) the processes of pedagogical

change. It is on these latter four developments that this report will focus.
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Undestanding the nature of what is being taught. A common comment was that research into the teaching of

mathematics raised the issue of what mathematics is and how it is likely to be used by a range of students.

The notion of math= .tics as a stable body of knowledge and skills to be transmitted and practised became

problematic. Questioning traditional classroom practices provided an incentive for teachers to confront

given curriculum content.
Some interviewees have continued to work with groups established several years ago. One described

in detail a major step in this mutual support, concluding

I think that was the first time we actually discussed as a group the purpose of what we were
teaching. Before that it was always 'what' and 'how. Never 'why?' (B.D.)

Working together to challenge traditional pedagogy also helped some teachers overcome negative

attitudes and self-blame for inadequate mathematical skills and knowledge, legacies of their own schooling.

Lortie (1975) and Southwell and Khamis (1991) note a propensity of earlier schoolinglo reproduce existing

conceptions and methods. Course participants could see how restrictive teaching practices perpetuate,

across generations, a cycle of fear and poor self-concept. Some teachers described how they have

continued to articulate problems and theorise about these and how implementing theories and learning from

the results, then consequently adapting teaching behaviours and sharing findings with each other has added

to the bodies of knowledge about mathematics pedagogy within their schools.

Not all teachers, however, found solutions to dilemmas about the content of mathematics courses.

For instance, in talking about her own work one teacher said

(Researching my classroom) raised for me a whole lot of questions : like how you can have a local

curriculum when there is so much emphasis on common elements of knowledge and skills. The

course didn't give any answers to problems like that. You need to give more answers - notjust

upset people's security then leave them to find their own. (L.K.)

In contrast, some participants appreciated the fact that we did not attempt to provide ready recipes.

Starting from where I was at - that's what made all the difference. We were forced to go back to a

theoretical base and question what we were doing. We'd never been in a position to link theory so

closely with our own practice, or for me to develop my own theories and knowledge as a result of

teaching - rather than reading or listening. (F .R,)

Many teachers came to the realisation that changing only the content of lessons is not sufficient to

bring about different ways of thinking about of mathematics. They described the more fundamental
innovations they had undertaken and which they had further developed since completing MATHEMATICS

CURRICULA. For instance, one Year 7 teacher wrote

Experimenting with changing methods made me realise that how you teach actually teaches kids as

much about maths as the content does. I'll never go back to just planning content. What I have

been focusing on this year is making algebreic symbols meaningful - through work with recording
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and manipulating patterns or representing equations with concrete materials. The results are
fantastic. It's not just algebra - the same principles about bringing abstract ideas into the children's

realm of reality apply in geometry and the work we've been doing on introducing calculus
concepts. (RR.)

Understanding the processes of teaching and learning. Collecting data of their own teaching led many

course participants to recognise gaps between their espoused theories and "theories in use" (Schutt, 1983).

An example of this was given by a teacher who has continued to research gender issues in his math and

science classes. He said

I knew I was a good teacher. But I saw my teaching as going along with any persuasive person or

movement. It's so easy to look at a policy and think "I do that, so all is okay." But the course
made me ask "But do I?" And often I found I didn't! That took some soul searching. I had to
clarify where I really stood as a teacher. I'd read a lot about girls and maths, but I felt I wasn't part

of the problem. That is, until I started working with a friend to look at my usual teaching in the

light of the reading. That was a shock to see myself and some of my colleagues as perpetrating

the very situations we had been denying. Then when I tried to change,' kept slipping. In fact I

still pull myself up occasionally just to see if I am really doing the right thing by the girls. (S1.)

Such useful but painful recognitions that practice may not be representative of either perception or ideology

were common: critical enquiry frequently disturbed complacency and illuminated inconsistencies in
participants' teaching. As teachers started to discuss the meanings of various phrases in their personal

beliefs about the teaching of mathematics, and as they examined closely individual interpretations of their

schools' written mathematics policies, the process was not always a comfortable one.

Phrases which continually appeared in teachers' journals, recording changing attitudes to teaching and

to mathematics, reflected the notion of different notions of curricula - loosely mirroring the intended,
implemented and attained curricula of Robtaille and Dirks (1982) and Ball (1990). What had previously

seemed like ordinary experience, such as teachers' habits of controlling discussions by asking repeated

questions, came into question - in origin as well as effect. The staff noted, as Feirnan-Nemser (1979)

claims, that reflection is the means by which ordinary experience may be transformed from that which is

privately perceived to that which is understood.

One common focus of change was the belief that it is a teacher's role to control the sorts of
mathematical understandings and processes that children develop. Many participants experimentedwith

allowing their students to determine their own ways of solving real-world problems, to pose their own

problems, and to take a more active role in negotiating the curriculum. However, this commonly led to

worries that "the basics" wouldn't be covered adequately: teachers' journal entries and final research reports

raistal this issue repeatedly. This dilemma is recognised by Cobb (1988) when he writes

In school, any construction is not as good as any other - anything does not go. Teachers, in order

to fulfil their wider societal obligations, attempt to realize institutionally sanctioned agendas in their

classrooms. They have in mind things they want students to learn. There is a tension between
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encouraging students to build on their current understandings on the one hand and initiating

students into mathematical culture of the wider community on the other. (p. 3)

Understanding the institutional contexts of teaching and learning

Many participants questioned, for the first time in their careers, constraints to learning which arise

from particular aspects of school organisation. On interviewee, for instance, said

I tried to work on integrating the curriculum, and was successful to some extent. I involved the

physics, English, phys ed and art teacher in what I was doing and they took up some of the same

themes. But what really irked me was that we had to continue to have the bell ring every SO

minutes and the students would all move on to other classrooms and new subjects. The divsion of

knowledge is forced on us as well as them. (M.N.)

It is easy to fall into this trap of believing that pedagogical beliefs and practices are defined by social bodies.

However, the work of Lakatos (1976), Foucault (1979) and Ernest (1991) alerts us to the dialectical nature

of the individual and the social, i.e. the individual as constituted by social, discursive practices and those

practices being re-constructed by individuals. We found that teachers undertaking critical reflection about

their own classroom practices by examining the historical (past, present and intentional) factors became more

aware of both the social habits and bodies which tend to control teaching; but that they also came to

recognise their power to confront those constraints and the fact that their social realities were shaped largely

by their own actions. One teacher's journal, for instance, recorded a point of awakening as

...why do I always respond with an answer when a child asks a question? Probably because my

teacher did - and my colleagues still do. My parents did too. But! don't have to keep maintaining

the teacher-child power relationship because of my greater knowledge. What other wayscould I

respond? - with a question, throw it to another pupil, with "Lets find out together." I must try

these starting tomorrow. But the kids won't like it. They are used to people acting the way they

have learned to expect. But if they learn that it's possible to seek their own solutions then they will

become better teachers and parents. I need to plan how to teach hog to learn. (SR.)

Understanding the process of change in mathematics classrooms. Many interviewees claimed that the

information gathering and critical reflection required in the course enabled them to growin confidence, to

the extent that they felt more able to understand the difficult process of changing teaching methods. A

relatively typical comment was

I was previously fearful at the thought of changing my teaching of maths. It seemed so

untouchable. But I discovered that content coutu be handled and developed inpurposeful and

controllable ways. I approach change positively now and this comes across to my students and the

other staff. They often ask me now about helping them make small steps toward changing their

classroom practice. I feel quite confident about leading a review of our maths curriculum. (C.G.)
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However, some teachers participating in the course also developed a realistic awareness of the constraints to

implementing change within classrooms and schools.

Over the last 25 years, maths has undergone a series of radical changes. When., started teaching, it

was all Cuisenaire. Then set theory, then text book programs and worksheets galore. Just when it

seemed that the "back to the basics movement" was about to succeed, ministerial guidelines that

lead teachers away from chalk and talk teaching styles have become influential. After a while you

say, "Hey, wait a minute! What about asking the teachers about all this? What about giving :hem

time to think? What about supporting them? We can't suddenly drop one style of teaching and the

philosophy behind it and take up another overnight. And it's not just a matter of changing one
classroom it's got to be the whole school, and then even wider than that. Parents, high schools,

... (P.D.)

Such statements supported the view that involvement of teachers in planned experimentation and move-

testing within classrooms is necessary it' educational innovations are to have underlying values which fit

with those of the consumers. The above quote demonstrates, for instance, that innovations need support,

and that they have to to be seen as manageable and feasible in terms of resources required, time available

and the status of individual actors.

The possibility of radical change to mathematics education is largely inhibited by traditional social

practices, both within schools and in the wider context of societal sub-cultures. Siemon (1987) writes

The principal source of currently negative pressure are the perceived goals of mathematics
education: to enable students to pass external examinations which value abstract formal mathematics

and adhere to process-deficient, linearly-ordered, topic-based curriculum statements. While these

remain unchanged, conflict about the need for change and questions about the practicality of change

are inevitable. (p.17)

Participation in the activities suggested in MATHEMATICS CURRICULA made new demands on teachers

and initiated the creation of some changes within the social structure of educational institutions. Some

teachers were involved for the first time in communication with teaching peers about the act of teaching, and

described the manner in which these discussions helped shape wider decision-making and consequent

action. They became more aware of the personal and institutional obstacles to collaboration, but a few found

that these could be overcome when talking together was given higher priority.

At first it was hard to task together. When I had time release he didn't. When we asked for the

timetable to be changed, the vice-principal said he would do it but he didn't see the point. After

school and before it there were always other things to think about and do - parents, record of

procedure, preparing work. We were aisfully self-conscious about talking in the staff room at

lunch time. When one guy said "Don't you two ever knock off?", we felt embarrassed. It was

only when we got together and decided that we should be talking about those ideas in front of

others - that that's what learning about teaching is all about - that we made a breakthrough. It
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wasn't long before there were informal debates going on - astimulating change from obnoxious

kids and football. (L.R.)

Conclusion
Dewey (1933) claimed that reflectiveness is an essential component of professional growth. The

University staff involved in the regular monitoring and development of this subject believe that participatory,

experience-based research has the power to emancipate some teachers from taken-for-granted classroom

routines which constrain and control mathematical learning. The dialectical interaction of reflection

combined with social interaction allowed innovation in the nature of teaching and learning mathematics as

well as in curriculum content. It is clear that working together to clarify ideas about what it is to teach

mathematics, as well as to plan, implement and evaluate progressive innovations, has led to some lasting

changes. We have found that action and reflection have allowed some teachers to further understand not

only the complexities of the institutional and socio-culturalfactors which affect the consuuction of meaning,

but also their own personal and professional theories of action (Schein, 1983).
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CHILDREN'S SOLUTIONS TO MULTIPLICATION AND

DIVISION WORD PROBLEMS : A LONGITUDINAL STUDY

Joanne Mulligan
Macquarie University

Children's solution strategies to a variety of multiplication and division word problems were analysed at four interview
stages in a 2-year longitudinal study. The study followed 70 children from Year 2 into Year 3. from the time where they had
received no formal instruction in multiplication and division to the stage where they were being taught basic
multiplication facts. Ten problem structures, five for multiplication and five for division, were classified on the basis of
differences in semantic structure. The relationship between problem condition (i.e. small or large number
combinations,use of counters or pictures), on performance and strategy use was also examined. The results indicated that
73% of the children were able to solve the problems using a wide variety ofstrategies even though they had not received
formal instruction in multiplication or division for most of the 2-year period. Performance level generally increased for
each interview stage, but few differences in performance were found between multiplication and division problems except

for Cartesian and Factor problems. Solution strategies were classified for both multiplication and division problems atthree levels: direct modelling with counting and additive procedures, no direct modelling with counting and additive
procedures, and use of known facts. Analysis of underlying intuitive models revealed preference for a repeated addition
model of multiplication, and widespread evidence of a lmildingup' model for division.

Research investigating young children's understanding of number concepts and problem-solving
processes has revealed widespread use of informal or intuitive strategies developed prior to formal
instruction (Carpenter, Moser, & Romberg, 1982; Hughes, 1986; Steffe, Cobb & Richards, 1988;
Steffe & Wood, 1990). Studies investigating solutions to addition and suuti.-.u,a problems have
indicated that children use a wide variety of modelling and counting strategies that reflect the
semantic structure of the problem (Carpenter & Moser, 1984; De Cone & Verschaffel, 1987).

Over the past decade, researchers have analysed secondary student's solution processes to
multiplication and division word problems based on differences in tc-lantic structure,
mathematical structure, size of quantities used, and student's intuitive models (Bell, Fischbein &
Greer, 1984; Bell, Greer, Grimison & Mangan,1989; Brown, 1981;De Corte, Verschaffel & Van
Coillie, 1988; Fischbein et al., 1985; Nesher, 1988; Vergnaud, 1983, 1988). More recently, a
growing number of studies on young children's solution strategies to multiplication and division
problems have emerged (Anghileri, 1985; 1989; Boero, Ferrari & Ferrero, 1989; Kouba, 1989;
Mulligan, 1992; Olivier, Murray & Human, 1991; Steffe, 1988). These studies have provided
complementary evidence that the semantic structure of the problem, an understanding of the
problem context, and the development of counting, grouping and addition strategies may
influence solution process.

The 2-year longitudinal study on multiplication and division wordproblems reported in this paper
analyses young children's solution processes prior to formal insrtuction, and investigates the
relationship between informal and formal multiplication and division strategies. More specifically,
this research (i) develops a broader classification scheme formultiplication and division problem
structures for young children, (ii) classifies solution strategies into levels of modelling and
abstractness,(iii) analyses the relationship between problem structure, problem condition and
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strategy use, and, (iv) provides evidence of children's intuitive models for multiplication and

division.

Methodology

The methodology was based essentially on Carpenter and Moser's (1984) longitudinal study of

children's solutions to addition and subtraction word problems, and was trialled in a cross-
sectional pilot study of 35 children (Mulligan, 1988). The interview sample controlled for sex

differences and comprised 72 Year 2 girls ranging from 7 to 8 years in age. These were randomly

selected from 8 schools after a postal questionnaire was administered to 47 schools in the region,

and the sample retained 60 girls at the final interview.The interview sample controlled for sex

differences and comprised Year 2 girls ranging from 7 to 8 years in age. These were randomly

selected from 8 Catholic schools in the Sydney Metropolitan area, after a postal questionnaire was

administered to 47 schools in the region. Each child in the sample (n=72), was interviewed and

tested twice, for reading comprehension and oral comprehension. Two children having very
inadequate reading comprehension ability, as indicated by the ACER Primary Reading Survey

Test, were eliminated from the sample. Others moved from the region during the interview period,

and the sample retained 60 girls at the final interview.

The researcher conducted 261 individual interviews at four stages over the 2-year period. These

took place during March/April, and November/December of the school year for 2 years. The first

interview took place at a time when children had received no teacher instruction in multiplication

and division concepts. At the time of the final interview all children had been instructed in basic

multiplication facts but not in division facts.

Subjects were interviewed by the researcher in a room separate from the classroom and an audio-

tape was made so that transcripts could be analysed. Each problem was presented for small and

large number problem combinations, in written form on cards, with the, availability of counters.

The problems were re-read to the child if requested. The large number problems were asked only

if the child was successful on the small number problems. Each interview lasted from 15 to 55

minutes.

At each interview the child was asked to solve ten different problem types (Table 1). These were

developed from previous classification schemes (Anghileri, 1985; Bell et al. 14; Brown, ,9%l;

Kouba, 1986; Mulligan, 1988; Vergnaud, 1983), but extended the range of multiplication and

division problem structures with sub-categories representing a variation in linguistic terms.
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Table I: Word Problems (Small Numbers)

Multiplication

Repeated Addition
There are 2 tables in the classroom and
4 children are seated at each table. How
many children are there altogether?
Peter had 2 drinks at lunchtime every day
for 3 days. How many drinks did he have
altogether?
I have three 5c pieces. How much money

do I have?

If you need 5c to buy one sticker how
much money do you need to buy two
stickers?

Factor
John has 3 books and Sue has 4 times as
many. How many books does Sue have?

AZIAI
There are 4 lines of children with 3
children in each line. How many
children are there altogether ?

Cartesian Product
You can buy chicken chips or plain chips
in small. median or large packets. How
many different choices can you make?

Division

.

(a)

(b)

Partition (Sharine)
There are 8 children and 2 tables in the
classroom. How many children are seated
at each table?
6 drinks were shared equally between 3
children. How many drinks did they have
each?

Esc
Peter bought 4 lollies with 20c. If each
lolly cost the same price how much did
one lolly cost? How much did 2 lollies
cost?

Factor
Simone has 9 books and this is 3 times as
many as Lisa- How many books does Liu
have?

Quoin=
(a) There are 16 children and 2 children are

seated at each table. How many tables
are there?

(b) 12 toys are shared equally between the
children. If they each had 3 toys, how
many children were there?

§ubdivisiou
I have 3 apples so be shared evenly
between six people. How much apple
will each person get?

All the problems contained numbers representing discrete quantities and were presented using two

different groups of number size, e.g. those products and related division facts between 4 and 20

for small numbers (see Table 1) and between 20 and 40 for larger combinations.

Discussion of Results

Analysis of individual profiles across the four interview stages indicated that 75% of the children

were able to solve most of the small number problems at some stage, even though they had not

been instructed in multiplication or division for most of the 2-year period. Table 2 indicates that

the performance level generally increased for each interview stage but varied according to the

difficulty of the problem structure and size of number combinations used. However, there were

few differences found in the performance level and solution strategies between multiplication and

division problems, except that performance was much lower for Cartesian and Factor problems.
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Table 2: Percentage of Correct Responses for Each Problem Structure: Interviews 1 to 4

PROBLEM
STRUCTURE

SMALL NO. LARGE NO. PICTURE

Interviews Interviews Interviews

MULTIPLICATION 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Repeated
Addition

(a)
(b)
(e)

SO
51
59

77
74
74

79
84
85

92
95
95

27
27

45
52

54
68

80
65

50 20 20 8

Rate 72 82 89 98

Factor 11 29 44 57 0 16 35 47

Array 46 77 84 y2 39 70 76 78 39 16 11 5

Cartesian l'. 1 3 18 1 1 2 10

DIVISION

Partition
(Sharing)

(a)
(b)

66
61

69
80

74
81

75
97

23
34

33
64

29
64

55
83 14 14 14 2

Rate 51 54 66 85

Factor 4 3 6 17 0 0 0 10

Quotitlon (a)
(b)

34
47

58
64

55
69

85
93

26
34

36
45

44
50

72
73

Subdivision 4) 60 73 82 10 23 35 43

The numbers interviewed were 70. 69.62 and 60 respectively

In comparing small and large number problems, a marked decrease in performanceoverall was

found for large number problems with many children reverting to direct modelling and counting

procedures. Further analysis of individual profiles revealed some contrasting evidence that 25%

of the children were unable to solve two or more of the easiest 11 small number problems at any

interview stage. Many of these children relied on immature strategies, such as using key words,

looking at the size of the numbers to choose an operation, or applying number facts incorrectly.
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Primary Strategies Used Across Problem Structures and Interview Stages

There was a wide variety of strategies used to solve the ten different problem structures. These

were largely based on grouping, counting and additive procedures, and the increased use of

known addition and multiplication facts at Interview Stages 3 and 4. There were few differences

found between the solution strategies for multiplication and division problems except for sharing,

one-to-many correspondence, and trial-and-error used exclusively for division. Most compelling

was the evidence that the solution strategy reflected the semantic structure of the problem and in

general, the children tended to model the action or relationship described in the problem.

Levels of Strategy Use For Multiplication and Division Problems

From the broad range of strategies used to solve the ten problem types across four interview

stages, three basic levels of strategy use were formulated by integrating the level of abstractness,

and the level of modelling of the solution strategy: (i) direct modelling with counting and additive

or subtractive procedures; (ii) no direct modelling with counting and additive or subtractive

procedures; and (iii) use of known or derived facts.

At Level (i) grouping and counting strategies were combined where children formed equivalent

sets representing the quantity given in the problem and then counted-all (one-by-one to gain

total), skip counted ("3, 6, 9") or double counted (two counts made simultaneously for
number of groups and number in the group). At Level (ii) strategies were identical to those at

Level (i) but were identified by the children verbalising the solution process and describing their

visualisation of the model of the problem. At Level (iii) use of known and derived addition

and multiplication facts for multiplication and division emerged clearly at Interview Stage 4.

Although the solution strategies for multiplication and division problems were more complex, the

levels of modelling, counting, and use of known facts, were found to be analogous to the addition

and subtraction study (Carpenter and Moser, 1984), and were consistent with the strategies found

in Kouba's (1989) study with multiplication and division problems.
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Table 3: Levels of Strategy Use on Small Number Problems Across the Four Interviews

Multiplication
Division

Level (I) Direct Modelling (1) Grouping, counting-all

(1) Grouping. counting-all
Sharing one-by-one
One-to-many correspondence
Trial- and -error grouping

(2) Grouping, double counting (2) Grouping, double counting

(3) Grouping. skip counting
(3) Grouping, skip counting

(4) Additive and subtractive:
(4) Additive and subtractive:

Repeated addition
Repeated addition

Doubling
Doubling

Halving
Halving

Repeated subtraction
Repeated subtraction

Level 01) No Direct Modelling
(1) Grouping, counting-all

(1) Grouping, counting-all
Sharing one-by-one
One-to-many correspondence

(2) Grouping, skip counting
(2) Grouping, skip counting

(3) Grouping, double counting
(3) Grouping, double counting

(4) Additive and subtractive:
(4) Additive and subtractive:

Repeated addition
Repeated addition

Doubling
Doubling

Halving
Halving

Repeated subtraction
Repeated subtraction

Level (111)Known Facts
(1) Known addition fact

(1) Known addition fact

(2) Known multiplication fact
(2) Known multiplication fact

(3) Derived multiplication fact
(3) C.sived multiplication fact

(4) Known division fact

Intuitive Models
Fischbein et al. (1985) identified a .tepeated addition model for multiplication and two models for

division; partitive and quotative. In the process of analysing solution strategies, underlying intuitive

models appeared to the researcher to overarch the method of solution, but it seemed that these

models were more complex than those previously described by Fischbein et al. (1985) with older

pupils. Further analysisof the solution strategies revealed
predominance of the repeated addition

model for multiplication, but an 'operate on the set', an array, and cartesian models were also

found.
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Three underlying intuitive models for division were found: sharing one-by-one, 'building-up'
(additive) and 'building-down' (subtractive). These were consistent with recent findings by Kouba
(1989), but further analysis of Partition, Quotition and Rate problems across the four interview
stages showed widespread preference for the 'building-up' model (Mulligan, 1991a)
and this was based on counting or additive strategies where the child 'built-up' to the dividend.
For example, in the Quotition (a) problem, the child 'built-up' groups of 2 until 16 was reached,
and verbalised counting-all, skip counting or double counting "2, 4, 6, 8 ...". 'Building-down'
was distinctive because the child always modelled or counted the dividend first such as " 16 take
away 2, take away 2".

A change in problem type may have affected the intuitive model used which supports the notion
that children can develop more than one intuitive model. Some children who were consistent in
their intuitive model across problems tended to be restricted to 'building-down'. Those children
who were more successful across problems were more likely to change their model. These
findings raise questions for teaching and learning methods that rely on the sharing and repeated
subtraction models for division. It is proposed that teaching traditional partitive and quotative
models may restrict the solution process, rather than building on children's intuitive
understandings. It can be questionned whether the use of additive and estimation strategies,
especially efficient use of multiple and group counting might be a more effective way of teaching
division.

Implications for Teaching
This study has provided new evidence that young childrencan solve a variety of multiplication and
division problems prior to instruction in these processes. Counting and additive procedures were
found to be essential in the development of multiplication and divisionprocesses, with the use of
efficient skip counting, and double counting as central to this development. Teaching programs
could incorporate the development of informal strategies rather than focussing only on mastering
number facts and computational skills that may not relate to the child's level of strategy
development. Teachers could facilitate more meaningful learning by establishing links between
children's intuitive strategies and the formal teaching of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Perhaps the teaching of these processes in an integrated fashion, and based on the child's
experience of a range of related situations might best reflect the natural development of these
processes. The relative difficulty of different problem structures and number combinations has
been more clearly identified and thus, teachers could expose children to these with a beater
understanding of the relative ease or difficulty which children may encounter.

The analysis of intuitive models for multiplication and division indicated that children can develop
different underlying models for these processes. The preference for additive strategies in the
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development of division warrants careful attention as common teaching practice focusses on using

sharing and repeated subtraction strategies. Teaching strategies that reflect the informal
development and intuitive models of multiplication and division were successfully integrated into a

teaching experiment conducted in the later part of the longitudinal study (Mulligan,1991b).
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The Development of Young Students' Division Strategies

flanlie Murray, Alwyn Olivier and Piet Human
Research Unit for Mathematics Education
University of Stellenbosch, South Africa

This paper traces the development of thirdgraders' strategies for solvingdivision
problems involving two- and three-digit numbers. It indicates major differences
in the rate of development as well as developmental phases of higher ability and
lower ability students.

Introduction

A number of teaching experiments are focussing on attempts to elicit and build on young

children's conceptualizations of computational problems and the strategies they construct

based on these conceptualizations (e.g. Cobb, Wood, Yackel, Nicholls, Wheatley, Trigatti

& Perlwitz, 1991; Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang & Loef, 1989; Kamii, 1989). Our

research group is engaged in an ongoing research and development project on the mathe-

matics curriculum in the first three grades of school, trying to build on children's informal

knowledge and studying and facilitating the development of their conceptual and proce-

dural knowledge (Murray & Olivier, 1989; Olivier, Murray & Human, 1990). In a previous

report (Murray, Olivier & Human, 1991) we described a number of different strategies

(cf. Kouba, 1989), constructed by young students attempting to solve division-type prob-

lems in a socially-supportive learning environment where students are required to construct

their own solution strategies. The data available at that stage were mostly of the snapshot

type and did not capture individual children's development over a period of time, and were

gathered from many different classrooms representing many different teaching styles.

For this study, a single third-grade classroom was selected which was observed and

videotaped on a regular basis during the 1991 school year, and all written student work on

division-related problems during the course of the year was analyzed. In this paper we

elaborate on:

the substantial differences in the rate of development and the development paths of
higher ability and lower ability students

the influence of the semantic structure of the problem type on children's concept of
division and solution strategies

some of the factors involved when students change strategies.
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The Classroom Setting

Our theoretical orientation and research base have been outlined elsewhere (Olivier,

Murray & Human, 1990). It is based on a constructivist theory of knowledge in which

children actively build up their knowledge based on their own experience. Our approach

is further inspired by socio-constructivism: Learning mathematics is a social activity as well

as an individual constructive activity (Cobb et al., 1991).

The meanings of operations and solution strategies are nottaught to students; students are

confronted with realistic, meaningful word problems whichthey are expected to solve using

their existing knowledge, and they construct theirmeanings of the operations and solution

strategies while solving the problems. The symbols for the operations are introduced only

after students had already solved problems involving the particular concepts. Students are

therefore never required to "identify the operation" to solve a word problem; a division

problem may be solved by direct modelling, addition, subtraction, or multiplication. They

are not required to use number sentences, and are particularly not required to produce a

"correct" number sentence for any problem; they nevertheless frequently elect to round

off their work with a number sentence. The problems werealways posed as word problems

and of mixed types.

The teacher used the format of grouping the students into three main ability groups as

required by the education supervisor in this area; this implies that the teacher takes

approximately a third of the students for an informal but very intensive problem solving

session (usually on the floor), while the other students are engaged in completing work

cards at their tables or playing mathematical games. The main distinction between the

ability groups is that the higher ability groups are able to handle larger numbers earlier.

The teacher consistently posed word problems in each group's zone of proximal develop-

ment, requiring each student first to attempt to solve the problem on his own and then

encouraging students to consult with one another. One of the main functions of the teacher

is to establish a classroom culture in which students engage in interactive negotiation of

mathematical meaning (Cobb et al, 1991). Students are expected to explain, discuss, and

diagnose each other's mistakes and lend support where needed. The teacher exercised strict

control over the social interaction aspect, never helped any student with mathematically-

related problems except notation, and never allowed a problem session to be terminated

until the group had ensured that every student had obtained the correct answer by using his

own method, and understood fully what he was doing. Students were never required to
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explain to the group how they themselves had solved a problem (a deviation from our

suggested approach). The teacher also continuously affirmed her approval of supportive

behaviour and competently-given help, showing no interest in who had first obtained the

correct solution.

The class consisted of 13 boys and 9 girls from middle- and upper- middleclass homes. For

a variety of reasons this class had not been granted the opportunity to construct any meaning

for division during their second grade, and all of them resorted to direct representation

(i.e. drawing the problem in detail) when presented with their first division-type problem

in their third grade.

A Variety of Strategies

Division problems are broadly of two types: sharing and measurement. Young children's

informal solution strategies initially reflect the different semantic structures of these two

problem types, illustrating two independent conceptions of division. For a sharing problem

such as "There are 18 cookies that you must share equally among three friends. Howmany

cookies must each friend get?", children typically draw three faces or other icons repre-

senting the three friends, and thn deal the cookies out by drawing them one by one

underneath each icon. More advanced numerical methods may still reflect the sharing

structure, e.g. the student may use a repeated estimation strategy by first trying to give each

friend (say) five cookies, and finding it to be wrong, then trying six. Or the student may use

an estimate-and-adjust strategy by first giving each child (say) four cookies, then another

two each, recording the strategy as

4 + 4 + 4 .. 12
2 + 2 + 2 ... 6

To solve a measurement problem such as "How many bags of 3 cookies each can be made

up from 18 cookies?" young children typically draw 18 circles, and then bracket off groups

of three. A more advanced numerical strategy may involve adding threes until 18 is reached

and then counting the number of threes, or subtracting threes until there are no cookies

left.

One can deduce that students have constructed an integrated meaning of the concept of

division if they are able to transform between problem types, i.e. if the strategy is no longer

determined by the semantic structure of the problem, but rather by the particular student's

personal preferences.
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The first division-type problem posed to the class in April 1991 was a sharing problem. All

the students used direct representations (i.e. drew the problem in greater or lesser detail)

to solve the problem. Seventeen students kept to the sharing structure of the problem, but

the other four employed a strategy which entailed bracketing off groups of circles, and

which could be interpreted either as one of "counting the rounds dealt out," or as a

transformation of the problem to enable them to count in groups.

The majority of students used avariety of strategies during the course of the year. We now

illustrate and trace the development of the strategies used by three particular students who

are typical of the three ability groupings in the class. Although all problems were posed as

word problems, we will indicate only the problem type (S = sharing, M = measurement)

and the numbers involved. Since children's informal strategies frequently reflect an accu-

mulative process, the arrow notation is introduced to students as an additional symbol to

try to prevent incorrect use of the equal sign. We have attempted to reproduce the student's

original layout as closely as possible.

Thys (lower ability group)

April 96 + 12 (S)

June 60 + 5 (M)

35 + 5 (M)

direct representation (bracketing off groups of 12 circles, then counting

the groups)

direct representation (bracketing off groups of 5 circles, then counting

the groups)
direct representation (bracketing off groups of 5 circles)

35 + 5 = 7
36 + 9 (S) direct representation (bracketing off groups of 9 circles)

July 42 + 3 (M) first an uncompleted direct representation, then, after listening to Nicol:

10 10 10
4 4 4

72 + 6 (M) first an uncompleted direct representation, then

6 x 6
6 x 2, then

10 10 10 10 10
2 2 2 2 2

12 sheets

10

2

104 + 8 (S) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 - 80
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

80 + 16 + 8 104 13 roses

August 92 + 3 (S) 10 10 10

10 10 10 30 2 remain

10 10 10
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84 + (M) 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84 = 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

34 + 7 = 12
58 + 4 (S) 4 8 12 16 20 24 n 32 36 40 44 48 52 56

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
58 + 4 = 14 and 2 remain

September 168 + 7 (M) 7 1 4 2 1 2 8 3 5 4 2 4 9 5 6 + 5 6 - . 1 1 2 1 1 9 1 2 6 1 3 3 1 4 0 1 4 7 1 5 4 1 6 1 1 6 8
168 + 7 = 24

October 850 + 130 (M) 260 + 260 - 520 + 130 - 650 + 130 -* 780
850 + 130 = 6 rem 70

November 792 + 36 (S) 72 + 36 - 108 + 108 - 216 + 216 - 432 + 216 - 648 + 36 -
684 + 36 - 720 + 36 - 756 + 36 - 792
792 + 36 = 22

988 + 38 (M) 38 + 38 - 76 + 76 - 152 + 152- 304 + 304 - 608 + 304 -
912 + 38 - 950 + 38 - 988
988 + 38 = 26

It is possible that Thys was able to transform between problem types right from the start;
it is, however, equally possible that he was dealing out rounds when he solved 96 + 12 with
a strategy that also fits a measurement structure. During July there is a clear movement
away from direct representations towards numerical strategies, as the numbers involved
also became larger and the question of cognitive economy arises. By August he settled on
a general solution strategy for both division problem types which he proceeded to refine
during the next few months.

Gerrit (middle ability group)

April 42 + 3 (S) repeated estimation, checked by direct representation, i.e. bracketing
off 3 groups of 12, then bracketing off 3 groups of 13, then bracketing
off 3 groups of 14.

June 56 + 7 (M) 56 - 14 - 42 - 14 - 28- 14-. 14 - 14 - 0
8 sweets

56 + 7 (M) 28 + 28 = 56 8 days
153 + 9 (M) 153 - 36 - 117 - 36 - 81 - 36 - 45 - 36 - 9 - 9 - 0

17 players
192 + 8 (S) 22 22 22 22 = 176

26 26 26 26 = 194
24 24 = 192
192 + 24 8

July 342 + 18 (M) 180 + 90-. 270 + 72- 342
342 + 18 = 19

390 + 13(M) 52 + 52 + 52 - 156 + 52 + 52 + 52 - 312 + 52 - 364 + 390
390 + 13 = 30

168 + 7(S) 25 x 7 = 175
23 x 7 = 161
1 x 7 =7
168 + 7 = 24
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August 672 4- 24 (M)

264 + 6 (S)

September 646 + 19 (S)

November 3283 + 67 (M)

24 x 24 = 496
30 x 24 = 720
26 x 24 =
28 x 24 = 672
672 + 24 = 28
25 25 25 25 25 25 =150
19 = 114

25 + 19 = 44

190 x 3 - 570 + 57 -. 627
646 + 19 34

670 + 670 - 1340 + 670

+ 19

2010

150 + 114 =

646

+ 670 2680

264

+ 134.. 2814 + 134

-+ 2948 + 134-. 3082 + 134-. 3216 + 67-. 3283

3283 + 67 = 49

Gent persisted with estimation as strategy for solving sharing problems (first repeated

estimation, e.g. for 192 4- 8, then estimate-and-adjust, e.g. for 264 + 6) until August.

Although he used the same basic strategy, his representation improved from repeatedly

writing down the same number, e.g. for solving 192 8; to repeated addition, e.g. for

solving 390 + 13; to multiplication, e.g. for solving 168 7. His strategy for solving

measurement problems evolved from subtracting multiples of the divisor to adding larger

multiples of the divisor, which later became his general solution strategy for both division

problem types.

Marianne (upper ability group)

April 42 + 3 (S)

June 156 + L3 (M)

253+11(S)

repeated estimation, checked by direct representation (likeGerrit)

10x 13 130 + 26 156 13 + 13 = 26

156 + 13 = 12
21 +21-.42x2-.84 x 2-.164
23x2-46x 2-.92 x 2-.184 +46-.230+ 23-.253

253 + 11 = 23
224 + 14 (M) 15 x 10 1.50 + 60-* 210

16 x 10 - 160 + 224

16 days

338 + 13 (M) 338- 39 - 299 - 52 - 247 - 39 -+ 208 will take too long

13 x 10 130 + 130 -. 260 + 52 312 + 26 - 338
10 20 24 26

338 + = 13

476 + 17 (S) 17 x 10 - 170 + 170 --. 340 + 34 374 + 34 408 + 34-4. 442 + 34 - 476

10 20 22 24 26 28

17 x 28 = 476

Marianne solved all subsequent problems in this way regardless of problem type, for

example:

November 6278 + 73(M) 73 x 10 -. 730 x 2 - 1460x 2 - 2920x 2 - 5840 + 730-.6570 - 292-.6278

10 20 40 80 90 86

73 x 86 = 6278
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Marianne differs from Gerrit and Thys in that shevery quickly constructed an economical

general solution strategy which she only slightly refined during the course of the next five
months.

Further Discussion

This case study confirms our previous observation thatchildren can solve both measure-
ment and sharing problems in a problem-centered learning approach, i.e. without prior
instruction in the meanings of division or in division strategies.

It also confirms that children's solution strategies are initially very much influenced by the

semantic structure of the problem, but that they eventuallyconstruct an integrated concept

of division and one general economical strategy for solving all division problems.

From an analysis of the development of students' strategies in this case study, it seems
reasonable to conjecture that their single general economical strategy develops from their

measurement strategies, and that sharing strategies are progressively discarded.

Most of the more able students started transforming between the problem structures by

the second or third problem presented and after three months they all evolved a general

division strategy using multiplication and addition and/or subtraction, like Marianne's final

strategy. There was no further development during the last five months except that the size

of multiples they handled became bigger and subtraction becamemore common to adjust

the final answer, i.e. they exhibited a confidence and fluency in handling numbers.

The lower ability students also evolved a general division strategy, but their development

took place over the full period of eight months and was characterized in general by longer

use of direct representation, longer use of the particular problem structure as a cue for a

strategy, and slower development towards shorter and more powerful strategies such as

multiplication. They consistently preferred toundershoot and adjust by adding, i.e. they are

less fluent in handling numbers.

It must be noted that the general strategies arrived at by all the students in the class are

structurally the same; this an illustration of the social element in the construction of

knowledge. The other third-grade class in the same school constructed a different general
strategy. (This will be reported elsewhere.)
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The students in this classroom constructed an integrated meaning for division more quickly

than students in other schools exposed first to mtasurement and later to sharing problems,

although other factors apart from sequencing ofproblem types must also have had a major

influence (e.g. the quality of social interaction).

There is some evidence that increased number sizes encourage students to develop more

efficient strategies. For example, Thys abandoned his direct representations when the

numbers became larger. To solve 338 4- 13, Mariannestarted subtracting small multiples

of 13, decided it would take too long, and added larger multiples of 13 instead. The

classroom culture of discussion and argument encourages reflection and evaluation of their

own strategies by the children, asshown by Marianne's remark; this must also be regarded

as a major factor for the improvement of strategies. These students regard the process of

solving a problem as interesting in its own right,worth discussing and worth reflecting on.
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INTERACTIVE DEPICTIONS OF MATHEMATICAL CONSTRAINTS CAN

INCREASE STUDENTS' LEVELS OF COMPETENCE FOR WORD ALGEBRA

PROBLEM SOLVING

Mitchell Jordan Nathan

Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

An interactive, computer animation-based tutor was developed as part of an ongoing test of

a theory of word problem comprehension. Tutor feedback is unobtrusive and interpretive:

Unexpected behavior in the equation-driven animated situation highlights equation errors

which the student resolves through iterative debugging. Earlier experimental controls show

improvement cannot be solely attributed to practice, computer use, or use of the situation-

based method. New data from concurrent think aloud protocols over two days uncover

specific changes that underlie these improv' menu. On day 2, subjects spent more time

reviewing problem texts and correcting initially flawed expressions. They developed self-

directed debugging skills without relying on the interpretive feedback. These changes in

behaviors are reminiscent of expert problem solving in many domains.
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Previous research in understanding and solving mathematical story problems has

shown that text complexity and the comprehension failures of readers are central to the

difficulty of word problems (e.g., Cummins et al, 1988; Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Lewis

& Mayer, 1987). Thus, a model of problem solving that draws on research in reading

comprehension may identify specific difficulties and ways to improve performance. A

theory of problem comprehension, derived from research in discourse comprehension (van

Dijk and Kintsch,1983; Kintsch, 1988), has been posed which focuses on the mental

representations produced while reading problem texts and accessing the relevant situational

and mathematical knowledge (see Nathan, Kintsch, & Young, in press, for details). An

interactive, computer animation-based tutor, ANIMATE, was developed as an indirect test

of this model. In this paper empirical results from students' interactions with ANIMATE

over a two day period are used to illuminate the cause of pre- to posttest improvements.

A text comprehension-based perspective identifies several factors which make these

problems so difficult. Critical information is left unstated, so the student must make certain

necessary inferences which taxes processing; problem texts are propositionally very dense

texts; the language can be inconsistent with the underlying mathematics or be abstract and

ambiguous (Cummins, Kintsch, Reusser, & Weimer, 1988; Lewis & Mayer, 1987;

Nathan, 1991). Poor comprehension of these texts in turn hampers students' abilities to

access and apply the relevant problem-solving strategies, thus producing degraded

problem-solving performances. Additionally, students' understanding of the abstract

mathematical expressions they use is often shallow, which further contributes to problem-

solving difficulties. Researchers in word problem solving have identified ways to rewrite

certain problems so that comprehension and performance is increased substantially (e.g.,

DeCorte, Verschaffel, & DeWin, 1985). This work has been valuable in identifying some

of the linguistic factors of word problem solving difficulty, while controlling for the
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underlying mathematical content. As .a pedagogical tactic, however, this approach is

problematic. Word problems come from a variety of sources and generally cannot be

expected to be formulated in a manner ideal for students.

An alternative to rewriting problem texts is to impart to students highly robust

reading and problem solving skills which can be applied to word problems written in an

inconsiderate manner. This is the goal of the research reported here: To provide students

with an improved ability to generate a formal set of algebraic expressions from problems

presented in story form. The theory which supports this goal is described in the next

section along with a brief review of its preliminary successes. Then, new empirical results

are presented which identify specific qualitative changes to the solution-generation process

that underlie these improvements. One such change is that while students continue to

develop expressions containing conceptual errors, they learn to detect and correct them at a

later time. This change signals improvement in students' competency in interpreting

abstract expressions in a situational manner, and in perceiving the problem-solving process

as iterative rather than as a single pass effort. This change comes about from interactions

with ANIMATE which provides interpretive feedback. It is the student, not the tutor, who

evaluates each solution attempt, by relying on his own understanding of the story situation

and mathematics needed to de-,..ribe it.

Previous successes of the text comprehension-based theory

of word problem solving

Arithmetic word problem solving can be understood within the framework of the

general theory of discourse processing of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983; Kintsch, 1988).

Kintsch and Greeno (1985) and Cummins et al. (1988) have shown that the successful and

erroneous performances of first graders could be modelled by production rules within this
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framework. The critical features of these models were the representations of tlt semantics

of the problem texts and the underlying problem situation (the situation model), which

guided selection of the problem-solving strategies.

More recently Nathan (1991; Nathan et al., in press) hypothesized that for robust

comprehension to take place a strong correspondence must exist among a problem solver's

situation model and his representation of the formal, mathematical knowledge, the so-called

problem model. The situation model uses cues from the text to access real world

knowledge relevant for fully comprehending the story. Often, unstated but crucial

information is assumed by the author to be readily accessible to the readers, leaving the

reader to make certain necessary inferences and elaborations. Failure to access this

information can lead to serious comprehension failures (Kintsch, 1988). Similarly, the

problem model uses text-based cues and problem-solving goals to access relevant

mathematical knowledge. In a proper, analytical solution, expressions in the problem

model capture, mathematically, key relationships of the problem situation. An inadequate

situation model fails to properly constrain generation of a complete and correct solution.

The establishment of a correspondence between the formal and situational representations

increases the likelihood that the student will express mathematical ideas which are

consistent with the situation and interpret story events in a mathematical form.

An interactive, computer animation-based tutoring system was developed to test

specific predictions of this theory. Students construct equations which drive an animation

of the situation (e.g., workers painting a fence at different rates). Unixpected behaviors in

the animation -- actions that are inconsistent with the student's situation model -- suggest

errors in the mathematics, the resolution of which is highly constrained by the nature of the

misbehavior (Figure 1). Students repeatedly debug their expressions and test them by re-

running the animation until an acceptable situation is depicted.
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Earlier experimental work using a pretest-posttest, control group design (n=96)

revealed that this training leads to large performance improvements which persist after the

tutor is removed. The methodological details are presented in Nathan (1991, Nathan at al.,

in press). Experimental controls show this improvement cannot be solely attributed to

algebra practice, use of a computer tutor, or use of the situation -based method with no

explicit reference to the mathematical fortn...lism. It appears that the coupling of the

mathematical expressions to a concrete depiction of the situation is necessary. Nathan et al.,

(in press) tentatively interpret the results as conveying situational meaning for abstract

algebraic expressions which supports more robust mathematical reasoning and the

improvements in solution performance.

How mathematical competency is improved

The experimental work reported above can say little about how this improved

mathematical reasoning manifests itself as higher test scores. What is it that students are

actually learning from this situation-based algebra tutor?

New results are presented which identify some of the specific behavioral changes

that underlie these performance improvements. Subjects (n=7) produced "think aloud"

reports while solving word problems in two experimental sessions. Throughout the

training there was continuous improvement, even after a two-day delay in working with

algebra, 1(6)=5.36, p <.002, MS=.5. An analysis of students' verbal and computer

protocols revealed that the frequency of Animation-driven debugginc (changes students

made to the mathematics that were triggered by running the animation and finding that it

performed unexpected behaviors)did not change significantly over the two days. Students'

solution attempts do not contain fewer bugs with continued practice and feedback in this

instructional setting (Table I). However, the amount of student-motivated debugging
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(solution changes which preceded execution of the animation as a source of feedback)

increased substantially from Day 1 to Day 2. Furthermore, whereas the (tutor-free) pretest

showed no indications of student-motivated debugging, posttest episodes (again, tutor-

free) revealed 10 such instances, indicating that this behavior was learned from tutor

exposure.

TABLE 1
Frequency of corrections to algebraic mots made with and

without the use of animation-based feedback

Number of animation-driven Number of student-
corrections motivated corrections

Pretest (no tutor) N/A 0

Day 1 (w/ tutor) 22 3

Day 2 (w/ tutor) 21 10

Posttest (no tutor) N/A 10

It appears that having been provided an explicit link between the situation and the

mathematics students began to see equations as meaningful. They then evaluated the

situational validity of the equations and changed them accordingly with no outside

interventi . ft. rther support of this view, differences in how students allocated their

time during solution getzeration were found. It's important to note that the following results

are trends, not statistically-reliable differences, because of the small sample size used.

While overall solution times did not differ over the two days, subjects on Day 2 spent more

time reviewing the problem texts. This was true on an absolute scale and as a proportion of

the total solution time. It was also found that the individual reading events became longer

on the second day. Subjects on Day 1 tended to re-visit the problem texts in a very focused

manner, looking for specific values, for example. On Day 2, the reading episodes were

characterized as reviewing more phrases. sentences, or the entire problem description.
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Thus, it seems that subjects tended to spend more of their time comparing problem

situations to their mathematical descriptions of the situations, and refining their solutions

until the situation and the mathematics were seen as mutually consistent. Taken alone, these

findings may seem unimportant. But they, along with the emergence of a repair-based

solution generation process, help to explain students' overall performance enhancement.

Conclusion

Changes in the problem-solving processes of ANIMATE tutor users lead to

problem-solving reminiscent of expert behavior. Skilled behavior in a variety of domains is

often characterized by a substantial number of errors early, but expert practitioners have

learned to correct their errors. In writing compositions, for example, experts tend to write

their initial ideas down, knowing they have not stated them perfectly the first time, and then

they revise them (Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Steinbach, 1)84). Novices, in contrast, tend to

make a single pw3 over the information. In computer-based text editing, Card, Moran, and

Newell (1983) show that skilled secretaries spent about one-quarter of their task time

making and correcting errors. Professional mathematicians also make mistakes while

performing routine manipulations in algebra (Lewis, 1981). Flawlessness of the process is

not the goal of many of these experts. They know their flaws are easy to detect upon

reexamination.

Many conceptual errors were made by subjects at both pretest and posttest time

while using the ANIMATE system. Conceptual errors have been characterized as "the most

serious" for algebra problem solving (Hall et al., 1989, p. 263), manipulation errors being

more recoverable. Conceptual errors were not fatal for ANIMATE users, however.

Performance improved, even though it was colored by a fairly constant error frequency

because students learned to detect and repair them as part of the problem-solving process.
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One cannot characterize student& improved performance as the generation of error-free

solutions. Rather, students learned to generate buggy approximations to a solution and

refine them over time. This was possible for two reasons. First, the tutor provides

interpretive feedback to the students, allowing them to make errors, but also see their

ramifications in a situational form. This form is believed to be more meaningful than the

abstract equations required for a solution. The situational context taps into students'

knowledge of events thereby supporting the reasoning needed for self-assessment and

correction. Secondly, the environment encourages students to develop partial solutions and

refine them in an iterative manner. There is no penalty for errors of commission or

incompleteness. Consequently, students seem to learn that errors can be made and then

discovered and corrected. The problem-solving processes of these students and the

allocation of their problem-solving time shifted from one-pass solution methods to one of

self-directed diagnosis and error correction. This shift occurred in a technologically

minimal setting by most tutor standards, allowing students to exercise a good deal of

freedom in the way in which they derived solutions to problems that were difficult a short

time earlier.
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Problem text. Huck and Tom agree to paint afence. Tom can paint the
entire fence in two hours while it takes Huck four hours. If Huck starts one
hour earlier than Tom, how long will it take the two boys to complete the
job? (Problem text adapted from Hall, 1990).

Hoek Tom

Portia) paintod by Hoek 0
Portion painted by Tom

Quit

0.5

Equations

Net

12 Posts
1

Huck

2

Tom

Figure 1. Checking a solution attempt for a Work problem by running the equation-driven
animation. Several errors in the solution exist and produce behaviors on the screen

inconsistent with the given problem text. The time equations causes Tom to start

while Huck waits for one hour (the relation implies that Tom's time, T2, is greater
than Huck's time so an hour must be subtracted for a balanced equation). Rate
values are incorrect (they are the given values which times, not rates) so the
characters paint much faster than expected. Lastly, with no equation relating Job
variables, J1 and J2, (the amount of work done) the animation continues
indefinitely, leaving each character to continually cycle over the entire fence.
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The Influence of Numerical Factors in solving simple Subtraction. Problems
Dagmar Neuman

University of Goteborg, Department of Education and Educational Research

Many investigations have illustrated that it is the structure and context of the problem not numerical
factors which influence children's choice of problem solving strategies when they subtract. Yet,
problems formulated with the intention to test the influence of numerical factors have rarely been
given in these studies. In a Swedish study, where 82 school starters were interviewed, it was
illustrated that numerical factors sometimes can play an important role. At a certain point in the
developmental process children seemed to create a strategy which helped them to subtract in the most
comfortable way independently of the structure of the problem as long as the numbers were not
bigger than 10. In a teaching experiment, aimed at testing the didactical implications of these findings,
pupils who were helped to find this strategy when they subtracted within the number range 1-10,
learned to add and subtract mentally also within higher number ranges.

Introduction
Fischbein et al. (1985) illustrated that the operation which pupils choose in order to multiply or

divide are often governed by primitive models which are formed early in their lives, and they point

out that it is also the case for addition and subtraction. Subtraction appears to have at least two

behavioral interpretations: (a) take away (John has 9 marbles. He gives 7 to Jenny. How many

marbles has Ir -:ept?) and (b) building up (John has 2 marbles. How many more does he need in

order to have 9 marbles?). Carpenter and Moser (1982) examined the implications of the primitive

models for addition and subtraction and found that children chose subtractive strategies for the former

kind of subtraction, (a), while they chose additive strategies for the latter, (b). A lot of more recent

research has confirmed these findings. Thus, structure and context of the problems, not numerical

factors, have been considered to influence children's choice of problem solving strategies.

However, Resnick (1983) found, when analysing existing research concerning subtraction, a

strategy she has called 'choice'. Children using this strategy choose either additive or subtractive

strategies for problems of type (a) depending on which strategy requires fewer steps.

The problems given in the studies illustrating that context and structure govern pupils' choice of

problem solving strategy have rarely been of a purely 'discriminating' kind, worded in such a way

that they could also test if numerical factors might influence choice of strategy. In a Swedish study

(Neuman, 1987, 1989a) all the questions were of a 'discriminating' kind. In this investigation 82

school starters all the pupils from four classes were interviewed immediately after school started,

before they had any instruction in mathematics. The problems were chosen in such a way that they

would first of all test if the strategy 'choice was used. This strategy had been found in informal

observations and in pilot studies related to the main study (which actually started 1982, thus before

Resnick's repot on the 'choice' strategy). This investigation illustrated that numerical factors

sometimes seem to influence children's choice of problem solving strategies, even more than the

structure and context of the problem.

The fact that 'discriminating' problems were posed might not be the only cause of the divergent

findings in the Swedish study. For example, school starters in Sweden are 7 years old, and have not

had any formal teaching of addition and subtraction during their preschool years. Further, the

problems given were within the number range 1 10 only.
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The decision to use numbers in the range 1-10 was part of the design, to make the problems

'discriminating' by making explicit how children see the part-whole relations which constitute the

numbers 1-10. If children add two numbers greater than five before they know how to split the added

number into two parts at the 10-border, the strategy 'choice' cannot help them overcome the 'keeping

track' problem, and thus there is less need to create it. According to Miller (1967) not even adults can

operate with more than 7 ± 2 components at the same time, and the capacity is less for children.

From a didactical point of view, the interesting problem is to analyse how the modeling strategies

children use for problem solving within the number range 1-10 gradually change into mental
calculation strategies and finally into abstract thinking. Problems within higher number ranges are

either variants of problems within the number range 1-10, or they involve splitting up the added or

subtracted numbers at the 10-border. Thus, it was hypothesized that if teachers can help children to

find economic problem solving strategies within the number range 1-10 their pupils will have a

readiness to add and subtract mentally even within higher number ranges. This hypothesis was later

tested in a teaching experiment.

Another aim of the study was to understand apparently strange conceptions of subtraction observed

in pilot studies carried out with first and second graders. At PME 1989 a presentation was made of

these conceptions, and of the the 'child-logic' inherent in them (Neuman, 1989). Now a review will

be made of the strategies used by the children who gave correct answers.

The phenomenographic approach
The study was carried out as a phenomenographic investigation, where the aim is to map and

describe the conceptions of certain phenomena, in this case conceptions of number and of the addition

and subtraction strategies through which these conceptions are fanned.

Phenomenographic studies assume that conceptions are relations between man and world, created

through experiences, akin to phenomenological intentionality. All our conceptions can be said to be

all our knowledge. 'Conception' is a 'key concept' in phenomenographic research. The conception

can be said to be the offspring of the thought. The strategies that are observed are mainly interesting

because they express - but also form - the conceptions.

Therefore, in phenomenographic studies, concrete as well as abstract strategies are related to one

and the same conception. It is the idea - the conception - behind the modelling strategy, the mental

calculation strategy or the more abstract thought that is of interest in phenomenographic research.

Since the same idea is practically always observed at different levels of abstraction (Neuman, 1991) it

is possible to find hypotheses about how an idea can be constructed at a concrete, modeling level and

after that gradually be transformed into more and more abstract thinking.

Method
Before the main study started some pilot studies were carried out, in one of which older pupils with

'math difficulties' were interviewed. There it was revealed that those pupils, even at the age of 17 or

18, still solve subtractions of the 'take away' kind through subtractive strategies, and subtractions of

the 'building up' kind - often called 'missing addends' - through additive strategies.
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Thus problems of the kind: 'You have 2 kronor and want to buy a comic that costs 9 kronor were

solved through counting on from 2, while problems of the kind 'You have 9 kronor and lose 7
kronor were solved through counting back. Sometimes the older pupils made an estimate, forwards

or backwards, which was occasionally wrong. None of them seemed to have found the 'choice' idea,

which would have helped them to think backwards in the first and forwards in the second problem,

and thus solve the problems in a very easy way.
According to the theories presented by Miller (1967) seven words are. too many to list and

simultaneously keep track of mentally. The pupils solved this problem by putting up one finger for

each counting word they listed forwards or backwards. After that they read off the answer 5 + 2 = 7:

the fingers were used for 'keeping track'. With the help of their hands, the pupils grouped the seven

words into two perceivable groups. This strategy was referred to as 'double-counting', a strategy

xpressing a conception of number as 'Counted numbers'. The pupils with 'math difficulties' rarely

used any strategies other than this concrete double-counting for all operations, even for multiplication

and division problems (which, however, were mostly impossible to solve in this way).

The realisation developed, related to Miller's theories, that double counting strategies (or the

conception of number as counted numbers) which lack the idea of 'choice' cannot lead to abstract

thinking. This was confirmed confirmed by the fact that even high-school pupils with math
difficulties who had not discovered 'choice' still used these concrete 'doublecounting' strategies.

Another observation that was hard to understand in relation to the observations of pupils with math

difficulties, was made during informal studies of primary school children. Even as soon as school

started, a few of them could solve the kinds of problems presented above, giving an immediate

answer: 'Seven missing' or 'Two left'.
The question of how they had arrived at this apparently abstract knowledge, which some people

never seem to arrive at, was at the focus of interest in the school starter interviews, where the

following four subtraction questions were presented:

1. If you have 3 kronor and you want to buy a comic for 7 kronor, have you got enough

money? No! How many more kronor do you need?

2. If you have 10 kronor in your purse and lose 7 kronor, how many have you got left?

3. If you have only 2 kronor and you want to buy a comic for 9 kronor, how many

more kronor do you need?

4. If you've got 4 kronor and you want a comic that costs 10 kronor, how many more

kronor do you need?

Beside these problems a 'guessing game' was played, where the children had five turns to guess

how 9 buttons were hidden, distributed between two boxes. Addition tasks were also given, but

since the strategy 'choice' is of no interest in addition, these problems are not taken into account here.

Problems 2 and 3 were aimed at testing the existence of the strategy 'choice. They were the kind of

subtracti'n problems which were so hard to solve for older pupils with math difficulties
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Problems 3 and 4 were chosen according to observations made in pilot studies, illustrating that

primary children often use 'doubles' in two ways, when they solve specific kinds of problem.

All interviews were audio taped and transcribed word for word.

Results
Four conceptions of number were found in the main study:

I. Numbers measured by twos, threes orfours 3. Ordinal- cardinal finger numbers

2. Counted numbers 4. Structured and counted numbers

Numbers measured by twos. threes or fours'

Children expressing this conception often use doubles. After the answer 'Four' to problem 1 the

following explanation might be given: 'cause 3 + 3 makes 6 .. That's why I knew it'. This was the

most commonly used strategy for problem 1, the problem given in order to test its existence.

Camatedaenkca
This conception is related to the double-counting strategies described above. Only 6 pnyils useil

for subtraction, 5 of them only in one answer. One of these pupils used something in between the

strategies counting all and counting on. He solved question 1, for example, by putting up the three

middle fingers of the first hand saying 'Three, and after that four fingers of the second hand which

touched his mouth, while he counted '4, 5, 6, 7'.

aditagatditiaiflirgetpriarbia
This conception illustrates how the strategy choice can be created through concrete modelling, and

subsequently developed further into abstract thinking. It was the most often expressed conception of

number. (Even if it was also the most often expressed conception for addition, the children very often

used their fingers in a lot of other ways in addition, e. g. for double-counting).

The significant idea of this conception is that the fingers form a precursor of the 'number line'.

Within the 'row of fingers' up to 10 each 'finger number' ends at a certain position. The finger

number for seven, for instance, ends at the second forefinger: one finger after the end of the finger

number for six and one finger before the finger number for eight. Thus each number can be

experienced in an ordinal way. Since all finger numbers which are too big to be subitized are

constituted by two well known groups - i.e. the fingers of the two hands - they can also easily be

recognised in a cardinal way without counting. They are simultaneously ordinal and cardinal, which

is consistent with Piaget's (1969) theories. Piaget states that the sequence of whole numbers is

inseparably ordinal and cardinal, a conclusion he stresses that his data has clearly illustrated.

When the finger numbers had begun to be indentified in the children's problem solving, all pupils

in two of the four classes (n=43) were asked to put different numbers of fingers on their desks.

Around 3/4 of these children could immediately put up all finger numbers without counting, except

the finger number for 8, which only 1/4 of them knew in this way. They explained that they knew

how to put up all these fingers without counting, because 7 was 2 more than 5, 9 was one less than

10 and so on. Further, many of the children who could not put up their finger numbers without
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counting, began to put up their first hand directly and after that counted the remaining fingers of the
second hand, or set out from ten fingers and fold one or two beginning from the tenth finger.

When the children illustrated 'two' and 'three' any fingers could be used. Two children put up four
fingers on each hand for eight and five of them put up one hand and the fingers except the thumb on
the other hand for nine. These finger groups were not ordinal: nine made up of 5 + 4 in that way, for
example, ended at the tenth forger. However, two of the five children who did this explained that they
would have liked to fold the little finger instead of the thumb, but that this was very hard.

Six strategies gradually more and more abstract ones were related to this conception of number: .

1. 'Estimate the last pare 2. 'Count the last part'
3. 'Don't divide up the first hand' 4. Transform finger numbers'
S. Think of finger numbers' 6. 'Abstract operations'.

The strategy 'Estimate the last part' only ended up with correct answers by chance (and is therefore
not included in table 1). This strategy and the strategy 'Count the last part' of the finger number were
rarely used. It seemed that they were very soon exchanged for more economic and adequate
strategies. The five children who used them put up two fingers to begin with and went on to put up
fingers until the ninth finger was placed on their desk (fig 1). Since the fingers remaining after the
two first ones were not structured by the hand, the children

could not immediately perceive their number. Four children / \
c-ch

estimated the number of fingers in the last part of the finger

number to six, seven or eight (strategy 1). One child counted them (strategy 2). Fig 1

Children who used these two strategies had not yet created the strategy choice. It was created in the
third strategy 'Don't divide up the first hand'. Many of the children who used this strategy said
something about 'five' in spite of the fact that the word five did not appear in the problem.

Susie, when she solved questions I and 3, had to count all the fingers up to the seventh or ninth in

order to know what tae finger number for these numbers looked like. Then she said: 'There, now we
can start'. After more manoeuvres with her fingers she finally answered 'Seven' to problem 3. When

asked how she found that answer, she explained her procedure as follows (fig 2):
'First I sort of counted five ... Then I put up two ...

PrrThen I put up two more ... Then I put them
. 1

down (the two last ones) and count them again (the

seven first ones) like this (touching her lips with one finger at a time) Fig 2
Susie illustrated one way in which the strategy 'choice' can be created through finger numbers

under the restriction that the first hand must remain undivided. She does not add the fingers
representing the last part to the two representing the first part. Instead of that she 'takes away' the two
fingers, representing the first part from the whole, and 2 + X= 9 has become 9 2 = X.

For that problem, children who knew their finger numbers put up nine fingers directly and foldtd
the last two. Some did not even bother to manoeuvre their fingers. They looked at their 10 fingers and
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answered 'seven' immediately, explaining that they knew, because 'this is nine' or 'this is seven',

pointing to the ninth or the seventh finger. They used the fingers as if they had been a number line.

Through strategy 4 the idea Transform finger numbers' was created. The idea governing that

strategy was: if you move one finger between your hands (or between other finger groups) one finger

group increases as much as the other finger group decreases. Some children used this strategy
repeatedly in the guessing game. For example, they could put up the finger number for nine and start

with the guess 'There are five in this box and four in that one', go on to guess 'Six in this one and

three in that one' and so on, while they moved one finger at a time from one finger group to the other.

Strategy 5 Think of finger numbers' was of a little more abstract kind, and no concrete fingers

were used. Niclas, for example after his answer 'Six' to problem four, and the explanation that 'he

thinks with his hands' explained in detail the way in which the finger-number 10 could be changed

from 5 + 5 into 6 + 4 and again back to 5 + 5. He moved the thumb from one hand over to the other

while he illustrated his thoughts with his fingers. Children who said that they 'thought with their

hands' could also think according to the strategy 'Don't divide up the first hand'.

A lot of cubes, buttons etc were placed on the table in front of the children, but none of them used

any material other than fingers, if they used any concrete material at all.

In strategy 6 Abstract operations' no reference was made to fingers. This strategy can be

illustrated by a child who in the guessing game, after having guessed 'Five here and four there',

guessed 'Six here and three there ...'. He explained: '1 take one less than five to four and one more to

the five ...' .This was the strategy most often used for problem 10, the problem formulated in order

to test the strategy's existence. Other children could explain, after having answered 'four' in question

1: 'I thought, if it's three, so I'll take three from seven ..'. And a child who immediately answered

'Three' to question 2 explained that he knew, because three plus seven make 10.

If we analyse the Roman numerals in their ancient form, we
5114 SII17 Alit tent 111110

observe that the two ideas 'Don't divide up the hand', and VI MI V0I vrI i
91114 5217 (4211 'Prat lam

'Transform numbers, related to an image of ordinal-cardinal Ntp, vs rrr vim lan
3314 41317 MI i131 71310finger-numbers, might easily have been used also earlier in \5i vI 1.11 %11

history, when our figures once were pictures of our fingers: tiuls r,to 01:10
vs we

all numbers bigger than five can independently of the structure sxn

of the problem be divided up into two parts in such a way that
vv

we have immediate access to parts and whole without any counting (fig 3) . Fig 3

The reason is that the V-symbol is undivided (or can be divided into 4 + 1) and that the biggest part of

he number can therefore be perceived or thought of in a simultaneous ordinal-cardinal way,

exactly as the whole is perceived or thought of.

The old Chinese rods (fig 4) were also pictures of the hands, 1 I I I IT TIT
and, just as the Roman numerals, structured to one undivided

I

five-symbol as soon as the numbers were bigger than five Fig 4
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We always seem to have 'felt' that it is not possible to perceive or think of numbers larger than five

unless the many small components are 'chunked together' into a few bigger ones.

Structured and counted numbers

Two strategies were related to this conception:

1 Counting all from larger 2. Counting on from larger

As discussed earlier, the problems were formulated in order to test if the strategy 'choice' was used

or not. The children who expressed the conception 'Structured and counted numbers' used it in order

to choose forwards instead of backwards strategies- when they solved problem 2 the 'take away'

problem but never chose to count backwards in the missing addends. (A few did, but then after an

'Abstract operation' of the type: 'Four ... just took away three', for problem 1). The problem for
them was that the largest part in the missing addends was unknown. Thus, it was impossible to use

the comfortable strategy 'Count on from largest'. Yet, the children still found a way, which at least

helped them to avoid the laborious creation of a concrete keeping track strategy. They just counted all

from largest, for problem 3, for example: '1, 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7 ... 8, 9', before they answered 'seven'.

An interesting finding in their strategy is that they listed the counting words related to the unknown

part up to the two words related to the known part. Problem 2, the 'take away problem', wassolved

in the same way by 3 children. They counted forwards: '1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ... 8, 9, 10', before they

answered 'Three left'. Baroody (1984) has illustrated this strategy in addition, and given it the name

'Counting all from largest'. Yet, since the larger part was known in problem 2, this problem also

could be solved through 'Counting on from largest', and 11 children solved it that way.
The conception 'Structured and counted numbers' thus only seems to make it possible to choose

counting all or counting on from largest, not counting back. The children seemed to feel unsure of

how to count back, and preferred to use or think of finger numbers in their backwards operations.

All children except 4, who sometimes expressed the conception 'Structured and Counted numbers

also used strategies related to 'Finger numbers'. The four other children used early strategies

ending up in wrong answers or double counting strategies for the remaining problems.

The assumption has therefore been that the conception 'Counted and structured numbers' might be

a precursor of the conceptions 'Finger numbers' and 'Counted numbers', but that it is mostly a

strategy related to the conception 'Finger numbers' where the fingers' names just are listed .

Conclusion
Table I below illustrates that number relations within the problems not the structure of the

problems seem to explain the choice of operation children made in this study.

A teaching experiment testing the findings
A teaching experiment was performed with two of the interviewed classes in order to test the

didactical implications of the findings. It lasted for two years and illustrated that the strategy 'choice'

could be developed by all children through the kind of concrete creation the school starters had used.

This strategy gave the pupils access to all part-whole patterns of the 10 basic numbers as 'number

images. This in turn gave a readiness to add and subtract mentally, not only within the number range
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1 10 but also within higher number ranges. All children in the two classes could add and subtract

mentally within the number range 1-100 at the end of the second year.

Table 1.
Number of correct answers related to different conceptions and strategies which were used when the
four problems were solved. The strategy most frequently used for each problem is written in italics.

Conception Problem
Strategy 1 2 3 4

MEASURED NUMBERS
BY 2, 3, 4 13 0 1 4

COUNTED NUMBERS
Counting all/on 1 0 0 0
Counting on 6 0 1 1

FINGER NUMBERS
Count the last part 0 0 1 0
'Don't divide up the hand' 0 21 7 7
'Transform finger numbers' 12 0 0 2
'Think of finger numbers' 2 1 1 3
Abstract operations

Transformations 0 0 0 12
Others 4 3 5 0

STRUCTURED AND
COUNTED NUMBERS
Counting all 1 3 3 0
Counting on 0 1, 0 0

DIRECT ANSWERS* 9 12 6 5

*Direct answers without explanation
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A KRUTETSKIIAN FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF
COGNITIVE OBSTACLES: AN EXAMPLE FROM THE CALCULUS

F. Alexander Norman
Mary K. Prichard

University of North Carolina at Charlotte

In two research studies of college students' learning of calculus a number of cognitive obstacles were
identified. We found that by interpreting these cognitive obstacles within a Krutetskiian framework
that is, by examining the roles of the cognitive processes of reversibility, generalizability, and flexibility

we were able to add to our understanding of the origins of a variety of these obstacles. It may be
the case that using such a framework can be useful in analyzing cognitive obstacles to learning in a
variety of other mathematical contexts, as well.

Currently, there are a number of efforts across the country to transform the content and teaching of the

calculus. One aspect of any successful reform an aspect that has been too easily ignored in the past

is the nature of student learning. Indeed, understanding how and why students construct calculus-related

concepts as they do is critical knowledge for those involved in pedagogical and curricular issues. The

purpose of this paper is to propose a scheme for understanding students! difficulties in the learning of

calculus.

Our investigation began with two projects in which we collected data on students' difficulties in ap-

plying concepts and procedures to solve a broad range of calculus problems.I The theoretical bases for

our analysis of students' conceptions lie in two different but related areas of research. Krutetskii (1976)

identified characteristics of the problem-solving processes used by studenti to solve mathematical prob-

lems. The three processes that we feel are most closely related to the understanding of the calculus are

flexibility, reversibility, and generalization. The research on cognitive obstacles also provides a perspective

for examining students' difficulties with a variety of calculus concepts.

Krutetskii's Problem-Solving Processes

Krutetskii (1976) identified several abilities related to successful problem solving: flexibility in thinking,

reversibility of thought, and an ability to generalize. Most of the current research in learning has focused

on students' understanding of particular concepts in the calculus venue, concepts such as limit, function,

or derivative. The approach taken in designing our investigations is closer to that of Rachlin (1987) in his

study of an experimental algebra curriculum. The problem-solving processes of generalization, reversibility,

and flexibility guided the selection and creation of task& that were used in individual student interviews

and framed our interpretations of resulting data, ultimately focusing on how these processes emerge in the

normal conduct of students' work in the calculus.

Flexibility. Krutetskii (1976) describes flexibility of mental processes as "an ability to switch rapidly

from one operation to another, from one train of thought to another" (pp. 222-223). An instance of this is

when students are able to solve the same problem in different ways. Students who are able to choose from

A more complete description of these studies can be found in Norman & Prichard (1991).
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several different problem-solving methods are usually able to solve a variety of problems posed in a variety

of ways. Another aspect of flexibility is a student's ability to understand and use multiple representations

of a concept (e.g., Kaput, 1987). In the calculus, the concept of function is central to the understanding

of limit, derivative, and integral. Consequently, students who are comfortable with algebraic and numeric

formulations and the graphical representations of functions are better prepared to solve many problems

that arise in the study of calculus.

Reversibility. "The reversibility of a mental process here means a reconstruction of its direction in the

sense of swithching form a direct to a reverse train of thought" (Krutetskii, 1976, p. 287). Reversibility

is essential for a complete understanding of a broad spectrum of mathematical processes. For example,

many students have a facility for factoring a polynomial to find its roots, but are unable to produce

a polynomial with given roots. Likewise, reversibility provides a crucial link between the processes of

differentiation and integration. Often integration is introduced as the solution to problems such as "Name

a function, F, whose derivative is j." Yet, when learning rules for integration, many students do not reason

reversibly to understand the underlying processes. They tend to view differentiation and integration as

rather unrelated processes each of which has its own set of rules to be memorized (e.g., Eisenberg, 1991).

As another example, many students have no difficulty in describing the properties of a given function and

its derivative. However, when students are given the properties of a function and its derivative, many are

unable to construct a graph of a function that satisfies these properties, much less the algebraic form of

such a function.
Generalization. Krutetskii describes two aspects of this ability: "(1) a person's ability to see something

general and know to him in what is particular and concrete (subsuming a particular case under a known

general concept), and (2) the ability to see something general and still unknown to him in what is isolated

and particular (to deduce the general from particular cases, to form a concept)" (1976, p. 237). The first

ability is fairly well-developed among students, who must learn many rules for differentiating functions in

a first-semester calculus class e.g., when given a function to differentiate, students must recognize the

function as a particular case to which one of the rules may be applied. Unfortunately, students are not

given the opportunity to develop the second ability very often in their calculus classes. Instructors who feel

the need to complete a syllabus, tend to tell students the rule or generalization rather than giving them

the opportunity to discover it themselves. However, classroom experience has shown that, for example,

students are able to generate the power rule for differentiating functions on their own when simply given

the opportunity to investigate several cases.

A third aspect of generalization, not touched upon by Krutetskii, differentiates among two levels of

general rules rules related to a specific class of functions and general rules for all functions. For example,

there is a rule for differentiating functions of the form Aenr. There is also a rule for differentiating f g,

for any differentiable functions f and g. These two levels of generality are not usually acknowledged by

instructors or texts, and certainly most students do not recognize the differences.
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Cognitive Obstacles

The notion of cognitive obstacle has appeafed frequently in the recent literature on mathematics learning

particularly that related to algebra learning. Briefly, cognitive obstacles are idiosyncratic constructions

or interpretations of concepts and processes which, while arising naturally in the process of cognitive

development, tend to constrain or impede the development of a complete understanding of the concept or

process. Without delving too deeply into the psychological basis for this, we note that a constructivist

view of concept development provides a theoretical framework in which to view cognitive obstacles. Within

this perspective the nature of an individual's conceptualization is influenced by cognitive structures and

processes already extant. For example, to use Piagetian terminology, the accommodation of a new concept

requires a reorganization of cognitive structures, an action that may be not be so easily or appropriately

done. In fact, Herscovics (1989) speaks of "their (cognitive structures) becoming cognitive obstacles in the

construction of new structures." (p. 62)

As mentioned, cognitive obstacles to a particular concept might simply be a natural stage in the devel-

opment of that concept and for many students may be transitory. For some students though, the extent

of the influence of the obstacles becomes problematic. Thus, understanding the origin of a particular ob-

stacle, how it relates to an individual's unique mathematical experiences, and how it might be overcome

are questions that are useful to examine.

A Study of Problem Solving Abilities .

To study the process of students' thinking rather than simply the products of their thinking activities,

four clinical interviews were conducted with each of six students enrolled in a Calculus I class. A principal

part of the interviews consisted of the students being videotaped or audiotaped as they solved a series of

calculus problems. This approach provided the detailed trace of students' problem-solving behaviors that

was needed for this study. To illustrate the data collected from these interviews, we consider the case of

Paige, whose misunderstandings and difficulties are fairly typical of calculus students.

Ability to generalize. The following example is a typical task focusing on the recognition of a particular

case of a known concept or rule.

If f(x) = cx', then f(z) = cnxn-1

(1) f(x) = 2x5, 1(x) = ;

(2) f(z) = x -213, f'(x) =

(3) f(x) = z x z, 1(x) =

Problem (3) above had been encountered by Paige while solving a related rates problem. Rather than

recognizing this expression as a special case of cx ", to which the simple power rule could be applied, she

focused on the product of the two factors, ix and 05, and applied the product rule. (In a similar

problem. another student used the quotient rule to find the derivative of 2,12-.) While we would assume
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that the exponent rule is mastered by our students, nonetheless many students do not recognize that they

can apply this rule to functions that involve irrational coefficients.

Flexibility in thinking. One aspect of flexibility of thought is the degree to which a successful solution

process on a previous problem fixes a student's approach to a subsequent problem (Rachlin, 1987). A good

problem solver knows when to "fix" and when not to. This process is closely related to the process of

generalizing in that a problem solver may recognize that a new problem situation is similar to one recently

encountered and that the same problem-solving approach would be helpful for the new situation. On the

other hand, a good problem solver also recognizes when a new approach is most effective for a particular

problem.

Paige was given only the graph of a quadratic function [y = (x 1)2/16] and asked to find the following:

a. lim f(x) b. lim f(x) c. f(x) d. lim f(x)
x-1 x--3 re

In questions a, b, and c, Paige located each point to correctly identify the limits. When she attempted d, she

had no idea of how to describe what the limit should be. She had "fixed" on the method of locating points

and was unable to use another strategy for solving the problem. ft is also possible that her expectation of

what her answer should be did not allow her to describe the limit in a way that seemed to her too vague

namely, f(c). Paige's responses to these tasks and her inability to demonstrate flexibility in her thinking

is related to her difficulty in working with the multiple representations of functions. Other students who

understood and used the algebraic and graphical representations of functions were not challenged by these

tasks. They were solved easily and quickly.

Reversibility of thought. The following two examples illustrate different aspects of this process.

I. Sketch a possible graph for a function f such that:

a. f is everywhere continuous

b. f( 3) = 1, f(0) = 2
c. f(x) < 0 when z < 0

Like many of our calculus students, Paige was not very successful with problems of this type. This could

be due in part to her lack of experience with problems of any type that require reversibility of thought.

Paige hesitated before plotting the points (-3,1) and (0,2). Then she had no idea about what steps to

take next. She could interpret the third condition in terms of the slope of tangent lines, but she did not

know how to use that information to sketch a graph.

II. Find a function whose derivative is 3z2.
Paige had difficulty answering a question as seemingly simple as this one. Her understanding of the

relationship between the derivative and integral was weak. When Paige began to study integrals and basic

techniques of integration (power rule and the method of substitution) she approached differentiation and

integration as two different sets of rules to memorize rather than as reversible processes. When the same

task was presented in the form f 3z2 = . she easily used the power rule for integrals to find x3 + c.
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Remarks. The three abilities generalizing, flexibility of thought, and reversibility of thinking provide

a framework for studying and describing students' understanding of calculus and their performance on

calculus problems. While these abilities are very important in successfully solving problems in calculus,

they do not receive explicit attention by classroom teachers and curriculum developers. In particular,

relatively few problems in a standard textbook show different methods for solving calculus problems.

Paige's inability to use these processes hampered her progress in the study of calculus. Other students

who demonstrated greater facility with these three processes tended to have more success in the course.

An Analysis of Cognitive Obstacles

In the second investigation, we examined and catalogued the work of our calculus students. Data

have been collected from several classes, but those from two classes (a first-semester calculus class and a

differential equations class) have been completely and systematically analyzed. The cognitive processes of

flexibility of thought, generalization, and reversibility provide a framework for analyzing and classifying

specific cognitive obstacles identified during our investigation. In the first study, we identified a number of

situations that provide insight into common cognitive obstacles from the perspective of this Krutetskiiart

framework. The results of the second study, as well as the work of other researchers, provide additional
.

instances of cognitive obstacles that appear to be closely tied to these three processes.

We found a significant number2 of errors appear to be tied to specific, sometimes well-known, cognitive

obstacles. Most of the obstacles identified are simply analogues of those that have been identified in

the extensive research on algebra learning [see Kieran (1989) and Herscovics (1989) for good reviews

of the research]. In fact, difficulty with algebra itself seems to be a frequent impediment to students'

success in solving calculus problems. We identified two general types of cognitive obstacles (1) those

associated with natural and mathematical language, and (2) those involving intuitions about mathematical

representations and specific mathematical concepts. The cognitive mechanisms driving these obstacles can

be tied to Krutetskii's processes of flexibility, generalization, and reversibility.

Linguistic /representational factors. The language of mathematics is a very peculiar and sometimes ab-

struse language. Mathematical concepts often defy description in natural language so that students who

do not understand well mathematical syntax, conventions and, even, mathematical idioms, may find it

difficult to fully apprehend the concepts they are trying to understand. Students sometimes impose a

natural language grammar on mathematical situations (a tendency to generalize inappropriately) or make

semantic judgements based on a misinterpretation of syntax. From our data we were able to identify cog-

nitive obstacles related to (1) concatenation, (2) the name-process dilemma, (3) unitizing, (4) operation

transference, (5) generalized distributivity, and (6) natural language. The following example illustrates

one of these obstacles.

Example: Operation transference is a form of generalization. It refers to the tendency to transfer

rules related to an operation in one context to a completely different context. Sometimes the transfer is

2Approximately 10400 errors were analyzed of which &beat 22% were not simply arithmetic or procedural.
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legitimate; sometimes not. For example, A + B = B + A whether A and B are real numbers or real n x m

matrices. But, while we know that AB = BA for real numbers, this is not necessarily so for matrices. These

type of generalizations have been identified among algebra students (Matz, 1979), but is prevalent among

calculus students, as well. Students enter calculus with the exponent rule (xy)" = els' well in hand. We

have noted that some students have a tendency to apply this rule inappropriately with derivatives, writing,

C' for instance

(fg)i = fig' and (fg)ll = f"t"

A similar problem, which was noted frequently among several students in a. differential equations class,

is exemplified in the following problem solution

y" + 2y' = 0 y'(y1 + 2) = 0

= c, y = 2x + c.

intuitive factors. While attempting to understand mathematical concepts, students construct their own

idiosyncratic meanings for these concepts. In many cases, these constructs are very nearly what we, as

mathematicians, would want. However, in other instances, a concept that a student is trying to understand

may not be so easily conceptualized. In such cases, the student may rely on her or his intuition about the

situation in order to attach meaning to the concept in question While this is a natural mechanism for

dealing with phenomena, a mechanism that can be applied very productively, often students' intuitions

about mathematical phenomena tend to result in misconcsptualizations.

There is a growing body of research on students' understanding of calculus concepts (see Graham &

Ferrini-Mundy (1989), for a good review of recent research). Many of these studies have pointed to deceptive

intuitions about concepts such as function, limits, continuity, derivative, and integral intuitions that can

act as cognitive obstacles to the development of appropriate understanding. The students we examined

also exhibited similarly flawed intuitions, as the following examples illustrate.

Derivatives. While students are fairly successful at performing certain typical calculus routines, such as

differentiating polynomials, their intuitive notions of the derivative of a function seen not nearly so strong.

In particular, some of our Calculus I students had difficulty reconciling the definition of a derivative of a

function at a point with the slope of the tangent line at the point. As has been noted by others, many

students have difficulty in seeing that the tangent line is, in fact, the limiting line for a sequence of secant

lines (see, e.g., Dubinsky, 1989). Given the graph of an unspecified, but differentiable, function nearly all of

the Calculus I students exhibited difficulty in constructing a graph of its derivative and double derivative.

Most of these s dents' intuitive notions of derivative centered around symbolic differentiation (i.e., most

had no graphical intuition), consequently this limited intuition proved to be a cognitive obstacle to a

comprehensive understanding of derivative. (See Figure 1.)
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Integration. Geometric intuitions that we consider to be cognitive obstacles to the understanding of

integration include those related to notions of area and change of area. These appeared most often as

students tried to understand the limiting sum definition of the definite integral. For example, one intuition

exhibited by some students was that the more approximating rectangles one had, the greater the area

regardless of the particular function or whether lower or upper limits were being examined. A second

intuition that is quite natural but interferes with the computation of integrals is the notion (or lack thereof)

of "negative" areas. In certain situations, we noted that students also seemed to associate in a peculiar

way the value of an integral (or derivative) with a value of the function. For example, several students

indicated that the slope of the curve in Figure 1 was greater at point B than point A because the function

value at B was greater. Similarly, another student indicated that the area under the curve and hence

the integral
J

0(2)dt in Figure 2 decreased as x increased because the "graph is getting smaller ...

closer to the axis." [This phenomenon has been noted by Eisenberg (1990), as well.]

= (x)

A B

Figure 1. Which is greater
f'(A) or 1(B)?

Figure 2. How is the area changing
as x moves to the right?

Concluding Remarks

It should be made clear that the particular cognitive obstacles identified are very much tied to the

current formulation of mathematical instruction in general. and the calculus in particular. More broadly,

as we mentioned early on, the factors influencing learning are extensive and varied. However, in no way

should they be construed as representing a fixed and permanent set of influences. Instructional methods

change; advances in technology open up new ways of representing mathematics; attitudes and beliefs about

mathematics change; emphases are refocused. These sorts of influences will inevitably affect the nature of

mathematics and mathematics learning.

We determined that cognitive obstacles to the learning of calculus arise in at least two different ways

one related to linguistic/representational aspects and the other to related to intuitions. Regardless of

the evolution of mathematics and mathematics learning, it is difficult to imagine that these two aspects,

whatever their future formulation, would not continue to be primary influences on the genesis of cognitive

obstacles.
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Consider, for a moment, the current conditions as an exemplar of linguistic /representational aspects and

intuitions as sources for cognitive obstacles to the learning of the calculus. Given that so many of our algebra

and calculus courses are immersed in symbolic manipulation, often at the expense of understanding, it is

not surprising that linguistic/representational factors give rise to cognitive obstacles. Also, since learners

basically want to understand or at least make sense of what they are being asked to learn, thl

intuitions that students bring to bear on the concepts of calculus often become obstacles to the appropriate

construction of those concepts.

We found that a useful framework in which to embed considerations of cognitive obstacles lies in the

cognitive processes of reversibility, flexibility, and generalization. We expect that this framework is poten.

tially useful in other areas as well. Efforts to reform the mathematics curricula especially in critical

areas such as the calculus must be based on an understanding of the nature of students' construction of

mathematical knowledge and the variety of factors influencing that construction. This is essential knowl-

edge for mathematics educators. Perhaps the Krutetskiian framework described here and the discussion

of cognitive obstacles will prove useful to those mathematicians and educators who wish to play a role in

the reformulation of mathematics teaching and more importantly learning.
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LOGO MATHEMATICS AND BOXER MATHEMATICS: SOME
PRELIMINARY COMPARISONS

Biglaldlicsa and Celia Hoyles
Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing

Institute of Education, Univasity of London

We describe the results of some preliminary research with Boxer, a new computational medium
with some claims to being a successor to Logo. Issues concerning the pupil-computer interface
are discussed, and we compare Logo- and Boxer-mathematical activities both generally and
within a set of tasks centred around the notion of a parallelogram.

For the past two years we have been exploring the potential of Boxer for mathematical learning.

Boxer is a news computational environment with some claim to becoming a successor to Logo. Its

intellectual and technical antecedents are rooted in the Logo tradition: it was designed by Andrea

diSessa and Hal Abelson, originally at MIT and is now nearing completion under the direction of

the former at the University of California, Berkeley. All interaction with Boxer is via a text editor

and text can be entered, copied, deleted, cut and pasted in the normal way, but with one crucial

difference. All text is contained in boxes, and boxes may contain other boxes. Boxes are not a

screen effect they are not, for example, 'windows'. The editor 'knows' about boxes in the way

that a conventional editor 'knows' about alphanumeric characters. In addition, boxes come in

three sizes: they can be closed and very small (all the user sees is the name of the box, if any, and

a shaded rectangle). Or they can be open, in which case the box will be either exactly the right size

for whatever is in it (including, of course, blank spaces or other boxes): or it will take up the

whole screen (see figure 1). Among types of boxes are dolt boxes, which contain programs and

data boxes, which contain information of any sort including graphics. Graphics can be
produced by a Logo-style turtle (see figure 1) or pasted in by a scanner.

Any piece of text in Boxer can be accessed or executed and recombined with any other

piece. Perhaps it is most helpful to think of Boxer as a system which combines text processing,

data manipulation and dynamic graphics into a single framework glued together by programming.

Like Logo, the programming language which lies at the core of Boxer is LISP. Unlike Logo or

LISP, Boxer makes use of advanced graphics capabilities (consider how even 'friendly' Logo

error messages still scroll up from the bottom of the screen Logo was designed on teletype

machines and it shows), and equally important, is a more general-purpose environment than
merely a programming language. Boxer also differs from conventional languages like LISP or

Logo in that it is built around a consistent spatial metaphor that of the box in which the

meaning of text or boxes on the screen adheres in its position relative to other boxes. Thus
programs are relatively devoid of the textual clutter which is usually necessary to elaborate, say,

program structure: in Boxer, a subprocedure of a procedure is simply a box within a box (see

figure 1). Thus Boxer is a viable candidate for overcoming some of the syntactic and semantic

difficulties experienced by novices with traditional text-based systems (see, for example, Hoyles

& Sutherland 1989) whilst maintaining the mathematical power derived from a formal language.

1 At least it is new in the sense that Logo was new in 1982: it has been under development for about ten years,
and has only just recently been implemented on a machine which is in any way affordable. On the other hand, like
Logo before it, it will be a little while before we might realistically think of schools in any general sense having
access to it.
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In this paper we report some research studies of children using Boxer in a mathematical

setting that is of Boxer mathematics. Assisted by comparisons with a decade of research

findings concerning Logo mathematics, we investigate the children's appropriation of the medium

and how it structures and is structured by their developing mathematical understandings. In so

doing, we touch on some questions of Ha, and it is to these that we now briefly divert attention.

AN ASIDE ON THE PUPIL-COMPUTER INTERFACE=

The literature on visual programming and direct manipulation (Hutchins et al. 1986;

Shneidennan, 1987; Feurzeig 1991) has offered new approaches to the design of computational

environments. Neither are unproblemitic: Shneiderman, for example, suggests that graphical

representations may sometimes mislead and confuse users. In domains such as mathematics, we

suggest there is a further problem with direct manipulation from the point of view of the learner,

that is, that the entities being manipulated are not depictions of physical objects but of conceptual

entities such as functions. A possible reason for the disagreement concerning the value of

graphical environments (including direct manipulation) is that there are two types of 'directness'

(Hutchins, Holten & Norman, 1985): articulatory directness refers to closeness of relationship

between entities in the domain and their embodiment on the screen; semantic directness refers to

closeness of relationship between a user's intend ; and their expression in the interface language

(facilitating the externalisation and subsequent manipulation of concepts). -Optimising both types

of directness is crucial: a learner will gain little from interacting with objects on the screen if either

their interaction does not evoke the mobilisation of mathematical knowledge or the objectsdo not

express his or her understanding of mathematics. As we see it, the challenge is therefore to build

evocative computational objects (ECOs) objects which matter within the relevant knowledge

domain and which matter to the learner.
Direct manipulation and visual programming are often used as embellishments to the

underlying 'real' language3. The graphical and direct manipulation aspects of Boxer, on the other

hand. are not simply interface embellishments, they are part of the system, justifiably described as

'rear's; there is no need for add-on 'interface' (like menus or icons). At the same time, the

conventional power of text-based programs (and simply of text itself) is preserved. Our belief,

developed over a decade working with Logo, is that for mathematics education, the formality and

precision involved in working with symbol systems is something to exploit rather than sidestep

(diSessa, 1990; Abelson 1987, Hoyles & Noss, 1992a). This potential may now begin to be more

adequately realised with the development of new computational environments such u Boxer,

which maintain the structural integrity of traditional programming languages without many of the

associated difficultiess. At the same time, we now have far more examples and a stronger

theoretical base on which to build effective pcdagogies within computer-based microworlds (see

Hoyles and Noss, 1992b).

2 We would like to acknowledge the contribution to this section of Dr Mike Sharpies, School of Cognitive

Science, University of Sussex.
3 Via help balloons, pull-down menus etc. A recent exception to this is Function Machines. developed by

Wallace Feurzeig and his colleagues at Bolt, Beranek and Newman (Cambridge: US)

4 diSessa describes the underlying model of Boxer as 'naive realism'.
5Such as the intrusion of textual clutter, the problem of helping the novice to conceptualise flow of data and

control and so on. 5 22
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In summary, the premise underlying the research reported here is that in order to actively
interact with a complex domain such as mathematics, learners need to develop an appropriate
notation and conceptual framework that will allow them to construct and reconstruct ECOs which

create possibilities for mathematical expression and communication.

THE STUDIES

The empirical core of this paper is in two parts. First, we present some snapshots of children's

ongoing Boxer work in their classrooms over a period of a year, which seem to us to encapsulate

some of the key issues arising from their activities. Second, we report results of some
exploratory research based around a set of activities in Boxer concerning parallelograms a
Boxer version of a study which we have previously undertaken using Logo (see Noss & Hoyles,
1987; Hoyles & Noss, 1988).

Some snapshots of Boxer mathematics
Boxes invite opening and closing. One of the least well-realised hopes of the Logo

mathematics community, has been the propensity of children to gain access to and explore the

programs which underlie Logo microworlds. It is true that with some pushing and shoving,
children can be provoked into trying to read, understand and modify Logo programs but it is

seldom a spontaneous or highly-motivated activity. We suggest that the situation is rather
different in the Boxer setting.

Opening and closing a box in Boxer is simply a matter of clicking on it. In particular,

programs (simply text that executes when invited to do so) can be opened (i.e. be perused) or
closed (in which the detail of what is in them is suppressed). This ability of Boxer to control the

visibility of program abstraction (i.e. by making all or any part of a program visible or invisible),
seems to offer a powerful tool to the mathematics educator. We have collected many examples

where this inherent visibility of boxes encouraged children to make sense of the underlying
processes modelled by the tools Which we (or other children or the teacher) had left lying around

within the current Boxer world. Two simple examples which both arose from a noncomputer
project on weather were a program to convert fahrenheit temperatures to centrigrade, anda block-
graph drawing program to facilitate the display of the children's meteorological data.

Opening new strategic apertures to mathematical expression. In Hoyles and Noss I992b,

we discussed how computer environments can offer children access to approaches and solutions

which are simply unavailable with paper and pencil they open strategic apertures. We start
with two examples from Boxer mathematics. First, values of variables can be assigned by directly

inserting the value into a box with the variable's name rather than using an input to a procedure.
This provides a powerful metaphor for understanding how variables are bound and one which is
more 'concrete' and controllable than the Logo version: we found that children preferred to use
this mode of interaction in order to 'keep track' of what was varying and how. A second example
requires more explanation. One of the teachers with whom we collaborate announced that she

wanted to work with symmetry, and wondered whether it would be possible to think ofa Boxer

6Wc collaborate with a Local Education Authority, which has provided two systems currently installed in a primary
school, with children (aged 9.11 years,.
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world which would capture some of its essential features. After some thought, an idea took

shape: define an errant sprite (called Celia) in which right and left were switched; so, whenever

this sprite was invoked, it would draw the reflection of a well-behaved sprite (Richard). So far so

good: clearly such an idea could be implemented in any programming language. We set about

implementing it in Boxer, and only then realised justhow natural such a microworid would be to

define: basically, all we had to do was to define Celia's behaviour as an object (all sprites

indeed all boxes are objects). Of course, Celia automatically inherits all of the properties which

belong to his parents in this case, definitions of, say, FD and BK. So what did we gain? First,

we have here a nice instantiation of some of the fundamental ideas of object-oriented

programming. Second, we have an immediately evident and natural way of representing the

misbehaviour of our chosen sprite: the redenition of RT and LT are written where it is natural to

do so, and (almost) without any syntactic fuss over the trickiness of having two definitions of FD

within one screen. Third, these two factors together combined to make it natural to generalize the

idea more importantly for the teachers, and ultimately the children to do so to a naughty

sprites rnicroworld, in which FD is BK, RT is LT and so on (see Figure2).

Generating novel modes of pedagogical intervention.
Over the last decade, we have

developed an analysis of the variety of ways of intervening
pedagogically in children's Logowork

(see, for example, Hoyles & Noss, 1992b). Yet early in our Boxer work, we began naturally to

develop a style of interaction that had simply never occured to us in Logo settings: we began

leaving around the screen boxes in the form of messages for children, containing a range of

information (programs, text, challenges, 'help' etc) an example is given in figure 3. Whydid

this come about? In the first place, boxes can contain a mixture of contents, and therefore are

easily personalized to the leanier(s) in question; this is very difficult in Logo, where objects are

essentially programs only7. Thus boxes are like personal presents they invite the learner to

open therti, to scan them for information, or to use whatever programs they contain. Second,

boxes are not intrusive. Programs and data within a box are evident (they simply exist on the

screen), but because boxes are partially-closed universes, they do not intrude into any existing

activities in which children are engaged. There is no danger, for instance, that somevariable in a

newly-created box will conflict with one already existing within a child's project. Third, boxes

can be ignored. When a box is closed, it simply takes up a little screen space, nothing more. It

does not clutter the 'workspace' and it does not appear, say, in the 'editor whenever a program is

being modified: children can choose whether or not toexploit a box's presence.

From pragmatic to conceptual knowledge. From our observations to date we suggest that

the Boxer setting facilitates the growth of pragmatic or tacit mathematical knowledge into

conceptual understanding. We have outlined elsewhere (Hoyles, 1986) our claim that a primary

focus of interest within computational environments lies in the way that mathematical ideas and

concepts can be used (i.e. instantiated in the form of programs and run) before they are

understood, and that the former provides a means for the latter with the assistance of scaffolding

provided by the medium. In fact, we have gathered several examples of this with Boxer:

children's tacit knowledge of
programming/mathematical ideas (such as scoping of variables) has

7 This is not quite true in LogoWriter.
although it is more difficult to create and distribute interesuna nuggets.
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become explicit via interaction with Boxerand we conjecture that this derives from the increased
tnalkability and visibility of Boxer programs.

Personal appropriation. In our work with Logo, we have seen many instances ofchildren
personalizing their relationship with the machine. the most obvious example being through
imaginative naming of procedures. In Boxer, we found many extensions of this phenomenon,
with children developing single key-presses to load pieces of program, and writing programs
which contained 'tricks' (such as boxes within boxes within boxes) to introduce an element of fun
into their activities. What is importanthere is that such tricks were not optional extras, derived
from 'features' of the environment known only to dedicated hackers: they were derived from the
design principles on which Boxer is based, and thus offer a potential route of access to the
computational power of the medium.

Building procedures. The Logo mathematics literature is replete with examples of children
having difficulties with the notion of procedure and preferring to work in direct mode. Our
observations of children working with Boxerseems to indicate a narrowing of this 'gap' between
direct interaction and procedural abstraction. Within a turtle - geometric context. the fact that Boxer
is an editor-toplevel system seems to encourage a deeper and more ready involvement with
procedure than we have observed in Logo settings since programs can be triedout a piece at a time
or restrospectively organised into boxes from fragmentsof direct-drive commands.

Using ports. Boxer offers access to hypertext through a simple extension of varieties of
boxes to include 'ports': views of a box which can be made accessible to another box. Our
observations suggest that, precisely because 'ports' are simply another view of a given box, they
add considerable expressive power to the medium. The most obvious example ofthe utility of
ports (we give a second in the following section), is in the context of debugging error
messages appear as boxes in which there is a port to the error itself. Errors can be debugged In
the port (the question of 'where' the error actually is which plagues Logo debugging is thus
effectively eliminated). A fruitful line of researchwould be to investigate if this makes interpreting
error messages easier (some are still somewhatarcane in Boxer) or whether the globalprocess of
debugging programs is simplified.

Paralellograms revisited
There is an old maxim which declares that the rust instinct of any educatorwhen confronted with
a new technology is to reinvent old educational ideas using the new technology. Educational
software in the domain of mathematics (and elsewhere) is proof enough of this assertion. Our
excuse. in the case of the study which we outline below, is that we were not inventing educational
ideas in the sense of attempting to provide any pedagogical model for Boxer activities. Rather. we
wanted to undertake a detailed investigationof children's understandings and activities involving a
fragment of a conceptual field. To do so, we needed some baseline against which to interpret
children's behaviours, and since our original study with Logo yielded rather detailed insights, we
decided to meat it in a Boxercontext.

In our previous studied, we set out to provide a small number of children with a
parallelogram microwoild consisting of a structured set of tasks, some of which were to be

8 Reported to RIME in Hoyles & Noss 1987,1988 and elaborated in Noss & Hoyles 1987.
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attempted off the computer and sane on the computer. Our hope was that these activies would

enable us to gain insight into the development of the children'sunderstanding of the essence of a

parallelogram, and in particular how the computer served as a catalyst in thisdevelopment by

affecting both the way the concept was represented and the range of methods of task solution

available. Broadly, the relevant findings of the studies were as follows:
1. Using a Logo procedure generates a context for implicit action-based generalisations, although explicit

'waste's of integral relationships inseam! to a procedure tend not to arise spontaneously.
2. Discriminaticet of the components of a procedure develop' from partial discriminations including:

discrimination of the futures of the figure without regard to its available symbolic repatseestatial(s);
ii discrimination within the symbolic representation; that is perceiving its seucutre and pattern without regard

to the visual ouscome.
3. The symbolic representation of a program can act as a form of scaffolding which allows the child to map out

a solution in global form, and subsequently pay attention to local details.
4. Mismatches between pupils' fuzzy and intuitive ideas of a parallelogram and their fatnalised deflation way

at least partially resolved.
5. The pupils clarified the set/subset relationships amongst parallelograms.

Additionally in the Logo context, two key questions emerged concerning the extent to which

children could:
i. synthesise the symbolic descriptions in terms of programs (or fragments of programs) with the geometric

image on peper or on the screen, and
ii. use the computer as scaffolding for the construction of generalisations.

The Boxer version of the study. The children, aged 11, had just left their primary school

where they had undertaken over 100 hours of Boxer. We worked with three children: our

intention was to compare the environments rather than the children, and our focus of interest was

much more on what they did with the activities rather than on how they compared in their

understandings.
We are unable to describe the activities in detail here. The main divergencebetween the

Boxer and Logo versions (see figure 4 for some fragments of the Boxer activities) was that all the

prepared tasks and the children's responses wereon-screen questions were given in boxes and

answers constructed in boxes. Thus, whereas in the Logo setting, children's responses were

partly a function of the different medium in which they were posed (i.e. pencil and paper, or

Logo), in the Boxer setting the screen remained a focus of attention throughout changing the

nature of the interaction between the children. Our videotape showed that a considerable amount

of discussion was based around indexically referenced discourse (pointing atboxes etc).

Some outline findings. Not surprisingly, we found that children's prior intuitions about

parallelograms were much the same in the two settings (e.g. a parallelogram is a lopsided

rectangle: a rectangle is not a parallelogram). But in the Boxer version, we saw the children more

able to use their visual representations as objects to think with and more likely to debug their

intutions by connecting the symbolic representations with these graphical representations. This

may be because graphical and textual objects are treated in a uniform way. We also observed a

more experimental attitude with, for example. the numerical values of variables: it is tempting to

attribute this to the direct manipulation aspects of Boxer's design as describedearlier, but it may,

of course, be a result of these particular children's Boxer experiences.

In the Boxer version, the children saw SHAPE the central parallelogram they worked

on and reconstructed as an object, perhaps even their object This was all the mote so because

of the way in which the Boxer system allowed us to use poets. We wanted the children to build up

their own versions of procedures to use in subsequent activities. In our Logoversion, we had no

alternative but to say things like Take your version of parallelogram and do such-and-such'. In
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the Boxer version, we were able to simply make a port to a previously-made program where it

was available for inspection and execution. Thus the children were more likely, it seems, to see

the various graphical representations of a parallelogram (including squares, rectangles) as the

same object transformed in different ways (flipped, rotated etc.), rather than different objects

presented (by us) on pieces of paper. We suggest that there are interesting avenues to pursue here,

along the general theme of the ways in which the objects and relationships on a computer screen

structures pupils' perceptions and interactions.

The final point we want to make concerns the way in which the children used the computational

environment as scaffolding for their emerging intuitions and understandings. We observed that

the tendency of children in Logo settings to create pieces of program as objects on which to

scaffold their emerging understandings was amplified in the Boxer setting by an exploration of

multiple fragments of programs and data. These reified not only the current but the past states of

pupils' thinking, making them available for inspection and reflection.

CONCLUSION

The potential of Boxer is only just beginning to be researched in general and in the context of

mathematics. Nevertheless, our exploratory findings to date indicate some clear avenues to
explore and suggest that the question of the pupil - computer interface is no longer one which

mathematics educators can afford to ignore. We are provisionally persuaded by diSessa's
argument that systems like Boxer perhaps Boxer itself might provide a new medium
which, like reading and writing, may become integrated into our culture and repay considerable

time invested in learning it; in doing so, it might provide a means for making accessible a
mathematical culture which for so long has been available only to the selected few.
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REPRESENTATION OF AREA: A PICI`ORIAL PERSPECTIVE

Lynne Outhred and Michael Mitchelmore

School of Education, Macquarie University, NSW, Australia

A sample of 66 children in Years 1 to 5 were interviewed individually as they worked
through a sequence of counting, drawing and measuring tasks involving covering
rectangular figures. While most of the children had no difficulty covering a
rectangular shape with tiles and finding the area by counting individual tiles, there
were wide discrepancies in the children's ability to represent the results of such
actions in a drawing, for tasks ranging from drawing the tiles in front of them, to
using measurement to construct a tiling of unit squares in a given rectangle. It was
evident from these results that young children do not automatically interpret arrays
of squares in terms of their rows and columns, and that this could hinder their
learning about area measurement using diagrams.

INTRODUCTION

A number of research studies have indicated that children often do not grasp the
relationship between different forms of representation of mathematical ideas (Hart,
1987; Dufour-Janvier, Bednarz and Belanger, 1987). For example, children may be
able to use the formula to find the area of a rectangle without knowing the number
of unit squares that would be needed to cover it. As a result, concrete materials have
been widely recommended to provide the basis on which to build abstract concepts.
Hart and Sinkinson (1988), however, show that many children experience difficulty
linking concrete activities such as covering rectangular shapes with the
mathematical formalisation for area measurement that is the synthesis of the
activities. They propose bridging procedures such as diagrammatic representation,
to overcome this problem, but Mitchelmore (1984) suggests that the step from
representing a problem using concrete materials to representing it pictorially may
in itself be difficult.

The aim of this project was to investigate young children's difficulties in making the
transition from concrete to pictorial representations of area measurement concepts
for rectangular figures.

METHODOLOGY

The sample

The sample consisted of 66 children from three schools. Two of the schools were
located in a medium to high socio-economic areas; in the first of these 28 children
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were randomly selected (10 from Year 1 and 6 from each of Years 2, 3 and 4), in the

second, twenty children (7 from each of Years 2 and 3, and 6 from Year 4). The third

was a research school for children with learning difficulties, primarily in reading.
These children attend the school for one year to receive intensive individualised

instruction and this group of 18 children (4 Year 2, 4 Year 3, 4 Year 4 children and 7

Year 5) represented a variety of schools and socio-economic backgrounds.

The children were interviewed individually as they worked through a sequence of

tasks designed to tap the various skills involved in representing the covering of

rectangular areas with squares (including counting, covering and drawing).

Rationale for task selection

The tasks were devised on the assumption that they tapped skills involved in the

procedure for finding the area of a rectangle pictorially, which is later summarised

in the usual formula. These skills were considered tobe:

a) To construct an array of the correct dimensions by first finding the number of
unit squares along each side and then representing the array; and

b) To calculate the number of unit squares using multiplication.

It will be argued that the critical step is to see the array of unit squares as groups of

rows or columns. Without this understanding, neither the significance of the
lengths of the sides of the rectangle nor the multiplication principle can be grasped.

Now finding the area of a rectangle using concrete materials does not require any
understanding of the row-column structure, since the array is determined by the

materials and not by the child's thinking; so using concrete materials alone is
unlikely to lead to the area formula. By contrast, drawing tasks can both indicate

children's understanding of the array structure and help them learn it.

Deserlpdoia of the task.

Several types of counting tasks were included to determine the type of strategy the

child primarily used:
(1) Counting a 5 x 6 array of dots. Dickson (1989) felt this task was agood indicator

of the counting strategy a child used.

(2) Counting the number of squares covered by (a) a 3 cm x 6 cm, and (b) a 4 cm x 6
cm rectangular shape superimposed on centimetre grid paper.

The following tasks only involved (freehand) drawing:

(3) Making a 3 x 4 rectangular array made of 4 cm square cardboard tiles and then
drawing it.

(4) Drawing a rectangular array when no measurement skills are required,
including completing a rectangular array of [one centimetre] squares and
drawing the array when side marks are given.

The next set of tasks required measurement and drawing (or visualisation) skills:
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(5) (a) using a concrete unit (a 2 cm2 cardboard tile) to work out the number of tiles
needed to cover a given rectangle,

(b) working out how many [2 cm2l tiles would be needed to cover a rectangle
shown, given one such square drawn in the top left-hand corner.

(6) Measuring a 10 cm line with a ruler, then using the ruler to work out how
many one centimetre square tiles would be needed to cover a rectangle.

RESULTS

To successfully complete all the tasks, the children had to link numerical, spatial
and measurement skills. The responses in the three aspects of the tasks were
categorised into levels and the children were assigned to a level on each aspect of the
task. Since there were a number of drawing tasks, and some children improved on
tasks as the interview progressed, a child's drawing level was taken to be the mode
of all the drawing tasks s/he had attempted. The counting level was based on
strategies used for tasks (1) and (2), the measurement level on tasks (5) and (6).

The counting tasks (1) and (2)

These tasks gave a indication of a child's approach to counting an array. (In
general children used the same types of strategies when counting the tiles they had
drawn.) The approaches that were evident, listed in a supposedly developmental
order, are shown below. The percentage of the sample at each level is given in
brackets.
1. Counting by ones, using either systematic or unsystematic strategies (50%).
2. Counting by groups of either rows or columns (38%).
3. Calculation by array multiplication (12%).

Some children were included in level 2 on the basis of only one application of
repeated addition (counting by groups of 5). The decision to include them in level 2
was made on the assumption that their inability to count by groups in other contexts
was a consequence of their inability to count by the groups (other than 5) represented
in the array structures, rather than to group by rows or columns.

The drawing tasks (3) and (4)

While most of the children had no difficulty covering a rectangular shape with tiles
and finding the area by counting individual tiles, there were wide discrepancies in
the children's abilities to represent the results of their actions in a drawing.

None of the children had difficulty in covering a rectangular shape with cardboard
tiles and counting the number of tiles they had used. The most surprising result,
however, was that 30% of the children in the sample could not accurately copy the
array that they had made and that was still in front of them; these the children
drew an array with far more tiles. This problem was particularly apparent in the
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sample of children with learning problems, as 61% of these children could not do

this task. Because of the difficulty of this task, an additional task was sometimes

included, that of making an array from a pictorial model. None of the children to

whom this task was given had any difficulty making the array.

Overall, tasks (3) and (4) indicated two critical aspects of children's skills in

drawing an array; first, perception of equal rows (or columns) and second, use of

parallel lines to draw the array quickly. The methods of drawing arrays that were

evident in the drawings are listed below (in a supposedly developmental order). The

percentage of the sample at each level is given in brackets.

1. Individual tiles only: no alignment of rows or columns or alignment in one

direction only (14%).

2. Individual tiles only: reasonably well aligned (14%).

3. A partially structured array (i.e. some tiles drawn individually, some drawn

using parallel lines (23%).

4. A structured array drawn as two (perpendicular) sets of parallel lines or
visualised from side cues (50%).

About a quarter of the children in the ,ample seemed to be in a transition between

drawing individual squares and drawing lines; their drawing strategies were not

consistent across the tasks and appeared to be affected by different pictorial cues. A

drawing problem common to the children who drew individual tiles was a loss in

horizontal alignment because the squares tended to decrease in size from left to

right, caused by a reverse-L method of drawing individual squares. This method

resulted in lines that drifted upwards rather than remaining parallel to the top row

of squares. The children were then tempted to add extra lines to try and equalise the

sizes of the squares, and the array structure was lost. Many of these drawings were

also inaccurate, so that the depicted units differed greatly in size.

The measuring tasks (5) and (6)

Both these tasks involved determining the number of squares along each side of a

rectangle, when not explicitly shown. The measurement levels that seemed to be

demonstrated in the tasks, listed in a supposedly developmental order, were as

follows (the percentage of the sample at each level is given in brackets.)

1. Does not measure the line or the rectangle (32%).

2. Measures the line (either accurately or inaccurately) but not the rectangle

(30%).

3. Measures one side, adjacent sides or internal space of the rectangle(s), either

by repeating one unit or using the scale (38%).

Working out how many tiles would fit on a rectangle, given one tile, was usually

done by repeatedly tracing around the tile or by moving it and keeping count without
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drawing. Few children used the tile to mark the edges of the rectangle to determine
the number of tiles along each edge.

Many children did not use a ruler correctly when measuring the line, with the most
common error being to start at one and measure the line as eleven centimetres. It
was noticeable that many of the children who primarily counted individually, did
not use the scale on the ruler but repeatedly measured one unit. This was done by
making a mark, sliding the ruler one centimetre along the line, and then repeating
the procedure.

linking the numerical, spatial andmeasurement levels

The number of children at each of the possible combinations of levels for counting
and drawing, drawing and measuring, and counting and measuring are shown in
Figures 1 to 3.

Figure 1 Children's performance on the counting and drawing aspects of the
tasks.

Number
of
children

20
individual counting

ES Group counting
a Array multipitation15

2
Drawing Category

The results in Figure 1 confirm that (in general), unless children can represent the
structure of an array in terms of rows and columns, they are unlikely to be able to
determine the number of elements in the array by multiplication or group counting.
None of the children who primarily drew the array as individual tiles used array
multiplication whereas the majority of the children who drew structured arrays
determined the number of tiles by group counting or multiplication.

The measurement levels (see Figure 2) also seemed to be strongly related to
drawing. Only the children who drew structured arrays at some stage in the
interview measured the sides of the rectangle. Some children, however, who could
measure the line and draw a structured array did not apply their measurement
knowledge to determine the number of tiles that would be needed along the side of a
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rectangle. One child in Year 5 used a ruler in an attempt to measure the number of

tiles which would cover a rectangle by measuring 1 cm across and then 1 cm down

but was unsuccessful on the task because of his inability to draw an array.

Figure 2 Children's levels of performance on the measuring and drawing aspects

of the tasks.

20 No measurement

EN Measured line only

15 R Measured sides (rectangle)
Number of
children

10

5

0 2

Drawing Category

It is evident in Figure 3 that there is a relation between counting and measuring on

these tasks. Both operations seemed to be two-dimensional; 29% of the children

measured in two dimensions and determined the number of tiles by grouping rows

or columns or by multiplication; 39% primarily counted the tiles individually and

did not measure either side of the rectangle to find how many tiles would fit.

4

Figure 3 Children's levels of performance on the counting and measuring aspects

of the tasks.

20 C.3 individual counting

0 Group counting

15
Array multiplication

Number of
children

10

I:
2

Measurement Category

What is surprising is the number ofchildren who could measure a line but who did

not apply this skill to work out how many tiles were needed, either by using the scale
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or by repeating a unit. This result may reflect lack of experience in marking off
units of a given length, or in view of the strong relationship between measuring and
drawing, it may indicate that the children were not confident of the row-column
structure of the arrays.

For the children without learning problems, both measurement and counting levels
based on the tasks were strongly age related, but this was not the case for the other
group of children; many of the latter drew arrays and measured the line correctly
but still counted arrays individually, and in many cases inaccurately.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study indicate the difficulty many children have in representing
pictorially their concrete actions in constructing arrays. The first drawing task
illustrates the aspects that make the drawing problem so u...ich more difficult than
the concrete task for children. To make an array from a picture seemed a trivial
task compared with its inverse, presumably because drawing the array requires the
child to analyse the array structure in terms of the number of rows and columns.
The skill of representing an array of squares using two perpendicular sets of
parallel lines is also more difficult than might be expected, indicating that the
structure of a square tessellation is not obvious to children but must be learned. The
measurement requirements of the pictorial task imposed additional difficulties
compared with the concrete task; most of the children drew the boundary of the
array first, then had to work out a method of subdividing each length into the
requisite number of parts.

Although some drawing techniques must be developed, the most important skill in
representing an array seems to be based on an understanding of a fundamental
property of rectangular arrays in general: the elements of an array are collinear in
two directions. It is this property which allows the partitioning of the array into
rows and columns. One might think that the third drawing level, (the transition
from individual tiles to a structured array) would be adequate for area
measurement, but there were many students at this level, and still some at level 4
who could not apply their multiplication and linear measurement skills to
determine the area of a rectangle.

The skill of determining the number of squares along each side of a rectangle when
not explicitly given, was only successfully shown by children who multiplied
dimensions or grouped by rows or columns and either drew structured or partially
structured arrays. A few children who could draw structured arrays were still at
the individual counting level and their progress was limited by poor numerical
skills as they were apparently unable to count by groups. Other children counted
inaccurately and in general these children did not use the row-column structure of
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arrays to systematise their counting. Some children, in general the older children
with learning problems, successfully completed the tasks although they could not

count the number of squares in an array using grouping by rows or columns.

It is evident from these results that young children do not automatically interpret
rectangular arrays of squares in terms of rows and columns, and that this could

hinder their learning about area measurement using diagrams. It would seem that
linking counting by groups to the structure of rectangular arrays could be a
powerful technique to develop both multiplication and area concepts. Activities
involving drawing, measuring and counting arrays of squares or other objects are
likely to develop children's perception of the fundamental collinearity property, and
its relationship to measurement. Such activities would seem to be essential
prerequisites to linking activities with concrete materials to the [evolution of the]
formula for finding the area of a rectangle.

The results of this study may be of limited generality because of the sample is not
representative of the school population. The more consistent age progression in the
two regular schools would suggest that these skills develop together for the children
who are successful at mathematics; however, this did not seem to be so for the
children who are experiencing lea:ning difficulties.
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SPATIAL THINKING TAKES SHAPE THROUGH PRIMARY-SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

Kay Owens

University of Western Sydney, Macarthur
The study used a matched-group experimental design with 190 Year 2 and 4 students from three primary
schools. Two groups were involved in a range of 2D tasks under different classroom organisations while the
third group completed number puzzles. The performances of students on a range of 2D and 3D tasks were
measured and results indicated that experience with two-dimensional mathematico-spatial activities has a
positive effect on performance on the 2D tasks while gender differences were found with retention test scores on
a three-dimensional task. Other findings included no differences between two types of classroom organisation
except for Year 4 females working in cooperative groups for whom results were the opposite to the overall
gender difference in three-dimensional thinking after practice. An analysis of video-recorded data indicated
that the nature of students' learning varies with the type of studentlstudent and studentlteacher interactions and
visual imagery was found to be an important factor in learning.

Problem Solving and Spatial Thinking Processes

Students are active participants in their own knowledge development and, for this reason.

classroom learning experiences can facilitate the construction of mathematico-spatial concepts and

skills. As Osborne and Wittrock (1983) have suggested, when students are confronted with a problem

they attempt to make sense of the problem situation by locating and linking more familiar knowledge,

concepts, skills, and images with the present problem situation. Visual imagery plays an important

role in student's thinking at this stage (Goldin, 1987; Piaget & lnhelder. 1971). When students

construct initial cognitive representations of a problem, they are then better placed to develop tentative

problem-solving strategies.

Visuo-spatial concepts. images. and skills develop when one mentally manipulates visual images,

or uses other aspects of visual thinking that are basically analytical to puzzle over problem situations.

Problems may require the use of both verbal-analytic and visual modes of thinking (Eliot. 1987:

Suwarsono, 1982). Furthermore. visuo-analysis occurs, for example, when one attempts "embedded

figures" tasks and other tasks that were formally considered as holistic rotation or alternate orientation

tasks (see explanations by Carpenter and Just. 1986).

Concepts that embody operations such as "joining these two (congruent isosceles right) triangles

forms a square" are regarded as spatial thinking processes in this paper along with visual imagery used

to represent, recognise, or reproduce a shape or position. Imagery vaies (Presmeg, 1986) from

pictorial images to those that are dynamic, pattern-based, event-related. or conceptualised. Less

emphasis was placed in this study on the recognition of a shape by using definitional concepts such as

triangle has three sides"
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Classroom Learning Experiences and Spatial Thinking Processes

The teacher's task, then, is one of planning problem situations that are likely to encourage students

to use thinking processes and sensory experiences that will assist the linking ofperception with prior

learning experiences, and will thereby facilitate quality problem representations and the development

of appropriate problem-solving strategies. Hence the choice of tasks, their use, the ensuing

discussion, and the students' expression of learning will need to encourage the use of visual imagery

and the linking of images and concepts (Clements & Del Campo. 1989: Goldin, 1987). Modification

and extension of a concept can be facilitated by analysis, physical comparisons, and language during

the act of problem solving.

Learning develops not only through puzzling and reflecting, but also through interaction and

communication, both verbal and non-verbal, with others. The quality of spatial discourse - that is how

language, questioning, and labelling are used - also influences spatial problem-solving performance. It

is open to question whether this discourse is best at the cooperative group level (Johnston & Johnston.

1990), in which case individual problem solving processes may be reduced and language limited, or at

the teacher-pupil level (Clements & Del Campo, 1989), where a major danger is the possibility that the

teacher's activities and thoughts and the classroom "routines" (Voigt, 1985) will be so dominant that

the students do not engage actively in the problem-solving process.

The Study

This paper reports a study designed to investigate whether a series of spatial problem-solving

activities would improve students' performance on tasks requiring two-dimensional spatial thinking

processes, and that this performance would be retained and transferred to a three-dimensional spatial

task. The study also considered whether the type of student/student and student/teacher interaction

resulting from different classroom organisations would affect learning.

Method

Experimental Design

The study employed an experimental matched-group design in which subjects from the same class

and in the same cluster as determined by their ranking on total pretest scores, were randomly allocated

to one of three Groups. For each Group, eleven half-hour learning activities were provided over six

school weeks. Group 1 students worked individually on two-dimensional spatial problems and
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participated in whole class, teacher-led discussions. Group 2 students worked in small cooperative

groups on the same spatial problems but Group 3 students, who formed the "control" group, worked in

small cooperative groups on a series of number problems. Once students were randomly allocated to

the Groups, those in Groups 2 and 3 were organised so that each cooperative group of three or four

students had both male and female students and a student from the upper, middle, and lower range of

scores on the pretest. Group 1 was as large as the other two Groups together and as Group 1 worked at

a separate time the student/teacher ratio was equivalent for each =-t11.-14un.

All students completed a spatial thinking pretest, and after the spatial (or "control" activities)

completed a parallel posttest. and eleven weeks later (six weeks for one school because of annual

holidays) completed a parallel retention test. An analysis of covariance with pretest scores as

covariates was used to determine the effects of gender, Year at school (2 and 4), and Group (1, 2 and

3).

Subjects

-There were 190 students involved from three school in Metropolitan South-West Sydney. The

schools were situated in lower and lower-middle socioeconomic areas with a high proportion of

students with English as a Second Language. Both a Year 4 and a Year 2 class were involved from

each school plus an additional 18 students from one of the schools. This latter group of students

completed the activities in groups of three and were video-recorded during the learning experiences

and interviewed immediately regarding the way they were thinking during critical parts of their

problem solving. All the classroom teachers were enthusiastic, quality teachers but classes varied in

the amount of spatial activities that they had participated in before the study. During the study,

classroom teachers did not give planned lessons on 2D Space and the same teacher (the author)

provided all students with the learning experiences pertinent to the study.

Test Instrument

A test was developed by the author for the purpose of measuring spatial thinking processes at the

recognition level of spatial concept development (van Hie le, 1986). There are six subtexts:

Subtext I requires respondents to recognise congruent shapes in rotated or reflected positions. Sonic of

the items in this subtest are more easily solved by analytic than by holistic procedures.

SIllnot 2 is concerned with recognition of shapes made by tessellations of a smaller shape.
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Subtest 3 asks respondents to complete shape outlines by drawing the matches that could be added,

and to mark the matches that could be taken away to make the configurations, and to recognise and

trace over embedded shapes in outlines.

Subtest 4 is about the construction of models made of parts from memory and/or under transformation.

Stamm 5 contains items concerned with nets of three-dimensional shapes, and in particular with the

mental transformation of two-dimensional shapes by folding.

Subtesr 6 is primarily concerned with the recognition of congruent angles in shapes in different

orientations or contexts.

The items were analysed using Rasch techniques (Andrich, 1988). The analysis indicated that the

items involving three-dimensional space (subtest 5) did not fit well with the other two-dimensional

items suggesting another underlying trait was involved. There were 46 items used for the 2D tests

and six for the 3D tests.

Learning Experiences

The spatial learning experiences involved a number of activities using commonly available

materials. These are:

1. finding the similarities and differences of the shapes, making shapes from other shapes, making

outlines using sticks, sketching shapes and configurations, and comparing angles using both the

seven-piece tangrams and pattern blocks;

2. making pentomino shapes from square breadclips, finding their symmetries, and tessellating

the shapes:

3. making and rearranging designs with matchsticks and seeing shapes within the designs.

The activities were designed to encourage the students to solve problems through discussion and

the invoking of visual imagery and pertinent spatial concepts. By using open-ended and multifaceted

activities, the activities catered for the needs of students with a range of prior experiences and existing

concepts. The activities were used to provide a basis for challenging students to reflect on and.

whenever necessary, to modify existing concepts, images. and skills. In particular, It was expected

that teacher/student and student/student interactions would encourage the use of language and

communication that would facilitate the further development of concepts.
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Analysis of Video-recorded Activities

The participation of students in the activities has been analysed using categories based on Goldin's

(1987) representation in problem solving. The categories used in the study are (a) visual imagery, (b)

student/student and student/teacher interaction, (c) language representation, (d) conceptualisation of

shapes, of operations on shapes, and of number, (e) heuristics - both metacognitive and strategy

decisions, (f) affective variables, and (g) perceptual and manipulative baravic.,:as-, Pamedia,i was

made when one category influenced another category. The tangram activities will be used in this

paper to illustrate the nature of students' learning.

Results

An analysis of covariance of the scores on the posttests (post2D and post3D) and retention tests

(ret2D and ret3D) using pre2D as covariate for the 2D tests and pre2D and pre3D as covariates for the

3D tests indicated no significant effect on the variance due to the three main variables or their

interactions. However, as shown in Table 1 when the two spatial groups were combined. significant

effects were shown. The improvement for the groups learning from spatial problems was significantly

better on two-dimensional spatial thinking than the "control" group learning from number problems.

This was attributable to improvements at Year 2 level (significant at 0.01). Furthermore, gender

affected the three-dimensional results and post hoc analyses of the gender effects showed that males

improved more than females except for the Year 4 girls who were learning as cooperative groups.

Table 1:

Analysis of Covariance of Retention of Spatial Thinking Processes; Spatial versus Number

Groups

main effects
two-dimensions

F signif. of F
three-dimensions

F signif. of F

group 5.072 .026 1.389 .240

gender 0.037 .848 4.146 .043
year 0.080 .778 0.550 .459

2-way interactions
group gender 0.647 .423 0.228 .634

group y,:ar 1.576 .211 0.719 .398

gender year 2.248 136 0.40W .524

3-way interactions 0.011 .916 0.588 .444

significant at the .05 level
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Video Analysis

Visualisations and conceptualisations. Students were fascinated to realise that the triangular

shapes could be made in more than one way; that two triangles could make three different shapes; that

many different squares, triangles and rectangles could be made; and that the similarities of shapes such

as equality of lengths of sides resulted in different configurations. Some groups of Year 2 students

when first given the pieces, set their investigations to lay pieces on top of each other and noted that the

"corners" or "pointy parts" were the same.

When asked to remake a design, students remembered strategies and certain aspects rather than

the pictorial image especially for more complex designs. Nonetheless, students used a variety of types

of imagery although most seemed to involve an analysis of the design, often connected with a

procedural concept, and patterns.

Links Between Categories. Each step in students' thinking was categorised and at least 20% of

these steps for each activity indicated that visual imagery led to deliberate manipulation of pieces. A

further 5% of steps indicated that an operational concept led to a manipulation while 7% indicated

manipulation resulted from interaction between student/student or teacher/student.

Nearly all interactions that led to heuristics about what to do or to conceptualisations were

between the teacher and the student and not between student and student. One exception was in the

cooperative groups, in which the students with lower pretest scores, did not get the opportunity to

manipulate materials, some of these student would speak out and frequently summarise what was

happening thus improving conceptualisations.

Two snippets from Year 4 illustrate some of the above points (fictitious names have been chosen

to indicate gender) - the first snippet is from a small cooperative group.

Natalie places a triangle on the square intending to make the square with the triangles but Tess takes it to
compare the sides of several shapes. Tess then decides to make the parallelogram with the two triangles while
Natalie watches patiently. Natalie finally gets a chance to make the square before Tess takes the pieces to match
anglei placing the right angle of the square on the right angle of the large triangle. At once all the friends
perceive the pattern of triangles that remains and the large triangle is completed. There are some more tussles
between Don and Tess to commandeer the pieces but Tess manages to make the large triangle with the
parallelogram and two triangles. They could all see how it would work but it was all a matter of turning the
triangle to fit it in. Watching, Natalie says "I know now, they all use triangles". ... Don wants to make the large
triangle using the middle-size triangle but between snatches he keeps placing the triangle to highlight its
similarity (see Figure I). Finally he turns it to cover half the large triangle but he still has trouble placing the
small triangles although he thinks it should work. It is only sor.te time later when the teacher intervenes that he
completes this design satisfactorily but with embarrassment.

The second example describes students working as individuals. Compare the different approaches

in getting started and the typical interactions between students and the teacher and students.
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Kathy matches two points and listens to the conversation between the teacher and her friend. She looks
anxiously at the teacher and then at her friend. The teacher encourages her to say what sue is doing. "l think
these two points are the same, they are both going like this'. She is unsure of herself, especially when she
decides two right-angles are not the same. When the teacher suggests they are, she decides that she hadn't
placed them carefully enough on top of each other. She now understands what she was suppose to be doing by
the manipulation and comparison and she goes on to match other equal angles. Then she decides to make the
middle-size triangle by turning and joining the two small triangles. She checks she has a shape by flipping them
together so the triangle is in the usual position on its base. She becomes uneasy again, flips pieces distractedly,
and glances at her friend but she does not talk. Eventually the teacher suggests she make another shape and she
asks if she can put the shapes on top of the triangle to help. "Yes, of course". Happy now, she makes the large
triangle with the square and two small triangles with a little effon, pleasing herself.

AL AL. AL
Dominance of Similarity Partial Coverage Complete Coverage

Figure 1: Covering the Large Triangle

Beside the affective variables and interaction patterns, them, snippets illustrate how imagery

directs manipulation and how manipulation assists in solving problems, in developing imagery, and in

focussing learning.

Discussion

Effect of Learning Experiences

Studies of the effect of experience on spatial tasks have generally shown improvements in spatial

abilities but not necessarily in mathematical problem-solving (see summaries by Clements, 1981;

Eliot, 1987; and Lean, 1984). The present study involved younger children than most of the others and

the tests of spatial thinking processes were based on mathematics classroom activities.

The study showed that experience with two-dimensional spatial problems affected two-

dimensional spatial thinking processes when sufficient time had elapsed for these concepts and

processes to be consolidated. However, these thinking processes did not transfer to the three-

dimensional items. The difference in effect on three-dimensional and two-dimensional thinking may

be an artefact of the testing as the two-dimensional test consisted of five subtests while the three-

dimensional items formed only one subtest. However, support for these differences comes from a

study by Rowe (1982) in which training, either in two-dimensional or in thee- dimensional spatial

thinking was effective at Year 7 only on two-dimensional tasks but not on three-ditr Insional tasks.

Gender Differences

Although many studies report small differences favouring males, mainly witk three-dimensional

tasks or older students, overall studies show there were no differences on two-dimensional tasks (see
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the meta-analysis by Linn and Hyde, 1989) Wattanawaha and Clements (1982) found differences for

Years 7 to 9 for items that involved three-dimensions or mental manipulation of images. In contrast.

Rowe (1982) found no sex-related differences resulting from the training or testing.

Conclusion

The study has shown that the concrete problem-solving approach taken to assist children in spatial

learning has potential for primary teaching. The problems encouraged analytical processes as well as

visual imagery. In fact, analysis of video-recorded activities indicated that the use of imagery by

children was most significant in the solving of problems, in particular in directing student's

manipulation of materials. Affect and heuristics were influenced by interaction between

student/student and student/teacher, In reviewing the video-tapes, one is reminded of the excitement

that children from all groups showed as they discovered new concepts, grappled to develop images,

concepts, and skills, and tried to convey to me their findings.
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THE INTERACTIVE CONSTITUTION OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY:
A CASE STUDY

Karcela D. Perlwitz
Purdue University

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to illustrate how a teacher's
expectations for children to represent their solutions in written form by
means of number sentences, changed the nature of the mathematical
activity in that classroom. The findings suggest that the interactive
nature of instructional activity renders the process of acculturating
children into the formal language of mathematics problematic.

INTRODUCTION

With a growing consensus among mathematics educators that children should be

actively involved in doing mathematics (NCTM, 1991; Richards, 1991), closer

attention is being paid to the role of communication in the classroom.

Communication plays an important role in helping children construct links
between their informal, intuitive notions and the abstract language and
symbolism of mathematics (NCTM, 1991; p.27)

Within this framework, the teacher has to facilitate children's dialogue

while acculturating children to the abstract language and symbolism of

mathematics. This goal of classroom communication rises an important question:

how can the teacher keep the balance between guiding the children's process of

symbolizing and encouraging children to learn mathematics meaningfully?.

This study illustrates how a teacher's expectations for her students to

represent their solutions to word problem in written form, by means of number

sentences, changed the nature of the mathematical activity in that classroom.

THEORETICAL FOCUS

Understanding communication in the classroom requires the coordination of

two levels of analysis: the psychological and the socio-interactional (Cobb,

1989). On the psychological level, the analysis focuses on the individual -the

teacher's or a student's- personal interpretation of the actions of others and

their personal construction of mathematical meaning. On the socio-interactional

level, the focus is on the mutual construction of meaning and the interaction

of the participants (Baue-3feld, 1988).

When the teacher presents his (her) students with an instructional task,
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(s)he has in mind certain goals and expectations for the students. (S)he

communicates them to the students explicitly or through his (her) actions. On

the other hand, given children's personal understanding of mathematics and

their past experience, they will make their own interpretation of the teacher's

actions and define their goals for the activity (Cobb, 1986; 1989). In a sense

the teacher and students create the activity in the very process of interacting

with one another.

RESEARCH SACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

The case study emerged as part of a larger project intended to study

children's development of place value concepts while engaged in money-related

activities. This took place in a second grade classroom with a problem-centered

mathematics tradition (Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1991). In this classroom, children

work in small groups and then participate in a teacher-led whole class

discussion in which they are expected to explain or justify their solutions.

One of the questions guiding this research was: Would children use the

counting strategies and solution methods developed within the context of money

in more general problem solving situations? To this end, a four-day period of

word problems presenting a variety of situations, was added at the end of the

money sequence activities. The problems presented the first two days included

only money word problems. While the wording of these problems was similar to

that of problems within the money sequence, the main difference was the format.

Previously, the amount of money was presented with pictures of coins as in

This is Jane's money (picture of 2 quarters and a penny). This is Tom's

money (picture of 1 quarter, 2 nickels and one penny). How much more

money does Jane have than Tom?

Now, the amount of money was stated. For example, "barb has 56 cents. Paul has

28 cents. How much more money does Barb have than Paul?"

In the last two days, the problems included a variety of situations.

It became apparent that in the context of these new word problems, many

children began writing number sentences. Some children wrote the number

sentence before they even began analyzing the problem. They did so by looking

for key words or other clues. Yet others, solved the problems first and then
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looked for key words. Although in most cases the answers were correct, the

number sentences seemed unrelated to children's solutions and in many cases did

not make sense. These events were unanticipated since the students rarely wrote

number sentences before. The focus of this paper is to analyze in some detail

the emergence of this phenomenon and its relationship to children's learning.

DATA COLLECTION AND FINDINGS

The body of the data is comprised by a six-week observation period of daily

lessons, videotapes of whole class discussions and the work of two pairs of

children, clinical interviews, and informal interviews with the teacher and

children. Field notes and copies of children's work were also collected.

THE INTERACTIONAL CONSTITUTION OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY

During the first day of word problems, as she interacted with pairs, the

teacher began asking for number sentences, sometimes before they even had the

chance to reflect on what they had just read. Later, during the whole class

discussion there were several instances in which the classroom talk focused on

the correctness of the number sentence. Those children who presented an

incorrect number sentence were not asked to

problem. This was very unusual. So far, the

interaction had shown that the focus of the

discussion was children's solutions. It can

intention was to help her students link the

problems to the children's solutions (NCTM,

The second day, the teacher still asked

explain how they had thought of the

reconstructed pattern of

conversation during whole class

be inferred that the teacher's

'underlying structure" of the word

1989; pp. 26-27).

children in small groups to write

number sentences but, the whole class discussion focused on children's solution

methods. She recorded children's counting strategies on the board using an

arrow notition indicating from where to where the child had counted on or back.

During the third day, the teacher opened the lesson by specifically

requesting children to write number sentences. Students had to be prepared to

write a number sentence when called on to present their solutions. The whole

class discussion focused on the correctness of the number sentences.
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CHILDREN'S PAST EXPERIENCE AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE TEACHER'S EXPECTATIONS

All children in this classroom came from regular textbook-based

instruction. At that tine they had received specific instruction on key words

or other clues to write number sentences.

Children attempted to interpret their obligation to write number sentences

in different ways. Some of them began writing a number sentence but solved the

problem independently. Others solved the problem first and then proceeded to

look for key words in order to write a number sentence. Yet, one particular

pair struggled to solve one problem because one of the children made the number

sentence the cutter of his mathematical activity. During the whole class

discussion, children offered their number sentences first. Most of them had the

wrong number sentences although they had arrived at the right answers.

JIM AND KATIE: THE CASE STUDY

Jim and Katie were chosen to exemplify the interplay between cognition and

social interaction. During the clinical interviews that preceded the

observations and the analysis of the classroom videotapes, Jim displayed more

sophisticated counting strategies than Katie. For example, Jim would solve a

problem like 55-28 by counting down by tens and ones from 55: 45,35,34....28.

Katie, instead would count back by ones keeping track of her counting on her

fingers. In several cases she would skip a number or two in the sequence.

In general, Jim and Katie alternated their responsibility to solve the

problems. In many instances, they did not discuss with each other how or why

they had arrived to a particular solution.

The first day of word problems, Jim and Katie worked on the first page

with almost no reference to number sentences. Only in one instance, while he

was stuck, Jim mentioned he might write a number sentence but he took Katie's

suggestion that they were not required to do so. Katie was reading the first

problem on the second page when the teacher came to them. Immediately, the

teacher asked Katie to try writing a number sentence. She couldn't think of one

so the teacher turned to Jim who translated the problem piece by piece. Jim

wrote number sentences for the remaining problems.
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During the second day of word problems, Jim did not show a definite pattern

in his writing of number sentences. Sometimes he did not even think of one;

other times he wrote a number sentence after he had solved the problem and it

did not even make sense. It seems that Jim's main goal was to make sense of the

problems and then solve them according to his interpretation.

The third day, Jim approached the solutions by first writing a number

sentence. It also became apparent that Katie had no expertise on writing number

sentences. After Jim wrote the first one, she said "let me ask you a question,

how do you know when it's a plus?" Jim explained his use of key words.

The following problem illustrates Jim's interpretation of the mathematical

activity after the teacher made clear her expectations for number sentences.

J: "April had some money. She spent 24 cents. Now she has 36 cents left. How
much money did she begin with?"

He immediately proceeds to translate the key words into a number sentence.

J: "April had", blank, "she spent", minus. "Now she has", equals (writes
down -24-36) 24; 25,26 36. 12 (writes 12 in the "blank" slot.

Katie makes an attempt to solve the problem. She begins to count on from 36

and asks Jim's help to keep track of her tens. He does not cooperate with her

and she stops at 48 in her second attempt. Katie says the answer is 12.

J: I just figured out you can't take 12 from 24 (meaning 24 from 12). I
think it'll be a plus. It must be a plus (changes the number sentence to
12+24-36).

At this point Katie begins to argue that Jim's number sentence is incorrect.

K: It can't be a plus.

J: Why?

K: Because she spent some money. She spent, she spent, she spent! It can't
be a plus!

Katie gives Jim examples such as "if you spend a quarter you cannot have 30

or 50 cents back."

Unlike his past approach, Jim does not go back to the problem. He finds his

number sentence at fault and fixes it for the numbers to make sense. His

justification to Katie's is the following.

J: I did it the right way and it don't equal.

Under the observer suggestion, Jim and Katie attempt to solve the problem

with play money. Using only dimes and pennies, both make two piles, one of 24
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cents and one of 36. Only Katie pursues the solution of the problem. The

observer inquires into their solution.

I: What are you doing here?

K: We are trying to use money to solve this problem.

I: I see you have 24 and 36.

K: That's how much money she has left; 36. And that's how much she spent

(pointing at her pile of 24 cents).

I: And what are you trying to find out?

K: We are, we are going to take this money. If we count all this money
together we can figure out how much she had. 50,60 (counting the dimes

first and then the pennies).

I: 60?

Now Jim seems to find Katie's solution in contradiction with her argument

that "it can't be a plus" since she put both amounts together to reconstruct

the original amount of money, that is, she "adds".

J: She has 60? It can't be a plus she said! She spent some remember?

Knowing that she is mathematically weaker than Jim, Katie is about to give

up. Jim is using her own argument that it can't be a plus because April spent

some money. The observer asks her what was wrong with her answer. Katie takes

some time, reads the problem once more, underlines the question "how much money

did she have to begin with?" and explains.

K: But look! (to Jim) How much money did she have to begin with? So there

you go, 60. That's what I have.

Katie now writes the number sentence 60-24-36

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study illustrates how the teacher and students together create the

instructional activity as they interpret each other's actions and adjust their

meanings. By no means did the teacher's actions cause Jim to change the nature

of his mathematical activity. Jim wanted to fulfill his obligation of providing

a number sentence and based on his previous experience he looked for certain

words to determine what kind of operation was "encoded" in those words.

Previous observations of Jim's work show that he always analyzed the problem

and solved it according to his interpretation. Furthermore, his justifications
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and explanations were made from his understanding of the problem. Now, his

interpretation of the mathematical activity was to find and then solve a number

sentence.

Jim's actions exemplify the change in the nature of the mathematical

activity at the individual level. However, an analysis of the whole class

discussion exemplifies this change at the collective level. That day instead of

presenting their answers, children offered their number sentences first. For

example, a student had solved a missing addend type problem by counting on from

57 to 70 obtaining the answer 13. He wrote the number sentence 57+70-13. The

teacher turned to the class to discuss the correctness of the number sentence.

Few students had been successful in writing number sentences. They could see

that the number sentence did not make sense numerically but, they did not turn

to the problem in question. The nature of the explanations and justifications

had changed. In the history of this classroom, the focus of the mathematical

talk had been children's solution methods. Consequently the arguments children

had presented in the past had to do with their interpretation of the problem

and their counting strategies.

In summary, the nature of the mathematical activity that the classroom

participants constituted during the four-day period of word problems can be

best understood by close consideration of the actions and mutual expectations

of the teacher and the students. On the one hand, the teacher intended to help

children bridge their mathematical thinking to the underlying structure of the

word problems by means of written representations. She seemed to expect that

those number sentences would do both, represent children's thinking and the

underlying structure of the problem. On the other hand, children attempted to

solve the problems meaningfully while fulfilling their obligation of writing a

number sentence. gut, in many cases, counting strategies can not easily be

represented by a number sentence.

One interesting aspect of this classroom mathematics tradition is that it

allows all its participants to reflect on their actions thus providing the

students as well as the teacher with learning opportunities.

The teacher's reflection on her previous actions became apparent the fourth
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day of word problems. That day, she opened the lesson asking her students about

the "rules" (i.e. general strategies) for solving problems. Children's first

responses were to read the problem and to write a number sentence. At.this

point she said "If it helps you solve the problem, you may write a number

sentence. But, don't you think you should think first? Take some thinking

time?". Now, the majority of children, including Jim, did not write number

sentences. Even more, one pair of children who used counting up or counting

back strategies and had failed to write correct number sentences, chose the

arrow notation that the teacher brought up the second day of word problems.

This seems to indicate that, although it is desirable that children record

their solutions, there is a need to help them develop a notation which more

faithfully represent their counting strategies.
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STUDENTS' VIEWS AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS MATHEMATICS TEACHING

AND LEARNING: A CASE STUDY OF A CURRICULUM EXPERIENCE

hillesirsasnte, Joao Filipe Matos, Henrique Manuel Guimaries
Leonor Cunha Leal, Ana Paula Canavarro

University of Lisbon

This paper describes a qualitative study dealing with the views
about teaching and learning mathematics held by the students of a
school involved in a experience of new curricula. stressing active
methodologies and group work. At 7th grade, the students clearly
noticed important differences in the mathematics classes and
welcomed them. At 10th grade. they had a general positive attitude
towards mathematics but did not perceive major changes.
However, they were very concerned with the implications of this
experience for their academic progression.

What views hold secondary school students regarding the teaching of mathematics? In what ways

are these affected by a process of curriculum change mandated by. the Ministry of Education? Are they

sensitive to differences between old and new curriculum orientations? How does that influence their

learning experiences?

These were some of the questions that we regarded as potentially interesting when we were asked

by a Government agency to make a case study of a school participating in an experience of new

mathematics curricula. Our work concerned a wide range of issues, including the nature of the

innovation process and the perceptions of the participating teachers (see Ponte et al., 1991). In this paper

we focus particularly on the views and attitudes held by the 7th and 10th grade students about teaching

and learning mathematics.

Students' Views About Mathematics and Mathematics Teaching

The conceptions, attitudes, and expectations of the students regarding mathematics and

mathematics teaching have been considered to be very significant factor underlying their school

experience and achievement (Borasi, 1990; Shoenfeld, 1985).

The general conceptions determine the way students approach mathematics tasks, in many cases

leading them into nonproductive paths. Students have been found to hold a strong procedural and rule-

oriented view of mathematics and to assume that mathematical questions should be quickly solvable in
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just a few steps, the goal just being to get "right answers". For them, the role of the student is to receive

mathematical knowledge and to be able to demonstrate so; the role of the teacher is to transmit this

knowledge and to ascertain that students acquired it (Frank, 1988).

Such conceptions may prevent the students of understanding that there are alternative strategies

and approaches to many mathematical problems, different ways ofdefining concepts, and even different

constructions due to different starting points. In consequence, they may miss significant aspects of

mathematical experience, including formulating their own questions, conjecturing relationships, and

testing them. They may approach the tasks in class with a very narrow frame of mind that keeps them

from developing personal methods and build confidence in dealing with mathematical ideas.

Associated with these conceptions are students' expectations of what is a mathematics classroom.

If the teacher tries some innovative activities an overt or covert reaction of the students may quickly

develop further inhibiting the learning process.

How resilient are such conceptions and expectations, once formed in students' minds? Are they a

simple consequence of the climate of the mathematics classroom or do they acquire some sort of

independent existence?
Despite the interest that this topic has recently attracted, not much is known about the possibilities

of influencing these general views of the students, and especially, what can be the effects of new

curriculum approaches purposely designed to improve their views and attitudes regarding mathematics.

Context of the Study

Led by the Portuguese Ministry of Education, a comprehensiveglobal Reform of the state

controlled educational system is under way since 1986. The Ministry lays out the plans concerning the

different aspects of the Reform and publishes them as mandatory laws. Some of these are previously

submitted for public discussion, but the final decisions are always made by the Ministry (in some cases

contrarily to the majority of the expressed opinions). This process can well be viewed as a variant of the

classical "top down" approach for educational innovation, since in its development there is no

significant input from the major addressees (Howson, Keitel, & Kilpatrick, 1981).

As part of this process of educational reform, an experience of new mathematics curricula for 7th

and 10th grades and for a new 10th grade discipline called quantitative methods was conducted, in

selected schools, during the school year of 1990-91.

The new curricula are organized in three strands of objectives: knowledge, abilities and

attitudes/values. According to those we interviewed at the Ministry, one of the major aims was

definitively the improvement of the attitudes of the students towards mathematics. The new curricula

suggests a more intuitive approach to the mathematical concepts, with emphasis in graphical
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representations and real world situations. Other new features include the introduction of probability and

statistics from an earlier grade level and a greater attention to geometry. In terms of teaching

methodologies, the use of calculators is recommended from grade 5 on and some attention is given to

active methodologies and group work'.

The new discipline of quantitative methods was ment for students of humanistic areas who did

not have formerly mathematics in their plan of studies. The content is (a) logic and complex and real

numbers, (b) statistics, conibinatorics, and probability, and (c) functions. Its main purpose was,

according to the officai documents, to give students tools and ideas seen as "required for an integration

in social and economical activity", and also as "necessary for the development of a dynamic thinking

structure".

Since the subject matter of the experimental curricula underwent significant changes regarding the

present content, the students involved in this experience had no textbooks. Instead, they used as their

main study source support materials provided by the Ministry of Education, eventually complemented by

other materials made by the teachers themselves.

The experimenting teachers had 3 hours of reduction in their weekly working load (which is 22

hours for beginning teachers). They were supported by a small group of accompanying teachers,

especially created by the Ministry to assist this experience. The parents and the students were informed

in the beginning of the school year that the school would be using a new curriculum. It was possible to

transfer a student to a different school, not in the experience, but only a very small number opted for

doing so.

The research team was composed by the authors of the present paper. None of us had so far a

close relation either with this experience or with this school. However, we were generally critical of

what we considered to be the absence of clear orientations in the new curriculum proposals.

Methodology

The study had three main phases. The first phase, preparation, included the formulation of

research questions, the planning of field work (with the elaboration of interview and observation guides

and of criteria for selection of informants), the outline of the final report, and a first contact with the

field. The second phase included the conduction of field work and the third was devoted to writing the

research report. The methodological approach and the field activities were strongly influenced by an

I Topics in the new 7th grade curriculum were: numbers and variables, proportionality, similarity,
rational numbers, statistics, solids, triangles, quadrilatrals and equations. The 10th grade proposal
included: numbers, algebraic expressions, analytical geometry, trigonometry, functions and
derivatives, statistics, and probability.
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interpretive conception of educational research, as described in Goetz and LeCompte (1984), Merriam

(1988), and Patton (1987).
A detailed plan of activities was designed from the earlier beginning. It specified the actions to be

carried out, the responsibilities of each of the members of the research team, and the approximate

completion dates. In that respect, many of the suggestions regarding the design of a case study provided

by Yin (1989) were taken into consideration.

Data was collected for this study through interviews (which were audio-taped and later

transcribed), observations and documental analysis. A number of people was interviewed, including

teachers, administrators, Ministry officials and nineteen students, who were interviewed in groups. Each

group had at least two boys and two girls (of whom two were high and two were low achieving

students). The selection, based in these criteria, was made jointly by the teachers and the researchers.

Observations were also made of classes (three at 7th and two at 10th grade) and of other school

activities. Documental analysis was made of the text of the new curricula, the materials produced by the

Ministry and by the teachers, the reports of the accompanying teachers, and other school documents.

The field work was conducted in groups of two researchers (with one groupfocusing on 7th and

another on 10th grade) and amounted to 130 hours. The research team had thecooperation of three

assistants who transcribed about 50 hours of audio-taped material.

Data was analysed cross-checking all the information available regarding the study questions and

suhquestions and collectively discussing the emergent main issues. The final report (in which this paper

is based) underwent a substancial process of sucessive drafts and revisions.

Overview of the Curriculum Experience

This experience had many components, including the selection of theparticipating schools, the

elaboration of the new curriculum documents and their transmission to the schools. the preparation by

teachers of the classroom implementation, regular classroom and interdisciplinary activities, the

provision of ongoing support for the participation of the schools in the experience, and the feedback to

the curriculum authors to make the appropriate revisions. In this paper, as we areespecially concerned

with the students reactions, attention is focused on the classroom and interdisciplinary activities. Despite

our initial skepticism, the closer contact with the actual school practice made clear to us that some

innovative activities were taking place in the schools.

Classroom work. In the absence of textbooks, students made wide use of their own notebooks.

The 7th grade classes were mostly structured around worksheet based activities (containing exercises.

conceptual questions, and problems). They were carried out in pairs, but sometimes also in groups of
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four students, followed by discussions on the blackboard involving the general participation of the class.

Students used the calculator naturally, when it was relevant for the task in hand.

The 10th grade class tended to be structured around the discussion conducted by the teacher. The

main conclusions were written on the blackboard and then readly copied down by the students to their

notebooks. It was quite noticeable that one of the teachers highly valued extra classroom activities,

which very often were called to the discussion.

In the quantitative methods class there was little discussion. It was essentially based in worksheet

activities, most of which were computational exercises requiring the use of the calculator, with the

students working in groups of four in a very relaxed atmosphere. The teacher circulated in the class

attending to requests from groups or individual students.

Overall, we witnessed a great variety of classroom activities, depending on the grade level and

a;so on the teachers' styles. Even so, some common differences can be noted regarding traditional

mathematics teaching: much more use of technology than usual, more attention to relations of

mathematics and the real world, and in some cases more group work and more exploratory activities.

Interdisciplinary activities. Besides the change in curriculum contents for all disciplines, this

experience also required the schools to organize interdisciplinary activities, to be supported by regular

classroom work, up to a certain number of hours. The teachers at first did not realize all the implications

of such requirement and hoped that it would be draped. When it become clear that the Ministry insisted

on the realization of these activities, they strongly complained and searched ways of avoiding them.

As educators, we feel that interdisciplinary activities are an excellent pedagogical idea. Activities

of this nature are common in many schools, sometimes supported by some release time provided to the

teachers, in other cases just based on teachers volunteer time. But we must stress the striking difference

between the reluctance with which teachers regard this sort of activities when they are mandatory and the

willingness to organize them when they stand on their initiative.

Students' Views about Mathematics and Mathematics Classes

Of special interest in this paper is the issue of how were the students involved in this experience

perceiving mathematics teaching and learning, as compared with previous years.

7th grade students. In general terms, they were satisfied with their mathematics classes and with

the new curriculum. In the beginning, they were concerned because there was no textbook, but now they

felt all right without it. Echoing a common complain of their own teachers, they also blamed the

supporting materials (made by the Ministry), saying that these were not available when they should.
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The students felt that classes were different. In their view, there was much group work, reports.

investigations; there was more discussion, less work on the blackboard, more work on the notebook.

They felt that the new curriculum implied more work and more thinking.

For some of them, mathematics classes were sharply split in two groups: theoretical classes

(mostly done through writing on the blackboard) and practical classes (exercises on the notebook), the

second being far more common. The mathematics class was seen as practical and active:

"In mathematics we are always doing something."

"Mathematics is exercises. It is a more practical subject."

Since there was no textbook, they said that more attention wasrequired in class. They mostly felt

that the use of calculators was all right (with some reservations from two girls). Regarding the computer,

which they did not use in class, their opinions were sharply divided: some thought that it would help

learning and wellcomed it into the classroom, others did not.

These students felt that some changes had occurred in their assessment. Besides the test other

things now also were taken into account: absences, attention, behavior, cnd notebook. Some of them felt

that the tests had themselves changed:

"A new test with a few questions corresponds to an old one with many questions."

JOth grade students. They felt particularly insecure in the beginning of the school year; how

would it be with no textbook? Some of them even considered the possibility of changing to another

school. Now they were still insecure about the implications of this experience in the process of

application to an University (that will take place after they completed the 12th grade).

But these students felt that all the disciplines were going all right. Regarding their previous

experiences, mathematics was the subject that had less changes:

"Mathematics is a practical subject... [You go through] new contents and then solve
exercises... Mathematics is really to make you think."

They did not like very much the _.,-norting materials made by the Ministry since they felt that the

exercises were too easy; they preferred the teaching materials made by their own teacher. Calculators

were used in the topic of statistics but now were left at home because they were no longer necessary (the

required computations being quite simple). Some ofthem were in favor of group work, but major group

projects only took place twice during the year, and concerned work done outside the classroom. Others

wondered if doing investigation-like activities was appropriate for mathematics or better suited for other

subjects, such as Portuguese.
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These students were much concerned with their grades. They felt that the tests were the dominant

factor, but indicated that the weight of class participation and other works had also increased.

They particularly disliked the interdisciplinary activities. They felt that they were not well

conceived and implemented, and regarded them as a distraction to the more important learning activities.

They were so serious about this that even made a document to give the interviewers stating their position
on this matter!

Ouantitative methods students. These are students of the humanistic strand, who in the past

usually finish their study of mathematics at 9th grade.

They felt that this new discipline was nothing but mathematics with a different name, which they

did not like since they did not like mathematics. These students considered that the subject matter was
quite boring (in their words: it is always the same thing") and missed the security of the regular

textbook. They did not like what they called the "horrible" supporting materials and didnot feel any
Articular enthusiasm about the use of calculators.

These students also did not like group work. However, they felt that the evaluation had changed

somehow: the analysis of the notebook and the results of group work were now also taken into account.

Conclusion

This experience implied quite significant changes in the life of the students. For the first time in

their school experience they did not have textbooks. They were presented with a different sort of

mathematical activities which were perceived as requiring more thinking. Also, although that was not
necessarily new for all of them, they were required to do much group work, made a significant use of
the calculator, and engaged in interdisciplinary activities.

The students reacted in a very positive way towards the absence of the textbook. They took care
in organizing their notebooks and found them a useful study base. The challenge of different andmore
demanding mathematical activities was well taken by them. At 7th grade they were positive about having

problems requiring more effort and thinking. And at 10th grade the students took themselves the

initiative of asking the teacher more difficult problems. They were quite positive about the active nature

of mathematics classes and their reactions to group work were generally favorable.

The most notable exception to this general pattern were the students of quantitative methods, who

must be regarded as a very special case. They were very unhappy about having to study mathematics at

this point of their school life and were negative towards everything that had to do with this experience.

There is a remarkable parallel between the lack of enthusiasm of the students and that of their teacher. It

is difficult to know which one come first, but at this point they just seemed to be reinforcing each other.
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The most strildng difference in the attitudes of the 7th and 10th grade students concerns the

interdisciplinary and project-like activities. The students in the 7th grade were favourable and those in the

10th grade were very negative. Younger students still have interest in whatthe school may offer them,

while the older ones appear to be led mostly by personal extra school interests or long term concerns

with University admission. They saw the process of Reform as mostly bringing them serious handicaps.

All the students were clearly aware that they were participating in a curriculum experience. For

7th graders, it seemed to have an impact in their vies and attitudes towards mathematics. For 10th grade

students, the experience seemed not to affect their view of mathematics or mathematics learning.

This experience suggests in a remarkable way that there is a relationship between the views and

attitudes of the teachers and those of the students. When teachers are negative towards something, so are

the students. When they are positive, they seem to influence the views and attitudes of the younger

students. At the 7th grade these can afford to be optimistic and willing to accept some of the values and

challenges coming from the teachers. On the contrary, the 10th grade students transmitted clearly an

image of independence. Therefore, the changes that bear with their expectations and affect their normal

routines need to be introduced with especial care and subtlety.
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KASIMIR:
A SIMULATION OF LEARNING ITERATIVE STRUCTURES

Matthias Reiss & Kristina Reiss'

Fachnoctischuie KY Technic Stuttgart

The elaborate use of control structures is an important aspect of programming proficiency. In
particular, novices and experts differ substantially in their ways of representing repetitions in
programming code. Even simple commands have to be recognized as parts of a problem and must
be represented cognitively. This processwill be described in the followingcontribution. We present

a computer simulation that describes the single steps during problem solving.

A large part of learning how to program is dedicated to the acquisition of control structures. We
investigated this particular kind of knowledge acquisition and identified three different representations

of control structures. They may be described as sequential, iterative, and recursive approaches (cf.
HAUSSMANN & REISS, 1989; HAUSSMANN & REISS, 1990).

The sequential way of writing programming code for graphics tasks is similar to the way one
would produce a drawing using paper and pencil.

Iterative solutions take into account the structural aspects of the problem such as repetitions
of specific shapes. Iterative solutions can be differentiated into subclasses depending on how
students recognize nested substructures (iterations within iterations).

Recursive solutions use the opportunities the programming language offers to define
procedures calling themselves and in that way constructing a drawing most elegantly with
respect to programming code but not with respect to the efficiency of the program execution.
Tail recursion is included in this broad definition of a recursive solution.

The corresponding problem solving strategies were modeled in a computer simulation using a
production system approach. We identified aspects involved in transforming a sequential solution to
an iterative solution. The program gives evidence of a change in memory organisation during the
learning process. While the geometric shapes are first stored as declarative knowledge in the form of
nodes during the learning process the proceduralization of knowledge occurs. The concept is
transformed into an operation (ANDERSON, 1983). According to this theory it is no longer stored in

memory as a specific instance but as a general concept to be used in different tasks. The load on
working memory can be reduced and is used for other components of the task like self-monitoring.

Declarative knowledge is necessary to elicit some form of behavior but it is only performed if certain
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productions coincide. There are productions which are frames for specific declarative information. In

case of a sequential solution declarative knowledge about a graphics task (i.e. drawing a polygon) is

knowledge about the nodes and the relations between the nodes. It is integrated into a general how-

to-draw-a-picture frame. Acquisition of knowledge in Anderson's theory (ANDERSON, 1983) begins

with using productions independent of skills on declarativeknowledge. Then skill-specific produc-

tions are compiled.

In programming, declarative knowledge is used in the contextof general productions which are not

specific for the actual problem. Leamingby analogy(110LYOOAK&THAGARD,1989;THAGARD,HOMAK,

NELSON & GOCHFIELD, 1990) uses productions from asimilar domain. Rules of the actual domain are

integrated. Amain difficulty for the problem solver in the initial stage is a possible overload of working

memory. This may lead to a repeated computing of critical intermediate results, as mentioned by

ANDERSON (1983, p. 231). It may as well result in forgetting intermediate steps and in a faulty solution

of the problem. Knowledge compilation has two aspects, composition and proceduralization. Com-

position collapses two productions which are used in a direct sequence to a single production.

Proceduralization builds productions which include declarative information. Proceduralization

results in domain specific procedures. Composition assumes all relevant goal structures to be

available in working memory.

ANDERSON, KLINE, & BEASLEY (1977,1980) explicate three
principal learning mechanisms in terms of

their theory. These three mechanisms are generalization,discrimination, and strengthening. Gener-

alization broadens the range of applicability of a procedure, discrimination causes rules to become

narrower, strengthening implies that betterrules are strengthened and poorer rules areweakened. An

example for generalization is deleting a condition in aprocedure. If there are two productions which

have identical implications but differ in some conditions,only the common conditions are stored in

the generalized production. Another form of generalization is applied if two productions differ in a

certain aspect which might be represented by a variable. Using the variable results in a new

generalized production. This kind of generalizationshould be applied if the use of variables is guided

by newly detected relationships between the formerly included constants. The hierarchy of solutions

will be related to the mechanisms of generalization, discrimination, and strengthening.

There was a report about an investigation on the acquisition of iterative control structures by high

school students between 13 and 15 years of age earlier(HAUSSMANN &REISS,1989c). The students were

enrolled in a LOGO course for eight months and took part in interviews at the beginning of the course,

after just a few hours of programming instructions,and at the end of the course. In both interviews the

students were asked to solve identical problems. In particular, we intended to compare the results of

the first and of thesecond interview as an informal evaluation of the course. Most of the tasks included

the use of Loco graphics commands. Every problem could be solved elegantly by using either iterative

or recursive control structures. The groups of tasks represented the four areas of programming

prerequisites as identified by PEA & KURLAND (1983): planning a program, writing programming
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code, understanding a program, and debugging a program. Our presentation of the results will
concentrate on the second programming proficiency, the ability to write a program. The problem
presented here asked the students to write a LOGO program du.' resulted in a given drawing; consist-
ing of elementary geometric shapes.

The analysis of the students transcripts confirmed that the three different strategiesmentioned above
could be distinguished: They may be described as sequential, iterative, and recursive approaches (cf.
HAUSSMANN & Ras% 1989b; HAUSSMANN & REISS, 1990).

The cognitive representation of the knowledge which is necessary for a sequential solution can be
differentiated into three aspects according to the AC 7` theory of ANDERSON (1983). He distinguishes
declarative knowledge stored in long term memory, productions stored in production memory, and
knowledge which is available in working memory during the problem solvingprocess.

Applying this framework to our domain of novice programming three aspects which are important
for the solution of the problem have to be represented in the declarative knowledge: (1) The problem
solver must have a representation for the nodes involved in the problem and has to be able to
differentiate between the various nodes. (2) The connections between the nodes should be combined
in a network showing all possible relations and the directions leading from a specific node to its
neighbor nodes. (3) There has to be a representation for the direction a problem solver will choose
while trying to find a path through the network. The productions necessary in the process of finding
a path through the network represent two main functions:

(1) Get a starting node. Whenever there are nodes which are not yet connected to each other one of these
nodes has to be selected from which a path through the network or a part of such a path may be
initiated.

(2) Find a suitable neighbor node for a selected starting node. Connect these two nodes.Try to use the
same direction as in the last step but change the direction if necessary.

The flow of control of the involved actions is presented in figure I.

The sequential solution of the problem is first refined when the problem solver recognizes that an
iterative structure can be recognized in a drawing. After just a few hours of LOGO instruction the
problem representation changes significantly. The problem is no longer regarded primarily in the
context of everyday experiences and practical knowledge but in a way more appropriate to the
programming language. There is an obvious shift of focus. Using not only elementary LOGO

commands but also primitive objects like triangles or squares repeatedly during lmorts results in an
elaborated search for such shapes by the students. Moreover, using the REPEAT command in various
situations enables the students to apply it in different tasks. A first refinement showing these
characteristics is called the simple iterative solution.

A simple iterative solution takes into account, that a specific part of the figure may be drawn
repeatedly. In the first task this part is a single triangle which will be drawn on the screen four times
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Find a way

Get a ne

Change direction )

4,
Jump to a new node

4,
Finish task

Figure 1: Control of actions in simple programming task - sequential approach

in order to obtain the desired figure. It is important to note that triangles are not considered to be units

with their own iterative structure. They are representedby three nodes which are connected through

three lines. The representation in the second task is quite different. While working on this task the

problem solver identifies a square as having an iterative structure. A square may be drawn on the

screen by repeating the steps of drawing a line and performing a ninety degree turn four times. The

repetition of the square is not considered as iterative element due to the increasing sizes. We assume

that squares were used so often during the LoGolessons that their iterative representation has become

part of the declarative knowledge (cf. the role of episodic memory in WENDER, WEBER & WALOSZEK,

1988; SCHMALHOPER & KOHN, 1990). On the other hand triangles were not discussed intensively

during instruction so that their iterative aspects have to be identified with the help of procedural

memory.

Accordingly we differentiate between two kinds of simple iterative solutions with respect to the

specific task. In the first case the object endowed with an iterative structure is a row of equal objects,

in the second case this object is a single square. In the following we will mostly refer to the triangle task

and report on some aspects of the production system for a simple iterative solution and its Prolog

implementation.
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Figure 2: Control of actions in a simple programming task - simple iterative approach

A third group of solutions may be classified as complex iterative solutions. Complex iterative
solutions take into regard that a nested iterative struchire can be recognized in the problem. A problem
solver using a complex iterative strategy takes into account that the drawing includes four triangles
which may be drawn with the help of a REPEAT command but s/he uses the iterative structure of a
single triangle as well. S/he recognizes the triangles, takes one instance of -. triangle as well. S/he
recognizes the triangles, tykes one instance of a triangle, and determines a direction using only two
points. The knowledge about triangles leads immediately to a representation using the REPEAT
command.

Now the problem solver concentrates on the interface between the two triangles. Using this strategy
s/he knows that this interface has to be defined only once and may then be included in REPEAT loop.
Using a complex iterative strategy enhances the probability fora correct solution. The problem solver
uses her/his declarative knowledge on triangles and interfaces.

The flow of control of the involved actions is presented in figure 3.

A comparison of figures 1, 2, and 3 showing the flow of control for the different problem solving
strategies immediately reveals that these threes modes have different prerequisites in the supervision
of the process. Whereas the sequential solution requires numerous backtracking steps, their number
is obviously improved using a simple iterative approach. Performing a complex iterative solution
does not require any backtracking during flow of control and puts only a minor load on working
memory.
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Write a program

4,
Identify a square

+
Get square program

(Get program for Interface)

4'
(Combine square and interface

Finish task

Figure 3: Control of actions in &simple programming task - comp4ex iterative approach

The students' problem representations are quite different in all three situations. Accordingly, under-

standing the task of writing a program or translating this assignment to a specific cognitive model

varies strongly among students.

Sequential approach:
There are nodes which are in some way connected by lines. The point of writing a program is to

produce a drawing for this situation. Every line one would draw with a pencil must be translated into

a FORWARD command with suitable input." Most probably the sequential solution will not result in a

correct program but can be used only in direct mode.

Simple iterative approach:
There are certain nodes connected by edges. There are parts of thedrawing which look like triangles.

A program forsuch a triangle is needed, its execution has to be repeated four times." LOGOS direct mode

is left, edit mode is entered, and a program is designed without seeing the immediate results in a

graphics window.

Complex iterative approach:
,.There are four triangles beside each other. Each triangle may be represented by repeating three times

a FORWARD command with a suitable input and a RIGHT command. One needs an interface between

the nodes for which a specific LOGOprogram is written. The triangle program and interface program

are combined to a complete program that solves the task". The complex iterative approach is some-
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times a prerequisite for a recursive approach. Usually students who have no difficulty in defining a
complex iterative program are able to switch between this representation and a recursive represen-
tation without any problems.

The sequential and the iterative solution have in common a representation of the nodes, a represen-
tation of the network which has to be created by the problem solver, and a representation of the order
of possible directions. Moreover, in both cases there is the possibility of translating directions into
suitable LoGocorrunands, that is into LEFT or RIGHT comm ands. On the other hand, the most important

difference between the sequential approach and the simple iterative approach is the representation of
triangles in the iterative solution. Triangles are represented as a set of three nodes in any order.

The declarative representation of a triangle or a square by its nodes leads to a strategy which enables
the problem solver to get a representation of the polygons in an ordered set of nodes. Moreover, the
different polygons are ordered one after the other. The first kind of ordering results in a representation
of a polygon using nodes and directions and thus in programming steps for a single polygon. These
steps are missing the command for the turtle to change directions after arriving at the initial node. This

causes errors in the definition of intermediate steps.

The complex iterative solution has three important features. The first one is the reason why the
problem solver must not get a flexible representation of a polygon by walking from one node to the
next. The representation is obtained by looking only for the first step which is generalized. The
direction a problem solver gets is the direction which may be used repeatedly. Accordingly a polygon
is defined by using the REPEAT command. Problem solvers using the complex iterative approach
.usually give definitions for the intermediate steps between the drawing of the polygons. These
intermediate steps are included in the brackets and thus repeated four times. Problem solvers using
simpler approaches will mostly not succeed in writig a correct solution.

Learning can be modeled by production systems. Moreover modeling helps to specify the formal
structure of the learning process. Whereas earlier investigations (KURLAND & PEA, 1985; HAUSSMANN

1986; HAUSSMANN & REISS, 1989a) distinguished between iterative and recursive strategies we now

have a refinement. We can differentiate between simple and complex iterative strategies and now have

a formalized way to distinguish them from a sequential strategy on one hand and from recursive
strategy on the other. Furthermore the efficiency of the different approaches is explained in terms of
memory load. The sequential strategy is only applicable to simple problems because the memory load
becomes a problem in the process towards finding a solution. In contrast, the complex iterative
approach minimizes memory load and thus allows capacity for the supervision of the process.

Some questions still have to be answered: The four strategies can be regarded as steps in a learning
process. But how does the transition of one step to the next take place? Why do some students reach
the next step and others do not? The results of our investigation are limited to a very restricted domain
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(i.e. learning to program in LOGOS graphical environment). It still has to be shown that the findings

are valid outside the graphical environment (e.g. in using lists), forother programming languages

(MOBUS & SCHRODER,1988), investigating
iterative thinking in the Tower-of-Hanoiproblem (SIMON,

1975;HAUSSMANN & REISS, 1989b; HAUSSMANN & RBIs% 1990). It seems to be worthwhile continuing

to look for solutions within the theoretical framework described in this contribution.
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SELF-CONCEPT PROFILES AND TEACHERS
OF MATHEMATICS: IMPLICATIONS FOR

TEACHERS AS ROLE MODELS

Joe Relich

Faculty of Education
University of Western Sydney, Nepean

This study examines the mathematics and problem solving self-concept of teachers and the possible modelling effects that

depressed teacher self-concepts may have on students. In particular it explores for differencesin self-concept among male and

female teachers and the possible influence of such differences on the self-concept formation of girls and boys in primary and

secondary classrooms. Sixteen teachers, eight from primary schools and eight from secondaryschools participated in this

study. An equal number of males and females were chosen. four of each gender displayingeither very high or very low self -

concept in mathematics and problem-solving. The teachers were imerviewed to gain insights into how they formulated

individual perceptions of themselves as mathematicians and their perceived influence as role models on their students in

mathematical activities. The results suggest that primary teachers with depressedself-concept profiles may not provide

adequate role models as consumers of mathematics for their students and that teacher training Institutions need to consider

implementing specific strategies which address the amelioration of low self-concepts in mathematics.especially in the primary

teacher training programs.

INTRODUCTION

The last two decades have spawned many research studies examining issues related to gender differences in the learning of

mathematics. While there is still some debate about the nature of these differences and where and how they manifest

themselves, some general conclusions are possible. The large body of research on performance variables is typically equivocal

and not particularly conclusive. On affect however, there is considerable evidence that males are more positive about personal

aptitudes in mathematics when compared to females despite the fact that similar performancedifferences are not substantiated

by research evidence.

Brandon. Newton and Hammond (1987) reviewed major findings in studies located in the United States and concluded that

boys' achievement levels surpass that of girls' !evels at some point but that this point varies considerably from study to study.

Although biological reasons have been advanced (c.g . Nohow & Stanley. 1983). sociocultural reasons arc more widely

accepted. particularly sex role expectation% and gentler identity (e.g., Meese. Parsons, Kacy.ala. Goff & Futterman, 1982).
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Generally, some of this emergent male superiority is attributed to greater exposure to formal mathematics training (e.g.,

Etherington & Wolfe, 1986) but nevertheless evidence suggests that males are not superior in all aspects of mathematics

(Barnes, 1983). A recent review by Willis (1989) suggests that while some differences in mathematicalachievement do exist,

albeit small, these change from culture to culture. A very recent American study (Friedman, 1989) which employed Meta-

Analysis to investigate recent studies on sea differences in mathematical tasks concluded that such differences are now very

small though on the side of male advantage and that such differences in performance are decreasing over the years.

Eccles (1982)claims that the greatest differences between
boys and girls can be found in their attitudes to and self-confidence in

mathematics rather than in actual achievement. Marsh,
Smith and Barnes (1985). in a recent Australian study with fifth -grade

students, found that although the girls outperformed the boys on a standardised maths test they nevertheless had lower

mathematics self-concepts than the boys! Other studies (e.g.. Thomas & Costello, 1988) also provide evidence of boys

perceived superior competence and girls undervaluing their achievements in mathematics.

The link between the affective domain and performance has not to date been adequately established. The direct link between

self-concept and achievement may be tenuous but theevidence that teacher attitude affects student performance is stronger.

Midgicy, Feldlaufer and Eccles (1989) clearly demonstrated
that teacher efficacy has a strong relationship with students' self-

perceptions about abilities in mathematics. In effect teachers' attitudes in mathematics may have aninfluence on how students

perceive their own abilities to deal with mathematics.
This association was found to be stIongest for low achieving students

who are taught by a teacher with low mathematics efficacy.

While there is no evidence that lower self-concepts of teachers directly impinge on the achievementof students, raising self-

concept among novice teachers would seem a desirable goal. After all if they are going to impart knowledge it would seem

advantageous to regard one's knowledge highly. Is it possible that we may be producing teachers who lack confidence in thee

own abilities as problem solvers and perhaps as mathematicians? Other authors in Australia pose similar questions, notably

Sullivan (1987) and Watson (1987), as a result of research on attitudes conducted with novice teacher groups but generally in

primary training.

In this study, sixteen primary and secondary teachers with extreme self-concept profiles in mathematics and problem solving

were identified and attitudes and teaching styles among those with very high and very low self-concepts were examined.

Observed differences in attitudes and behaviours suggest
that teacher trainers should focus on the amelioration of low

mathematics self-concept profiles, particulary among female primary student teachers, There is some evidence that teachers,

particularly primary teachers with low mathematics self-concept, may have some deleterious effects on the potential of students
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to learn, appreciate and react positively to mathematical concepts. The major purpose of this research was to probe for how

teacher self-concept evolves, the impact that such self-concept may have on the teachers ability to teach successfully and

influence students undertaking studies in mathematics and in particular whether patterns arc manifestly evident in differing

attitudes to male and female students of mathematics.

METHOD

The Sample

Self-concept profiles were determined for 171 teachers - 85 primary teachers and 86 secondary teachers involved in the initial

phase of the study. Sixteen teachers with extreme self-concept mathematics and problem solving profiles were chosen for the

second phase of the study. Two male and two female teachers from each of the following categories. Low self-concept

primary; Low self-concept secondary; High self-concept primary; and High self-concept secondary were invited to participate

in the study. A total of 20 invitations were issued in order to attain the sample of 16. While there is no suggestion that this

sample is representative. it does cover fairly extreme ranges of this population on the self-concept variable. Each individual

who participated was generally at least one standard deviation above or below the mean of the group on these two measures.

instrumentation

Although a variety of measures have been used to determine attitudes one of the more salient measures of self-concept for

adults is the Self-Description Questionnaire 111 (SDQ Ill) developed by Marsh and O'Nicll (1983). The SDQ B1 is a multi-

dimensional self-concept instrument with 13 subscales for which individuals respond to statements, approximately half of

which are negatively worded, on a response scale which varies between "1 e definitely false" and "8 iv definitely true". The

subscales relating to general, academic, mathematics, problem solving and verbal ability were included along with a random

selection of ten other items for a total of sixty items. This reduced the time required by teachers to respond to about ten or

fifteen minutes. For the SDQ Ill the range of scores varied from a maximum of 80 to a minimum of 10.

The interviews focussed on four major issues related to self-concept formation, teaching strategics and subsequent fostering of

attitudes in specific teaching environments. The unstructured format allowed for fairly open-ended response and the potential

for the interviewers to probe further into areas which suggested particularly fertile implications for how teachers teach and,

subsequently, students learn mathematics, The general areas of investigation included: formation of mathematical self-

concept; the perceived role of the teacher and personal beliefs about the nature of mathematics and mathematics learning;

gender differences in attitudes and approaches to learning; and, the quality andnature of teacher pre-service and in-service
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education and their possible consequences on professional development and in particular, self-concept development in

mathematics and problem solving.

Collecting the Data

Each school was visited and, in consultation with the principal and the Maths staff. completion of the SDQ's by staff was

arranged. Staff were given the questionnaire and briefed on how to complete it. The questionnaires were collected on a

subsequent visit. This approach though somewhat cumbersome guaranteed a large percentage of response. This was

particularly important for the second phase of the research for which identification of participating teachers was required.

Case study methodology was chosen for the second phase of the study because the researcher was interested in subjective

definitions of teachers' experiences in formulating their personal self-concepts and their perceptions about how these impinged

on their own teaching capacity and the possible effects on their students. Every attempt was made to ensure that the

interviewers followed the same protocols and a schedule of questions was provided. One factor which potentially could have

biased the interpretation of responses may have been the fact that interviewers were aware of the self-concept profiles of the

participants. However, while there is no direct evidence thatthis was the case and the researchers are confident that the reported

outcomes are not biased as a result, some caution in the interpretation of the data, given the small number of the sample,and

the fact that three interviewers were used, may be wise.

RESULTS

Once all the data had been gathered from the participants and
properly transcribed, the researcher looked for specific themes and

trends in attitudes as expressed by the eight distinct self-concept groups. Major contrasts in attitudes were found between self-

concept profiles but few identifiable differences were evident based on gender or school type. The expected differences based on

gender did not materialise, rather there was a contrasting finding which pointed to an acute awareness of factors related to gender

issues and an attempt to address these issues. Despite this, some common stereotypical attitudes did emerge.

The results here are presented as a synthesis of the perceptions of those with low self-concept compared to those with high

self-concept in mathematics. Gender differences in perception are alluded to, in the instances where they occur, under the

umbrella of the self-concept variable which contrasts charac...istics,
attitudes and perceptions of teachers to a much greater

degree. Differences arc also evident between primary and secondary teachers but again these seem to exist as sub-themes within

the self-concept variable.
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Detailed analysis of the transcripts revealed no real patterns of differentiation among teachers based on gender. None of the

subjects reported any perceived bias based on gender in their own education either general or specific to their training in

mathematics. The majority simply reported that if this were the case they had not been aware of it. Two female leachers, one

in primary and the other in secondary stated quite firmly that they did not experience such bias. Interestingly, they represented

both self-concept orientations but the primary teacher further commented "It was assumed I was like my mother, not good at

maths and good at the social studies area. Typically, my brother was good at maths, and Dad was an engineer "!!

Views on gender achievement and attitudes were marked by a fairly consistent declaration that boys and girls were considetwl of

equal ability by all of these teachers though some alluded to differences in attitudes and learning styles. Low self-concept

teachers were more likely to allude to noticing such differences but the two primary female low self-concept teachers clearly

expressed fairly stereotypical views about girls' attitudes to mathematics. Many of the comments qualified any noted

differences by statements that boys and girls were equal in performance. Major differences noted included levels of persistence

(boys more persistent), need for reinforcement (girls need more) and behaviour (girls quieter, work harder). In general, most

teachers commented that in group work they prefer mixed groupings presumably on the rationale that this represents a balanced

and socially aware position that purports equality of opportunity for boys and girls. Significantly both female primary

teachers expressed views about how girls learn mathematics which would at best be defined as stereotyped and quite possibly as

influential and perpetuating fairly anachronistic Itititudes towards girls studying mathematics.

In general. subjects who reported low self-concepts in mathematics and problem solving tended to report negative and

unrewarding experiences in learning mathematics. Some reported traumatic school experiences (i.e., failures, teacher over-

reaction. poor test performance, parental disapproval etc.) which soured their taste for any activity that was mathematical in

nature. In some cases traumas resulted in loss of confidence and the liking for mathematics that had initially existed. Such

experiences tended to occur in the upper primary years.

Expressions of dislike were more strongly presented by the primary teachers. The secondary teachers tended to be more neutral

in their reflections on the formation of their self-concepts and in two cases a recovery at the tertiary level was quite evident.

This was ascribed to improved performance associated with a master teacher who ameliorated an increase in confidence through

oience and what was perceived as personal attention to them as individuals. Both expressed their belief in the importance of

teachers as role models.

Predictably, the high self-concept teachers expressed general feelings of confidence, a liking for their subject and reported

positive recollections in learning mathematics. There was greater indication of parental support in all cases but more
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importantly, five or this group recollected a teacher who had a very positive influence on their performance and attitudes. Such

teachers were always described in similar ways. They were laid back, obviously knew their subject but more importantly

enjoyed their subject and seemed to establish a personal rapport with individual students.

Almost without exception the low self-concept group described themselves as traditional in their approach, chalk-talk was

mentioned on several occasions. Six of the eight (3 male. 3 female) declared their preference for the use of texts particularly at

secondary level. While a number recognised that there were manyoptions open to them in terms of possible teaching

strategies to use most declared a lack of time, disinterest, lack of motivation or inspiration to do much about this. Some

expressed the need to make mathematics relevant and more concrete (218) but the need for making students aware of the real life

applications of mathematical principles tended to be more generally recognised by the high self-concept cohort (5/8). In

general, the attitudes of the low self-concept subjects tended towards the negative and expressed low ,,xpectations of their

students. The consensus among this group was that family and societal influences were very strong in determining attitudes

and themfore self-concept in mathematics. Most expressed the view that once this altitude was formed it was difficult for the

teacher to affect change.

Quite clearly the high self-concept cohort expressed a much more positive view of themselves as teachers of mathematics and

of their own students. Unlike their low self-concept colleagues, this group viewed their influence over their students as

important although they s11 conceded that societal and family influences would be difficult to overcome. They also expressed

a need to relate mathematics to real world activities and to offer a variety of concrete based activities, interestingly at the

secondary level (2/4) u well. They tended to allude to language which accentuated positive results and saw maths as "do-able"

by most students providing it was properly presented as an enjoyable activity. Their approach to teaching tended to be less

traditional, more group and individually oriented, far less dependent on testsand always monitored in order to determine how

students progress.

In discussing their pre-service training and on-going professional
training through in-service, three major themes emerged.

Many commented on the contrast between content and methodology courses, some preference for in-school professional

development and, though not as frequently as the first two, the need for a problem-solving based approach to pm-service

training. A high proportion of the participants (11/16) strongly suggested that their in-service training was not entirely

successful in introducing them to the skills required to become proficient in teaching mathematics. The high self-concept

teachers tended to be more positive about the value of in-service but also tended to prefer in-school sessions and co-operative

efforts which didn't require time outside the normal school hours.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the data dearly reveals some important contrasts in the manner in which low self-concept and high self-concept

mathematics teachers approach teaching their subject. There are also some gender differences between male and female

teachers' attitudes and approaches to teaching mathematics but these tend to be minimal and much more likely to be found at

the primary level. Male and female teachers in secondary schools have similar training profiles and therefore are more likely to

be homogenous in their approach.

The contrast in attitude and enthusiasm for the subject between low self-concept and high self-concept mathematics teachers

does flag some important differences. The high self-concept cohort seemed more motivated, more inventive and creative about

how to conduct maths lessons. Unlike the low self-concept teachers they not only verbalised the need to make maths relevant

and understandable through concrete activities, they generally tended to provide the appropriate working environment. High

self-concept teachers also tended to remember some teacher in their student experience who was inspirational and provided a

positive role model for them. Early experiences with mathematics, here defined as school experiences at the primary level, and

parental attitudes towards the subject undoubtedly had a strong influence on thr self-ce -les of this set of teachers.

Traumatic experiences, usually in the upper primary grades, could potentially have a life-long impact on self-concept

In contrast to the high self-concept group, the low self-concept group were more likely to be negative and complain about lack

of time and resources to implement what they clearly understood to be the more successful ways of teaching mathematics.

Their admitted lack of love and appreciation for the subject and limited creativity constrained their likely succe4 as teachers in

this area. They perceived a lack of proper pre-service training, that is. a much greater emphasis on methodology rather than

content, and inappropriate or infrequent in-school inservicing and professional development opportunities as key factors which

limited their potential as teachers. Lack of resources and time were also often alluded to as disrupting influences which made

the teaching of mathematics a more difficult proposition.

Based on the interview data, the belief that self-concept must influence the way in which teachers interact with students is also

supported by Midgley's et al. (1989) findings. It was evident in their study that teacher efficacy, a measure of their attitudes

and beliefs about their role as teachers, had a powerful effect on their student's affective states, in particular those of low

achieving students. In essence, teachers with negative attitudes and low expectations of their students tended to inculcate

similar attitudes in their own students.

It is difficult not to conclude from the evidence presented that teacher self-concept in mathematics does lead to qualitative

differences in the teaching of mathematics. From the teachers' perspectives concerning their schooling, early experiences were
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clearly influential on the formation of their own self-concepts, but it was not possible to make an inferential leap about what

influences they themselves have on their own students. To find out much more in-depth interviewing of students over a long

period of time, at least a term, would be required. Given the importance that low self-concept teachers put on traumatic events

undermining their own attitudes to mathematics and the importance that the high self-concept teachers put on the influence of

master teachers, one wonders whether they are perpetuating their own past experiences and projecting those on to their own

students?
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THE ELABORATION OF IMAGES IN THE PROCESS OF
MATHEMATICS MEANING MAKING
Anne Reynolds and Grayson H. Wheatley

Florida State University

ABSTRACT
There has been increasing interest recently in the role of
imagery in students' thinking as they attempt to make sense of
mathematics tasks. In this study, five key informants
provided information about their use of imagery in
mathematics problem solving. Based on this research, we
believe that meaningful mathematics is image-based and that
rule oriented activity may not encourage the use of imagery in
students' mathematical thinking.

The role of imagery is increasingly being recognized as important to the activity of

sense making in mathematics (Dreyfus, 1990, Brown & Wheatley, 1989, Cobb, Yackel &

Wood, 1992). Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) have proposed a theory of meaning based

on a concept of 'image schemata', which Johnson describes as: "structures that

organize our mental representations at a level more general and abstract than that at

which we form particular mental images" (p.23). Lakoff develops a theory of Idealized

Cognitive Models which give shape and pattern to human reasoning. In attempting to

translate Johnson and Lakoffs work into the mathematical setting Dorfler (1991)

suggests, "The cognitive manipulation of mathematical concepts is highly facilitated by

the mental construction and availability of adequate image schemata" (p.20).

Thearigaziar-thiamenuch

This research attempts to identify the ways in which the learner's activity of

mathematical meaning making relies on the use of imagery. For three semesters the

researchers have been present daily in a primary grade classroom during the

mathematics lesson. During their second and third grade years the students

experienced mathematics in a Problem Centered Learning Environment (Wheatley,

1991) where they were encouraged to make sense of mathematical tasks and where

algorithmic procedures were not taught. During the first semester of their Grade 4 year
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four "key informants" from this group were identified for this research - Kristen, a

mathematically gifted student, Tracy, considered by her teacher to be "weak" in

mathematics, Elaine and Neal, considered to be of "normal Grade 4competency".

Louis, a six-year old student whose mathematical development is well beyond his

chronological age was included as a fifth key informant. Thus far two hours of video

recorded interviews with each student have been conducted.

During an interview the student is presented with a non-routine mathematical

problem to solve. S/he is encouraged to think about the problem, talk about how s/he is

"seeing" the nrnill.m and, when necessary, use pencil and paper to aid in finding a

solution. At the end of this time the student is shown the videotape of her/himself

attempting to solve the problem and is encouraged to reflect on her/his activity and

"recall" any images s/he had while thinking about the problem.

discussion
Each of these students shows a rich but different use of imagery as they attempt to

solve problems, and to explain their mathematical activity. It is evident that image

construction is important as they attempt to make sense of a mathematical task. Three

students were given the following task (Presmeg, 1989):

A dog gave chase to a fox, which was 30 meters away. The dog's leap is
equal to two meters and the fox's leap is one meter. While the fox makes
three leaps, the dog makes two. How far does the dog run to catch the fox?

Each attempted to solve this problcn by the use of some form of imagery, but each in

different ways. Elaine began by saying she had a picture in her mind of a dog at one end

of a path and a fox at the other, and described each animal in detail. She then drew that

picture on paper using two parallel lines across the page and a small rectangle at each

end with the words "dog" or "fox" written above each. Kristen also described a picture of

the dog and the fox at opposite ends of a path, then drew a line across her page and put a

circle at one end for the dog and a triangle at the other end for the fox. There the
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similarity ends. Elaine began reading the problem again and then marked off 30

segments along her path. She explained that her "brain was not big enough to hold the

30 meters" so she drew it on her paper to help her think about the problem. Thus she

began to interact between the image she had in her mind and the pencil and paper

diagram, something she continued to do throughout her problem solving. Eventually

she decided (after several diversions using other images, including picturing the

possibility that the fox would be "over the hills" and gone before the dog ever caught him)

that every four squares indicated a gain of one meter for the dog. She then extended her

path sufficiently around her page so that she could count off 30 blocks of four squares, at

which point she explained that the dog had caught the fox. While this became a lengthy

counting activity, fraught with errors (she lost count and needed to repeat her actions

several times) in the process of developing this scheme she grew increasingly sensitive

to the interrelationships between the various aspects of the problem and, through her

increasingly elaborated imagery, brought together the mathematical relationships she

had constructed in making sense of the problem statement.

Kristen took a different path. When she drew her line to indicate what she was

thinking, she marked off 30 strokes in order to position the fox 30 meters away from the

dog. She then said: "This is way too slow". This comment suggests that Kristen was

thinking critically about her image and its practicality for her. After examining the

problem again she began to organize her image differently and, as she tried to

coordinate the various relationships of the problem, wrote the following scheme on her

paper:

dog 2 4 8 3
fox 1 3 6 4

She was searching for some pattern of relationship in these numbers. Eventually she

said that the dog would gain one meter every time. At this point she said her answer

was 60 meters because "double 30 was 60". The interviewer tried to encourage Kristen to
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reflect on her answer; however Kristen indicated she had found a procedure that she

thought would work (referring to her doubling of 30) and so far as she could tell, her

answer was 60.

Then something interesting happened. Kristen said she was "unsure" about her

answer. When asked if she could find a way of becoming "sure" she said that she would

need a "checkbook" (an answer key or someone to check the correctness of her answer).

She was no longer thinking about the problem in terms of sense making but in terms of .

the procedure she had used to reach an answer. This difference in the pattern of

interactions with the problem is explained subsequently as she begins to discuss her

"unsureness". She explains that if she had been given a problem that had an addition

sign she would know what to do, and unless she made a counting error, would be "sure"

of her answer. Kristen was encouraged to use the imagery she had developed in

thinking about the problem as a way of making sense of her answer. However, she

appeared to have switched from the meaning making mode to the procedural mode in

her mathematical activity. This raises the question: Is imagery involved in the

procedural mode of the doing of mathematics? And here an incident that occurred with

Louis offers some insight.

I. What's 150 + 25?
L. 175.
I . What did you use to figure that out?
L. Well you use 20 and first you said 150 and a hundred, and five plus

two equals seven and you said 25 so I said 75. My brain is sleeping. I
already knew the answer so I just had to say it out loud.

A short time later the following problem was given to him:

I. If you had 15 cookies and you needed to share them fairly among
three people how many would each get?

L. You mean like my teacher, you and me?
I . O.K. so that's the 3 of us. How many would we each get?
L. Hm, that's a hard'n. That's one I don't know and I have to scream to

wake braino up.
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Louis immediately used imagery to think about the problem. He put the problem in

some meaningful setting in order to make sense of it and he was aware of his need to

think about it. He is using a sleep/wake metaphor to describe his experiences with tasks

that suggests that in settings where an answer is routine he is not conscious of' any

imagery as he answers a question, while for questions which require sense making on

his part he needs to build images in his mind to help him think about the problem.

Neal experienced the dog/fox problem somewhat differently from the othertwo

students interviewed using this task. He said that he did not actually see the dog and

the fox but focused on the numbers in the problem. He explained:

I was just running through my head, the dog makes 2 leaps, the fox makes
3 leaps. But you know after all, the fox does make 2 leaps; but every leap it
makes it is 2 meters. 2 times 2 is 4 so it is coming ahead and it has 4
meters, but the fox it jumps 3 leaps but the, the fo. .., dog still catches up,
because it's 3 leaps. Still, you know, every leap is onlyone meter so the
dog's still catching up.

He was 'running' through the parts of the problem until they came together and

suggested a pattern for him. He said, as did Kristen, that the dog would gain one meter

each segment so the answer was 60. He did not use pencil and paper for the task. In the

second part of the interview he explained his thinking in this way:

I. You said at the beginning there that you were running those through
your head. How were you running them through your head?

N. Just thinking about the fox's three leaps and the dog's two leaps and
finally I ran it through my head enough and thought about it enough
and saw that the dog would still jump ahead by one.

I . And was it the words running through your head or was it a
movement? What was it running through your head?

N. The words. The thoughts.

When he used pencil and paper in attempting to explain his answer he drew a picture of

a very short line with stick figures at either end and with his hands indicated a hopping

movement as he explained how he worked out the relationship between the various

parts of the problem. The drawing was a very primitive illustration of the problem and

it became obvious that it was not part of his imagery in thinking about the problem.
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Somehow in relating the numbers in some fluid way in his mind he constructed some

coordination between the various mathematical relationships of the problem. However,

as with Kristen, the quality of the images he developed as he arrived at a solution did not

adequately include all the dynamics of the situation.

Tracy's use of imagery in her first and second interview were in sharp contrast to

each other. In the first interview she had to find a way to put 15 tigers into four cages so

that no two cages had the same number of tigers. At the end of fifteen minutes she had

one solution. Her demeanor as she struggled with this task indicated that it was very

difficult for her. During much of the working time and while she was watching herself

subsequently her mouth was covered by her hands and her shoulders were stooped; her

body stance reflected her hesitancy with the task. In the second session she was to find

16 coins (quarters, dimes and nickels) which add to $1.85. Her body stance during this

session was much more erect and expressive of openness; she was at ease with the

problem. At the end of the interview she said that she enjoyed doing this problem more

than the tigers and cages problem because "I had so much to think about on this"

(referring to the tigers and cages problem). This difference can be explained in terms of

the images Tracy was able to form and 'unpack' from previous problem solving in

dealing with the second task, images which were not available to her on the first

occasion. The money setting allowed her to think in terms of familiar images,

particularly in dealing with 25. She had an image of a quarter as 25 and of a nickel and

two dimes as 25, as well as an image of four of these to make $1. She confidently

explained she could use a quarter and then three groups of a nickel and two dimes to

make $1. The quarter has thus become a metonomy (Lakoff, 1987) for thinking more

generally with groups of numbers.

For Tracy, this image was still in need of development. When she attempted to

arrange the coins to make the 85 cents she did not initially think of groups of 25 within

85. She drew a quarter, then a nickel, while she counted on with her fingers; "25, 26,
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27, 28, 29, 30", then added a dime and counted on with her fingers, and so on until she

reached 85. This part of the task was more difficult for her. However, as she explored a

second and then a third solution, she 'unpacked' the quarter and its related "twenty-

fiveness" several times, so that by the time she was making her third arrangement she

began to think of 85 as having 'quarter' parts, saying "I am going to use 3 quarters

equals 75, so I did not have to use so much change". As with Elaine, in thinking about

the dog/fox problem, Tracy elaborates her image as she interacts with it in her mind

and as she draws what she is thinking about on paper. In the language of Lakoff (1987),

Idealized Cognitive Models, are being established and elaborated in this setting. Few

such images were present in her activity with the tigers and cages task.

Conclusion

Each of these students used imagery as they attempted to give meaning to

mathematical tasks. As Lakoff (1987) suggests, interconnections are formed and

reformed as the student attempts to make sense of a task. On several occasions a

dialectic between the images in the mind and pencil and paper activity led to the student

constructing and coordinating problem relationships. Based on this research, we

believe that meaningful mathematics is image-based. Our research suggests that

images may not be used when students perform prescribed computational methods.
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TEACHER CHANGE: A CONSTRUCTIVIST APPROACH TO PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Mary Rice

Deakin University, Geelong.

This paper identifies conceptual links between constructivist ideas and effective professional development

practices and argues that if constructivist principles are to underpin mathematical learning environments for

children. they should also provide the basis for professional development programs. The paper reports on the way

in which one model, which is consistent with this thrust. has provided the opportunity for teachers to construct

new understandings about teaching and learning. the roles they assume and the nature of change.

Introduction
For some time now, the issue of teacher change has been of concern to mathematics educators, for it is

widely accepted that mathematics teaching practices have been too narrow in focus and have relied too

heavily on a teacher-directed, transference of knowledge approach. Teachers are being urged to take account

of constructivist ideas when planning and implementing their programs, but the same need has not been

emphasised in regard to professional development. If it is desirable that constructivist principles should

underpin mathematical learning environments for children, then it seems appropriate to suggest that they also

be adopted as a basis for the professional development of teachers.

Scant attention has been paid to the philosophies underlying professional development in the past.

Approaches have been traditionally characterised by what Fried (1980) refers to as the 'delivery of services'

mentality, where there is centralised decision making about problems, needs and remediation strategies.

Teachers themselves have had little input into this, in spite of their well developed understanding of how

schools operate and how children learn.

Whilst it is beyond the scope of this paper to deal adequately with the complex nature of links between

social constructivist ideas and the vast literature on professional development, I wish to draw attention to

some of the key ideas of both as they relate to teachers as learners. This paper also reports on research into

the impact of one approach to professional development which is consistent with constructivist principles

and which represents a radical shift away from the once dominant transmission approaches to professional

development.

Constructivist principles for teaching and learning
Constructivist thought generally assumes that people constantly participate in the social construction of

'reality', where forms of understanding depend on the fluctuating circumstances of social processes. The

idea that knowledge cannot be taught but must be constructed by the learner is central to the various
constructivist perspectives which have been articulated across a number of disciplines. Control over the

learning process therefore resides with the learner. Candy (1990, p.8)) maintains that
constructivism in education is concerned with two things: how people construe (or interpret)
events and ideas and how they construct (build or assemble) structures of meaning. The constant
dialectal interplay between construing and constructing is at the heart of a constructivist approach
to education, whether it be listening to a lecture, undertaking a laboratory session, attending a
workshop, reading a text, or any other learning activity.
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It follows from these remarks that educative processes need to provide the maximum opportunity for

learners to 'reconstrue' ideas and events so that they are not locked into particular interpretations and

constructions. Socially valued knowledge is continually created and re-created by members of a community

through an interactive negotiation process.
One influential proponent of constructivism is von Glasersfeld who focuses on these fundamental

principles in his articulation of a radical constructivist epistemology which has built on and extended the

work of Piaget. He contends that knowledge acquisition is an adaptive process whereby the cognising

subject organises knowledge so that it fits experience rather than matches an external reality outside the mind

of the knower. Furthermore, he asserts that knowledge cannot be acquired passively: learning can only take

place when existing cognitive structures meet with perturbations. Von Glasersfeld (1989, pp.136)

emphasises that "the most frequent source of perturbations for the developing cognitive subject is the

interaction with others". The implication for educators is that group learning is an important practice because

it enables learners to construct a viable model of the world through trial and error. A socially constructed

'reality' can be built up through the shared meanings which arise out of social discourse.

Von Glasersfeld (1983) concedes that problems arise when epistemological considerations are applied

to education. Nevertheless, a consideration of constructivist principles has given rise to what he sees as five

consequences for teaching practice, which are paraphrased below.

Teaching for understanding is distinguished from training which results in repetitive behaviour.

The thought processes of a learner are given more attention than overt behaviour. The validity of the state

of thought of a particular student is emphasised, thereforethe deficit model of a learner is unacceptable and

indeed is rendered irrelevant.
Transmission of knowledge approaches are seen as being undesirable and ineffective: rather linguistic

communication in the form of negotiation is used to guide the students as they construct their own

knowledge.
Errors are seen as being a natural and valuable part of the learning process and provide information about a

learner's current understandings.
Teaching interviews are directed as much towards modifying student's cognitive structures as inferring

them.
If the pedagogical principles outlined above are juxtaposedwith the professional development practices

which are known to be effective, it is evident that there are some clear links.

Effective professional development practices
During the past 20 years, there has been an accumulation of research literature on in-service education,

so much more is known about the problems associated with change in schools. The work of Doyle and

Ponder (1977), Joyce and Showers (1980), Huberman and Miles (1984), Pinks (1989), Fullan (1990) and

others has clearly indicated that there are a number of factors influencing teacher change which had not

previously been taken into account by those pressing for reform. These factors relate to the nature of

teachers as people, schools as organisations and change processes themselves.
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Meta-analyses of research on staff development (see Showers, Joyce and Bennett 1987, Wade, 1985)

demonstrate that there is a high degree of consensus about what constitutes effective professional
development practices. Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1990) have summarised themas 'ollows:

(a) programs conducted in school settings and linked to scht.nl-wide efforts; (b) teachers
participating as helpers to each other and as planners, with administranzs. of in-service activities:
(c) emphasis on self instruction, with differentiated training opportunities: (4) teachers in active
roles,choosing goals and activities for themselves: (e) emphasis on demonstration, supervised
trials and feedback: training that is concrete and on-going over time: and (0 on-going assistance
and support available on request. (p.13.1)

These practices are quite consistent with constructivist ideas. In particular, the notions of learner direction

and control, trial and error, learning in context and the recognition of individual understandings and
construction of shared meanings are key features in each case.

The issue of professional development for teachers of mathematics is now being treated as
problematical and worthy of attention. In developing in-service programs, more consideration is being
given to the pivotal role of teachers as well as to the institutional and organisational nature of the process of
change. Discussing the need for an entirely new approach to professional development, Robinson (1989,
pp.274) has stated,

The attempt to implement a specific reform or the application of a specific change model to a school
situation generally only leads to disillusionment and frustration, because it focuses on end
products, on what things should be like and not on what the reality is. Change processes are
fitful, irrational, unpredictable. ....Professional development is, or should be, an educative
process and in education the ends or objectives are always problematic.

He also suggested that since there is no prescription for "exemplary practice which fits all teachers in all

situations, any model of change that relies on determining ends, then devising means will be inadequate,
including all those within the management paradigm".

Some of the most recent professional development initiatives have arisen out of the Basic Learning in

Primary Schools (BLIPS) program which was a project funded by the Australian government in 1984. Its

aim was to increase the literacy and numeracy skills of children in infant grades by raising the confidence,

competence and interest levels of teachers and by ensuring that teachers were central to the change process.

There are now a variety of ways in which mathematics teachers can be involved in professional
development. The most popular program are the school-based models where teachers are encouraged to
increase their understanding of the processes of teaching and learning by researching their own practice in
collaboration with their colleagues. One such model is known as Key Group.

The Key Group model
Key Group is a school-based professional development model which was developed by Alexopoulus

(1985), Barry (1985) and Robinson (1986) in response to a perceived need for a model which placed

teachers in control of the directions and momentum of change and which took account of the latest research

findings on factors most likely to effect lasting change. It is based on the premise that imposed change is
seldom effective.

The model involves the formation of key groups: each group consists of three teachers from one

school, an outside consultant and, in many cases, a parent. At the commencement of the project, a number
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of Key Groups attend a three day live-in conference where they participate in seminars and workshops

which focus on current ideas about mathematics teaching, action research principles, and research on change

processes. They are also involved in discussion groups where they are encouraged to reflect on their

teaching practices, identify their strengths and weaknesses, decide on an area which they would like to

change and subsequently plan a course of action for achieving such change. This action is referred to as the

group 'focus . An important aspect of the conference is that teachers begin to understand what it means to

be in control of the change process. When they return to their schools, they continue to work collaboratively

towards implementing their action plan. Continued support in a number of forms is provided by the

Ministry to enable them to do this.

This approach to professional development is consistent with constructivist principles in the following

ways. It does not rest on the prescription of desired practices or the transmission of knowledge: rather, the

workshops and discussion groups provide teachers with the opportunity to construct and refine

understandings about themselves as professionals and about teaching and learning processes. They are

encouraged to become reflective practitioners and assume the role of 'critical friend' for their colleagues.

Risk-taking is a valued feature of the model, for it is recognised that trial and error leads to further learning.

The beliefs and ideas of participants in the program are considered to be valid and are used as starting points

for the development of new understandings.

Key Group offers a workable alternative to the many managerial style approaches which have

dominated teacher training and professional development programs in the past. It is one example of a

professional deVelopment model which places teachers squarely at the centre of the action, for it allows them

to construct the change process in the way they see fit. It is not just content and issues based however: it

provides teachers with the opportunity to learn new ways of thinking and working. By removing some of

the constraints to change, it allows teachers toconcentrate on implementing their change.

Initial evaluations of the model have found that teachers reacted very favourably to this form of

professional development and there were a number of highly successful projects developed during the period

of teachers involvement. This researchhas been undertaken to determine long-term effects of the model, that

is, the extent to which teachers have maintained and continued to build new practices and knowledge about

practice.

Methodology
Individual interviews were conducted with five classroom teachers from the infant grades of one

primary school, five years after they participated in a .Key Group program or worked closely with

participants. Numerous mittftmatical activities devised by these teachers were made available as was a

video featuring an interview of two of the teachers by a television presenter. The interviews sought to

collect data about the extent of teachers growth as professionals, their development of new understandings

about teaching and learning and the way in which they constructed a process for change in their school.
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Results and discussion.
The overall impression reflected in research results was that Key Group has had a significant effect on

the professional lives of participants and on the programs in the infant grades. It has led to new insights into
pedagogical processes and forged new ways of working. Prior to Key Group, mathematics classes in infant
grades were characterised by teacher-directed lessons. Each topic was dealt with as though it were a
separate entity: few links were made with other mathematical topics or other curriculum areas. As one
teacher commented:

We were doing really interesting things in language and general studies which related to overall themes.
Maths was different and se boring in comparison because we seemed to be always doing the same sorts of
things. My maths was a completely separate box. I always seemed to struggle and think what am I doing
for maths this week.

Teachers had reached the point where they realised they would benefit from professionaldevelopment in the
area of mathematics teaching and so became involved in Key Group.

Construction of the change process,

During the time of their involvement in the Key Group conference, teachers came to realise that they
were in control of the focus, directions and momentum for change.

I went along to Key Group thinking I would have new ideas handed to me on a plate, but it wasn't like that.
I learnt that it was not meant to provide all the answers, but what it did was set up a way of thinking which
helped us to find our own answers. We learnt how to question everything we did and why we did it.
There was also an increased awareness of the notion of self-direction.

We were looking for some direction in our maths program because it wasn't going anywhere but rather than
telling us what to do, Key Group encouraged us to set our own goals and make our own decisions. It also
allowed us to address an area of our teaching which we were concerned about.

During discussion sessions teachers began to understand the nature of collaborative processes and the
feeling of support that can be derived from this way of working.

Although I have always lacked confidence in maths and in teaching it, I found thatI was able to participate
in the decision-making processes. Talk with other teachers was so valuable. It made me aware of the kinds
of changes I needed to make and it stimulated my thinking.

Another teacher was reassured that expected change was not forced on her.
Key Group gives the confidence to change as and when we are comfortable. There is no pressure but much
encouragement to work at imp-oving our teaching in our own way.

When deciding on their focus for change, the teachers started out with the idea of making their
program more activity-based and continually searched for ways to do this.

The brainstorming sessions were just so valuable. We were intending to make up as many activities as we
could to fit our maths topics. But then. Sue said "What I'd really like to do is fit all of our maths into our
theme work, so that our whole curriculum is integrated". That really started us thinking. I suggested that if
we line up our maths program with our themes, we would probably find some overlap. Once we did that, tit
was amazing how many connections we could make.

4111111MINOOMIM,
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The task then became one of identifying the mathematics which they wanted to include in their program, then

constructing a number of appropriate activities around the designated themes. This process significantly

broadened their view of the nature of mathematics.

After deciding what they wanted to do, the next stage of the process was to plan how to achieve it.

This was a problem because it was apparent to teachers that the amount of work which needed to be done

was daunting. It was evident here that they began to see that problem solving is an important part of the

change process. It was assumed that they would have to do all the work themselves until one teacher

mused: Perhaps we could get the grade 6 children w help make the activity sets. This comment opened up

new possibilities in terms of how the change could be achieved. What about parents? The idea ofenlisting

help grew from there and they decided to approach other teachers, children and parents to work with them.

Here there is the realisation that change is the concern of the wider school community, not just classroom

teachers.
With the knowledge that Key Group would release them from their classrooms for a few days, they

returned to their school to begin constructing the activities. They encouraged other teachers in their school to

work with them. Some teachers responded positively.
Their enthusiasm was contagious and their choice of focus was the sort of thing I had been looking for.

have learnt that working together is so valuable and generates so many more ideas. Their ideas influenced

me and my ideas influenced them, so we were always coming up with better and better ideas.

The collaborative process which began at the Key Group conference maintained momentum back in the

context of their school. The opportunity for colleagial reflection and discussion, which was provided by the

program, allowed the formation of a strategic action plan based on a newly clarified and shared philosophy.

Development of understandings about teaching and learning,

As they shared and developed their understandings about teaching actions, their self esteem and confidence

grew. By working collaboratively and continually exchanging ideas, new insights were gained into the

process of learning. This confirmed their beliefs about the value of child-centred, activity-based learning

and the crucial role of language.
We realised that we were actually practising what we preached. Just as the children were working co-

operatively and learning from each other as they talked, so were we. Because we had experienced this way

of working, we were absolutely convinced that children would learn better this way.

Being placed in the position of learner heightened teacher's awareness about how learning occurs and

enabled them to theorise about their teaching to some extent.

We found at the Key Group conference that if we wanted help in sorting out our ideas, there was always

someone to ask. The consultants there didn't force their ideas on us, but they made us think, usually by

asking questions. In fact one of the workshops dealt with questioning techniques and the power they have

in stimulating thinking We then began thinking about how we learnt and translating that to children's

learning.
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Some of the presenters were talking about constructivist approaches to learning and hound that what they

were saying was similar to my own beliefs about teaching. When I want children to learn something new, I

know that just telling them won't work. They have to be able to link the new ideas with what they already

know and to be involved in some sort of activity. It occured to me then that this program does the same

thing. It doesn't tell us what to do but it provides starting points.

Reflective teachers are able to theorise their teaching which in turn informs their practice, setting up a
dialectal process of reflection and action.

Mathematics classrooms subsequently became quite different environments. They were more learner-

centred and allowed for much more interaction and discussion about mathematics than had previously been

the case. Activities were organised in such a way as to enable children to work at their own pace and level

and to have some choice about which activities to complete.

Construction of new roles. The change in classroom learning environments meant that teacher's roles were

significantly different. In fact, from the point of view of professional development, one of the most notable

outcomes of Key Group was the way in which teachers constructed new roles for themselves, not only in

the classroom, but in the wider social context.

In the classroom, teachers acted as facilitators to the learning process. They were less directive and

allowed children the opportunity to explore and question ideas as they negotiated shared meanings through

discussion: They also made more use of questioning techniques to extend children's thinking. In other

words they often provided the perturbations which were necessary for children to build new cognitive

structures.

The development and use of new materials and strategies amused the interest of other teachers in their

own school and in other schools in the region. Three of the Key Group teachers became facilitators in the

learning process of their colleagues by creating a collaborative environment. The opportunity to share and

discuss ideas enabled other teachers to be exposed to and reflect on new ways of working. They also

undertook to give demonstration lessons so that colleagues could observe how children used the new

materials.

The interest was incredible. We were virtually in-servicing and had teachers in and out of our classrooms

all the time, not just from our school but from other schools as well. The thing that amazed me was that the

kids were seldom distracted from their activities..

One c . these three teachers subsequently obtained a position as a regional consultant. In this capacity, she

became one of the organisers and presenters of the Key Group conference. The other two have become well

known throughout the region and have since published a collection of the activities they constructed.

If someone had told us a few years ago that we would be authors of a teacher resource book we would have

laughed. But it's happened and I really put it down to Key Group.

The success of the program in their school and beyond has strengthened their perceptions of themselves as

curriculum developers and decision makers.
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Another teacher constructed a different role for herself. She had always valued the importance of

being in control, so the most valuable aspect of Key Group for her was the fact that she became aware ofthe

political processes which affect so much of what happens in schools. She became familiar with a number of

administrative procedures to which she had not previously had access. Her sense of empowerment was

heightened as these remarks indicate:

*It was always the senior male staff who had to deal with administrative matters. Female staff were usually

left uninformed.but now we have a better idea of what is going on and can make decisions which suit us.

Concluding comments
As a model for professional development, this study indicates that Key Group is effective because it

provides the opportunity for teachers to actively engage in a continuing dialectal process of reflection and

action aimed at creating circumstances which facilitate the construction of new understandings about teaching

and learning. Participants in this study have an increased awareness of. their worth as knowledgeable,

capable professionals. The model incorporates practices which research has shown to be effective and

allows teachers to choose directions which suit the context of their teaching. At the same time, it offers

some guidance as a starting point from which ideas can be generated, created and recreated. This process is

ultimately empowering because it creates a professional development ethos in teachers which can be carried

o: '''roughout their teaching lives.
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This study examines differences between two novice teachers andan expert teacher in
presenting mathematical materials in a connected manner. Three types of data related to lessons

on equivalent algebraic expressions were collected: lesson plans, lesson observations, and

post-lesson interviews. Although connectedness is an important characteristic of mathematics
teaching and learning, only the expert teacher used both vertical and horizontal connections to
guide her teaching. Differences in the teachers' view and use of connectedness are discussed
and illustrated.

Introduction

During the last decade, the study of expertise in teaching has received a great deal of attention

(Berliner, 1986; Borko & Livingston, 1989). In the realm of mathematics, the study ofexpert teachers

has focused, so far, merely on expertise in the teaching of arithmetic (Lampert, 1988; Leinhardt, 1989).

These studies have identified several dimensions in which competency differences between experts and

novices are likely to occur, including planning actions (agendas), managing action systems, and building

explanations of mathematical materials. In respect to planning actions, sound differences in the levels of

connectedness of the agendas were found between experts and novices: "The expert teachers always

started their planning statements by telling what they had done the day before, whereas none of the

novices did so... expert teachers saw lessons as connected and tied together... their agendaswere richer

in detail, in connectedness..." (Leinhardt. 1989, p. 64).

Connectedness is an important characteristic of mathematical knowledge (e.g. Even, 1990;Hieben &

Lefevre, 1986). One cannot understand a mathematical concept in isolation. Connections to other

concepts, procedures and pieces of information deepen and broaden one's knowledge and make the

learning of mathematics meaningful. It is thus important that teachers represent mathematics as a

network of interconnected concepts and procedures.
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The present study is part of a project aimed at identifying dimensions of expertise in the teaching of

algebra. Much like other studies on expertise in domain-specific knowledge, we used the expert-novice

research paradigm as a means of characterizing teachers' dimensions of expertise. Our first explorations

suggest that expert teachers largely differ from novices in the role that connectedness plays in both their

planning and teaching of lessons in algebra, as well as in their reflections on their own lessons. The

present paper centers upon this issue.

Method

participants

A comprehensive long-term, in-school, in-service project for improving mathematics and science

teaching was carried out in six disadvantaged junior and senior-high schools. Teachers worked with

master teachers and participated in a workshop course. As most of the teachers taking part in the project

were novices, it was decided to investigate and examine patterns of thinking and actions of both novice

and expert teachers. Finding out how they differ might contribute toward developing ways of helping

the novice teachers become better teachers.

Two novice teachers from one school and one expert teacher from another school were selected for

this study. The novice teachers were both in their second year of teaching. The expert teacher had more

than 15 years of experience and acquired the reputation of being an "excellent teacher".

Data Collection

Three types of data related to the first three consecutive lessons on equivalent algebraic expressions

(open-phrases) were collected: 1) Lesson plans--each teacher was asked to submit a lesson plan, before

each lesson, either in writing or verbally. 2) Observations--all lessons were observed by one of the

researchers. Field notes were taken during observations and were supplemented by audio-taped records.

3) Post-lesson interviews--semi-structured interviews after each lesson aimed to examine teachers'

reflections, and clarify incidents or episodes that had not been obvious in plans or observations. All

interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed.
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Results

Major differences between novice and expert teachers were observed in several aspects related to

subject matter knowledge (e.g., quality of knowledge) and pedagogical content knowledge (e.g.,

knowledge of students' preconceptions and misconceptions, reactions to student responses, and quality

of explanations). As stated in the introduction, in this article we deal in detail with only one aspect of

teaching expertise--connectedness. Table 1 summarizes novice versus expert characterization of teaching

related to three components: planning the lesson, teaching, and post-lesson reflections.

Table 1: Differences in connectedness between novice and expert teachers,

Planning

Expert _Novices

Horizontal connections: Connections

with previous and future material

mentioned.

Vertical connections: A spiral process

within and among the lessons.

Teaching Horizontal connections observed

at least 6-7 times per lesson.

Emphasis on vertical connections

observed.

Dip lofting opportunities to make

connections

Reflections. Connectedness mentioned as a

:najor goal of instruction.

No horizontal connections mentioned.

Segmented planning within and

among the lessons.

Almost no horizontal connections

observed.

Weak vertical connections

observed.

Neglecting opportunities to make

connections.

Novice 1 argued that there is neither

time nor need for connectedness.

Novice 2 had not thought about

connectedness but once it was mentioned,

conceived it as important but difficult to

perform.
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Table I clearly demonstrates that the expert teacher views both vertical and horizontal connections as

important factors that guide her thinking about teaching. This was not the case with the novice teachers.

The following sections further discuss andillustrate these differences.

Thcluca
Planning and Teaching. Connected, organized structures of activity were evident throughout the

expert's planning of the lessons as well as in her actual teaching.. -very stage of a lesson was connected

with the following one. For example, when planning an activity with two algebraic expressions: 7t+1

and 8t-(t-1), the expert teacher wrote in her lesson plan: "Keep the two algebraic expressions in the

corner of the blackboard -- we will deal with them later", Another example, taken from an in-class

observation, demonstrates vertical connections between two activities; the students were asked to

determine whether the two algebraic expressions, 2x and lx1+x, are equivalent. After concluding that

they are not, the teacher moved to the next stage of the lesson and asked: ."Are the inverse expressions of

non-equivalent algebraic expressions equivalent?" She thus connected the two activities by suggesting

to check the inverses of the two former algebraic expressions: and u-6.

Connections were found not only in the expert's development of the lesson towards the main

objective (vertical connections) but also across various topics (horizontal connections). For example, in

a lesson plan about equivalent algebraic expressions she wrote:

"Let's look at the algebraic expression -2a.

a) What is the domain?

When are we going to get a negative number? positive? zero?

b) What is the relationship between the algebraic expressions -2a and 2a?

That means the algebraic expressions are..."

Domains, substitutions and opposite algebraic expressions were not the topic of the lesson--they had

been dealt with in previous lessons. Nevertheless, the expert teacher planned to make connections

between these topics and the lesson's main objective and then executed her plan. These horizontal

connections were made fluently and efficiently throughout the lessons.

Reflection. When reflecting on her teaching during the interviews, the expert teacher said that she

considered the making of connections between different stages of the lessons and different topics very

important and deliberately planned to make them in her teaching. She said, for example: "Every lesson
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is connected to a previous lesson either through the topic, if possible, or through an activity they [the

studentsi did before." In another interview the expert teacher said: "It is my objective to show that there

are connections between the topics."

The Novice Teachets

Planning and Teaching. While planning the lessons and actually teaching them, the novice teachers

did not seem to acknowledge the importance of connectedness. The different stages of the lessons were

unconnected and there were almost no connections with previously learnt materials. The following

example from a novice teachers lesson plan illustrates this. The students have just learned the definition

of equivalent algebraic expressions: i.e., that the substitution ofany number in the two expressions gives

the same result. The teacher has also shown them how to check 2-3 numbers and (wrongly) conclude

that if the results are the same then the algebraic expressions are equivalent. For the following lesson,

the teacher planned to teach "another method" for checking equivalency, based on reducing algebraic

fractions and the distributive law. In his plan, the teacher made no connection with the "method" learnt

in the previous lesson, nor did he explain why the new method was appropriate or needed. Moreover,

he started with the definition of equivalency and immediately moved, without any connection, to the

"new method". Following is the first part of his tesson plan:

"Let's remind ourselves what equivalent algebraic expressions are.
Repeat the definition.

And now let's check if the algebraic expressions are equivalent
m+6)

m+6, 2(--2--

Are they equivalent?

Hint: We can open the parentheses and try to reach the smallest

expression possible. At the end we reach the expression m+6.

That means that we got from one algebraic expression to the other.

Let's take another example: the algebraic expressions 4a, a+3a. Are they
equivalent?

Yes -- because we can add (collect terms) 4a=3a +a.

We used the distributive. property.

'a' has the coefficient 1.

3a has the coefficient 3.

We take 'a' out and get (1+3) a.

We see that we used the distributive law. What did we use in the first example ? -- reducing.
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Therefore, we can show that algebraic expressions are equivalent by using rules and conventions

of number operations."

The novice teachers seemed to be "goal-oriented", trying to reach the objective of the lesson without

paying attention to the processes that lead to this objective. The following excerpt from a lesson on

equivalent algebraic expressions illustrates this. The teacher wrote on the board the following two

algebraic expressions: 4a+3 and 3.
Teacher. Substitute a=1

Students: You get the same result

T: Are the algebraic expressions equivalent?

S2: No, because we substituted only one number.

Ss: Yes.

S3: It is impossible to know. We need all the numbers.

S4: One example is not enough.

T: We can conclude -- it is difficult to substitute numbers in a complicated algebraic

expression and therefore we should find a simpler equivalent algebraic expression.

While the substitution of a= in the two given algebraic expressions can lead naturally to the conclusion

that "we should find a simpler equivalent algebraic expression", this was by no means the kind of

conclusion appropriate to this discussion.

Usually, the novice teachers did not use opportunities they encountered during the lessons to make

horizontal connections between the main topic of the lesson and previously learnt materials in order to

strengthen students' understanding. For example, in a lesson whose objective was simplifying algebraic

expressions, the teacher wrote the algebraic expression 7a-2+3a on the board and asked: "What is the

equivalent algebraic expression?". The students did not answer. Then, the following exchange took

place:

T: Who can explain what are equivalent algebraic expressions?

St: [Gives a correct definition].

S2: You should substitute 41 the numbers.

S3: How come?

T: How can we show that the algebraic expressions are not equivalent?

St: One example is enough.

S2: If they are equivalent we need two examples.
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Even though it was clear that S2 (and others) did not understand how one checks the equivalency of

algebraic expressions, the teacher did not use this opportunity to improve students' understanding.

Instead, he moved on to another algebraic expression.

Reflectioa. Neither of the novice teachers emphasized the making of connections in planning and

teaching. But the two teachers differed in the way they reflected on this issue. One said in his interview

that the main objective of the lesson was the most important and that therefbre he should not touch upon

other topics. Otherwise, he claimed, he would never have enough time to cover the topic of the lesson.

He also said, as a response to an interviewer's question, that he was not aware of any "jumps" between

different stages of the lesson, even though many "jumps" were observed in his teaching.

In contrast, the other novice teacher said in his interview that he did not plan to make connections

with other topics because he had not thought about it". But he mentioned: "Now I think that it could be

important and interesting".

Conclusion

A major role of the teacher is to help the learner achieve understanding of the subject matter. One

way to do this is by creating classrooms in which the making of connections is emphasized. In such

classrooms, as is envisioned by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1989), "ideas flow

naturally from one lesson to another, rather than each lesson being restricted to a narrow objective.

Lessons frequently extend over several days so that connections can be explored, discussed, and

generalized. Once introduced, a topic is used throughout the mathematics program. Teachers seize

opportunities that arise from classroom situations to relate different areas and uses of mathematics" (p.

32).

As we saw in this study, the expert teacher considered the issue of connectedness to be very

important. She thoughtfully connected the different stages of her lessons as well as made connections

between the lessons' main topics and previously learnt materials. This latter kind of horizontal

connections did not cause "jumps" in the lessons. The students rather seemed to feel comfortable with

this and had no difficulties switching back to the main topic of the lesson.

The novice teachers, on the other hand, did not emphasize connectedness in their lesson plans and

teaching. They also tended to stick to their lesson plans regardless of what was happening in the lesson,
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and drew conclusions that suited their plans but bore little connections with what really went on in the

classrooms. After explicitly being asked about the role of connectedness in the learning process, one

novice teacher still did not consider it to be important nor was he aware of the unconnected aspect of his

lessons. The other novice teacher became aware of the importance of connectedness during the

interviews but felt that he lacked the appropriate pedagogical content knowledgeof making this part of

his own teaching.

This study suggests that there are substantial differences between the novice and expert participant

teachers in their view and use of connectedness. In the light of these differences, it is suggested to

examine means by which novice teachers might be guided to view connectedness as an important

characteristic of teaching. Furthermore, we need to find adequate ways of helping teachers emphasize

both vertical and horizontal connections.
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ANN'S STRATEGIES TO ADD FRACTIONS

Ada lira Sienz-Ludlow

Northern Illinois University

This article presents an interpretation of two nonconsecutive teaching episodes with
a third grader, Ann, who participated in a six -month constructivist teaching exper-
iment. During the first of these two teaching episodes, Ann generated fractional
quantifications for the pieces of a segmented square pattern and then used this knowl-
edge to generate her own strategy to add fractions in the subsequent teaching episode.

An interpretation of the twelfth and sixteenth teaching episodes out of the nineteen teaching

episodes in which Ann, a third grader, participated during six months (Sienz-Ludlow, 1990)

is presented in this paper. During these two teaching episodes, the teacher used the same

segmented square pattern from which Ann generated fractional quantifications of its parts and

constructed her own mental strategies to add fractions. All tasks posed by the teacher as well

as Ann's solutions where expressed verbally; for this reason, no symbolic fractional notation is

used to report the results.

Theoretical Rationale
Analysis of the second National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) (Carpenter,

Corbitt, Kepner, Lindquist, and Reys, 1980) indicates that most 13- and 17-year-olds were

able to add fractions that have a common denominator, but only one third of the 13-year-olds

and two thirds of the 17-year-olds were able to add unit fractions or non-unit fractions with

different denominators. Their procedure to add two fractions with different denominators

Was to add numerators and denominators to produce a new fraction, without noticing that

the result was a fraction smaller than one of the two given. Moreover, they were unaware

that such procedure was not analogous to the algorithm they used to add fractions with the

same denominator. Furthermore, less than one fourth of the 13-year-olds and only one third

of the 17-year-olds were able to estimate the answer to One interpretation of these

findings is that students need a conceptual understanding of fractions before they are introduced

to standard symbolic computational algorithms. The algorithms we use today to perform

computations with fractions have been generated and refined in the course of the development

of mathematics (Courant and Robbins, 1969; Dantzig, 1954; Smith, Vol. 2, 1953; Waismann,

1959). The algorithms, to be meaningful to the students, must represent the coordination

of numerical quantitative reasoning and symbolic procedures. Piaget (1967) observed that

symbolic numerical operations are the result of mental actions that first take place when working

in experiential contexts. That is, the acquisition of numerical quantitative reasoning seems

to be due to the individual's construction of numerical meanings in the midst of problematic

situations posed in concrete and familiar contexts.
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Methodology
Ann participated in a six-month constructivist teaching experiment which purpose was to

promote and follow her constructions of fractional numbers. The initial conjecture of the study

was that a) children would generate fractional number units by using their natural number

units and knowledge about natural numbers; and b) children would use natural language as

a first source to symbolize their mental operations.
The constructivist teaching-experiment methodology (Cobb and Steffe, 1983; Steffe, 1983)

takes into consideration relevant aspects of Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories of cognitive devel-

opment. Teaching episodes are the backbone of this method of inquiry and their main goal is

to facilitate the child's fc ?melon of concepts by means of tasks that challenge and further his

or her prior conceptual structures.
In this study, teaching episodes lasted 60 minutes and they were videotaped for retrospective

analysis and for the preparation of subsequent teaching episodes. The objective of the retro-

spective analysis was to infer the student's constructive paths to generate fractional numbers

and operations with them.

Finding Relations in a Pattern
In the twelfth interview (February 2, 1990), Ann was given a square pattern as in Figure 1

and it was referred to her as a decorated cookie (letters are used in this figure for descriptive

purposes).

C

B

A

Figure 1

The square was segmented into different pieces that had different colors according to the size

of the piece. The goal of the tasks, in this teaching episode, was to provide Ann with an op-
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portunity to generate fractional quantifications for the parts of the cookie. With this objective
in mind, the teacher had the following dialogue with Ann that, for the purpose of the analysis,
is broken into parts. (In the dialogues T stands for teacher and A for Ann.)

T: This part (showing A) is what part of the whole cookie?
A: [Ann uses her right index finger as a means of segmenting the larger pieces into

pieces as large as A) One thirty-sixth.

Ann's answers indicated that her fractional quantifications were linked to the multiplicity of
the parts in the whole. She found a fractional quantification of A by partitioning the whole

cookie into parts as large as A and counted them to recast the whole as a multiple of A; then
she used this multiplicity to quantify A with respect to the whole.

T: This part (showing B) is what part of the whole cookie?
A: [Fast) One eighteenth.
T: Now did you figure out your answer so fast?
A: See there is thirty-six of these (Ann shows a part A) fifteen and fifteen equals

thirty; you half out six, that is three; you add three to fifteen and that is eighteen.
T: So, one eighteenth is the same as how many thirty-sixths?
A: (Ann looks at the figure) Two thirty-sixths.

To find a fractional quantification of B, she quickly visualized B as a unit of A's and then gen-
erated eighteen units of two out of thirty-six units of one (A was taken as one) to conceptualize
one eighteenth as two thirty-sixths.

T: This part [showing C) is what part of the whole cookie?
A: [Fast) One ninth.
T: Why?
A: Because half of eighteen is nine.
T: One ninth is how many eighteenths?
A: Two eighteenths.
T: One ninth is how many thirty-sixths?
A: (Ann looks at the figure) Four thirty-sixths.

To quantify C as one ninth of the whole cookie, it seems that Ann could visualize C as twice

as large as B and could anticipate that the number of units that were twice as large as B was

only half of the number of units of size B. Therefore, she gave as an explanation "because half

of eighteen is nine." She generated a sophisticated inverse reasoning by using her concept of
a half. The teacher's inference, at this point, was that Ann had constructed a concept of one

half to a high degree of abstraction. To test the strength of such conceptualization, the teacher

posed to her the following tasks.

T: Can you show me half of the cookie?
A: [Ann uses her right forearm to partition vertically the cookie in two parts and

shows with her left hand the left part of the cookie] That is eighteen thirty-sixths.
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T: (The teacher uses the diagonal from the upper left corner to the lower right corner
of the square to make a new partition and, in doing so, two triangles are deter-
mined. The teacher shows Ann the upper left triangle) Is this part half of the
cookie?

A: [Ann joins the smaller pieces and partitions larger pieces in that triangle to make
pieces as large as A and counts them) There are still eighteen thirty-sixths.

T: Can you see more halves?
A: [Ann divides the cookie in four equal squares and shows two non-consecutive

squares) Here is another half.
T: Here, what is more important, the shape or ...
A: [By her own initiative Ann completes the teacher's thought and pointing to square

Af ... the number of squares.

Her answers indicated that a half, for her, did not have a specific shape and that the shape of

a half could be discontinuous or continuous as long as it had eighteen units of size A. It could

be said that, within this concrete situation, Ann had constructed a concept of a half to a high

level of empirical abstraction. The quantitative relations of a half with the other parts of the

cookie were indicated in the remaining part of the above dialogue.

T: flow many ninths would make half of the cookie?
A: [Ann seems to be counting while silently pointing at pieces of the cookie with her

right index finger] Four ninths and twothirty-sixths or four ninths and one eigh-
teenth.

Ann seemed to use a particular half of the cookie and then reconstituted it using ninths and

thirty-sixths or ninths and eighteenths. Since the different partitions of the cookie were only

implied in its segmentation, Ann seemed to have visualized that half by using certain parts of the

cookie that she had already identified quantitatively. An indication that she had constructed

quantitative relations between the parts was her willingness to give a second answer without

being asked. Because of her answers, a natural question to ask was the number of ninths in the

whole cookie, expecting that maybe she would double the prior answer. However, her answer

was based on natural number units as the following two questions indicated.

T: Flow many ninths would make the whole figure?
A: (Ann thinks for a while, looking at the ceiling) Nine ninths.
T: How did you figure that out?
A: [Fast) Counting by fours.

Her willingness to give an explanation very fast indicated her use of a mental representation

to find her answer. Her looking at the ceiling instead of observing the cookie and her answer

"counting by fours" indicated that she mentally represented the cookie as composed of thirty-

six parts A and at the same time, she could see thirty-six segmented into nine units of four.

The teacher's inference at this point was that Ann could be able to deal with any number of

ninths greater than nine, so she asked Ann the following question.
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T: If 1 give you forty-five ninths of this cookie, how many cookies would you be able
to make?

A: (After some seconds) All I need to know is forty-five divided by nine. 9-18-27 -
36.45 (She uses her right hand to keep track of her counting by nines] You will
be able to make five cookies.

Ann's awareness of the unity of the whole, represented as a composite unit of nine ninths,

prompted her to divide forty-five by nine using counting and her fingers to keep track of her

counting by nines.

In summary, it could be said that Ann's ways of operating with fractions in the course of

this teaching episode was based on her ability to construct composite natural-number units and

her self-directed coordination of fractional-number units and natural-number units.

Adding Fractions

During the three consecutive teaching episodes (February 8, 14, 20, 1990) Ann generated

fractional quantifications for parts of known amounts of money, sets of blocks, and different
segmented patterns. The following dialogues are excerpts of the sixteenth teaching episode

(February 27, 1990). The tasks were posed using the segmented square pattern in Figure
1. These excerpts indicated that Ann used the generated fractional quantifications as well as

equivalent fractional quantifications for each of the parts of the pattern in order to add fractions

with same and different denominator.

T: Suppose I give you one thirty-sixth and one eighteenth of the cookie. What part
of the cookie would I have given to you?

A: [She observes the cookie] Three thirty-sixths.
T: Why?
A: Because one eighteenth is two thirty-sixths, and one thirty-sixth is one thirty-sixth.

Ann's awareness of the fractional quantifications among the parts of the cookie prompted her

to use the smallest of the two given unit fractions in order to find her answer. It could be said

that her independent choice of the smallest unit fraction in order to add the given fractions

was the product of her awareness of the size of each unit fraction due to her knowledge of the

relations among them.

To further the development of her arising algorithm, the teacher implicitly asked her to add

two fractions that were multiples of the unit fractions that she had added before.

T: Suppose I give you two thirty-sixths and three eighteenths, what part of the cookie
would you have?

A: (Looking at the square) Eight thirty-sixths.
T: Why?
A: Because three eighteenths is six thirty-sixths, and two thirty-sixths is two thirty-

sixths, and two and six is eight.
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Ann's explanations of her process to get the answer "eight thirty-sixths" indicated her initiative

to find the equivalent fractions "three eighteenths is six thirty-sixths and two thirty-sixths is two

thirty-sixths" in terms of the smallest unit fraction one thirty-sixth. Because she was dealing

with the same unit fraction, she continued her explanation "...and two and six is eight."

Ann's solution to the above task seemed to be dependent on her looking at the square

pattern (decorated cookie) as well as the known fractional relations. Thus, Ann's strategy to

add fractions was dependent on a particular contextual situation. The teacher decided to pose

a task similar to the prior one but yet more involved.

T: What part of the cookie would you have if I give you three ninths and two eigh-
. teenths of it.
A: [Looking at the square pattern] Twelve thirty-sixths is three ninths and two eigh-

teenths is four thirty-sixths, then sixteen thirty-sixths.

Ann's need to look at the square pattern and the verbal explanation of her solution indicated

that she selected the smaller unit fraction implied in the square pattern (one thirty-sixth) to

generate equivalent fractions to the given ones, in order to have a common unit fraction. To

inquire about the consistency of her awareness for the need of having a common unit fraction

in order to add fractions, the teacher gave Ann the following task.

T: This time suppose that 1 give you one sixth and one ninth of the cookie, what part
of the cookie would you have?

A: [Looking at the ceiling] Ten thirty-sixths because one sixth is six thirty-sixths and
one ninth is four thirty-sixths and six plus four is ten.

T: flow did you find out that one sixth is the same as six thirty-sixths?
A: [Fast) Because 6-12-18-24-30-36 [Ann shows one full hand and one finger of the

other hand].
T: flow did you find out that one ninth is the same as four thirty-sixths?

A: [Fast] Because 9-18-27-36 [Ann shows four fingers of one hand] 1-2-3-4 [Ann
counts those fingers/.

Ann's independent choice of finding equivalent fractions for one sixth and one ninth in terms of

thirty-sixths indicated her consistent awareness of the need of having a common unit fraction

in order to add two fractions as well as her ability to form composite units. Her looking at

the ceiling and her willingness to explain quickly her way of finding the equivalent fractions in

order to accomplish her task, indicated her interpretation of whole number units as fractional

units. Such coordination presupposed Ann's ability to see thirty-six as a unit of units in two

ways- a unit of nine units of four, a unit of six units of six, and a unit of thirty-six units of

one-prior to any counting activity. Ann was alsogiven a task that involved fractions that were

multiples of the fractions used in the above dialogue.
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T: If I give you two sixths of the cookie and then three ninths of the cookie, what part
of the cookie would you have

A: [Ann looks at the ceiling and takes some seconds] Twenty-four thirty-sixths.
T: Why?
A: Well, six plus six. is twelve, twelve plus four is sixteen, sixteen plus four is twenty,

twenty plus four is twenty-four; that is twenty-four thirty-sixths.

Ann's conceptualization of a fraction as a multiple of a unit fraction was indicated by her
explanations. "Six plus six is twelve" meant, for her, two sixths are twelve thirty-sixths
because one sixth is the same as six thirty-sixths; "twelve plus four is sixteen, sixteen plus four
is twenty, twenty plus four is twenty-four" indicated that she added to the prior result (twelve

thirty-sixths) four thirty-sixths for each of the three ninths because she knew that one ninth
was the same as four thirty-sixths.

In summary, it could be said that Ann's way of adding fractions was consistent with her

awareness of using units of the same kind when having an additive situation and her ability

to generate fractional units of the same kind. The unit fraction chosen in each of the above

tasks (one thirty-sixth) was implied by the pattern but yet it was her own initiative to choose

the convenient unit fraction to accomplish the completion of each task. To provide Ann with
an opportunity to distance herself from a concrete segmented whole with implied partitions

that she could depend upon, she was given a task that involved fractions of a well-determined,

however unknown, whole.

T: Suppose that I have a certain amount of money and I would like to give to you
one fourth and one eighth of that money. What part of that money would I have
given to you?

A: You gave me one twelfth ..., yes?
T: [The teacher repeats the question]
A: This is the worst question. Give me a hint?
T: Which is bigger, one fourth or one eighth?
A: One fourth. [Pause] A fourth and half of a fourth.
T: Excellent. but how many eighths would I have given to you?
A: [Fast] If one fourth is bigger than one eighth, two eighths equal one fourth; one

fourth is half of a half of the money. So you gave me three eighths.

The given whole "a certain amount of money" provided Ann with a cognitive conflict that led

her to be uncertain about her answer of "one twelfth" and to ask fora hint. She operated with

the hint by incorporating it in her way of thinking rather than taking it as a question to be

answered. Then she found an answer in the form of a sophisticated mixed number "a fourth

and half of a fourth." This mixed number made the teacher infer that one fourth was for her

"a unit" of which she could find a half. When the teacher asked Ann to find her answer in

eighths, she generated a self-directed chain of reasoning to find her answer of "three eighths."
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Ann's successful struggle to find her answer indicated that she was ready to operate at a higher

level of abstraction with well-defined yet unknown wholes.

Conclusion

It seems that the decorated cookie (segmented square), with the different implied partitions,

was useful in providing Ann with concrete experiences that prompted her to mentally represent

such partitions to generate equivalent fractional quantifications of a part. The equivalent

fractions that Ann generated were the result of interpreting integral composite units in terms of

unit fractions and multiples of unit fractions. Ann's idiosyncratic way of generating equivalent

fractions to add fractions seems to indicate that once children have a conceptual understanding

of fractions, they can generate meaningful procedures to add them. Her strategy, analogous to

the standard algorithm to add natural numbers in which only units of the same kind are added

(ones with ones, tens with tens, etc.), consisted in adding fractions after representing them as

multiples of the same unit fraction.
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PROSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY TEACIIERS' PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT EQL'IVALENT FRACTIONS.

Victoria Sanchez Salvador Llinares
Departamento dc Didictica de las Ciencias (Matematicas)

Univcrsidad de Sevilla - Espaiia

This study is part of a project whose objective is to examine the
prospective elementary teachers' pedagogical content knowledge about
fractions. Two main aspects have been ttudied. One, the bond of
the idea of fraction equivalency to the concrete referents and, the
other, how prospective teachers (PTs) utilize those referents to
generate explanations about the procedure carried out to obtain
equivalent fractions.
The participants were twenty-six prospective elementary teachers.
The instrument used was the clinical semi-structured interview.
First of all, a descriptive analysis of the followed processes was
carried out. Secondly, a conceptual analysis of the obtained
categories was performed, basing them on the sucession of cognitive
processes proposed by Hiebert.
The difficulties experienced by the prospective teachers originated
when the type of given tasks entered into conflict with their
procedure of generating fractions and also when attempted to explain
with concrete referentes the procedure followed.
If we consider that the pedagogical content knowledge generates upon
the understanding of the mathematical content, the type of
understanding displayed in some of these cases may not be the most
suitable when having to use instructional representations to model
the mathematical processes in elementary teaching.

The understanding of the idea of equivalent fractions is important because of its role in
different aspects of the development of the concept of fraction and its applications. Based on
equivalence, fractions arc compared and operations arc carried out. At a higher level, it allows the
conceptualization of rational numbers as elements of a quotient field (Llinares and Sanchez, 1988).

There are numerous investigations related to the understanding of the idea of equivalent
fractions in children. These investigations suggest that there could be considerable underlying
confusion in the equivalence notion, and that greater difficulties may appear in simplification
tasks, whose resolution the children base themselves on, in many cases, in nonsignificant rules,
without there being a real understanding of the steps followed in the procedure (or algorithm).

On the other hand, the researchs about the prospective teachers' (or teachers') knowledge have
explored how teachers think in relation to their mathematical knowledge and their understanding
of specific curricular topics (analysis of teacher knowledge from the teaching perspective)(Ball,
1990; Even, 1990; Llinares, 1991a.b; Graeber et al., 1989; Post et al., 1988; Llinares and Sanchez,
1991; Sanchez and Llinares, 1991). These studies have shown the influence exerted by the
knowledge of subject matter on their pedagogical orientations and decisions (Mc Diarmid et al.,
1989).

The teachers' understanding of subject matter influences presentation and formulation as well
as the instructional representations which are used when the teacher tries to make it
understandable to the students. Shulman (1986) has denominated this type of knowledge, teachers'
pedagogical content knowledge.

This study is part of a research project, to a further extent, whose objective is to examine the
knowledge of fractions that have prospective elementary teachers (PTs), in relation to the usage
of different instructional representation systems (1.1inares. 1991a. b; 1.Iinarcs and Sanchez, 1991;
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Sanchez and Llinares, 1991). Two aspects have been focused on: one, the bond of equivalence
notion to the concrete referents and, the other, how PTs utilize these referents to generate
explanations about the processes followed to obtain equivalent fractions.

METHOD
Participants

The participants were twenty-six elementary student teachers, enrolled as members of the
program for Initial Elementary Teachers Education at the University of Seville. Throughout the
three years of the program, the PTs may choose among different specialties, which differentiate
in subject matter accordingly. Twenty of these students were second-year students, while the
other six were in their third year. During their university studies, they all studied elementary
mathematics in the first course, concentrating fundamentally on algebraic contents. The
mathematical contents considered in this project pertained to their elementary level (ages 6-11),
and thus, common to all of them. These students were ramdomly chosen from a volunteer group.
Of the twenty-six students, nine were men and seventeen were women, ranging from nineteen to
twenty-three years of age with no outstanding characteristics.

Instrument
The instrument used was the semi-structured clinical interview, the same was complemented

with the notes taken by the investigators and the participants. During the interview, the
interviewers were allowed to ask their own additional questions about the aspects they deemed
interesting. There were playing chips on the table, which the interviewee could freely use and
paper and pencil to draw with. Among other questions relating to different aspects of fractions,
the students were asked;

a) Find a fraction equivalent to one given (e.g. find equivalent fractions to 9/12, 5/3, 4/6, etc.),
utilizing the playing chips and/or rectangles (or circles) to describe the processes followed. The
fractions were given verbally, and the participants could write them out.
b) Find the fraction equivalent to one given which would have a numerator smaller or larger (e.g.
9/12=6/?. 9/12=15/?, 8/12=2/?, 4/6=8/?, 5/4,4/12, etc.), utilizing the playing chips and/or
rectangles (or circles) to describe the processes followed. The item fractions varied depending on

the dynamics of the interview itelf.

During the same, an attempt was made to maximize the depth of the understanding of the
process on behalf of the PT and on the type of explanation given to that which they were doing.
Although at first, it was thought that the tasks proposed were the same for all the participants,
they changed in some cases, in relation to the answers obtained. The open character of the
interview must not be forgotten nor that the questions formed were part of a wider interview
about different aspects of fractions. White analyzing the tasks, the type of item presentation, the
procedure used to solve it, and the explanation given by the PT were considered. The interviews
were fully recorded and transcribed for later analysis.

Procedure
To begin with, after carefully reading the answers obtained, a first descriptive analysis was

made of the processes followed in the resolution of the items presented, based on the different
referents. The procedures followed by the PTs were grouped by similarities. Afterwards, a
conceptual analysis of the categories was performed, based on the cognitive processes proposed
by Hiebert (1988) to reach the understanding of written mathematical symbols. Out of the five
processes identified, the first two will be discussed in detail:
1) Connection of individual symbols with concrete referents and
II) How these referents arc used to generate explanations about the processes followed.

In the next section, some characteristics of explanations and arguments used by the PTs in
their attempt to model with concrete referents (playing chips and drawings) the algorythimic
procedures developed with symbols, are shown
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RESULTS
Of the twenty-six PTs interviewed. twenty-one based algorithmicprocedures on memory. On

some occasions, the mentioned rules allowed for the adequate resolution of the item at the
symbolic level. Some PTs had difficulties in generating explanations on the connection of referents
with the followed procedures with the symbols. Five of the twenty-six were unable to solve
correctly the items presented.

A) Unanorooiate rules to solve the asienment arc remembered.

A 1) Fraction as division and equivalent fractions.
Within this group, one of the participants, in seeking equivalent fractions used as strategy

"obtaining the same quotient by dividing," even though he also remembered the algorithmic
procedure of "multiplying across" to prove if the fractions were equivalents. Like so, in the item
"find out an equivalent fraction of 9/12' he expressed:

B.12.11:...Well, I think this could be done in two ways....
B.12.12:...Let's see if I recall correctly...equivalent fractions...that
dividing the numerator by the denominator would give the same, right?
B.12.13:...multiply across....

This procedure seemed linked to proving processed of whether two fractions are or not equivalent,
more than the search for new fractions.

B.12.14: Can I divide between these two? (pointing to the nine and the
twelve).

B.13.5:...Whatever I want?... I divide nine by twelve....

But this result does not provide the desired information:

B.13.5:...zero and seven...I have to find...for example...wait ...four
sevenths...I don't know...can I check if they're equivaleit? (PT writes
4/7)

At that moment, because another fraction was needed, a step was taken towards an erroneous
additive strategy. This additive strategy was transfcred to his explanations with playing chips and
rectangles.

B.13.8:...I've counted from nine to twelve and from four to seven and
its the same.

without even verifying by means of cross multiplication. In this case, since the pedagogical
content knowledge generates on the understanding of the mathematicalcontent by the prospective
teacher, a limited understanding of the procedure to obtain equivalent fractions can not generate
good pedagogical content knowledge.

A2) Nongencralized algorithmic procedure
Six of the participants remembered as the preferred algorithmic procedure to "divide (or

multiply) numerator or denominator by the same number' (the rule 'multiply top and bottom -
or divide top and bottom - by the same number to obtain an equivalent fraction"). In answering
"the equivalent fraction to 9/12'. one of the students gave as an answer.

1R1.9.16: ...eighteen twenty-four....
141.9.17: ...I've multiplied the numerator and the denominator by two.

This allowed for the construction of equivalent fractions to those given, but failed in the item
9/12=?. For the new item, three PTs used an erroneous additive strategy with symbols. One of
them explained.
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MM.9 . 1:I've subtracted three... f rom the twelve, three (then writes on the
paper 9/12-6/9 )

To explain the process followed, a drawing is chosen as a representation:

MM. 9. 7: ... I'ra dividing twelve in four parts...and for them to be nine ...
it would be this (coloring in nine parts of the twelve in which the
rectangle has been divided. )

At the interviewer's petition to explain how he would now go to six ninths, he comments:

MM.9.8:...we would have to divide the square into nine...but you gave me
six ...
M1.9.9:...we would have to divide again by six, but...I don't know how

I could explain it to....

The other two PTs proceeded in analogous ways. It must be recalled that these three PTs
followed a memorized rule, but did not use it to prove the results obtained by applying the
erroneous additive strategy. The memorized rule was attached to the working out of specific
items. The modification of the items leads to the need of generalizing the rule usage. This
generalizing procedure of the usage of the rule was not practiced by the PTs. Also, in this case,
as the previous protocol points out, they could not generate any explanation using referents of the
process followed with symbols.

Another PT changed to the additive strategy in attemptig to explain with playing chips the
process followed. Likewise, for the item 6/18=3/?:

A.7 .2: 3/9 ... 1 divide by two on top and on the bottom...

When the interviewer asked for an explanation of the process followed with playing chips:

A.7 .3: ...but I don' t know how to do it with playing chips ... What should
I do?, Should I take away the same number of playing chips from the two
and I get the equivalent?

Of the two remaining PTs, one expressed that he could no do it with a fraction with a
numerator that was not multiple (or divider) of the numerator given fraction. Using rectangles,
the difficulty was justified based on the fact that it was imposible to divide the unity into another
number of parts which were not the ones obtained by breaking each one of themin half.

The last, although recalling the algorithmic procedure, since it was not appropiate for the item
proposed, derived into senseless calculus, without being able to find any connectionswith conrete

referents.

13) Concrete referent connection with cauivalent fraction processes obtained at symbol level.

131) Origin of rule meaning. Symbol manipulation or concrete manipulation?
Six PTs remembered an algorithmic procedure that allowed them to solve properly the

proposed item, but they explicitly recognized the difficulty of explaining it with playing chips or

any type of drawing. If the interviewer's persistence to explain the process was great, each
represented separately two fractions. So was the explanation of one PT of the item 8/12 =2 /?

1.11.6: Honestly, I know how to do it...but with playing chips it's

harder ...
1.11.8: You divide by factors and you go dividing, you'd go taking from

one side and another until you have the two...

and, when asked to explain the process with playing chips:
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1.12.1: I know how to represent it, but as a separate fraction, in other
words, right now I can take four unities and from four take two, if the
whole would be four I'd take two...then I have represented two fourths,
but I don't know how to connect it with...
I.12.3:...it would be divided by four...no, I'm sorry, they're two
thirds...

The same difficulty shows up when faced with the continuos representation:

1.12.5: The same thing would happen to me...I could represent eight
twelfths, right?...and I would take eight of them...but, in moving on to
two thirds then...the same thing would happen to me, I'd draw another
cake and...there I'd point out my two thirds, but nothing more....

The difficulty in representing at the concrete level the different steps in the procedures
developed at the symbolic level leads to what Hiebert (1988) terms as a transfer in the source of
significance (of the referents to the symbols) and a change in the results evaluation. The
validation of the results comes only from carrying out correctly the prescribed steps of the
algorithm.

In two other cases, there was also a recall of procedures based on multiplicative strategies, that
allowed the. solving of the items at a symbolic level, but the interviews did not provide
information on the referents modeled.

132) The influence of the type of referent on the connection process.
Another three PTs generated correct explanations to find equivalent fractions to one given

with playing chips, but were unable to make the transfer of the explanation to the rectangles (or
circles). So. one PT in having to find the equivalent fraction to 8/12 comments, explaining the
process with playing chips:

M.9.3:...I would take eight from twelve...
M.9.4:...and it would be this (pointing to playing chips on the table)
...now I would take half of the playing chips... and I'd take four from
six...that would be half of twelve and half of eight...half of the total
and half of what I have taken...

This same reasoning, based on duplicating, is used for 16/24, but when asked to use rectangles
the following is stated:

11.10.2:...I can't do it without using the numbers....
I. In other words, you draw the rectangle...
M.10.3:...and I make sixteen from the numerator...and I'd continue
drawing squares until the twenty-four...(laughs)...I can't think of
anything ...

It is obvious at this point the difficulty in going from a discrete representation system, where
unity in representing each fraction varies, to one where you take as a unity the geometric figure.

133) Influence of the type of item
The type of multiplicative relation between numerators in the proposed item introduced some

modification in the modeling process. With the item 9/12.6/?, a PT gives the following answer:

F.9.3: I'm thinking...Now I'm not thinking of rectangles, I'm thinking
of finding a fraction that...well, what I do is...I multiply the
fractions two parts by the same number...

This PT was able to generate a correct explanation with rectangles, going from 9/12 to 3/4 and
from there to 6/8:
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F.9.9:...I'mgoing to the rectangle...I'mdrawing that it's nine twelfths
... I divide the unit into ,.welve parts (he makes eleven lines on one of

the greater sides of the rectangle)... three, six, nine...(he marks every
three separations with a verticle line and in the ninth space a dark
line) ...this would be... three fourths....

It is at this point that the PT goes to a symbolic level to establish the connection between the
given numerator.

F.10.3:...I've drawn the rectangle, divided it into eleven parts and then
I realized that nine twelfths is the same as three fourths...to make it
six I multiplied three times two...and the four times two....

Once 6/8 is obtained from 3/4, a rectangle (unit) is drawn the same size as the previous one
and divided by four, three parts are colored in while over marking the eights, showing that the
colored part in 6/8 is the same as in 9/12.

F.10.4:...I've said six eights...then I paint the drawing and divide it
into eight parts...(he paints a rectangle and marks eight separations to
one side)...two, four, six and eight...means that I have the same as nine

twelfths...

When the item 9/12=15/? is proposed, difficulity is found in generalizing the previous
explanations:

F.11.2:...I'm thinking to see how...the fifteen are...fifteen parts
of...if the numerator is fifteen, but the demoninator...how do I find it?
I mean they could be fifteen parts of whatever....
F.11.4:...I don't know how to do it....

In this case there's an inability to extend the previous reazonings.
Only two students out of the twenty-one we had initially considered, modeled the process

correctly. One of the PTs provides information on the explanation of the process with playing
chips or rectangles but only on items seeking equivalent fractions to one given. The other PT
modeled with playing chips, based on a part-to-part relationship for 9/12.6/?, which allowed the
construction of a multiplicative strategy based on the ratio concept.

M.16.3:...in total, twelve, but I will put nine (playing chips) black and
three red...the black part corresponds to the nine twelfths, OK?
M.16.5:...the numerator six...which means...since six is the two thirds
of nine...and at the same time I have to take the two thirds of twelve
... which is twenty four divided by three, eight. In other words, I take

away one...
M.16.6:...Because, for the total I need eight, and since I already had
six of the black ones...to have a total of eight I have to take one red.

However, he has difficulties expressing it with rectangles.

C) Aoolication of an incorrect rule at symbol level

C1) Erroneous overgeneralization of a rule
One PT recalled a rule for finding equivalent fractions, but memorized without any meaning

and in an incorrect way. So, to the item "finding some equivalent fraction to 8/9":

C.18.5: Well, adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing top and bottom

with the same number...
C.18.9: Well, eight by two, sixteen, nine by two, eighteen.
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At the interviewer's petition for another fraction:

C.18.10: Another...eight minus three, five, nine minus three, six.

When asked to explain the procedure with playing chips, only the original fraction was shown,
and then took away (or added) playing chips to obtain the others.

C2) Additive rule at symbol level.
Lastly, four PTs out of the twenty-six directly applied additive strategies at the symbol level,

and later limited themselves to justifying the results obtained.
Like so. in this case, when given the item "finding any equivalent fraction to nine twelfths",

a PT proposed:

L.8.8:...seven eights....
L.8.9: Because what I have done is to subtract from the numerator and the
denominator the same amount, which in this case has been two units....

If what was wanted was an equivalent fraction to 9/12 but with 6 in the numerator.

L.8.5:...with playing chips. Everything is divided in the first
fractions, the nine twelfths one...divide enerything into twelve parts,
take twelve playing chips. From those twelve...take three and I keep
nine. In the following fraction the total would be nine playing chips ...

from the nine I take three and I keep six and the answer is three.

In this case, interfering notion of fraction linked to the part-whole interpretation, is
appreciated at the time of utilizing a discrete interpretation. Another PT used rectangles in his
explanations.

A.6.2:...An equivalent fraction to nine twelfths with a numerator of six
... twelve minus three is nine....
A.6.3:...the equivalent fraction would be six ninths....
A.6.11:...before I divided a rectangle into twelve (parts) and I took
nine. And now I divide it into nine parts (he counts orally) and I take
six ...I get the same parts, three.

To represent each fraction utilized he used a different rectangle, and justifies the similarities
on the fact that the same amount of parts remains (additive relationship), even if the part sizes
are different.

DISCUSSION
The difficulties experienced by the PTs in this study originate in two situations:

(i) in relation to the type of item gave, when not asked to generate any fraction, but when the
numerator (or denominator) is given, which can enter into conflict with their fraction generating
procedure, and
(ii) in an attempt to explain with concrete referents the processes followed.

From the stand point of the connecting and developing processes identified by Hiebert, we can
point out some PT's "weak" comprehension of the mathematical content. they recall a rule linked
to determined tasks, but have problems when a modification of the task that leads to the necesity
of generalizing the rule is proposed. In these situations, due to the bad connection between the
symbol and the meaning, they vote for separating numerator and denominator (a/b is "seen" as 'a'
and 'b'), and they establish additive relationships between numerator and denominator in each
fraction separately, or between numerators and denominators. These additive strategies are often
cited among erroneous strategies used by children in tasks on equivalence (Hart. 1980, 1989).

In other cases, they derived additive strategies at the difficulty of modeling the procedure with
referents. They could create a correspondence between written symbols for fraction and its
representation, but were unable to model the process of going from one fraction to another (the
representation of the process).
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Other PTs knew a procedure at the symbol level which allowed to resolve tasks, but explicitly
showed the difficulty in modeling it witn referents. Like in the previous case, they were capable
of establishing a correct connection between the symbol of each fraction and the continous or
discrete referents, but did not attempt to model the process that goes from one fraction to another
one. A better understanding of the concept of fraction of these PTs leads them to not separating
the terms (numerator and denominator) and to recognize their incapacity to generate explanations.

Another aspect which appeared is the influence of the type of referent on the connecting
process. The difficulty of transfering general explanations in a representing system to another one
proves that an association between a representing system and a symbol, even if appropriate, can
be insufficience to develop a complete significance.

If we consider that the pedagogical content knowledge generates upon PTs' understanding of
mathematical content, the type of understanding showed in these cases can not be the most
adequate at the time of using instructional representations to model mathematical process in
elementary teaching. Instead, in cases where the mathematical concept understanding is erroneous,
the inability to build upon pedagogical content knowledge is evident.

The Elementary Mathematics Teachers Education should concentrate on the PTs knowledge
of the relationship between mathematic processes and the modelling of these processes with
referents.
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Empowering Prospective Elementary Teachers

Through Social Interaction, Reflection, and Communication'

Vilna Santos and Diana Lambdin Kroll
Indiana University

A new mathematics course for elementary education majors at Indiana University (T104) was first
implemented in Spring 1990. The goal of the course is not only to teach mathematics content, but also to
develop teachers who have more mathematical power that is, teachers who are reflective thinkers about
how they learn and teach, who are cognizant of their own strengths and weaknesses, and who are
thoughtful about their mathematical knowledge. Research on the effectiveness of T104 has been
conducted, via document analysis, classroom observation, and interviews since Spring 1990. In 1992,
interviews were conducted with two students who had previously been studied when they were in T104 in
Spring 1990, and who are now in their final year of teacher preparation. This paper traces their evolving
ideas about mathematics, learning, and effective teaching. The students observed that opportunities for
social interaction, reflection, and communication in T104 were important components of the course.

In a recent bestseller, Toffler (1990) cogently makes the point that in today's society knowledge,

rather than land or money or machines, is capital, and that the need for sharing this capital around the

globe will be more and more important in the future. Citizens today need to be able to be critical of ideas,

to make conjectures and decisions, and to be able to articulate their ideas clearly. Furthermore, minimal

literacy to deal with information presented in today's media requires numeracy as well: that people be able

to interpret numbers presented in context, analyze trends, read graphs, and interpret statistics (Paulos,

1988). How can we ensure that future citizens will be prepared to deal with this new information age?

Numerous recent calls for education reform have proposed changes in our edlcational system, and in

mathematics education in particular (National Research Council, 1989; National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics [NCTM], 1989, 1991). But, unless teacher education itself is modified and revitalized, new

citizens cannot be prepared according to this new perspective, and the desired changes in the educational

system will never be realized.

The NCTM has addressed many of the competencies needed of future teachers (NCTM, 1991).

Teachers in the 21st century must be knowledgeable about the content they will teach, must be able to

make conjectures both about content and pedagogy, and to think critically about the appropriateness of

their lessons for students' learning. They must also be sensitive in using assessment techniques to reflect

on their own practice and on the progress of their students. Above all, teachers of the future must be

intellectually engagedopen to exploring new ideas and methods. The competencies above make up what

we conceive of as intellectual empowerment.

Teachers of tomormw must also be confident in their own abilities, not only to teach effectively,

but also to make more global decisions about curriculum and methodology. They must have high self

I The research reported in this paper was supported by National Science Foundation Grant No. NSF TEI 8751478 to the
Indiana University Mathematics Education Development Center, John LeBlanc, Director. The authorsworked on a team
directed by Frank K. Lester, Jr. in developing the TI04 course described herein. All opinions and conclusions presented arc
sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily indicated the views of NSF. Santos is also a mathematics professor
on leave from the Universidade Federal do Rio do Janeiro (Brazil).
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esteem, and be sensitive, caring individuals, able to motivate students to engage in the excitement of

learning. Teachers must be able to work effectively and to share information with other teachers,

cognizant of the social needs of students, and above all, able to encourage students of varied backgrounds

and cultures to work collaboratively toward common goals. Thus, emotional and social empowerment are

also important competencies for teachers of the future.

Investigating the Empowerment of Prospective Teachers

It seems clear that teacher education programs must change if they want to empower the teachers

they educate. Toward this goal, Indiana University, with three-year funding from the National Science

Foundation, developed a new content course for prospective elementary teachers (Mathematics for

Elementary Teachers via Problem Solving--TIO4). The developers of T104 envisioned it not only as a

course where students would gain mathematical power, but also as one of the earliest collegiate

experiences where prospective teachers' personal beliefs about content (mathematics) and pedagogy would

be challenged and developed.
Two sections of this new course (50 students total) were taught for the first time in Spring 1990.

During the first year-and-a-half of establishing the course, data were collected in an effort to evaluate the

success of the course and to make recommendations for modifications and revisions. These data included

samples of students' written work, interviews with students, interviews with instructors, and classroom

observations. In Spring 1990, written work was collt _ 4 from all 50 students in the course, and 8 of

those 50 volunteered to be interviewed about their experience. Findings from these data werepresented at

the Chicago AERA meeting (Raymond, Santos, & Masingila, 1991) and in postersessions at the PME

XV meeting (Raymond & Santos, 1991; Santos, 1991).

It is now two years later, and most of the students who were enrolled in the first semesterof T104

are now in their fourth, and final year of teacher preparation. Although T104 was a mathematics content

course, it was one of the first courses where these students werechallenged to think about issues related to

teaching and learning. To see how T104 students remember the course, and how the ideas that they

expressed in their written work and interviews two years ago may have been reinforced or changed by

subsequent professional education courses, we interviewed two of the eight students who had been

interviewed in Spring 1990. This paper reports insights from the 1992 interviews together with analyses

of the two women's notebooks, journals, test papers, and interviews from 1990.

In the 1992 interview, we began by asking each of the women about her idea of the characteristics

and behaviors of an effective teacher. Next we asked how their university coursework, in particulartheir

work in T104, might have influenced the type of teacher they idealize and their own progress toward this

ideal. We asked them to reflect back over how their ideas about teaching had changed over the past two

years. Finally we asked them to explain their personal conceptions of teacher empowerment, and their

views on the importance of communication, reflectiveness, and social interaction both in their own teacher

education program and in the lives of practicing teachers in the field. Before reporting how the two

students responded to our questions, it is important to describe the structure and goals of T104.
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Description of T104

T104 included problem-solving activities designed to involve students in cooperative work, to

challenge them to communicate unambiguously, and to encourage them to be thoughtful and reflective

about their own knowledge and skills. TIM students participated in small group problem solving during

every class. Students were encouraged to make, test, and refine conjectures, and to solve each problem in

a variety of ways. During whole class discussions students were expected to explain "why" as well as

"how" they had solved problems and they made similar notes in their required weekly reflective journals.

As a result of all if these activities, T104 students were challenged to rethink their notions about what

mathematics is, about how they learn mathematics, and about the complexities involved in teaching it.

The non-traditional form of the T104 activities made it natural, and in fact necessary, for various

forms of alternative assessment to be used, not only to provide data for grading, but alsoand perhaps

more importantlyto provide feedback to students and teacher alike. In the view of the course designers,

perhaps the most important goal of the T104 assessment methods was to help students become more
metacognitively aware: more cognizant of their own strengths and weaknesses; more thoughtful about

what they know and about how they team; and more reflective about the implications of these realizations

for themselves as future teachers.

Group problem solving on tests aligned T104 assessment with instruction. Daily group problem

solving provided an opportunity for students of every ability level to work together and to contribute to a

common goal. Working cooperatively not only tended to enhance self esteem, improve confidence, and

develop the social skills of the preservice teachers, but also helped to raise students' consciousness about

nontraditional emphases of the course, such as that mathematics is not a solitary endeavor, that there are a
variety of alternative approaches to problems, and that clarity and precision of mathematical

communication is important. All of these elements of group work were further given emphasis and value

through the inclusion on each test of a problem to be solved cooperatively and to be further explored

individually. Thus, as recommended by theorists who write about the benefits of cooperative learning

(Sharan, 1990; Slavin, 1983), T104 tests involved both individual and group accountability.

Throughout the semester, students collaborated on group presentations (for example, presentations

on a variety of alternative approaches to proving the Pythagorean Theorem). These presentations

enhanced students' mathematical power by demanding several class periods of independent exploration

and by requiring clarity of communication. In preparing for group presentations, many studentsfor the

first timefound themselves doing mathematics without continuous teacher monitoring. Moreover, in

their presentations, students were expected, in a tabbedy fashion, to explain concepts and to field

questions about their mathematical thinking. In addition, these presentations added new layers to the

instructors' subjective assessment of the students' understanding. The group presentations reinforced

many of the expectations of the course for the prospective teachers, such as becoming better independent

problem solvers, and enhanced students' confidence as doers, learners, and teachers of mathematics.

T104 students also kept a notebook containing a variety of assignments (daily activities, written

assignments, problem-solving attempts, reactions to open-ended questions, and personal reflections). A
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few particularly effective assignments involved students in creating concept maps and writing a reflection

about how their maps depicted the relationships in their minds among mathematical concepts. Notebook

assignments were designed to force students to think about the"why" as well as the "how" of their

mathematical work. Thus, notebooks displayed students' evolving thinking about mathematics and

teaching, and provided a record that they could return to later to reflect on their learning growth.

Space does not permit here a more detailed elaboration for why all of theingredients above were

included in the design of T104. But the writings of Slavin (1983), Sharan (1990) and Vygotsky (1986)

were important in conceptualizing the types of social interaction that would be beneficial for T104

students. Driving forces for the inclusion of activities designed to enhance verbaland written

communication and reflectiveness included Connolly and Vilardi's (1989) book about writing and

mathematics, Garofalo and Lester's (1985) seminal article about metacognition and mathematics, Novak

and Gowin's (1984) studies about enhancing conceptual understanding through concept mapping, and

Vygotsky's (1986) writings concerning the intricate connections between thought, language, and concept

development. Finally, planning of T104 activities was influenced by writings concerning constructivism

that appeared in publications about the time that the course was under development (e.g., Davis, Maher, &

Noddings, 1990).
Students' Evolving Conceptions about Mathematics and Teaching

In the paragraphs that follow we trace Marta and Helena's evolving ideas about mathematics,

teaching, and learning by providing brief excerpts from our 1992 interviews along with selections from

the data collected in the Spring of 1990 (when they were enrolled in T104). (Direct quotes from journals

or interviews are italicized. More extensive examples will be shared during the PME presentation.)

Maga
At the beginning of her T104 semester, Marta's journal entry showsthat she was beginning to grow

intellectually by having to think about "why" as well as "how."

Jan 8, 1990: /feel that this class is going to be very helpfulfor me. I've always enjoyed math and have
done fairly well. Mud I usually don't bother to take the time to ask why you do something the way you
do. I always want to know the quickest and easiest way tosolve a problem. I never take the time to think
about why . . .

Several weeks later, Marta elaborated further on the importance of understandingmultiple approaches to a

problem and being able to explain your thinking to others. She was beginning to see the benefits of

cooperative work for her own learning, and we believe she was being empowered by the social interaction

that the structure of the class required.

Jan. 24, 1990: 1 really like working in groups to solve the problems. . . . It allows you to see another
side to the solution because maybe one of your group members looks atthe problem differently. It also
gives you the experience of working with other people and explainingthings to other people . .

By the end of February, Marta and her group had spent a considerable amount of time working
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cooperatively, and they were becoming more independent problem solvers. In the journal excerpt that we
quote next, Marta noted that her group was now able to explore multiple approaches to a problem on their

own. For us, this independent investigative activity provided Marta and other T104 students with a

context for being empowered socially, emotionally, and, most of all, intellectually.

Feb. 28, 1990: My group outdoor activity (to measure the distance across a river indirectly) we did today
was hard at first. We kept getting ideas that seemed like they'd work but there was always something
wrong with them. I learned that it is possible to measure the length of something without actually
measuring it. We discovered this after a period of trial and error. Using the theories (sic] of congruence
of triangles (SSS, ASA, MS) we were able to solve the problem.

In her final journal entry reflecting on the entire course, Marta noted again that cooperative group work
had helped her both in learning mathematics and in developing the ability to explain clearly.

May 1, 1990: Now that the semester is over, I have a chance to think back over my classes and what I've
learned. . . . I enjoyed working in groups and being able to talk things over with other people. This
enabled me to get experience with explaining my thoughts and knowledge and also being able to get help
from others when I needed it. . . . I don't know if I can tell where I am mathematically. I learned a lot . .
. I feel more confident with my mathematical skills.

Two years later, when Marta was asked to think back on her development as a prospective teacher,

and what she could recall about T104, she emphasized group work, social interaction, and reflections as

the features of the course that had helped her to approach her ideal of a good teacher. She began by

focusing her attention (as two years before) on the importance of cooperative group work. She asserted

that when emotional and social security are provided to students (as when they can collaborate on difficult
tasks), students are able to learn more easily. However, Marta's focus seemed to have broadened:

whereas in 1990 she had spoken more from the perspective of a learner within a group, now she also

discussed the pedagogical implications of group interaction between students and teacher. She seemed

more aware of the teacher's responsibility for choosing appropriate tasks, emphasizing the necessity to

avoid excessive student frustration by "challenging students with difficult problems which are not

i m p o s s i b l e t a s k s . .." And she said that teachers should be competent to explain the solutions to such
problems in multiple ways.

Finally, Marta admitted that she felt she had only recently come to appreciate the benefits of

introspection and reflection. During T104, she had not enjoyed being required to keep a reflective journal

or having to explain the reasons behind her mathematical solutions, but in retrospect she recognized that:

Interview, 1992: We learned to think more logically, to reason, to think about the process. With T104
and E343 (the mathematics methods course], I've seen different approaches to math. In high school,
math was always just numbers. In T104 we had to explain why . . .1 think math makes more sense now.
. . . Some teachers don't bother to explain why, but I think that now that I know why, I'll use this for
math teaching. . . . We (teachers! have to know the why first before going to how to teach to kids.
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Helena
Helena had shown evidence of thinking from a teacher's perspective as early as her very first

journal entry in 1104 (Jan. 8, 1990), when she wrote: "1 will look forward to developing keen problem-

solving skills. I hope to get a lot of information from this class to take into my own classroom in the

years to come." Helena found working in cooperative groups novel and useful, but she seemed to be

more vocal than Marta about the benefits of allowing students to struggle to construct their own meanings

for mathematical concepts.

Jan. 24, 1990 Cooperative learning is a wonderful way to learn. . . It helps because not everyone thinks
the same way. This allows for new or different insights on a problem. It is a lot easier to remember
concepts when you are able to figure them out yourself or with the help of your peers. Sometimes a
teacher just can't communicate a concept so that it is understandable.. .

Helena's written reflection on her group project was lengthy, including many important observations,

both pedagogical and mathematical.

February 28, 1990: This activity reinforced for me how important cooperation and communication is for
cooperative learning. It took us a long time to actually carry out our planwe weren't communicating
with each other. Once we realized how important this was, we quickly got organized. But, now! can see
we had another big problemwe set the points before the angles. BIG mistake because the angles'
intersections determine the points, not the other way around. Another point that I feel kind of foolish for
not recognizing was the fact that we were using 450450.910 0 triangles and did not need to worry about
making a congruent triangle because each of the legs are congruent. If we would have set angles and then
points, we only would have needed to measure the distance along the bank.

In the 1992 interview, Helena discussed how her T104 experience in Spring 1990, along with the

next two years of her teacher education program had been important for her as a learner and prospective

teacher, and in forming her conception of an effective teacher. She cited social interaction and meaning

construction as two important benefits of the1104 group work. In fact, after initially seeing how her

understandings of mathematical ideas were enhanced by being challenged by peers in1104, she now often

seeks out fellow students in other classes to discuss and clarify ideas. Working with others showed her

the importance not only of knowing multiple ways to solve a mathematics problem, but also of knowing

appropriate questions to ask and multiple ways to teach. Helena said that she observed how skillful her

T104 instructor was in posing questions to challenge learners who were at different points in seeking a

solution for a problem. In T104 she had come to see that not everyone learns the same way.

Furthermore, she observed that it was important that T104 (her mathematics course) came before E343

(her mathematics methods course) because she had struggled in T104 to learn elementary mathematics

from an adult perspective, and to write cogent explanations of her understandings. These struggles laid

the foundation for moving, in the methods class, to a more teacher oriented perspective.

Another important requirement of T104, in Helena's estimation, was the reflective journal. She

mentioned three benefits of keeping such a journal. The first is primarily emotional: a reflective journal

provides a place to release frustration, a place to record both feelings and thoughts. Secondly, the release
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of emotional tensions in a journal allows the writer to move more freely to intellectual reflections. Helena

described the pride she felt in being able to compose a logically organized explanation of her group's

struggle to solve a mathematical problem. She felt strongly writing explanations of problem solutions

after discussing them with peers helped her consolidate ideas. Finally, Helena valued her journal as a
record of personal growth. She indicated that in T104 she frequently reread her journal to see how her
thinking had changed. She has continued this practice in subsequent courses.

One of the most important skills teachers need, according to Helena, is the ability to communicate
clearly. She feels her university training, beginning with1104, has provided her with many experiences
to develop this skill. Yet Helena recognizes that no university teacher education program can provide all

of the experiences (content, pedagogical, psychological, emotional, social, etc.) that teachers need to be
effective. Teachers must be life-long learners.

Conclusion

Our talks with Marta and Helena gave us insight into their conceptions of good teaching, and our
comparison of their recent interview responses with the earlier data we had collected from them helped us

trace their professional development in the past two years. Both women stressed that it is important to

have a firm knowledge base, especially math and science. Yet they also recognized that they could not
know everything that they were going to teach, that good teachers must be life-long learners. Helena

particularly mentioned that good teachers should show excitement in learning, and she felt that the1104

instructors had modeled such behavior. Two years ago, when asked similar questions, they primarily

characterized good teachers as caring, understanding, and friendly. Now they stressed, however, that

these affective characteristics are necessary, but not sufficient.

Both women mentioned that the stress in T104 on explaining "why" problems are solved the way

they enhanced their understanding of mathematical concepts, which turned out to be an important point

when they were confronted in mathematics methods courses with pedagogical issues. In all their classes

they became aware of the importance of clear communication skills. Both women praised T104as the first

course in which they were really challenged to explain and communicate clearly. Finally, both women

emphasized the need for teachers to be willing to engage in pedagogical introspection.

In the estimation of these two students, TI04 planted the seeds for much of the intellectual and

professional growth that they have experienced during their teacher education. It was the first ofmany

classes in which they were expected to communicate their ideas in a clear way and to show reflectiveness.

They believe they have grown in these areas over the past two years. Helena made an interesting

suggestion for improving T104 and other courses emphasizing written reflections. She suggested that

course instructors should not only write reflections (as T104 instructors did), but also should share these

reflections with their students. She also thought it would have been beneficial for students to have been

encouraged to share their reflections with one another.

As amply illustrated in our analyses above, Marta and Helena believed that cooperative work was

another of the most potent aspects of T104. Although group work was also used in many of their other

classes, they felt it was particularly useful in learning mathematics because working with others showed
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them alternative approaches and strategies. As prospective teachers they also recognized that group work

provided opportunities for teaching each other, and forced them to share and negotiate meanings clearly.

Cooperative work is a pedagogical technique that both women plan to use in their own classrooms.

Marta and Helena made no claims that T104 had provided all the benefits cited above, although

they recognized that it was a firm beginning. Both thought that the" other courses reinforced ideas that

had been first encountered in T104, however they would like to have had even more experiences

providing opportunities for social interaction, reflection, and communication.

Our talks with Marta and Helena certainly cannot provide a complete picture of how T104 students

are integrating their mathematics experience with the rest of their teacher education training. But these

conversations have served to pique our interest for further investigations. We would like to conduct more

case studies like those reported here. And we also see the need for conducting a survey of a much larger

sample of students from among the more than 500 students who have been enrolled in the class since its

inception in spring 1990. Finally, we think it would be informative to conduct both types of studies with

students at various stages of their professional development, including student teaching and beyond.
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STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING OF PROOF
IN A COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT

Manuel&saukaitantnt
Universidade da Beira InteriorPortugal

This paper discusses the understanding of the need and utility
of proof by students in two 10th grade classes using the
program LOGO.GEOMETRIA, an open computer tool designed
to deal with classical Euclidean Geometry problems. For some of
the students, visual evidence was enough as a mean of validation.
Others, made wide use of the random constructor capabilities of
the software. Finally, for a small group of students, logical proof
appeared as the more adequate way of certifying mathematical
statements.

Introduction

This paper discusses the understanding of the need and utility of proof by

students in two 10th grade classes. It is a partial report of a larger project.

which major objectives were to promote in the students. in their study of

Cartesian and Vector Geometry:

a) The construction of the relevant concepts on this topic.

b) The ability of fomulating and dealing with problem solving situations.

c) An understanding for the need and utility of the proof.

d) New attitudes and concepts about mathematics and about their role as

students.

This experience used 8 PC type computers and the software

LOGO.GEOMETRIA. which is an open computer tool designed to deal with

classical Euclidean Geometry constructions (Veloso. 1989).
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Proof in Mathematics and in School Mathematics

The generality of the mathematicians knows that understanding a proof

implies much more than verifying the correction of the deductions that it

containsthere is an assemblage of ideas that supports it that must be felt by

the reader. The importance of one proof is not only to convince us that the

theorem is trueto confirm that the intuition did not nail a trickbut to show

us why the theorem is true and in what conditions (Watson. 1980).

The learning of proofs by the students is done. usualy, through the

memorisation. The teacher writes on the blackboard the theorem and its proof

and the students copy them to their notebook with the intention and the need

to reproduce them in an oral or written test. The student. by this way, is

carried to a passive attitude in which he becomes a contemplate of a fininshed

structure. This methodology hides to the students the proof "as a tool of proof.

over increase the value of the proof as a kind of discourse where is done the

essencial value to the structure" (Balacheff. 1988. p. 18). For the proof to have

meaning to the students it is necessary that these feel it as a faithful tool of

efficacy to establish the validity of one proposition. The students must feel that

the proof "is necessary to establish the generalityof the proposition we want

demonstrate, that is. the possibility of its application to all the particular

cases" (Fetisov, 1980, p. 18).

It is becoming widely accepted that the formulations of conjectures by the

students, should have a bigger weight in the teaching/learning of mathematics

in our schools. The conjecture will can take with it the conviction of the

racionality (Watson. 1980). Of course that. afterwards. it is necessary to prove

it, to prove its veracity, under the punishement that the conjecture never give

up be. Through experimentation with one or various cases it is possible to

support a conjecture, that, in turn, can be valid in still other cases. But we
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cannot be sure that it is always valid. Only a proof will give one reason that
convince us definitively.

The elaboration of proofs, for the students, must be accompanied by the
critical analysis of them, with a constant exploration of the mathematical

objects. permanently questionated. By the other side. the teacher must stand.
as much as possible, exterior to the taking of decisions about the validity of the
proofs. allowing that these decisions be. fundamentaly, took by the students.

Methodology

The students involved in the experience were in two 10th grade classes
(aged 16 to 19). One class, with 27 students. was in the university track.
taking a specialization in informatics: another, with 16 students, was in the
technical-oriented branch, with concentration in agriculture.

The researcher provided the original proposal for the project and
conceived most of the activities. These were afterwards discussed with the two
secondary teachers (responsible for the two classes) and modified according to
the indications got from the devolopment of the experience. In this activity
the students worked from activities and situations proposed in worksheets,
formulated conjectures and reflected on their strategies. Every week, students
had a two-hour class in the computer room. They had also one-hour class in
their regular room (2 for the agriculture and 3 for the informatics students).
They were required to write what they had done, why they done it. and what
were the difficulties they had met.

The students worked in groups of 2, 3 or 4 on the computer. All the

classroom activities, with and without computers. were conducted by the
regular teacher, although now and then there were some interventions of the
other secondary teacher and the researcher.
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The students answered to a small questionnaire (with 4 questions) at the

end of the all classes, indicating their opinions about their activity in this

experience.

The researcher made regists in a writting-pad -- during the classes with

the computers -- about what he saw and heard (questions posed by the

students: the originality of the processes the students followed in the solving

of the situations; the doubts of the students). These regists were

complemented with the discussion/reflexion had between the two secondary

teacher school and the researcher after each class with the computer.

Results

a) The Visual Evidence as an Obstacle to the Proof

The students involved in this experience manifested. essencialy in the

begining, a strong tendency to accept the evidence of the figures. "That we

see. just look", said the students many times. They had the conviction that

they were correctly solving the activities and they were assisted, in their

conviction, for that they saw on the screen. It was due to the doubts posed by

the teachers that the students did their verifications. This tendency was

attenuated with the time but it did not desappear completly with it, as we can

see in this report written in the eighth class with the computer (in which it

was pretended that the students discovered the relation of equaly for the

slopes of parallel straigh lines. justifying it):

Activity: "Construct three parallel straigh lines r, s and t. What
relation does exist between their slopes? What is its justification?"

Report: "We begin by the construct of the three lines and with the
comand DECLIVE (SLOPE) we verify that the slopes were equal. We
ask to LOGO.GEOMETRIA for the equations of the lines and we could
see one directing vector of each linethey were the same. So, being
the same, with the same coordinates, the slopes are the same".
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These students justified the relation of equaly with the equaly of the

directing vectors (the LOGO.GEOMETRIA constructs the same directing vector

for each straigh parallel lines faintly). These students "only" read what they saw

in the ecran. they didn't felt the necessity to investigate if this equaly was the

same if the three directing vectors were not the same. for example. The

students just stayed with the results given by the computer.

b) Generalization

The students of the agriculture class were satisfied with the discovery of

one mathematics law from the few experienced cases and the relations they

founded. These students used these relations in other different situations as

proved and learned.

The students of the informatics class. from the seventh class with the

computer. began to do their experimentations with the random cases given by

the random constructers of the LOGO.GEOMETRIA. These students passed to

generalize from the analysis of these random cases. One example of this is the

report about the same activity. The students wrote:

"We construct three straigh parallel lines. R.ACASO "r to the first and
PARAL to the other two. Afterwards we ask to the computer for their
slopes and it gave us the same value. So we conclude that straigh
parallel lines have always the same slope. One example of this is to
consider one directing vector of one of the lines and to divide the
ordinate by the abscissa and we have the slope. As the directing
vectors of the three parallel lines are the same (or colinears) we can
conclude that the quotient ordinate/abscissa will give, ever, the same
value.

c) Test and Proof

To perceive out the insufficiency of the initial verification of a conjecture

from a few examples and carry on to verify, yet, in another case, is an

important step whatever the validation of the generalization done. It is an

empirical answer that convinced some students.
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In the activities proposed to the students we insisted very much on the

test of the conjectures. We thought that the students would be satisfied with

the discovery of the relations from the experimentation with one or more

cases and, by other side, we had the intention to elevate the exigence of the

students whatever the validation of one proposition. It would be to force the

students to one transitory way from the generalization from a few cases to a

proof for every, and all the cases.

The students that test their conjectures with the random case were

satisfied themselves with it and did not do a proof to validate their

conjectures. To these students, the veracity of the conjecture was done. To

these students, this random example had the force of a total validation to the

founded relation, as we can see in the following report (wrote in the eighth

class with the computer):

Activity: "Construct a straigh line r with general equation 2x 5y +
200 = 0
Find a relationship of the line slope with the coordinates of its
versor. Consider other cases of your choice. Test your conjecture."

Report: "We constructed the line r and we found its slope (0.4).
Afterwards we constructed one directing vector and we found its
coordinates (-99.996.-40). The quotient ordinate/abcissa gave us the
value of the slope of the line. To certificate that was the same to all
the lines we construct one random line (R.ACASO "s) and we make
the same quotient. We obtain the slope of the line".

Three groups of the informatics class presented a report after the sixth

class with the computer (where we hoped that the students discovered the

relation between the coordinates of the end and the middle points of a

segment line, from a given segment and from others constructed by the

students) whith a proof (not asked in the activity) of the relation they had

obtained. The students believed that the relation was valid and they made a

proof. That is the report:
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"rm = mB <=> M-A=B-M <=>
(a,b) - (xl,yl) = (x2,y2) - (a,b) <=>
(a xl, b - yl) = (x2 - a. y2 -13) <=>
a - xl = a A b - yl = y2 - <=>
a = (xl + x2)/2 A b = (y1 + y2)/2".

s( x.;34.)

A(x1,311

This exigence of the students was observed in others situations.
During this experience the students were gaining the need to explain. to

justify everything they did and all their conclusions. One example of this can be
observed in this report (wrote as an answer to the first activity):

"After the construction of the parallel lines r. s and t, we ask to the
computer their slopes and this gave us the same value '.692). To
justify it we construct a directing vector to each line but the
computer (maybe because it is lazy!) gave us the same vector ( -1.3.-
9.998). We divide the ordinate by the abcissa and we obtain the same
value (7.692). Even the computer gave us three different vectors,
they would be colinears, because the lines are parallel, and the
quotient ordinate/abcissa would be the same value (7.692)".

These students "made counts without making them" to consider three
different vectors, any one, without having construct them, even in the
computer to visulize them, showing, by this way, that they had learnt the
concept of the directing vector of one line as well as the concept of direction.

Conclusions

The force of the evidence was, particularly in the begining of the works.
and to the students of the both classes, an obstacle to the need and utility of
proof. This real danger must be considered in mathematics education, specialy
if we want implement the visual reasoning (necessary and useful) in
mathematics education.

The students of the class of agriculture (with less knowledge of
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mathematics than their informatics colleagues) formulated conjectures but

validated them immediately from the few concret cases they had experienced.

However, many students of the informatics class worked with the random

example given by the computer and felt it as a special case (not just another

case), from the seventh class with the computer. They felt it as a

representative of a class of objects of mathematics. Lots of these students

validated their conjectures with the random cases. To them, these cases had

the force of a proof. This study showed a clear relation between students'

mathematics knowledge and the need and utility that they see to explain, to

justify and to validate a mathematical proposition. By other side, this study

carried the researcher to a bigger conviction of the importance and the utility

of the students making their own proofs as the "heart" of the learning of

mathematical proof.

The students felt that they gained power to solve more problems if they

had the force of a proof of one proposition, because they could use it (it is valid

for every cases) to solve another problem. Some students felt the necessity to

proof, even when they were not asked for that. This study shows that the

students must feel the utility of the proofs, on the contrary they look to them

as something useless, sick and 'lust" to memorize.
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UNDERSTANDING EQUIVALENCES THROUGH BALANCE SCALES
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Anna Paula de Avelar Brito Lima and Mantra Maria Lins Santiago
Mestrado em Psicologia da Universidade Federal de Pernambuco

We analyze the conditions under which 5 to 12 year old children believe that equilibrium in
a balance scale is maintained and we attempt to show how this understanding is related to
the algebraic procedure of cancelling terms appearing on both sides of an equation.

Mathematical axioms are sometimes so convincingly obvious that it is tempting to treat them as a priori
truths known to anyone with the power of reason. Leibniz for instance asserts with regard to equality
that "if from two equal things the same quantity be taken away the things will remain equal; likewise ..
if in a balance everything is equal on the one side and on the other, neither will incline, a thing which we
foresee without ever having experienced it (1702, p. 609). But the empirical investigation of
mathematical thinking in children has repeatedly shown the limitations of such a view. Mathematical
axioms are not psychologically axiomatic.

The rule, when you move one element from one side of the equation to the other side you have
to (mange its sign", provides a simple occasion for studying the development of the concept of equality.
This procedural rule is actually a shortcut for adding equal terms to both sides of the equation. Do
students spontaneously realize that adding or subtracting equal unknowns from each expression will not
alter the equality, or is this recognition the result of a slow developmental process? Steinberg, Sleeman
& Ktorza (1990) found that 13 to 15 year old students, when asked whether two linear equations had the
same solution (for instance, x + 2 = 5 and x + 2 - 2 = 5 - 2), rarely justified their answers by appealing to
the idea of equal operations on the left and right expressions. Instead they worked out values for the
unknown in both equations and compared their results at the end. A failure to understand the conceptual
basis of the rule may be at the root of children's mistakes documented by Kieran (1985), such as solving
the equation 37 - b = 18 through the addition of 37 and 18.

Studies on how children develop an understanding of equalities in physical models may help us
better understand the kinds of conceptualization regarding quantities and unknowns that algebraic
teaching can build on.

In this study we analyze the conditions under which 5 to 12 year old children agree that a given
,:quality, established through the equilibrium in a balance scale, is maintained. Moreover, we analyze
au* this undersuinding is related to the adoption of rules for finding the value of unknowns througn
cancelling-out, which correspond, on the balance scale model, to removing equal quantities from each
side.

We ure grateful to Claudia Costa Bias tor her help In data collection and analysis, to Peter Bryant for discussions
that improved the design of the study, and to David Carraher for his many thoughtful suggestions on earlier versions
ut this paper. This research was sponsored by INEP (Institut° Nacional de Estudos a Pommies' Educacionals,
Brasilia, and by CNN tConselhu Nacional de Desenvoleinvento ClentIfico a Tecnologia), Braeflia).
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Balance scales have been used, among others, by Filloy & Rojano (1984), as a didactical
situation, by Carraher e Schliemann (1987), o analyze the understanding of equalities and manipulation

of unknowns among street sellers, and by Vergnaud & Cones (1986) and Cortes, Kavatian & Vergnaud

(1990), to analyze children's difficulties in learning algebra and the effectiveness of teaching programs.

A two-platter scale is not a complete model of algebra since this physical model is limited. Subtraction

as an unary operator can be represented through action, for instance, but not as a relation involving two

quantities. Further, multiplication and division are difficult to interpret. Booth (1987) notes that

situations in the scale are not always understood by students. However, as data by Filloy & Rojano

(1984), Vergnaud & Cones (1986) and Cortes, Kavafian & Vergnaud (1990) suggest, this is a
meaningful situation to promote and analyze initial understanding of equations and of rules of algebraic

manipulation.

METHOD
Suojecks: Subjects were 75 children divided into four age groups: 16 with ages 5 to 6, 19 of ages

7 to 8, 20 aged 9 to 10 and 20 aged 11 to 12. They were enrolled from kindergarten to 6th grade classes

of a private school in Recife, Brazil.

Material and Procedure: A balance scale of the type commonly encountered in markets in Brazil

was used throughout the tasks. Iron weights identified as weighing 1 kg. 2kg, and 5 kg, plastic bags

containing cereals, and boxes were used to establish equalities on the scale.

Procedure: A first series of tasks served to familiarize the child with the scale. One bag of cereal

was placed on one of the platters and the child was asked to determine its weight. Initially the weight of

the bag corresponded to one df the identified iron weights available (1 kg); in the second example two

iron weights (1 kg and 2 kg) were required to weigh the bag; in the final example a subtractive solution

(see Carraher & Schliemann, 1987) was required: 1 kg had to be added to the platter with the bag and 5

kg was to be put in the empty platter.
in the second series of tasks the child was asked to find the values for unknowns, represented as

cereal bags in the scale in equilibrium. In four tasks unknown weights appeared on only oneside of the

scale and the situations corresponded to the following four equations:

(a) 2kg + x = 3kg

(b) 2kg + x = 4kg

(c) 2kg + x = 5kg

(d) 3kg + x + x = 5kg.

in me other live tasks unknowns appeared on both sides of the scale and the corresponding

equations were:
(e)4kg+x=3kg+x+x
(1)5kg+x=3kg+x+x
(g)5kg+2kg+x=3kg+x+x
(h)5kg+y=lkg+y+x
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(i) 5kg + 5kg + y = 4kg+4kg+y +x +x.
Tasks (e) to (i) aimed at analyzing whether or not children would adopt a cancelling out strategy,

after demonstration and prompting by the examiner. Once the child had attempted to solve tasks (e) and

(f), the examiner showed on task (f) that a solution could be reached if unknowns of equal values

appearing on both planers were removed (this corresponds to crossing out variables on each side of an

equation). Task (g) was then given and, if the demonstrated strategy was not used, the examiner

recommended its use. Tasks (h) and (i) were given to 11 and 12 year olds in order to evaluate use of the

strategy for other tasks since, as results will show, only at this age it was spontaneously adopted in the

preceding task.

The third series of tasks analyzed the conditions under which children anticipate the maintenance

of equilibrium of the scale when equal known weights or equal cereal bags or boxes of unknown weight

were to be removed from both platters. Seven tasks were designed for this series. In the first five (tasks

j to n) known iron weights and cereal bags were used and solutions could be straight-forwardly reached

by hypothesizing values for the unknowns and testing to see whether these values led to the same result

in each platter. The remaining two tasks (o and p) were designed in such a way that the hypothesis

testing strategy would be more difficult to be applied. In these cases boxes of unknown weights and

different sizes--where sizes were not correlated to weights--were the unknowns. The seven tasks
correspond to the following equations:

(i) 2 + 1 + 1 = 1 + 3

(k) 4 + x = + 2 + 2
(1) 3 + x = x + x + 1

(ni) x + 3 = 3 + y + z

(n)y+x=x+x+a
(o)x+x+y=x+z

(with x, y and z of same size)

(p)x+x+y=x+a
(with x larger than z, larger than y)

For each task children were asked whether the scale would still .balance if the weights, of known

or of unknown value, appearing in both platters, were to be taken away. They were also asked to justify

,ileir answers. Control tasks, not analyzed here (where the weight removed from one side was different

from that in the other side and therefore equilibrium would not be maintained) were also included in

order to avoid an acquiescent response bias ("yes, they all remain balanced").

Children were individually submitted to the three series of tasks, in fixed order, by an examiner

and one observer who took notes about the actions performed. The interviews were audio recorded and

transcribed for posterior analysis.
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RESULTS

In the Familiarization tasks all subjects were able to find the weight of a 1 kg bag and only three

of those in the younger groups failed in combining weights of 1 and 2 kg to find the weight of a 3 kg

bag. When asked to find the weight of a 4 kg bag; however, 5 and 6 year olds were not successful and 7

to 10 year olds only succeeded after hints from the examiner; but 11 and 12 year olds spontaneously

found the solution.
In the Finding Values for Unknown tasks, when unknowns appeared in only one side of the scale

(tasks a to d), only 5 and 6 year olds had problems in finding the correct answer and nearly all subjects

in the other age groups immediately found the answers to the problems.

For tasks with unknowns on both sides (tasks f to i), results are shown in Table 1. These tasks

were so difficult for 5 and 6 year olds that, after a few attempts, we decided not to collect data for this

age group in these tasks. For the other ages, all tasks were correctly solved through means of different

strategies. In task (e) the strategy chosen by all subjects was arithmetical computation, often combined

with the hypothesis testing procedure where a value for a given unknown was hypothesized and,

replacing all cases by the chosen value it was accepted if, at the end, the same result was obtained for

each platter. The following protocol illustrates such strategy:
Subject: Daniela (9 years old). Equation: (e) 4 + x = 3 + x + x

E (Examiner): How is the scale?
S (Subject): It is balanced.
E: What is the weight of each bean bag (x)?
S: 1 kg.
E: How do you know?
S: Because, don't you have 3 kg? (showing one platter) Then, 3 plus 1 makes 4, with 1
more makes 5. Then here (showing the other platter) you have 4, with 1 more, it makes 5.

Then it is equal.

Results for task (f), analyzed after demonstration of the cancelling-out strategy, show that 11 and

12 year olds were more inclined than the younger subjects to use this new approach. For task (g) nearly

all 7 to 9 year olds continued to rely on hypothesis testing and arithmetical procedures and, only after

suggestion, adopted the cancelling out strategy. Contrasting to these data, most I1 and 12 year olds

spontaneously adopted the strategy demonstrated in task (f) in order to solve task (g).

Results for the Maintenance of Equilibrium tasks are shown in Table 2, in terms of percentage of

correct answers and type of justifications offered for the answers given. For tasks (j) to (n), except in

the case of 5 and 6 year olds, most responses were correct. Tasks (o) and (p), however, were more

difficult and only II and 12 year olds maintained their high rate of correct responses in all three tasks.

The difference in performance between the first five tasks and the last three, together with the

analysis ul the justifications provided, indicate that responses given by the majority of cnildren to the

older age group, as opposed to the younger ones, were based on different processes of reasoning. Three

types of justifications were found: logical, computational, and wrong justifications. Logical
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justifications appealed to the fact that, if the weight to be taken from one side was equal to the one taken

from the other, the equilibrium had to be maintained, as in the follewing example:

Subject: Raul (12 years old). Equation: (n) y + x = x + x + z.
E: How is the scale?
S: Balanced.
E: These bags (x) are equal. What happens if I take one from each side?
S: There will be the same weight.
E: Why?
S: Because you are taking the same amount from each side.

Computational justificarions were based on the results of arithmetical computations on the values

of weights left on each platter, hypothesizing values for the unknowns weights, if needed:

Subject: Fabiana (6 years old). Equation (k) 4 + x = x +2 +2.
E: How is the scale'?
S: Equal.
E: These two rice bags (5) are equal, they weigh the same. If I were to take one of these
from each side, would the scale still be equal or would one side be heavier than the other?
S: Equal.
E: Why?
S: Because here there is 4 (in one platter) and 2 plus 2 is 4 (in the other platter).

Subject: Rosemberg (10 years old). Equation (m) x + 3 = 3 + y + z.
E: How is the scale?
S: Balanced.
E: If I take away these two weights of 3 kg, how will the scale stay?
S: It will stay balanced.
E: Why'?
S: Because this one here... Let's suppose that this one (y) weights 2 kg, this one (z) weights
1 kg, and this one (x) weights 3 kg. 3 and 3 makes 6 (in one platter), 3 here (in the other
platter) and these 3 (adding 2 plus 1) makes 6 too. If you take away, there will be 3 in one
side and 3 in the other.

Wrong justifications were those given for wrong answers or nonsense justifications given for
correct answers.

While at least 50% of the 11 and 12 year olds gave logical justifications for tasks where
unknowns were to be left on the scale (tasks I to q) children in the other age groups clearly preferred the

computational justifications. This explains why in tasks (o) and (p), where hypothesizing values for the

unknowns left on the scale became more difficult, the percentage of wrong answers increased.

fhe retauonship between we tendency to provide logical justifications for the maintenance Lit

equivalences and the spontaneous use of the cancelline, out strategy was evidenced through the analysts

of each subjects' result in task (g) and task (p). While 56% of the subjects giving logical justifications

spontaneously adopted the manipulation of unknowns approach, only 27% of those providing
computational justifications and 11% for those giving wrong justifications justified their answers
through the idea of equal operations.
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DISCUSSION

A systematic analysis was made of to 12 year old's understanding of equalities. Children of 5

or 6 years of age were only able to understand the equilibrium of scales if, to a known weight on one

platter corresponded a known weight on the other. By 7 to 10 yearschildren determine the values for

unknowns when items of unknown weights are located on one or on both sides of the scale by

hypothesizing values and testing whether or not they lead to a balanced "equation". With prompting 7

year olds can adopt the cancelling out strategy for situations with unknowns on both sides. However,

before age 11, they seem to do so as a mechanical routine. Instead ofaccepting as a necessary truth that

the equilibrium will be mantained if the same amount is subtracted from both platters, they seem to

work from the premise that one can only be certain that the scale will balance if one knows the total

weights on each platter. From 11 years of age there seems to occur a shift in understanding and the

cancelling-out strategy is spontaneously adopted after one demonstration. Moreover, many children in

this ago group believed that the equilibrium would be maintained if equal amounts were to be removed

from both sides, without needing to compute values left on the planers. They argued that if the amounts

to be taken away were equal the scale must stay balanced.
Understanding algebra requires preliminary work involving known and unknown quantities. If a

solid foundation is not built it is unlikely that algebraic structures will firmly stand. If children are

having trouble with relations among known and unknown quantities, they will most certainly have

trouble understanding the relation between variables.
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Table 1: Strategies in the Finding Values for Unknown Tasks, when unknowns appeared on
both sides of the scale

Situation on the balance
scale to find values for x

Oh)

ft 6 F©©

(f)

66

(h)

666

(11

666

Age
groups

Spontaneous
cancelling out

Cancelling out
after
suggestion

Arithmetic
computation

7/ 8 0 0 100
9/10 0 0 100
11/12

7/ 8 0 32 68
9/10 0 15 85
11/12 5 40 55

7/ 8 5 74 21
9/10 10 50 40
11/12 70 10 20

7/ 8
9/10
11/12 75 5 20

7/ 8
9/10
11/12 80 5 15
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Table 2: Justifications in the Maintenance of Equilibrium tasks

Situation on the balance
and values to be taken
away

ci

(k)

eat'

(1)

oo

(m)

(D)

toe

(0)

(P)

Age
group
s

Percent
correct Logical Computational Wrong

5/ 6 50 0 62 38

7/ 8 100 5 95 0

9/10 100 10 90 0

5/ 6 75 0 62 38

7/ 8 100 5 95 0

9/10 100 0 100 0

5/6 56 0 50 50

7/ 8 90 5 75 20

9/10 95 5 90 5

11/12 90 65 25 10

5/ 6 60 6 47 47

7/ 8 80 5 75 20

9/10 90 5 85 10

11/12 95 65 30 5

5/ 6 56 6 44 50

7/ 8 80 5 65 30

9/10 100 15 85 0

11/12 90 60 30 10

5/ 6 27 0 20 80

7/ 8 60 15 35 50

9/10 80 10 70 20

11/12 95 55 35 10

5/ 6 20 0 7 93

7/ 8 30 5 20 75

9/10 60 25 30 45

11/12 85 50 35 15
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KNOWING AND USING THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM IN GRADE 10

Thomas L. Schroeder

University of British Columbia

The purpose of this study was to provide a qualitative assessment of students' problem

solving; its focus was on the nature of students' thinking, their problem-solving strategies

and heuristics, the mathematical approaches that they selected, and the ways they monitored

their progress. The data include interviewers' field notes and students' written responses to

a non-routine problem presented orally and with photographs in 15 task-based interviews

with individual students and pairs of students in Grade 10. Although the problem can be
solved most directly by applying the Pythagorean theorem, many students initially tried
using trigonometry. The main difficulties students encountered seemed to be metacognItive,

having to do with identifying and representing the salient features of the situation in

diagrams and deciding what mathematical processes to apply. Implicationsare discussed.

In countries all around the world, mathematics curricula for the lower levels of secondary

education include the Pythagorean theorem, usually with intended learning outcomes stating that students

should be able to apply the Pythagorean relationship both to determine whether a given triangle is a right

triangle and to calculate the length of a third side of a right triangle given the other two sides. Current

curricula often emphasize practical problem solving situations (e.g. how far up a wall does a ladder reach?)

and indicate that a calculator should be used as appropriate. The results discussed in this paper are part of a

project (Schroeder, in press) that was conducted in conjunction with a large-scale assessment (Robitaille,

Schroeder, & Nicol, 1991) that used achievement test items in multiple-choice and constructed-response

format. The goals of the small-scale study were (1) to develop a series of non-routine problems that would

be challenging yet accessible, that would demand planning and reflection, that would permit a number of

different methods of solution, and that would embody a variety of familiar mathematical processes and

operations, but not in obvious, routine ways: and (2) to use those problems in interviews with individuals

and pairs of students to describe and assess the mathematical processes and operations they apply and the

problem solving plans and strategies they adopt. One of the seven problems developed for Grade 10

students had content related to the i'>.hagorean theorem. This task, referred to as the "dock" problem, was

presented to students orally by an interviewer who explained the problem situation with the help of

photographs.
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Figure 1: A waterfront restaurant and its dock at low tide and at high tide.

a)

Figure 2: The lower end of the ramp at present and as proposed.

Interview Task. Students were told that the waterfront restaurant shown in Figure 1 has a dock,

one part of which rises and falls with the tide. Access from the fixed part of the dock to the floating part

is by means of a ramp which is relatively steep at low tide (Figure I a), but less steep at high tide (Figure
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1b). Currently, the lower end of the ramp rests on the floating dock (Figure 2a). As the floating dock rises

and falls, the end of the ramp scrapes across it causing scratches in the surface. In order to prevent this

damage, the owners of the dock plan to mount wheels on the lower end of the ramp and tracks on the

floating dock for the wheels to run in an arrangement similar to the one shown in Figure 2b, which

shows another dock nearby. The problem is to determine how long the track needs to be. The data

provided are that (1) the ramp is 18 m long, (2) when the tide is at its highest, the floating dock is 1 m

below the fixed dock, and (3) when the tide is at its lowest, the floating dock is 6 m below the fixed dock.

It was anticipated that students would approach the problem by drawing a diagram and by

recognizing the importance of two right triangles, both having the 18 m long ramp as the hypotenuse, one

1 m on its vertical side, the other 6 m tall. The difference between the lengths of the horizontal sides of

these two triangles is the required length of the track. Thus the simplest method of solving the problemis

to use the Pythagorean theorem to determine the two unknown sides and then subtract. Itwas anticipated

that students might use other means of solving the problem such as constructing a scale drawing or

applying trigonometric ratios to calculate the unknown lengths.

Procedures. Seventeen volunteers (11 females and 6 males) took part in interviews based on this

problem; thirteen were interviewed individually, the remaining four in two same-sex pairs. The students

were provided with the photographs, a summary of the data, a scientc calculator, tables of square roots

and trigonometric functions, squared paper and plain paper, and a geometry set (ruler, protractor, set

square, and compass). In the introduction to the interviews students were informed that the activity was

not a test and that their performance would not affect their standing in their mathematics course. They were

told that the interviewer was more interested in how they went about solving the problem than in whether

they got the correct answer, and that they could ask questions of the interviewer at any time. Students were

urged to think aloud as they solved the problem so that the interviewer could understand how they worked

on the problem, and they were told that the interviewer might ask them questions for clarification or give

them hints or help if they wished.

As the students worked on the problem, the interviewer observed them closely and made field

notes. At the conclusion of each interview the interviewer completed a record sheet designed to be a

convenient and standardized way of summarizing and reporting students' work on the problem. The
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sections of the record sheet headed "Understanding," -Strategy Selection," and "Monitoring" reflect

Polya's description of the phases of problem solving and the importance of metacognitive activity in

problem solving; they list a number of anticipated features of students' work which can be checked off as

appropriate, and provide spaces in which to describe students' work. In the final section headed

"Overview" the interviewer is to indicate whether student(s) solved the problem essentially on their own,

or solved the problem with needed help from the interviewer, or did not solve the problem even with help

from the interviewer. The amounts of time spent reaching a solution, extending the problem or looking

back, and using different approaches are also to be noted.

Results. In the discussion which follows, the unit of analysis is the interview, of which there

were 15. Because of the small numbers, results are not reported separately for males and females nor for

students interviewed individually or in pairs. The overall results showed that in five interviews (33%) the

students solved the problem on their own, and that in ten interviews (67%) the students solved the

problem with help from the interviewer; in none of the interviews did the students fail to solve the

problem. The total length of time spent in each interview varied from 22 to 50 minutes with a median of 38

and a mean of 39, and the time taken to reach a solution ranged from 9 to 50 minutes with a median of 18

and a mean of 22. Interviews in which the students solved the problem on their own tended to be

somewhat shorter overall and noticeably shorter in time to solution. The median time to solution for

students who solved the problem on their own was 10 minutes as opposed to 24 minutes for students who

received help; the means were 13 minutes and 27 minutes respectively. All these time measures include

about three minutes spent exchanging introductions, recording facts such as names and birthdates,

summarizing interview procedures. and obtaining students' consent to participate. An additional two or

three minutes was taken showing students the photographs and presenting the problem orally. Although

these gross measures give a sense of the extent of the interviews and an idea of how well the students

performed, they were not the focus of the analysis; the qualities of students' work was the main concern.

It was anticipated that students would draw diagrams both as a means of understanding the

problem and to facilitate their work on it. Although all students eventually solved the problem using

diagrams that included two right triangles, there were wide variations in their initial drawings, some of

which are shown in Figure 3. In these early diagrams different features of the problem are prominent, and
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in some of them critical features of the problem are misrepresented. For example, in two interviews

students first represented the situation as in Figure 3a with three parallel lines. Two students initially drew

diagrams similar to the one in Figure 3b with the track in the plane of the ramp rather than the plane of the

floating dock. The student who drew the diagram in Figure 3c focussed on the rotation of the ramp about

its upper end. As she examined the photos she rotated her pencil holding the upper end stationary just

above the paper and allowing the point to trace out an arc on the paper.
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Figure 3: Initial diagrams drawn by students.

The five students who solved the problem on their own quickly produced appropriate diagrams in

which the two needed right triangles were prominent. In four cases the triangles were drawn in two

separate figures; in one case they were overlapping as in Figure 3f. In five of the ten interviews where the

problem was solved with help from the interviewer, students produced diagrams on their own which they

used to make progress toward a solution; the help they received was unrelated to representing the problem

in a diagram.
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In the remaining five interviews students received help that was related to representing the situation

in diagrams and identifying the relevant parts of diagrams they had drawn. In one case, after the student

had spent some time studying the photographs and appeared to be stuck, the interviewer suggested that it

might help to draw a diagram. In two cases the students had drawn appropriate overlapping diagrams

(similar to Figure 3f), but after several minutes had not made progress using them. In one of these cases

the interviewer asked, "Are there any triangles in the diagram that you could use?" and in the other he said,

"Would it help to draw two separate diagrams?" to which the student immediately replied, "You mean one

for high tide and one for low tide?" Each of these hints led immediately to progress toward a solution. The

difficulties experienced in the remaining two interviews seemed to be related to misconceptions regarding

the names and relative positions of the fixed dock, the ramp, the floating dock, and the linkages between

them. These students produced the initial diagrams shown in Figures 3g and 3h. Their difficulties were

resolved in question and answer exchanges between the interviewer and the students which focussed the

terms, the photos, the data, and the students' diagrams.

It was anticipated that students would use the Pythagorean theorem to find the horizontal

dimensions of the two right triangles formed by the floating dock, the vertical, and the ramp, and in all 15

interviews students obtained a solution in this way. In 1'1 of the interviews (73%) students used the

Pythagorean theorem without being given a hint that they should do so, and without receiving any help in

applying it to the figures they had drawn. The helps and hints given in the remaining four interviews

(27%) ranged from the fairly oblique, "Is there any way you could relate the side you want to the sides

you know?" in one case, to the quite direct, "Would Pythagoras's theorem help?" in another. A third

student wondered aloud whether the angle was a 90° angle, and was asked by the interviewer, "What if it

was 90° and what if it wasn't?" to which she replied, "If it was, I could use Pythagoras." In the fourth

interview, the two students had spent more than 40 minutes trying various approaches without success,

when one of them asked, "What's the square root table for?" The students decided on their own that it

could be a hint to use Pythagoras, and before long they reached a solution by this method.

All of the students seemed to be quite familiar with the Pythagorean theorem, although one student

referred to his method as "using a theory," and another referred to it as "Mr. X's method," presumably

because that teacher had taught or reviewed it. In cases where the students received hints related to the
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Pythagorean theorem, the hints were mostly vague questions rather than direct hints, and they concerned

whether to use the Pythagorean theorem, not how to use it. There were no instances in which students

made errors using the Pythagorean theorem that they did not detect and correct by themselves (e.g. failing

to square or take the square root, adding the squares rather than subtracting them, making computational

errors, etc.).

Application of the Pythagorean theorem was not, however, the first approach adopted in all the

interviews; in seven interviews (47%) students began by using or proposing to use trigonometry. One

student produced his first solution using trigonometry, but most of the students abandoned this approach

either because they ran into difficulties with it or because they noticed that applying the Pythagorean

theorem would be simpler. In all cases where there was time available, students who had found the

solution were asked if they could solve the problem in another way. In six interviews (40%) students

solved the problem using trigonometry. In two interviews the students produced a trigonometric solution

without help from the interviewer, but assistance of various types was given in the other four. Two of the

students commented that they were just starting to learn trigonometry in their mathematics class; they

thought trigonometry could be used, but they weren't sure they could do so successfully. The fact that the

students had only recently begun studying trigonometry probably accounts for the large number of

students who thought of using it and for the difficulties they encountered in doing so.

Before the interviews were conducted it was anticipated that some students might use scale

drawing as a means of solving the problem, and for that reason a geometry set was provided. None of the

students proposed solving the problem with a scale drawing, and two students thought it would not be

possible when the interviewer suggested it.

Discussion. One of the most remarkable findings of this study was the amount of time that the

students spent working on the problem. By comparison with multiple-choice test items, which students are

expected to answer at the rate of about one per minute, or constructed-response items, which take on the

order of five minutes, this task was quite time consuming, and there is a question whether the time

required is justified by the information obtained. The amount of time that the students spent is a measure of

their perseverance with the task and their willingness to reflect on and extend their work. One student,
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when asked whether she could solve the problem in a different way, commented that solving problems in

more than one way was not something that was ever done in her mathematics class.

In the large-scale assessment students responded to five multiple-choice items involving the

Pythagorean theorem. On two items about two-thirds of the students showed that they could find the

hypotenuse of a right triangle with integral sides. About half of the students were successful answering

two routine application items, but less than a third of the students were able to solve the non-routine

problem of finding the length of the diagonal of a rectangular solid. An interpretation panel called these

results "disappointing" and concluded that "students did not have an understanding of the Pythagottan

theorem" (Taylor, 1991, p. 158). This sweeping generalization does not seem apply to the students who

took part in this study, but they may not be representative of the whole population tested in the large-scale

assessment. It is clear that the students who solved the dock problem did not lack understanding of the

Pythagorean theorem nor related computations skills. Their difficulties had to do with general problem-

solving skills and metacognitive abilities such as representing the problem, identifying relevant features,

and planning what to do.

Students solved the dock problem without help from the interviewer in only 33% of the interviews.

One way of interpreting this result is to say that the problem was relatively difficult for them, but an

analysis of the nature of the hints and help provided by the interviewer suggests that what they needed was

not direction about what to do, but encouragement and help thinking about their plans for proceeding. The

hints in the form of questions which were described earlier which resulted in progress are typical of the

internal dialogue that many researchers have identified as crucial for success in problem solving. The

interviews suggest that students' cognitive monitoring needs to be developed, and this problem may

provide an appropriate context in which this development can take place.
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SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PROOF IN PRESENTATION:

'FROM AN ETHNOGRAPHIC INQUIRY IN A HIGH SCHOOL GEOMETRY CLASSROOM

Yasuhiro Sekiguchi

Institute of Education, University of Tsukuba, JAPAN

Though social processes have been recently recognized as important aspects in teaching and
learning of proof. empirical investigation of the topic is still limited. The present study explored
social processes of mathematical proof by ethnographic methods in a high school geometry
classroom in the United States. From the analysis of classroom episodes complex faces
emerged of proof as presented in the classroom. Problematic aspects of proof format and
communicative elements in proof explanation are identhTed. It is argued that research needs to
pay more attention to the context where the proof is situated.

Mathematical proof has taken important pan in mathematics curriculum, and many efforts have

been done on its teaching and learning. The concepts of proof underlying those efforts were often that

of formal proof. The teaching of formal proof, however, poses several difficult problems. First, it is hard

to relate formal proof to students' other experiences. Also, recent van Hiele theory (van Hiele. 1986)

indicates that students need more experience in which they reason in less formal mathematical

systems. Furthermore, a stress on formal proof may distort the dynamic processes of mathematical

inquiry (Hanna, 1983). Recent studies in the philosophy and history of mathematics have proposed a

sociological approach to mathematics (Bloor, 1976; Lakatos, 1976; Tymoczko, 1985; Wittgenstein.

1978). They contend that mathematical knowledge does not grow as traditionally conceived, that is, by

an accumulation of deductive truths. Instead, scholars stress the importance of informal mathematics in

mathematical inquiry and picture mathematics as an endless interaction among conjectures, informal

proofs. and criticisms (refutations) in social situations.

Nevertheless, these alternative -- informal and social--aspects of proof have been little explored.

Furthermore, very few studies (e.g., Balacheff. in press: Lampert, 1988: Moore. 1991; Tinto, 1990) have

been conducted on them in the actual classroom, which is an important social setting. Without

understanding the informal. social aspects of proof. the isolation of proof from students' experiences

and the rest of mathematics may not be resolved, and students' critical and creative thinking might be

discouraged. The present study was an exploratory attempt to understand the informal and social

aspects of proof in the classroom

Description of the Study

The present paper is based on my dissertation study (Sekiguchi. 1991). The study explored the

social nature of proof in the mathematics classroom. The focus was the relation of proof to "refutation"-

to counterargument The underlying assumption was that when mathematics is construed as an

interpersonal. dialectic practice. the activity of refuting another's or one's own conjecture or proof is

given a significant status. The study investigated (1) social practice of proof in the mathematics

classroom (2) that of refutation in the mathematics classroom. and (3) the relationship of refutation to
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proof. The present paper, however, will discuss some of the results concerning only (1). The main

research questions dealt with are as follows: What does proof as social practice in the classroom look

like? Are there differences between proof as social practice and proof appearing in formal

mathematics? How can those differences be explained? How do social contexts influence proofs?

The study used an ethnographic approach. It enabled the investigator to obtain data on the

actual practice of proof in the classroom, the context where the proof was situated, and the participants'

perspectives. One Advanced Geometry class in a high school in the United States was chosen for the

study. The participants were the teacher, the student teacher, and the students in the class. The class

was observed every day throughout the second half of the school year 1989-1990. Interviews of the

participants and collection of their writings were often conducted to supplement the observational data.

The lessons were audio- and video-recorded every day. The interviews were usually audio-recorded.

During the period of data collection those records were used to write detailed field notes, perform

informal analyses of the data, and decide on a focus for the next data collection. The records of

lessons were also occasionally used in an interview to help an interviewee.recall an incident that had

occurred in class. After the data collection ended, the records were partially transcribed and used for

formal analysis. As a main strategy of data collection and analysis, the constant comparative method

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was used. Categories and hypotheses relevant to the research questions

were developed by applying this method during and after the data collection.

On the Format of Proof

It is well-known among mathematics educators that there are several different formats for

writing a proof (Martin, 1990). In the classroom of the present study also various formats for proof were

identified, which seemed perceived as different with each other by the participants. In terms of writing

style, I found three different forms:

T-form . . . well-known as "two-column form," writing the statements in the left column and the
reasons in the right one.

paragraph form . . a writing style using ordinary sentences and paragraphs.
informal form . . . a much more sketchy form than paragraph form, often omitting reasons.

Also. in terms of the logic of reasoning, direct and indirect forms, in terms of content area, geometric

and algebraic forms were found (see Seldguchi, 1991).

It was distinct that various elements in the classroom situation seemed to influence the use of a

particular form: the standard set by the textbook, the teacher's objective for the lesson, the students'

difficulty in understanding, the content of the procedures used in the proof, the students' learning in

elementary and middle school, and so on. The T-form, direct, and geometric forms were standard. but

there appeared several other combinations depending on the context. For example. in the class of this

study. when students were asked to "show" an algebraic relation on geometric figures. they often used

the informal form in writing proofs The students' past experience in learning algebraic problems

seemed to have had influence in that behavior
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The preceding classification of proof format mainly concerned the written proof. When a proof

was situated in the context of classroom presentation, the classification, however, needs to add another

dimension. The following episode illustrates this point. A student. Monica. presented a proof of the

Pythagorean theorem to the class. The teacher had already discussed one proof in class. Monica

presented another proof taken from the leachers resource book for bonus credit:

Monica (M) began to draw a triangle on the OHP (Figure 1).
M: "Okay. Start off with right triangle HAB. Okay, I'm gonna draw this line: it'll be equal to a.

Okay, I'm gonna extend, make that a C right here. We're gonna extend this line, make that a D.
Okay, C, point C, wait, through point C there is only one line, there's exactly one point
perpendicu -, perpendicular to this line (pointing at points D and C alternately)." (Figure 2)

H D

Figure 1. Monica's drawing (1).

h B

Figure 2. Monica's drawing (2).

M drew a segment DC and a box at the angle C .
M: "Okay. Since this [angle AHB] is perpendicular. you know this [angle DNB] is perpendicular

also. So. I'm gonna draw a line from here [H] to here [C]. Okay, this (triangle BHCI is an
isosceles triangle since these both lengths (BH and BC] equal a. These angles (angle BCH and
BHCI right here are congruent. So if you subtract these angles from these angles [pointing at
angle DI-18], what will these angles be right here? They'd [drawing arcs at angles DCH and
DHC] be congruent, okay. Let's say this is x [labeling both DH and DC by 'x')."

M: "Okay, now that you know all this. you can say that triangle AHB is similar to triangle ACD

[witting " D AHB - A ACD, 'cause they both have this angle (angle Al and they both have a
right angle. So i f we make some proportions . . ."

M wrote on the screen this way:

AC CD N)
M: "Okay. What does AM equal? Right here [pointing at segment AM] "
S1. "h."
S2: "b."
Sl. "Oh, yeah."

M wrote "
M: "AC !pointing at segment AC] equals?"
S3: "h

M wrote "h + a" under ."
Monica continued to ask to the class what HB, CD, AB, and AD were, making proportions and
working on them. Reaching an equation b2 + a2 = h2, she finished the presentation.

On the OHP Monica wrote only the "statements" part of proof but no "reasons." As a written

proof, her proof is to be classified as an informal proof. However, during the presentation Monica was

communicating reasons in oral form: 'Through point C there is only one line, there's exactly one point

perpendicu-. perpendicular to this line." "since this (angle AHB) is perpendicular," "since these both

lengths (BH and BC] equal a." "subtract." -cause they both have this angle [angle A] and they both have
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a right angle." and so on. If those reasons were written down, the proof would be very close to a

paragraph-form proof. Therefore, when a proof is put in the context of oral communication, the

distinction between an informal proof and a paragraph-form proof is sometimes blurred at least with

respect to the amount of information communicated. The same thing was the case on the distinction

between a paragraph-form proof and a T-form proof: When the oral explanation of a proof was

transcribed, the transcription often appeared to be very close to a paragraph proof.

We can extrapolate here an extreme type of proof presentation in which a presenter talk. about

his or her proof but does not write anything down. it is not difficult to imagine that type in the geometry

class bedause in geometry if you use a diagram, you can often explain a full proof without writing down

any statement or reason. When an oral communication is incorporated into the classification of proofs,

thus, we can locate proofs in a two-dimensional plane with the axes ofinformation in written and oral

forms in Figure 3.

a lot

little

a proof in
completely
oral form

informal proof
with oral
explanation of
reasons

reading out of
T-form or

paragraph proof

ittle
Information in written form

a lot

Figure 3. The amount and form of information in proofs.

On Communicating a Proof

When a proof was situated in the context of classroom presentation, it was colored byvarious

elements of communication. Proof was not simply a practice of establishing the validity of a proposition.

Presenting a proof involved communicating the underlying ideas and the emphasis. A written proof

constituted only a part of the presentation: The other part of the information might be suppled in oral

form either by the presenter or the audience--note that in the preceding episode, several students gave

inputs to Monica's presentation.

In next episode, a student. Fred, volunteered to present to the class his proof of a homework

problem: Trove: Where E is any acute angle. (sin E)2 + (cos E)2 = 1. (Hint From any point on one

side of L draw a perpendicular to the other side.)" (Jurgensen et al.. 1988. p. 276). The teacher asked

Fred to explain his proof. On the board the proof in Figure 4 was written Fred stood next to his writing

Fred "Angle E is acute. and AB is perpendicular to BE. that's given And number two "
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E B

Prove (sin E)2 + (cos E)2 = 1
1. LE is ACUTE; AB1 BE
2. sin E =AB

AE
3. cos E =BE

AE

4. (sin E)z =AB? ( cos E)2 = BEAE?
AE2 2

5. AB 2 +8E2 =AE2

AB-f6. = 1
AE2 A2

7. (SIN E)2 + (COS E)2 = 1

1. GIVEN
2. DEF OF SIN

3. DEF OF COS

4. MULT.

5. PYTHAG THEM
6. DIV

7. SUBST

Eigme4. Fred's proof of (sin E)2 + (cos E)2 = 1.

He continued to explain his proof almost just by reading it line by line from left to right.
T (the teacher): "Beautiful. Beautiful proof (Ss clap their hands'. Fred. Stay up there for a second,

please. Someone has a question. Wonderful."
Mary: "How did you figure that out?"
T giggles.
Fred: 1 just wrote, uh, I just. uh, I just wrote down sine and cosine, what they are equal to. and then

I set this (pointing at AB in the diagram) plus this (pointing al BE] equal to this (pointing at AEI
was Pythagorean theorem. And, then I put them all together in proof, squared them, and then I
divided everything by AE2 because this is AE2 down here (stress by Fred', divide by AE2, which
equals 1. So. and I substituted in from here [pointing at Step 4 statement' to here (Step 61.
They give you this [Step 71"

T and students expressed a surprizeat Fred's idea and praised it.

In this episode Fred wrote up a complete - -at least from the teacher's view--T-form proof on the

board. He followed a common method of proof presentation in which the presenter reads his or her

proof line by line from left to rigM, inserting a phrase -that's." "that is by," 'because 'because of" or

whatever before the reason, and occasionally referring to the diagram. I call this type of presentation of

a T-form proof the slatimaresakffliat (S-R type).

As indicated in the teacher's applause, the S-R type was a perfectly acceptable method of

presentation for the class. However, it seems not to be the best method to serve another purpose of

presentation. to communicate to the audience the idea or plan that was the basis on which the

presenter generated the proof Mary could not see Fred's idea of proof when she asked. "How did you

figure that out?"

Responding to Mary's question. Fred explained his proof a different way. His explanation

indicated at least the following processes:

1 Steps 2 and 3 compose one set of actions.

2. Step 5 consists of another set of actions.

3 The idea of squaring in Step 4 actually came of Step 5. probably inspired by the squaring
operation in Step 5
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4. The idea of dividing by AE2 came from a comparison of the right side of the equation in Step
5 with that of the equation he wanted to prove.

His explanation thus contains rich information about the process of generatinghis proof.

The S-R type of presentation does not seem to be very generative. Though it shows explicitly

that each step is justified, the whole idea underlying the generation of proof seems tobe lost in the

forest of detailed steps. However, it was the predominant type of presentation in the class.

There was another type of presentation that was different from S-13 type. It is a kind of opposite

of the S-R type. It is the reason-statement type (11-S type) where in each step the reason is mentioned

first and the statement follows it (the statement is sometimes just pointed at by a finger, oromitted). A

student. Liz. several times followed this pattern in her presentation of a T-form proof (Figure 5):

ff 2 chords of a 0 are U.
the two arcs between the

chords are II.

1. AB IICD

2. rn2t ABC m
2 1

4 is = to 2 m of intercepted
m 2,BCD =- 1 arc

2

3. 2I ABC BCD 3. If 'Lakin,. 2(.s--,
4. m. ABC = m 4 BCD 4. Def. of

5. 1. m m BD 5. Subst.

Prove: AC w BD

1. Given
2. The m of an inscribed

2 2

6. m AC = m BD
6 Mutt.

7. 7. Def of ig

Figure S. Liz's proof.

Liz. "So you can say that the measure of angle ABC is one half the measure of arc AC [she traces
angle ABC and arc AC on the diagram], and the measure of angleBCD is equal to one halt the
measure of BD [she traces arc BD on the diagram!. And from that. because the fines are
parallel, you can use alternate interior '^.-'es to say that angle ABC is congruent to angle BCD.
And definition of congruency to say tha measure of angle ABC equal to measure of angle BCD.
Then you substitute, and you find that these half measures are equal, and you multiply and find
the measures of this arc and this arc are congruent. Use definition of congruency to find they're

congruent."

In the preceding presentation, Liz mentioned the reason before the statement in almost all the

steps. In terms of semantics, there is no difference between sentences (1) "p because q" and (2)

"Because q, p." In that sense there is no difference between the S-R type and tha R-S type. In terms of

communication, on the other hand, they seem to convey different meanings. When a proof Is presentod

in the S-11 type. the stress of one's voice is put on the statement pan and not on the reason pal. This

pattern of stress seems to indicate that the presenter put emphasis onthe statement part. The reason

pad sounded like a iustffication of a conclusion already reached. On the other hand, when a proof is

presented In the R-S type the emphasis seems to be put on the reason part Through the presentation
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the process of reasoning in the proof stands out: 'U fa theorem, definition. postulate): you

substitute.- you multiply: and so on. The reasons are treated as tools to furl relations useful for

making a proof.

Concluding Remarks

There are many limitatiorm in this study because the data were taken from just one classroom

for only a half of the school year. The classroom was not particularly ideal one that mathematics

educators aim to actualize. The study was rather driven by the investigator's theoretical interests in

social aspects of picot Some of the conclusions drawn here, though tentative. we as follows: The use

of particular format of proof is influenced by the context and situation where the practice of proof is

located. When a proof is presented in the classroom and the oral communication is taken into account.

some of the distinctions among proof formats may lose significance. The activity of explaining a proof

to the others involves elements of communication: communicating the underlying idea and emphasis.

Research on proof indicates that students use various kinds of proof or justification (Balacheff,

1988: Boil, 1976; Fischbein & Kedem, 1982: Galbraith, 1981; Vinner, 1983). Doing the present study

also I observed similar kinds of proof--for example, empirical justification, genetic example (Balacheff,

1988). and informal proof. Unlike these previous studies, the classroom context had a distinct influence

on the kinds of proof the students used. The students' justification was influenced by the textbook, the

teacher's demands, the context of the justification, and the interaction with the other students.

Fischbein and Kedem (1982) stated that from the standpoint of common sense the validity of a

statement is judged according to whether it is self-evident or has empirical confirmation. but no by

format proof (p. 128). This position may need to be modified so as to include social context as one of

the bases of people's judgment on validity. Vinner (1983) observed that (1) students in the classroom

did not think of a computation as a proof and that (2) when asked to prove a mathematical statement

about a particular case, students tended to repeat the general proof in terms of the particular case (p.

289). These kinds of observations need to be qualified by more specific classroom contexts because

what form to use in a proof seems to be influenced by the social context of the classroom.

The conclusions drawn here of communicative elements in proof presentation should be

considered working hypotheses for future research. More systematic and intensive studies on

classroom discourse in proof presentation are neerwary. The present paper focused on the presenter

and presentation of proof, but closer look is needed as to how the audience perceived the presentation,

and how much they shared the understanding of the proof with the presenter.
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METACOGNITiON: THE ROLE OF THE INNER TIMCHE1(4)

Contrasts Between Japan and the United States
Keiichi SHIGEMATSU

(NARA University of Education, Japan)

ABSTRACT

The nature of metacognition and its implications for mathematics education are the
main concerns of our investigations. We argued in the last three papers that
"metacognition" is given by another self or ego which is a substitute for one's teacher
and we referred to it as 'inner teacher". To assess this "inner teacher", we adminis-
tered a questionnaire to preservice teachers in Japan and the United States.

Results suggest that in Japan, teachers usually emphasize making a drawing as a
strategy of problem7solving and the algebraic expression as the final representation
of a problem, but teachers, in the United States, don't so emphasize them. In the
United States, teachers emphasize estimation and students accept it positively but
teachers, in Japan, don't so emphasize it and students don't respondas positively.

AIM AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH

1. Definition of "metaa:gnition* and "Inner teacher"

We are often inclined to emphasize only pure mathematical knowledge in education.
And we fail to enact it in students. Consequently, they fail to solve mathematical
problems and forget soon after paper and pencil tests.

Recently, "metacognition" has come to be noticed as an important function of
human cognitive activities among researchers of mathematics education as well as
among professional psychologists. But even so, the definition of "metacognition" is
not yet firmly settled, and results from the research have been of little use to the
practice of mathematics education.

The ultimate goal of our research is to develop clear conceptions about the nature
of "metacognition" and to apply this knowledge to improve methods of teaching
mathematics. This paper is one of a series of studies in pursuit of this goal.

Roughly speaking, we could regard "metacognition" as the knowledges and skills
which make the objective knowledges active in one's thinking activities. There are a
few proposals on the categorization of "metacognition" in general, but here we will
follow the suggestion of Flavell and adopt four divisions of metaoognitive knowledge
of:
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(Metaknowledge)
1. the environment 2. the self
3. the task 4. the strategy

and three divisions of metaoognitive skill:
(Metaskill)

1. the monitor 2. the evaluation
3. the control

Our unique conception is that this "metscognition" is thought to be originated from
and internalized by the teacher him/herself. Teachers cannot teach any knowledge
per se directly to students but teach it inevitably through his/her interaction with

students in Mass.
We start from a very primitive view that teaching is a scene where a teacher

teaches a student and a student learns from a teacher. In the process of teaching, a
phenomenon which is very remarkable from a psychological point of view will soon
happen in the student's mind; we call this the splitting of ego in the student, or we may
call it decentralization in a student, using the Piagetian terminology. Children, as

Piaget said, are ego-centric by their nature, but perhaps as early as in the lower

grades of elementary school. their egocentrism will gradually collapse and split into
two egos: the one is an acting ego and the other is an executive ego which monitors the

former and is regarded as the metacognition. Our original conception is that this
executive ego is really a substitute or a copy of the teacher from whom the student

learns. The teacher, if he/she is a good teacher, should ultimately turn over some

essential parts of his/her role to the executive ego of the student. In this context, we

refer to the executive ego or "metacognition" as "the inner teacher" .
The advantage of this metaphor is that we could have the practical methodology to

investigate the nature of metacognitlon; that is, we may collect many varieties of

teachers' behaviors and utterances in lessons and carefully examine and rtangify them

from some psychological view-paints.

2. Positive and Negative Mebicogintion

For Metacognition, we think that there are two types. One is a positive

metacognition that promotes positively students' problem-solving activities. The other

is a negative one that obstructs their activities. For example, most students believe

that statements like questionnaire item 111.19 "When you get lost while solving the

problem, please think of other strategies." help them and have a positive effect on

problem-solving. This item shows metacognitive knowledge of strategy for
problem - solving. This works according to the monitor "I have lost my ideas for the

next step". A metaskill of control "Please think of other strategies." works suc-
cessfully according to a logical conclusion of modus ponens from two premises; item
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[11.19 and the monitor. ;Fee Hirabayashi & Shigematsu, 1987, for more detail.) Other
statements, like item ;V.18 "Can't you solve this easy problem?", are believed to make
students do worse and to have a negative influence on problem-solving.

3. Metecognitive Framework of Problem- solving

A rinszsroom lesson includes varieties of activities of students and among them we
notice the so-called problem solving activities are the most preferable phenomena to
think over the nature of metacognitIon, because there we may observe many features
of this complicated concept Thus, we are exclusively concentrated on these learning
situations in our research on metacognition.

At first we introduce the riAnnifirAtion framework for teachers' utterances, which
has two dimensions: one may be referred to as the problem solving stages and the
other as metaknowledge categories, and so we have 20 sections in all as is shown in the
following table. The former dimension is suggested from that of Schoenfeld(1985) and
the second from that of Flavell(1976) and both of them were slightly modified by us.

(Table 1) Metacognitive framework in problem solving

1. GENERAL STAGE

11) environment 12) task 13) self 14) strategy
2. ANALYSIS STAGE

21) environment 22) task 23) self 24) strategy
3. DESIGN/EXPLORATION STAGE

31) environment 32) task 33) self 34) strategy
4. IMPLEMENTATION STAGE

41) environment 42) task 43) self 44) strategy
5. VERIFICATION STAGE

51) environment 52) task 53) self 54) strategy

Some comments will be needed about this framework. To Flavell's metacognitive
knowledges we add the 'environment', because we think that there are some
metecognitions which control the situation of students' problem-solving. For example,
item 111.22 "After you finish solving the problem, you may leave the class." `2o
Schoenfeld's stages we add the 'general stage' in the beginning, because we think that
there are some metacognitions which can not belong to the specific stages but have
influences on all stages; for example, item 111.8 "Don't be afraid of mistakes; you may
make mistakes." would be made in any stage of students' activities.
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METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

We first collected teachers' utterances through lesson observations and from the
recorded teaching-learning processes. From these records, we made the question-
naire. We classified these items into 4 classes according to the types of teachers'
behaviors in the lesson.

The questionnaire

1) Categories of Items
I. explanation 28 items, II. questioning 25 items

III. indication 47 items, IV. evaluation 21 items

Sample items include:
I. explanation

5. If you can draw a picture, you can solve the problem.
22. I (teacher) make mistakes, too.

11. questioning
10. Can you use that strategy at any time?
16. Can you explain the reason for this?

III. indication
2. Read the problem carefully.

47. Please give me an example for that.
IV. evaluation

1. That's right.
14. You could have grasped the important idea.

2) Responses to Each item
For each question, students indicated which of the following two-part responses

best reflects their experience.

My mathematics teachers have made this comment often

This kind of comment: a. helps me.
b. doesn't help me.
c. makes me do worse.

For example,.
1 . 1. You already have the experience of solving a problem

similar to this.
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Dabs collecbca

We have used the questionnaire (originally in Japanese) to analyse
university-students' impression of their teachers' utterances in two countries. This is
because, as we argued, teachers' utterances would have become the important
components of students' metacognition.

We collected the data not only from students in a mathematics course for elementary
school teachers in Nara, Japan, but also a mathematics course for similar students in
San Diego, USA. The numbers of each were as follows:

Japanese American
1990 1991

Preservice teachers 76 25

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We want to pay attention to the more interesting contrasts between students in the
two countries.

1) Categorization of items according to Yes-No responses
Contrasting responses from Japanese students and the United States students, we

classified them into categories according to the frequency of responses to "Yes" and
"No".

1) category A

In this category each item is responded to by 'Yes' by over 80% of Japanese stu-
dents but not by the United States students. Data are reported in per cent for each
country, Japan(J) and the United States(U).

.9. Whenever we can write an expression, we can solve the problem.
(J 83.9,U 36.0)

M. 1. Try to make a drawing of it by yourself. (J100.0,U 56.0)
In Japan, teachers usually emphasize making a drawing as a strategy for

problem-solving and the expression as the final representation of a problem. Accord-
ing to these data, teachers in the United States don't emphasize these ideas so much.

2) category B
In this category each item is responded to by 'Yes' by over 80% of the United

States students but not by Japanese students.
I .23. For each step in solving the problem, we have a reason. (J 27.6,U 80.0)
II .10. Can you use that strategy at any time? (3 34.2,U 80.0)
W.21. It's an excellent idea. (J 34.2,U 80.0)
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In the United States, teachers usually emphasize a logical process of
problem-solving and praise students (Hess & Azuma, 1991). According to these data,
teachers in Japan don't emphasize these ideas so much.

2) Categorization of items according to posit:We("e) and nagative( "e) responses
Contrasting responses from Japanese students and the United States students, we

classified them into categories according to the frequency of responses to "a. helps me"
and "c. makes me do worse".

1) category C
In this category each item is responded to positively by over 70% of Japanese stu-

dents and by over 70% of the United States students. Data indicate per cent of stu-
dents who choose response "a".

. 5. If you can draw a picture, you can solve the problem. (J 84.2,U 76.0)
II . 6. What is the thing you must look for? (J 73.7,U 88.0)

3. Try to reduce the problem to a simple and similar problem.(J 77.6,U 84.0)
35. I(teacher) will try to explain using these objects. (J 88.2,U 80.0)

IV. 1. That's right. (J 84.2,U 91.7)
7. Good ideal (J 88.2,U 84.0)
8. Good! (J 90.8,U 92.0)
9. It's a rather good strategy. (J 97.4,U 84.0)

We note that students in each country find teachers' expression of support to be
very helpful.

2) category D
In this category each item is responded to positively by over 70% of Japanese stu-

dents but not by the United States students.
1111.12. Solve the problem by yourself without any help if poesible.(J 77.6,U 32.0)

34. Check some special cases for this problem. (J 81.6,U 36.0)
[V.14. You could have grasped the important idea. (J 90.8,U 12.0)

In Japan, teachers usually emphasize solving the problem slowly and carefully
by oneself, but in the United States teachers put less stress on this kind of indepen-
dent work (Hess & Azuma, 1991).

3) category E
In this category each item is responded to positively by over 70% of the United

States students but not by Japanese students.
11. 4. Please give an estimate for the solution. (J 36.8,U 80.0)

8. Can you understand? (J 43.4,U 72.0)
14. Can you understand the meaning of the problem? (J 36.8,U 84.0)
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111.16. Please explain your solutions when the time is up. (J 5.3,U 72.0)
In the United States, teachers emphasize estimation and students accept it

positively but teachers in Japan don't emphasize it and students don't have the
experience to solve the problem successfully using it (Shigematsu, Iwasaki & Koyama,
1991). In Japan, students see items 11.8, 111.16 as negative, but students in the United
States don't think so (Hess & Azuma, 1991).

4) category F
In this category the responses to each item are not so intense (<70%), but the data

show some typical features.
7. Is that right? a. helps me (J 18.4,U 29.2)

r makes me do worse (J 60.5,U 12.5)
17. Can you give a reason for it using other expressions?

a. helps me (J 19.7,U 50.0)
c. makes me do worse (J 48.7,U 0.0)

Ea. 7. You can understand. a. helps me (J 11.8,U 52.0)

c. makes me do worse (J 61.8,U 16.0)
In Japan, teachers try to encourage students using these utterances, but stu-

dents think that they are always wrong when they hear it. Students in the United
States don't think so.

CONCLUSION

Contrasting responses of strong("Yes") and weak("No") from Japanese students
and the United States students, we cLassified them into categories according to the
frequency of responses. According to these data, in Japan, teachers usually
emphasize making a drawing as a strategy for problem-solving and the algebraic
expression as the final representation of a problem, but teachers in the United States
don't emphasize these so much.' In the United States, teachers usually emphasize a
logical process of problem-solving and praise students, but teachers in Japan don't
emphasize these so much.

In contrasting responses of positive( " a. helps me") and negative( "c. makes me do
worse"), Japanese teachers usually emphasize solving the problem slowly and
carefully by oneself, but in the United States teachers stress working quickly in the
lesson. In the United States, teachers emphasize estimation and students accept it
positively but teachers in Japan don't emphasize it so much and students don't have
the experience to solve estimation problems. In Japan, students viewed some teacher
question negatively, t1.8 "Can you understand?", 111.16 "Please explain your solutions
when the time is up.", but students, in the United States, don't think so. Lastly in
Japan teachers try to encourage students using the utterances such as 11.17 "Can
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you give a reason for it using other expressions?", but students think that they have
made a mistake when they hear it Students in the United States don't think so.
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Nletacognition in Cooperative Mathematical Problem Solving :

An Analysis Focusing on Problem 'fransformation

Yoshinori Shimizu
Tokyo Gakugei University; Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results of a study on metacognition in problem
solving processes of secondary school students. We present a framework
for analyzing the paired mathematical problem solving protocols with a
focus on solvers' metacognition. And its application, to the protocol of
two students working on a construction problem in pairs. is given. From
this application, both findings about metacognition of the students and
some considerations on the framework are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In mathematics education community, much attention has been directed at identifying and

understanding the role of metacognition during problem solving. However, the recent

explosion in re.--nch on metacognition is not without its problem. One of the issues in

research on n .cognition left to investigate is the difficulties associated with identifying and

assessing metacognitive processes of solvers. Although the pioneering work by

Schoenfeld(1985) has provided useful framework for this issues, some difficulties in the

analysis arise, as described in the following section. in the case of paired problem solving.

In this paper. we describe a framework for analyzing the paired mathematical problem

solving prowcols with a focus on metacognitive processes. Then we provide, as an example.

its application to the protocol of two secondary school students working on a construction

problem in pairs. From this analysis. findings on metacognitive processes of the students are

discussed. And considerations about the framework we propose are given.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

One of the most u; ful analytical framework for studying the metacognitive processes of

problem solvers is those proposed by Schoenfeld(1985). His work on the macroscopic parsing

of verbal protocols has suggested a method for analyzing problem solving protocols with a

focus on metacognitive processes. The protocols are parsed into major episodes, namely,

periods of time when the solver is engaged in a single set of like actions ; reading, analyzing,

exploring, planning, implementing, or verifying. According to Schoenfeld. it is during the

transitions between such episodes that problem solvers make managerial decisions.

Some modification of that framework will likely be needed, however, when we apply it

to protocols obtain from the sessions of secondary school students working in pairs. Consider

the following reasons.

First, we often observe, in the protocols of paired problem solving, that individuals in

pairs explore in different directions concurrently. Indeed, Hart & Schultz(1985) has reported

the case of three-person group problem solving, "members of the group were actually operating

in different episode types"(p.109). Thus, "cooperative problem solving" can often proceed like

"parallel". Kroll(1988) has reported the existence of the "parallel episodes" of college students

in pair, and she introduced the possibility of parsing parallel, but different episodes for two

individuals. My own subjects, secondary school students, have occasionally showed the same

behaviors. In such cases, each solver engage "in a single set of like actions" individually.

Second, many studies have applied Schoenfeld's schema to the protocols of adults,

namely, college student (Schoenfeld,1985), pre - service teachers (Hart & Schultz,1985:1986;

Kro11,1988), or working mathematicians (Schoenfeld,1985; Silver & Metzger,1989).

Modification of framework will likely be needed when it is extended to explain the data

obtained from different subjects, for example, junior high school students. In the case of

"naive" solvers like junior high school students in this study, because their behaviors are often

"event-driven" trial and error type, when new ideas come to their mind. they would likely to try

many problems "related" to the original one.

Third. from an instructional point of view, it would be useful to identify the point

where students' metacognition might take place in real time. In other words, we would like to

give student the feedback about their behaviors during, or after,problem solving from the

viewpoint of metacognition. And if we could intervene students at the point where their

metacognition arise, it would more effective to ask them the reasons why they were doing such

behaviors. Episodic analysis suggests some ideas about these issues.
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Frcunewt* for analysis : problem transformation

By those reasons described above, the author has been investigating methods for

analyzing students' metacognition in paired pro5iem solving. It is likely that another framework

would be needed to take the solution in different directions made by each individuals in pairs

into consideration. So, the author propose a task-oriented analysis.

Several attempts had been made in this line. Hille1(1983), for example, proposed the

method taking the "task demands" into account for analyzing problem solving protocols.

Although this approach is interesting in describing solvers' solution space, it does not aim to

elucidate the role of metacognition during problem solving.

The author will focus on "problem transformations" in problem solving processes. By

me term prthlem transformation, we mean such activities as follows. It is often the case that

solvers, when working on a problem, transform the problem at hand to easier ones or to related

ones, for example, to an auxiliary problem. In other words, to solve a problem, solvers often

restate the goal they are trying to attain to another goal. These activities are also known as

problem formulating or reformulating in problem solving processes (Kilpatrick,1987). It

should be noted that in the process of problem solving incorrect andkir unsuccessful

transformations will sometimes be done.

Thus, we regard problem solving preesses as repeated transformations of the original

problem. In transforming the problem, what processes does the solver engage ? Knowledge of

the mathematical facts and procedure will be used. And as Silver & Metzger (1989) reported.

aesthetic monitoring also shapes behavior of expert solvers. And, more importantly, it is

between two transformed problem where problem solver either should be, or are likely to be.

engaging in metacognitive behaviors.

It would be more interesting to explore with students not only what they thought they had

done in transforming a problem, but why they thought this to be important. It also would be

interesting to explore attempted and unsuccessful transformation, namely, those which do not

lead, for one reason or another, to a solution. We would be able to elucidate the role of

metacognition by examining the verbal data between transformation. It is the advantage of this

framework that we can anticipate in some degree problem transformations of a solver by

examining the mathematical structure of original problem like a "problem space".

Schoenfeld has described about his framework that "the idea behind the framework is to

identify major turning points in a solution"(pp.314-315). This framework makes it possible to

identify the turning points during problem solving processes. like episode analysis but in

somewhat different manner. We can trace "problem space" of each student, which is rich source

of information about the solvers' thought and. in particular. metacognition.
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APPLICATION OF 'FIIE FRAMEWORK

In this section, we will apply the framework to a protocol obtained from videotaped

problem solving sessions, in which junior high schoolstudents working on a problem in pairs.

Students' behaviors described in the followings illustrate that having students work in pairs will

not necessarily make them to collaborate in the same direCtion of solutions, in particular, when

they are trying to solve a challenging problem.

Subjects

Six junior high school students (9th grade) are asked to solve a problem working in pairs.

In this paper, we focus on one of those pairs, student M.A. and S.0., they showed several

interesting behavior and produced interesting solutions.

Problem

Task used was the following construction (angle-bisector) problem in plane geometry. The

situation of the problem highly motivate students and it allows many, more than ten. solutions.

You are given a paper on which an angle was drawn. As it happens, the paper

was ripped, and the vertex of the angle is torn off (See Figure 11. Using a

compass and straightedges, constructthe bisector of the angle. As a natural

result of the accident, you cannot draw on the torn-off partof the paper.
Figure 1

Methods
Three pairs were asked to work on the task to ether. These entire solution processes were

videotaped and then transcribed to submitted to the analysis. Follow up interviewing were

conducted to ask them explanations of the their solution(s) and their impressions on the

problem. These explanations were used to supportidentification of problem transformations.

Results

Student M.A. and S.O. worked on the problem about 32 minutes and 40 seconds. Although

they worked on the problem together, they proceeded into the different directions. They often

asked the partner to explain the approach, listened partner's comments and exchanged some

ideas. After final "solutions" were obtained. they explained about them each othr,.. Their final

solutions were obtained by each solver as follows (See Figure 2 & Figure 31.
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Solution by student M.A.

I) Construct line 13 parallel to 12 (let the intersection of b and 12 A).
2) Take the point B and C so that AB=AC.
3) Draw the line BC (let the intersection of BC and b
4) Construct the perpendicular bisector 1 of BD, which is the angle bisector.

"Solution" by student S.O.

1) Connect points A and B, whichare "ends" of the original lines.
2) Bisect angle A and B.
3) Using point C. the intersection of the angle bisectors, construct two triangles ACD andBCE such that AD. CD and B--CE.
4) Bisect angle DCE.

Figure 2 : Solution of student M.A. Figure 3 : Solution of student S.O.
A

1 B

12 D

Figure 4 : Problem transformations of M.A.& S.O.
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Problem transfonnations of M.A.& 5.0.

Figure 4 Shows the Problem transformations of MA & SO. This diagram describes

both each solver's problem transformation and their verbal exchanges, and the latter are

;flown using boxes when it continues more than thirty minutes. The "items" (central row of

the diagram) shows the, number of the verbal items in entire protocol to be interpreted as a

sign of metacognition. (Although more descriptions about this diagram are needed, the

details are omitted here.)

Some findings on metacognition

From the analysis of the protocol, some findings on students metacognition were obtained.

We describe some of them ; S.O,'s conception about mathematics, cognitive monitoring of

M.A., and metacognition raised by interaction with peer.

S.O.'s conception about mathematics

One of the components of metacognition related to mathematical problem solving is

knowledge and beliefs about oneself, for example, ere doer of mathematics, and beliefs about

school mathematics (Lester & Garofalo,1985). Stuuent SO's behavior illustrates the influence

of his conception about mathematics on his behaviors.

About six minutes past after the problem givP-1, he tried to find any rule among the angles

in his figure. So, he were investigating the ratio between original angle and angle C (See figure

3). Here is an excerpt from the protocol. He mentioned about a rule behind the problem.

46.50: Surely, Jere is certain rule underlying this figure.
47,MA: Is this Agle the same as this one,..., isn't it ?
48.S0: This angle is 35 ,so
49.S0; wait a moment, 40 certainly; there must be certain rule.

His search for the "rule" was obvious from the beginning of his first transformation of the

problem. He had calculated, for more than five minutes, the ratio among the numbers of angles

generated by drawing some triangles. These observation shows that he has such a conception

that he can find some rules behind a problem when he is doing mathematics and that this

conception shapes his behaviors.

Cognitive monitoring of M.A.

Student MA's behaviors showed that he was frequently engaging to monitor his own

behaviors. For example, when he decided to give up his first approach. "construction of a

isosceles triangle", he said as follows.

65.MA: Isn't it work well ? The condition of this figure is,...,so,...it might be
impossible.

And he also commented on the likelihood of difficulties of the transformed problem.

69.MA: So, it will he more troublesome.

These comments indicate he assessed his own approach. And as a result, he selected another
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approach, "using a perpendicular", to the problem. Thus the assessment of his own state were

used to decide to explore another approach.

On metacognition raised by interaction with others.

As Kroll(1988) reported, we could observe the monitoring move made by individuals in a

pair. This is the case in my subjects. Each student solved the problem using different approach,

and their solutions don't seems to be influenced by their partner. However, in asking,

replying, and explaining, they were urged to reflect their own solution by their partner.

Student SO, for example, explained his idea, u;nvestigating a ratio to find a rule", to MA.

This explanation began to say "It's my reason why I take this approach...."(item 56). But this

explanation turned to make himself to reconsider why he had been taking this approach. Similar

observations could made when they compared their idea with partnex's.

Thus, we can say that interaction with others raise one's metacognition and such situations

as one explain to others and as one compare one's idea to others' make one to be reflective .

DISCUSSION

Several studies on metacognition have clarified the role of metacognition in mathematical

problem solving. The findings of these studies are needed to compare with the findings in the

case of various subjects, various tasks, and different settings. This paper suggests the

importance of metacognition in the processes of problem solving in the case of secondary

school students working in pairs.

A few observations on the influences of the conception of mathematics to problem

solving behaviors and on the cognitive monitoring during problem solving are described in this

paper. As to the former, the influences of 'mathematical beliefs", from the observations on

SO's behaviors, it could be discussed that constructing some kinds of reasonable beliefs in

students would possess them powerful bases of their mathematical performance. And MA's

success suggests the importance of assessing the likelihood of the difficulties before jumping

in. Another message to be consider is that peer interaction of students has the effect to raise

metacognition, by each student taking the role of monitor.

The frame-work presented in this paper is in its formative stages. So, there are both issues

to be resolved and research questions that might turn out to be fruitful

One of issues to be investigated is about establishing formalism of the analytical methods.

Another issue is about the comparison of this framework to the Kroll's framework, which is

the modified version of the Schoenfeld's. It seems that these frameworks aim to elucidate the

same phenomena from different angles.
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Kilpatrick(1987) posed the following research question about problem formulating.

"What metacognitive processes are needed for problem formulating ?" (p.143) As to this

question, it would be interesting to explore with students attempted and unsuccessful

*ransforrnation, namely, those which do not lead, for one reason or another, to a solution. We

can learn some lessons from two students' formulating of the problem. MA's success suggests

the importance of the atc'csing the likelihoods of difficulties for problem reformulating.

It could be argued that, from a viewpoint of instruction. identifying the points where

metacognition might work has some advantages for teaching mathematical problem solving.

Observing students' behaviors with a focus on problem transformations will suggest to teachers

when it would be appropriate to intervene the students. In such situations, when problem

t-ansformations might occur, asking students "why" would makes it possible them to reflect

their own selection of the direction at significant points in entire solution processes. Thus,

althougn some modifications might be needed, it will be fruitful to use the analytical framework

ta this paper for instructional purpose. Research in this direction might allow us to reconsider

the "Socratic method" from metacognitive perspectives.
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CHILDREN'S APPROACHES TO MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Dianne Siemon
Phillip Institute of Technology, AUSTRALIA

A response mapping technique was developed to represent individual problem solving episodes
in terms of Flax ll's (1981) model of cognitive monitoring. The consistency of the patterns observed in
the individual models suggested a relationship between conceptual and procedural knowledge of a
cognitive and metacognitive kind. A meta-model was proposed to describe and explain the nature of
this inferred relationship. The paper provides, an outline of the response mapping technique, a
summary of the meta-model, and an example of the response map data. The analysis supported the
view that children's approaches to mathematical problem solving can be described in terms of the four
generic approaches identified by the meta-model.

The work reported here derives from two teaching experiments involving upper primary grade

children and their teachers. The first, conducted from an information-processing perspective, was

designed to investigate the effects of metacognitive training on children's mathematical problem

solving performance over a ten week period. Two questions prompted the first study, (1) to what extent

was metacognition a "driving force" in children's mathematical problem solving, and (2) to what extent

could children's cognitive awareness and ability to monitor and regulate their actions be improved

through training. A ten-week teaching experiment involving three grade four classes and one grade six

class was designed to address these questions (Siemon, 1986). While the results of the initial study

supported the view that metacognition as it was defined, is a "force" governing mathematical problem

solving behaviour, and that for some students enhanced metacognition can be achieved by training, the

complexity of the problem solving behaviour observed suggested that metacognition is not a single or

even bi-valued "driving force", but a multiplicity of complex "forces"and relationships not all of which

may be operating in the same direction at the same time. The second, and more major of the two studies.

was conducted from a constructivist's perspective. A year long teaching experiment was designed to

explore the role of metacognition in children's mathematical problem solving, specifically, the

sufficiency and %lability of a theoretical meta-model of children's approaches to mathematical

problem solving derived from a post hoc analysis of the individual interview data obtained from the

first study. A summary of the meta-model and the response mapping technique which helped generated

it will be addressed in this paper.

The uniqueness and significance of children's existing knowledge, beliefs, goals, and motivations,

in relation to their suosequent learning and problem solving attempts was powerfully demonstrated by

the first study. As a result, problem solving was seen as an exercise in negotiating meaning, not as a

"process" to be taught and exercised in schools because it was the "focus" of the decade. It was apparent

that a theory of learning as opposed to a theory of instruction was needed, and a view of metacognition

which recognised the importance of existing metacognitive knowledge, beliefs and experience in the

construction of mathemittical meanings and solution strategies. The underlying theory of learning was

found in constructivism (for example, Cobb, 1987). The more encompassing view of metacognition was

found in Eleven's (1981) Model of Cognitive Monitoring, in which he includes the two recognised
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aspects of metacognition, metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience, and adds two other

components, cognitive goals and cognitive actions. From a constructivist's perspective of problem

solving, this model seemed to provide a better explanation of what had been observed in the protocols

than the two component model so prevalent in the problem solving literature conducted from an

information processing perspective (for example, Schoenfield, 1983; and Garofalo and Lester, 1985).

The response mapping technique

On the basis of this re-evaluation of research goals and meanings, a protocol analysis scheme was

developed which recognised the interactive rote of metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive
experiences, cognitive goals and cognitive actions. The scheme was adapted from the diagrams used by

Biggs and Collis (1982) to characterise the various levels in the SOLO Taxonomy. While the basic

system of recording used to generate the maps is similar to that used by Collis and Watson (1989), there

are some important differences. For instance, the response mapping technique does not assume that

information or procedures not given in the problem stem but essential for solution, are available to the

solver if they have been taught or can be deemed to be in the "universe of discourse" (Collis and Watson,

1989, p.182). The technique is not concerned with identifying the particular SOLO level of a child's

response nor with classifying problems in terms of SOLO levels on the basis of written test data. It was

developed to accommodate clinical interview data obtained from 9 to 10 year olds. A major difference

in the technique, at least in its formative stages, is the inclusion of a summarised record of interview

which can be used to support an inference or to elaborate a response. The following symbols are used to

construct the response maps developed for this study: o - information provided in the problem stem or by

the researcher, which may or may not be relevant to solution, and which may or may not be attended to

by the solver; and o - information observed or inferred on the basis of transcript evidence or the child's

actions in the course of a problem solving attempt, that is, information provided or generated by the

solver which may or may not be relevant to solution.

In this context, information includes: numerical data, problem conditions, questions, cognitive

goals, items of cognitive or metacognitive knowledge (including beliefs, concepts, skills, processes and

strategies), and the products of cognitive actions. and metacognitive experiences. Two forms of

information were proposed: presented information and generated information. Two types of presented

information are listed on the left hand side of the response map. The first type is information provided

in the problem stem or by the researcher (indicated by the symbol .). The second type is information

provided by the solver in the form of an inferred cognitive goal or item of cognitive or metacognitive

knowledge (indicated by the symbol o), for example, the decision to represent a problem by drawing a

diagram, or the belief that because it is a mathematics problem, an algorithm is required. Generated

information is information provided by the solver in the course of the problem solving enterprise as a

result of a cognitive action or metacognitive experience, for example, a drawing, an answer to the first

step of a multiple step problem, or suddenly recognising that a cognitive goal or action is inappropriate.

Items of generated Information are also represented by the symbol o, but they appear in various
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locations to the right of the list. Classifying cognitive goals and items of metacognitive knowledge as

items of presented information recognises hat the solver's knowledge, beliefs and prior experience play

a powerful role in interpreting and utilising the result of any cognitive action or metacognitive

experience. That this distinction is worth making is strongly supported by the transcript data from the

first study which suggests that differences in children's approaches to problem solving are related to

differences in the ways and extent to which cognitive goals and cognitive actions are generated,

retrieved and monitored.

The maps are constructed from the transcripts of interviews and a.y written record that the

student might have made during the problem solving episode. In general, a seperate map is constructed

for each problem attempted. Where necessary, an abbreviated transcript is presented with the map.

"Expert" maps may be generated for the purposes of discussion or elaboration, but no assumptions are

made about the uniqueness or "appropriateness" of such maps. An example of an expert map for the lacy

Wincy problem, more widely recognised as the frog in the well problem, appears in Figure 1. The items

of presented information are listed on the left hand side of the map. They include the data and question

from the problem as well as the items presumed to be brought to the situation by the expert. That is, the

recognition (metacognitive experience) that this problem is similar to the frog in the well problem

(metacognitive task knowledge), and that it can be solved by representing the situation in some way

and by acting it out (metacognitive strategy x task knowledge).

Imp Willey Spider:

14 metre pipe
up S m/day,
down 2 m/night
How many days to

reach the top?

like P.P. problem
represent problem
act it out

PRESENTED
INFORMATION

arrives at the top
dra gram, on the fourth day

count, record

GENERATED INFORMATION

Figure 1. An 'expert' response map for the lacy Wincy problem

The decisions, to represent the situation and to act it out, are cognitive goals. The
implementations of the decisions are cognitive actions which produce items of generated information, a

diagram in the first instance, and a solution in the second. These appear to the right of the list. Items

observed or inferred as being responsible for prompting a particular cognitive action or item of generated

information are linked by lines to the generated item(s) concerned. As each response map was

constructed by the researcher in an attempt to explain the child's observed and inferred behaviour, no
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claim is Made for the independence and reliability of this technique. Rather, a claim for
generalisability is made on the basis of me number of interviews conducted and analysed in this way

and on the basis of the broad patterns that were observed over time and problem type.

A meta-model of children's approaches to problem solving

The relatively consistent patterns observed in the individual models of problem solving provided

by the response maps suggested there was some value in identifying and comparing individual

children's problem solving attempts on the basis of the actual solution attempt made rather than on the

basis of some pre-set criteria about the perceived nature of the problem or task itself. For example,

observable patterns in Julia's response maps suggested that it was her knowledge and beliefs, both

metacognitive and cognitive, that was driving her problem solving efforts more so than the particular

demands of the task. Cobb's (1987) observation that our "primary objective is to develop explanations

that either account for novel, unanticipated observations or resolve conceptual inconsistencies and

contradictions within the theory or model." (p.31), prompted the decision to construct a meta-model

that was consistent with a constructivist's perspective of problem solving.

From the post hoc analysis of the individual interview data it was apparent that different

children appeared to attend to and value qualitatively different aspects of the problem solving

experience. Julia, for example, seemed overly concerned with procedures and algorithms (procedural

knowledge of a cognitive and metacognitive kind), as opposed to understanding and representing the

problem meaningfully (conceptual knowledge of a cognitive and metacognitive kind). Julia's response

maps revealed that she was more likely to implement a range of cognitive actions on a trial and error

basis than to stop and think about what she was attempting to do or what her actions might mean.

While she demonstrated considerable skill in monitoring the implementation of her actions, she did not

display anywhere near the same commitment to the formulation and evaluation of cognitive goals in

relation to the problem's conditions and/or questions. What appeared to be driving her actions was her

beliefs about the nature and purpose of school mathematics (prior metacognitive knowledge), for

example, her view that doing mathematics is not concerned with meaning: "we don't do meanings in

maths". Other case studies suggested a predisposition to value and attend to the construction of

meaning. For example, Annie and Nancy (Siemon, 1991), demonstrated a preparedness to thoroughly

analyse problem statements before making any decision about what needed to done. This valuing was

reflected in their response maps which indicated that both girls tended to formulate and evaluate

cognitive goals which in turn informed their selection and execution of a range of cognitive actions. The

apparent role of conceptual and/or procedural knowledge, both of a cognitive and metacognitive kind,

in the formation and operation of these predispositions, suggested that Julia's predisposition or
approach to problem solving could be described as low conceptual /high proceduraland Annie's

approach as high conceptual /high procedural. Further analysis suggested that Annie's earlier
approach might be classified as high conceptual /low procedural which led to the conjecturing of a

fourth possible approach, low conceptual/low procedural.
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It was postulated that a high conceptual /high procedural approach would be typified by a high

instance of effective goal setting linked to the implementation of an appropriate range of cognitive

actions. Instances of cognitive monitoring, both with respect to goals and actions, would also tend to be

associated with this approach. A high conceptualllow procedural approach was hypothesised to be

typified by a relatively high instance of appropriate goal setting, but a correspondingly low level of

implementation of appropriate procedures and actions. Where there were instances of cognitive

monitoring they would be more likely to be directed at cognitive goals than at cognitive actions. By

contrast, a low conceptuallhigh procedural approach was believed to be typified by infrequent

instances of appropriate goal setting, but a correspondingly high level of implementation of
appropriate procedures and actions. In this case, where there were instances of cognitive monitoring,

they would be more likely to be directed at cognitive actions than at cognitive goals. A low
conceptual /low procedural approach would be typified by 'low levels of appropriate goal setting and

implementation and few, if any, instances of cognitive monitoring.

A systematic examination of all of the response maps generated from the first study transcripts

and records of interview revealed that virtually all of them could be described in terms of either one or

other of the four approaches hypothesised. The transcripts were then examined qualitatively with

respect to such notions as impulsiveness and reflectivity, field dependence-independence, and

approaches to learning based on motivation and type of strategy usage (Biggs and Telfer, 1987; Marton

and Saljo, 1976). The meta-model which resulted from this empirical and theoretical analysis is shown

in Figure 2. It reflects the major dimensions along which the response maps varied and lists the

attributes believed to be characteristic of each approach as a result of the qualitative analysis of the

individual interview data with respect to the literature on cognitive style. The suggestion of
orthogonality is deliberate as the approaches are not meant to imply discrete, mutually exclusive

entities, but tendencies towards particular behaviours rather than others, in relation to a specific task

at a given point in time. To simplify further discussion, it was decided to name the four approaches as

the Solver's Appproach (high conceptual /high procedural), the Diver's Approach (high
conceptualllow procedural), the Player's Approach (low conceptual /high procedural), and the

Survivor's Approach (low conceptual /low procedural).

The sufficiency and viability of the meta-model

The second study was similar to the earlier study in that the teacher conducted at least one problem

solving session per week which was video-taped. The program explored a variety of problem types and

strategies and provided an accessible model of cognitive' monitoring in terms of the ASK-THINK-DO

problem solving cycle (see Barry, Booker, Parry and Siernon, 1985) . Key components of the program were

(1) the mathematics content of the particular problems considered was selected by the teacher to

support her curriculum objectives, (2) the problem solving process was specifically talked about in terms

of the ASK-THINK-DO cycle and modelled by the teacher whenever a strategy was reviewed or

introduced, and (3) key questions, strategies and observations about problem structure were discussed and
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recorded on a large ASK-THINK-DO problem solving chart which was on constant display in the

classroom. Problems were worked on individually, in small groups or as a class. Twelve children were

selected to be interviewed on a regular basis. The interviews consisted of a reflective review of a

problem considered in class followed by an attempt at a similar or related problem. Response maps were

constructed for all interviews conducted (155 interviews over 15 tasks). The meta-model was judged to be

sufficient and viable if the observations of each child's problem solving attempts could be explained by

the meta-model without excessive contradictions or glaring omissions.

CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE: metacognitive knowledge and cognitive goals

A
cognitive goals attended to more than attends to cognitive goals and actions

cognitive actions
comprehension strategies: checks, monitors,

plans, predicts, links, reflects,
more on knowledge than on actions

access to a variety of strategies,
not always well used

identifies goals
tends to synthesis and analyse data
some tendency to conceptually-driven

premature closure
questions directed more at goals than actions
some undirected actions
uses lapels, understands structure
deep approach to learning
extended locus of control for actions

comprehension and regulation strategies: checks,
predicts, monitors, plans, links, introspects,
reflects, on knowledge and actions.

uses a variety of strategies knowingly

identifies goals and appropriate actions
synthesises and analyses data
strong tendency to persist until reasonable

solution obtained
questions directed at goals and actions
directed manipulation
uses numbers, labels, structure
deep-achieving approach to learning
internal locus of control

Diver: High conceptual/ Low Procedural Solver: High Conceptual/ High Procedural

tendency to remember and replicate, but
experiences difficulty

strong tendency to premature closure
tends not to check, monitor, reflect or predict

on actions or goals
experiences difficulty identifying goals
experiences difficulty identifying

appropriate actions
more likely to synthesise than analyse
little or no questioning
surface approach to learning
external locus of control for knowledge

and actions

remembers and replicates, often quite effectively

tendency to procedurally-driven premature closure
regulation strategies: checks, monitors, predicts,

reflects, more on actions than on goals
tends to assume goals
tends to try a range of actions

more likely to synthesise than analyse.
questions directed more at actions than at goals
surface-achieving approach to learning
external locus of control for knowledge

Survivor: Low Conceptual/ Low Procedural Player: Low Conceptual/ High Procedural

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE metacognitive experiences and cognitive actions p

Figure 2. A meta-model of children's approaches to problem solving

The analysis of the response map data indicated that while there were important qualitative

differences in individual response maps, both within and among children, there were some fundamental

similarities in the ways in which some children approached problem solving. Essentially, the patterns
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observed in different children's responses to the same problem and in each child's response to a range of

problems could be described by the nature and extent to which the child was observed to be actively

engaged in monitoring his or her cognition, that is, in terms of the four approaches identified in the

meta-model. For example, some children were more likely to monitor their cognitive actions than their

cognitive goals (Player's). Others were more likely to monitor their cognitive goals and their cognitive

and metacognitive knowledge than their cognitive actions (Diver's). An example of a response judged to

be characteristic of a Survivor's Approach, that is, low conceptual /low procedural, it provided below

for the lncy Wincy problem referred to earlier. The response map is supported by an abbreviated

transcript of interview (Kelly's comments are in bold).

Ivry Wincy:
14 metre pipe
up 5 metres/day
down 2 metres/night
How many days to
reach the top?

2 metres/day (F.F.?)

Where did the 2 come
from?
Any other way? subtract, 3

metres/day, count by
metres per day 3's to 14, "4 and a half
threes in 14 days"

halving, use number
facts, "7 days"

recalls problem
conditions, "oh, it was 2
she slid down"

Response Map for. Kellie Approach: LCILP - Survivor

.. (problem presented orally )..7 days ... How did you get that? .. . half of 14 and I thought that might be the

answer because if you count by twos to 14 .. you'll get 7 .. . Do you remember the problem? ... Yes ....

Where did the 2 come from? ... Oh, it was 2 she slid down ... Do you still think it is 7 days? You'd be fairly

happy about that? ...Is there any other way you could do it? ... You could go by 3's to 14, but then you'll have

to say when you get to 12 .. if you add another 3 that would be 13, so I'd have to do an extra ... 3 from? .

.. oh, here .. from S down to.. there was 3 left... How many days will it take !my Wincy to get to the top of the

pipe? ... 4 and a half days... How did you do that? With the threes was it? .. so how did you get 4? ..

.well, there are 4 threes in 12, and when I said "and a half, that was including, that 'meant that he had

2 more jumps to go ( n o t e link to F r e d d i e c o n t e xt , . . .jumping ") Would you use a diagram? I might... but in

your head is the first way you would do it?... yes, and then, to check it I might do a picture ... Do you have a

picture in your head like you told me you had for Freddie? ... yes ...What did you have .. imagine in your head?

... well .. I was thinking every night he went back 2 .. 2 of th2 steps went away .. So how many steps did

he go up each day? .. 4 each day .. but in 24 hour .. 2 steps ...That was for Freddie was it? .. yes ...What

about lncy Wincy?... there were 14 steps and then going up S and sliding back down 2 and that meant ..

it took him one day, then up S and down 2 that took him 2 days, and he kept on going like that until he

got to the top .. So, how many did he do in each day? .. Altogether 3
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Discussion

Quite dearly, the link between the conceptual and procedural knowledge is a dynamic and

complex one affected by contextual setting, specific content knowledge, beliefs, motivations, and values.

The orthogonal relationship proposed in the model was useful in describing and explaining the
children's problem solving behaviour. This feature of the model highlighted the fact that many

problem solving efforts failed not necessarily because of a lack o' monitoring ability per se or even a

lack of knowledge as to what strategies to use and when, but because of a lack of access to specific

content, and the inability to apply monitoring strategies to bat is known as opposed to what is done.

For example, many children knew that a diagram was useful for the Incy Wincy problem but failed to

implement this strategy, not because of their inability to draw, but because they did not have access to

a well structured knowledge base which could generate and withstand the negotiation required to

establish what diagram was needed. This confirms an almost identical result reported by Resnick and

Nelson-Le Gall (1987) and Lesh's (1983) observation that "the activities that facilitated successful

solutions were those which focussed on conceptual rather than procedural considerations" (p.6). As an

exploratory study, the work reported here is believed to have important theoretical and
methodological implications for future research and classroom practice.
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UNDERSTANDING MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURES:
A STUDY OF PROSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

Martin A. Simon and Glendon W. Blume
The Pennsylvania State University

This study focused on the development of understanding of the area of a rectangular region
as a multiplicative relationship between the lengths of the sides. The analysis of data from a
whole class teaching experiment involving prospective elementary teachers resulted in the
development of an explanatory model of the quantitative reasoning involved. Key aspects of
this model involve the anticipation of a rectangular array of units as the structure of the area
quantity and the subsequent constituting of the units based on the linear measures.

Background
This report focuses on the development of understanding of the area of a rectangular

region as a multiplicative relationship between the lengths of the sides. The research

described was part of a larger studyl on the development of prospective elementary
teachers' abilities to distinguish multiplicative situations. Hart (1981), Inhelder and Piaget
(1958), and Karp lus, Karp lus, Formisano, and Paulsen (1979) have demonstrated with

different populations of learners the high incidence of those who apply additive strategies to

multiplicative situations, particularly in situations involving ratio.
Our earlier informal observations of prospective elementary teachers revealed that,

although they computed areas of rectangles by multiplying, the choice of multiplication was
often the result of having learned a procedure or formula rather than the result of a solid

conceptual link between their understandings of multiplication and their understandings of
area. We, therefore, chose area as the initial context for studying prospective elementary

teachers' development of multiplicative relationships.
QuanthatImatamminti: Our work builds on Thompson's (in press) theoretical work

on quantitative reasoning. Multiplicative reasoning is one aspect of quantitative reasoning.

Thompson defines quantitative reasoning as thinking about a situation as a set of quantities

and the relationships between them. Quantities are measurable qualities of an object.

Thompson underscores the key distinction between quantitative reasoning and numerical
reasoning (reasoning about particular numbers to evaluate a quantity). it is important to

distinguish between constituting a quantity by way of a quantitative operation2 and

evaluating the constituted quantity. One can conceive of the difference between your height

and a friend's without giving the slightest consideration to evaluating it." This distinction
helps us to understand the study of area as Involving both constituting area as a quantity and

evaluating that quantity.
The Study

Subjects; We conducted this study with a class of elementary education majors who

were in their junior year at the University. These students had volunteered for a pilot program

which they knew was part of a research project on prospective elementary teachers' learning
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of mathematics and mathematics education.

They took consecutively a course in mathematics and a course in the learning and teaching

of mathematics.3
Twenty-six prospective elementary teachers participated in the first course

(mathematics). This report Is based on the first eight classes of this course.

Methods; The CEM project used a whole-class teaching experiment design (Cobb &

Steffe, 1983), used productively by Cobb, Yackel, and Wood (1988) in their second grade

problem solving project. The research team constructed models to explain the empirical data
from the classroom. These models, which were derived in relation to extant work in the field,
were tested during ensuing class sessions to refine the models' power to explain students'

problem-solving actions and explanations. The first author was the teacher; the second
author, who observed all class sessions, collaborated with him on the data analysis, model-

building, and the generation of instructional interventions. All classes were videotaped and
small-group work was videotaped or audiotaped. Following each ninety-minute class
session, the researchers separately analyzed the class. They then met to negotiate shared
perspectives on the mathematical development which took place in that class and to
determine instructional interventions for the next class based on their analysis. The
development and modification of explanations of the students' conceptualizations led to the

construction of a more comprehensive model which is outlined below.

Data Collection and Results

Instruction in the first class began with a small cardboard rectangl) being given to each of

the small groups of students seated at the classroom's six large rectangular tables. The
problem was to determine how many rectangles, of the size and shape of the rectangle that

they were given, could fit on the top surface of their table. Rectangles could not be

overlapped, could not be cut, nor could they overlap the edges of the table. Students were

instructed to be prepared to describe to the whole class how they solved this problem. (This
will be referred to subsequently as *problem 1.1 The students worked collaboratively and
generally had little trouble solving the initial problem.

The universal strategy was to use the given rectangle as a measure to count the
number of rectangles along the length of the table, and the number of rectangles along the

width of the table and to multiply these two numbers. However, a question arose in a few of

the groups as to whether the rectangle should be kept in the same orientation (see Figure 1)

as it Is moved along the length and along the width or whether the rectangle should be
turned so that the measuring is always done using the same edge of the rectangle (see
Figure 2). The groups eventually agreed that the former, holding the rectangle in the same

orientation, was appropriate.
When the small groups came back together for whole class discussion, the teacher
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asked them how they solved the problem.They described their method. The teacher then
asked, "Why did you multiply those numoers together?" This proved to be difficult for the

students to answer. Some asserted that "it seemed like the easiest way,' or "in previous math
classes you learned the formula for areas.' Some responded that they did it because it

works; they had seen examples of how the product was the same as the counting up of all the
rectangles. The teacher pressed them to consider whether there was any reason to expect
that it would always. work. Most of the students seemed puzzled by this question. However,

Molly offered the following:

Molly: Well, it would work because, umm, multiplying and adding are related In that
multiplying is, is like adding groups, and so it would always work because you add them up
to see how many is in the square and to multiply the groups that go like that, that'll always
work. You would get the same number, I'm saying if you added them or if you multiplied that
side times that side. Because you're adding, I mean, you're multiplying the number of groups
by the number in the groups which is the same as adding them all up.

Molly went on to demonstrate on the chalkboard how in a rectangular array [our
language) of rectangles each row was a group and the number of rectangles in a row was the

number in each group. She observed that summing the rectangles in each row (repeated
addition) was equivalent to multiplying the number in a row by the number of rows.

The other students' subsequent comments suggested that Molly's explanation was

understood by only a few of them. "Sally said, I don't think we're multiplying by the number of

groups because the number of groups is two." Further discussion revealed that the "two

groups" for Sally were the number of rectangles in the length and the number of rectangles in

the width. The teacher asked students to paraphrase Molly's explanation without using the
word "groups." Georgia responded with an explanation which asserted that you multiply the

number across the top by the number down the side. When the teacher again probed, "Why
multiply?", responses included "Cause that's the way we've been taught." and "... it's a

mathematical law." Only after working with these ideas in an additional problem (problem 2

below), were the majority of the students able to articulate a multiplication-as-repeated-
addition perspective (similar to Molly's) on finding the number of rectangles.

Problem 2: Bill said, "If the table is 13 rectangles long and 9 rectangles wide, and if I count 1,
2, 3...,13 and then again 1, 2, 3..,9, and then I multiply, 13 x 9, then I have counted the corner
rectangle twice.' Respond to Bill's comment.

After providing students the opportunity to articulate why they multiplied, the teacher

raised the issue about whether to turn the rectangle (the question that had been raised by
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students during the small-group work). He demonstrated holding the rectangle one way to

measure the length and turning it 90 degrees to measure the width (as in Figure 2). Most of
the students responded that this method was not correct, that it did not give the number of

rectangles that could fit on the table. After some discussion, he asked whether the number
obtained when he measured this way and multiplied the two numbers had au meaning.
"Does it tell us anything about this particular table?' (We refer to this extension of problem 1

as "problem 31
Students were not only persuaded that the number generated was not useful, they

also developed consensus that when you turn the rectangle you generate a set of

"overlapping rectangles.' They reasoned that since the rectangles are overlapping, the

number that is obtained is nonsense. We anticipated that students might connect a visual

sense of area (perceived amount of surface) with an abstract concept of multiplication.

However, no one in the class seemed to make this connection.
Analysis of the Data: Model Building

How can we explain the thinking of these students on this set of problems? The

initial model that we developed is based on the data described above and the following

background data that we had on this population of learners. These students were competent
with traditional multiplication problems (represented by example 1 below) where a multiplier

and a multiplicand are clearly distinguished. Also, those who could solve example 2 (below),
generally did so in the following way. They considered one pair of pants with all the different

shirts (12 outfits) and then multiplied the number of outfits generated with one pair of pants by
the number of pairs of pants (12 outfits/pants x 8 pants) in order to get the total number of

outfits.

Example 1: Kim bought 4 cookies. The cookies sold for $.75 apiece. What was the total cost
of the 4 cookies?

Example 2: I have 8 pairs of pants and 12 shirts. Assuming I can wear each shirt with each
pair of pants, how many different outfits can I create with these clothes?

We generated the following set of hypotheses to explain the students' treatment of

examples 1 and 2 and problems 1 and 3:
In example 1, the quantitative question is "How are the number of cookies and the

price per cookie related to the total cost?' The thinking here is fairly straightforward for these
students. They identify a structure, each cookie associated with the given cost, and a
quantitative operation, combining these unit costs to produce the total. The structure and
operation fit with a repeated addition approach to evaluating the quantity in question.

The students think of multiplication as repeated addition. Repeated addition requires

an asymmetric pair of quantities; one must serve as the multiplier (number of iterations) and

the other as the multiplicand (iterable quantity). In example 1, the number of cookies is the
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multiplier and the cost per cookie is the multiplicand. Repeated addition then is the iteration .

of the multiplicand, the multiplier giving the number of iterations ($.75 per cookie used as an
addend 4 times).

In example 2, which we classify as a Cartesian product problem, the quantitative

reasoning that seems to be in evidence is more complex. Similar to example 1, the

quantitative question is "How are the number of pairs of pants and the number of shirts

related to the number of possible outfits?' The students know that outfits are created by
pairing a pair of pants with a shirt. The problem is to devise a structure and operation that will
generate an exhaustive list without double counting. The students accomplished this by

considering the outfits generated by one pair of pants with each of the shirts. This leads to a
collection of equivalent subsets of outfits. The number of subsets is determined by the
number of pairs of pants and the number of outfits in each subset is determined by the
number of shirts. However, the connection of the given quantities to the total number of

outfits involves reconstituting the number of shirts as the number of outfits per pants. This
reconstitution of the quantity represents a significant step from what was required in example

1. Whereas dollars per cookie can be interpreted as the price of each individual cookie, the

number of shirts is not as readily seen as the numerosity of each of the subsets of outfits. The

structure, operation, and quantities described lead to evaluation by a repeated addition
model of multiplication.

To summarize, the problem solver encounters a problem that demands that a

connection be developed between some initial quantities and some target quantity. The
solvers first step is to anticipate a structure for the target quantity. This structure gives rise to

subgroups of the target quantity (which are themselves quantities) and to a quantitative

operation which constitutes the target quantity out of the subgroups. At this point it may be

necessary to reconstitute one of the initial quantities in order to relate them to the groupings

that have been determined. We now examine to what extent this model needs to be modified

to account for problems 1 and 3.

Problem 1, like example 2, involves two quantities, the number of rectangles along

the length and the dumddisiliddiaddida.akdagayddih. The students must wrestle with the
question of how these two quantities are related to the total number of rectangles. We see
Molly's explanation as Involving the same three steps, as outlined above, although with some

added difficulty. The students do not see immediately a connection between the two initial
quantities and the quantity to be constituted (as they did for example 2, pants paired with

shirts result in outfits). The first step is to anticipate a structure (organization of the units) for

this quantity. The anticipated structure is a rectangular array of the given rectangles. The
question remains, 'How are the number of rectangles along the length and the number of

rectangles along the width related to the rectangular array of rectangles ?" This Is resolved by
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reconstituting these quantities. (Note that this time both quantities must be changed.) The
number of rectangles along one side became pumber of rectangles per row and the number

of rectangles along the other side became number of rows. The total number of rectangles
could be constituted by the quantitative operation of combining the rows of rectangles. Once

again the structure, operation, and units lend themselves to a repeated addition model of

multiplication for evaluating the quantity in question.
How do we explain students' difficulty with problem 3 in which the teacher measured

both dimensions using the same side of the rectangle? The fact that students who could
clearly articulate an explanation for problem 1 were having difficulty in solving this extension
problem (problem 3) suggests that additional conceptual complexity was involved in its

solution. Our a priori analysis of problem 3 revealed an important difference with respect to
the problems discussed to this point. This difference was found in the unit for the product.

Whereas area could be characterized in problem 1 by the number of rectangles of

the size given, the area in problem 3 lends itself to measurement in squares with side-length

equal to the side of the rectangle which was used for measuring. Unlike example 2 in which
outfits was given in the problem statement and problem 1 in which rectangles was given in

the problem statement, the unit of the product, law= (of the appropriate size), does not
appear anywhere in the statement of problem 3. Thus, squares must be constituted by the

problem solver.
The students were unable to anticipate sou= as the appropriate unit for the

product. What is more, the fact that problem 3 grew out of problem 1 and that it continued to

use the rectangle as the measuring tool set up a situation that invited the students to

missagoste the unit of the product. They assumed that the rectangle was the unit and were

unable to question that assumption. In their minds, they continued to hold images of an array
of rectangles (not squares). This misanticipation of the units of the product provides some

indirect evidence of the importance of anticipating appropriate units and seems to be

consistent with our perspective that the learner is anticipating a structure for the product

quantity.
How does one come to understand the relationship between area units and units of

length and width? This question brings us to a second point revealed by our a priori analysis

of problem 3. In order to solve problem 1, students only needed to be concerned with how to
count the total number of rectangles. Thus they were working only in none dimension.", In

divising a strategy for counting the number of rectangular pieces of cardboard, they did not

have to consider the rectangle as a two-dimensional region generated by the product of one-
dimensional measures. Their solution processes were not much different from those that

might be generated if the groups of rectangles (rows) were arranged end to end. Problem 3,
on the other hand, demanded an understanding which is at the heart of area as a
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multiplicative entity. In order to solve problem 3, the student had to constitute the rectangular

units (in this case squares) on the basis of the particular linear measures given.
We assert that thinking about area as being generated from linear units is ma the

thought process by which most Warners make such a connection. Rather, learners must first

understand the area of a rectangular region as a quantification of surface and envision it as
measurable by a rectangular array of units (anticipation of structure). They then come to see

the linear measurements of the rectangular region as providing information about the shape
and the size of that array. The misanticipation of the product unit by our students suggests

that they had not connected linear and area measures in this way and/or did not take note of
the linear measures employed.

To summarize, thrwgh analysis of these four problems, we have developed a four

step model to characterize the quantitative reasoning that is involved in the students'

solutions:
1. Identify a structure (organization of the target quantity).

2. Constitute subquantities of the target quantity (based on this structure).

3. Identify a quantitative operation that constitutes the target quantity from the subquantities.

[Note that #2 and #3 are likely not sequential, occuring essentially simultaneously.]

4. a. Identify a unit for the target quantity.
b. Reconstitute units of the initial' quantities to connect with the structure and units of the

target quantity.
Conclusions

Several questions can be posed and several conclusions can be drawn from this work.

First it seems that many prospective elementary teachers do not have a well-developed

concept of area nor an understanding of why the relationship of the length and width of a

rectangle to its area is appropriately modeled by multiplication. This is in contrast to their
having memorized that "area equals length times width, which Is often over - generalized

beyond the rectangle. What we see with prospective elementary teachers is likely only the tip

of the iceberg. What is it that students in elementary and middle school understand about the
area of a rectangular region as they measure length and width with a ruler (a small rectangle

Itself) and plug their measurements Into the formula?
More tentatively, we conclude that the quantitative reasoning Involved in making

sense of Cartesian products and areas of rectangles may be usefully represented by our
model. The model must be investigated in a variety of contexts. We believe that a model of

this type, which provides a guide for unpacking component reasoning processes, will prove
useful for the design of instruction. We are pursuing the question of how this model may help

us to think about proportional reasoning.
The point at which students are able to see how the linear measures determine the
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shape of the rectangular array of units seems to be the transition to conceiving the area of a
rectangle as a multiplicative object. Our position is that instead of learners building up area

from linear measure, they develop the ability to connect area with linear measure and to
move back and forth between the linear measures and the rectangular array that

characterizes the area. Our inaciveaent creation of a situation where students misanticipated
the units for the area provided us a unique view of this process.

Our research was done with prospective elementary teachers for whom the equation,

"area . length x width' was well-known. Their challenge was to connect area and
multiplication conceptually. The model that we have begun to articulate will be of greater

importance if it has explanatory power with respect to the development of elementary school
children's concepts of area, students who have not prematurely learned this noiorious

formula. This should be investigated through teaching experiments with children.

Footnotes
1The Construction of Elementary Mathematics (CEM) Project is supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grant No. TPE-9050032. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions
or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation
2 According to Thompson, a quantitative operation is a mental operation that creates a new
quantity from previously conceived quantities.
3The project also followed a target group, selected from these students, through their student
teaching semester which immediately followed the two courses.
4 "One dimension" in the sense that any field is one-dimensional over itself.
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MISCONCEPTIONS AND THE

CONSTRUCTION OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE

John P. Smith

College of Education, Michigan State University, USA

This paper presents a brief, critical examination of the "misconceptions" view of learning
mathematics, which leads in turn to a call for more detailed, content-specific constructivist theories
of learning. The key notion in this proposal is modeling students' mathematical knowledge as
complex systems. The misconceptions perspective has focused on the flaws in students' ideas,
advocated their replacement by accepted knowledge, and failed to identify students' productive

resources for learning new ideas. Efforts to elaborate constructivist theories must search out the

variety and interrelation of student ideas, attend to their productive application, and study their
roles in supporting further learning.

Much concern was expressed in the 1970s and 80s about students' misconceptions (Confrey,

1990). Extensive data showed that students came to mathematics and science classrooms with ideas

that were relevant to the concepts in the curriculum; that those ideas were different from, and

often contradictory to what was taught; and that they were hard for teachers to dislodge, even when

instruction was directed specifically at them. Developing roughly in parallel to the empirical

record of student misconceptions, constructivist notions came to dominate theoretical discussions

of how people learn mathematics (e.g. Resnick, 1987). But this perspective was not developed into

a detailed theory and often reduced to the slogan, "students actively construct their knowledge of

mathematics."

My thesis, which is set forth in detail elsewhere (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, in

preparation), is that the misconceptions emphasis on the mistaken character of student ideas

cannot be reconciled with the constructivist thesis that students construct mathematical

knowledge. On the one hand, we cannot look away from the empirical reality of misconceptions.

The path toward an adequate mastery of elementary school mathematics is difficult for many

students (and teachers) to achieve and is strewn with many flawed and incomplete
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understandings. But neither must we accept, on the other hand, the current rough, unelaborated,

and internally inconsistent versions of learning as knowledge construction. The central task of the

"post-misconceptions" period should to articulate constructivist models of learning that do justice

to both the achievements and the flaws of students' mathematical conceptions.

A Sampler of Mathematical Misconceptions: Since the term "misconceptions" is more

frequent in discussions of learning science than learning mathematics, we first consider some

examples. The following list, though far from complete, is an attempt at a representative selection.

1. "Multiplication makes numbers bigger; division makes numbers smaller." Numerous studies

have shown that students' knowledge of multiplicative operations ( and +) is governed by their

experience of the effect of those operations on whole numbers (Fischbein et al., 1985; Tirosh &

Graeber, 1989). This faulty generalization leads to problems conceptualizing and estimating the

effects of multiplication and division on other numbers, particularly rational numbers between 0

and 1.

2. "Proportional relationships preserve the difference between (not the ratio of) corresponding

components." This additive proportions strategy suggests that the same shape rectangular figure 5

units by ?? units can be produced from one that is 3 units by 4 units simply by adding 2 to 4, because

3 + 2 = 5 (Hart, 1988).

3. "Fractions with larger differences between their numerators and denominators (D - N) are

greater than those with smaller differences." This strategy for comparing fractions leads to errors

when the size of the fractions components differ widely (e.g. 3/5 and 91/99) and when the D - N

differences are equal (e.g. 3/5 & 5/7) (Smith, 199%

4. "Decimals with the more digits to the right of the decimal point are smaller numbers than those

with fewer" because digits farther to the right indicate smaller size decimal parts. Based on a faulty

extension of fraction knowledge, this ordering strategy also works in some cases and not others (e.g.

3.2 -< 3.156) (Resnick, et al., 1989).

5. "Even small numbers of events should be consistent with the relevant theoretical probabilities."

Application of this "representativeness heuristic" (Tversky & Kahnemann, 1982) leads to many
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predictive errors, such as the expectation that a coin flipped 6 times will more likely turn out

"HTHTHT" than "TH'ITIH."

6. "The graph of a line is governed by 3 entities: the slope, x-intercept, and y-intercept and each

entity should be represented in the equation of that line." This "3 slot schema" leads to serious

difficulties in interpreting linear equations (Schoenfeld, Smith, ESE Arcavi, in press; Moschkovich,

1990).

Pared Properties: If this brief list as representative, we can draw some general conclusions

about the nature of mathematical misconceptions. First and foremost, these notions are different

from the concepts that we want students to learn. More to the point, they contain clear conceptual

flaws. Second, they appear as students begin to study concepts that are both elementary and

substantially complex. Multiplicative operations, rational numbers, and linear functions - though

considered "elementary topics"- are qualitatively more difficult for students than additive

relationships between whole numbers. But in spite of their flaws, each indicates a measure of

genuine mathematical insight. The difference between a fraction's numerator and denominator

does capture, though imprecisely, the part-whole relationship expressed by that number. All three

entities in the 3 slot schema are important graphically, though they are not all parameters in a

single linear equation form. It is the case that the digits farther to the right of the decimal point

represent smaller decimal parts, but the composite value of all decimal places must be considered

in judging decimal size. Thus misconceptions represent students' attempt to cope with new

mathematical concepts by adapting their existing mathematical knowledge. Even the brief

descriptions given above show that misconceptions are often thoughtful efforts to make

mathematical sense, even if they are not completely successful.

The proposal I will outline shortly is that misconceptions provide the main raw material

for building constructivist theories of the learning mathematics. What have been termed

"misconceptions" represent many aspects of successful learning, and the task of the learning

researcher is to explain, in substantial detail, the initial generation of and the eventual evolution

of misconceptions into more sophisticated forms of mathematical knowledge.
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The Core Theory of Misconceptions: But the dominant view o misconceptions

understands the learning process quitely differently. Misconceptions are things that "Interfere"

and students must "given them up" for proper learning to take place. The key propositions that

underlie this perspective are listed below. Though you will not find any single researcher who has

expressed this view explicitly and completely, there is substantial evidence that it represents shared

view of large community in mathematics and science education (Smith, diSessa, do Roschelle, In

preparation). Very often, particular parts of this perspective are only tacitly expressed.

1. Students have definite ideas about mathematical concepts prior to classroom instruction (i.e.

they have misconceptions), but their ideas are different from accepted forms of knowledge.

2. The source of students' misconceptions is their prior knowledge, learned either from classroom

instruction or interaction in the physical and social world.

3. Misconceptions can be stable and widespread among students (and adults). Those that are stable

and widespread are often strongly held and resistant to change.

4. Due to their strength and flawed character, misconceptions can interfere with learning.

5. Learning mathematics means replacing students' existing misconceptions with accepted forms

of knowledge.

6. To neutralize them, instruction must confront students with the disparity between their

misconceptions and accepted knowledge. When this disparity is made explicit, students will

appreciate the advantages of the accepted view and give up their misconceptions.

Problems with the Core: When this "core theory" of misconceptions is presented in explicit

terms, a number of deep problems are manifest, particularly for the constructivist. First, the

emphasis on fundamental differences between misconceptions and the knowledge accepted by the

mathematical community widens the chasm of the learning paradox (Bereiter, 1985). If there is any

principled problem in conceptualizing how more adequate knowledge structures can emerge from

more primitive ones, proposition 1 deepens the problem. Secondly, the root of the proposed

learning process- that misconceptions are replaced by "expert" ideas- does not stand up to

empirical test. A number of studies have shown that students can learn the "correct"

mathematical concept without "giving up" their misconceived versions (Fischbein, et al., 1985;
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Schoenfeld, et al., in press). Third, while having students articulate their conceptions may be an

initial part of all deep and substantive learning, the instructional model of "confrontation" needs

to be reexamined. It is tied conceptually to learning as a process of replacement; in the final

analysis, the student's conception needs to disappear. The posy" lity that the student and the more

expert teacher may not be comparing the validity of their ideas across the same range of application

is not considered.

Overall, the core view fails to put forward any productive role for students' conceptions.

Little attention is given to what useful resources they might bring to the learning task. The focus

instead is on the antagonistic relationship between what is inside their heads and what is outside,

in the instructor's head and in the textbook. The failure to articulate a productive role for students'

prior ideas is especially problematic for constructivists because learning is in essence the

reformulation of existing ideas. Thus if constructivists accept the core view of misconceptions,

they are caught between contradictory models of learning, between the need "replace" what is

faulty and to principled requirement to "reformulate" existing knowledge.

Knowledge as a complex system: The task of a constructivist theory of learning

mathematics is as much to explain the evolution of misconceptions into more sophisticated and

productive forms of knowledge as it is to explain their genesis. The required Gestalt shift is from

regarding misconceptions only as learning failures to appreciating the partial but developing

insights they embody. The theoretical development of constructivism will require an expanded

vision of what counts as knowledge and learning. The key part of this reconceptualization is the

notion of knowledge as a complex system; the major methdological commitment will be to

detailed studies of learning specific mathematical ideas over extended periods of time (i.e. years).

A root problem in modeling students' developing mathematical knowledge is the strong

impact of the polished, codified forms of knowledge characteristic of the discipline. Mathematical

knowledge (as articulated within the professional community) is known for its expression in

compact, general, deductively organized sets of unitary propositions. We can easily forget the

gradual, historical evolution of mathematical ideas and "default" to these overly rationalized

views of knowledge. A substantial body of empirical evidence indicates that mathematical
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knowledge as applied by both the sophisticated and the more naive students contains many more

elements, organized in more complex ways than disciplinary models have suggested. For example,

in two numerical domains where a single procedure is sufficient, the most competent students

know and apply a wide variety of methods (e.g. Siegler & Jenkins, 1989; Smith, 1990).

In our investigations of complex systems we cannot restrict ourselves to the general

principles and procedures emphasized in textbooks. That they are known and applied by students

is not evidence against the possibility that other, quite different forms of knowledge are playing co-

equal, if not more important roles. Some elements of complex systems are only applicable in

restricted contexts a fact already evident in some of the "misconceptions" listed above. More

generally, mapping the applicability of knowledge elements (and the changes in their applicability)

will be as important as describing their content. Features of problem situations, e.g. specific

numerical features, may cue clusters of elements that apply in combination. Finally, we need to

attend to the generativity of knowledge and to the issue of whether and how students

"constructed" knowledge may make the learning of the general principles of more advanced

knowledge forms possible (e.g. diSessa, in press).

Two Epistemological Alternatives: While the research program of complex knowledge

systems is one proposal for moving the study of mathematics learning beyond misconceptions,

there are alternatives that differ dramatically in their epistemological foundations. One "post-

misconceptions" program centers on the design of learning environments that mitigate against

misconceptions ever appearing. Nesher's (1989) analysis of "learning systems" suggests that

carefully constructed representations of mathematical ideas and guided activities within them can

support more or less errorless learning. While the existence of such "perfect" representations is

certainly open to empirical demonstration, this proposal is questionable on two counts.

Representations never have a single interpretation. The meaning of any instructional

representation, though transparent to its designer, is rarely so obvious to the student. Equally

important, sealing knowledge of the world out of learning systems leads students even more

toward learning "inert" mathematical knowledge that is largely irrelevant to their lives.
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A quite different and increasingly influential theoretical program shifts the analytical focus

from isolated individuals to groups of students who know and leant from the activities, social

relations, and discourse within a specific classroom community (Cobb et al., 1992). On most issues,

I understand social constructivism.and the particular form of constructivism advocated here to be

consistent, though maintaining different emphases. But if there is one weakness in the social

constructivist proposal it is with respect to learning, specifically with knowledge change within

individuals. Even if we grant the utility, if not the necessity of a social constructivism, both the

science and the practice of mathematics learning will require theories that provide detailed

accounts of the evolution of particular concepts. While knowledge, its sources, and its criteria of

validity are all socially negotiated, those negotiations, in classrooms and "outward" into larger

communities, lead inexorably to shared judgments that some forms of knowledge are more

adequate, more useful, and yes, more "correct" than others. It is for the particular task of

characterizing the changes in individual students' mathematical ideas that the notion of

knowledge as a complex system looks promising.
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THE ACT OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS: A CASE STUDY

Randolph Philipp, Judith Sowdei, Alfinio Flores
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San Diego State University

The instructional activities of the 3rd-grade teacher described in this case study

are considered within a framework designed to account for self-monitoring among

the multiple senses of the complex act of teaching. The examples of this teacher's

self-monitoring activities were gleaned from interviews, from observations of her

class, and from her writings. We learn that even though this teacher might be

considered exemplary, she continues to need support. The kind of support she

needs, however, changes as she herself grows as a teacher.

It requires skill and art to select from the total circumstances of a case just what

elements are the causal conditions of learning, which are influential, and which

secondary or irrelevant. It requires candor and sincerity to keep track of failures

as well as successes and to estimate the relative degree of success obtained. It

requires trained and acute observation to note the indications of progress in

learning, and even more to detect their causesa much more highly skilled kind

of observation than is needed to note the results of mechanically applied tests.

(Dewey, 1974, p.181)

Skill and art, candor and sincerity, and the ability to observe--these develop when a

teacher continually reflects on her/his instructional activities, monitoring them closely and

judging their fit to the ideals she/he holds. This case study portrays a teacher for whom self

monitoring is an integral part of her professional life.

Kilboum (1991) has claimed that self monitoring is one of the single most essential

aspects of teacher professionalism. Building upon previous work by Komisar (1968), Kilbourn

(1991) distinguished among self-monitoring activities in each of three different senses of

teaching: occupation, enterprise, and act. Occupation refers in the most general way to the job

one does. Examples of occupational norms of teaching include coming to work on time, arriving

sober, and behaving ethically on the job. The enterprise sense of teaching includes all the things

a teacher normally does while teaching, including taking roll, assigning grades, preparing

overheads, and supervising in halls. Finally, the act sense of teaching involves those things a
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teacher says and does while actually teaching students. Kilboum provided an example

highlighting the distinction between the enterprise and act senses of teaching:

Thus, one might say at two o'clock (somewhat peculiarly, but without

contradiction): "I am teaching [enterprise] this afternoon, but I am not teaching

[act] now; I am on hall-duty." In other words, there are times when we use the

term "teach" to indicate things we are doing that are centrally concerned with the

whole point of the matter. So, a teacher might say, "I wish they didn't interrupt

with P.A. announcements; can't they see I'm trying to teach?" And here the term

would be used to mean that the teacher was, at the moment, actively engaged in

doing things intended to foster learning in one or more students. (Kilbourn, 1991,

Pp. 724-725)

The act sense of teaching consists of supporting acts and intellectual acts. Supporting

acts refer to things done by a teacher who is actually teaching, but are not normally seen as the

point of teaching. Actions designed to reduce anxiety, arouse interest, or focus attention are

supporting acts. Note that these acts are more central to the point of teaching than actions that

fall into the enterprise category, because they involve actions taken while in the process of

teaching. Intellectual acts refer to those acts that involve the teacher helping a student

understand something. Intellectual acts comprise the fundamental goals of teaching. Questions

concerning intellectual acts include: "Does this make sense? Is this intelligible? Is this logically

lucid?" (p. 732).
These three types of self-monitoring activities provide a framework for the discussion of

the teaching behaviors and reflections of the teacher selected for this study.

Alyssa: A Case Study of a Professional
Alyssa is one of four teachers presently participating in a research project designed to

study the teaching and learning of middle school number and quantity concepts. As part of this

project, she took a written assessment of content knowledge, participated with three other

teachers in 6 three-hour seminars, and was interviewed about her background, her beliefs about

teaching and learning, the manner in which she plans and carries out instruction, and the manner

in which she assesses learning and uses assessment information. She was visited three times in

her classroom, and post-interviews accompanied all the classroom visits.

Alyssa's road to mathematics teaching has been indirect. Shortly after graduating from

college with a degree in political science, Alyssa accepted a job team-teaching a combination

3rd-4th grade at a private school. After completing her first year of teaching, she went back to
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school at night to secure her teaching credential. It was at that time that she took her first

mathematics course since high school, a course for prospective elementary school teachers.

After two years at the private school, she left to attend school full-time to finish her credential

and begin work on a master's degree in education with an emphasis in mathematics. As part of

her coursework, Alyssa completed a problem solving course and a graduate seminar on the

elementary school mathematics curriculum. Following the completion of her master's degree two

years later, Alyssa spent one year as a mathematics resource teacher in a small suburban school

district. Although this job required her to visit many classrooms and to give demonstration

lessons, she did not teach her own class. After one year in this position, Alyssa lost her job due

to district budget cuts, and she accepted a position teaching third grade in a private school. At

age 28, she is currently in her first year at this new position and is very happy with the job.

Alyssa engages in self monitoring at all levels of Komisar's senses of teaching. At the

level of occupation, she, like most teachers, behaves ethically in her role as teacher, but she

engages in many other occupational activities as well. She attends professional conferences and

sometimes makes presentations. She has been involved in a variety of extra projects, including

one in which she helped student teachers who led an after-school math activity, another in which

she worked with inservice teachers, and the project described earlier involving the four teachers.

She is familiar with the latest documents in the field of mathematics education and refers to them

often. One example of her self-monitoring at the level of occupation involved her preparation for

a recent conference presentation. She explained that she was making a concerted effort to

complete the unit that was the subject of the presentation because it was important for her to see

for herself how her students responded to the unit before she shared it with other teachers.

Alyssa's strongest display of self-monitoring at the level of occupation came when she

described in writing her initial hesitation about participating in the current project:

I have always been aware of my weaknesses in this [mathematics] content area,

and I was somewhat hesitant to participate for fear of embarrassment of my

'ignorance' [in front of] other teachers. But I am such an advocate for personal

growth, and I knew this would be an incredible opportunity for growth, that I

wanted to struggle through problems in order to experience growth.

This statement reflects the qualities of candor and sincerity mentioned in the opening quote by

Dewey. Alyssa is willing to take personal risks in order to be the kind of teacher she can respect.

The enterprise sense of teaching includes those things a teacher normally does while

teaching, even thour they may not be centrally related to "actual" teaching. Some of the tasks

included under the enterprise sense are planning lessons, preparing overheads, supervising halls,
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contacting parents, putting up bulletin boards, and assigning grades. In describing how she plans

lessons, Alyssa explained that she begins by plotting out the months and "brainstorming ideas

revolving around the broad units of study" she considers important for the third grade, based on

her past experience with second, third, and fourth graders, and on recommendations from the

Standards (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989) and the Framework. (California

Department of Education, 1985). For each unit, she sorts through her resource materials and

puts all relevant materials together to use in daily planning. Another example of Alyssa's self-

monitoring at the enterprise stage of teaching relates to the role assessment plays in planning.

She stated:

I find myself in battles, ideological battles, about how much attention do I pay to

standardized testing, and how much do I continue doing what I believe is correct?

But it does bother me. I think a lot of us feel this way. We think that the way

we're teaching is certainly different from what is assessed on standardized testing.

Perhaps we're giving the big picture, and we think that the fine details, for example

the skills, will follow along.

The Act of Teaching Mathematics
The act of teaching is made up of supporting acts and intellectual acts. Alyssa is very

attuned to the supporting acts of teaching. She encourages and praises her students for giving

explanations and maintains a supportive atmosphere in the classroom. At times she appears to

bend over backwards to assure that all students will feel good about their classroom

contributions, even though these comments may reflect incorrect or incomplete mathematical

thinking. Reflecting upon the classroom atmosphere, Alyssa talked about her childhood

experiences in which she did not feel she was good at mathematics, did not enjoy it, and

generally had negative feelings toward it, and how those feelings changed when she transferred

to a school where mathematics was taught in a more informal manner. She remembered those

negative feelings when describing to us how important a child's emotional state is in a

mathematics classroom.
The intellectual act of teaching mathematics denotes those acts that involve the teacher

helping students develop understanding about the mathematics they are studying. Alyssa

demonstrated self-monitoring at this level on repeated occasions. One hallmark of reflecting on

intellectual acts involves a teacher's ability to listen to her students and make instructional

decisions based on what she hears. Alyssa consistently displayed this orientation. On one

occasion, she taught a lesson in which students represented numbers and addition of numbers

using base ten blocks. During the lesson, she linked the meaning of standard and nonstandard
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procedures to the blocks. Students explained what they discovered and Alyssa accepted all of
their explanations. Her lesson incorporated a variety of representations, including using
manipulatives, real world situations, students' explanations, and paper-and-pencil algorithms.
Throughout the lesson, Alyssa adjusted the pace to fit the students.

After the lesson, Alyssa was asked why she chose to focus the instruction on two-digit
addition and subtraction, since children seemed to know the standard algorithm. Alyssa said that
their knowledge was not based on understanding. For example, they insisted on writing:

147 18

and ±_a
9 16

On the basis of these observations, Alyssa had concluded that her students did not und;....;tand
place value and she designed the lesson above to link the algorithms to place value
understanding.

Alyssa's awareness of her students' strategies for solving problems is another example of
her reflectiveness at the level at which studentsengage in the act of learning. She described a
lesson that she included in a unit taught on the development of the concept of multiplication as
follows:

I gave them the problem: "If everybody in this classroom went out, how many
chopsticks would we need?" And so they talked about that and they explained
and wrote how They solved the problem. They had various different ideas. Some
of them said, "There are 17 people in the class, so I counted 17 twice." Some
people said, "I counted by twos to 17." Some said--I can't remember, but we just
talked about all the different strategies.

On another occasion she described a lesson she had taught on solving subtraction story problems.
Alyssa described a student's approach to the following problem: Carl ran 14 laps around the
track. Doug ran only 6 laps. How many more laps did Carl run than Doug?

For this one, she said, "I know 7 plus 7 is 14, and I took one away to get to 6, and
I know 8." That's an example. So for these, we had a great discussion of all the
thinking strategies they used to do the computation. We talked about all the
different ways that you could do it. And there were great discussions.
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A teacher genuinely interested in the strategies used by her students, who bases aclassroom

discussion around the sharing of those strategies, and who uses that information tomake

curricular decisions is rare indeed.

In one class we observed, Alyssa used the fast 50 minutes of her 60 minutes allocated

mathematics time to work two problems she had selected from a problem-solvingbook. During

those 50 minutes, students explained how they had solved the two problems. One of the

problems involved finding the numberof possible paths from a house over a bridge to a lake,

given that there were two paths from the house to the bridge and two more paths from the bridge

to the lake. During the class discussion, in an attempt to focus the students on their reasoning

instead of on their answers, she asked. "Who wants to tell me, without telling me the route, how

you were thinking." When asked about that question afterwards, Alyssa responded:

Yes, the motivation was going back to the recurring theme of "just tell me the

answer" kind of thing. And I always sort of have that on the top of my head- -

"We're not just going to tell the answer, we're going to explain thinking." And so

that's kind of why the question was asked, but the question really wasn't fitted that

well to this particular situation. Because it really was hard to explain what your

thinking was without really drawing or explaining the roads for them. I think for

this particular problem it didn't work."

Notice first that Alyssa's focus of discourse had been on the students' reasoning processes, not

their answers. Second, notice that Alyssa came to recognize that her question did not fit this

situation. Finally, note that Alyssa did not conclude that such questions are unimportant,but

rather that they work better in some circumstances than in others.

What Have We Learned?
Excellent teachers evolve, they don't become. Alyssa is involved in the process of

evolving. She does not behave as if she has "arrived" nor does it appear to us as if she will ever

feel that way. Her self-awareness provides her with occasions to reflect on her teaching and, as a

result, to grow. For example, Alyssa is facing a tension between the supporting act of

encouraging her students to share their responses and the intellectual act of knowing how to

respond to student comments which reflect incorrect or incomplete mathematical thinking.

Alyssa has not yet resolved this issue, but we are confident that she will.

There are missed opportunities in every classroom, and such was the case in Alyssa's

room too. The earlier mentioned lesson on problem solving was interjected in the middle of her

unit on multiplication. One of the two problems discussed during that lesson involved finding
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how many possible paths there were from a house, over a bridge, and to a lake, given that there

were two paths from the house to the bridge and two more from the bridge to the lake. Even

though this problem solving lesson took place in the middle of a unit on multiplication, Alyssa

had no plans to have the students pursue the multiplicative relationship inherent in this situation.

She seemed to think of this lesson solely as a problem solving lesson and did not consider how it

might have been integrated into her multiplication unit. We do not know why this opportunity

was missed. Was Alyssa unaware of the multiplicative relationship inherent in the problem? If

so, was it because she did not reflect upoh it? Or was her knowledge structure such that she was

not poised to see it?

Alyssa is young and relatively new to the profession. It is heartening to see how this

young teacher is creating for herself an image of teaching so closely aligned with that envisioned

in the Professional Standards for Teaching of Mathematics (NCTM, 1991). She is emerging as

a leader in the local mathematics education community and will be able to lead other teachers to

embrace her vision of teaching. But she will continue to need support. She appreciates, benefits

from, and almost craves interaction with others who will challenge her intellectually and offer

her moral support to undertake change. In describing the impact of her involvement with our

current project, she wrote:

The greatest impact on me has been an increase in my reflection on both my

mathematics teaching and my own mathematical understandings. I have become

more aware of all that I don't understand.

We know that our project did not fundamentally influence Alyssa's teaching--she was already an

exemplary teacher, exhibiting the skill and art, candor and sincerity, and power of observation

that are hallmarks of a teacher who will continue to learn (Dewey, 1974). Our project was

simply one more occasion for learning. We offered her opportunities to interact with similarly

minded people and to reflect on her teaching, thereby enabling her to uncover some of those

blind spots we all have but need help to see. As teachers assume leadership positions, there is the

tendency to think of them only as "givers" and not as "needers." Alyssa reminds us that the need

for support structures does not disappear as one becomes a better teacher, even though the kind of

support needed might change.

One of the assumptions upon which the Professional Standards for Teaching

Mathematics (NCTM, 1991) is based states that teaching is a complex practice not reducible to

recipes or prescriptions. In order for teachers to draw upon the many facets of this complex task,

they must reflect upon their knowledge of mathematics. their knowledge of their students, their

understanding of how students learn, and their goals for instruction. Self-monitoring of these
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intellectual acts aims at the very heart of teaching and is indispensable to the success of the

current mathematics reform. We need to rind, cherish, and nourish our Alyssas.
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Sources of Certainty and Uncertainty in

Mathematical Problem Solving

Kaye Stacey and Cecilia del Beato

Institute of Education, University of Melbourne, Australia

This study investigates the certainty and uncertainty that students feel as they

work on a mathematical problem. It is hypothesised that the over-confidence in

decisions that characterises reasoning in many fields of human endeavour is also

exhibited in mathematical work and that it may partly explain why students

generally are reluctant to check their work. Students who feel certain that their

work is correct would see little reason to check it. In the problem used in this

study, uncertainty arose in making a generalisation, but also from carrying out
straightforward calculations . Students with wrong methods that gave easy

arithmetic were, in the end, almost as certain that their answers were correct as

students with the correct method. These observations may help to explain why

students with 'obviously* wrong answers do not check, why students more often

check arithmetic than reasoning and the tendency for groups to choose a simple

wrong solutions even when a correct solution been proposed.

Investigations into the strategies and methods students use to solve mathematical

problems have found that generally students do not check their work spontaneously

(Davis, Jokusch & McKnight, 1978; Kantowski, 1977; Lee and Wheeler, 1987; Stacey,

1989). When they do, it Is often an incomplete check or simply a repetition, rather than a

re-assessment, of what they have just finished. Indeed, Stacey and Groves (1985) have

noted that with many students, a verbal Instruction to check their work is interpreted only

as an instruction to repeat it. Several reasons have been advanced In the literature to

explain why students do not check their work. The 'looking back' phase Is generally

recognised as the most neglected, both in actual problem solving and in teaching

emphasis. Schoenfeld (1985, p 316) notes that "lack of plan assessment and absence of

review' are major factors contributing to failure in problem solving. When an answer has

been obtained to a problem the natural, but immature, response is to want to move on

quickly to the next task, rather than reflecting on what has been achieved. There is also a
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substantial body of evidence That some students do not know how to check their work.

The research reviewed by Bell, Costello and Kuchemann (1983) concerning

understanding of proof showed widespread misunderstanding both of the role of

counterexamples and of the inadequacy of examples for proving that a generalisation is

true. Understanding of both content is also involved here. Lee and Wheeler (1987), for

example, point out that students can only use substitution of numbers as a strategy to

check algebraic manipulations when they have a reasonably clear understanding of the

relationship between arithmetic and algebra.

In this paper we examine another factor which underlies students' checking

behaviour, which was suggested to us by Fischbein's (1987) analysis of the role of

intuition in mathematical thinking. A series of research studies, reviewed by Fischbein

(1987), into the subjective evaluation of certainty has established that for a reasoning

endeavour to continue, a person must feel confident about the decisions they make

during it. A steady tendency has been found for people to be over-confident in the

accuracy of their own knowledge, decisions, interpretations and solutions. This natural

tendency to over-confidence in the decisions that they make whilst solving a problem

may therefore contribute to students' lack of checking, particularly of their reasoning.

Fischbein brings together experimental findings from various sources to develop

his theory that a high degree of certainty in a reasoning process, a fundamental need of

the human mind, is produced by reliance on self-evident, intrinsically certain, persistent

intuitions. 'During the very course of our reasoning, of our trial-and-error attempts, we

have to rely on representations and ideas which appear, subjectively, as certain, self-

consistent and intrinsically clear' (p x). Although most of Fischbein's analysis concerns

conceptual structures and clusters of beliefs, he also recognises 'anticipatory' intuitions

which are specific to the problem solving process. Observations of students solving

mathematical problems by Galbraith (1986) also point to a desire for high levels of

certainty. He noted that students wanted to 'close upon a definite result rather than

maintain and open mind in the absence of conclusive information' (p 430) and observed
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a tendency to redefine or amend data so that it supports a particular inference or

conjecture.

Galbraith also noted that when students were asked to select the better of two

explanations, many students made their choice of the grounds of simplicity. This

observation has also been made by Stacey (1990) who observed that when groups of

students were solving problems together, they often chose a simple incorrect solution,

even when a correct solution had been proposed by a group member. The crucial factor

in whether the group solution was correct seemed not to be having the ideas, so much as

choosing between them. Misplaced confidence in a simple idea and lack of adequate

checking strategies were common faults.

Alms

With the background outlined above in mind, data was collected to explore the

following questions:

(i) What factors cause certainty and uncertainty in problem solving amongst high

school students?

(ii) How does the certainty of students who answer a question correctly compare to the

certainty of students who answer it incorrectly?

(iii) Is there a relationship between certainty and checking? In particular are students

who do a problem in only one way more certain of their results than students who search

for other approaches?

Method

One problem (see Figure 1) was given to 227 Year 8 students (average age 13 years) at

two girls' schools during class time. After completing the problem, the students answered

a questionnaire. About 15 students (exhibiting different responses) were interviewed

within two days of the problem solving to further elucidate the reasons for the responses.

The questionnaire asked students to rate their certainty in their answers to the three parts

of the problem on scales from 0 to 10. The zero, five and ten positions on the scale were

annotated with descriptive comments, such as "completely sure you answer is wrong' at

zero. This measurement of certainty was adapted from calibration studies reviewed in
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Lichenstein, Fischhoff and Phillips (1982). Then students were asked to indicate,

separately for the 10x10 and 50x50 blankets, whether they had done the question in only

one way or in more than one way and whether they had obtained one or more answers.

This was the criterion selected for judging whether students had checked their work.

Finally each student was presented with one of six additional pieces of information and

then asked to re-assess their certainty for the 50x50 blanket. The purpose of the

additional information was to investigate how supporting or contradictory evidence

affected certainty. Space precludes reporting the results from this part of the study, but

comparison of the changes in certainty due to each version indirectly gave insight into the

methods that students used to check their work. In particular, it was found that students

tended to use the gross features of the additional information as a check of

reasonableness of answers, rather than to directly compare predictions made from their

rules with the independent, additional evidence. It is very difficult, even in interview, to

establish what checking a student is actually doing (Lee and Wheeler, 1987) and so the

further refinement of this as a research tool is indicated.

Imagine you are going to make a patchwork doll's blanket by sewing together some tiny

squares of material measuring 1cm by 1cm. You want to know how much sewing you will

have to do to make the blanket.

To make a square blanket measuring 3cm by 3cm, you need 9 squares of material and it

takes 12 cm of sewing. (Diagram given of 3x3 blanket with sewing between the squares,

but not along the outside edge of the blanket, clearly shown)

How much sewing is needed to make a square blanket measuring 5cm x 5cm?

How much sewing is needed to make a square blanket measuring 10cm x 10cm?

How much sewing is needed to make a square blanket measuring 50cm x 50cm?

Figure 1: Making a Blanket
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Results and Discussion

About half of all students and three quarters of the students who were correct

checked their work in some way. Of those who did check, 42% were correct whereas only

18% of those who did not check were correct. This difference is statistically significant

(chi-squared=5.3, d.f.=1, p<0.02). Students who checked their work and found the same

answer in two different ways had significantly greater certainty than students who did not

check (p<0.05). These in turn had higher certainty than students who checked but found

two different answers.

In order to relate changes in certainty to mathematical behaviour, responses were

classified according to the solution method used. Some students followed one general

rule for all three answers. Some began by drawing the 5x5 blanket and counting the

number of centimetres of sewing but used a general rule for the 10x10 and 50x50

blankets. Others used the generalisation only for the third blanket. The number of

students using the most popular methods are given in Table 1, which uses algebraic

notation to indicate the rules even though the students themselves only indicated their

generalisations by the calculations they performed. Thus, for example, the third row of the

Table indicates that 20 students found the answers to all the parts of the question by

calculating n2+n for n = 5, 10 and 50, although they did not write the algebraic notation.

This rule (and also the perimeter rule) were popular because they fitted the given

information that a 3x3 blanket required 12cm of sewing. Table 1 also shows the mean

certainty on each part of the problem for the students using each rule. In all cases,

students were most certain about their answers for the 5x5 blanket and their certainty

dropped for the 10x10 blanket and again for the 50x50 blanket. The higher certainty for

the 5x5 blanket was associated with use of drawing and counting to obtain the answer.

The only two groups that did not count (the perimeter and the n2+n rule) had the lowest

certainties for this part. These groups of students seemed to settle immediately on a

solution that happens to fit the given data without exploring the situation in any depth, but

they did not do this because they were very certain of the answer. In Fischbein's terms,

they did not have an anticipatory intuition of wnich they were very sure. Instead, they
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seemed merely to accept the uncertainty and not do anything about it - although a few of

them drew the 5x5 blanket, they did not even count.

Table 1
Mean Certainty of Users of Different Rules for 5x5, 10x10 and 50x50 blankets.

Method N 5x5 10x10 50x50
rule mean rule mean rule mean

correct rule 46

perimeter 51

n2 + n rule 20

2n2 rule 3

count and 2n2 2

count and 2n2 4

multiples 7
of previous answer

multiples 1 4
of previous answer

count 8.89

4n 7.10
n2 + n 6.60**

2n2 7.67

count 10.00

count 9.25

count 9.57

count 8.79

2n(n-1)8.17 2n(n-1) 7.20
or count

4n 6.94** 4n 6.82

n2 + n 6.55" n2 + n 5.45"

2n2 6.33 2n2 5.67

2n2 9.00 2n2 8.50

count 9.25 2n2 7.25

twice 8.14 5 times 7.29
5x5 answer 10x10 answer

count 7.79 5 times 6.43
10x10 answer

sig. difference between this mean and corresponding mean for the correct rule (p<0 .01)

Uncertainty on moving to a generalisation.

Naturally certainty dropped when students moved from counting to a general rule.

The mean drop in certainty when students counted on two consecutive parts of the

problem was 0.78 (averaged over 18 unambiguous instances from Table 1) and when

students used a rule for two consecutive parts, the mean drop was 0.32 (157 instances).

However, there was a much larger mean drop in certainty for students moving from

counting to use of a general rule (drop of 1.47 averaged over 27 Instances). Students

with the correct rule were excluded from this analysis because it was sometimes unclear

whether they had counted or used the rule or both in the second part of the problem.
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Uncertainty when calculating.

Some of the interviews indicated that part of the drop in certainty from the 5x5

blanket to the 50x50 blanket could be attributed to uncertainty about the results of

arithmetic calculations involving larger numbers. For the purpose of this investigation, a

calculation was defined as hard if it involved multiplication of two numbers over ten, even

though this skill is taught at least four years lower down the school than Year 8. The

mean drops in certainty from the 10x10 to the 50x50 blankets for students using the same

rule on these parts of the problem were calculated separately for methods involving hard

calculations (n2+n, 2n2 rules requiring 502) and easy calculations (perimeter, multiples

requiring multiplication by 4 or 5). The mean drop for rules involving hard calculations

was 0.96 (25 instances), which is significantly greater than the mean drop of 0.21 for rules

involving only easy calculations (58 instances). The size of this effect had not been

expected. Over three years after students have first learned how to perform

multiplications such as 50x50=2500, the uncertainty involved with it is still comparable

with the uncertainty they feel when making a generalisation. This may partly explain why

students' checking concentrates so much on repeating arithmetical calculations, where

teachers see a greater need to concentrate on reasoning.

Certainties of students with a simple or complex rule.

A comparison of students with the correct rule and the perimeter rule shows the

practical implications of the drops in certainty due to generalising and harder calculations.

The perimeter group began with an immediate generalisation, based on little evidence.

They did not subsequently have to make the transition to a generalisation and their

calculations were at all stages very simple. Thus, although the perimeter group were

significantly less certain of their 5x5 blanket answers (p<0.01) than the correct group,

there was no significant difference between their certainties for the 50x50 blanket and

those of the correct group. On the challenging part of the problem, the certainties of

students who are correct and those who have grabbed the simplest wrong rule apparently

without any investigation, are comparable.
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Conclusion

The use of certainty ratings has proved to be a promising research tool for

understanding students' thinking during problem solving. Students who jumped quickly

to generalisations based on little evidence did not seem to do so because of stron

certainty, an intuition in Fischbein's sense. However, their certainty in the correctness to

the final part of the problem is comparable to that of students who are correct. Thus, in a

group discussion, both a simple wrong rule and the correct rule may be propounded with

equal conviction, leading a group to choose the wrong answer over the right answer.

Both making a generalisation and doing arithmetical calculations causel. students to lose

certainty in their work. Students who have made wrong assumptions at the start of their

work which happen to lead to simple processing will be no more likely to check their work

at the end than students who are correct. Their simple (wrong) rule has 'proved itself in

the ease of calculation of the answers it produces.
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Dr. Rudolf Stra Ber / PD Dr. Rainer Bromine
1DM - University of Bielefeld

The Description of Solids in Technical Drawing
- Results from interviews of experienced draughtsmen

Twenty experienced draughts(wo)men were asked to sort and classify a set of 16
technical drawings using criteria they themselves had to choose and explain.
Approximately half of the drawings were perspective drawings, while the others gave
1, 2 or 3 orthogonal views of the machinery drawn: Additional data on the professional
biography, the experience in technical drawing and the use of advanced technology
(esp.: CAD) of the interviewees were gathered.

The theoretical and practical knowledge underlying the individual classifications was
analyzed. The paper presents results on the different vocational functionalities
attributed to the mathematically different types of representation of solids. A
comparison of draughts(wo)men using traditional technical drawing facilities and those
using CAD will finish the paper.

1 Research Question and Methodology
The "utilitarian" view of mathematics strongly advocates for the teaching/learning of

mathematics in general education by pointing to the importance of mathematics in
vocational/professional situations. In order to strengthen this position, it is desirable to
identify and describe the vocational/professional use of mathematics in order to shape
the work-related teachning/leaming of mathematics (Broirune&StraBer 1991). As a
consequence, research on the use of mathematics in the workplace often tries to directly
identify mathematics used by (qualified) workers (cf. e.g. the "research studies" of the
Cockcroft-Report in the UK). This approach proved to run into a dilemma: The "users"
of mathematics in the workplace often deny to use any mathematics at all - while
researchers from mathematics or mathematics education tend to classify too many
practices of the workplace as involving mathematics (for a discussion cf. part 2 of
Harris 1991 and Dowling 1991 for a major reason of this dilemma). For a
psychological theory of professional knowledge, this dilemma is very interesting
because professional work in qualified professions requires 'cognitive inter-
disciplinarity' i.e. merging theoretical and practical knowledge of different origins. As
this knowledge is partly implicit, appropriate psychological methodes of data collection
as well as psychological models about human knowledge are neceessary (Bromine
1992).

To learn about the way mathematics plays a role in vocational/professional practices,
we chose to analyse the way geometry (as mathematical knowledge) is used in technical
drawing within metallwork (as the vocational/professional domain). We offered a
prepared set of 16 technical drawings to experienced draughts(wo)men and asked them
for a classification. When they had formed groups of drawings, they were asked to
comment on their classification by giving a short description, at least a catchword to
every group they had formed. The classification and the comments were protocolled by
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the interviewer. The draughts(wo)men were also asked to evaluate the respective
importance of vocational training against workplace-experience and aspects of technical
drawing which they came to learn at the workplace. Only at the very end of the
interview, they were directly asked about topics from mathematics relevant to technical
drawing. To detail their use of mathematics, they had to additionally describe the latest
situation when they used mathematics for their drawing. Data on the educational and
professional biography, the type of company they were working for as well as the
experience in technical drawing and the use of advanced technology (esp.: CAD) were
gathered. The draughts(wo)men interviewed should have finished a vocational training
with a qualification, having at least 2 years of professional experience in technical
drawing after their examination. To avoid too large a qualification spectre, we
concentrated on draughts(wo)men, excluding technical designers.

A prior analysis of the role mathematics may play in technical drawings came up
with the following dimensions: The most important issue of technical drawing (at least
in metalworking) is the problem of representing solids (3D-objects) using only 2D-
modelling, i.e. drawings. Technically spoken, this problem is solved by means of
certain conventions developed for technical drawings, namely a certain set of
representations as specific projections (like isometries etc.) or systems of orthogonal
views as normalised for instance by the DIN- or ISO-norms ("DIN"=Deutsche
Industrie-Norm, "ISO"=Intemational Organization for Standardization). For the
planning and control of production, information on the measures of the solids described
is most important. The norm-systems give detailed conventions for this type of
information. From the process of drawing and production, the appearance of
symmetries in the drawing or object described is most important because this may
facilitate or complicate the actual drawing or production of an object. The issue of
symmetries becomes even more important when using Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and advanced production technologies like Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC)
techniques and integration of both.

With these issues in mind,
we tried to have a set of 16
technical drawings which
could be a-priori classified in symmetrical
three dimensions: 8 of them _ _
should have symmetries, the
other 8 should be a- a-symmetrical

symmetrical, 8 of them have
measures, 8 have not and 8 are orthogonal',

.0 measured.,drawn as projections while 8 viewsnon-
give systems of 1,2 or 3 measured., 4wojectiong

orthogonal views. A quick
calculation shows, that every Fig.1:"a-priori"-structure of drawings
cell of the cube (cf. fig.1) can
be filled by two drawings satisfying these descriptions. We decided to have at least one
central perspective in the drawings (cf. fig. 2.4 on the following page, figures.2.1 to
2.3 are three other drawings of the 16 drawings presented, all four shown with a
reduction of 50 %).
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2 Results
2.1 The Interviews

From December 1990 to August 1991, 20 draughts(wo)men were individually
interviewed, in most cases near their workplace and during their usual working time.
The 6 male and 14 female interviewees had an average age of 29,6 years (with a span
from 22 to 40 years of age). The majority (13 of them) had a middle-school education
("Realschule") and all but one had passed an examination as a qualified
draughts(wo)man. They had 2 to 18 years of professional experience as
draughts(wo)men (with a median of 9,5 years). At the time of the interviews, only 6 of
them did not use CAD-techniques at their workplace. Even this minority of traditional
technical drawing is in the sample only because, at the end of the interviewing phase of
the project, we rejected some potential draughts(wo)men using CAD.

2.2 The Classification
When asked to sort and classify the drawings, at an average, the draughts(wo)men

formed 5,9 sets of drawings from the 16 drawings (cf. table 1).

Table 1: Number of sets formed

number of sets I 2

interviews 2
1 I I1

6 I 7 I 9

7 4 1

If we come back to the "ex-ante"-classification mentioned in part 1, we can look for
symmetry, measurement and type of representation in the "ex-post"-classification of the
draughts(wo)men. At a first glance, we find that symmetry is never mentioned in the
classification of those interviewed. They never commented their classification relating it
to symmetry. If we compare the ex-ante-classification on symmetry and count the ex-
post-groups formed by the draughts(wo)men which contain both - symmetrical and a-
symmetrical - drawings, nearly 50 % of the groups formed (average: 49,9 %) contain
both types of drawings. Spontaneously, symmetry does not matter to the
draughts(wo)men interviewed.

For measurements, the analysis of the classifications show a different pattern: 11

draughts(wo)men explicitly use the existence of measurements as a way to classify the
drawings. 6 draughts(wo)men sort the drawings in in a way that they have no groups
which mix measured and non-measured drawings. On an average, only 23,7 % of the
individually established groups have measured and non-measured drawings mixed
together. One draughtsman (no. 21) even replicates this dimension by identifying three
groups of drawings which contain all drawings with measures (and no other drawings)
and which he comments explicitly as being measured. To experienced
draughts(wo)men, the existence of measurements seems to be a major aspect of a
technical drawing.

Taking the average occurance of drawings individually mixed together in one group,
the type of representation is nearly as important as the measurement aspect. On an
average, 26,7 % of the individual groups contain perspective drawings as well as
systems of orthogonal projections. 7 draughts(wo)men never mix these two types of
representations in one group of their classification. One draughtswoman has a special
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weoup with 6 of 8 possible perspective drawings (which she characterises as
"): d.rspective diagrams"; German: "perspektivische Darstellungen"). As mentioned
above, only one central perspective was offered with the 16 drawings (cf. fig. 2.4). 14
of the 20 draughts(wo)men sorted out this drawing as a special group containing only
this drawing and two of them commented that drawings of this type are irrelevant to
their work. At least for metalwork, the central perspective is an unusual type of
representation of spatial configurations. A possible reason for this may be the problems
in exactly reading off measures in central perspective drawings.

2.3 Signs and Functionalities

For a more detailed analysis, we classified the phrases used to describe the classes
formed. In order to learn about the importance of mathematics and the way
mathematics is related to the vocational field, the 118 descriptions of classes were
classified according to the alternative "related to representations and processes of
descriptive geometry" versus "related to production". Descriptions which indicate how
detailed and/or complete an object is accounted of (e.g.: "partial drawing", "complete
drawing") are classified "related to production". To give some examples, "assembly
drawing", "milling" and "partial drawing" are classified as related to production, while
"3D-drawing","front view with measures" and "perspective" are classified "related to
descriptive geometry". "Partial drawing with measures in isometry" is an example of
the category "mixed". Descriptions with no interpretation within the alternative
"production" vs "descriptive geometry" (7 descriptions, i.e. 5,9 % of 118, in two cases
the descriptions of the central perspective of fig. 2.4) are not taken into account in the
following analysis.

Table 2: Classification of descriptions

Interview No.of
Classes

no inter-
pretation

Pro-
duction Mixed Descr.

Geom.
4 2 2
5 7 2 5
6 2 1 1
7 11 3 4 4
8 7 2 2 3
9 4 4
10 5 2 1 2
11 6 1 3 1 1
12 5 3 2
13 6 1 5
14 7 3 1 3
15 5 3 2
16 5 4 1
17 6 1 2 2 1
18 6 1 2 2 1
19 6 2 1 3
20 9 4 2 3
21 6 1 2 2 1
22 6 3 1 2
23 7 1 5 1

Sum 118 7 57 21 33
.

% of 111 51,4 % 18,9 % 29,7 %
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Table 2 gives our classification of all catchwords which the draughts(wo)men had
choosen. If we only take into account the percentages of table 2, it is obvious that
descriptions from production are of utmost importance for the draughts(wo)men:
About half of the descriptions stem from production or indicate the completeness of
the drawing compared to the object to be produced. In 10 interviews, most of the
classes are characterized by means of catchwords from production. In all interviews, at
least one description related to production is used, while 6 interviews lack any
description related only to descriptive geometry. Four of them have only descriptions
purely related to production. On the whole, only about 30 % of the descriptions are
clearly related to descriptive geometry and only 3 of the interviews mostly use
catchwords from descriptive geometry. Aspects of the production process obviously
dominate the explicit classification of the drawings.

2.4 Mathematics in Technical Drawing

A closer look to the classifications related to mathematics reveals the following
pattern: The number of views presented in the drawing is often used to classify when
commenting on orthogonal views, while parallel projections with a spatial effect are
normally classified as "perspective drawing". Within the perspective drawings, a certain
subclassification plays a role - namely that of "isometry" and "dimetric projection" Fig.
2.3 (showing the construction of parts of a front view using information from the top
view) was given special reference as the construction of a boring or a "penetration".

As was already stated, the question of measurement plays an important role in the
classifications (and is responsible to sort a description under "mixed" in 12 of the 21

cases because "measured" or "non-measured" is part of the "mixed" description). Apart

from measurement aspects, the completeness of a drawing is the second aspect to link
production and geometry and appears in 11 descriptions classified "mixed". For a
technical drawing, the completeness and detailedness of a drawing and the
measurements seem to be the aspects tying production and mathematics together.

When asked explicitly about the role mathematics plays in technical drawing, most of
the draughts(wo)men hesitate to mentioned any mathematics. Sometimes with a bit of
pressing, trigonometric functions are the topic mentioned most frequently (15
interviews), followed by elementary arithmetic (11 interviews). The third most
frequently mentioned topics are formulae and calculation of area and volume (both in 5
interviews). The other topics mentioned could already be termed "vocational"
mathematics (for instance statics: 4 interviews, calculation of forces: 3 interviews). In
the interviews, four of the draughts(wo)men explicitly state that no geometry is needed

for technical drawing.
In order to know more about the actual workplace situation, we asked the

interviewees to linearly rank qualifications according to their importance for an
experienced draughts(wo)men. With nine qualifications offered, the draughts(wo)men
interviewed came up with three qualifications rather clearly ranked most important.
"Comprehension of the purpose and functioning of the object to be drawn" was ranked
in the first place, "comprehension of a sketch or an order" came in second and
"comprehension of geometrical relations of the drawing" was ranked in the third place.
The result is some sort of confirmation of the utmost importance of production-related
aspects of a technical drawing - while mathematics, esp. geometry seems less important.
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2.5 Use of CAD

In the interviews, it is difficult to find results which stem from the different
workplace situations analysed in the interviews. As far as we have analysed, we could
not find any substantial difference between those drawing in a traditional situation and
those using CAD. A sort of confirmation of this statement is the fact, that none pf the
draughts(wo)men interviewed came up with symmetry when sorting and classifying the
drawings - whereas using this property can be of great help when drawing with CAD-
facilities. Those qualifications directly linked with CAD and ranked according to
necessity to learn at the workplace (characteristics of the CAD-program / of the
computer and system-software) were ranked rather low by the CAD-users in the sample
(overall ranks of 6 and 9; we did not ask the "traditional" draughts(wo)men to rank
these qualifications). In the interviews, there were some explicit , but more or less
isolated and contradictory hints to changes comparing the traditional and the CAD
situation: In two interviews, draughts(wo)men stated that the ranking of qualifications
important in the workplace should be different according to the drawing situation
(CAD or traditional). Three of the draughts(wo)men thought training would be less
important with CAD while four of them thought training is even more important when
using CAD.

As for mathematics, 8 of the 14 CAD-users explicitly state that CAD facilitates the
mathematics involved in technical drawing or even makes mathematics superfluous.
Four of the CAD-users think that no geometrical knowledge is necessary for technical
drawing - and only CAD-users state that geometry is useless. When analysing the
mathematical topics the draughts(wo)men mentioned, we could not find any significant
difference between the two sub-samples. In order to analyse possible differences
between CAD-users and traditional draughts(wo)men in more detail, we will replicate
the study with additional traditional draughts(wo)men this year and hope to get more
data for this comparison.

3 Conclusion
For experienced draughts(wo)men in metalwork, geometry is part of their

professional routine in a way that geometry does not come to their mind when speaking
about mathematics. Predominantly, mathematis is arithmetic and calculations. These
two aspects of mathematics are necessary to control a most important aspect of technical
drawings, namely the size, the measures of the object drawn. Measurements are so
important in technical drawing that they are spontaneously used to classify technical
drawings. As for the (descriptive) geometry used in technical drawing, systems of
orthogonal projections and parallel projections as "perspectives" seem to be as
important as the measurement aspect. The central projection - as a second way to
describe spatial configurations - is unimportant and classified "useless" by experienced
draughts(wo)men. When drawing at the workplace, draughts(wo)men do not
spontaneously use symmetry to analyse and classify drawings.

When asked to classify drawings, descriptions related to production processes or the
completeness and detailedness of the drawing seem to be more important to the
draughts(wo)men than characteristics related to descriptive geometry. Some of the
draughts(wo)men classify all of the drawings according to criteria from the production
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process. Completeness and detailedness of a drawing as well as measurements are the
aspects tying production and mathematics together.

Within the interviews, no substantial difference between the use of Computer Aided
Design ("CAD") techniques and traditional technical drawing facilities can be shown.
Judging from a minority of the interviews, CAD-use in technical drawing seems to
integrate further geometrico-mathematical knowledge into computers/CAD-software in
a way that geometrical knowledge is devalued. In the sample, we find contradictory
statements of CAD-users about the consequences of CAD-use to training and everyday
practice in technical drawing.
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EVOKING PUPILS' INFORMAL KNOWLEDGE ON PERCENTS

L Streefland & M. van den Heuvel-Panhuizen
Freudenthal Institute, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands

Summary
The leading question behind this paper is how to teach percents. Depending on ones approach of mathe-

matics education this question can be answered in different ways. This contribution reflects the realistic
approach. One of its main features is starting from pupils' informal knowledge. A small classroom explo-

ration (8 pupils) in grade S served as a framework to investigate whether and to what degree little daily-
life stories are suitable to evoke pupils' informal knowledge or not and eventually what suchlike knowl-
edge looks like. The exploration showed a variegated range of knowledge and abilities is present in pupils

before teachings starts, which can used as a starting point for shaping further teaching.

1. Introduction
The well-known National Assessment of Educational Achievement (NAEP) in the United States of
America has had its counterpart in our country for some years now, namely the Dutch National
Assessment Program in Education (the so-called P,PON). The results of its first periodical assessment of
instructional level were published at the end of 1988. In general the results were not too bad (cf. Wijnstra
(ed.), 1988). Only one striking and at the same time discouraging result will be dealt with, that is the out-
come of the test on percentages. The results fell considerably short of what could be expected. Even the
easiest problems concerning concept and flexible computation were only answered correctly by above-av-

erage pupils. It may be obvious among other things that the factor instruction is of influence here,

that is how percentage was treated in it.

2. Approaches in mathematics education and percents
Them are different views on both mathematics and its education (Davis & Hersh, 1983; Treffers, 1987).

Thiee approaches and their consequences with respect to percents will be considered here, namely: the tra-

ditional or mechanistic approach, the structuralistic and the realistic one.

Mechanistic
The key-features of the mechanistic approach are: building up step by step, steering instrumentally, rules-
oriented, demonstration followed by imitation, applications, if at all, afterwards. For this approach per-

centage can be defined as follows:

- one percent (1%) is (means) one part of one hundredth (1/100), and;

- one hundred percent (100%) is (means) the full amount (everything, the whole) (100/100).

After this, 'definition' the pupils are expected to solve problems like: 1/2 = ../100 ....%; which percent-

age is 1/20? 8/20? 3/4?; 75% = .1100 = ./4; draw 8 children, 75% of them are girls; 4% of 800 = ...; 300

eggs in a basket and 8% of them are cracked = ... eggs cracked. The given problem sequence is supposed
1to pave the way to problems like : 3 dollars is 1/4% of ....? In some cases at best a matrix like 3

100
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has been added in order to help the pupils to organise their computations.
The traditional approach proceeds from case to case with increas ng complexity. Any connections with
(decimal) fractions and ratio and proportion, if at all, are only made at too an advanced level of abstraction
and algorithmisation. This approach probably has to do with the discouraging educational progress which
is not very encouraging as shown by PPON. The expression 'one to ten pupils succeeds' does not even
apply here, at least in The Netherlands.

Structuralistic

The key-features of the structuralistic approach are: emphasizing the structures within and of mathematics,
insightful reproduction of the system, connecting related topics, making progress within mathematics. In
this approach percents dealt with as particular cases of (decimal) fractions. Percentage is thus define:I as a
fraction having 100 as denominator: 'For p/100 one also says p percent, written as p %.' Also the aspect
of function of percentage is considered.

So this approach rather corresponds to the traditional (mechanistic) one, albeit that the links with related
subjects are established more carefully.

Realistic

The key-features of the realistic approach are: starting from reality as a source both to bring the mathemat-
ics forward and to apply it, using models, schemes, symbols and so on to bridge the gap between the con-
crete and the abstract, intertwining learning strands and giving the pupils room to contribute to the teach-
ing-learning process by means of their constructions and free productions. Compared with the previous
approaches the realistic one sheds a different light on the percents. Among other things this means:
(Streefland, 1991).

the firm intertwinement of percentage with ratio and proportion and (decimal) fractions from the very
beginning of the teaching/learning process;
the historical origin of interest ('one to ten') as an area for application of percentage after the decimalsa-
tion of money;

the use of ratio and proportion in general and of percentage in particular as ways of relatively compar-
ing situations having related magnitudes or quantities;

the consideration of compound interest as an access to (exponential) growth, and last, but not least;
the consideration of essential features of percents like their asymmetrical behavior depending on the
point of view taken and related to this learning to take the correct stand with respect to whole amount
and the percentage to be taken from that.

The previous description of the different, possible approaches makes clear in advance, that ones line of ap-
proach is decisive for ones ideas on teaching, learning or researching whatever the mathematical topic may
be, percents included. In traditional teaching and research the imitation of prescribed procedures and rules
will predominate. An important research question here is for instance: Do pupils recognize different types
of problems related to the rules and procedures they have been taught? (see for instance Venezky &
Bregar, 1988). The structuralistic approach will stress, among other things, the functional character of per-

cents (see for instance Davis, 1988). An important research-question here might be: After the course, are
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the pupils able to make the structural switch from p % more or less to (1 ± p/100) times Finally the
realistic approach, due to the way it was characterised in brief will be interested in the answer to questions
like: What informal knowledge do the pupils have and what informal strategies including models do they
apply to shape their problem solving. Compared with the mechanistic researcher the aim the realistic one is
not to reveal the ability of the pupils to start the fixed programs but to search for starting points for teach-
ing. An extra complicating factor with respect to the informal knowledge of the pupils is that the older the
pupils are, the less open-minded they will be. So this will have consequences for the way their informal
knowledge will have to be evoked.

3. The present study
As said before the present study concerns the revealing of pupils' informal knowledge on percents.
Informal knowledge means knowledge acquired outside school or knowledge that cannot be considered as
the effect of a teaching-learning process aiming at suchlike knowledge.
The two main questions to be answered in the present study are:
1. Little, problem-like daily life stories on percents are they a suitable means to evoke pupils' informal

knowledge on percents?
2. What does that informal knowledge look like?
The daily-life stories used in this study are part of a teaching-learning unit, designed by the authors (Van
den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Streefland, 1992) for the 'Math in Context'-project in the USA (Madison-
Wisconsin). For answering the questions a classroom exploration was organised in The Netherlands. In
this the stories were tested. The group of pupils involved consisted of eight fifth graders. This complete
group of fifth graders belonged to a school, which, generally spoken, is of below average level due to
socio-economic circumstances (unclassified labourers and so on). This group was fresh with respect to
teaching percents. The stories were presented on paper and treated in the following way. First discussing
the story, its meaning and its problem in the group and then making a brief note on the question individual-
ly, a drawing if preferred by the pupils illustrating the question included. Ten stories were treated in
this way. Four of them and the concerning results will be discussed in the next section.

4. The stories and the results
a. The soccer training

This problem concerns the use of percents in an expression on chance (see fig. 1).

Geen's soccerteam has Its training on Wednesday afternoon.
Maybe the training will be removed to Tuesday.
"My goodness, what about your practice with the brassband on
Tuesday", his mother objects concerned.
"Don't worry, its a 95 percent chance the soccer training will
stay on Wednesday", Geen replies.

>> Do you think this answer will set Geen's mother at ease?
When she will not have to worry?
In what case something will certainly have to be arranged?

figure 1: the soccer training story
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Results
Understanding:

5 out of 6 pupils showed the understanding of '95 percent chance'. This appeared from expressions
like 'it is almost sure'.
2 out of 5 pupils showed an extended level of understanding. Examples of reflect expressions that this
are 'it is almost certain; when it is 100 percent it is certain', or,'when it is 40 (percent) Co! example, it

is uncertain'.
Use of models: 3 out of 5 pupils were able to make a kind of drawing in order to support their way of

reasoning. The worksheets showed drawings of different character. Some pupils used circles, other num-

berlines (see fig. 2).

to
I- t I I

lo 3* -to solo 70 So 50 I to

9 l0 20 Soo soo L0 00-4

9u2A o-rutatiii
Figure 2: a pupils reaction to the soccer training story ('When it is 443 it is uncertain').

b. The increasing rent
This problem concerns a small computation with percents (see fig. 3).

"Dear mom,
I have some bad news! I can't believe it, but next
month my house-rent will increase 25 percent!
That means the end of my old 200 dollar rent.
The invoice for the next month didn't arrive yet.
but I think I have to pay something in between two
and three htmderd dollar. Please send me - to be on
the safe side - one hundred dollar extra this month.
Many kisses, Stan."

» What will be the reaction of Stan's mother?

figure 3: the increasing rent story

Results

Understanding:
2 out of 8 pupils did 'nothing' with the little story excel): , for instance, repeating it.
2 out of 8 pupils obviously made a calculation. e.g. '..., his rent is f 200,now and he must pay
25% more, then it will be 1 250,'.
4 out of 8 pupils showed not only the outcome but were able to show their way of calculation.

Use of models: 2 of the latter 4 pupils use a model or scheme (see fig. 4).
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figure 4: a pupils' reaction to the increasing rent story
('1/4 pan of 100 = 25. so of 200 it is double of 100,
so 25 must also to be doubled, that is 250')

c. The twin discount
This problem focuses on the relative character of percents. This means that 'bare percents' cannot be com-

pared in an absolute way (see fig. 5).

Agnew and Andrew are twins.
Agnew: "We both got 10 percent discount
and yet we didn't get the same amount of
discount. I got a ten dollar discount and
you got only a five dollar discount. That
isn't twins alike, is it?"
Andrew: "Oh, l can live with it."

» Is that possible, the same percent of discount
and not the same amount of discount yet?

figure 5: the twin discount story

Results

Understanding:
2 out of 6 pupils understood the relative character of ten percent. e.g.: 'It does not matter how much
the discount is, but where you take it from, I mean from the total price it has cost.'
2 out of 6 pupils did not only understand the previous level but were also capable to elaborate its quan-
titative consequences, e.g.: 'Peter says they both got a ten percent discount. Peter got 10 guilders and
John only 5 guilders. Peter has 100 guilders. John only 50, because 5 guilders = half of 10.'

Use of models: Mathematical models were not used. Two pupils, however, illustrated their way of rea-

soning by means of contextual drawings of the twins.
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d. The exam
This problem also focuses the relative character of percents, connecting relative and absolute data included
(sic fig. 6).

A fifty percent score is needed to pass the exam.
John missed 14 problems.

» What do you think, can we congratulate John or not?

figure 6: the exam story

Results
Understanding:

only one of 8 pupils was not able to understand the relative character of the question. 'No..., when
you have 14 mistakes your mark is 1 and this is not good'.
2 out of 8 pupils understood the relative character of '50 percent of e.g. 'Actually we do not
know, because we do not know how many items the test had'.
5 out of 8 pupils were able to deal with both the absolute and the relative data in the problem. e.g.
'50% = one half. First you have to know how many items John made. At least 50% of the items must
be answered tight. If there are more than 28 items or exactly 28 then he succeeded, because you have
to do 2 x 14'.

Use of models: 1 pupil used a strip to illustrate the second level of understanding.

S. Conclusions
First some remarks will be made concerning the suitability of the daily-life stories as used to evoke infor-

mal knowledge. After that the quality of this knowledge will be considered and its implications for teach-

ing.

The stories
In the foregoing only four out of ten stories and their results were dealt with. They showed to be very
revealing although it must be admitted that not all the ten stories were equally unveiling.
The success of a problem story depended on its room for construction by the pupils, for instance:

by means of manipulating the data in order to produce a desired outcome like;
creating success for John doing his exam (d), or;
improving Stan's global calculation of his new rent (b), or;
making a decision on Geert's soccertraining (a).

- by means of applying different strategies of calculation, like for the 25 percent rent increase (b), or the

'equal' discount situation a ndrew and Agnew (c);

- by means of embodying different levels of understanding (see the description of the results).
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Informal knowledge
As far as the informal knowledge is concerned the following can be said: half of the pupils (4 out of 8
resp. 3 out of 6) were rather successful with all the story-problems.
Aspects of their knowledge were:

knowing key- percentages like '25 percent of ...' and their relations with simple fractions like '1/4 of

- being able to make simple calculations, with percents and to make supporting drawings.

At a more general level the following aspects played an implicit role:
- being aware of different points of view in situations with percents, and;
- being able to relate relative and absolute numerical descriptions in situations with percents.
The remainder of the pupils only showed vague and implicit notions on percents, albeit that one of them
was hardly able to take a relative stand, if not at all.

Consequences forteaching
The results show that a part of the pupils already know a lot of percents. So it will not be necessary to start

the teaching for them at 'the very beginning' of percents. This advanced starting level, however, may not
be used as an alibi for an even more premature algorithmization of percents than it used to be, because this
will block the further development of the insights. The results also show the existence of a big difference
among the pupils. Helping these weaker pupils is a big challenge for mathematics education. A possibility
to meet this problem of differentiation could be achieved by exploiting the ideas, drawings, explanations
etc. of the expert-pupils in the class. That will be the next goal of our developmental research.
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THE "MULTIPLIER EFFECT" AND SIXTH-GRADE STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE

ON MULTIPLICATION WORD PROBLEMS WITH UNIT-FRACTION FACTORS

Susan B. Taber

University of Delaware

This study investigated the lev,,t1s of success achieved by 194

sixth-grade students in solving multiplication word problems with

unit-fraction factors. The strategxes which students used were also

catalogued and examined for patterns. The problems were generated from

a model of multiplication problem-types which allowed for systematic

manipulation of three problem features which have been shown to affect

students' thinking about in similar contexts. It was found that

students' performance was affected by the semantic features of the

problems and that students used different strategies to solve problems

with different semantic features.

Background

Evidence that the semantic structure of word problems affects the

levels of students' performance on the problems and the strategies

which they utilize in an attempt to solve them has been accumulated in

several domains. These include young children's approaches to addition

and subtraction problems (Carpenter and Moser, 1982), older students'

solutions to multiplication problems containing decimal factors (Bell,

Greer, Grimison, and Mangan, 1989), and some college students'

solutions to multiplication problems containing common fractions

(Hardiman and Mestre, 1989). Based on previous research it was

hypothesized that three problem features might affect students' levels

of successful performance and the strategies they would use to solve

multiplication word problems. These features are the action performed

in the problem (Carpenter and Moser, 1982), the kind of multiplier- -

whole number or rational number (Bell, et al., 1989) and type of
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quantity (Hiebert and Tonnesen, 1978; Pothier and Sawada, 1983).

A model of problem types was designed which systematically varied

these three problem features (Taber, 1991). The four problem actions

were Combining equal parts, Comparing two quantities, finding a Part

of a quantity, and Changing the size of a quantity through expansion

or contraction. Multipliers were either whole numbers or unit

fractions (1/n), and the quantities in the problems were either

discrete objects, such as cupcakes or baseball bats, or measured

continuous quantities such as length or volume.

The levels of performance on these problems exhibited by 4th

grade students who had not had instruction in either finding 1/n of a

quantity or in multiplying fractions were significantly affected both

by the kina of multiplier and by the action performed in the problem,

and these students also used different strategies on problems with

different features (Taber, 1992). This suggested that students, prior

to instruction in these kinds of problems, attend to the semantic

structure of the problems. The study reported here investigated

whether students who had been instructed in finding 1/n of a quantity

and in multiplying by fractions would also attend to the semantic

structure of word problems.

Method.

Students from four school districts, each using a different

textbook, participated in the study. In order to sample from as

varied a population as possible, two urban/suburban districts and two

rural/suburban districts were selected. School administrators

selected two classes of sixthgraders who were representative of the

students in the school for participation in the study, giving 194

subjects. Standardized achievement test scores on mathematics and

reading comprehension were available for 172 of the 194 studentg; the
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mathematics scores ranged from the 7th to the 99th percentiles and the

reading comprehension from the 1st to the 99th percentiles.

Students were asked to solve three examples of each of the ten

problemtypes generated by the model. The 30 problems were presented

in a booklet, 5 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches, with two problems per

page. Examples of the problems are:

Robert has 32 pieces of candy. Hillary has some cookies.
She has 1/4 as many cookies as Robert has pieces of candy.
How many cookies does Hillary have? (Compare action,
Fraction multiplier, Discrete quantity)

Josh's job is to fill water balloons with water. Each
balloon holds 1/6 of a quart of water. How many quarts of
water will it take to fill 18 balloons? (Combine action,
Whole multiplier, Measured Continuous quantity)

It is 30 miles from Marie's house to the shopping center.
If Marie rides her bike 1/6 of the way to the shopping
center, how many miles has she ridden? (Part action,
Fraction multiplier, Measured Continuous quantity)

A rubber band is stretched to 30 times its original length.
If it was 1/3 inch long before, how long is it now? (Change
action, Whole multiplier, Measured Continuous quantity)

Students' responses yielded two kinds of information. First,

students were given a performance score of correct or incorrect for

their answer to each of the 30 problems on the written test. The

strategies which students used in solving the problems were coded

separately, so that students' patterns of strategy use could be

compared with the problem features.

About five students from each of the eight classes, 43 in all,

were also interviewed individually at a later time. They were asked

to solve four problems from the test, and then asked to explain what

they had done and why. These interviews verified the strategy

categories (agreement was achieved on more than 99 % of the items) and

provided additional information about students' thinking.
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Results

Performance Levels

Analyses of Variance were performed to check for differences in

levels of performance on the problems (see Taber, 1991, for details).

The results for the effect of type of quantity in the problem were

inconclusive. There was a significant effect of quantity in just one

of the three analyses which examined the effect of quantity; students

performed better on problems with discrete quantities when their

performance on the Combine and Compare problems was examined.

The performance of 4th-graders on all problems had been shown to

be affected by the type of multiplier in the problem; they performed

significantly better on problems with fraction multipliers (Taber,

1992) than on problems with whole-number multipliers. Although the

6th-graders also had higher scores on problems with fraction

multipliers, the differences in performance were not significant.

Differences in 6th-graders' performance were significantly

different for each of the four problem actions, F (579, 3) - 37.08, 2.

< .001. As shown in Table 1, students performed best on Part

problems, followed by Combine, Compare, and Change problems.

This suggests that the students' performance was affected by the

action of the problems; that is, that they attended to the semantic

structure of the problem.
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Table 1

Sixth-Graders' Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on Problems with
Different Actions. F (579, 3) = 37.08, 2. < .001)

Action Score S.D.

Part 4.8
Combine 4.6
Compare 4.3a
Change 4.0

2.0
1.9
2.0
2.0

aThere were 12 Compare problems, but 6 Part, 6 Combine, and 6 Change
problems; the number of correct responses to Compare problems was
divided by 2 for comparison purposes.

Students' Strategies

Further evidence that students attend to the semantic structure

of the problem was supplied by the strategies which the students used

in order to solve the problems. All 30 of the problems could be

solved by simply multiplying the whole number and the unit-fraction

factors, or by dividing the whole number by the denominator of the

unit-fraction. There were 4907 instances of codable strategies which

were coded into 12 strategy categories. The standard algorithm for

multiplication of fractions 1/n 2 /1 accounted for 45 R of the

strategies used on all problems. Division, dividing the whole number

by the denominator of the unit fraction accounted for 29 % of the

coded strategies. The remaining 262 of the instances were spread over

the remaining ten strategies.

The kind of quantity in the problem did not seem to have an

effect on the kinds of strategies used by the students. The picture

is different, however, for the type of multiplier and the problem

action.

Half the 30 problems had whole number multipliers and half had

fraction multipliers. Problems with whole number multipliers

attracted 62 % of all instances of the standard algorithm, while
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problems with fraction multipliers attracted just 38 % of this

strategy. On the other hand, problems with whole number multipliers

attracted just 29 2 of the division strategies, while problems with

fraction multipliers accounted for 71 2 of the instances of this

strategy choice. This suggests that although there were not

significant differences in the students' performance on problems with

whole number and fraction multipliers, some students may have thought

that the problems required different solution strategies. Some of the

students who were interviewed claimed that a problem with a whole

number multiplier had to be solved by multiplication while a problem

with a fraction multiplier had to be solved by division because they

needed to find "a part of" the starting quantity.

The distribution of students' strategies across the problem

actions was also examined. When the multiplier was a fraction, the

instances of strategy use for both the algorithm and division

strategies on the three kinds of problems, Compare, Part, and Change,

were close to the expected proportion, 40-40-20. When the multiplier

was a whole number, a different picture emerges. If problem action

made no difference to students' choice of strategy, we would expect

Combine and Compare problems each to account for 40 2 of the instances

of the strategy, while Change would account for 20 2. In fact,

Combine problems accounted for 33 % of the instances of the algorithm

while Compare problems accounted for 46 2 and Change for 21 2. The

departure from the expected distribution was greater for the division

strategy with 67 % of the instances of this strategy occurring on

Combine problems, 21 2 on Compare problems and 13 2 on the Change

problems. These results suggest that students were less sensitive to

differences in the problem action when the multiplier was a fraction

than they were when the multiplier was a whole number.
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Interviewed students who used division on Combine problems

explained that they had done so in order to find out how many whole

units would result from combining the m parts. This is how Chris

explained his solution to the pizza problem, 3) 27 :

Pizza from Dumbo's pizza comes cut in 1/3s (thirds). How
many pizzas will be needed to give 27 children one slice
each of pizza?

C: If you cut it into thirds and there are 27 children, then
I tried to figure out how many times 3 goes into 27. One
third means a third of a whole.

Interviewer: Could you do it another way?
C: Would it be 3 times 3?

Discussion

The results of this study suggest that the semantic features of

multiplication problems with unit-fraction factors affect both

students' performance and the strategies they use. Although

significant differences in levels of performance occurred only on

problems with different problem actions, the patterns of strategy

choice suggest that there were differences in how students thought

about problems with whole number multipliers and fraction multipliers.

The patterns of strategy use across problem actions suggest that

students tended to use the same kinds of strategies on all problems

with fraction multipliers, regardless of the problem action, but this

was not true of the three problem actions with whole number

multipliers.

Although these students had been instructed in multiplication of

fractions during two or more years of school, many of them attended to

the semantic differences in the problems, particularly problem action

and type of multiplier, even though all the problems could be

represented by the same kind of mathematical expression. That is,

instruction in the algorithm for multiplication of fractions does not
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seem to level out the semantic differences in multiplication problems

of this kind.

This study suggests that several problem features may combine

with instruction to affect students' thinking about multiplicative

problems. At this point we do not have a theoretical model which

predicts how students will perform on multiplicative word problems

with rational numbers.
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TELLING STORIES ABOUT PLANT GROWTH: FOURTH GRADE
STUDENTS INTERPRET GRAPHS

Cornelia C. Tierney, Amy S. Weinberg, & Ricardo Nemirovsky
TERC Cambridge MA

Through the development and evaluation of curricular activities for fourth grade,

we analyzed how children produce and interpret graphs describing changes over

time. The distinction between two approaches to understanding graphs, thatwe
call pointwise and variational, became salient and relevant for the teaching and
learning of the graphical representation of change. In this paper we describe
these approaches and how they were used by children.

As part of the TERC's Number, Data, and Space project, we developed a unit
for fourth grade about chang; over time. The first section of the unit poses
situations of discrete change (people in and out of the children's homes); the
second section introduces situations of continuous change (height ofplants). In a
previous paper ( Tierney & Nemirovsky, 1991), we discussed the graphs children
spontaneously developed of the population of their homes. In this paper, we
discuss the cartesian graphs children developed representing plant height vs
time.

The curriculum addresses two main areas:
1. The interplay between a sequence of accumulated values and a sequence of
changes (e.g. given a list of daily heights of a plant, what can you tell about its
pattern of growth?)

2. The contrast between graphing measured data point by point (attention to the
plant height each day) and graphing variation of qualitative data without
specifying magnitudes (telling an overall story)

Creation of cartesian graphs of continuous variation has usually been
postponed in the United States until secondary school, with some interpretation of
graphs beginning in sixth grade. Typically, the graphs students interpretprovide a
scale and ask for identification of specific data points. The Boston schools
mathematics curriculum (1987) recommends that, in eighth grade, children be able
to read points on line graphs that have axes with only some points labeled (figure
la). The focus is primarily on scale and on particular data points, but doesn't ask
children to look at the graph as a whole.
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Mary she Mr brother Joke Mors hews together to walk to school.
Mary thinks they Sr. miss to be fete, se she starts set rem*, that
tires aid walks the rest of the soy. John starts art walking she
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lb. NCTM
In recently developed graphing curriculums, the focus has shifted away from

reading and making graphs pointwise towards a more holistic approach in which
the shape of the graph as a whole is considered. Curriculums have been developed
in the Netherlands and Great Britain for middle and secondary school
(Krabbendam, H. (1982); Swan, 1982, 1985) and adapted in Australia for primary
school ( Lovitt & Clarke, 1988). In the United States, the NCTM Standards (1989)
suggest that middle school students be able to associate stories of changing situations
with graph shapes. (figure lb).

The children's work we discuss in this paper suggests some advantages of this
trend toward making graph shapes central to the curriculum together with
pointwise graphing.

Overview
This study took place in a fourth grade class of 20 students in a city public

school that draws mostly from lower to middle class families. The work we will
report on took place over a two week period in 10 dass sessions of approximately
one hour each. Our data indude a video tape of one session (mystery graphs),
detailed notes of each class by one or two observers, and the children's work on two
written assessments.

The activities
Each pair of students planted bean seeds and kept track of one plant's growth.

On a Thursday, Friday, and Monday, they measured and recorded plant heights on a
chart. On Monday, they recorded these measurements on a graph and, in a different
color, made a line to show their prediction of the plant's growth over the next week.
They continued to measure the heights each school day for two weeks, and record
them on their chart and graph. Activities in connection with the plant growth work
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included: telling plant growth stories for their own graphs and for curves we
provided on a worksheet; using their graphs to compare patterns of growth;
describing the pattern of growth of plants from looking at lists of daily changes in
height; making "mystery graphs"(Tierney Sc Nemirovsky, 1992) of the population of
people doing familiar things over a 24 hour period.

Issues
Through our analysis of this experience we recognized the centrality of the

distinction illustrated above in the Boston and NCTM examples (figure 1) between
the two common approaches to understanding cartesian graphs: interpreting the
graph as displaying correspondences between coordinates versus interpreting the
graph as telling a story of "ups" and "downs' over time'. We will call the first
(figure 2a) "pointwise" (after Monk 1989) and the second (figure 2b)
"variational/qualitative". It became apparent to us that these involve different
types of knowledge, expectations, and cues. We will describe bow each approach
was manifested by students and the difficulties, as well as the learning
opportunities that students experienced as they worked with them.

Height (cm)

5

3
2

1 i III III
MTWTPS Spar,

Graph a

2a.pointwise

taller

I
srnaller

bear.

Graph b

2b. variational/qualitative

1. Pointwise approach toward graph construction
In the pointwise framework, a graph is a display of correspondences

between coordinates. Issues of scale and units are critical in order to locate points
in the graph.

In general, the students tended to include and to allow space for only the
data they had measured rather than by a systematic plan. We saw this tendency
earlier in the work on graphing population of their homes, and we refer to it as
"information-driven", as opposed to "system-driven (Tierney and Nemirovsky,

1We did not include a third approach to graph interpretation and construction commonly
reported in the literature (e.g. Hart, 1981), called graph as a picture. It did not happen in
our experience. The graph as a picture approach is typical in representing situations of
motion, such that the curve can be seen as a trajectory. This is not the case with plant
growth, or with any situation of amount-change, like people in a room or variation of
temperature .
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1991). In graphing plants, some manifestations were (figure 3a): a) all pairs of
students in our study began the vertical scale with the first measurement of their
plant ; b) since some of their data was in whole centimeters and some in half
centimeters, students tended to mix their scales along the vertical axis, sometimes
one square to a whole centimeter and sometimes one square to a half centimeter,
creating a non-uniform height scale; c) since the children had no measurements
for the weekend days, most simply wrote Monday following Friday as closely
along the horizontal axis as Friday followed Thursday, creating a non-uniform
time scale. When the teacher suggested Making the vertical axis more systematic
by starting at zero and going by lcm.intervals, several students drew a segment
linking the zero point with their first measured point and took it to represent a
day's growth (figure 3b).

9

5
5
9 3

2
3

Fr T FS 5M T\/

3a initial graphs 3b corrected vertical scale

Although students ignored consistency of scale when they made their own
graphs, their way of interpreting their graphs took a consistent scale for granted.
They interpreted differences in gradient as meaningful without being sure that
the scale was the same (that two regions of the same width represent equal
intervals of time). When the teacher asked on what days did their plant grow fastest,
students mentioned segments with the highest gradient to represent fastest plant
growththe weekend and the initial segment tying the first measurement to zero
disregarding lack of regularity along the t, zontal axis.

2. Variational/qualitative approach In the variational/qualitative approach the
graph is perceived as telling the story of the way in which something varies over
time, the story being an account of increases and decreases at different rates. The
emphasis is on the relative height and steepness (or gradient) of a graphical
shape rather than on issues of range, units, or point-values. This approach is
variational because what stands out is how high and steep the shape is over a
certain region, relative to how high and steep it is before or after that region; it is
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qualitative because the variables are identified categorically, that is, by type and
direction of increase, rather than by a unit-based quantification.

2.1 Mystery graphs
Students generated graphs which were qualitative/variational in nature to

show the number of people in different places in their town over a 24 hour period.
We provided for this a sheet on which we wrote hours along the horizontal axis
and left the vertical axis empty.

Students attempted to include information that would hold true for all
people, but needed to use their own limited experience as a guide. Thus, their
graphs were a combination of both generalizations as well as very specific data that
pertained to their own personal knowledge. Figure 4 is an example of a mystery
graph made by two boys and the story they tell about it. We observed that students
made these graphs by approximating heights on the graph to represent number of
people present at key hours. When they reported, they accounted for the key points
and for the slope of the segments that join them.

It's people at a playground. Not a lot of people at a playground at night and they start coming at 7
when they're going to school and it keeps going up because little kids like two year olds and three year
olds come, and older kids come after school and then at night it goes down so at 9.00 there is no one.

4. mystery graph

2.2 Plant growth
Students had generated graphs at the beginning of this work to show their

prediction of plant growth. The predictions were mostly linear. One pair made a
step-wise graph, showing alternation (.A. growth one day, none the next after they
decided that a continuous line would make the plant "too tall".

After doing the mystery graph activity, they wrote stories associated with
curves showing plant growth. For the graph in figure 5, one child wrote "The

plant started slow then went fast then all of a sudden it dropped (it most likely fell
off) then it started up slow then it went very fast." Another wrote: "It started slow,
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faster, fast, dive, stop, slow, and faster." These stories describe a succession of
discrete intervals on the graph. The second description distinguishes between
accelerated speed as"faster" and steady speed as"fast".

figure 5
For the construction of these verbal descriptions, the recognition of the basic

types of variation (Nemirovsky, 1992) and their associated graphical shapes play a
critical role. On a worksheet of types of variation, the fourth grade students
picked out places showing the plant growing fast or slowly or speeding up or
slowing down.

There were only two types of curves on the worksheet that proved difficult
for students to interpret. The first described an event that happened very fast at first
and then slowed down [figure 6a). Seven out of 18 students either described this
curve as slow, then fast or as all fast. On the other hand, all 18 of them were able to
interpret a curve that described an event that began slowly and then increased in
speed as "slow" then "fast"or "faster" [figure 6b

h Tell the story...

h

6a 6b 7

The other type of curve that students did not describe accurately was one that
showed no change in status for a period of time (figure 7). The children had not yet
experienced the leveling off of their graphs as all their plants were still growing.
Instead of interpreting this as stopping, 13 out of 18 students described it as "steady".
"Steady" was used to mean either slow growth ( e.g. "It grew steady. Then it grew
fast. Then it grew steady again.") or any linear growth including a period of no
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growth (It started slow. Then it grew fast. Then it grew really slow, then it grew

steady").

L Graphs and number tables
There is a parallel between the pointwise and the qualitative

approaches to production and interpretation ofgraphs on the one hand and

to number tables on the other. This may be illustrated with the following

table:
Pointwis

Day
M
Tw
T

Height (cm)
2

2.5
3.5
4.5
5

V
a
r

a
t

0
n
a
1

From a pointwise approach the table is a set of horizontal correspondences. Each

correspondence can be translated into a graphical point. From a variational

approach the table is read as a sequence of heights whose successive differences

show whether the plant grows more or less as time passes. The first column

(Days) becomes just an indicator of order showing what comes after what.
The children told stories from lists of numbers that were similar to the stories

they told from graph shapes. Examples of this were the descriptions students

provided for these list of changes:
"slow, fast, faster" :1/2, 2, 2, 1, 2 1/2, 4
"steady, very steady": 1/2 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 /2
They overlooked the messiness of these lists to see the general picture as they did in

graph interpretation.

Conclusions
From a pedagogical point of view we are interested in fostering children's

abilities to move flexibly and consistently between variational/qualitative and

pointwise approaches. This is because a meaningful use of graphs involves a

dialectic between both approaches. The variational perspective enables the

identification of remarkable points and the pointwise framework allows one to

establish the landmarks for a global variation.
It is clear from our experience that fourth grade students can interpret and

construct graphs using both approaches. It is natural to them to interpret gradient
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and height qualitatively by comparison of one portion of the graph with another.
However, in both cases their inclination is to be faithful to the information that they
have without preserving systematicity. Thus, when they make their own graphs,
they tend to ignore consistency of scale; it is not a relevant element of the graph for
them. When they interpret graphs, on the other hand, they take a consistent scale
for granted; again, because it is not a relevant element for them, they do not notice
whether it is present or absent.

They take their personal knowledge to be the general case when both
producing and interpreting graphs. Thus, they were less likely to recognize shapes
of plant growth graphs that they had not experienced, and their construction and
interpretations of the mystery graphs were based largely on their own families'
patterns of behavior.

In accordance with Krabbendam (1982) , we think that children's concern
about systematicity has to emerge from the need to tell more accurate and consistent
stories. We expect that shifts between pointwise graphing and qualitatilie
graphing and between making and interpreting graphs will lead to the perception
of the importance of systematicity and the refinement of the story-construction
process to describe change over time.
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OVEROF_NER LrZATION BETWEEN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS:
THri CASE OF SUCCESSIVE DIVISION PROBLEMS

Dina Tirosh and Ruth Stavy

School of Education
Tel Aviv University

Tel Aviv, 69978, ISRAEL

Recent studies have shown that students tend to produce similar responses to subdivision
problems which are essentially different but are figurally similar. This study presents 7th to 12th grade
students with three subdivision problems.. The first problem concerned an ideal, geometrical line
segment, while the other two dealt with material substances (conger wire and water). All three problems
involved the same process: successive division. Two of the problems (line segment and copper wire)
were also figurally similar. Our data indicate that the similarity in the process had a profound effect on
students' responses.

Introduction

Previous studies in science and mathematics education have shown that when asked.to

consider two problems, one of which concerning the successive division of a line segment, and the other

dealing with the successive division of a copper wire, a substantial number of seventh and eighth grade

level students state that these two processes will come to an end while the tenth and twelfth grade

students, majors in mathematics, state both processes were endless (Fischbein, Tirosh, Stavy, & Oster,

1990: Stavy & Tirosh, 1991). One possible conclusion that may be drawn from these findings is that

many students in these grade levels tend to perceive mathematical and physical objects as behaving

similarly in regard to subdivision processes. This conclusion is partly supported by well known

scholars: Piaget & Inhelder (1967/1948) and Hilbert (1964/1925). They argued that humans tend to

perceive mathematical and physical objects as identical in respect to continuity. However, while Piaget

and Inhelder suggest that our intuitive perception of external objects is discontinuous, Hilbert declares

that our naive conception of matter is that of continuity. Piaget and Inhelder described the development

of a conception of division processes as endless only with regard to mathematical objects. They argued

that the perception of subdivision processes as endless presupposes a discrimination between physical

and mathematical objects.

The rwo problems we presented in our previous studies resembled each other in two aspects:

They related to the same process (successive division) and were figurally resembled (line segment and

copper wire). One could attribute the identity in students' responses to the figural resemblance of the

two problems. This interpretation is in line with findings of recent research which reported that students
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tend to rely on external features of problems (Carey, 1985; Chi, Feltovich & Glazer, 1981; Chi,

Glaser & Rees, 1982; Larkin, 1983: Larkin, & Rainhard, 1984; Hardiman, Dufresne & Mestre, 1989).

In the present study an additional problem (a successive division of water) was added to the two

previous ones. This will allow us to find out whether students conceive successive division processes

of mathematical and physical objects as identical regardless of their figural similarity and content

Method

Subjects

Two-hundred students from upper middle-class students participated in this study. Fifty

students, each from the seventh, eighth, tenth and twelfth grade levels in the same school were tested.

The tenth and twelfth grade students were studying in classes that majored in mathematics.

At the time of the study, the seventh grade students had finished a unit on the particulate nature

of matter. They received no instruction concerning geometry or infinite processes. The eighth grade

students had started studying Euclidean geometry. In that year their science instruction had related to

elements, compounds, and the periodic table. The tenth grade students had studied Euclidean geometry

(i.e., undefined and defined terms, axioms, postulates, definitions, theorems and proofs), but had

received no additional instruction in science concerning the structure of matter. The twelfth grade

students took an introductory course in calculus in which they dealt with infinite series, limits and

integrals. They also studied chemistry as a minor subject (stoichiometry, the structure of the atom.

The Problem

1. The line segment problem: "Consider a line segment AB. Divide it into two equal parts. Divide

one half into two equal parts. Continue dividing in the same way. Will this process come to an end?

Explain your answer."

2. The copper wire problem: "Consider a piece of copper wire. Divide it into two equal parts.

Divide one half into two equal parts. Continue dividing in the same way. Will this process come to an

end? Explain your answer."

3. The water problem: "Consider a cup full of water. Pour out half of it. Again, pour out half of

the water left in the cup. Continue pouring out half of the remaining water in the same way. Will this

process come to an end? Explain your answer."
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The correct responses are that in the case of the line segment the halving process is endless,

whereas in the case of the copper wire and water the halving process stops when the atomic (molecular)

level is reached.

It= lum
The three problems were administered to all students during one class period (about 45 minutes).

In order to counterbalance the effect of tae order of presentation of the problems, half of the students in

each grade level received the mathematics problem first while the other half received the science

problems first, The mathematics problem was given on one sheet of paper along with other, irrelevant,

mathematics problems. The science problems were given on another sheet of paper along with other,

irrelevant, science problems. Each sheet was collected after the students had responded. After

collecting the data, ten students from each grade level were interviewed to better understand their

responses to the three questions.

Results

Responses to the three problems

Two types of responses were given to each of the problems (see Table 1). The first response

was that the process is endless. This response is regarded as an infinite response. The second response

was that the process ends. This response will be referred to as a finite respor ;e. L. each of these

problems, the frequency of the infinite responses significantly increased with grade level while that of

the finite responses significantly decreased (x2 = 27.82, df=3, p < .001 in the line segment problem;

x2=7.91, df=3, p<.047 in the copper wire problem; x2=11.46, df=3, p<.009 in the wate.: problem).

Table 1 Responses to the line segment_ copper wire andwaterprobleras

7

Water

Grade

8 10 12

Line segment Copper wire

Grade Grade

7 8 10 12 7 8. 10 12

The process is
endless Total 30* 50* 76' 72' 26 30 48 46 22 12 38 36

The process
will end- Total 70 50 24 28 74' 70' 52' 54 78 88' 62' 64'

"correct responses
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Three types of justifications were given for the "endless" response. The most dominant in all

grade levels was: "One can always divide by two." The percentage of students who used this

justification, which refers to the dynamic aspect of the proCess, increased with grade level. The second

most common justification to the judgment that the process never ends was: "There is an infinite number

of points/particles. And therefore the process will never end." This type of justification was offered

only for the line segment problem, mainly by the tipper grade students. The third, least frequent,

justification was: "We shall reach a point/particle but it too, can also be divided." This justification was

offered only to the line segment and the copper wire problems. For instance, "At a certain point we will

reach an unobservable, very small particle, but it will still be possible to break it down."

Students used three types of justifications for their response that the successive division

processes would come to an end. A substantial number of seventh and eighth grade students provided

the following concrete, finite response: "We will not be able to divide anymore because it will become

extremely small." The second common justification was that "there is a finite number of

points/particles." Few students in this category added that the segment is bounded or similarly, that

there is a finite quantity of matter in the copper wire/water. The third type of justification was: "We

shall not be able to divide anymore as we shall reach a point/particle."

The data we have presented thus far show that the same answers and even the same justifications

were given by many students to all three problems. However, these data do not provide systematic

information about the consistency of responses at the individual level. Such insight was obtained by

examining students' response patterns.

Patterns of responses to the three problems

The eight possible response patterns are presented in Table 2. Students who gave the same

response to all problems (either finite or infinite) are included in the concordant patterns. Those who

gave different answers to the problems are included in the discordant patterns.
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Table 2: gesponscjianomusithe line segment. copper wire and water problems

Grade
Segment Wire Water 7 8 10 12

I Concordant patterns Total 74 40 44 48

a. finite finite finite 60 38 18 18
b. infinite infinite infinite 14 2 26 30

II Discordant patterns - Total

a. fart:ulna=
infinite finite finite

b. Reversed pattern

26

8

2

4

60

24

2

4

56

24

2

2

5 2

32

2

2

finite infinite infinite

c Figural patterns
finite finite infinite
infinite infinite finite

d. Non-figural patterns
finite infinite finite

6

4

20

6

18

2

8

6
infinite finite infinite 2 4 8 2

Concordant Patterns. The concordant patterns emerge when the same response is provided to all

problems. A common aspect to all three problems is the process of successive division. Thus, the

percentage of students included under the two concordant patterns gives an indication of the effect of the

similarity in the process on students' responses to the problems. Table 2 shows that a substantial

number of students at all grade levels responded identically to all three problems: either that the process

of successive division would come to an end (la on Table 2) or that the process was endless (lb on Table

2).

The frequency of the finite-concordant pattern significantly decreased from grade 7 to 10 (x2

=18.6, df=2, p<.001) while that of the infinite-concordant pattern significantly increased from grades 8

to 12 (x2 =11.96, df=2, p<.002). The decrease in the finite-concordant response pattern indicates that

students in the upper grade levels gave up their initial, adequate, finite response to the copper wire and to

the water problems. The increase in the infinite concordant pattern indicates that the older students who

were majoring in mathematics overgeneralized the infinite response also to the material tasks.

It is interesting to note that almost all the students who showed a concordant response pattern

also offered tne same justification for all problems. Most students who evinced the finite-concordant
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pattern either said that "we will not be able to divide anymore because it will become extremely small",

or that "we will not be able to divide anymore because we will reach a point/particle." Students who

showed the infinite-concordant pattern used the "you can always divide by two" justification. Some

students explicitly referred in their answers to the apparent concordance of these problems. For instance,

Oded (grade 11) explained that: "The process (of dividing a copper wire and water) is endless, and this

is exactly as with the segment".

Discordant patterns. The discordant patterns can be divided into four groups.

The correct pattern (IIa). This response pattern was the most frequent among the discordant

patterns. Although the frequency of this correct response significantly increased with grade level (x2 =

12.24, df =3, p<.001), even in the highest grade no more than 32% of the students showed it.

Students included here were able to discriminate between the problems according to their theoretical

frameworks. They were capable of ignoring the similar surface features of the problems.

The reversed pattern (lib). A finite response to the line segment problem and an infinite

response to the copper wire and the water problems. This pattern was produced by very few students at

each grade level.

"Figural" patterns (HO. Students who gave the same response to the line segment and the

copper wire problems but a different response to the water problem are included in the two figural

patterns. The percentage of these students gives an indication of the effect of the figural similarity

(segment and wire) on students' responses.

"Non-figural" patterns (Lid). Students who gave the same response to the line segment and the

water problems and a different response to the copper wire problem are included in the two nonfigural

patterns. The frequency of these patterns at each grade level did not exceed 10% .

Discussion

This study is part of a project which is concerned with factors affecting secondary school

students' choice of models for solving problems in mathematics and science. In a previous study,

which dealt with the successive division of a line segment and that of a copper wire, it was suggested

that the figural similarity between the two problems was the dominant factor triggering similar responses

(Fischbein. 1987; Fischbein, Tirosh, Stavy , & Oster, 1991; Stavy & Tirosh, 1991). However, the

present study indicates that many students gave the same response to the water problem, although this
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problem is figurally different from the line segment and the copper wire ones. Our results indicate that a

substantial number of students (at least 40%) in all grade levels showed a concordant pattern of

responses, i.e.. gave the same responses to all three problems.

A closer examination of our data reveals that while the majority of the concordant patterns in the

seventh and eighth grades were finite, the majority of the concordant patterns in the tenth and twelfth'

graders were infinite. The responses of the younger students are in line with Piaget's observation

related to the first stages of the development of the idea of continuity, namely, They regard mathematical

and physical successive division processes as finite. Piaget argued that in the fourth stage of the

development of continuity, children can differentiate between successive division of mathematical

objects and that of physical objects. Our findings show that indeed, about a quarter of the upper grades

students could differentiate between the mathematical and the physical successive division tasks and

correctly answered all of them. Another pattern of responses was observed in the upper grades. About

a quarter of the tenth and twelfth grade students exhibited an infinite concordant pattern of responses to

all three problems. This may suggest that children who have become aware that subdivision may

continue endlessly, view all these processes as endless regardless of the constraints imposed by the

nature of the objects (mathematical objects vs. physical objects). This perception that mathematical as

well as physical objects are "ultimately divisible" was suggested by Hilbert in 1925. Hilbert claimed that

this view is the first naive impression of natural events. In contrast with Hilbert, our data, as well as

others relating to the development of the concept of infinity (Fischbein, Tirosh, & Me lamed 1981;

Martin, & Wheeler, 1987; Sierpinska, 1987) suggest that this view is not a naive one. Such view

develops with age a.:d/or instruction.

Many studies have shown that students tend to generalize knowledge they acquire within the

boundaries of the same content area (Clement, 1987; Stavy, 1991). The present study shows that

students may also overgeneralize knowledge between content areas. It seerris that students create a

scheme in which processes of successive division are grouped together. Such a scheme may prevent

students from discriminating between successive division problems according to different theoretical

frameworks. Thus, although the process of generalization is essential to learning, it is of crucial

importance to help students distinguish between problems according to the theoretical frameworks in

which they are embedded. This demanding task can be done by exposing students to examples and non-
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examples of subdivision processes in mathematics and science and by encouraging them to examine the

validity of the schemes they use when solving problems in each framework.
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EXPLORING UNDERSTANDING AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
WITH TEACHING: VARIATION AND MOVEMENT

Cantoral, R. & Trigueros. M.
Departa*ento de Matesittcas

Institute TecnolOgico Autonow de Mexico

The concepts of variable and variation are explored by
analyzing tne answers of students when they deal with
curves expressed in parametric equations. Some teaching
strategies that result from this analysis are outlined
stressing their relationship with concepts in Calculus.

1.- Antecedents and Problem Presentation

In Cantoral & Trigueros, 1991] we reported about the

students difficulties with the understanding and graphing of

curves expressed in terms of parametric equations. We said then

that those difficulties could come either from situations related

to representation in different contexts: numerical, algebraic or

geometrical, or with the transference of information from one of

these forms of representation to one of the others or with the

understanding of the concepts of variable and variation.

When we observed the behavior of the students in the

classroom and when we later explored it by means of clinical

interviews with some of them, we recognized and analyzed the

strategies they follow when dealing with problems related with

parametric representation. Those strategies can be schematized,

grosso modo, as shown in the next figure.

The numeric strategy is used independently of the context.

The algebraic strategy is used as a resource to support the

numerical strategy and as an independent tool, the geometric

strategy, by contrast, is not used in a spontaneous way and it

seems to be closely related to the idea of movement.
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That research pointed out that the understanding of the

concept of variable, the interrelation between different variables

and the graphing of curves expressed in parametric form are

related with the idea of movement, in particular with the concept

of variation.

In the present research study we started from the

observations recognized during that first stage of exploration and

focus our attention to the way the students analyzed the different

situations in order to be able to propose some teaching strategies

based on the introduction of problems and concepts related to

motion which can be explored later as they are used in the

classroom.

2.- About the Experience

764
We worked during five semesters in a classroom context with

first year students majoring in Applied Mathematics. We started

the analysis of strategies by means of questionnaires that were
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solved during the lessons. Afterwards we chose three students that

had successfully completed the course to conduct the interviews.

The clinic interviews were realized during four two hours

sessions. During the interviews we asked the students some very

general questions about variation to explore their strategies. At

the beginning we worked problems with one variable but after a

while we discussed problems that required a parametric

representation.

The concept of parameter was not clear, and we found out that

it came about more naturally when the students chose problems that

dealt with objects in motion.

The students used always numeric or algebraic strategies, so

we had to lead them, through Lhe introduction of more complex

problems, to

within this

use geometric and qualitative strategies. It was

context that the idea of variation emerged more

clearly as the role of the parameter and of the curve acquired a

more dynamical nature.

3.-Learning Episodes

The first difficulty encountered by the student when dealing

with curves in the plane or in space, is the meaning of the

parameter itself. This is why a teaching strategy must start

precisely at this point, looking for ways to introduce and give

mea; ng to the parameter [Cantoral & Trigueros, 19911.

Learning Episode I

A Dynamic Variable

From the analysis of some of the questionnaires and from the

students' answers during the interviews, we could detect that when

the parametric equations were introduced in the context of the

description of the path of a moving object, the confugion with the

meaning of the parameter: as a constant that can take en arbitrary

value or as a variable in iteelf,diminished:
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S- (Movement)... in nature...is something that is not

static, for example an animal that changes its

position...

I- How could you represent an animal that is moving?

S- With its velocity, how much it takes it to move from

one point to another...(for example)... or measuring each

year (the height of) a tree that is growing.

REPRESENTATION

The variable year is

only expressed verbally.

It is not explicitly

represented in a

symbolic form.

The natural variable is time. That is why it doesn't need a

symbolic representation. This idea stays with their explanations,

so we will conserve it as an axis of our didactic approach.

Learning Episode 2

Time stays on the representation

After a debate period in which the convenience of the

representation system, in order to have an adequate interpretation

of the phenomena, was discussed, the evolution of the students'

representation system ended up within a graphic context. It was

precisely at this point that the explicit representation of time

as a variable was necessary:

S- I could draw something in two dimensions and this is

how I would have a representation that indicates that

the velocity Is varying (with time).

Learning Episode 3
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Breaking the movement in its components

The decomposition of the movement along a curve in its

components is not easy; even when it is taught explicitly. This is

also the case when it is taught in Physics courses, for example

when studying projectile motion or motion on an incline; the

students memorize the formulas but they don't understand why the

decomposition can be done.

During the interviews when we talked about the description

of the trajectory of an object moving on the plane, the students

used a numeric strategy (pointing out some of the points over

which the object passed) or to an algebraic strategy (trying to

remember a formula from their Physics lessons), but didn't break

the problem in its components.

To induce the decomposition we asked some questions as:

I- You have an object moving on a plane. It folilws a

specific trajectory. Can you say something about the

motion of the components?

S- I would chose time as a parameter...(I observe) the

position of that point along the trajectory as time

(goes by)...time changes constantly and both (x and y)

change with respect to time.

Our analysis of concrete situations together with the

students, drove us to the introduction of the idea of the shadow

the trajectory projected on each of the axis and of a variable

(time in this case) that could be used to relate one of the

shadows with the other.

767
This qualitative analysis made it possible to introduce

ourselves in the geometric context very easily: beginning with the

path of a moving object and analyzing qualitatively the shadows

made by the trajectory over the axis while the time passes, the

students could build, in a qualitative or numeric way, the graphs

of the components of the motion and they understood why the
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parameter is not shown explicitly on the graph of the path.

Learning Episode 4

Representation of curves in the Plane

The reconstruction of the trajectory when only the shadows

projected over the axis are known was more easily and more

straightforwardly accomplished during the interviews than the

decomposition. Once again the geometric context was the natural

one, allowing us to take aside, at least for a while, the need to

know algebraic equations to solve the problem:

I- Now we only have data for the shadows and we want the

path.

S- ...in both graphs I have to take the same moment

(time)...otherwise it won't be the same point...

At this moment the parameter was already assumed as a

variable, so, always in the geometrical context, we posed some non

conventional problems to explore how clear this idea was in the

mind of the students. Even though there were some difficulties

with the interpretation of the questions asked, their handling of

the parameter was the expected one.

Learning Episode 5

Toward the Ideas of Calculus

The strategies related with the notion of local variation,

the analysis of the part to understand the whole, appeared in the

geometric context we have already talked about. Small variations

along the curves imply small variation on its component, and the

other way round. These strategies were not based on a numerical or

algebraic aspects, so it showed a significant step forward in

dealing with the initial problem.
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4.- Towards Possible Teaching Strategies.

The strategies used by the students and their answers to the

different situations presented to them during the clinical
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interviews allow us to point out the advantages of working in'the

context of parametric curves, signaling out some of the aspects

that can be taken as a starting position to deal with the problem

of variation.

The introduction of the curves as a way to represent the

path of a moving object, in which the natural parameter is time,

provides a propitious environment to make clear that when dealing

with problems related to variation the variable plays a dynamical

role in contrast with the more static concept of function which is

more tied up to algebraic strategies.

This dynamic conception of variable allows the student to

conceive the curve as something that is constructed as the

parameter varies. In this manner the curve may be viewed not as a

static picture of the path but as a dynamical object. Also, when

studying the curve behavior, the parameter plays a central role as

opposed to its being only a mathematical tool needed to find the

curve and some results about its global behavior, a tool one can

eliminate after it has fulfilled its purpose.

When the question about the possibility of describing the

path followed by the object by looking only at the shadows it made

over the axis of the reference system is addressed explicitly, it

is possible to induce in the students the idea of breaking the

problem in its components, and in this atmosphere, that requires

working the problem using a geometrical strategy that is at the

same time dynamic in nature, one can handle the concept of local

variation which plays an important role in the construction of the

concepts of Calculus.

As the students tend 2611 up using numeric or algebraic

strategies it is important to lead them through the idea of motion

to use a geometrical and dynamical strategy where the relationship

between variable and variation can be handled qualitatively and

where one can explore and analyze local variation (as local

linearity) without having to struggle exclusively with algebraic
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representations.

Once the role of time as a dynamic variable has been

understood, the notion of variation emerges naturally in a

contextualized form. This makes it possible to handle other

problems where time is not necessarily the parameter, without

losing the central idea of the role of the parameter as the

generator of the curve, and as a dynamical variable.

All this seems important to us, not only because of the

relevance of the problem of parametric representation in itself

but because of the close relationship of these strategies with

concepts as continuity and differentiability in Calculus. We think

this aspect has not been dealt with in the literature (Dreyfus,

1990). It can possibly open new lines of research in the

psychology of advanced mathematical thinking.
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STUDENTS' AWARENESS OF INCONSISTENT IDEAS ABOUT ACTUAL INFINITY

pessia Tsamir & Dina Tirosh

Tel Aviv University and the Kibbutzim State College.
Tel, Aviv, ISRAEL

Recent research has indicated that students at different ages and at different levels of mathematics
learning hold ideas that are incompatible with each other. So far, little has been done to find out whether
students are aware of their own conflicting notions, and how students suggest to resolve the
contradiction in their own answers when confronted with them. Hence these are the main objectives of
our study.

The findings of our research, performed by interviewing 32 students aged 13-18 years in
advanced mathematics classes, show that about two-thirds of these students responded in an inconsistent
manner to problems dealing with infinite magnitudes. Yet most of them recognized theirconflicting
answers as incompatible with each other. Attempts to solve the identified inconsistency included: (1)
perceiving such a situation as legitimate in mathematics, (2) resolving the contradiction in a way that
was incompatible with conventional mathematical theories, and (3) attempting to formulate rules and
theorems which defined equality between infinite sets.

Introduction

Mathematical doctrines are, in a way, games of logic and abstraction founded on several

independent ground rules (axions), from which the players (mathematicians) are allowed to derive new

laws (postulates). One restriction of these games is that of avoiding contradictions between the basic

rules: The name of the game is consistency.

Recent research reveals that students often hold inconsistent ideas, occasionally caused by their

primary intuitions (Fischbein, 1987: Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982). Each of these incompatible

ideas is often grasped by the student as self-evident and certain. It is not likely that these inconsistencies

will be resolved by the learners without special didactical intervention (Brown, 1992, Fischbein, Nello,

& Marino, 1991). Therefore, it is most important to raise students' awareness that their beliefs might

sometimes mislead them and direct them to contradictory conclusions.

How can this be done?

In the last decade several educational approaches toward resolving inconsistencies have been

suggested, including "conflict teaching" (i.e., Swan, 1983), "teaching by analogy" (i.e., Strauss &

Bichler, 1988), and "the generic environment approach" (i.e., Tall, 1990). It has been shown that the

conflict teaching method, which is based on raising the student's awareness of contradictions in his/her

own thinking and of the illegitimacy of this in mathematics, can be effective in removing and correcting

various misconceptions (Tirosh & Graeber, 1990). However, not enough attention has been paid to

students' reactions when confronted with negations of their own statements.
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The exploration of Students' reactions to inconsistences in their own thinking has led us to

construct an "infinite-sets game", created to facilitate cognitive conflict. Through several activities with

infinite sets, chosen because the concept of infinity raises conflicting intuitions (Martin & Wheeler,

1987; Sierpinska, 1987. Moreno & Waldegg, 1991), the experimenter: (1) encourages a variety of

different conflicting ideas. (2) follows the student's contradictory answers, (3) promotes awareness

of resulting inconsistencies, and (4) guides the student toward recognizing the discrepancies in his/her

considerations. The present paper describes the infinite-sets game and a first attempt to explore its

efficiency in (a) evoking students' awareness of inconsistencies in their own thinking about infinity, and

(b) examining students' reactions when they discover inconsistencies in their answers.

Method

5tibjects

Thirty-two students between the ages of 13 and 18 from advanced mathematics classes of the

Israeli public school system participated in this study. Six to seven students from each of 8-12 grade

levels, who were identified by their teachers as most likely to specialize in mathematics or to use

mathematics in their advanced academic studies, took part in the activity described ahead.

jvIaterials & Procrdures

The infinite-sets game is a three-phased didactic tool which uses "card-activities" to present each

student with two different representations of the same problem, and encourages him/her to reflect on

his/her answers.

The stages of the game ran as follows:

atage 1: Encouraging "part-whole" considerations

instruction 1: "Take card A. This card refers to the set of natural numbers. (a) Explain the

meaning of the sign '....' at the right end of the card. (b) Are the numbers: 987853, 1947, (-7), 22.5

also included in this card?"

I Card A: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21...)
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Instruction 2: "Take card L. (a) Circle the numbers divisible by 4. (b) Explain once again

what the sign '....' at the right end of the card stands for. (c) Which of the following numbers belong

to this card: 1246000, 1113, 16567, 4400080, 1/4, 842.

ICard L: ( 1 , 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 , 6 . 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 . 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 2 0 , 2 1 . . . )

Instruction 3: "Copy the numbers encircles previously on a new empty card marked B."

Instruction 4: "Card A contains the natural numbers. Card B contains the the numbers divisible

by 4. In your opinion, are the numbers of elements in cards A and B equal? Please explain your

answer."

Card B: (4, 8, 12. 16. 20... )

Stage IF Encouraging one-to-one correspondence considerationa

Instruction 1: "The following card refers to an infinite set of segments. The first segment is 1

cm long, the second segment is 2 cm long, etc. Each segment is one cm longer than the previous one.

Please write down, on card I, the set of numbers which represent the lengths of the segments described

in this card (in cm.)."

Card M: ( ,
/ 2 cm. 1 '1 3 cm. 4 cm.

Card 1: ( 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21... )

Instruction 2: "Imagine yourself trying to construct squares in such a way that the previous

segments are their sides. In your opinion: (a) Is it possible to build more than one square for each

segment? (b) If the side of a square is X cm, how long is its circumference? Is this the only possible

solution? (c) Given the circumference of a square is Y cm, how long are its sides? Is this the only

possible solution?
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1

Instruction 3: "Consider a set of squares, each square using one of the previous segments as its

side (see cards M and T). How many squares are there? Is the number of squares equal to the number

of segments?"

Card T:
1 cm. 2 cm. 3 cm.

Instruction 4: "Now, write down, on card 2, the set of numbers that represent the lengths of the

circumference of these squares (in cm). In your opinion, are the numbers of elements in cards 1 and 2

equal? Explain your answer."

Card 2: (4, 8, 12, 16, 20...)

Stage HI: Confronting the student with his/her inconsistent ideas

At this stage, cards A, B. 1 and 2 were laid out in front of the student to encourage him to notice

the identity of (i) cards A and 1, and (ii) cards B and 2. He/she was then asked to explain his/her

conceptions about the consistency in his/her answers to the problems presented in the previous stages.

The conversation aimed to help students who gave conflicting responses to recognize the inconsistencies

and suggest possible ways to cope with the situation.

The game was played, individually, by each of the students, under the guidance of the

researchers. A typical session lasted 35-50 minutes. All sessions were audiotaped and transcribed.

Results

Consistent Answers

Twelve of the 32 participants maintained the same answers in stages 1 and 2 of the infinite-sets

game. All of them argued, consistently, that the number of elements must be equal in all cases. In their

explanations, nine students exhibited a concept of sincularitv of infinity (i.e.. "All infinities are

always equal". "There is only one magnitude of infinity", or "Infinity can only be reached through the
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limit of a mathematical process. and as such, it must be unique"); two students explained that infinite

nuanakiamjnanitarabLe (i.e., "There are no correct or wrong answers to these problems

because it is illegitimate to compare infinite magnitudee), and one student used a lexical argument.

stating that, "Individual names were given to numbers representing different quantities. For instance.

'7' indicates the same quantity of elements no matter what kind. Likewise, if there was more than one

infinity, then there should have been matching names to describe each 'quality' of infinity. But as the

number of elements in all those sets is called "infinity", it must indicate a single magnitude".

Students belonging to the "consistent answers" group did not face refuting statements, and thus

the issue of awareness of contradictions did not arise in their interviews.

Inconsistent Answers

Twenty students gave contradictory responses in the two stages of the game. They argued, in

the first stage, that the set of natural numbers includes all the numbers divided by 4 and other elements.

and thus the numbers of elements in cards A and B are not equal. In the second stage of the game, these

students claimed that every square relates precisely one element from card 1 (segment lengths) to one

element in card 2 (circumferences) and thus the number of elements in cards 1 and 2 are equal.

Recognition of Inconsistencea

By the end of stage II of the game. seven of the twenty students noticed themselves that their

answers to the two stages were incompatible. The other 13 students were asked to re-examine cards A,

B. 1 and 2 carefully. After some prompting questions (i.e., What do you see in these cards? What

does this tell you about your initial answers?), all these students noticed the inconsistencies in their

answers.

Students' Reactions to Inconsistencies in Their Own Answers

Each of the 20 students who gave incompatible responses in the two stages of the infinite sets

games was encouraged to suggest possible ways for resolving the contradiction. Their responses fell

into two categories:

a) Six students recognized and identified 1 1 I tl 11 S

ether but perceived such a situation as legitimate in mathematics. Three explanations were given to

support this view:
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i) Referring to the relativity of mathematics. Two students stated that a situation of

contradictory answers is acceptable in mathematics if each answer is embedded in a separate.

independent mathematical system. These students claimed that while the first activity dealt with

numbers, the second activity was geometric, and this might affect the results.

Drawine inappropriate analogies. Two students provided inappropriate examples to

account for the existence of situations like B<A and B=A simultaneously. Both students mistakenly

claimed that: "41=2 and 44=(-2)". On the basis of this inappropriate statement, they continued

arguing that In this case [the square root] I know for sure that both solutions are acceptable, so I

presume it will work here [in the sets] too."

iii) Misunderstanding the independent nature of mathematics, Two participants expressed

their perception of mathematics merely as a tool for solving various problems in physics, chemistry or

other sciences. These students asserted: "The correctness of a mathematical statement is established

through checking Its usefulness in facilitating a certain physical or chemical procedure.... it has to fit

reality... but if the mathematical law is not applicable right now, we mustn't discard it as it may be

functional in a way not yet known."

b) Fourteen students identified the contradicting components of an inconsistent situation and

glaspgatLzkuwkanznakmada. They used four different ways to resolve the contradiction.

i) 1 1 11 11 Three students claimed that it is

impossible to maintain simultaneously that A>B and A=B. In line with Galileo, they suggested that the

attributes "equal", "greater", and "less" are applicable only to finite sets and not to infinite ones.

. ii) Viewing infinity as singular. Three students declared that their previous arguments were

mistaken and concluded that all infinite sets have the same magnitudes.

iii) 41 Iv I 1 gl I 111 Two students rejected

their claim (in the first stage of the game) that the number of elements in the sets is not equal, viewing

the second stage of the game as a mathematical proof.

iv) WV 1 1 es 111 1 Two students said

that the idea that the whole is always bigger than its part should be used to compare infinite sets. They

felt that it is natural to think in terms of inclusion.
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It is noteworthy that four students demonstrated sound mathematical thinking by clarifying that

they lacked the information needed to resolve the contradiction. A typical response was: "Either one of

the.conclusions (A>B or A=B) is wrong or they are both wrong. I lack definitions and rules to guide

me in the subject of infinity." Along with their awareness of contradiction as a cause of 'trouble' in

mathematics, these students showed an understanding that performing within a mathematical theory

requires a solid knowledge of its ground rules - definitions, axioms and postulates. In particular, they

required a systematic law pattern in older to compare infinite sets accordingly.

Discussion

This study suggests that when solving mathematical problems, students are not necessarily

concerned with the consistency of their solution's. Even when only two problems are presented within

one rather short session, many students refer to each problem separately without regarding the

compatibility between their answers. Much like in other studies, our data indicate that the representation

of the problem has a sound impact on students' solutions (Arcavi, Tirosh, & Nachmias. 1989;

Fischbein, Tirosh, & Hess, 1979; Silver, 1986). Thus, in planning a sequence of instruction of the

Cantorian set theory, the comparison of the segments and squares suggested in Stage II of the game,

can be used as an anchoring example to encourage preference for one-to-one correspondence as a means

for comparing infinite magnitudes.

A major aim of this study was to evaluate the efficiency of the infinite-sets game in evoking

students' awareness of inconsistencies in their own thinking about infinity. Our data indicate that most

students included in our study perceived the situation in which two contradictory statements are provided

to.the same mathematical problem as inconsistent and therefore problematic. Yet their attempts to

reconcile the discrepancy between their own statements uncovered misconceptions related to issues such

as the nature of consistency, the relativity of mathematics, and the relationship between mathematics and

the physical world. These data clearly indicate that the road from awareness of an inconsistency to its

resolution in a way that is compatible with conventional mathematical principles is a rocky one. It is

only to be expected that this should be so in the case of infinite sets. However, we would like to

suggest that even in less extreme instances, this reconstruction is by no means easily achieved.

In sum, our primary results suggest that the infinite-sets game may serve not only as a means of

exploring students' ways of coping with conflicting notions in their own thinking, but also as a
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springboard for discussing a number of central issues in mathematics such as (a) the nature of

consistency and its role in mathematics, and , (b) the causes of inconsistencies in our own mathematical

thinking (i.e., discrepancies within our intuitive knowledge, disparity between the everyday meaning of

a notion and its use in mathematics). Currently our efforts are directed toward further explorations of

possible ways of using the infinite-sets game as a means of convincing students that consistency should

be a standard for checking the validity of their own mathematical thinking.
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MATHEMATICS AND GENDER: AN INTERACTIONAL ANALYSIS

Diana Lynn Underwood

Purdue University

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether there were any gender-related
differences in the patterns of interaction during mathematics instruction in a second grade
mathematics classroom with a problem solving, mathematics tradition. The findings indicate
that when students' answers were not questioned by the class, there were no gender-related
differences in the interaction patterns. However, when students' answers were questioned by
their classmates, differences in the pattern of interaction which may be related to the gender of
the students emerged. During these periods, boys appear to be more active verbal participants
during whole class discussion than girls.

RATIONALE

There is a long-standing "school mathematics" tradition of teaching and learning mathematics

(Richards, 1991) into which teachers and students have long been acculturated. In order for students

to successfully learn and understand mathematics, all students are taught to think about and do

mathematics in specific ways. To this end, students work on activities intended to make them more

proficient in using standard procedures to solve problems. The smooth flow of the classroom

discourse in these mathematics classes has traditionally depended upon a specific answer to a teacher

question as teachers unknowingly "funnel" their students' responses by steering them to a

predetermined answer or solution method (cf. Voigt. 1985).

In a recent study by Jungwirth (1991) conducted in Austrian middle and high school

classrooms, the interactions of teachers and their students during mathematics classes were

reconstructed in order to determine if there were any differences in this typical pattern of interaction

related to the gender of the participants. The findings indicated that cen though all students were

funnelled to the correct answer, often the funnelling of girls' solutions was much more directive than

the teacher's actions of steering the boys' thinking, causing girls to appear less competent in

mathematics.

Because the classes that Jungwirth studied were all traditional math classes, I questioned

whether there would be any gender-related differences in the interaction patterns in a classroom where

the traditional question response-evaluation pattern (Mehan 147q) found ui most mathematics classes

was not the classroom norm.
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this exploratory study was to determine if there were any indications of gender

related differences in the patterns of interaction during whole class, teacher-led activities in a second-

grade mathematics class in which problem solving is the focus of children's mathematics activities

(Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1991: Cobb, Yackel, and Wood, 1989).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

I. What is a typical pattern of interaction that occurs in this classroom?

2. Are there any gender related differences in the typical patterns that could influence children's

learning opportunities in mathematics?

THEORETICAL FOCUS

The theoretical frameworks that guide this research are sycibolic interactionism (Blumer.

1969) ethnomethodology (Mehan & Wood. 1975). Under these assumptions, the meaning that pt..ople

give to events arise through their social interactions. Individuals in the group construct their

knowledge by interpreting and adjust= their meanings based on the reactions of others in the

situations where the interactions have occurred.

By looking through the lens of ethnomethodology, the patterns of interaction that people

engage in certain contexts can be used as a window into understanding the culture of the group.

Because the purpose of this study is concerned with gender-specitic patterns of interactions, and that

gender differences arc products of the culture in which they were formed, it seems appropriate to

combine these two theoretical frameworks for this study.

DATA COLLECTION STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS

Four consecutive days of videotaped data were collected in the observed second grade

classroom during math period during the month of March. As a secondary data source which vi as

used for purpose of triangulation. an informal interview %%oh Mary. the classroom teacher, was

conducted after a preliminary analysis %%as made.

The %ideolaped data skas analysed using and analtic induction approach (Cinch/ and
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LeCompte, 1984). During the initial phase of analysis, transcription notes of the four days of whole

class discussions were compiled. The notes were studied and then coded according to similar

incidents or discrepant cases of those events that appeared to be related to the gender of the student.

The flow of the classroom discourse was documented by a chart of the interactions illustrating the

activities of the participants.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

As the following sections will illustrate, the pattern of interaction differed greatly from the

traditional tripartite pattern of interaction. Following the description of the typical pattern of

interaction in this classroom, are several descriptions of the modifications to this pattern which appear

to be related to gender of the student.

TYPICAL PATTERN OF CLASSROOM INTERACTION DURING WHOLE CLASS
DISCUSSIONS

During the whole-class teacher-led discussion in the observed classroom in which the focus

was on arithmetic activities, the pattern of interaction could be described as Inquiry, Response.

Evaluation, and Solution.

When Mary asked her students a question during math time (Inquiry) her purpose was not to

elicit a predetermined response from the students based on explicit precursory Instruction as is the

norm in traditional mathematics classes. because she never instructed her students on any specific

procedures they must follow to derive correct answers. In response to Mary's question, the student

called upon would offer a numerical answei. (Response). Whereas in traditional instruction this

response would he followed by a teacher evaluation. Mary would never comment on whether the

answer was correct or incorrect. Instead. she asked her students if they agreed with their classmate's

answer (Evaluation).

Following an evaluation by their peers. the student was then expected to give an explanation or

justification for their answers (Solution). Mary would then solicit several other students' solutions

before mos .ng on to another problem. Because Mary did not explicitly evaluate her students'

solutions, there were not awns gentler ntothlicattons of this type in the interactions. Other research
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studies on gender differences in mathematics instruction hale shown that teachers initiate more contact

with boys than girls (Pecker, 1981; Fennema & Reyes. 1981). Mary averted this problem in her

instruction by alternating who she chose to call on based on gender.

PATTERN OF INTERACTION --(WHEN ANSWERS ARE QUESTIONED)

When students were evaluated positively by their peers, there was no evidence of gender

related difference in the pattern of interaction in this class. However, when the answer was

questioned, instead of simply agreeing or disagreeing with the answer oven. the class talk "breaks

out" becoming somewhat chaotic as students called out their disagreement. answers. and/or solutions

to this problem. During these break outs. Mary reacted by remaining relatively silent until the time

when the discussions reached a point where many children were speaki stmultaneously. She then

regained control over the talk by silencing the class and calling on a sti.dent to give his or her

solution.

In situations such as the one above, when the classroom talk broke out and the teacher

relinquished her position as turn-taking monitor, the "fair" boy-girl turn-taking practice which had

been orchestrated by the teacher disappeared. As the students take over the group discussion.

modifications in the pattern of interaction which may be related to the gender of the students begin to

emerge. During these debates, the students in this class that are the more active verbal participants in

whole class discussions are boys.

GAINING THE FLOOR- The Boy's Talk

One of the possible reasons that many of the boys in this study appear to he more active verbal

participants, and therefore arc more likely to dominate whole class debates. is that they are more

likely to call out their solutions and enter into the discussions at moments when their opportunities to

be heard and "gain the Boor" are maximized.

When entering into the dialogue. many boys would begin then- turn by first making an

evaluative comment such as "Yeah." "No." "I know that." etc., before voicing their opinions. By

linking their statements to one as en by the student before them, they arc very successful at entering

into the dialogue and maintain a smooth flow in the discussion. An example of this talk is illustrated
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in the following segment.

Context: After working with their partner's on the following problem in pairs, Mary places
this problem on the overhead to be discussed.
"Stewart has this much money (pictures of 1 quarter. 1 dime, 2 nickels, and 3 pennies are
given). He has 30 cents less than Scott." After David gave their group's solution and answer
of 18 cents, the class talk break out and the following student-directed discussion ensues.

1. Brian: Scott doesn't have any of that. All of that is Stewart's money.

2. Albert: Yeah. And Scott has, and so he has. (pause).

3. David: But it says this: It's Stewart that has
30 cents up there.

4. Amy: Yeah. it does.

5. Albert: HeNo. it says Stewart has 30 cents less than Scott. It didn't say
30. Stewart has 30 cents.

6. Albert: It saysit didn't say that Stewart had 30 cents of that money up
there. It says that he has 30 cents less than Scott. And it doesn't
show Scott's money because. that would give you the answer right
away.

7. Lee: I knou. But they didn't ssrite the problem. problem right.

8. Amy: Hots do you know!

9. T: (to Lee) 011. that's an excellent statement. How do you think it
should. ss hat do you think it should say?

10. Lee: It said "Steward had this much money." Stewart has 48 cents in
all. And then it says "He has 30 less than Scott." It should say.
"Scott has 30 cents less than Stewart."

In this segment, Albert's evaluative statements (lines 2, 5) of "yeah" and "no," Lee's

statement (line 7) of "I know." and David's statement (line 3) of "But it says," illustrates the use of

evaluative introductory phrases. In each case these statements are a link between a prior students

comment and their own lustiticanons. Each boy, Men. was able to maintain their position as

discussant by immediately supporting their own introductory statements ss ith a follow-up statement

that would justify their position.

This segment also illustrates a significant teacher move that can he seen throughout this

analysis. When Mary breaks into the talk with her reaction to Lee's statement. she is encouraging

him to further elaborate on u hat she %iews is an important aspect of the problem. Its highlighting a
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student comment which had been given during a student-directed discussion. she was not only

sanctioning this mode of turn-taking but also fostering this form of open discussions.

GAINING THE FLOOR- -The Girl's Talk

Even though girls in this class also made evaluations of their peer's solution throughout class

discussions, they were less likely to follow an evaluation with a justification. By this action the girls

limited their own opportunities to speak. In the class dialogue above. Amy's statement (line I If

illustrates that she agrees with David's statement. Because she doesn't give any elaboration of it. her

turn ends.

On the other hand. when girls did call our their arguments in whole class discussions. they

tended to speak out during periods when many students were calling out their solutions, making it

more difficult for them to gain their teacher's attention and to have their solutions highlighted. When

a girl did take advantage of a pause in the discourse and follow up on her peers' statements, it was

common for another child to jump in with his/her comments making it difficult for the girl's

justification to be heard.

REGAINING ORDER

Because Mary accepted answers that students called out, there were instances when several

students called out their solutions at the same time. Since Mary had to regain some order before

anybody could be heard explaining or justifying his/her answer, she had to silence the class talk. To

do this. Mary would call on students with their hands raised by making a statement such as. "Stacy

has her hand tip." signaling to her students that their hands are supposed to he raised if they want to

give their solutions.

At these times. Mary chose to call on children who were more reticent about openly calling

out their solutions. Because many more girls than boys fell into this category. they were usually the

ones chosen. Since hand-raising proved to he an effective way for them to gam the floor during

whole-class discussions, it may he possible that the girls choose to participate in this way, avoiding

the open and often heated discussions in which boys were more inclined to participate.
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MARY'S VIEW

By allowing her student to call out their solutions, boys had more opportunities to speak during

whole class discussions. It might be argued that Mary should have curtailed the children's tendency

to call out their solutions instead of acting upon them. However, because Mary allowed open student-

directed discussions to occur in her classroom, her students had many opportunities to engage in a rich

mathematical dialogues which might not have evolved if the children's spontaneous interactions had

been restrained.

When I asked Mary about the break outs in whole class discussion. she stated:

(T)hat age-old problem teachers have is spontaneity- ,Nit know you want to have order in
your classroom and vet you really love spontaneity. it's so hard to keep that balance-
(D)o you just let the ones who blurt out the answers, do you accept it, or do you say "I'm
looking for somebody who's raising their hand?" That kind of parity (is what) we have to
deal with all the time. I like to try and keep things as spontaneous as I can. . .that is a
disadvantage to the quieter ones and so it's really a tough thing.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

A study of videotaped data collected over such a short period of time in a single classroom and

one teacher interview cannot and should not be interpreted as yielding conclusive evidence which

illustrates gender related modifications to the pattern of interaction during math time in the observed

classroom. All of the indicators of gender differences in this class might not he contributed to "the

girls actions" or "the boys actions" during whole class discussions. It is possible that the actions of

the students in this class during their math time have very little to the students' gender. It might be

that their actions are solely related to the Immo,' qualities of each individual in this class.

However, the findings in this study illustrate the need for further study in classrooms where

the patterns of classroom interaction are similar to the one described in this study. Even if there is

further evidence of gender differences in classes with similar mathematics traditions, the question

remains: Does the girls' reticence in open discussions, or their inability to gain the floor when they

attempt to participate in those debates influence their learning of mathematics?

In conclusion, the purpose of this study was to determine if there were any indications of

gender related differences in the patterns of interaction in classrooms that did not follow the typical

question-response-es id 11.111 on pattern. Es en though the findings illustrate that there ,ire many more
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opportunities for all students in this class to openly participate in mathematical communication than in

traditional instruction, the findings indicate that boys in this class are better able to take advantage of

those opportunities than girls, raising questions that could only be answered from further investigation

into classrooms with similar mathematics traditions.
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THE LEARNING OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS IN A GRAPHICAL COMPUTER
ENVIRONMENT

DRA. EteBIEDE WENZELBURGER GUTTENBERGER
MAESTRIA EN EDUCACION MATEMATICA
UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE MEXICO

A study .LS kepokted which compares the pek6okmance
in mathematics o6 ztudentz who wotk v.k.th a 6unction
ptottek on a compute& with that o6 students without
access to the gkaphicat computex envikonment.

The kezatz ittuatAate that, uncler the given conditions,
access to gkaphicat computek so6twake can have a
positive e66ect on the mathematicat attainment as
meazuked by a posttest. This e66ect o6 waz even moke
makked on a Aetention .test given thue months a6teA
the expekience. The ketative attainment o6 6emate
students in the computek gkoup uxts supekiok to that
o6 mate students on the posttest, but not so on the
ketention test.

Background to the study:

In the first study of the ICMI Study Series (ICMI, 1986) the

importance of exploration and discovery in mathematics is

emphasized and also the way computer technology may be used in

this endeavour. It is pointed out that through visualization

via computer graphics, students may explore questions and discover

results by themselves. Dreyfus (1991) presents more important

arguments in favour of the potential of visual approaches for

learning, specially in a computerized learning environment,

because graphic computer screen representations of mathematical

objects allow for direct visual action on these objects.

Recent research on visualization is concerned with the effects

of a visual versus a symbolic approach and how students relate

both (Eisenberg, Dreyfus, 1989). There are studies which show

the positive effects of visualizing in mathematical concept

formation (Bishop, 1989), but there are dangers in doing this

carelessly because visual presentations have their own ambiguities.
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Some teaching strategies propose a combination of analytic/algebraic

and visual/geometric settings. It is not clear, however, if

students can establisch correct connections between different

representations. There is evidence that they cannot unless they

are tought explicitely to relate both (Schwarz, Burkheimer, 1988).

Dreyfus and Eisenberg (1987) hipothesize that the comprehension

of the relationship between multiple representations (algebraic

and graphical) can be facilitated by computer software in a

structured learning environment, but apparently, free exploration

with the software was as successful as the structured activities.

Several other studies show that computer environments seem to

be an ideal tool to build a curriculum from a constructivist

point of view which allows students to make transitions between

algebraic and geometric representations (Gardiner, 1982, Dreyfus,

1990, Artigue, 1987, Schwarz, 1989 and Tall, 1984, 1987).

This study is based on the development of graphical environments

with computers which enable students to discover and acquire

function concepts in trigonometry at the highschool lelvel. The

main objective of the research reported is to study the feasability

and efficiency of a graphical environment for the construction

of trigonometric function concepts. The graphical environment

we describe in the next section assumes a constructivist viewpoint

of both mathematics and its teaching. Such a cognitive approach

is intended to induce meaningful learning by means of a "generic

organisational system" (Tall, 1985). Generic means that a learner

manipulates examples of a concept and his attention is directed

at certain aspects of such examples. By means of concrete examples,

the learner constructs higher order concepts. The organisational

system consists of a generic organiser (software) and organising

agents (study guide and teacher). The agents are necessary, since
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the organiser alone does not guarantee that the learner will get

the best out of the learning situation.

Method:

The teaching strategy as reflected by the study guide was developed

and tried out in a series of three previous studies. (Wenzelbunger

1989, 1990, 1991).

In March 1991, the fourth study, reported here, was done with a

group of 31 highschool students enrolled in an eleventh grade

geometry course. From the 31 students, 8 were chosen randomly to

form the experimental group (computergroup). The reduced number

of students in this group was due to limitat'.ons in the computer

equipment. The rest of the students (classroomgro' :p) attended

normal lectures of the classroom teacher on the same mathematical

contents, trigonometric functions y =a sin bx and y =a cos bx which normally

are not taught in the geometry course (nor any other course in

Mexican highschools).

The Computergroup worked during 10 50-minute sessions in the

computer center of the highschool with the function plotter and

the study guide. Every student had his own computer. The investigator

was present at all times.

A pretest, a posttest and a retention test was given to all

students. The retention test was given three month after the

experience.

Teaching Strategy:

The teaching strategy as reflected by the study guide is inductive

and emphasises exploration and guided discovery.

The didactical progression in the study guide was a fo)lows:

Topic 1: Amplitude of functions of type y = a sin (x)

Topic 2: Amplitude of functions of type' y = a cos (x)
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Topic 3: Frequency of, functions of type y = a sin (x)a= a cos (x)

Topic 4: Frequency of functions of type y = a sin (bx)

Topic 5: Frequency of functions of type y = a cos (bx)

It is supposed that by means of this directed experimentation with

CACTUSPLOT (Losse, 1986), students get actively involved in the

learning process and construct and interiorize concepts and do

not learn by memorization.

Learning objetives and testing instrument:

Students had to learn about the role of a and b in the function

equation and their effect upon graphs of these functions, their

amplitude and their period.

The three main objectives were:

1. Students relate graphical and algebraic representations of

trigonometric functions.

2. Students generalize from concrete examples to the general

equation of trigonometric functions.

3. Students inteprete graphical or algebraic representations of

trigonometric functions.

The posttest and retention test (and pretest) consisted of a closed

part (16 multiple choice items) and an open part (14 open questions).

The main tasks students had to perform on the tests were as

follows:

Task 1: Given an equation y = a sinbx, y = a cosbx, where b are real

numbers, identify or draw the graph (Objetive 1).

Task 2: Given a graph of the type y = a sin bx, y = a cosbx, identify

or write the equation (Objective 1).

Task 3: Given a graph of the type y = a sinbx, y = a cosbx, determine

the amplitude, period or frequency, (Objective 2).

Task 4: Given a graph, identify amplitude, period, maxima and minima

(Objective 3).

Task 5: Given an equation, identify the amplitude, period, maxima

and minima (Objetive 3).
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Hypotheses:

1. The graphical computer environment directly stimulates the

construction of concepts of the trigonometric functions under

study and students in the computer group will do better than

students in the classroom group on the inmediate posttest.

2. Students of the computer group do better on a delayed retention

test (three months later) than students in the classroom group.

Results:

The pretest showed that the students participating in the experience

had no previous knowledge of trigonometric functions y = a sinbx,

y = a cosbx.

Table 1 shows the average percentages of correct answers by group

on the posttest. According to the. experimental design, a student'st

was calculated on the gainscores. The t-value was 1.76 which with 29

degrees of freedom for a one-tailed test is significant.

TABLE 1

Average percent correct on the posttest (max. score 100 points)

IComputer Group
Classroom Grou
* Significant c.ifference at 0.05 level

Number of
Students Average

Standard
deviation

8
23

73.6*
67.9*

0 = 18.4

a = 19.3

Results of the retention test three months later are shown in

Table 2.

TABLE 2

Average Percent Correct on the retention test (max. score = 100

points).

Number of
Students Average

Standard
deviation

Computer Group
Classroom Group

8

18

67%*

48%*
a = 0.88

0 = 2.25

*Difference significant at 0.001 leve

It was also observed, that girls in the computer group did much
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better on the posttest than boys, while on the retention test no

difference could be found (Table 3).

TABLE 3

Average Scores for the Computer Group (100 = max. score).

Posttest Retention Test 1

Girls
n . 4 85% 64%

Boys

n . 4 63% 66%

Discus:;ion and conclusions:

The finding of superior performance on the average by the computer

group on the posttest and retention test, suggests that the

graphical computer environment had a positive effect on the

formation of concept images and construction of concepts for

students in the computer group.

These results are in agreement with similar studies reported by

Artique (1987), Bishop (1989), Eisenberg, Dreyfus (1989),

Goldenberg (1988), Tall (1985, 1987).

The reported results also suggest, that students who get more

actively involved in the learning process, as they were expected

to do in the computer group, retain the acquired concepts over

a longer period of time. This is certainly not surprising but

never the less worth emphasizing. The use of an interactive

software together with a studyguide based on a discovery learning

approach and visual reasoning may be a good teaching strategy

for functions.

There was also a strong gender difference on the posttest

computer group which has also been previously observed by

(1988), Ruthven (1990) and Tall (1991). Inspite of the

positive treatment effect observed, it is important to

in the

Boyles

apparent

be aware

of the limitations of the study. The most common mistakes

observed on the posttest were the confusion of amplitude and
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period, sine and cosine functions, the parameters a and b, inability.

to associate an equation with a graph oz to interprete a graph

correctly. Smith groups had difficulties with the concept of

period. On the retention test the most common mistakes also

consisted in the confusion of cycle, period or frequency and in

writing the formula 2n/b upside down. This error showed up

consistently in the computer group in which students remembered

a formula, but not the correct one. The classroom group in general

did not even remember that there was a formula for period at

all. Again this may be due to the lack of active student involvement

in the learning process in a traditional lecture classroom

setting.

It must be said that the positive effect of the graphical computer

treatment can be confounded with the effect of active, individualized

learning which supposedly occurred in the computer group. This

however does not rest validity of the research done, since both

factors can be seen as additive rather than exclusive.

Conclusion:

Although the study reported is limited in the sense that it

concerns a very specific aspect of functions and makes use of

a very specific graphic software, it provides some more evidence

that an interactive, visual approach in a graphical computer

environment, structured by means of a guided discovery strategy,

influences positively the mathematical attainment of students,

specially female ones, and helps them to remember acquired

concepts over a longer period of time.

This study also suggests that information technology can be

useful in mediating mathematics in the classroom, but that much

thought must go into the way it can be used most effectively.
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EUCLIDIAN CONSTRAINTS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Marjolijn Witte

Centre for Innovation and Cooperative Technology

University of Amsterdam

1 Introduction
More girls than boys drop out of mathematics-education, or choose mathematics in further education, often with poorer results

(Sherman,1981; Pedro et al 1981; Leder, 1985). This pattern still persists today, in spite of various efforts to change this

situation, be it politically or scientifically inspired (for instance Sangster,1988). In this papal I analyze this situation in

terms of the (scientific) intervention methods employed. Such methods tend to emphasize individual choice and the factors that

determine this choice, e.g. biological or socially induced differences between girls and boys. An alternative is to see math-

ematics-education as a sub-system of society: determined and maintained by it. It itself determines both the content of the

mathematical curriculum as well as the approach to teaching. It thereby constructs the gender pattern in the attitude towards

mathematics. Changing this pattern implies changing the way the various sub-systems are maintained. It is assumed to be

based on a 'language' which has to be replaced or adapted.

2 Three intervention strategies

Whether or not one wants to change the gender-related choices of and behaviors in mathematics may be decided

differently on different levels. On the individual level it can be a question of ideology, of just simply of taste. On

the societal level it is a problem that should be made as independent of ideology or (cultural) taste as possible, the

solution to which should be as coercion-free as possible. This latter type of motivation concerns me here.

The most frequently employed intervention strategy at the moment is not coercion-free at all. In fact, it is

based on imposing norms and models (or on replacing them by others). The idea is to look for factors that deter-

mine high gender-related drop out rates and negative attitudes towards mathematics education, and then to for-

mulate and implement intervention strategies in terms of such factors. An example of this approach in present

stimulation programs is 'Kies exact', a government sponsored program in the Netherlands explaining mathemati-

cal career opportunities. Here the gap in career-awareness between boys and girls is taken as the major deter-

mining factor for gender-related choices of and behaviors in mathematics. Full career-awareness is taken as the

norm.

This type of intervention strategy in general has turned out to be much less than effective. The norms often

are felt to be 'alien', that is externally imposed. Also the concept of determining factors appears as (too) ambiguous

In these areas of intervention: to base ones interventions on them hence at least appears premature, if not a lottery.

1This paper is based on research described in my thesis (Witte, 1992).
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Alternative approaches have been formulated and explored therefore. More generally we may distinguish three

different types of change-strategies.

The first strategy is the intervention strategy mentioned above. It is based on what may be called a 'model of

girls, a hypothesis about what the average girl wants or can do. Such a model may emphasize biological dif-

ferences, such as lower spatial visualization levels for girls. Or it may emphasize the social construction of femi-

ninity as ways of behaving, choosing and acting. Such constructions eventually come to be imposed on individu-

als, 'modelling' them to show model behavior (Meese, 1982; Fennema, 1985).

The second strategy is based on what may be called a 'model of content', that is on the assumption that sci-

ence and mathematics is a social construction made by men and therefore only suits for men(Keller, 1985). This

strategy sees mathematics as culturally bound, as dependent on changes in points of view.

The third strategy is based on what may be called a 'model of organization'. It is assumed that people relate

to each other and their environment in many ways. Certain forms tend to become preferred, however - and if pre-

ferred, relate to each other in complex ways: preferences in mathematical curicula relate to distinctions in the job

market, distinctions in the job market relate to behavioral differences, behavioral differences relate to linguistic

differences, etc. These relations are important. They tend to increase societal stability: changes in one preferred

form will be repaired via their analogical relation to other preferred forms.

Interventions will differ according to these various strategies. One might try for example to prevent girls

from learning mathematics, when biological evidence would predict failure and a waste of educational effort. Or

one might try to change the imposed models of femininity and open up vistas of 'equal' careers. Or one might try

to find ways of adding choices to education such that they stretch organizational preferences to the point of be-

coming more coercion-free.

The third strategy has received relatively little attention up till now. It is not based on a 'model of girls', neither

biological or social, nor on the idea that there is something intrinsically male to mathematics. It starts from the idea

that society is stabilized through the implementation of constraints in various sub-systems. Such constraints

generally can be represented by a regulating language.

One of the most pervasive of such languages, for example, is the control language which orders many hier-

archically regulated subsystems (and also the first type of intervention strategy above). It emphasizes rulegov-

emed behavior, and de-emphasizes all that may generate deviations, such as emergent interactions.

Given the variety in how one can react to influences from preferred organizational forms, one may expect

that some people will mostly fit the rules, and others will be prone to marginality and to being a deviant. Each

language therefore will create its own correlations between various characteristics. Thus, in some societies high

social position is strongly correlated to age, and not mainly to social-economic variables (as is the case in many

Western societies). Intelligence similarly may be associated to the ability to see and express similarities; or con-

versely to the ability to see and express differences. Given various regulating languages, creativity may be con-

nected to marginality or to being central, in the thick of things; it sometimes even gets visualized by 'artistic'
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clothes. In Western society only a few remnants are left of the very high Medieval correlation between social status

and clothing.

In this paper I will focus on the third strategy, as a way of changing the correlation implied by gender-re-

lated preferences for and behaviors in mathematics-education. I take it that improvement will mean that this cor-

relation gets weakened. An inverse example would be to dissuade girls from choosing more mathematics oriented

classes, which would increase the correlation - whatever the reasons for doing so. To all such changes there might

be negative side-effects too, of course, as happens sometimes when the correlation is weakened by separating boys

and girls in special classes.

3 Regulating systems .

The strategy which sees both the selection of what matenal is taught as well as how it is taught. as regulated by a

language which itself again is an integral part of society, is part of a wider approach. Each sub-system is seen as a

language-community. Its language determines which words or concepts arc accepted and not accepted, and even

regulates the interaction between individuals (See for instance Lacan, Foucault, Luhmann; Witte, 1992).

An example of one such sub-system is a scientific community, in which the interaction between members is

structured by a paradigm (Kuhn, 1962). The paradigm determines what the members 'see' and what they presume

to be of relevance. In other words, the paradigm differentiates between the accepted and non-accepted words or

concepts, and even between who will be toss' or not. A change in paradigm can de-regulate all distinctions, and

lead to a whole set of new tosses, with a whole new set of correlations (e.g. in terms of images such as the

distracted professor, the white-maned Einstemian genius). As is well-known, with scientists there is no correlation

between standard interpretations of intelligence and tossness' (above a certain level of intelligence). Given the

diversity of paradigms this phenomenon is easy to explain, and their relative high rate of change in some cases.

Another example of regulation is presented by the development of our ability to speak a natural language.

Children are able to produce all sounds, of all languages, but are regulated by the language of their parents, in

which just a few sounds are used. When they grow older, they do not find it easy to produce the more unusual

sounds.

Mathematics education clearly also represents a regulating system with a language which regulates its en-

tire organization, the curriculum, the presentation, the interaction in the classroom etcetera. It also regulates the

possible actions of the students. The constraints of this language define what will be accepted ways of thinking or

acting. Persons or groups which prefer other ways of thinking or acting have to choose: adapt, quit or do poorly.

4 The language of mathematics education

Dutch secondary mathematics education underwent many changes in the curnculum and in methods of teaching.

The main aim of a recent proposal was to develop a torm of mathematics education more open to all learners, in-
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eluding girls. This development went under the label of 'realistic mathematics'. It was deemed necessary to build

upon what pupils already know: their experiences in real life, the various concepts and procedures they already

developed. Thus many individual 'mathematics were assumed possible.

Unfortunately, the results of these changes, as far as experimented with, did not have the expected effects.

This may be due to a wrong interpretation of what was necessary (a wrong 'model of boys and girls', a wrong

'model of content'). It may also be due to the effects of a pre-existing dominant language, embedded in Dutch so-

ciety with a strong immune type of resistance to changes. In my study I have found many indications to prefer the

latter possibility.

Basing myself on a discussion by Lerman (1986), I distinguish between mathematics organized according to

the Euclidian regulating language and according to a constructive form of regulation. In these terms the changes

in the Dutch curriculum were aimed at replacing the former by the latter, but eventually came to be subsumed

again under the Euclidian form. As the Euclidian form of language is a special case of the constructive form, we

might have expected a weakening of the gender-related individual behaviors in and choices of mathematics. No

such change could be detected, which supports the idea of a strong immunity level in the case of the Euclidian

type of language.

4.1 The Euclidian language

The main characteristic of the Euclidian language is the presupposition that we can distinguish objects in our

world and represent them as abstractions. The relations between these abstractions should be described, following

the relations between the objects. Abstract relations can be expressed as sentences in a formal language, the aim of

which is to support people's activities in their environment: e.g. to measure, to compute and to compare.

Unfortunately, given the variety in activities, the relevant sets of sentences usually will be underdetermined

as a language. To remove this defect, and to make the languages unique as a tool, a sufficient number of

constraints has to be added, usually in the form of axioms. Sometimes axioms can be turned into variables, as in

the case of non-Euclidian geometry.

The ability of the Euclidian language to combine sentences in one set is represented by criteria for quality

such as coherence, consistency and completeness, and the possibility of proof. Applied to mathematics these

properties guarantee "a steadily accumulated body of knowledge, linear, hierarchical, dependable, reliable and

value-free. Concepts do not develop, they are discovered" (Lerman, 1986, p. 71), similar to more empirical forms of

knowledge accumulation. Or as Lakatos (1977) says: "in deductivist style, ... Imlathematics is presented as an

ever-increasing set of eternal, immutable truths." As part of mathematical lore no "Counter examples, refutations,

criticism can' ...1 possibly enter" (p. 142).

Given these assumptions it is only logical to take it as not wholly accidental that so much of mathematics

eventually can be used in scientific work (which is based on the same assumption), and to wonder that mathemat-
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ics sometimes does not seem entirely domain-specific fiVigner, 1960). A similar conseq once is the pervasiveness

of the Euclidian language in nearly all sub-systems of Western society, in which abstraction dominates.

As Lerman (1986, p. 76) warns, the danger of the Euclidian language and of the mathematics based on it, is

that one will tend to avoid methods of use that still harbor inconsistent, contradictory elements.

4.2 The restrictions on pupils actions.

Confrey (1985) argues that if rules, procedures and mathematics are seen as steady, certain and objective, children

will perceive their own ideas, procedures, constructions and reflections as inferior and irrelevant. The pupils are

under the control of an external authority (the teacher or school-book) instead of under their own internal control,

with results that are visible to themselves. Their attitude towards the subject is negative; it will generate apathy

and aversion, according to Confrey. The educational process therefore will waste a lot of time and effort, and pre-

sumably, much talent that would have had a better chance when accessed oy a different language.

Confrey stresses that research shows that, necessarily, in this kind of education "students mathematical

knowledge is limited and rigid. They focus on answers; they expect whole number solutions, they lack multiple

representations; they rely on memorization and imitation of examples; and their powers of generalization, ab-

straction, curtailment and flexibility are weak. They believe mathematics is objective, external and absolute"

(Confrey, 1985, 477).

Mathematics education based on these ideas only stimulates deductive ways of thinking, while other ways

of thinking are not accepted. Pupils who deviate from the use of the Euclidian language way are seen as not

mathematically talented. "It has not yet been sufficiently realized that present mathematical and scientific educa-

tion is a hot bed of authoritarianism and the worst enemy of independent and critical thought" (Lakatos, 1977, p:

142). In our society correlations apparently associate such types of behavior to characteristics of gender.

5 The possibilities of constructive mathematics education.
We can say that the Euclidian language implies an emphasis on rules, but also that it needs deviations to keep its

immune system on the alert. The opposite of course is a language that emphasizes variations, but will allow the

development of invariants when the environment allows to do so. It does not emphasize the environment and

how one sees it, but the way individuals deal with their environment (including other individuals), using its

properties as constraints.

What may be called a constructivist language does not, therefore, help distinguish objects, but is taken as a

generator of variable behavior - though some of the invariants of such behavior can be called objects (and some

should be called strategies, procedures or methods). It does not need, therefore, to stress a criterion of quality such

as completeness. It can only emphasize informational openness, with some possibility of temporarily maintaining

organizational stability. There is no a pnort need, therefore, for any correspondence with relations between objects

in the environment, that is in reality. In fact, we may only expect a posteriori correspondences, to be created: as

when designs correspond to their blue-prints.
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The constructivist language is used in mathematics to generate what is called, since the beginning of this

century, constructivist mathematics. The main initiator has been the Dutch mathematician Brouwer (1907), but

many different forms have been developed on the basis of his work too. They all stress the need not only to de-
,.
duce truths, but also to demonstrate the possibility of actually creating the conditions under which statements be-

come true. Mathematics, in Brouwer's view, does not deal with the representation of objects in reality, but must be

seen as the product of human activity, as a mental construction, possibly shared by more than one person.

Lakatos (1977) expresses the same view when he states that mathematical activity produces mathematics.

Mathematics grows as a living and growing organism with a certain autonomy from the initial activity. Lakatos

argues for using the Greek method of analysis and synthesis, the method of proof and refutation. To legitimize the

existence of a mathematical system is not proved by logical consistency, which is usual in Euclidian style. "Logic

may explain mathematics but cannot prove it" (Lakatos, 1978, p. 19). Mathematics therefore includes mathematical

statements, but also the "counter-examples which led to their discovery." (Lakatos, 1978, p. 144).

To Brouwer a proof is a mental construction, starting with the concepts which are shown to be constructed.

"I do not recognize as true, hence as mathematics, everything that can be written down in symbols according to

certain rules, and conversely 1 can conceive mathematical truth which can never be fixed down in any system of

formulas." (Brouwer, 1912, p.452) According to Brouwer mathematics is built up by producing sequences of things

in time, on which people can base their actions. Each person can do so in a different way. Brouwer does not

exclude the possibility, of course, that people can create mathematics as a shared construct.

5.1 A constructivist form of mathematics education

The construed. ist language is not yet socially embedded in the sense that there are many different sub-systems of

society that share this language, though there are some improvements in this respect. It may be possible however

that by emphasizing variation as the main driving force of mathematical understanding, in stead of the lack of it

(leading to rules and regularities), the construction of similarly based sub-systems can be stimulated further.

This approach leads to a radically different model of teaching mathematics than is common now, according

to Confrey (1985). Mathematics education which adopts this view has to accept that pupils create their own math-

ematical constructions and activities, in different contexts. An important aspect of this view is the possibility of

communicating and sharing certain language elements.

Children will be "constructing their own knowledge, by comparing a new problem, idea, object, hypothesis

against their existing experience, and conceptual system" (Lerman, 1986, p. 73). General concepts such as these can

be turned into better learning tools. Lerman thus stresses the problem solving approach: "the adoption of this view

implies the tendency to see the teaching of mathematics through a problem-solving perspective." (Lerman, 1986, p.

73).

Unfortunately, sometimes the concept of problem solving appears to be so natural that it comes to dominate

other approaches. This problem is visible in American education, according to Lerman, but can also be found in
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the Dutch 'realistic mathematics' curriculum. Other methods, however, are useful as well, such as the possibility

of making decisions, or of negotiating concepts (Pask, 1987).

It should be obvious, though it can also be argued in a more closed form, that the use of the constructivist

language (and its implementation in mathematics) will lead to a weakening of specific correlations. It can also re-

duce the amount of unused time and of unused resources of individual pupils, and hence increase their perfor-

mance. The argument may be facilitated here by imagining the extreme case: each individual being helped to con-

struct his or her own mathematics (possibly action-specific), though exhorted to communicate about these con-

structions.

In fact, Sutherland and Hoyles (1988) and Turkic (1986) report of two projects in which students were able

to choose their own ways of problem-solving. Both projects used a computer environment which is based on

LOGO as developed by Papert (1980). Both concluded that girls motivations and performances improved. This

result supports the idea that pupils, when provided with a customized environment, will develop a wider variety

of competent behaviors, thereby decreasing the presently existing gender-related individual choices for and be-

haviors in mathematics.

6 Conclusion

In this paper I am opting for a 'third' strategy to devise intervention strategies that can bring about a change in the

relationship between girls and mathematics. The reason is that there are many drawbacks to, for example, except-

ing properties of girls (more oriented towards interaction with others than with nature; more caring, etc.), and

basing teaching strategies on those properties. The same holds for seeing mathematics as part of a culture, and as

prejudiced according to that culture. These approaches restrict pupils ways of thinking, acting and learning, and

induce correlations between various properties that people show as users of societal sub-systems.

This 'third' strategy deserves attention partly due to its potential to avoid such drawbacks, but also due to

its vulnerability: whenever implemented it usually quickly is reduced to the 'first' and 'second' strategy. It there-

fore often could not be explored appropriately.

As has been argued, the use of the constructivist language may help weaken the presently negative corre-

lations between gender and proficiency in and preference for mathematics. Such a weakening will only be per-

manent, however, when the language is used for a relatively large number of societal sub-systems: not only to

select constructivist ideas in mathematics, but also to teach mathematics as an attitude; and also to create societal

sub-systems that can enhance immunity to a reduction of the constructivist language to the Euclidian language.

Introduction of the constructivist language may create new 'bosses' in mathematics, even one which may

pre-select women. The latter is not what is argued here for, however. Improvement should mean additional ways

of teaching and of thinking about mathematics, such that correlations between individual choices for and behav-

iors in mathematics and other properties disappear.
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The Concept of Speed
Two case studies in the primary school

Albrecht Abele
PAdagogische Hochschule Heidelberg

Abstract

In every case there exists a connection between the methodical procedure employed
by the teacher and the learning behaviour of the pupils. In particular we are interested to
discover in what way the work of the pupils in small groups is influenced by the teacher's
behaviour. Special question complexes are aimed at the dependence of single remarks or
actions by the pupils

on directly previous remarks or actions by the teacher or by fellow pupils,
on the problem or task and the way presenting or representing it,
on the level of abstraction and the framework situation of the conceptual contexts ,
presently being dealt with

We observed problem solving processes of pupils of 3rd and 4th grade using the
concept of speed. The analysis shows that the pupils prefer a special method in solving the
problem, taking a constant distance and looking for the shorter time when they are
comparing the speed of two bicyclists. The pupils oppose with this concept the teacher's
desire to use an other idea for solving the problem.
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ACHIEVEMENT AND THINKING STRATEGIES ON "REVERSED ITEMS"

Alex Friedlander and Jeanne Albert

The Weizmann Institute of Science

"Reversed tasks" are considered an important means to promote
higher-order thinking. Student performance on a written test
interviews and classroom observations were analyzed and led to
the conclusion that children were capable of reversed thinking at
a reasonable level.
The main source of conceptual errors was a mechanical use of the
inverse operation and a lack of awareness for the need to estimate
and check answers.

THE PROCESSING LOADS AND RELATIONS BETWEEN COUNTING AND PLACE VALUE

GILLIAN. M. BOULTON-LEWIS. SCHOOL OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT.

FACULTY OF EDUCATION. QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, KELVIN GROVE 1

A sample of 55 children in years 1. land 3 in three suburban schools in low to high
socioeconomic areas of Brisbane was tested for knowledge of the structure of the
counting sequence and for place value. Analysis of the processing load of levels of
knowledge of the counting structure and place value was undertaken using
Half ord's structure mapping theory of cognitive development. Children's
responses for counting and place value were analysed and categorized. The relation
between counting and place value knowledge and implications for teaching are
discussed.
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FROM RESEARCH TO TEACHING:
An analysis of students' performance on calculus

Ricardo Cantoral-Uriza
MEXICO

Departamento de Matematicas
Institute Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico. ITAM

Section de Matematica Educativa
Centro de Investigation y de Estudios Avanzados del IPN. CINVESTAV

1. Abstract

Within the framework of a study to explore the possibilities of
modifying the curricula, taking into account results in the
research fields of psychology of mathematics education and
epistemology we have analyzed some paths to make the transit form
research situations to teaching situations possible. This paper
reports on the resuit. obtained when teaching infinite numeric
sequences during a first course in college calculus, with 34
applied mathematics students (18 and 19 years old) at ITAM.

METAPHORS FOR THE MIND AND THE WORLD IN

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Paul Ernest
University of Exeter

In the psychology of mathematics education the range of
competing research paradigms includes Traditional Empiricism
and Information Processing, Radical and Social varieties of
Constructivism. Beyond the well known epistemological
differences be' wean them, these paradigms differ in their
underlying metaphors for the mind and the world. Recognition
of these metaphors and their strengths and limitations allows
for a fuller evaluation of the research paradigms, and may be
a significant factor in further progress in the field.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PUPIL'S INTELLECT DEVELOPMENT

IN THE PROCESS OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS

E.G. Gelfman, L.N. Demidova, M.A. Kholodnaja , N.B. Lobanenko,

J.J.Wolfengaut

Tomsk State Pedagogical Institute, Russia

Kiev State University, Ukraine

Abstract. New technology of teaching school mathematics aimed at
pupils intellect development and realized in a series of special
training aids is discussed. In this technology the following
principles are the basis of teaching influence:
I) considering psychological peculiarities of the process of

the notions mastering ;
2) forming of the basic intellectual qualities ;
3) providing the psychologically comfortable regime of intellectual
activity;
4) developing pupils' metacognitive information.

IMPLEMENTING THE NCTM STANDARDS: RECONCILING THE PLANNED IMPACT WITH
THE EXPERIENCED REALITY IN AN URBAN SCHOOL DISTRICT

Knolftn and Mehendra ani, William Paterson College
Amy Schmidt, City University of New York

This paper describes the effects of an inservice mathematics
education program designed to improve the content knowlege
and pedagogical skills of elementary-certified mathematics
teachers in grades 8 - 8 of an urban school district.
Workshop topics and delivery formats were chosen to be
consistent with the NCTM driven changes in the district's
curriculum. The broad purpose of the analyses here is to
compare initial expectations for meeting our goals with
participants' realities and expectations and to decribe how

.
discrepancies between them can affect program outcomes.
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CHILDREN USING THE TURTLE METAPHOR TO CONSTRUCT A
COMPUTATIONAL TOOL IN A GEOMETRICAL LOGO MICROWORLD.

Chronis Kynigos
University of Athens, School of Philosophy,

Dept. of Philosophy, Education and Psychology

ABSTRACT: A case - study is reported, investigating how two children, working in a Logo

microworid environment, constructed a generalised computational tool for an isosceles
triangle by initially using computational measuring instruments to construct the figure,
based on very little knowledge of its properties, and then exploring these in the process of
g e n e r a l i s i n g f r o m t h e i r measurements. T h e c h i l d r e n , a g e d I 1 - 12, were Logo - experienced

and worked for a total of 15 hours. The evidence from the study supports the argument

powerful computational tools in a Logo geometric environment may be based on the turtle
metaphor, enabling children to employ the intuitions which seem to accompany its use.

UNDERSTANDING MATHEMATICS CLASS DISCUSSIONS

Jane-Jane La, Arizona State University West

Grayson H. Wheatley, Florida State University

Abstract
In this paper, we present our current understanding of mathematics class discussion based on a
year-long interpretive study. First, we identify the disagreement in mathematics class
discussion as one possible source for creating potential learning opportunity. Then we try to
trace the origin of the disagreement and spell out the important elements so a disagreement can
become constructive discussion. In conclusion, we re-emphasize the importance of negotiation
and provide our views of the goals for mathematics class discussion, in particular, and for
mathematics instruction, in general.
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Cognitive Origins of Students' Errors in Writing Equations
Mollie MacGregor and Kaye Stacey

Institute of Education, University of Melbourne, Australia

Information about the errors that students are known to make when writing

equations was obtained from the literature. A set of test items was designed to

eliminate as far as possible the factors believed to cause these errors. The test

items were given to 281 year 9 students in seven schools. The high incidence of

errors in the students' responses could not be attributed to documented causes. A

theory of cognitive models was proposed to account for the errors as well as for the

various forms of correct equations. According to the theory, cognitive models of

relations between two variables represent contrast between large and small

entities and do not conform with the structure of equations. Errors are made when
students try to represent these cognitive models directly.

TOWARDS APPLIED PROBLEM SOLVING "

NicoijnaLMitala, Department of Mathematics, University of Modena, Italy
Consolato Pellegrino, Department of Mathematics, University of Modena, Italy

Rosa Iaderosa, "Leonardo da Vinci" Middle School, Cesano Boscone (Milano), Italy

SUMMARY: In this paper we present the guidelines and the first results of a research, carried out
with 11-12 year olds, aimed at improving their ability to ntathematicize problem situations and to
improve their attitude and performance when faced with "the problem". The research is based on a
certain number of key problems which depict realistic situations and in which the pupils are
required to understand which are the questions to be asked, which are the relevant data and the
difficulty or cost involved in obtaining them. Furthermore, the problems are presented in such a
way as to induce the pupils to "optimise" their solution methods. The first results show that the
pupils acquire a broader understanding of the concept of "the problem" and acquire the ability to
approach it hypothetically, thereby enhancing their metaknowledge and improving their ability to
solve problems.
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Visual Estimation
Zvia Markovits and Rina Hershkowitz

The Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Visual Estimation occurs when one is presented with a large group of objects
for a short period of time and is asked to evaluate their number.
Four strategies were expressed by three grade children in visual estimation
situations: counting, grouping, comparison and global perception.
After going through some visual estimation activities, some changes in
children strategies were found.

WRITTEN MATHEMATICAL COMMUNICATION: THE CHILD'S PERSPECTIVE
ruilnaislAtIBAB, South Bank Polytechnic, London

Written work in mathematics is a major basis for teachers' evaluations of children's

mathematical activity and understanding. There is, however, a possibility of a mismatch

between teachers' and children's understandings of the purposes and the conventions of such

written work which may lead to lack of communication and hence to inappropriate
assessments. In this paper, some examples are offered of children's use of particular forms

of written communication in mathematics and their beliefs about the functions of these

forms. These are discussed and the implications for effective communication considered.
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Visual Estimation
Zvia Markovits and Rina Hershkowitz

The Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Visual Estimation occurs when one is presented with a large group of objects
for a short period of rime and is asked to evaluate their number.
Four strategies were expressed by three grade children in visual estimation
situations: counting, grouping, comparison and global perception.
After going through some visual estimation activities, some changes in
children strategies were found.

WRITTEN MATHEMATICAL COMMUNICATION: THE CHILD'S PERSPECTIVE
cazfialdogaa, South Bank Polytechnic, London

Written work in mathematics is a major basis for teachers' evaluations of children's

mathematical activity and understanding. There is, however, a possibility of a mismatch

between teachers' and children's understandings of the purposes and the conventions of such

written woe* which may lead to lack of communication and hence to inappropriate
assessments. In this paper, some examples are offered of children's use of particular forms

of written communication in mathematics and their beliefs about the functions of these

forms. These are discussed and the implications for effective communication considered.
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ROTATING CANDY BARS AND REARRANGING ORANGES:
A STUDY OF CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUTATIVITY

Terezinha Nunes & Peter Bryant
Institute of Education, London, & University of Oxford

Two studies investigated the hypothesis that different aspects of multiplication may be more easily
understood in different contexts. Children correctly solve isomorphism of measures problems earlier than
product of measures but the latter problems offer a better contca for understanding conunutativity.
Although 9/10 year old: in our studies showed some diLlfculty in using contmutativity appropriately, in
both studies they performed better in product of measures than in isomorphism of measures problems.

INTERPRETING CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS: A
COMPARISON OF THE VAN 1-11ELE THEORY AND THE SOLO TAXONOMY.

John Pegg, Department of Science, Technology and Mathematics Education, University of New England.
Annidale. NSW, AUSTRALIA

Geoff. Davey, Division of Education. Griffith University, Brisbane, QLD, AUSTRALIA.

The van Hide Theory has become a popular framework, used by researchers, to help explore and identify

student growth in geometry. Less well known, but also used to investigate geometric understanding, is the

SOLO Taxonomy of Biggs and Collis. This paper compares the categorisations provided by both theories

in the light of the findings of a series of studies undertaken by the authors. The findings support the view

that : (i) both theories share many common traits; and. (ii) the SOLO Taxonomy, with its modes of

functioning and levels of attainment associated with each mode, provides a broader base to describe student

behaviour than the van Iliele Theory.
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ARE THERE ANY DIFFERENCES IN PUPILS' CONCEPTIONS
ABOUT MATHEMATICS TEACHING IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES?

The case of Finland and Hungary

Dr. Erkki Pehkonen, Department of Teacher Education, University of Helsinki
Dr. Mara Tompa, National Centre for Educational Technology, Budapest

Summary:
This paper reports on an international comparison of seventh graders'

conceptions of mathematics teaching. A questionnaire survey was made of the
conceptions of a total of 200 pupils in Hungary and Finland. The main results
were, as follows: The Finnish pupils were more in favour of calculation-cente-
red working, where the teacher is always in control of the learning process than
their Hungarian counterparts. The Hungarian, in contrast to the Finns, placed
greater emphasis on exact teaching methods which strive for understanding
according to pupils' capabilities, they also stressed computational aspects of
mathematics, such as rapid performance, correct answers, the memorisation of
rules and a belief in the existence of proper procedures.

Introducing Calculators to Six-Year-Olds: Views on Support for Teachers.

Pat Perks,

School of Education, University of Birmingham, U.K.

This paper describes one aspect, that of support for teachers, of an evaluation of a research
project in a large City, where funding had been received to distribute calculators to 100
schools with classes of six-year-olds, a third of the schools in a Local Education Authority.
Data used comes from two strands of an evaluation of the project, interviews with those
staff in what were designated as pilot schools in the project and questionnaires to other
teachers of middle infant (Y/)1 pupils. The data used refers to teachers' views on the
support they would have liked :o have received as part of the project. The findings show
differences in the perceived needs for support between the different groups.
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HIERARCHIES OF COGNITIVE DIFFICULTY IN EARLY ALGEBRA

Br.Cyril Quinlan, fms, Australian Catholic University - N.S.W.

Hierarchies of cognitive difficulty for several' tasks in early algebra were

proposed following logical task analyses based on established psychological

principles. Specific statistical criteria were set in order to examine whether or not

written test responses could provide empirical support for the propositions. Data

were collected in 1990 from 517 students spread across Years 7 to 12 secondary

classes. Their responses did support several propositions. three of which are

discussed in this paper.

Pupil Strategies for Solving Algebra Word Problems with a Spreadsheet

amalttajang, Research Centre for Advanced Studies. Mexico/PNFAPM
Fasammgaugzsiga Institute of Education University of London

In this paper we report the results of a two year collaborative Mexican/British project which aims to
investigate the ways in which pupils (aged 10-11) use a spreadsheet to symbolise and solve algebra
word problems. The study has shown that although most pupils of this age do not spontaneously
think in terms of a general rule when first presented with a spreadsheet environment, they can learn
to do so through working on a range of activities which focus on symbolising and generalising.
Pupils communicated these general rules either by pointing to the spreadsheet cells or by
incorporating the symbolic spreadsheet language into their talk. When using the spreadsheet to solve
the word problems pupils were taught to use an approach which involved: representing the
unknown by a spreadsheet cell; expressing the relationships within the problem in terms of this
unknown; varying the unknown to find a solution. In the paper we describe the ways in which the
pupils linked their own informal strategies with this more formal algebraic approach.
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Children's Developing Concepts of Landmarks in the Number Systems

Andee Rubin and Susan Jo Russell
TERC, Cambridge, MA

Abstract

This paper describes what we believe is an important aspect of the notion of "number sense":
landmarks in the number system. We believe that people who are adept with number
operations - computating, comparing, and estimating - have a non-uniform view of the whole
number system. In our recent work with third and fourth graders in an urban public school, we
have begun to investigate aspects of this critical landmark knowledge. In particular, we have
been looking at multiples of 10 and especially at 100 as key landmarks in the development of
number sense at this age. Pour aspects of these landmarks are described: additive structure,
multiplicative structure, the generation and analysis of mathematical patterns, and the
construction of mathematical definitions.

EQUATIONS AND INEQUALITIES -- PRDCESSES WITHOUT OBJECTS?

Anna Sfard and Liora Linctevsky

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

This paper is a continuation of 12], which dealt with the
introductory part of our present study. In our investigation;
we tried to test certain hypotheses regarding students
understanding of equations and lhequalities. In (41 and MI, a
distinction has been made between and Structural
conceptions on one hand, and conceptions, on
the other hand. In the prest=s y e ma n focus is on the
latter. In the case of equations and inequalities, we say that
the student thinks in a pseudostructural way if the
propositional formulae are conceived just as strings of
semantically void symbols, for which the formal transformations
used to find the solution are the only source of meaningtom is
approach to algebraic symbolism seems deceitfully close the
views on algebra endorsed by such mathematicians as Peacock,
deMOrgan and Hilbert. The difference between this and our
students' positions is thus carefully studied and explained.
GUI' investigation, carried out among secondary school pupils,
shows that the pseudostructural conceptions may be more-widely
spread than suspected.
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Assumptions and intentions in distance learning
materials for mathematics
Christine Shiu, Open University, UK

The curriculum materials used as the basis for Open University distance
taught courses are planned and prepared by course teams. In this paper a
description is given of the use of reflective debriefing in the final session of a
three-day meeting held to draft the structure for a new mathematics
foundation course. Written responses from the participants are examined for
the individual assumptions and intentions they reveal.

WRITING IN MATHEMATICS:
IS IT ALWAYS BENEFICIAL?

Kevan V. Swinson & Barry D. Partrideq

School of Mathematics, Science & Technology Education

Queensland University of Technology

Abstract

The positive effects of using writing as a means of reflection in mathematics have been

well documented. The research reported in this paper examines the effect on students'

comprehension of a unit of statistics, when writing was used as a vehicle for reflection. In

this project the writing activities were conducted over a limited period of time. The results

of the investigation suggest that when writing is used for a limited period it may be

detrimental to student learning.
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THE IMPACT OF UNDERSTANDING AND EXPECTATIONS OF PERFORMANCE ON
COLLEGE STUDENTS, SELF-CONFIDENCE

Anne R. Teppo
Montana State University

This ankle examines the impact of understanding and expectations of success on students' self-
perceptions of a mathematical learning experience. Two groups of students in a unique college general-
education mathematics class were identified on the basis of self-descriptions of their mathematics
ability. As a result of acquiring new levels of mathematical understanding, it was found that some
students improved their self-perceptions of ability and exhibited more positive affective responses to the
course than did other students. It is postulated that these differences are related to whether or not the
students' initial expectations of success and perceptions of mathematical ability were contradicted by
their actual classroom performances. These findings suggest that more attention be paid to providing
significant learning experiences to the "less mathematically able" student.

Experiences and effects of realistic mathematics education:
The case of exponential growth

Anno van Streun Department of Mathematics
P.O. Box 800 9700 AV Fax 31 50633976
Groningen The Netherlands

Abstract
This report deals with a part of ongoing classroom research about the transition from a
rather traditional curriculum into a new national curriculum, based on the principles of
realistic mathematics education. A radical change in the curriculum, as we're involved
in the Netherlands, requires and provokes a change in the attitudes and beliefs of
students and a change in the attitudes and beliefs of their teachers. The predominant
resource used by teachers is the basic textbook. So we're developing new textbooks
brought Into line with the new goals and classroom research findings. We wiN report
about the learning processes of students, the teachers attitudes and working methods
and the influence of the structure of the new teaching materials. The examples come
from the domain of exponential growth or exponential functions (grade 10).
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IKONIC AND EARLY CONCRETE SYMBOLIC RESPONSES TO TWO

FRACTION PROBLEMS

janc11,Eauga, Kevin F. Collis and K. Jennifer Campbell

University of Tasmania (Australia)

Sunuttary

This paper will present responses from young children to illustrate the ikonic and concrete

symbolic modes of functioning in the SOLO Taxonomy. The responses were part of a

larger study of common and decimal fraction understanding in children from Prep to 10.

They are used here to illustrate the transition from ikonic to concrete symbolic functioning

and the continued ikonic support available in the first cycle of the concrete symbolic mode.
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Conceptual Splatter and Metaphorical Noise:
The Case of Graph Continuity

Steven R. Williams and Sharon B. Wa len
Washington State University

Introduction

The investigation reported here grew out of a curiosity about the nature of students' views of

graphs, particularly as they relate to questions of continuity and limit In calculus. Although considerable

attention has recently been given to the way students relate graphs to functions. (Romberg. Carpenter, &

Fennema, In press; Leinhardt. Zaslaysky, & Stein, 1990), this research deals more with the question of

what students believe a graph Is, or stated more Informally, what a graph Is made of. Previous research

(Williams 1991) suggested that students had an Implicit faith in the continuity and regularity of graphs

and that they relied on this faith to answer questions about limits and the behavior of functions near

points. In an effort to determine the nature of this faith, 81 students from four precalculus classes were

given a questionnaire about graphs and graphing, and 10 of these students were selected for more In-

depth interviews. Two classes were chosen from a school which used a graphing-calculator-based

curriculum, and two were chosen from a school using a more conventional curriculum, In order totake

into account possible effects of graphing technology. Although some interesting similarities were noted

across the ten students interviewed (Williams, Walen, & Cockburn, in preparation), this report deals only

with data from the Interview with one such student, called Anne. Anne was considered unexceptional In

most respects, and representative of the other nine students interviewed.
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TRYING THE THEORY ON THE DETERMINATION TO, STUDY

- Applying mathematical activities based on varied problem solving -

Minoru Yoshida

The Center of School Education

University of Tsukuba

Making mathematics funs is an essential theme for organizing

mathematical activities.

To attain this theme, students in Japan are taught to solve a single

Problem with various methods.

This is exceptionally effective when one considers the mental

structure behind the dislike of mathematics in Japanese children and

students.

This paper argues this effectiveness. in terms of the interpreting

process for literary texts while relating the occurrence of fun with

metacognition and its mechanical control.

Inverse of a Product - a Theorem out of Action.

Rina Zazkis
Faculty of Education, Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

This study investigated the mathematical behavior of college

students in a problem situation that requires them to find the

inverse of a given compound element. The problem was posed in

an environment of computer drawings, Logo Turtle graphics.

Clinical interviews conducted with 30 students focused on their

process of problem solving. The results demonstrate that in a

search for the compound inverse, even "mathematically literate"

students tend to invert the elements, but not their order. The

discussion suggests possible explanations for this phenomenon.
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MACHINA MAIHFMAIICS IN THE FIRS' YFAPR nF FIFHFNIAPV FnmArtnms.
VAMPS ROPORAI IN ANION.

ROREPO3 RAROCIO GOIJANO AVIFP PPEOA SANCHF7.
sminnt nF PSYCHAIWW.NAITONM IINIVERq1111 nF MEXICO

Acreptino the tArt that teaching mathematics at the elementary level

has been a matter imbedded in an inaprudniate vision about the

manner in whtrh chtldren approach the,' own leinning.and about the

manner in which teachers can support snch learnina.Vamii (198m /4

1989) has been able to wnri, a ntopmsAl which tales into

consideration the pedegocitcal implications that Piagetian theory has

in teaching mathematics.Nevortheless.artual implementation of the

nroonsal involves solving A previous prohlemsthat of training.

This naper describes an experience in training a group of tpecher.i

who wort' in the first and epcond grade of elementary edncation.The

main pnrnose of the expertenre WAR o tofotm the teal-het% about the

nenettc Approach in its relation to teaching matheatai,a

rWamtt.IPP5).

The reforod experience involved tr.ininn /seminar. Aral

miniseminarm) anri training suppnt activities lelfmwrn.m

Planning.observation and feedhac.mpeting* wtth the teatilln.wtc.i

The effect of the program on the behavior of children and teachers

was d through a conrol-expeimontal group design and pre-

test post-test measures.

Results indicate in general.that the tr.tning experience WAS

luccesful in terms of .ts main purposes. In rnmparieon to traditional

ApproarNes,sperifii effect= of mnpnewl approach are shown

Am ,pblAt..d to children's cnneftfirfirVI of 000r,ri) orento.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ANALOGICAL REASONING : BASIC COMPONENT IN PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES

Gerhard Becker

University of Bremen

Summary

Students' impressions towards problem solving is very often determined by anxiety from

being overcharged, having its roots in a feeling of not being familiar with the applicable

means. Extending or modifying a starting problem by using analogy transfer successively

amplifies both the area of problems and the repertory of means to tackle them. Addition-

ally, single steps in problem solutions can be obtained by analogical reasoning.

Analogy, as a correspondance between relations, can be specified by 'ducing or ex

tending complexity of a topic, the number of parts determining the topic, exponents in

equations, function terms, inequalities or dimensions of parts of a geometrical figure,

changing number or kinds of parameters determining the topic, forming new combinations of

partial premises or partial conclusions. These categories are illustrated by examples.
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PUPILS' EVALUATIONS OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Alan Bell Rita Crust, Ann Shannon and Malcolm Swan

Shell Centre for Mathematical Education

University of Nottingham, UK

ABSTRACT: As part of the evaluation of a 2-year project aimed at investigating
and enhancing pupils' awareness of their learning in mathematics, pupils in
nine secondary school mathematics classes responded to a questionnaire
concerning the evaluation of different classroom mathematics activities. These
covered whole-class learning, reflective activities, pair and group discussion,
problem solving and mathematical investigation.

The responses required covered the frequency and the perceived value of each
activity. Results showed, amongst other points, that listening to teacher's
explanations was the most frequent and one of the most highly valued activities,
while discussing ones own mistakes was the most valued though it occurred
with only middling frequency.
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RACE AND GENDER INTERACTIONS AND CONSTRUCTIVIST TEACHING
SARAN B. BERENSON

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Raleigh, NC 27696-7801

Introduction
Student performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is a high priority for high school mathematics

teachers. In the midst of calls to reform the teaching and learning of mathematics (National Research Council, 1989;
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989) teachers are reluctant to abandon traditional instructional
methods that have produced "satisfactory" SAT-Math scores. This study enlisted 13 teachers as partners in action
research to compare active leaning strategies and traditional methods and their effects on SAT-Math scores. The
research questions addressed in this poster concern the relationships between active learning strategies with respect to
gender and race on SAT-Math items.

A number of studies have indicated that African American students may not benefit from traditional
instruction based on lecture methods (Stiff, 1990; Dossey et al., 1988). Stiff (1990) concluded that small group
activities, laboratory work, and other innovative forms of instruction may benefit African-American students. The
individual competitiveness found in traditional instruction may place females at a disadvantage (Linn do Peterson,
1985), and cooperative learning and other methods that thaw on students' verbal strengths may increase mathematics
achievement for females.

Method
The investigation involved 30 intact college preparatory mathematics classes with 448 white students and 145

African American students. Teachers used active lemming strategies including cooperative leaning, journal writing,
problem solving, problem-solving skills, and SAT coaching with their experimental classes and taught the
comparison classes with their traditional methods. Pre and posttests were given before and after the eight-week
treatment period and post-posttests were administered three months after the posttest. Three previously administered
SAT-Math tests, taken from 10 SATs (College Board, 1990) were used in combination as measures.

Rssuits and Discussion
Teachers reported that they spent belying% 1.6 and 16.8 times as many minutes on the combined treatment

methods in the experimental classes as in their control classes. Correlations between gain scores and treatment
minutes were computed and one-sided hypothesis tests were conducted to test if treatments were positively associated
with gains. For all students, gains were associated with more time spent in cooperative learning, journal writing,
problem solving problem-solving skills, and total treatment. These relationships were strongest over the five month
period (pretest - post-posttest). Ina second analysis of all students, male gains after the 8 week treatment were
associated with more time spent in journal writing, problem solving and SAT coaching. Female gains were
associated with problem solving and SAT coaching in the first eight week treatment period. Experimental white
students' gains were associated with more time spent on problem solving and problem-solving skills, while
experimental African American gains were associated with more time spent on cooperative learning and journal
writing.

In viewing the combined results of the amount of time spent in class on experimental treatments, I concluded
that more time spent on the experimental treatments was associated with higher gains. Females tended to benefit
during the first S weeks of the treatment, while male gains were delayed. Further, it was noted that African
American students responded differently to the treatments; their gains were associated with active verbal strategies.
Summarizing these findings, I concluded that there is no *best" active learning method of teaching high school
students, but white and African American, male and female students would benefit from a variety of active learning
activities.

Dossey, J.A., Mullis, I.V.S., Lindquist, M.M., & Chambers, O.L. (1988). The mathematics report card: Are we
measuring up? Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service.

Linn, M. C. S Petersen, A. C. (1985). Facts and assumptions about the nature of sex differences. In S.S. Klein
(Ed.). rfandbook for achieving sex equity through education, pp 53-77. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. (1989). Curriculum and evaluation standards for school mathematics.
Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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Schematic structures of mathematical form

Christer Bergssen
Linkdping University, Sweden

Abstract: In das theoretical paper figerative aspects of MOIllinalliCal .:Abolian 4.U.--4s;wiandrelated
to the notion of mugs schemata. The analysis shows that the importance for the understanding of
mathematics of understanding mathemmioal font (referring to spatial chansamissks of mathematical
formulas). and font operations. shoal./ Not be suederestionmal.

TRANSFORMATIONS OF FUNCTIONS USING MULTI-REPRESENTATIONAL SOFTWARE:
VISUALIZATION AND DISCRETE POINTS

hiamfgalkala Jere Confrey

Dept of Education Cornell University

Abstract

This paper will report preliminary findings of a research project
which focuses on how students understand transformations of
functions using multi-representational software. Transformations
were taught starting with the visual and graphical forms and
extending to table data and algebra equations. Specifically this
paper will present how one student, Doug, interacted with a multi-
representational software. Doug used points sampled from a
continuous graph and the linkage of these points with the table as

a strategy for understanding of the stretch of a function.
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Relational Thinking and Rational Numbers

David William Carrahcr

Universidade Federal de Pernambuco
Recife, Brazil

Tasks for learning about rational numbers unfortunately often sustain additive
thinking even though the relations inherent in the problems are multiplicative.
Special tasks are described that call for relational thinking about number and
quantity and can not be solved through additive means nor rote computation. In the
model underlying the tasks, rational numbers acquire meaning as operators and
measures through specifying actions upon quantities. As they come to describe
relations of quantities and variables, they become imbued with algebraic meaning.

F(X) is COO ?: AN APPROACH TO MODELLING WITH ALGEBRA
Daniel Chazan

Michigan State University

The paper argues that equations can usefully be conceptualized as the

comparison of two functions and that such a view helps make algebraic
modeling more accessible. This auction is then examined in the light of three

sample algebra word problems.
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THE OTHER CONSEQUENCES OF A PROBLEM-BASED MATHEMATICS
CI IRRICULUM

David Clarke and Margarita Walltsidge
Mathematics Teaching and Learning Centre,

Australian Catholic University (Victoria)

Sherry Fraser
EQUALS, Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley

Sum=
Implementation of a problem -bared mathematics curriculum (IMP) at three high schools in

California has been associated with more than fuss differences in student achievement.

Among the outcomes which distinguished those students who participated in the IMP

program from those who followed a conventional algebrafgeometry syllabus were the

students' perceptions of the discipline of mathematics, of mathematical activity and the origins

of mathematical ideas, of the mathematical nature of everyday activities, and of school

mathematics and themselves as mathematicians. A coherent and consistent picture has

emerged of the sea of beliefs, perceptions and performances arising from such a program.

Students who have participated hr the IMP program appear to be more confident than their

peers in conventional classes; to subscribe to a view of mathematics as having arisen to meet

the needs of society, rather than as a set of arbitrary rules; to value communication in

mathematics learning more highly than students in conventional classes; and to be more likely

than their conventionally-taught peers to see a mathematical element in everyday activity.

These outcomes occurred while the IMP students maintained mathematics achievement levels

at or above those of their peers in conventional classes. Since the achievement outcomes are

comparable, the mathematics education community must decide whether it values these other

consequences of a problem-based curriculum.
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Design of a Logo Environment for Elementary Geometry

Douglas H. Clements Julie S. Meredith Michael T. Battista
State University of New York at Buffalo Kent Sts University

We are engaged in a 5-year curriculum development project, funded by NSF, that emphasizes
meaningful mathematical problems and depth rather than exposure.' Our responsibility is developing the
geometry and spatial sense strands. Students will engage in investigations involving a wide range of
approaches and materials; we are designing a modified Logo environment specifically for the project. The
design is based on curricular considerations and a number of implications for the learning and teaching of
geometric concepts with turtle graphics (Clements, 1991; Clements & Battista, 1990,1991).

1. Allow students to build on their visual strengths, but concomitantly demand increasingly complete
and precise specifications and analytic thinking. Computer geometry tools need to constrain
students' actions. They must serve as a transition device, connecting the intuitive and the visual to
the more abstract.

2. Realize the potential of ostensibly simple tasks (e.g., drawing a "tilted" rectangle in Logo); overly
complex tools may not be necessary.

3. Establish close ties between representationsLogo code, the action of the turtle, and the resultant
figure.

4. Provide tools for easy editing, repeating, "undoing," "stepping," etc.

5. Encourage students to create procedures, alter them, and reflect on them. Highlight procedural-
conceptual connections.

6. Allow students and teachers to pose and solve their own problems, encouraging exploration and
conjecture.

7. Explicate the theoretical model underlying the design.

These results effectuated the following features of our Logo environment. Students enter commands
in "immediate mode" in a command center, or as procedures in a "teach" window. Any change to
commands in either location, once accepted, are reflected automatically in the drawing. Because the
sequence of commands in the command center reflects what is displayed graphically, they represent a
potential procedure. A palette tool copies these into the teach window, applies a child-supplied name, and
thus defines the procedure.

A step function allows children to "walk through" any procedure, or the commands in the command
center. As they do so, they may edit any command in the sequence. The change is immediately reflected
on the screen.

Tools are provided on a palette for defining procedures, stepping, measurement, and other sundry
details.

Of course, no environment operates in a vacuum; the larger classroom environment must encourage
the necessary constructions and connections. Finally, development of computer environments for learning
geometry should be synergistically integrated with research efforts. Researchers must discover how we
can systematically build on the geometric knowledge students leant each year.

I"Investigations in Number, Data, and Space: An Elementary Mathematics Curriculum" is a cooperative project among the
University of Buffalo. Kent State University, Technical Education Research Center, and Southeastern Massachusetts
University. National Science Foundation Research Grant NSF MDR-9050210.
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MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONING IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Kevin F. Collis, lane M. Watson and K. Jennifer Campbell

University of Tasmania (Australia)

Summary

Problem-solving in school mathematics has traditionally been considered as belonging only to the

mode of thinking concerned with making logical connections between data and the mathematical

model and then teasing out the relationship between the variable in the model and the concrete

symbolic mode. Little, if any, attention has been given to the place of the intuitive processes of the

ikonic mode at this level. This project has set out to explore the interface between logical and intuitive

processes in the context of mathematical problem-solving. The per will present some of the results

obtained in the early stages of the study.

THE IDEA OF VARIATION AND THE CONCEPT OF THE INTEGRAL IN

ENGINEERING STUDENTS: SITUATIONS AND STRATEGIES.

Francisco Cordaro-Osorio
Centro de Investigacidn y Estudios Avanzados del IPM.

Institute Tecnoidgico &denture) de Mexico.
Mexico.

We present results of a research and after having identified some
significances of the integral to teachers of Engineering schools,
we constructed an experience of controlled teaching with
Engineering students, analyzing situations that relate notions,
as well as strategies deriving from them. This experience was
made under conditions of continuous variation related to the
trite gral.
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The Role of Metacognition in Mathematical
Problem Solving Among Ph.D. Mathematicians

Thomas C. De Franco, University of Connecticut

This descriptive study involved two groups of Ph.D. mathematicians. Group A
consisted of 8 mathematicians who have achieved national or international status
in the field of mathematics. Group B consisted of 8 mathematicians who have not
achieved such a reputation. Its objectives were: 1) to describe the problem-solving
strategies used to solve four mathematics problems and 2)to examine and contrast
these individuals' metacognitive knowledge in relation to mathematics and the
problems they attempted to solve. Thinking aloud, introspective and retrospective
techniques were used to gather information usirg a Person-Strategy-Task (PST)
Questionnaire and a Problem-Solving Booklet. The results indicated that subjects
in group A solved the problems more accurately and possessed a dissimilar
metacognitive knowledge base than their counterparts in group B. The problem-
solving performance of subjects in both groups seemed to be influenced by their
metacognitive knowledge.
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CHILDREN'S ACCEPTANCE OF THEOREMS IN GEOMETRY

Michael de Villiers, Faculty of Education, University of Durban-Westville, Durban,

4000, South Africa

As part of a previous study (see De Villiers, 1991), the author asked 'high school

children to judge 42 geometric theorems from the formally prescribed syllabus

according to the following statements: Code 1: Believe it is true from own

conviction; Code 2: Believe it is true because it appears in the textbook or because

the teacher said so; Code 3: Do not know whether it is true or not; code 4: Do not

think it is true. It was then found that the certainty or conviction of the majority of

pupils (50% - 70%) seemed to be based on Code 2, i.e. authoritarian grounds, rather

than on personal conviction.

In an attempt to verify the above findings in township schools in the Durban area,

and also to gain further information about why children made certain choices, each

of the four categories above were subdivided into three or more subcategories to

give a total of 19 subcategorieS, and in August 1991 139 Grade 9 - 10 high school

children from 7 different schools were asked to evaluate 15 geometric statements

according to them. In contrast to the previous study, four false statements were also

included to see whether, and why, they would choose category 4. A preliminary

analysis of the data confirmed the previous finding, and also indicated that children

do not easily identify false statements, uncritically accepting them as true.

Reference

De Villiers, M.D. (1991). Pupils' needs for conviction and explanation within the

context of geometry. In Furinghetti, F. Proceedings of the 15th PME Conference,

Assisi (Italy), Vol 1: 255-262.
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EXPLORING MATHEMATICAL BELIEFS

Brian A. Doig

The Australian Council for educational Research

There have been many mathematics attitude inventories produced over the last two
decades or so all of which have added to our knowledge of the role of affective
factors in mathematics learning. However they are all flawed. This flaw is in the
interpretation phase. While the developers of each instrument have gained
considerable knowledge about the group with whom the instrument was developed,
users are faced with the means and standard deviations of their sample of subjects.
This is not helpful! Consider a five-point Likert scale, (1 5). What does it mean for
two groups to have means of 3.5 and 3.8? IS there any significance in the difference?
What useful information can be gleaned from this?

The fault lies not with the various instruments of course but with the statistical
procedures used to encapsulate the data. Traditional analyses do not give sensible
results in the case of these rating scales. What can be done? The answer lies in the
use of item response techniques especially designed for the analysis of rating scales.
With these procedures the probability of any given response can be judged against
the individual's total score. That is, knowing the over all score suggests the likely
response to any given question on the instrument. Graphical layouts of the analysed
data are then used to make clear the situation contained in the data.

The benefits of this approach are enormous as such a visual assessment can be
performed quickly giving an immediate guide to a student's belief structure on all
questions, thus helping to identify individuals and groups with particular problems
or attitudes.

One such graphical analysis is given, with sample interpretations, on this poster.

REFERENCES

Adams, R. J. and Khoo, S-T. (1991) TITAN: The Interactive Test Analysis Program.
Melbourne: The Australian Council for Educational Research
Boyd, C. M. and Doig, B. A. (1990) Exploring the weltanschauung of teachers. Paper
presented at the annual conference of the Australian Association for Research in
Education, Sydney, 1990.
Wright, B. D. and Masters, G. N. (19)82 Rating Scale Analysis. Chicago: MESA Press.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS' GRAPHING STRATEGIES

IN A TECHNOLOGY-.RICH ENVIRONMENT

Christine L. Ebert
University of Delaware

itinstructign..
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TEACHING MATHEMATICS EDUCATION AT A DISTANCE:
THE DEAKIN UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE

PI.F. Ellerton and M.A. Clements
Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria, Australia

Over the past five years, Deakin University (in the state of Victoria) has developed the most

comprehensive and popular set of professional development programs for practising teachers of
mathematics in Australia. Altogether, about 500 practising teachers from all states and territories of

Australia are enroled in mathematics education units that form part of the Deakin postgraduate

Bachelor of Education, Graduate Diploma in Mathematics Education, Master of Education, and

PhD or EdD programs.
In this poster session, a summary of the following four distinctive features of the Deakin

mathematics education off-campus programs will be presented.

1. All of the programs, including the doctoral programs, are offered in the off-campus
(distance) mode. There are no compulsory attendance requirements.

2. There are no formal written examinations.
3. For each unit they undertake, students receive a Unit Guide, and associated monographs,

software and audio- and/or video-tapes.
4. Assessment is based on a range of investigative reports made by students on tasks that

relate to their everyday professional lives. The aim is to involve students in collaborative
investigations in which they (a) reflect on their current practices, (b) design and carry out programs
in which they modify or change their existing practices, and (c) then evaluate the effects of the
changes. These evaluations give rise to further cycles of change. Students are expected to read
widely in relevant mathematics education research literatures, and to apply theory to practice.

Deakin University mathematics education Unit Guides and Unit monographs will be available

for inspection during the poster session. Over the past three years, 25 mathematics education
research monographs have been published by Deakin University Press, and these provide the basic

reading for the mathematics education professional development units. The monographs have been

favourably reviewed in international mathematics education research journals, and it could be

argued that they represent the most scholarly and comprehensive set of mathematics education

research monographs ever published ... anywhere. Writers with international reputations, from

both within and outside Deakin University, have been commissioned to write on topics in which

they have special expertise. While the Unit Guides and the Unit monographs are linked, in fact the

monographs can stand alone; this is evidenced by the fact that many of them are prescribed reading

for students taking mathematics education research courses offered by other universities.

In 1990 Christopher Orwell, the English mathematics educator, was commissioned to carry

out an independent evaluation of the Deakin University off-campus mathematics education
programs. In his report, which he wrote after a large-scale investigation in which he interviewed

many teachers taking the Deakin programs, he commented on the enthusiasm, commitment,
changed teaching approaches, and high quality written submissions of the teachers taking the

courses. He pointed out that the case of Deakin University casts serious doubt on the validity of

the commonly held belief that the quality of learning by distance is usually inferior to the quality of

learning in the on-campus, face-to-face mode.
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Communication process in learning mathematics

Hideyo EMORI. Graduate School of Education. UT. Japan

Nobuhiko NOM. Institute of Education. University of Tsukuba.

summary

Small groups activities and whole-class discussions provide

opportunities for students to raise new questions. 'discuss and share

their ideas, and summarize their discoveries in writing when solving

problems by themselves. We do not doubt that these kinds of activities

are very important for all students who are learning mathematics.

To introduce small group activities and whole-class discussions

into mathematics classes is one of the major topics in Japan. But some

serious problems confront Japanese teachers. One of the problems is

that Japanese students are reluctant to express their opinions in

small groups activities and whole-class discussions. Teachers always

make effort to forster communication in mathematics classes by asking

questions or quoting some students' opinions. The other problem is

that Japanese teachers worry that small group activities or whole-

class discussions provide only a few students with good opportunities.

We think these kinds of worries are originated from our

misconception. that is. the more communication occurs, the more

fruitful activities have done. But to communicate well is not a

natural ability. We have to know how to communicate each other in

mathematics classes. Our study "Communication process in learning

mathematics" is to focus on the process of communication itself what

consists of sending a message and receiving the message.

When analyzing communication process, we can find many

communication gaps between a sender and a receiver. The communication

gaps are treated as bad aspects for communication. Therefore. many

researchers have studied how to diminish the communication gaps. And

they recommended teachers teach communication skill more.

But we found that the communication gaps sometimes bring a new

idea to solve a problem. For example. one 5th grade student solved a

problem in a better way as a result of communication was not a

directed result of what another student intended to communicate.

The purpose of this study is to analyze communication process and

to know its dynamism.
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PROBLEM FAMILIARITY AND EXPERTS

THE CASE OF TRANSITIVITY
By Fairouz Farah-Sarkis

American University of Beirut

Subject matter knowledge of teachers is, related to the ability of applying their
knowledge of a concept to a new situation. In other words, the ability to demonstrate

transfer behavior. The present study investigated the ability of inservice math teachers

transfer behavior in the concept of transitivity. Twenty inservice math teachers
participated in the study. A test of 10 items including two different instances of
transitivity with different content and context dimensions was used. Results showed

that most teachers were able to identify one instance of a transitive relation and failed to

identify a second instance on all content and context dimensions.

CHILDREN'S USAGE OF STATISTICAL TERMS

Iddo Gal, Patricia Mahoney and Susan Moore

University of Pennsylvania

Examined children's interpretations of statistical terms ('average', 'sample',
'random) which often come up in statistics education. Intuitive interpretations children may
informally develop for such terms may support, but also impede, acquisition of statistical
knowledge. Results suggest that some children have useful statistical intuitions regarding the
meaning of such terms, but that many children associate with such terms meanings which are
distant from, or in conflict with, formal notions. Implications are discussed for teaching
practices, e.g., regarding the use of learners' preexisting knowledge as a basis for analogical
transfer, and the need to help children to explicate and differentiate their interpretations of
terms used in mathematical and everyday contexts, to facilitate effective communication and
learning.
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THE STATUS OF NEGATIVE NUMBERS IN THE SOLVING

PROCESS OF ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

AURORA GALLARDO & TERESA ROJANO

Centro de Investigacion y Estudios Avanzados del IPN. Mexico

Programa Nacional de FormaciOn y Actualizacift
de Profesores de Matematicas

Upon the basis of a previous historico-epistemological

analysis on the status of negative numbers in the context of

linear equations, three hypotheses concerning the avoidance

and acknowledgement of negative solutions in students are

formulated. Some evidence provided by observations made so

far at the individual level makes plausible the hypotheses

already mentioned and gives rise to a second stage of this

research, which is described in this paper.
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Study of identities in the school course of algebra
E.G.Gelfman*, L.N. Demidova**, S.J. Grinshpon+,

M.A. Kholodnaja++, J.J. Wolfengaut*

*Tomsk Pedagogical Institute, Tomsk, Russia
**Tomsk Teacher's Institute, Tomsk, Russia

+Tomsk State University, Tomsk, Russia
++Kiev State University, Kiev, Ukraine

The problem which every teacher faces is how to acquaint a pupil with such an element of
culture as algebra, to develop pupil's ability to deal with algebraic material freely, how to make a
pupil more active in the process of studying algebra? It is obvious that algebra leaves its mark on
characteristics of thinking, in our opinion, basic peculiarities of thinking as a cognitive psychic
activity become apparent.

That is why mastering algebraic notions supposes special work on organizing pupil's
cognitive experience. This work should be organized so that it could promote creating a
subjective image of an algebraic notion.

There arise questions: what stages a pupil should go through in the process of forming
this or that algebraic notion; what set of tasks it should be to stimulate the development of
conceptual thinking, playing the guiding role in psychological development of a child.

It seemed possible to us to single out five stages in the process of forming a subjective
image of an algebraic notion.

1. Motivation is realization by pupils of the necessity to find a new way of describing
their experience. At this stage the tacks applying to arithmetical, geometrical, physical and past
algebraic experience are widely used

2. Generalization is an increase of generality degree of notion properties. The main
consideration here should be given to organizing different sign-image transference.

3. Enrichment is accumulation and differentiation of a pupil's experience to deal with
an introduced notion. Pupils are given a possibility to consider different properties of an
algebraic notion being studied and appreciate a degree of their generality and importance.

4. Transference is realization of a possibility to apply notions in new situations.
Pupils are offered the tasks, which allow them to include new knowledge into the system of
associations with other notions.

5. Compression is an urgent reorganization of the whole complex of a pupil's
knowledge, associated with the given notion and its conversion into a generalized informational
structure. This stage, in our opinion, is a great problem of methodology. At present it seems to
us that among the techniques of methodology, which may promote compression, we can point
out such as using paradoxes, focus-examples, complex tasks and so on.

During studying algebraic material its important to take into account not only
psychological prerequisites for mastering a notion, but also to keep to a number of requirements.
So, for example, in the process of teaching a comfortable regime of intellectual work should be
created. It's desirable that a pupil, considering his own peculiarities, could choose strategies and
the pace of learning. With regard to this it's useful to state the same algebraic material in
different kinds of languages: figurative, logical, practical and also to offer pupils different levels
of training and control.

Let us note that it's advisable to include into the system of tasks those, which would form
intellectual qualities, such as an ability to plan their activity, to control it and to see a perspective
and so on.

We tried to realize the state principles in a series of textbooks on mathematics, in
particular, in the books "Acquaintance with Algebra" and "Identities".
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SOME WRONG STRATEGIES TO DETERMINE PROBABILITIES IN 8th
GRADERS. REPORT OF A PRELIMINARY STUDY.

Joaquim Gimenez Dept. Ectucaci6 i Psicologia Univ. Barcelona. Spain
Science Teaching Centre , Hebrew University of Jerusalem

ABSTRACT
Some known strategies are involved hi probabilistic comparison situations. The stability of their
use is examined. We explore the inconsistence of several strategies, and the use of intuitional
knowledge in very closely approaches. Perceptual cues and inverse results are also observed.

From Concept to Proof: A First Step

Marilee D. Goldberg and Rina Hershkowitz
Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel

Abstract

Our goal in this paper was to investigate certain problems in the
procceses students use when they write proofs. To achieve this
we designed a self-contained questionare in two parts. In the
first the students developed a definition for a "new geometric
concept" and in the second they were given problem situations
in which they had "to prove" some statements concerning this
concept. We found that students relied very heavily upon the
definition and that in some cases students relied in different
ways on examples as justifications. We administered our
questionnaire to senior high school students in the Greater
Boston area. Some responses to selected problems are given.
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M-L STRATEGIES IN THE CLASSROOM: POSSIBILITIES AND
LIMITATIONSt

Zahra Gooya
University of British Columbia-Vancouver

This paper reports on a study of the effects of the "metacognitive-based instruction" on students'
beliefs about mathematics and mathematical problem solving, and about themselves as doers of
mathematics. The 60 hours of instruction occurred in the context of a regular mathematics content
course for undergraduate non-science students. The approach to instruction was teaching mathematics
through problem solving and included journal writing, small groups, and whole class discussions.
These three metacognitive strategies helped the students to think more reflectively about what they
were doing and how they were doing it, and they also provided data for the study. The paper reports
on the possibilities and the limitations of these strategies for the use in the classroom.
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A TWO YEAR PROJECT FOR IMPROVING THE MATHEMATICS TEACHING
FOR

11 - 13 YEAR-OLDS

Kathryn Irwin and Murray Britt
University of Auckland and Auckland College of Education

New Zealand

Many in-service professional development programs are seen as being of limited value

because teachers do not have the opportunity to construct new practices in relation to
the perceived shortcomings of their existing practice, and there is little opportunity for
systematic reflection on the effect of new practices.

This project aims to overcome these shortcomings. It is a two-year action research
program in which 18 teachers of Intermediate and first-year Secondary School classes
design and carry out assessments of their own teaching. It is based on two premises:
(1) that teachers need to construct their own understanding of successful teaching, under

guidance, in much the same way that mathematics students need to construct
understanding of mathematics, and (2) that there are metacognitive skills involved in
analysing the relationship of student learning to ones' own teaching which can be
developed through reflection and analysis. The educational focus of the project is to
increase emphasis on students' responsibility for learning, and their flexibility in the use
of mathematics. These aims are in line with the Cockcroft Report and the NCTM
Standards for School Mathematics.

Results from the first year of the study (1991) show that teachers gained understanding
from analyzing their practice, particularly in noting the ways in which their interaction was

impeding students' understanding. Teachers' journal entries related to this include
statements like: I noticed that whenever I talked, students' attempts at problem solving
decreased.", By not answering their questions I discovered many other things that they
were confused about', and 'Once they learned to write problems for themselves, they
said that they Linderstood " Tests given at the beginning and end of the year showed

that while approximately 40% of students increased their understanding of a topic, 60%
stayed at the same level or did more poorly on post tests.

At the beginning of 1992 teachers are undertaking a careful evaluation of students'
understanding, and are already appreciating that their usual teaching is not meeting
students' needs. They will undertake three or four specific projects in 1992 to improve
the methodology and content of their teaching and wiill monitor these innovations to see

if these enable students to increase their understanding.
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AN ASSESSMENT OF MATNEMATICS LEARNING
=ROUGE STUDENTS'

INTRA- AND INTER- COMMUNICATION PROCESSES

Keiko, ITOHINO

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Intra-communication process means the processes of thinking
which include reflection, making connections, and control of
one's thought. Inter-communication process means the
processes of thinking which include reflection and regulation
of one's thought under the recognition of others on the one
hand, and recognition of meaning, interpretation,
negotiation, and elaboration on the other. By combining these
two communication processes to make a context of assessment
of mathematics learning, an instrument is presented with an
illustration of an 8th - grader in algebra classroom.

THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS
ON MATHEMATICS LEARNING ACROSS THE

ELEMENTARYSECONDARY INTERFACE

James K. Bidwell. Central Michigan University
Graham A. Jones, Minois State University
Robin Ziukelis, Gold Coast, Australia

This is a preliminary report of a study on 12-14 year-old students in Queensland Australia and Michigan, WA.
Australian students (n=486) were tested at the end of their last year in elementary school and then after one-third of their first
secondary year (1990-1991) to measure any changes in mathematical performance (computation, concepts, and problem
solving) and in mathematical perceptions and beliefs (classroom environment. selperception. mathematics content). Four
categories of students were measured: nongovernment schools vs. government schools crossed with change of campus vs. no
change of campus. Attitudes means dropped significantly for the whole sample especially for the 'no change' students in both
government and nongovernment sectors. Achievement gains were modest for the whole sample and for each of the sub-
groups measured however there was a very weak gain for students changing from one nongovernment school to another.
Further data and analyses will be available by the conference.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING PRACTICE IN MATIMATICS

TEACHER COURSES

Estela Kaufman Fainguelernt

Universidade Santa Orsula

The teacher profession is going through a crisis. This affects specially the

mathematics teacher, as shown by:

. the abandonnment of the teaching profission by graduated teachers through

retirement or changing of activity;

. the abandonment of the teachers' course in general and of under graduation in

Mathematics specifically.

We are facing the challenge to revert these trends transforming the under

graduation course of mathematics teaching into a proficiency course.

In order to be a good Mathematics teacher, the professional should have:

. a goode background in the specifie contents he will teach;

. a critical view to adequate the contents of the course to the students and

to the methodologies and strategies to be applied;

. a sincere commitement to the cultural reality he will face and vocation'to

interact with the community work.

These conditions are necessary simultaneosly and that is why our work is based

on teaching practice offering studentteachers a training that permits to

achieve different forms of action.

At the same time the theoretical contents of Mathematics are worked with the

teachers responsible for the course, a change in classroom attitude, giving

the trainees a chance to see different forms to approch the same subject.

Results:

. Since 1990 we have had an increase in the number of students who take the

teachers course.

. Many graduates from our teachers' course area earning promotions in their

jobs.

. Our students have been succesful in public contests and in admission to

graduate courses.
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PROB SIM AND DATASCOPE: INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE TOOLS
FOR INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN PROBABILITY AND DATA

ANALYSIS'

Clifford Konold.

Scientific Reasoning Research Institute
Hasbrouck Laboratory

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Prob Sim© is a Macintosh application designed for teaching probability via
simulations. In using the software to model some probabilistic situation: 1) a "mixer" is
constructed which contains the elementary events of interest; 2) the mixer is sampled from
after specifying replacement options, sample size, and number of repetitions; 3) events of
interest are specified and counted; 4) specified events are counted in new random samples.
The software makes step 4 especially easy. Once analyses have been conducted on one
sample, the user has only to press a button to see the results of the same analyses
performed on a new random sample. This features promotes the recognition and
quantification of variability among results in successive random samples, and thus
facilitates understanding of The Law of Large Numbets. Additional features inclUde
locating outcomes of interest, reshaping data, sampling until a specified event occurs.

DataScopee is an accompanying (and fully compatible) data analysis package data
is easily transferred between the two applications. This compatibility is especially useful in
teaching basic principles of statistical inference via resampling. Those teaching traditional
statistics courses may be disappointed with DataScope, since it includes only a limited
number of statistical displays: bar graphs, box plots, scatterplots, one and two-way tables of
frequencies, and tables of descriptive statistics. But the limited options make the program
easy to learn, and permit more in-depth treatment of a few plot-types. The software is
intended for use in courses stressing exploratory data analysis in which students work with
real, and fairly large, data sets, using statistical techniques not so much to test hypotheses,
but to formulate and revise them. It encourages the student to make initial judgments of
relationship by visually comparing plots. A generalized "grouping" capability permits the
formation of plots (and tables) grouped on different levels of a chosen variable.

1The development of this software was supported by grant MDR-8954626 from the National Science
Foundation. Opinions expressed here are those of the author and not necessary those of the Foundation.
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PFL-MATHEMATICS:
AN IN- SERVICE EDUCATION UNIVERSITY COURSE FOR TEACHERS

Konrad KRAINER

IFF/Universitit Klagenfurt
StemeckstraBe 15. A-9010 Klagenfurt

PFL is the abbreviation for the two-year university courses "Padagogik and Fachdidaktik far
Lehrer Innen" (Pedagogics and Didactics for Teachers) in Austria. They are organized by the
Institute of Interdisciplinary Research and Education (IFF) of the Austrian Universities of
Innsbruck, Klagenfurt and Vienna, in cooperation with some universitary and teacher-in-
service-training institutes and is supported by the Ministry for Science and Research and the
Ministry for Education and Culture.

The guiding principles of the three PFL-courses - which are held for (mainly Austrian)
secondary teachers of German, English and MATHEMATICS - can be described as follows:
- interdisciplinary team (e.g.: mathematics, mathematics education, pedagogics, teaching

experience),
continuous and intensive co-operation of the staff and the participants (each course
includes: three one-week seminars, five two-day Regional Group meetings, continuous
research and formation work at schools),
interconnection of theory and practice and of research and education,

- Cfirrther) education (also) for the staff members, especially through practice-contacts for
the involved scientists,
promoting research and formation work - studies from teachers, especially within the
framework of action research,
interconnection with questions of school-development - promoting pedagogical and
didactical innovations, establishing them at schools and making them visible,
promoting a new culture of talking about tear and school,
encouraging the participants to be (more) active in designing their further education
within (and later outside) the course.

References

Altrichter, H./Posch, P. (1990): Lehrer erforschen ihren Unterricht. Eine Einftihrung in die
Methoden der Aktionsforschung. Klinkhardt, Bad Heilbrunn/Obb. (An English version
will be edited by Falmer Press, London 1992).

Fischer, R. /Krainer, K./Malle, G./Posch, P./Zenkl, M. (Eds.): Padagogik and Fachdidaktik
As. Mathematiklehrer. HOlder-Pichler-Tempsky, Wien und Teubner, Stuttgart.

Fischer, R./Malle, G. (1985): Mensch und Mathematik. Eine Einfithrung in didaktisches
Denken und Handeln. Bibliographisches Institut, Mannheim-Wien-Zurich.

Krainer, K. (1992): PFL-Mathematics: Thoughts on a University INSET Course. (Translation
of a lecture hold at the 24th Bundestagung far Didaktik der Mathematik in Salzburg,
1991; published in: Beitrage zum Mathematikuntegiclteranzbecker, Bad Salzdetfurth,
1991, 165-168.)
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THE EFFECTS OF TRAINING IN USE OF GENERATION AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES ON GEOMETRY

PROBLEM SOLVING

Mohan Chinnappan and Michael Lawson.

Flinders University of South Australia

We report the results of two studies in which the effects of training in use of general strategies on

the performance of high-achieving and low-achieving high school students in trigonometry is

assessed. The studies take up two of the issues raised by John Sweller(1990),the lack of evidence

of positive effects of such training, and the extent of transfer. Two forms of training derived from

our earlier studies of geometry problem solving were developed. The first, Generation training

emphasised analysis of the problem statement, searching of memory, and use of the diagram for

cues to guide memory search. Management training directed students' attention to planning of the

solution path, checking of calculations, and reviewing of the solution, No effects on training or

transfer items were observed following Generation training. Management training improved the

transfer performance of both high- and low-achieving students.
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WHEN MORE IS LESS - INTERACTIVE TOOLS
FOR RELATIONAL LANGUAGE

Mark D. LeBlanc

Department of Computer Science
University of New Hampshire

Durham, NH 03824

Abstract: Mathematical representations such as equations can account for or unify a large class of semantic struc-

tures of arithmetic word problems, each of which can in turn be expressed linguistically in many different ways. An

important task from an educational perspective is to help the elementary -level student to "see" linguistic descriptions

in quantitative or mathematical terms. e.g.. through progressive abstraction from a particular linguistic problem state-

ment to an equation or other solution.

An emphasis on understanding the invariances between alternate symbolic and pictorial representation systems

has led to dynamic computer environments which can extend student's ability to make connections between alternate

problem representations. While the idea of dynamic linkages between representations is not new, linkages to represen-

tations which are inherently imprecise, such as natural language, have not been attempted. The interactive tools

presented in this work are able to "link" with natural language representations as they are integrated with a cognitive

simulation of word problem solving which includes the processes of reading and text integration.

Specifically, a Language Lint tool enables students to manipulate icons on the computer screen and as the

configuration of icons is altered the student immediately sees how this new picture alien the linguistic representation,

that is, a change in the difference relation results in a new natural language sentence describing that relation.

Such "dynamic links" can encourage students to appreciate the mathematical meaning of complex

linguistic constructions, e.g., the relational language of "have more than" and "have less than." A major hypothesis of

the research with relational language is that "expert" problem solvers convert inconsistent relational statements into

consistent relational statements, for example, converting "Jacob has 3 more cans than Kathy." to "Kathy has 3 less

cans than Jacob." The implication for instruction involves the need to teach children (1) how to translate from an

inconsistent relational statement to a consistent relational statement and (2) that both of these statements are simultane-

ously due.
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TEACHERS' QUESTIONING AND STUDENTS' RESPONSES
IN CLASSROOM MATHEMATICS

Eleanor Long
University of Adelaide, Australia

The questions that teachers ask and the responses that students give are
important activities in classroom learning. Questioning is a versatile and
powerful means for teachers to probe student understanding and to
encourage the active investigation of new ideas. Students' responses
provide teachers with information that can be used to monitor and assess
individual and group learning progress. Thus, effective classroom
communication can be thought of as a facilitating skill that works to
promote and develop students' thinking and learning.

Cognitive research shows that competence in areas of complex skill
involves a critical and close relationship between reasoning processes and
knowledge that is specific to the area. In this light, skilled oral
communication in mathematics is communication that indicates a rich
mathematical knowledge. A further suggestion is that the development of
abilities such as reasoning aloud, describing and justifying one's thinking to
others, and formulating questions, should go hand-in-hand with the
development of knowledge in mathematics.

The study described in the poster aims to enhance communication,
specifically in teachers' questioning and students' responses, in the area of
fractions. From a cognitive perspective, knowledge in fractions is seen as a
basis for the development of thinking and communication skills. The
social aspects of knowledge development are emphasised through a
classroom approach that fosters student and teacher collaboration in
learning. The first stage of the project has involved the preparation of
classroom materials which present fraction concepts and skills as a system of
knowledge that develops meaning for individuals through the situations
and conditions of use. Designed for use with 11-14 year olds, the materials
feature task-sheets that pose problems in which fractions can be used in
everyday life. Activities, suggestions and questions within the problem
tasks are designed to encourage thinking and talking about fractions within
a wide range of situations.

The intention of the study is that the materials produced will provide a key
means for the promotion and development of teachers' questioning and
students' responses in the learning of fractions. Initial classroom trials,
currently underway, are focusing on the ways in which the materials are
being used in classrooms, and the extent to which they are encouraging
teachers and students to talk about fractions.

References

Brown, J.S., Collins, A., & Duguid, P. (1989). Situated cognition and the culture of learning.
Educational Researcher, 18, 32.42.

Resnick, L. B. (1987). Education and learning to think. Washington: National Acadamy Press.
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STUDENTS'PROBLEMS IN UNDERSTANDING THE IDEA OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

ANA MARIA OJEDA S.

Section Matematica Educative
CINVESTAV del IPN, PNFAPM, Mexico

King's College London, England

In this work the answers of students aged 16-22 years given
to questions concerning the idea of conditional probability are
analyzed. The arguments they used to support their answers
depended on the form of the situation in which the question was
set. It was confirmed also that it is more difficult to answer
questions in which the conditioning event is supposed to happen
later than the conditioned event, than when the conditioning
event happens either simultaneously or before the conditioned
event. Additionally, there was an inability to apply the formula
of conditional probability because of the confusion between
conjunction of events and conditioned events.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN INSTRUMENT FOR TEACHER AND STUDENT USE IN THE

MEASUREMENT OF AFFECFNE DEVELOPMENT IN SCHOOL STUDENTS.

Ian ,Putt Frederick Annesley, and John Clark. School of Education, James Cook University, 4811,

Australia.

Productivity is the driving force of the 90's. We are confronted with it in cur work place, at home.

in industry, within government and in our schools. The central demand is always to accomplish more

with less. In school, this demand has the effect of concentrating effort on cognitive processes and

outcomes. But we asked the question 'what is the place of affective education in schools?'. In part the

answer lies in the interrelationship between affective skills and productivity. Those persons who have

developed their affective and interpersonal skills are the ones who a.e. productive in the work place, at

home, in industry and in school. The challenge then was to encourage teachers to consciously blend

affective goals into their everyday teaching, and to provide them with an instrument which would

reliably and validly measure the outcomes of student growth in the affective domain.

Over the four years 1987-1990 we worked with secondary teachers of English, Mathematics and

Physical Education (a) to determine what affective characteristics they wanted to see developed in their

students: and (b) to develop a valid and reliable instrument which teachers could use to rate students,

and students could use to rate themselves on the behaviours identified in (a) above. In 1991 we tested

the portability of the instrument to primary schools by repeating the same two steps above with

teachers in years 5 to 7.

An analysis of secondary teachers' responses yielded two factors which were being assessed by the

teachers in the three subject areas. From these factors the teachers produced a set of typical behaviours

for each point on a five point scale for the affective characteristics which constituted each factor. The

first factor related to classroom learning and was characterised by the following - enjoyment of learning,

participation, independence, self motivation, positive attitude, and initiative. The second factor related

to students' personal qualities and was characterised by the following - obedience, honesty, courtesy,

responsibleness, and self discipline.

When primary (year 5-7) teachers' responses were analysed two factors also emerged and these were

remarkably similar to the secondary factors. Factor 1 involved - enjoyment of learning, independence,

initiative, appreciation of language, appreciation of mathematics, and curiosity. Factor 2 involved -

caring for others, obedience, honesty, courtesy, and responsibleness.

In the course of establishing the final version of the instrument, teachers commented on the

suitability of the instrument for use in determining the progress of their students in the affective

domain, students felt empowered by being able to actively confront their affective development in

School, and parents strongly supported a greater emphasis on the development of these affective

characteristics in their children.

Reference: Annesley, F. R. & Clark, J. F. (1990). Affective Assessment for Secondary Schools,

Townsville: James Cook gnerity, School of Education.
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RESEARCa An PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT IN MATHEMATICS: IMAGERY

Steve Rhodes, Gold Fields Resource Centre, University of the

Western Cape, Private Bag X17, Bellville 7530, South Africa,

ABSTRACT

The paper starts with 11 clarifying questions that analyse

mathematical understanding. Three questions are considered in

more detail to provide guidelines for materials development. In

particular, the notion of a mental model is discussed within the

context of learnable mathematics intelligence. How imagery may

be built in to materials development to enhance accessibility is

highlighted and examplars given.

Acquisition of meaning for pre-algebraic
structures with "the Planner"

Baruch Schwarz & Lauren Resnick
Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh
A computerized environment, the Planner, was constructed to be an interactive

illustration of arithmetic as a language: different objects in the system embodied the
different meanings of operations and arithmetic symbols. This paper describes a study
with an experimental group (n.6) who learned to solve arithmetic word problems with
the Planner. After seven training sessions, the group was able not only to solve difficult
word problems but succeeded extremely well in a task of recalling the story problems.
This result Indicates that students exposed to a principled interactive illustration learn
to correctly represent the algebraic structure of difficult word problems.
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CORRELATES OF DIRECT PROPORTIONAL REASONING AMONG

ADOLESCENTS IN THE PHILIPPINES

Gloria B. Shier
Department of Curriculum and Instruction

University of Minnesota

The relationship between performance on two tests of direct proportionality
(Tall-Short test of Karplus and Test of Response Types) and other measures
of scholastic achievement was examined in gifted, high-achieving and low-
achieving adolescents in the Philippines. Direct proportionality test scores
correlated highly with achievement group, and generally improved with
grade level. The distribution of response categories indicated that the
patterns of reasoning were dependent on achievement level and grade level.
Overall, the performance of Filipino adolescents was not fundamentally
dtiferent from other racial and ethnic groups that have been studied.
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CARDS, MIRRORS, AND EAND-EILD RODILS TRRT LEAD rim ILEMINTART LOGIC

Shea Sellweger, Mount Union College

Learning to count takes a long time, it goes through sexy steps and
stages, and it follows closely the development of language, sensorimotor
coordination, and the ability to relate to physical objects. We it
for granted that, when we teach children to count, we will call on a
long run of gases and exercises. These simple beginnings, as a matter
of universal importance, eventually lead to whatever we can claim for
our time and culture, in regard to numbers, notation, and mathematics.

Dantsig (1954) notes that "... wherever a counting technique,
worthy of the name exists at all, finger counting has been found to
either precede or accompany it" (p. 9). Skemp (1982) also reminds us
that " though the power of mathematics resides iu its ideas, access
to this power is largely dependent on its notation ..." (p. 204).
Golden (1982) includes examples when he shows that "... the principle of
using syntactically parallel notation to represent mathematically
parallel concepts allows greater insight at the elementary level into
the meaning of structural properties of binary functions" (p. 230). The
evidence that has accumulated makes it easy for us to go along with the
main line orientation contained in these statements, when we consider
the standard languages of mathematics. But what about logic?

What would it be like to repeat the whole thing, at least to start
moving in that direction? What would it be like to bring what we do for
counting into what we might do for logic? What follows will lot you
know what Glenn Clarks and X have come up with, at least to the extent
that we have made a few inroads is that direction.

All that follows will be limited to just one example. This =ample
will center on the logic of any two things, also called the logic o1 two
sentences, no sore than that. Although it may not be evident at first,
this example will gradually lead into, and then dray out, a special sot
of relations, namely, the relations between the two sentences (A,R),
such as 'A and 8,' 'A or B,' 'if A, then B,' etc. These relations are
often called the sixteen binary connectives. We will also try our hand
at coming up with a good notation, one that has a custom-designed syntax
that runs parallel with the underlying abstract structure.
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Featured Discussion Group I
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THE THREE FACETS OF MATHEMATICS:

THE FORMAL, THE HUMAN AND THE INSTRUMENTAL

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Efraim Fischbein

Tel Aviv University

School of Education

It is surprising that so far neither the psychology of mathematics

education nor the didactics of mathematics did consider the profound

and complicated problems raised by the need to harmonize these three

aspects as an effect of the instructional process.

Let us. first, briefly define what is meant by the respective terms:

1. Mathematics as a formal body of knowledge that is mathematics as

it is exposed in treatises and high-level textbooks. In this sense.
mathematics is considered to deal only with logically governed
relationships. This implies the following characteristics:

- Mathematics is an abstract domain. It does not investigate concrete,

sensorial properties of real objects but only general properties
considered independent. of any substantial constraints.

- Mathematics is a deductive body of knowledge. Every statement is

originated - through a logical, formal. deductive, consistent way - from

an initial system of statements (axioms), primitive concepts and

definitions. The validity of mathematical statements is accepted only if it

is a consequence of previously proven statements (or accepted as
axioms).
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Researchbased curriculum development in high school geometry:
A c.nstructivistmodel'

W. Gary Martin
University of Hawaii

Curriculum development in high school geometry must be thoroughly grounded on research in
order to produce the kinds of dramatic changes needed. An interactive, recursive model based
on constructivism is described; this model is currently being used todevelop a full-year
geometry course. Data collection consists of full -class and individual teaching experiments.
Results are used to revise the curriculum at different levels and to produce basic knowledge
about how students learn geomeu- y.

Needing Conscious Conceptions of Human Nature and Values to Inform and

Develop Pedagogy

John P. Pace
Essex County College

USA

The development of a coherent pedagogy of
mathematics education is dependent upon a
conscic"s conception of human nature and an
attend! value system. One such conception of
human nature is offered. Constructivism can only
inform that pedagogy, never prescribe it.
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Featured Discussion Group II
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOTION OF SIMILARITY IN CONFLUENCE:

MULTIPLYING STRUCTURES; SPATIAL PROPERTIES AND MECHANISMS OF LOGIC AND

FORMAL FRAMEWORKS.

Associacio Universiteria Intaramericana

AdvisoP Anna Maria Pessoa de Carve lho
Universidade de SAo Paulo - Brasil

This paper deals with some aspects of acquiring the notion of similarity of plane figures by students between .t/ and
.16 years of age from three schools in 340 Paulo. The paper uses constructivist presuppositions and emphasises the
teaching /learning relations, development of cognitive structures and learning of specific contents. The results describe
the following construction processes: a. operations with numbers, from multiplication to ratios; b. spatial relations
from the syncretic view to the distinction of variables and their interdependence; c. the logic of the classifications vis-a
vis the classificatory criteria. d the logic of the propositions from acknowledgement of the true values to the
implicational relations and determination of the necessary and sufficient conditions. Given the psychopeclagogical,
implications, the paper discusses applications aimed at optimising the function of the school in its role of promoting
learning and developing cognitive structures.

APPROPRIATION AND COGNITIVE EMPOWERMENT:

CULTURAL ARTIFACTS AND EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES

Maria Graciosa VelosQ
Joao Pedro Ponte
University of Lisbon

Appropriation of a cultural artifact or rnindfact may be viewed as
its progressive domain, providing a strong generative power: it
becomes a thinking tool. yielding new ways to see the world and to
formulate and attack problems. This paper discusses the
appropriation of the calculator as a pedagogical tool by several
teachers involved in a year long inservice programme. It focuses
particularly on how different forms of using the calculator in the
classroom can be related to different levels of appropriation.
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EXPLORING STWIENTS' MENTAL ACTIVITY WHEN SOLVING

3-LMOTSIONAL TASKS

Angel Gutting and Ade la Jaime

Departamento de Didactica de la Maternatica. Universidad de Valencia (Spain).

Ant=
In this report we describe some results of an experiment aimed to analyze the

mental processes. and abilities of visualization used by students when they try to solve
several tasks based on the manipulation of polyhedrons.

First, we present a task in which the students had to move several polyhedrons on
the computer screen, and another task in which they had to imagine the movement of
solids, and we analyze the characteristics of the ciffferent activities.

Afterwards, we show some students' ways of solving those tasks, and we discuss
the students' behaviors in relation to their use, or lack of use, of different abilities and
processes of visualization and mental representation of spatial relationships.

VISUAL IMAGES, AVAILABILITY AND ANCHORING, RELATED TO THE

POLYNOMIAL NUMBERS AND THE USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS
Fernando Hitt.

Seccion de Matemitica Educative, CINVESTAV, PNFAPM.
Mexico.

ABSTRACT

In this study, we focused on one hand on the role of
visualizing mathematical concepts as an ii..portant facet to
inetes a process of forming a conjecture and developing
mathcalatical reasoning. On a second hand, in a computational
environment, we analyze some problems arisen in this context
with a specific topic, the polygonal numbers.
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A VAN HIELE- BASED EXPERIMENT ON THE TEACHING OF CONGRUENCE
LILIAN NASSER

UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DO RIO DE JANEIRO - BRASIL
KING'S COLLEGE LONDON

A teaching experiment has been carried out in
order to investigate whether the difficulties
encountered by Brazilian secondary school
students in the learning of congruence of plane
shapes can be alleviated if the instruction is
based on the van Hiele model of thinking,
matching the level attained by the students. In
this paper, some results are presented,
comparing the performances of the control and
the experimental groups.

MODES OF USE OF THE SCALAR AND FUNCTIONAL OPERATORS
WHEN SOLVING MULTIPLICATIVE PROBLEMS'

Mariela Orozco Hormaza
Departamento de Psicologfa

Universidad del Valk
Cali, Colombia

Multiplicative problems may include two types of relationships: scalar and functional.
These may be exact or inexact. The relationship is exact if one of the two terms is the
multiple of the other. A systematic study of the procedures of SO children between 7 and
12 years age when solving hying and selling tasks allows me w conclude -and to
exemplify :y conclusion- that children tend to employ the exact relationship regardless
of whether it is scalar or functional. From this study it is also possible to describe a
progressive construction of the scalar and functional operator and of their use.
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PLENARY PANEL

VISUALIZATION AND IMAGISTIC THINKING

Tommy Dreyfus (chair), John Mason, Bernard Parzysz,
Martine Picq and Norma Presmeg

Visual, imagistic and diagrammatic elements appear to gain growing
importance in learning and teaching mathematics as well as in
mathematical problem solving. This is documented by a considerable
number of the plenary presentations, research reports and working groups
at PME-15 (Assisi, Italy; July 1991), by a recent conference on Reasoning
with Diagrammatic Representations (Stanford University, Palo Alio, CA,
USA; March 1992), by the volume on Visualization in Teal"..hing and
Learning Mathematics (W. Zimmermann & S. Cunningham, Eds., 1991)
which has appeared in the Notes Series of the Mathematical Association
of America and by numerous other events. Against this backgreLA, the
panel members will address issues closely concerned with the
psychological aspects of mathematical-reasoning with diagrams, pictures
and images. Some of these issues are

Internal (mental) versus external (concrete) imagery

Imagistic versus logical reasoning
The role of visualization in abstraction

Imagistic thinking and heuristics

The influence of computer graphics on visual reasoning

Methodologies for investigating imagistic thinking
The role of age for visual thinking

After opening statements by the panelists, there will be opportunities for

them to react to each other's viewpoints as well as to comments and

questions from the floor.
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THE IMPORTANCE AND LIMITS
OF EPISTEMOLOGICAL WORK IN DIDACTICS

Michele Artigue- IUFM Reims. DIDIREM team. Universite Paris 7

The student or teacher who is interested in questions on the teaching of mathematics, and

who tries to establish contact with this field of research, would certainly be struck by the

diveriity of co-existing approaches, of the theoretical constructions elaborated, as well as by

the virulence of some debates which shake up the research community.

Hence, although everyone within a group such as PME tends to claim to be a
constructivist, the debates are no less lively between those who defend radical constructivism

and those who defend moderate constructivism (see for instance the Proceedings of PME XI

in Montreal or the Monography N°4 of JRME).

If, in methodology, the brutal opposition between partisans of quantitative methods and

qualitative methods now seems outmoded, the debates are far from being .finished on the

nature of results in didactics and the acceptable means for their "scientific" validation, on the

relevance of one approach or another.

Even outside frank differences and oppositions, the beginner would certainly get lost in

the undergrowth of notions which have been introduced over the last fifteen years, to
apprehend apparently close phenomena. What relationship exists between, to take but a few

examples frequently encountered in the PME proceedings, "mental objects",
"concept-images", "conceptions" and "intuitions", between "epistemological obstacles" and

"misconceptions", between "conceptual entities", and "objects", between the processes of

"encapsulation", "condensation" and "reification" ? Do we really need all these notions ?

This absence of unity in the field, this multiplicity of notions can be viewed, by referring

to the theory developed by T. Kuhn, as the mark of a "scientificness" which is still
developing. It is certainly so. However, I am also convinced that, up to a certain point, it is

the normal mark of the partiality of any approach to the complex phenomena we are studying.

The scientific advance of this field certainly goes through the search for global coherence but

it must be capable of feeding off the simultaneous and partially autonomous development of

these different approaches. It is this conviction which underlies the following presentation

and acts as its main theme.

In this presentation, I have chosen to give a particular position to the epistemological

approach to didactic phenomena which, in my life as a researcher, play a special role. The

first part of the presentation will be given over to this and will present various aspects of this

epistemological work. However, it must be clear that the epistemological work in question

here is only a tool of the didactic work itself : although it is a useful guide, it cannot be a

substitute. In the second part, limits of this work will be stressed and we will come back to a
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more classical cognitive approach. In this crucial domain, the need for a more coherent

expression of the different theoretical frames elaborated is. I feel, obvious. I will try toclarify

this demand before illustrating, from an example, the limits of cognitive work in a didactic

perspective. This, finally, will lead us to the heart of didactic work : the study of the relations

between teaching and learning based on the analysis of the functioning of the didactic system

and more generally of didactic institutions. It is at this level that is situated, in fact, the core

of much research work in didactics (mine included, despite the importance given to the

epistemological approach). In my opinion, it is at this level that the search for more globally

coherent organisation in the field must be situated.

I - CONTRIBUTIONS OF EPISTEMOLOGY TO THE FIELD OF
DIDACTICS

We do not mean here truly cognitive epistemology, but a more ontological reflection on

the nature of mathematical concepts, the mechanisms and conditions for their development,

on the characteristics of present as well as past mathematical activity, on what makes up the

specific nature of one mathematical domain or another. It acts as a backdrop to the (didactic)

question of knowing whether it is necessary to try to transpose, firstly, these characteristics

of mathematical knowledge and activity into teaching and to the study of the conditions for

viability of such transpositions, taking into account the various constraints to which teaching

is subjected : cognitive constraints, constraints linked to the relationship of the different

actors in the system - pupils and teachers - to mathematics and teaching, institutional

constraints in particular. The fact that my research has been situated for the last ten years or

so mainly on the level of Advanced Mathematical Thinking is no doubt connected to this

privileged role played by the epistemological gateway into didactics : in more elementary

areas, mathematical knowledge often wrongly seems more transparent.

A presentation such as this one is inevitably limited. Nevertheless, through a few

examples, I would like to try to show how this type of epistemological analysis can function

at a global level in the search to establish theoretical frames, and study or even question

concepts elaborated elsewhere, beyond its usual role at a more local level.

I, to a. II '4 I I .. St 1.. II I

I shall begirt with this more local level of epistemological work, by considering the

domain of analysis. Many other choices would, of course, have been possible but research in

analysis illustrates particularly well this role of epistemological work, as well as the various

forms it can take on depending on each researcher's own themata and the theoretical frames

on which he bases himself. Without claiming to be exhaustive, I would like to list a number

of approaches which have already given rise to substantial research.
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a) An approach through epistemological obstacles which consists in identifying obstacles

of this nature encountered in the historical development of concepts and in then studying, in

the light of this history, the cognitive functioning of today's pupils. The notion of
epistemological obstacle, introduced by G. Bache lard, was imported into the didactics of

mathematics by G. Brousseau (Brousseau, 1983). An epistemological obstacle is linked to

knowledge, a form or principle of knowledge which, effective and of an unrestricted field of

validity, was able to establish itself and strengthen itself during the development of a notion,

but which at a certain stage in this develpment becomes a blocking factor and is generally a

strong, durable source of error. It continues to appear in a recurrent fashion even when one

believes it has been eradicated. The hypothesis underlying this approach is firstly, that such

objects exist, then that despite the differences which exist between the historical development

of concepts and their learning in current school institutions, teaching cannot escape from

them entirely, they are compulsory passages on the road to knowledge as they are oart of it.

Initially G. Brousseau exploited this notion in order to study the conceptions and persistant

errors of pupils in the extension of the field of numbers to fractions and decimals. In
analysis, this approach first developed around notions of limit, infinity (Cornu, 1983)
(Sierpinska, 1985) and produced results supporting the hypotheses underlying this approach.

Hence A. Sierpinska produced, after an in-depth historical study, a structured list of
obstacles which marked out the evolution of the concept of limit. This list puts the obstacles

into five categories :

"horror Infiniti" in which one finds obstacles linked to the rejection of the status of the

mathematical operation for the passage to limit and those which consist in transferring

automatically the methods and results of finite processes to infinite processes - the principle

of permanence which is raised in 1.3 is placed here;

- obstacles linked to the concept of function on which the concept of limit depends

closely;

- obstacles linked to an over-exclusively geometrical conception of limit, whereas the

concept brings into play an essential interaction between geometrical and algebraic frames;

- finally, obstacles of a logic nature.

She then highlighted behaviour which can be linked to these obstacles in pupils
confronted with problems concerning the definition and search for tangents. The research

then widens to other notions (functions, areas....) and this evolution is accompanied by an

obvious effort to target, beyond the listing of obstacles relating to a particular notion, the

search for a more general process of the formation and structuring of obstacles (Sierpinska,

1988), (Schneider, 1988).

b) An approach through problems which consists in seeking in history the fields of
problems which allow the organisation of teaching processes which respect the epistemology

for the domain considered. M. Schneider's thesis, which has already been quoted, entitled :
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"Des objets mentaux aire et volume au calcul des primitives" ("From the mental objects area

and volume to the calculation of primitives") is typical of this approach even it is not limited

to this. It is based on a close analysis of pupils' behaviour when faced with a field of
problems, mainly constructed from authentic historical problems. This succession of
problems should, without reproducing all the meanderings of history, allow "the initial

intuitions of the pupils to be revealed and to allow them to develop themselves the concepts

we wish to teach them". The author uses, in particular, in her research, problems which have

fired controversies on the calculation of area and volume using the method of indivisibles

introduced by Cavalieri in the 17th century. She demonstrates that the perception of surfaces

(resp. volumes) as the piling up of segments (resp of surfaces), although not taught, is
present in the mental representations of today's pupils and allows the persistant errors in the

calculation of areas and volumes of solids of revolution for example to be explained. The

problems chosen first serve to highlight the productive character of this perception of
geometric objects and render it explicit. Next, they are used to attack the epistemological

obstacle (called by the author the obstacle of heterogeneity of dimensions) which consists in

the shnulatneous, uncontrolled and often subconscious manipulation by the pupils, of
geometrical objects of different dimensions in the calculation of areas and volumes.

c) A more systematic approach in terms of didactic transposition (Chevallard, 1985)

which, beyond the epistemology of the field, aims to understand the functioning of current

teaching, by studying how, historically, evolutions in mathematics and school are linked. I

myself have worked in this direction in research concerning differential and integral
procedures in order to try to better understand current differences between teachers'
conceptions and practice in mathematics and physics (Artigue, 1986). In a later piece of

research concerning the teaching of differential equations (Artigue, 1989), a similar approach

helped me to understand better the way in which teaching focuses solely on the methods of

algebraic resolution typical of the functioning of the field in the 18th century, and its
stupefying impermeability to the epistemological evolution of the field towards qualitative

geometrical and numerical approaches. Indeed, this stability results from real epistemological

constraints. For example, the long domination of the algebraic frame in the historical

development of the theory, the more recent appearance in the 1880's in Poincard's work of

the geometrical approach, and the difficulty of problems associated with this approach tend to

oppose the early introduction of the qualitative into teaching. These epistemological
constraints are coupled with cognitive constraints : the requirement of permanent mobility

between frames made necessary by the qualitative study (between the geometrical frame of

drawings and the algebraic one of equation) - mastering of the tools of elementary analysis

necessary for qualitative proofs notably.

These two types of constraints have, in turn, been strengthened by didactic constraints :

the permanent temptation of the algorithmic refuge which allows limitation to algebraic
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solutions - the devalued status of the graphic frame in teaching - the absence, until recently.

of elementary didactic transpositions of the qualitative approach.

Technological developments today allow some of these constraints to be avoided,

especially cognitive constraints, by opening up other paths to the teaching process. However,

in a certain sense, the system, which has interiorised past constraints, has difficulty in
envisaging its real space for freedom. From this arises the stability of a balance which is

today obsolete.
In basing ourselves on this analysis, summed up briefly here, we have constructed and

experimented over several years, and analysed from the point of view of viability and
reproduction potential, a teaching process for students in first year of university, which better

respects the field's current epistemology (Artigue, 1990).

Finally, let us underline that epistemological analysis, although it often seems rooted in

history, is not necessarily subordinate to it. Research such as that of M. Legrand (Legrand et

Al, 1986) and (Legrand, 1991) who, from an analysis of the current functioning of the field,

highlights the rupture which exists between the functioning of mathematical thinking in
algebra and that of mathematical thinking in analysis, the attempts to define the characteristics

of teaching situations which allow this rupture to be pinpointed, in contrast with the practice

of usual teaching, participate completely in epistemological work. We shall return to this

aspect in more detail in part IL

Epistemological research, beyond these local uses, but in close interaction with them,

also serves to base and question the theoretical frames we develop. I would now like to deal

with this aspect through two successive examples : the status distinctions of mathematical

concepts, and the theory of epistemological obstacles. On the historical level, I shall use as a

basis, the history of complex numbers and their extensions, although many other choices

would have been possible.

11 .11111 .I . I t I. -It . I 11 1 11 I CI

In the theory developed in her thesis, (Douady, 1984) R. Douady distinguishes between

two status of mathematical concepts :

- a "tool" status, when the interest is focused on its use for solving a problem in a specific

context, by somebody, at a given time,

- an "object" status, when it is considered in a cultural dimension, as r piece of
knowledge, independent of any context, any person, which has a place in the body of the

socially recognized scientific knowledge.

This distinction is linked to the hypothesis that, for numerous mathematical concepts, the

tool function is the one which comes first and founds the construction of the object.
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The history of complex numbers illustrates the epistemological relevance of this
distinction. Indeed, what appeared on the mathematical scene in the 16th century, in the
works of Italian algebraists, was first a tool, via the audacious extension of a technique for

the solving of equations to cases in which it no longer applies but in which one knows how

to prove, through geometrical and numerical reasons, the existence of roots. The extension of

the technique was accompanied by the introduction of new notations (hence Bombelli

introduced in his Agebra in 1572 the notations "pill di meno" and "meno di meno" to
represent new operations consisting in adding or subtracting the square root of a negative

expression). At this period there was no question of numbers. The expressions that the signs

introduced led to manipulate are empty of meaning and governed on the level of calculations

by the principle of permanence stated by Leibniz. They take on the status of convenient

intermediaries in calculations which, starting from real numbers must lead to real numbeis

(infinitesimals had a similar status in the 18th century).Slowly, however, this status evolved.

Tools explicitely identified and named, imaginary quantities came out of the single frame of

the solving of equations to intervene also in trigonometry. They also took on the status of

autonomous variables in functional expressions, especially developments in series ; an article

in Diderot and d'Alembert's Methodical Encyclopaedia is given over to them, defining pure

and mixed imaginary quantities, stating on their subject, general properties of closing through

usual operations and functions. A phenomena which was also undoubtedly essential in this

evolution, they became the instrument for the formulation of important results : the
fundamental theorem of algebra, the unification of spherical and hyperbolical trigonometries

via Euler's formulae. The tool already, therefore, presents undeniable characteristics of
mathematical objects, but these are purely symbolic objects, defined but not constructed and

not susceptible to real interpretations. It was only in the 19th century that they acquired,

undeniably, the status of mathematical object, in two distinct stages : via the geometrical

interpretation proposed independently by various mathematicians (Wessel, Argand,
Gauss...) then via the constructions of Hamilton and Cauchy who founded this algebraic

notion algebraically and allowed it to finally come out of the frame of purely symbolic

algebra.

The type of research on which this rapid presentation is based, which consists in testing

our theoretical categories, illustrates, to my mind, the principle of epistemological vigilance to

which the didactician must subject himself. It confirms, in this precise case, which is
reassuring, that the distinction introduced by R. Douady was well-founded. At the same time

it usefully reminds us of the complexity of the relations between the status of tool and object

of concepts ; usefully, because experience has shown the risks of over-simplification run by

any theorisation during successive transmissions and vulgarisations : the complex number

object is not created suddenly by miraculous institutionalisation on the basis of "activities" in

which it only had the status of tool ; before being mathematically constructed and fully
legitimised, it already produces generality and in turn becomes engaged with a status of
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pre-object in mote complex processes ; the duality of tool-object funcdonings is established

very early, when the object is only in gestation and this duality participates in an essential

way in the evolution of the status of notion ; finally, it is not the simple proof of effectiveness

in the solving of problems which guarantees the obtaining of the status of object; the
mechanisms of legitimation are much mom subtle.

Let us also underline, even if we have not here reached this point in history, that the

extension of the field complex numbers shows that notions can appear on the mathematical

scene and become objects following very different schemas to the one described above. The

quaternions introduced by Hamlilton arrived fully constructed, in response to a problem of

generalisation, the problem of the extension to space of the calculation on the directions

permitted by the geometric interpretation of complex numbers.

The reading given here is, of course, not the only one possible. A.Sfard in (Sfard, 1991)

uses the same base to found epistemologically the distinction she operates between structural

and operational conceptions of mathematical notions (conceptions viewed here also as
complementary and dual) and illirtrates the fact that the operational in history generally

precedes the structural. The term "structural" here refers to a treatment of mathematical

notions "as if they.referred to some abstract objects" and the term structural to a description in

terms of "processes, algorithms and actions".

These two readings are not independent and one could be tempted to assimilate
"operational" and "tool", "structural" and "object". We cannot develop here a real
comparative analysis, but we would like to emphasise how such an assimilation would be

excessive : the tool functioning of the complex number, for example, brings into play both

the operational and the structural conceptions that can be developed concerning it ; the
process of "reification" which in A.Sfard allows access to a structural conception of the

notion is not, either, equivalent to the "institutional legitimation" fully constituted by the

object in R. Douady's sense. The distinction introduced by A.Sfard is produced by a
gateway which analyses knowledge in terms of cognitive processes while that introduced by

R.Douady is in terms of conceptual fields and problems with a strong reference to the
mathematical institution. Both the epistemological gateways are legitimate, they do not

superimpose one another, nor can one be reduced to the other.

However, it should be emphasised that each of them allows for the interrogation of
teaching habits in which, frequently, the structural precedes the operational, the object
precedes the tool : what can legitimize and up to what point such an epistemological

inversion.

el I

In the preceding paragraph we brought up various dualities in play in mathematical
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concepts. We would now like to draw from these implications on control and rigour in
mathematical activity. We shall base ourselves once more on the history of complex numbers

but the reader will easily transpose this to other domains, especially geometry which, in

cultural imagery and often even in teaching, is considered as the temple of a perfect and

atemporal rationality.

Imaginary quantities, as objects in gestation and tools, are governed on the level of

calculation. This governing is carried out via the principle of permanence which postulates

the invariance of the rules of algebraic calculation. This same principle is then applied to the

infinitesimal quantities of the beginnings of analysis. Although the principle of permanence

governs calculations, the control of results is essentially pragmatic, through endorsement : no

contradiction appears because of the application of the principle, one may find results
accessible by other methods. There again the parallel with infinitesimal analysis is total.

This phenomenon confirms if need be that questions of rigour cannot be analysed without

taking into account the levels of conceptualisation of the mathematical notions at stake, that

there exist in the mathematical game subtle balances between the status of notions, the
functioning permitted, the importance of the problems being sought and which one manages

to "solve". The rationality of an individual, whether or not a mathematician, cannot be
reduced to global cognitive characteristics.

Mathematicians, throughout history, have adapted themselves more and more to these

calculations involving imaginary quantities, which, although effective, are without meaning.

Hence one reaches the controvuly of the logarithm of complex numbers which developed

between Jean Bemouilli and Leibniz at the beginning of the 18th century, a controversy in

which one sees the principle of permanence enter into conflict with itself. Indeed, among

other arguments, in the name of the principle, Jean Bernoulli maintained that the logarithm of

-a is necessarily equal to the logarithm of a :

(-a)2=a2 therefore ln(-a)2=1n(a)2 whereas 1n(-a)2=2.1n(a) and 1n(a)2=2.1n(a)
therefore In(-a)=In(a)

In the name of the same principle, Leibniz maintained that if one had :

In(-1)=In(1), one would have : eln(-1) =eln(1), and therefore, as eln(x)=s, .1=1,
which is absurd.

It is important to emphasise that the solution to this controversy, brought about by Euler

in 1748 occured at a purely local level and did not throw doubt on either the principle of

permanence, or the use of imaginary quantities. As Euler wrote : "However, I shall
demonstrate so clearly that no doubt will remain, that this doctrine is solidly established, and

that all the aforementioned difficulties only originate from one single idea which is hardly

correct ; in such a way that, as soon as this idea is rectified, all difficulties and contradictions,

however strong they may have appeared, will vanish".

The idea which is hardly correct is in fact the following :

"One normally supposes, almost without realising it, that for each number there
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corresponds only one logarithm".

Euler demonstrated that for every number, real or imaginary, them corresponds in fact an

infinity of logarithms and if this fact remained hidden up to then, it was only because positive

real numbers, and they alone, have in this infinity a real logarithm. The principle of
permanence is not rejected but in fact reestablished on a higher leveL

Episodes such as this challenge the didactician. Of course, he has available to him in his

theoretical arsenal notions to label the difficulty encountered. the notion of epistemological

obstacle, already quoted, presents, for example, all the required characteristics : the difficulty

is linked here to a principle of knowledge which proved its effectiveness in a wide field,

which produces errors outside this field, persisisting even when one thought it eradicated, as

the persistence of the debates long after the publication of Euler's text demonstrates.
However, one problem which has still not been solved is that of didactic intervention.

History shows us once more the epistemological misconceptions risked by summary
"didactifications" which modelise learning through a succession of clearings of obstacles

which allow one to arrive at a definitive, faultless conception. It reminds us that some

epistemological obstacles which learning must face cannot be thought of in isolation, that

their clearing in itself has no meaning. They repose on general principles which are the
driving, fundamental principles of mathematical functioning : in this case, generalisation (via

the principle of permanence), which are not to be questioned as principles but rather learnt to

be controlled with vigilance. The development of such an analysis encourages us to conceive

of the expert not as someone who no longer risks becoming trapped in excessive
generalisation, but rather as someone who, through a certain number of local adaptations, has

neutralised the errors linked to the most usual manifaestations of this excessive generalisation

(in the domains he masters), and who knows, on another level of knowledge, that any new

process of generalisation carries risks of excessive generalisation. He also knows, even if he

usually allows himself to be carried along in research by vague principles of permanence as

he allows himself to be carried along by analogy, how to change his functioning register
rapidly.

Let us take the well-known example of the obstalle of the monotonrius model in
phenomena of convergence. Students subjected to experin'ental teaching processes seem to

detach themselves fairly quickly from its usual manifestations an quite soon no longer allow

themselves to be trapped by conjectures such as :

"If a serie is positive, convergent, of 0 limit, it is decreasing from a certain rank."

This does not prevent them from stating that a class Cl function which admits of a finite

limit to infinity has a derivative which necessarily tends towards 0, which is a direct
manifestation of the same obstacle, at the more hidden level of the derivative this time. As for

ourselves, can we be sure, as professionals, in the grip of the action, pushed by a conjectutn,

that we have never included in a demonstration an argument of this type ?
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Various research shows that such a view is not specific to the didactics of mathematics.

In the didactics of physics, particularly, research has shown the similarity which exists
between the students' way of thinking and the spontaneous reactions of teachers or
professional physicists as soon as they are faced with unusual situations. However, the latter

have a greater ability to change functioning register (Viennot, 1988).

This indirectly raises the question of the status of control in teaching. One continually

hears teachers complain that pupils do not control the way they work and their answers. A lot

of research has shown the differences which exist between mathematicians and students in

solving problems in this area. What is this really about ? Where are the obstacles ? On the

cognitive level ? On the didactic level ? Can this control exist publicly in the school
institution? Can it be one of the stakes of learning ? It is clear that the epistemological
gateway, although it leads us to these questions, is not adapted to studying them. Other,

didactic, analyses in terms of didactic situations or institutions are vital. C. Margolinas' thesis

provides an example of this type of work concerning validation processes ( Margolinas,

1989).

II - FROM EPISTEMOLOGY TO DIDACTICS

j1-1 : The limits of the epistemological gateway

The epistemological gateway, as with any gateway into didactics, has its limits. The

history of the development of concepts, although providing a support for research in
didactics, provides only a support. The epistemological obstacles identified in history only

provide obstacle-candidates for the analysis of learning/teaching processes. Their power to

resist appropriate didactic interventions has to be proved.

As concerns complex numbers, for example, the situation of today's pupils, for whom

complex numbers, directly legitimate in the school institution, as they are taught there
officially, are also endowed from the start with a punctual and vectorial geometric
representation, is far from that of the 16th century Italian algebraists and even from that of

their successors, even if, as is the case cur ntly in A ench secondary school teaching, they

are manipulated without being formally cc, .itructed ar r governed by a stated principle of the

permanence of the rules of algebraic calct kation. V', at obstacles put up resistance to these

differences ? Which ones do not ? On anoaz. are the distinctions between tool and

object, between structural and operational, in the form in which we made them function

above, the most relevant for the study of teaching/leaming relations ? I am far from being

convinced of this...

In the domain of analysis quoted above, the relations established with history have
proved largely fruitful. Nevertheless, they do have limits. Let us consider, for example, the
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algebrisation of analysis, its status in teaching, and its status in history. In teaching, it
functions as a refuge in relation to unavoidable conceptual and technical difficulties :

- difficulties linked to the high level of structuration of the field's objects : since Euler,

analysis has been constructed around the notion of function. When the teaching of analysis

begins, the conceptualisation of this notion is frequently at a level which is at best,
"operational" and the pupils' field of reference is quite limited. However, the teaching of

analysis rapidly obliges one to consider functions as elements of larger categories, and to

operate subtle distinctions between categories (continuity, derivability ...)

- difficulties linked to the breach pointed out above with algebraic functioning : thinking

in analysis, as has written M. Legrand, first means rethinking the status of equalities and

inequalities. It means first understanding that in order to prove equality between two objects:

numbers, functions... one will not, in general. as in algebra, transform the information
through equivalences until the equality aimed at is reached. It means understanding that such

a process is frequently out of reach, and that in going the long way round to demonstrate

that, for every c>0, I a-b I or I I f-g I I is less than c, the detour will be worthwhile. Next,

it means understanding that in order to demonstrate that a family Fl of objects, possess a

property, one will usually follow an analogous path : demonstrate the property for a simpler,

more suitably chosen family F2, show that each element of the given family Fl can be

approached as closely as one wants by elements of the family F2, and that the property

studied resists passage to the limit. More globally, it means having understood that analysis

is the domain par excellence of approximation and understanding the general mechanisms

which underlie the conceptual and technical functioning of approximation.
- These difficulties are added to by various, more technical difficulties: difficulty of

reasoning with sufficient conditions and managing the correlative succession of careful

choices (losing enough to simplify but not too much to move away from the problem) basing

oneself on a familiarity which can only be built up progressively, difficulties linked to the

formal complexity of definitions which, in their standard version, all introduce altemance of

quantifiers, difficulties of managing calculations with inequalities, absolute values...

Entrance into the field of analysis can only be considered in the long term, and even

considered in this way, it is not easy to set up and manage. The problems encountered in the

management of the cursus of analysis set up in 1985 in French secondary schools, as a
reaction against an over-formal teaching in this area which was far from the problems at the

base of this field, with the desire to promote analysis as a field of approximation.
demonstrate this well.

Faced with all these difficulties, the algebrisation of analysis therefore, appears
traditionally as a refuge for teachers and students. Its algorithmic strength allows one both to

demand and ensure a certain success in the short term. It also allows this success to be easily

evaluated on a more institutional level. Hence algebraic calculations of limits, derivatives,

primitives, algebraic solving of differential equations, powerful theorems with smooth
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hypotheses, take precedence over questions which bring into play, in a more profound way,

the concepts and techniques of analysis and, in a sense, although they complain, everyone is

satisfied. Research carried out in the didactics of analysis constantly show the perverse

effects of this precocious algebrisation of analysis, and we refer the reader here to the
syntheses presented in "Advanced Mathematical Thinking" produced by the PME working

group of the same name. These show that the students know how to calculate derivatives,

primitives, limits of functions given algebraically, but they have great difficulty in reading a

derivative on a graph, in explaining the meaning of the the calculations carried out, even the

symbols used. Even at the end of their studies at university, most of them do not have a clear

enough conception of the differences between local linearity and global linearity, of the

functioning of approximation in differential and integral procedures, to be able to manage in

situations of modelisation which are not strictly scholarly, in order to sort out paradoxes such

as the following :

The volume of such a slice at height: is

asiimilated to that of a right cylinder

of the same thickness &and of base area:
Itr2(u shown in the drawing)

So dVa arils= n(R2z2)dz
and the volume of the sphere is :

V a lc( R2r2) dr sr-4nr3
-a

If the same procedure is used to find the area of a sphere, the following expression
is obtained for the area of an elementary slice of thickness drat height n

dS =Ur& le 2r erlirs2 dr
and therefore the area of the sphere is given by the integral:

s
S a i en 22 irrF27.42d: a 1

o
2.z R2 sinle de a n2/12.-a

Could you explain why the same method leads to a correct value in the first cue
(volume) and to a false value in the second one (area).

However, this description of the functioning of algebrisation in teaching is far from the

image history gives us : indeed, historically, this algebrisation, as it became established
independently in Newton and Leibniz, provides mathematicians, through Calculus, with

gener,1, simple, effective methods to solve problems which have been worked and
reworked, some since ancient times. Algebrisation is here the fertile tool of a given field of

problems, for professionals familiar with techniques of approximation, who can directly
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realise the economy that has been made. In a sense we are at the antipodes of the usual school

situation.
Once again, historical analysis provides us with grids to interrogate teaching such as the

behaviour of pupils, it does not have the means to lead and legitimise, alone, the

transpositional work.

11-2 : A necessary return to the cognitive ;

The cognitive gateway is therefore required. It dominates within the PME group and the

wealth of its achievements is undeniable. I am certainly not the best placed to report on both

the various theorisations developed and the results obtained. I would prefer, here, in relation

to this gateway, to put before our community a certain number of expectations concerning the

modelisation of the pupiFs cognitive functioning, expectations raised by a research practice in

which the cognitive approach, although still present, must exist alongside other approaches.

A modelisation will necessarily include a level of states and a dynamism which will

condition the evolution of these states. Both the epistemological analyses and the research

results require, it seems, supple modelisation structures which allow various phenomena to

be taken into account, such as the following :
- the fact that our mechanisms for adaptation are essentially local and contextualised

mechanisms,
- the fact that the coherences which are constructed are firstly local coherences which can

long coexist with incoherences at a more global level,
- the fact that the construction of knowledge is just as much linked to the setting up of

connections between objects, local processes, symbolic or mental representations or even the

destruction or modification of unsuitable connections as to the appearance of new objects,

processes or representations,
the fact that development in one cognithe sector can modify, in later work, sectors

which are not directly targeted but which are connected to the latter,

- the fact that there exist hierarchies : processes become objects or conceptual entities in

order to, in turn, become caught up in processes of a superior order, but also the fact that

these hierarchies are not constructed linearly but dialectically,

- the fact that the relations between operatory, technical and conceptual developments

must also be envisaged dialectically,
-finally, the fact that there exist in our cognitive functioning parts which are compiled to

reach wholes which can only be dissociated with difficulty.

Various conceptual tools elaborated up to now take these demands into account, even if it

is not always with the necessary flexibility. Without claiming to be exhaustive, let us quote

some examples : the distinction introduced by D.Tall and S.Vinner between
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"concept-definition" and "concept-image" linked to the notion of "potential conflict" (Tall

and Vinner, 1981), the notion of 'local knowledge" introduced by C.Sackur, F.L.donard
(Ldonard, Sackur, 1990) aim to take into account local adaptations and coherences, the

notion of "interplay between settings" introduced by R.Douady, the articulations and
"congruences between registers" of representations studied by R.Duval (Duval, 1989) are

tools to master connections ; theorisations such as those of E.Dubinsky (Dubinsky,1991) and

A.Sfard quoted above identify cognitive processes which permit a hierarchised vision of

knowledge. However, for the moment, despite the efforts of some as shown in the book
pulished by the AMT Woking Group from PME quoted above, these constructions remain

local and their global coherence remains to be constructed.

Within what is often called the French school of the didactics of mathematics, the
modelisation of the subject has mainly been organised around the notion of conception, in

connection with the theory of "conceptual fields" and "schemes" set up by G.Vergnaud

(Vergnaud, 1990). The notion of conception originally appeared to be guided as much by

epistemological as by cognitive preoccupations. The diversity of points of view which were a

priori possible on a given notion had to be pointed out (on the side of knowledge) and also,

by separating concept and conception, the non-transparency of the transmission of
knowledge (on the cognitive side). After that, in a lot of research, this notion took on a more

strictly cognitive meaning. At present, it seems to have stabilised as an object presenting the

following characteristics :

- it is an object of local nature,

- it includes various components :

- situations favourably linked to conception : examples, typical counter
examples, but also problems for which it is an effective tool (level of referents)

- symbolic, mental representations (level of signifiers),

- implicit or explicit invariants and processing instruments (level of signified).

The emphasis placed above on connections leads us to consider these local conceptions

as elements of more global modelisations : cognitive networks with necessarily blurred
outlines. However, it must also be recognised that we can only conceive of these global

modelisations via what the only partial windows of our experimental research allow us to
glimpse of the pupil's cognitive landscape.

Indeed, if one takes a close look at research on conceptions, it does not take as its aim

the close description of such global networks. More modestly, it mks to gather together,

through qualitative studies, but also according to statistical indices of implication and
similarities, (Gras, 1991), behaviour observed into key categories which will be identified as

conceptions and to report on their development, while trying to highlight a certain number of

regularities, significant stages and reference points. This modelisation has proved to be
effective over the last ten years or so, both on the level of research and the transmission and

exploitation of its results. The articles published by the journal Recherches en Didactique des
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Mathematiques demonstrate this clearly.

Nevertheless, I do have the impression that, in a certain number of areas which have

already been explored, the way forward must now, on the cognitive level, pass by studies

which go beyond the identification of major regularities, and which seek, outside the classic

schemata, to better understand the diversity of the dynamic processes which underlie the
evolution of conceptions. This same refining of analysis also seems to me necessary for the

establishment of productive relations with the sector of artificial intelligence.

I will use one example of recent research on conceptions, that of C .Castela concerning

the notion of tangent (Caste la, 1992), to clarify the meaning of the questions raised in this

paragraph, then to show the limits of a study which would be solely cognitive in this area.

This research took as its aim the idea of clarifying the development of pupils' conceptions

during secondary schooling and the effect of teaching on this development. The research was

carried out through the analysis of textbooks, pupil and teacher questionaires and we will

only concentrate here on one questionaire (see annex) in which various curves and straight

lines are proposed to the pupils who are asked to judge the affirmation : the straight line is

tangent to the curve at point A, and to justify their answers. Although this research, as far as

methodology is concerned, is situated poles away from research such as that of Schoenfeld et

Al, which concentrates on the microscopic study of one single student (Schoenfeld &Al.,
1992), both present similarities due to the attitude they lead us to adopt on the local

mechanisms of the evolution of conceptions.

The first "tangent" object encountered by the pupils in the junior cycle of secondary

school is the tangent to a circle. This object is a geometric object endowed with specific
properties : it does not cut through the circle, it only touches it at one point, it is perpendicular

to the radius at the point of contact. All these properties are ones which, globally, bring into

play the circle and the tangent and do not bring into play the idea of common direction. In

order to help the pupil to become aware of the abstract status of the figure, one can even

insist on the fact that although to the eye they seem to merge locally, the circle and the line

only have one common point. In the same way, the tangent is linked to secants but secants of

a given direction, which, when moved, help to visualise the number of intersection points :

2, 2 merged, 0. In the senior cycle of secondary school the teaching of analysis introduces

other points of view on the tangent : it is a local object, with which the curve which
represents the function tends to merge locally, it is also the line whose slope is given by the

value of the derivative at the point considered. There is no direct relationship between these

two objects and it is legitimate to wonder how the pupil's transition works, if it does work,

from a "circle" conception to an "analysis" conception. It must be emphasised that in this

evolution, the tangent to a circle is also reconstructed : it integrates the characteristics of

locality and directionality of the general tangent, and finally becomes the prototype of the

tangent to closed convex curves.
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In the research mentioned, a priori conceptions were developed from different
properties of the tangent to a circle, tne items in the questionaire having been chosen to allow

them to be differentiated and differentiated from the tangent in the sense of analysis. 372

pupils were questioned, at different levels and from more or less scientific orientations,
before the teaching of the derivative, just after, and one year later.

The answers obtained highlight local adaptation processes which are set up in the long

term and do not easily allow themselves to be slotted into the usual schemata of conflicts and

ruptures, or in hierarchisations of the process/object type. Before the teaching, the large

majority of answers demonstrate coherent conceptions linked to the circle, which either blend

all the properties of the tangent to a circle, or focus on one of these. This is translated by

answers which mainly contradict the conception "analysis". After the teaching, the landscape

becomes more chaotic, even though all the items, except 4 (a curve locally merged with a

tangent) are grouped together globally on the side of success. Item 4, while remaining
separate, only reaches 50% success in " terminale" (final year of secondary school), (even

though the derivative is introduced in France from the notion of linear approximation !).

It all happens as though, progressively, while remaining an anchor point, the
conception "circle" gradually gives way, through different processes : by admitting
prototypical exceptions such as inflexion, by rejecting prototypical cases : angular points, by

joining (for correct or incorrect reasons) the elements stemming from the analysis ("there is

only one point of intersection and it is a maximum", "there is one common point and the

curve approaches the straight line tangentially"), in taking on a more local character, by

integrating progressively the idea of direction. This continues until, too much way have been

given, the swing towards the "analysis" tangent occurs, the latter in turn becoming the
dominant object in relation to which the cognitive network will become reorganised.
However, even in a predominantly scientific "terminals ", only 25% of the pupils presented

justifications which were sufficiently homogenous to allow one to suppose that such a swing

had occured (and an explicitable level had been reached), and perfectly correct answers could

be accompanied by answers which were globally incoherent, step by step.

Vi , 1 / NI II I I ...tots I II I 401 1, I 11 40t

We have presented this research here in cognitive terms, but what it provides us with is

just as much the functioning of the school institution as the functioning of the pupil, if not

more. The cognitive approach encourages us to set the behaviour in a cognitive rationality but

is this approach relevant 7 Can we, for example, state that the research carried out tends to

confirm the hypothesis of the existence of a cognitive obstacle to the setting up of the
conception "analysis" because this conception resists and produces errors ? What conditions

the adaptations noted here and their limits ? The pupils. the situations proposed, the demands

of the system ? Are other adaptations not possible ?
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The research provides us with elements for an answer on these questions. On one hand.

analysis of textbooks shows that the question of the relation between the conception "circle"

and the conception "analysis" is totally evacuated from teaching : either the tangent to the

circle is not mentioned, or it is considered to be a transparent example. On the other hand,

one of the "terminale" classes, non-scientific moreover, appears to be atypical, clearly
overtaking all the other classes in its results : this was a class in which the cognitive
reorganisation was not left entirely up to the pupils during the previous year.

What this research shows us, therefore, is not the way in which the pupils might

construct the concept of tangent and the conceptual difficulties linked to this, but more the

game the pupils play in relation to the teaching of the tangent in school and the way in which

they optimise this game.

The adaptations carried out, although local and incoherent, out of step with the learning

targeted, are quite adequate to allow the pupil to play his role of pupil effectively. Indeed, this

tole, for the marginal object that is the tangent in current teaching, consists in :

- knowing how to recognise simple cases of non-derivability : vertical

tangents, angular points,
- knowing how to determine the equation of a tangent in order to satisfy given

conditions,
- drawing, on a graphic representation of a function, the tangents at particular

points (extrema, inflection points...)

In particular, the tangent is never really involved as a tool in the solving of problems

and the hypothesis could be made that this has an influence on the cognitive adaptation

process that the pupils brh....g into play.

It would be easy to reformulate this part of the analysis by referring explicitly to the

anthropological approach recently developed by Y. Chevallard (Chevallard, 1991), which is

well adapted to this institutional view. We would no longer talk in terms of conceptions,

then, but more globally in terms of "relation to the object tangent". Y. Chevallard, indeed,

thinks that the notion of conception has too many cognitive connotations to be an effective

basis for an anthropological approach to didactics. In such an approach, we would have to

distinguish different types of relations to this object tangent : the pupils' personal relations,

but also the institutional relations which condition these personal relations and their
evolution. It is of course, not possible here to go into the details of such an analysis, but it is

clear that we will have to distinguish at least two institutions : the institutions "college"
(junior cycle of secondary school) to which one could add the first year of "lycde" for which

analysis is not a teaching object, the institution "lycEe", for which it is, and to clarify which

relations to the object tangent both institutionalise. In other words, we are trying to clarify

what "knowing what a tangent is" or "having understood the notion of tangent" could mean

for the institution college and the institution lycde. It is to this analysis that we shall relate the
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pupils' behaviour via what they show us of their personal relation to the object, while trying

to understand up to what point this behaviour is determined by institutional constraints.

It is clear that this dimension of analysis cannot purely and simply take the place of the

cognitive approach developed at the start : the pupil can no more be reduced to an institutional

subject than he can be reduced to a cognitive subject However, it does return this analysis to

a more global frame and, by obliging us to introduce didactic complexity into the cognitive,

gives it a new dimension. It could also oblige us to situate our interpretations in relation to

others which are equally legitimate.

Beyond the example chose, crucial questions arise behind this institutional approach :

what is knowledge ? If it is true that we are subjects of multiple institutions, for objects

which many of them recognise, is there any coherence or compatibility between the relations

with knowledge to which they tend to subject us ? These interrogations link up with those of

many researchers, even if they are not expressed in exactly the same terms, especially those

working with pupils from low social classes for whom cultural and social subjections are

more easily a source of relations to knowledge which do not fit the expectations of the school

institution (Carraher, 1988), (Perrin, 1992).

In the above, we have insisted on the fact that the cognitive functioning of the pupil

whose school learning we are studying is constrained by the institution. The pupil learns by

adapting but various mechanisms for adaptation coexist and are linked within the teaching

process : in solving a problem set in school, the pupil brings into play his mathematical
knowledge, but also uses knowledge acquired from the way in which his class and his
teacher work, and in a certain way combines two types of adaptation, two types of learning.

Up to what point are these adaptations compatible ? How can teaching processes which
ensure this compatibility and allow it to be controlled, be set up ? The institutional approach

developed here leads us naturally to these questions, and alone it does not provide the means

for solving them. We have to return to a more local view of the system we are studying. To

my mind, the theory of didactic situations developed by G. Brousseau (Brousseau, 1986) to

which I will add here, even if it cannot be reduced to this, R. Douady's approach in terms of

tool/object dialectic and interplay between settings, can be read as a theory in which these

questions are central. Indeed. G. Brousseau emphasises that School is an institution which is

necessarily transitory ; in these conditions its mission is to allow the pupil to construct

knowledge which can exist and function outside it. In order to do this, he writes, it must

offer the pupil situations such as : "the pupil is fully aware that the problem has been chosen

to allow him to acquire new knowledge but he must also be aware that this knowledge is

entirely justified by the internal logic of the situation and he can construct it without calling on

didactic reasons".

This means that any teaching situation which claims to be such, necessarily holds
didactic stakes, but also that School, in order to be "mathematically effective", must not allow

itself to be trapped by these didactic stakes. It must, at times at least, make the pupil forget
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that it is a didactic institution. In order to take this into account on a theoretical level, G.
Brousseau has introduced the notion of "a-didactic situation", the negating "a" raising the

image of a situation cleared of its didactic stakes. In such a situation, the mechanisms for

adaptation to the "milieu" bring into play a-didactic processes of adaptation - linked only to

the relations of the pupils to the problem set - and not didactic processes of adaptation -

linked to the anticipation of the teacher's expectations, to the knowledge of the habits of the

class, to the didactic contract. In this theory, the "devolution" is conceived to modelise,

within the global didactic situation, th,t process by which the teacher will negociate with the

pupil the gateway into this a-didactic functioning and maintain it. Symmetrically,
institutionalisation is the process by which the didactic recovers its place. This process

consists in fixing the status of the contextualised knowledge constructed in the a-didactic
phase, by helping in its decontextualisation and by linking some of it to the institutional

knowledge aimed at by the teaching.

The work of G. Brousseau and his team, as well as that of others, provides illustrations

of this theorisation applied to the teaching process in various domains, especially at the level

of primary school. If we wanted to exploit this approach in relation to the tangent, we would

first have to return to an epistemological interrogation, in order to define mathematically what

the object tangent is, in which type of problems it can be involved at the level of secondary

school teaching, what links it has with the other objects in the conceptual field of elementary

analysis. From this analysis, research on situations typical of the functioning of the concept

(G. Brousseau speaks of "fundamental situations") could take place which could serve as a

basis for a teaching process at the level considered. The didactic shaping of each situation

would take place according to the theory, trying in particular to analyse, according to the

choices of variables of the situation, the possible games of the pupils and their potential

meanings, then to optimise these choices in relation to the learning targeted. Finally, on the

basis of this global construction called an a-priori analysis, an experiment would take place

and in relation to it the behaviour observed would be analysed, and the reasons for the
distorsions between what was forecast and what was acheived would be sought.

The above only represents a gateway into the theory of didactic situations. I have not

tried here to give an idea of its wealth, or of its ambitions for a more global theorisation of the

didactic field. To match the aims of this presentaion, I have tried, rather, to link this approach

to others. However, I would like to insist on the fact that its influences are not limited to the

study of processes developed following it. It has become just as much an effective instrument

for the analysis of any sort of teaching situation and the concepts derived from it such as that

of the didactic contract have proved their effectiveness even outside didactics of mathematics.

III - CONCLUSION

Throughout this presentation we have tried to show how, in the didactics of
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mathematics, the coexistence of a variety of approaches is not simply the consequence of the

immaturity of the field, that this is quite normal considering the complexity of the phenomena

studied and that this can be beneficial. However, it is also obvious that these benefits are not

self-evident. They depend, partly on a greater coherence of the approaches relating to the

main gateways into the didactic system. They also depend on the search for links. coherences

and complementarity between different approaches. Each of us favours certain gateways. We

feel that even if it is possible to translate from one theoretical frame to another, these systems

of translation are necessarily imperfect, that they cannot express the wealth of the respective

theses central to each approach. What is central and coherent in one approach becomes a

peripheral element or becomes irremediably broken up in another. Nevertheless, although we

remain aware of the limits of such link-ups, we must try to develop them. It is through them

that communication and a real coherence of the field of didactics can take place, a coherence

which will necessarily be more global and more than just the juxtaposition of local
coherences.

Through this presentation, I hope I have contributed to convincing people of the interest

of such work. It has been undertaken, for example, in France, within a "Didactique" research

group in the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) which tries to confront,

on the same corpus, analyses stemming from different approaches : analytical, situational,

anthropological and psycho-social.

To conclude, I would like to emphasise that this work is certainly necessary, and it can

also be fascinating.
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ANNEXE:

For each of the eight following graphs :

1) Say if the line D is tangent in A to the curve (C)

(Circle the correct answer)

2) Justify your answer in the box under the graph.
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MATHEMATICS AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Gontran Ervynck

K.U.Leuven Campus Kortrijk, Belgium

Language shapes thought

Mathematics, although an abstract discipline, relies heavily on the use of an ap-

propriate language. A closer examination of the way mathematicians "talk" about

their theories reveals that this language is above all a written language, intro-

ducing specific symbols, which represent concepts rather than words, intermingled

with bribes of natural language. We call this language MATH. Some of its partic-

ular characteristics are quite different from the ones linguists consider to be basic

requirements for a general theory of natural languages. Among these theories, it

seems that the conception of language expressed in the transformational - generative

grammar (TGG) of Noam Chomsky comes closest to a suitable description of the

language of mathematics. Due to the very special style of MATH the question of

its readability is of an extreme importance in teaching.

1 GENERAL

The fundamental purpose of any natural language is to serve as the expression of a set of

ideas. It seems that human thinking, ifnot impossible, is at least very restricted in its way

of expressing thought without the help of a language. The function of the sounds, words,

sentences, which in most cases are purely conventional, is the expression of these ideas.

In understanding a language, as uecomes very dear in the case of translations, one has to

refer to the ideas, not to the words. Consider for example the various idioms of a particular

language such as the english "to take french leave" which is translated in french by "filer

l'anglaise". Many supposedly basic characteristics of a familiar language are in fact conven-

tional and could be dismissed, as the occurrence of grammatical gender, plurals, conjugations

and declensions. These are part of the fundamental structure of many Indo-European Ian-
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guages but missing in e.g. japanese. Declensions are basic grammatical components in latin

and russian, but have almost entirely disappeared in english; gender and conjugations are

basic in french and latin but strongly reduced in english.

Considering mathematics, which consist basically of a body of interrelated concepts and

ideas interacting with each others and linked by relations of various kinds, it is obvious that

the core of the discipline is meaning, hence there is need for a language in which to express

this meaning. Thinking is easier if the language is compatible with the elements and concepts

of thought. It is worthwhile to raise the question of which kind the special language is which

fits the formulation of the problems of mathematics and enables the human mind to perform

any progress in the very special domain of formalised, abstract and deductive thinking called

mathematics.

Stated differently, one has the right to ask if we are able to formulate in our common language

all the questions related to a mathematical topic. The subject is not devoid of interest as

one of the main problems in advanced formal logic is that if the definiability of mathematical

concepts. However it is not our purpose to consider the question from the viewpoint of logic,

but we'll consider rather the informal aspects of the use of the vernacular of mathematics.

Practising mathematics, soon it becomes clear that the vernacular of any natural language

is not really appropriate. We need an specific way of expression, a need for a writing system

which will appear to be an ideogrammatic expression of the mathematical thinking.

From the history of mathematics we know that the development of modern mathematics has

been decisively stimulated by the introduction of an appropriate symbolism in the 16th and

17th century. Expressing facts about an unknown quantity became very easy representing

this quantity by a symbol such as z or y or t. Another case is the tremendous progress of

geometry of curves and surfaces initiated by the discovery of Rene Descartes substituting an

analytical expression such as az + by + c = 0 for the ancient concept of a straight line. The

lack of an appropriate language stopped the development of Ancient Greek Geometry.

The answer to the question in the preceding paragraphs is well known; it is the language

mathematicians have developed in the last three or four centuries and which enables them to

express their results with the required precision. Useless to say that the position of mathe-

maticians towards their language is pragmatic: they simply use it and pay attention to only
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one of its characteristics: precision. Another important characteristic: clarity, is even not

always under concern. The language structure itself is usually not the object of a closer ex-

amination; current use is enough to assert its validity for their purposes.

We will use the name mathematics for the discipline and use MATH as the name for the

language of the discipline. The name refers to the language in which mathematics is thought

and written, not primarily spoken.

There may be reasons to consider the ability of speech as a genetic inbcrn ability, but the

acquisition of the native language by any individual has anyway to be learned from example,

from imitation of the speech of adults. Hence we consider MATH as a foreign language which

has to be learned. Before a study of, say, french literature becomes possible, a study of the

french language itself, in its structure and meaning, is needed. Similarly, before mathematics

can be studied, the language in which it is expressed must be learned. A very brief expression

of the need to be introduced into the language is found in many handbooks, where at the

beginning a more or less complete list is given explaining the conventions in notation.

The STANDARDS mention the need of an appropriate knowledge of the language of

mathematics (Ed. 1989, Standard 2, 0.140)

In grades 9-12, the mathematics curriculum should include the continued devel-

opment of language and symbolism to communicate mathematical ideas ...

Learning a foreign language requires mastery on two domains (1) the words, grammar and

syntax of the language, and (2) to get initiated to a foreign culture of which the ideas and

concepts are expressed by the terms of the language. This is certainly true for MATH.

Fluency in a foreign language is achieved through the ability to think in this language,

which has to be the ultimate goal of the learning. See e.g. the use of number words in a foreign

language which is considered to be one of the most difficult skills to acquire in the approach

towards fluency, as the french 97 (quatre-vingt-diz-sept) and the german 52 (zwei-und-finfrig);

the japanese think in units of 10,000 and not of 1,000 as in the western languages.

Luckily, in practise MATH is taught though examples, using language and content simul-

taneously. Teaching of the language goes together with the teaching of mathematical thinking

itself. This is a most favorable situation; it is difficult to imagine how a succesful learning
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of mathematics could be achieved through the preliminary teaching of first an extensive set

of syrriols, followed only when the first objective is realized, by the exposition of the the-

oretical frame which uses the symbols. Yet, the recent endeavour to organise the teaching

curriculum in the formalistic way starting with axioms and definitions followed by the for-

malised deduction of all dependent theorems with proofs seems to have been very close to

the former procedure. Formalised/axiomatic teaching of mathematics in high school may be

considered equivalent to the learning of a foreign language not through a manual for beginners

but through a dictionnary.

2 CHARACTERISTICS

Among characteristics of the language MATH which distinguishes it from natural languages

the following are worth while to mention.

A WRITTEN LANGUAGE. To many of us MATH becomes unintelligible after a few

minutes if a blackboard is not available. There seems to be very few exceptions, it is said

that Euler was almost blind at the end of his life and dictated his mathematical thinking to

his daughter.

The empirical necessity to read mathematics, as opposed to the alternative of listening to

mathematics, forces us to consider the MATH as a written language. As opposed to many

languages which are spoken but have no written tradition, MATH is a written language with

a rather weak spoken tradition. The pronunciation accompanying the characters of MATH

is largely unimportant. One could sustain the conjecture that MATH is a language without

sounds. Its usefulness is almost completely concentrated in its written form, not in the oral

form. In that respect it is very similar to the reading of an ancient, extinct language as

Ancient Egyptian, Accadian, Hettite. Reading is uncertain in the sense that the sounds are

no longer well known and that a page of text is not read at an eyeglance but rather has

to be decoded. Of course, in conversational interactions mathematicians use sounds but the

pronunciation is of little importance. Look at the symbol "5" which sounds as cinq or five or

pyat' or go but is understood as soon as the symbol 5 is written on paper or on the blackboard.

In reading a natural language the prevailing direction of understanding is directed from the
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written text towards the sounds. On the contrary, in MATH the direction of understanding is

from sounds to ideograms. From the teaching of mathematics for beginners to the exposition

of new results to research mathematicians the teacher/speaker invariably accompanies his

talking by writing on the blackboard, or using an equivalent device such as transparencies or

a computer screen, in any case: a written document.

USE OF IDEOGRAMS. Mathematical literacy depends on recognition of patterns: the

symbols of MATH are ideograms, it is an ideographic language. Look at the meaning of

something as

or lim f.
n=0

This writing system is similar to the one of Chinese, Japanese and the hieroglyphs of Ancient

Egyptian. Graphs and geometrical figures are part of MATH as well, as they are needed for

understanding. But these are impossible to pronounce, hence may be called ideograms. The

ideograms of MATH provide e.g. a convenient way, depending on the context, to introduce the

infinite into the language, as with ... (decimal notation of numbers); too (limit of functions);

limr,,, (convergent sequences); E (convergent series).

Mathematics relies heavily on the formation of concepts which are abstractions from facts

referring to real situations; the ideograms serve as devices for the communication of concepts.

It is easy to talk about facts but concepts have to be constructed and are not that easily

communicated, even not if all the underlying facts are communicated. Talking about a concept

becomes easier through the construction of the corresponding ideogram. The most common

example maybe are the numerals. The development of number is a long evolution exemplifying

a sequence of increasing levels of complexity: (1) numerals used to count real objects (as in

the sumerian civilisation) (2) numerals as ideograms (3) characters from the alphabet used

as representations of numbers (4) the concept of sets of numbers /V, E, Q, R . . .

A CLASSIFICATION. A consequence of the widespread use of ideograms is that MATH

may be classified from a structural viewpoint as an agglutinative and polysynthetic language.

From that viewpoint MATH is totally different from our familiar Indo-European languages

which have an analytic structure.
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Agglutinative languages such as Hungarian and Turkish have the characteristic of building

an extension of a single word concept by joining suffixes to that word. E.g. from the hungarian

hdz (house) the forms hcizam (my house), hdzaim (my houses), hdzaimban (in may houses) are

derived. These constructions are comparable with

Ic
03(9 o f)

IC-11 x T3 or
Ozeyaz

In MATH a symbol is often extendable and acquirei a derived meaning if we adjoin affixes

to it: pre- and suffixes, even infixes. The most common affixes are subscripts and superscripts,

others have the meaning of exponentiation as in z". (The affix may even be "void" as in x1.)

In polysynthetic languages, as many of the North American Indian languages are, several

among the seperate components of a sentence have no meaning of their own but acquire a

meaning through the juxtaposition with the other elements of the sentence. In these language

a sentence is a whole which becomes ununderstandable if broken up in smaller pieces. E.g. in

Oneida (an Iroquois language) g-nagla-sl-i-zak-s means "I am looking for the village". To say

that MATH has the same polysynthetic character means that a sentence in MATH becomes

understandable only when the very last symbol is written. An equation in not solvable (i.e.

not understandable) if the sentence 5z3 + 2x2 10z 2 = 0 is not written as a whole and

looked upon as a whole. The sentence stripped of its last element: 5x3 + 2z2 10z 2 =

has no meaning in mathematics.

Substituting an analytical conception for the polysynthetic ideogram of the antederivative of

the exponential function, a student wrote

e'clz efsdz eix2.

The function symbol em is interpreted in an analytical way, not as an inseparable part of the

integral.

SIMPLICITY and COMPACTNESS. Professional users of MATH show a constant

tendency to keep their language as simple and concise as possible. There is no presumption

to develop a literature or poetry in MATH. An often repeated advice for authors of mathe-

matical papers sounds "Don't tie yourself into verbal knots." For example, the use of negative

sentences entails usually a more complicated grammatical structure which may be considered
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a decline of readability. Classroom practice taught me the reading of an inequality z < y as

"z is smaller than or equal to y" or, for short "x is smaller than y" is more easily assimilated

by students than the eqt..Walent alternative. "z is not bigger than y". Moreover in the former

there is clearly a conceptual link with the symbolic expression x < y. In more intricate situ-

ations the danger of blocking the understanding of the reader increases, as in expressing the

property xi < az f(a2) < f(z2) as "f is a non-decreasing function" instead of "f is an

increasing function".

A more advanced example, about normal subgroups: the sentence "we know a normal sub-

group N remains invariant under an inner automorphism of the group G" seems esoteric to

a beginning student of Group Theory. Why not tell him/her: "Vg E G, g-iNg = N"? This

is an example of the fact that mathematical symbolism might be simpler and easier to under-

stand than a verbal expression, because the verbal expression is too much context-dependent.

Besides simple, MATH is compact hence many mathematical texts are terse. This may

be variable from expository to research papers, the former are expected. to dwell more at

lenght on details than the latter. Anyway, it is not exceptional that many steps are omitted

in mathematical discourse. This is extremely important in writing proofs.

A consequence of the compactness is that correct reading in MATH implies the regeneration

of missing steps. In this respect MATH is quite different from an algorithmic language, where

no missing steps are regenerated, the most extreme case is a computer program. Regeneration

of missing links in a deductive inference implies understanding of conventions such as the use

of parentheses, the symbol Vi which refers to the positive root, ...and awareness of hidden

hypotheses as in the equation fx7- 1 = x (a real) which supposes z > 1.

The equality symbol "=" is a typical example of hidden meaning: compare the expressions

(z + 1)2 = z2 + 2z + 1 and (z 1)2 = Zr + 3. Examining its use the following cases may be

listed, in each case the meaning of the symbol is different, and there are probably other cases.

1. A elementary equality, as in 1 + 2 = 3 or in f (1) = 2 where f is a given function.

2. An equation, as in z2 + 3z - 8 = 0.

3. An identity, as in (z - 2)2 = Z2 - 4z + 4.
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4. A definition, as in defining the tanoens function if the sinus and cosinus functions are

given
sin a

tan z =
cos a

5. A substitution rule which confers a meaning to, say, a variable as in "let a = 4" or to a

function symbol, as in "let f(z) = es". This case is related to the previous one, but is

not quite the same.

6. A selection rule, or constraint or hypothesis as, working with functions of several vari-

ables, in "let a = y".

THE SPELLING AND THE LEXICON OF MATH. The choice of a particular

ideogram for the representation of a mathematical concept is a priori free, although some

constraints exist: up to some degree consistency, clarity and tradition should be respected.

Hence it can be said, roughly, that MATH is spelling-free. Consistency is required but one

should be aware of the divergence due to the occurence of local definitions which restrict the

meaning of a symbol to only one paragraph or chapter. In local definitions MATH is variable

in meaning: in the same paper a symbol as z or f may have different meanings from one

paragraph to the other. Hence, in speaking/writing the MATH language a switch may easily

occur, sometimes the symbols maintain their meaning, sometimes there is a change in the

meaning of the ideograms.

MATH may even be character-independent as well: the following expressions have the same

meaning

Vz E IR, z2 > 0 and Vt E fft, t2 > O.

The use of dummy variables, as the indices in summation formulas or the variable of a

definite integral, is another example where the mathematical concept is not dependent on the

particular symbol used as an index or as the variable of a function. More examples of the

character-independence of MATH are: the symbol z, t,... which represents the variable in

an identity or the unkown quantity in an equation. In the latter case z is in fact another

notation for a numeral: as in 2z 4 = 0 where z stands for 2 and in z2 - 9 = 0 where a

stands for 3 or -3 or, more exactly, z stands for a member of the set {3, 3 }.
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MATH uses symbols which have a rather faint existence as a concept and which could be

discarded from the language. The only purpose of an ideogram such as too is its use as a

shorthand, as in

(a, +co) = {z E R a < 4

or in lima f = +co. The definition of such a limit doesn't refer to "infinity" in any way or

another; in the definition

lira f = oo .4=:* VN < 0, 3M > 0 such that Vx, x > M f(z) < N

there is no need to mention the words and the symbols for infinity.

An important problem in the study of any language and a major concern in the conception of

language of Chorasky is to draw up an inventory of the lexicon. In contrast, through the role

of definitions, MATH has potentially a completely defined lexicon. A string of symbols, such

as in /7. (z complex), 0°, f(x)a(s), doesn't have a meaning of its own in MATH but needs a

definition. A definition is the introduction into the lexicon of a new item, entirely dependent

on and completely determined by the preceding terms in the lexicon.

LINEARITY. MATH is linear as all other languages, but deviations from linearity are

considerably more frequent in MATH than in a natural language. Some instances of reading

mathematics which don't respect the usual left-to-right rule are

Up-down: a fraction

Down-up: the second term in adding fractions 3 +

Diagonal: a term of a subsequence of a sequence x,

Backwards: composition of functions (h o g o f) and partial derivatives of higher order

4(g)
Circular: Matrices, in the order xii xin xnft

Planar. Graphs and geometrical figures in the plane

Spatial: Geometrical figures in space (use of perspective)

And what about reading the Monge projections of the old Descriptive Geometry ?
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CONNECTIVES. MATH has a peculiar category of words, such as let, thus, so, hence,

obviously, .... Their purpose is to link the deductive development together. They are prepo-

sitions ...in natural languages but are in fact an extended category of CONNECTIVES in

the sense of formal logic.

INFORMAL LOGIC. A language appeals to some informal logical principles, which are

well known to its speakers. But in MATH some are quite different from what is usual in

natural languages and may create an obstacle to understanding. This is the case with the

logical connective or (v); its meaning doesn't coincide with the conjunction or, the latter being

often used in an exclusive sense. Of particularly importance is the True/False dichotomy of

the natural language because in mathematics it is very often superseded by a three valued

logic True/False/Undefined (as in the case of the limit of a function).

3 STRUCTURE

Among present day descriptions of the structure of natural languages many characteristics

of the transformational-generative grammar (TGG) of Noam Chornsky (1957) seem to be

appropriate for a linguistic analysis of MATH.

The older theory of the School of Bloomfield remains too much at the surface of the linguistic

phenomena to be appropriate for a study of the language of mathematics. As Bloomfield as-

sociates the description of language structure mainly with a study of the observable linguistic

phenomena, i.e. with what can be done with the utterances of the language, applying his

theory to the language of mathematics would restrict us far too much to considering what

can be done with the theorems and formulas under consideration. In other words, it would

force us to pay almost exclusively attention to applications of mathematics. And how useful

applied mathematics may be, a broader field of investigations is needed if we want to under-

stand how MATH is conceived and how it is structured and works.

We consider Chomsky's theory as the closest approximation of the structure of the language

used to express mathematical thought.

We see MATH as a language consisting of two main components: a Formal Deductive System

(FDS) together with a Model/Interpretation, both embedded in between two informal layers
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of natural language: the hypo-language below the FDS and the meta-language above it.

The concept and role of the term "meta-language" is well known and needs no clarifica-

tion; the term "hypo-language" refers to the informal language which is needed to verbalize

the most elementary ideas about what will be the subject of investigation in mathematics

and which has to come at the very beginning of the learning or research process. Without

comprehension of the primary sounds of the hypo-language any understanding would be to-

tally impossible. E.g. the axiomatic definition of a Group beginning with the sentence We

call "Group" any set of objects, called the elements of the Group, which satisfies the following

requirements ... would be ununderstandable if the reader doesn't have a previous knowledge

of what is meant by the verb to call or the adjective any etc. Suppose a non-native speaker

of english understands "any" as "two": he will be looking for two sets of objects, running

eventually into confusion. Moreover, there exists a permanent feedback from the meta- to the

hypo-language such that the latter may be changed or extended by the results of the FDS

and the lifting of these results into the meta-language. An example is the expression "clopen

set" in topology which is not in the Oxford dictionnary. One may consider with some right

this term as part of the meta-language, colloquial usage however reveals this term is rather

part of the hypo-language, due to feedback at some moment in the development of the theory.

If MATH is considered to be a language we are forced to raise the question of what kind is the

Grammar of MATH ? What is the Syntax of MATH ? A quotation from an advisory text about

the writing of mathematics sounds "Rightly or wrongly, mathematics is regarded as having

an existence independent of the words used to describe it." This statement is based on the

fact that in order to write in the appropriate way about a mathematical concept you should

first internalize it and make it your own before restating it. And if you have internalized the

concept, you can recreate it, no doubt with different words.

Phonology (the sounds of the language) is totally unimportant, mathematicians use in fact the

hypo-language to pronounce the ideograms of MATH. Grammar (how the words are formed

and transformed, morphology) is probably not much more important. Ex. is plural impor-

tant? The statement "A and B are sets" says nothing in particular (number of elements,

etc.) about A and B. What counts is the syntax: the agglutination of the ideograms, and the

syntax of MATH is closely related to meaning, hence to the semantics of the language. The
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TGG is primarily a syntactical description of a language and considers a language as a system

of rules; in that respect it agrees with the fact that syntax seems to be the moat important

in MATH.

Let's look at some distinguished characteristics of language, according to TGG, and establish

the link with MATH. However, it is important to keep in mind that the TGG gives a de-

scription of how the language is structured and operates. It is not a theory of how language

concepts are generated in the mind; the latter is an other issue which is part of psychology,

not of language theory.

CREATIVITY. Language is a creative activity: speakers produce new sentences over and

over again. As the construction of a meaningful sentence is an activity of the mind, it seems

acceptable to pretend that even a previous sentence, if repeated, is recreated anew by the

mind and is not, in most cases, a simple repetititon of sounds, as a parrot would do. This

is exactly what we expect from an individual thinking and speaking/writing mathematically.

Teaching has not been successful if a student is unable to recreate its content, doing nothing

more but repeating mindlessly a theorem or a formula. Creativity as a continuous injection

of meaning is a basic requirement for valuable performances in mathematics. As an example

of the openess of the MATH language to the creation of new items, think of the many symbols

devised, more or less in that order, to express for different purposes, the idea of the derivative

in the language: f', f, Df.

UNLIMITED PERFORMANCE. In Chomsky's conception a language is capable of

producing an unlimited number of sentence constructions from a limited number of basic

sounds (phonemes). This follows from the possibility that for any given sentence, the sen-

tence may be extended by the adjunction of descriptors (e.g. adjectives) or even complete

subordinated sentences. From a rather restricted set of generative rules the production of an

infinite number of statements is possible in a natural language. MATH has the same ability:

any formula can be extended to a longer one; a statement can be made more specific (hence

extended) introducing some additional hypotheses; a concept may gain an extended meaning

in lifting it into a more general context. Ex. from the middle of the 19th century and even
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more through the introduction of Measure Theory in the early 20th century, the concept of

integration went through a long series of refinements.

In an actually spoken language there is not a corpus of material, as the available set of sen-

tences may always be extended. The opposite situation occurs in the study of a dead language:

the available set of texts may be too restricted to allow the decypherment of the (unknown)

language and extention is impossible as there are no longer native speakers. This is the case

with e.g. Etruscan. In MATH the latter situation doesn't occur; as a corrolary it makes the

study of MATH a versatile enterprise, as at any moment an unexpected but mathematically

sound structure may be met which forces the investigator into new conjectures about the

structure of MATH.

EXPLICITY. A sentence in MATH is explicit, it means what has been written, not the

concept its author had in mind. This characteristic expresses an important difference with

natural language. A natural language is not always explicit. If someone says "it has been

raining today" then the intention of the message coincides probably (unless he is a liar) with

the sentence. But if someone says "it has been raining cats and dogs today" it doesn't mean

that cats and dogs have been falling from the sky, nor was it the speakers' intention to pretend

that this remarkable effect happened in reality. A sentence in a natural language expresses

the concept, not exactly what is said or written.

In MATH the meaning of a sentence is determined by the sentence itself, as it is written. It

expresses the concept if and only if the sentence is structured in the appropriate way. The

derivative of a product fg of two functions is f'g-1-19'; if someone writes f'g fg' the results

are wrong and there is no restructuration of the mistake, as in "the man see the dog" which

is correctly understood, because the reader is clever enough to remove the mistake. Famous

examples are the false proofs of Euclids' parallel axiom and of the four color problem.

Amusing (but unrealistic) would be the case of an equation tax 6 = 0 with the solution

= 3 and the remark that the a doesn't count, the a is there to make it difficult. Similar

situations occur in the spelling of english and french.

In practice there is often a slight difference of meaning between a sentence in MATH and its

intended meaning; if the gap is too large an error occurs.
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RECURSIVITY. In Chomsky's theory the term recursivity has a broader meaning than it

has in mathematics, it is the name used to express the possibility that a sentence is integrated

into another sentence as in "John noticed that the man saw the dog". MATH has the same

power: a formula may be incorporated into an other formula, a concept may be part of a more

elaborated concept, as the function concept may be incorporated into the distributive rule

f (g + h) = (f g) + (f h). MATH is even more powerful in the application of the recursivity

character. The same object may come back in the same context. It is not exceptional that

the value of a function f(z) enters the same function again: f(f(z)), . (This is what is

usually called recursion in mathematics, in a strict sense). This ability is not usual in natural

language: it is not common to say "he saw that he saw the dog". An other example is: in

(a + b)c=ac+bcwe reintroduce a + b as the value for c: (a + b)(a+b)=...

GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONS. TGG faces the problem of deciding which

hypothetical constructions are grammatically acceptable and which are not. Ex. the sentence

"the man saw the dog" is grammatically sound, but a construction as "Man the dog saw

not" is not acceptable, and there is even a category of statements which seems to be hard to

classify in one of both classes.

MATH produces statements which are acceptable and others which are not, but also several

statements of a doubtful status which occur rather often and, more important, often doesn't

disturb understanding, such as the use of 2 for a derivative in stead of 1. This confirms

the viewpoint that grammar is not that important in MATH but that meaning prevails and

may save an incorrect statement from being ununderstandable. Here we find, again, support

for the conjecture of the prominence of syntax over grammar.

4 READABILITY

The readability of a text written in a natural language has been the subject of much research,

but it seems that not enough attention has been paid to the problem of reading the language

of mathematics. A possible definition may be
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The property of a text which secures the correct transfer of the ideas of the author

to the mind of the reader is called the readability of the text.

Because MATH is almost exclusively a written language the problem of its readability is even

more decisive as regards understanding of the meaning of its ideograms. Reading a text there

is more often than not a loss of communication. The author wants to express some ideas

which are only partially assimilated by the reader. Readability may be mesured in percent-

age of the volume of the writers' ideas which are effectively transferred to the reader. We

don't consider here the additional images which might be evoked in the readers' mind and

which may be out of the realm of what the author intended to say. This supplement could

better be called the creativity of the reader.

In the teaching of mathematics the readability problem becomes even more important be-

cause of the extensive use of a handbook which is often the decisive element of what shall be

taught (the curriculum) and how it shall be taught (the teaching strategy) . The readabiblity

of the text of a handbook establishes the link between the reader/student and the content of

the teaching (the mathematical concepts). The communicative role and didactical value of a

handbook are only secured as far as the text is readable. A relevant research would be to see

in how far students really read a handbook in a coherent way or if they consider it only as

stock of formulas and exercises. More intriguing is even the question if they read sometimes

some pages which have not been the subject of teaching in the classroom.

The level of readability is the result of a balance between two components: (i) the character-

istics of the language MATH, as it is written in the handbook, and (ii) the reading abilities

of the students.

As for (i), some characteristics of a readable mathematical text may be listed here:

1. The text is clear and precise.

2. The text appeals to the readers' attention.

3. The major part of what is said is understandable or, the context allows the reader to

construct a correct concept image of new ideas.

This requirement is often a stumbling-block: we all know, reading mathematical papers,

the trouble resulting from the occurrence of expressions as it is easy to check that . . . ,
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obviously , after a short calculation the reader will come to the following result ...

and even worse the proof/details are left to the reader ..., which in fact are used as

connectives but often the reader is left behind baffled.

Another case are the pages of homework or the answers to a final given by some students

where you are facing a page with a list of formulas and equations and not one single

word of comment on what the students is doing (or wants to do) : all connectives are

dismissed.

The question in how far a given text matches the above requirements brings us to the hard

task of devising a method to measure the readability of a mathematical text. It seems

that very little has been done in that respect. Several methods have been developed to

measure readability in the case of literary texts, but these are not ready for a straightforward

application to the MATH language. It seems that no progress has been realized beyond the

application of the "subjective" method which is based on the judgment of experts in the field

(researchers, mathematics teachers, trained readers).

As for (ii), this component requires an investigation of the reading processes of the stu-

dents. Because mathematics requires a high level of precision it will often be impossible to

reduce much of the sophistication of the presentation, using fewer symbols, etc. Hence the

reading ability of the students has to be stimulated. There may be inner obstacles to this ob-

jective due to a lack of preliminary knowledge and outer obstacles which are of a psychological

or of a linguistic nature. Part of the second obstacle is the particular case of students who

are not native speakers. It is clear that, if understanding of the vernacular commonly used

in the classroom is not sufficiently developed, understanding may be blocked. But is seems

that this problem is situated out of the realm of what we are discussing here and possibly the

only answer is to advise those students to get a better understanding of the local language

(the hypo-language).

Among Reading/Thinking processes involved (in that order) in the assimilation of a math-

ematical text the following are often mentioned.

1. Observation and detection of the symbols and figures.

E.g. classroom experience tells that representing the derivative as f' with an accent is
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not always appropriate as the accent may become unobservable or even disappears in

writing. A symbol as Df or the more elaborate is more appropriate in that respect.

2. Attribution of a meaning to these symbols and figures, which requires mastery of a more

or less extended part of the techncal vocabulary of mathematics. Most disturbing is the

use of terms which have in the natural language a meaning unrelated to the meaning

in mathematics. Ex. the use of the term open set in topology which often entails the

conclusion that a set which is not open has to be closed, because a door or a window

which is not open is said to be dosed.

3. Analysis of the relationships between the symbols (as in a formula), between groups

of symbols (as in understanding the proof of a theorem), between whole paragraphs

expressing a consolidated idea (as in understanding the purpose of a part of the theory).

4. Construction of the reader's own concept image of a theoretical concept; if the text is

well readable the concept image should be close what the author wants to forward.

Word problems might be an exceptional but important and frequent case; transforming a

verbal problem into mathematical formalism, the nature and succession of the processes might

be quite different. The teacher is facing here the difficulties inherent in the translation from

a ratural language into MATH. Does the conversion from the verbally expressed problem

towards MATH operate in a formal or informal style, or in both, at the same time ? The

most realistic answer is probably to say that writing goes from informal to formal, gradually

from the natural language to MATH, taking profit of the support offered by the use of both

the hypo- and the meta-language.
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ON DEVELOPING A UNIFIED MODEL

FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEMATICAL LEARNING

AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Gerald A. Goldin

Center for Mathematics, Science, and Computer Education

Rutgers University

Piscataway, New Jersey 08856-1179 USA

Theoretical descriptions of mathematical learning and problem solving often highlight

just one or a few key constructs associated with identifiable patterns in behavior. This

paper explores what is involved in developing a broader, iified psychological

modelcomplex enough to account for divers* empirical results that have been

obtained (i.e., scientifically adequate), and at the same time parsimonious enough to be

accessible and useful in the practice of mathematics education. Some components of

such a model are proposed, including familiar constructs as well as less familiar ones

related to the internal representation of mathematical concepts and strategies.

Introduction: The Need for and Value of a Unified Model

As we proceed with increasingly sophisticated studies of learning and problem solving in

mathematics, the need grows for theoretical bases to guide our empirical and exploratory work.

The past quarter century has seen mathematics education theory evolve considerably. One

strand of thought moved from behaviorism and rule learning into noobohaviorism, including the

study of strategies and strategy scoring systems (patterns in behavior), analyses of formal

mathematical problem structures and their interactions with strategies, and algorithmic learning

and debugging. A second theme was the explicit study of problem-solving heuristics, which

further enlarged researchers' vision of the complex thinking processes involved in 'doing

mathematics'. The emerging discipline of cognitive science brought to the psychology of

mathematics education ideas from artificial intelligence research and heuristic programming- -

together with new tools, such as computer simulations of learning and problem solving, that

helped foster greater precision in modeling specific cognitive processes. Meanwhile the genetic

epistemology of the Geneva school successfully challenged the highly behaviorist orientation that
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had prevailed in most psychology departments in the United States, leading to an international

emphasis on epistemological and structuralist analyses of children's arithmetical behavior, and to

the considerable attention given to developmental stages in mathematical learning.

The fields of psychology, formal linguistics, semantics and semiotics, together with the

study of mathematical structures, motivated a great deal of work on representation and symbol

systems in the psychology of mathematics education. Visualization, spatial and kinesthetic

representation, image schemata, and imagistic representation in general (a theme of the present

PME meeting) came to be recognized as critical to understanding how mathematical concepts are

meaningfully understood; while another construct, that of learners' and problem solvers'

metacognitive processes (self-monitoring, reflection on strategies, etc.), also came to occupy

center stage. Various kinds of constructivist perspectives posed alternate interpretations of

mathematical knowledge and meaning; and changing perspectives on mathematics itself--on 'what

mathematics is' -- greatly influenced the thinking in our field. Social anthropology contributed

renewed attention to the cultural contexts within which mathematical meanings are constructed

and mathematical problems are solved; while research on attitudes, belief systems, and affect

provided convincing evidence of the critical role these constructs, too, must play in any adequate

theoretical model of mathematical learning and problem solving.

In addition to these broad considerations, focused studies of conceptual understanding in

particular content domains of mathematics led to new constructs that are crucial to theory.

Included here are descriptions of specific cognitive structures or schemata: analyses of additive

and Multiplicative structures; descriptions of semantic structures of 'story problems tasks that

influence behavior; schemata underlying rational number learning, proportionality, algebraic

and probabilistic thinking, the function concept, and so forth; variations on the 'van Kele levels'

model in geometry; as well as the identification of certain cognitive obstacles and misconceptions

that occur widely in relation to specific mathematical concepts.

The diverse concepts, structures, and/or processes that are conjectured by researchers to

occur inside students' heads, cannot of course be seen directly. They are, rather, inferred from

the observation, classification, and measurement of various kinds of behavior. Such observations

now include not only measures of the 'products" of learning or problem-solving success (such as

scores on standardized tests, patterns of correct and Incorrect answers on structured sets of

problems, subproblem scores, solution times, numbers of steps to solution, or paths through

previously-defined, external problem representations or state-spaces), but also measures of

'processes' (such as strategy usage, application of particular planning and heuristic processes,

spatial visualization, verbalization, metacognitive awareness, and occurrence of affective states).

Accordingly, the methods of Inquiry in mathematical learning and problem-solving research have
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also widened greatly. They range from statistical studies of variables Influencing various outcome

measures, to detailed analyses of video- and audio-taped individual clinical Interviews, classroom

episodes, and small-group problem solving, to cross-cultural comparisons. Qualitative data
drawn from concurrent 'thinking aloud' protocols, retrospective verbal descriptions, responses

to structured questions in clinical interviews, uses of external notations and representations.
problem solvers' eye, hand and body motions, etc., now augment earlier, quantitative measures.

All these developments give us a rich pool of theoretical constructs and investigative

methods from which to draw. Such brief mention cannot possibly do the ideas justice, or credit
properly those who developed them; however, the incomplete "supplemental bibliography'
following this paper highlights a selection of relevant books and articles, not cited specifically,
which influenced my own thinking considerably. References therein may permit the reader to
trace the history at least partially; I would apologize in advance for the many omissions.

In surveying these ideas, I would like to mention what I believe are two obstacles to
theoretical progress. The first is that v. the psychology of mathematics education often do not

learn sufficiently from each other, build sufficiently on each other's perspectives, or give each

other's work sufficient acknowledgment. Mathematics education research has in many respects

been ahead of other disciplines in recognizing the importance of, and developing, key psychological

concepts--but there is an unfortunate tendency to disregard each other, and to attribute these

achievements to researchers in other disciplines who later rediscovered and articulated similar

ideas. To cite an example, the books by Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) have been put forth

as providing a new linguistic and philosophical theory incorporating imagistic thinking (image

schemata), with the suggestion that we who are doing research in mathematical learning and

problem solving would do well to adopt it. Midler (1991) introduced one such discussion thus:

'I want to stress that the theoretical approach presented here points to a rather
neglected direction but is needed to understand various cognitive and linguistic
phenomena.

"I will take as a starting point a theory developed by Johnson and Lakoff. They use the
term image schema to denote a (hypothesized) cognitive mechanism which regulates
the use of words (and other linguistic units). (It) is a schematic structure which in a
highly stylized form depicts or exhibits the main features and relationships of
situations and processes to which potentially the word refers. .

(Darner, 1991, pp. 18-19)

Now Lakoff and Johnson do make many fascinating points about language and metaphor,

categorization, and the bodily basis of meaning; and I do not mean to detract from their valuable

contributions. Nevertheless, I would hold that researchers in psychology, mathematics, and the
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psychology of mathematics educationincluding many within PME- -have long been developing

the theoretical underpinnings of visual/spatial, kinesthetic, and other forms of imagistic thought!

Imagery and kinesthetic representation were already tacitly embodied in the practices

exemplified by Montessori's approach to mathematics teaching, Bruner's emphasis on 'enactive'

representation, and Robert Davis' early advocacy of guided discovery learning. Visualization was

also seen as fundamental by many great mathematicians; e.g. Poincare, and later Polya, helped to

make this explicit. From the theoretical and empirical studies of Piaget, Inhelder, Vygotsky,

Ausubel, and others, we can trace a set of ideas underlying Image schemata' that were developed

further by many in psychology and mathematics education research. In the psychological

literature, Paivio (1978, 1983) argued for a 'dual code' model for cognitive representation,

including 'verbal and 'imaginal' systems; Kosslyn (1980) reviewed the debate about imagery,

and persuasively rebutted earlier arguments against the validity of internal representation based

on it (see below); Bischof (1987) provided an interesting overview of research on visual

representation. In the psychology of mathematics education, the papers in the edited volumes by

Skemp (1982) on mathematical symbolism, and by Janvier (1987) on representation, are

noteworthy; Scholz (1987) addresses intuition and pictorial encoding in relation to strategic

decisions in probabilistic contexts; and the contributions of Mason (1980, 1987) about

symbolism and metaphor are highly relevant (see also Mason and Pimm, 1984). The series of

papers by Bergeron and Herscovics, with their stress on qualitative and operational physical

understandings underlying children's conceptual development, contributed further to the theory

from an epistemological perspective (e.g. Herscovics and Bergeron, 1983, 1984, 1988;

Herscovics, 1989). The model I proposed for the structure of mathematical problem-solving

competency (Goldin, 1982, 1983) and subsequently elaborated (Goldin, 1987, 1988a,b),

incorporated imagistic representation as absolutely fundamental; and as the current chair of the

PME Working Group on Representations, I have observed how thoroughly the emphasis on

imagery, imagistic representation, and image schemata has developed within PME. Thus, to

attribute these constructs to recent work in linguistics and philosophy is not only historically

incorrect, but downplays the prior advances of many in our own field who have argued for their

central importanceoften, in opposition to others who took approaches based exclusively on

propositional, syntactic, or algorithmic reasoning processes. The struggle and the very real

progress of those working in our own discipline are relegated, perhaps inadvertently, to a

derivative role Instead of an innovative one. And in our slowness to understand thoroughly and

digest each other's theoretical ideas, we retard our overall research progress.

A second obstacle to progress has been the tendency of some of our main theoretical

frameworks, whether originating within or outside the psychology of mathematics education, to
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exclude a priori the most useful constructs of other frameworks. This has occurred repeatedly,

despite the fact that those studying mathematical learning and problem solving want to understand

and explain similar observable phenomena. It is almost as if the sociology of our discipline is

such that to gain adherents and wide attention, a theory or methodology must be exclusive rather

than inclusive, and dismiss as illegitimate the conceptual entities of 'rival' perspectives.

Several examples come to mind. For a long time behaviorists and many neobehaviorists rejected

on first principles discussions of internal mental states and mental representations, accepting at

best constructs built from 'internal responses' to stimulus situations. Later, some cognitive

theorists maintained on a priori grounds of parsimony that all cognitive encoding must be

represented propositionally, rejecting the very possibility of internal imagistic representation.

Some computer-oriented cognitive scientists rejected mechanisms that were difficult to simulate

mechanically, maintaining in effect that constructs are impermissibly vague unless they are

programmed; they consequently accorded an unwarranted, broad validity as descriptions of human

thought processes to readily-programmed constructs (e.g., search algorithms in problem

solving). Radical constructivists, again on a priori grounds, have excluded the possibility of

talking about external mathematical structures, apart from individual knowers and problem

solvers, and have tended to dismiss population studies or investigative methods based on controlled

experimentation. In contrast, some of those tied to quantitative methods have rejected qualitative

and exploratory investigations as unworthy. The methodology of meta-analysis often leads to the

exclusion of all but the most readily-quantified outcome measures; for a recent exchange of

views, see Hembree (1992a,b) and Goldin (1992).

I would maintain that the history of progress in the natural sciences should teach us it is

rarely fruitful to deny on first principles the admissibility of one or another kind of construct.

Despite the many achievements of all the theories and methods mentioned, each has built in

unnecessary limitations. Here I want to argue for the value of developing an adequate, unified

theoretical foundation; one that can accommodate the most helpful and applicable constructs from

a variety of frameworks.

There is a need to be able to use not Just one idea in isolation--be it rule learning,

algorithms, strategies, image schemata, visualization, heuristics, metacognition, metaphor,

construction of meaning, affect, belief systems, or any other --but ideas in combination with each

other, to build a realistic, structurally adequate, sufficiently detailed theoretical model.

Examples of this need abound. Yuille (1983), for instance, discusses work on 'mental rotations'

(Shepard and Metzler, 1971; Shepard, 1978), in which subjects viewing pairs of diagrams are

asked to determine if they are the same or different. In general it is found that the time required

to identify two diagrams correctly as 'the same' is constant plus a term directly proportional to
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their pictured relative angle of rotation; it is concluded that this reflects the time needed to rotate

a mental image holistically. Other researchers form similar conclusions about the comparison of

image size. judgments of distance, etc. However. Yuilie challenges such conclusions, reporting on

a series of experiments in which the effects of figural complexity are investigated and taking the

position that findings such as these can be regarded as consequences of the manipulation of task

demands: when more complex images are involved, the data no longer fit a process of holistic

rotation, but are more consistent with feature comparison. In turn, I would maintain that feature

comparison inevitably leads to the need to discuss not only the conceptual origins of the 'features'

depicted, but also problem solving and problem-solving heuristics, such as 'trial and error' with

monitoring of the outcomes of trials. In short, the adequate analysis of seemingly straightforward

empirical findings on visual imagery requires a theoretical base that is sufficiently inclusive:

i.e., a synthesis of many perspectives.

The following development borrows heavily from the ideas of many people, from

behaviorists to radical constructivists (though I am neither), to try to take a step toward

achieving such a synthesis (see also Goldin and Herscovics, 1991a,b). I will try to identify and

describe very briefly some of the components that a unified theoretical model should include. The

goal is to construct framework sufficient to allow the description of conceptual systems (as

systems of competence) at a given time, the characterization of howcompetencies change and grow

over time, and the study of how external learning environments can foster their development. The

framework should admit, rather than exclude, the main constructs I have just surveyed.

Task Variables, External Representations, and Representational Systems

The first ingredient in the framework should be the description of task environments

external to learners and problem solvers.

One strand of rimarch in mathematical problem solving views tasks as instruments that can

be designed to elicit various kinds of problem-solving behavior; thus allowing the planned

observation and measurement of specific outcomes. A system of classification to organize the

kinds of characteristics of tasks (i.e., task variables) that can influence problem-solving

behavior, outlined by Kulm (1984), formed the basis for the systematic Investigation and

discussion of task variable effects (Goldin and McClintock, 1984). The main categories are

syntax variables, describing the words and symbols in the problem statement, their arrangement

and the grammatical relationships among them; content and context variables, describing

respectively the mathematical and non-mathematical semantic information in the problem

statement; structure variables, describing mathematical properties of formal problem
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representations; and heuristic behavior variables, describing heuristic characteristics intrinsic

to tasks associated with, or eliciting particular heuristic processes and strategies in solvers.

'Representational systems' or 'representational modes', which include spoken symbols,

written symbols, static figural models or pictures, manipulative models, and real world

situations, are discussed by Lesh (1981) and Lesh, Landau, and Hamilton (1983) in analyzing

applied problem solving. These, too, are seen as external to the learner or problem solver, who

may (among other things) translate among distinct modes. External representations can be highly

structured, and the analysis of task structure as external to the individual provides important

insights into problem solving behavior (e.g. Joey's and Greer, 1983; Goldin, 1984a). As

computer technology has advanced to permit the intentional structuring of highly complex

mathematical environments ('microworlds'), the analysis of external representational systems

becomes still more important, and we must consider not just task structure but representational

structure if we wish to understand how human cognitions change while interacting with such

environments (Kaput, 1991).
It may be helpful, before proceeding further, to compare the terminology used here with

that of others. My use of the term representational system bears some resemblance to whatKaput

(1987, p. 162) calls a symbol scheme. A major difference appears to be that symbol schemes

are taken to be 'in principle machine compilable', while I tend to place great emphasis on the

essential presence of ambiguities in representational systems. What Kaput (1985, 1987),

following Palmer (1977), calls a 'representation' or 'representation system' corresponds most

closely to relationship of symbolization between two representational systems as I use the term.

Von Glasersfeld (1987) contrasts the German words Darstellung and Vorstellung, both of which

can be translated as 'representation'. The former corresponds most closely to what I am here

calling 'external' representation; the latter, to what I call 'internal' representation (see below).

Let me now elaborate on the technical interpretation of this term. A representational

system consists first of primitive characters or signs (two words I use interchangeably),

embodied in some fashion. These can be discrete entities drawn from a fairly well-defined set,

such as spoken words, letters in an alphabet, punctuation marks, numerals, or arithmetic

operation symbols. They can be also be less well-defined entities, such as physical objects and

their attributes. They can be abstract mathematical or physical entities such as numbers,

vectors, velocities, or forces. An Important feature of these characters, when they are regarded

as the elementary entities within a representational system, is that we do not yet ascribe to them

further meaning or Interpretation. Taking the words in a (spoken) natural language to be the

elementary characters, embodied orally, we would not yet interpret the words through their

meanings, provide their spellings, specify their grammatical parts of speech, etc. Now, in
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addition to the elementary signs, a representational system includes rules for combining the signs

into permitted configurations. Thus letters of the alphabet, as characters, may be combined in

certain sequences to spell English words, whits other sequences do not form words. Likewise

words-labeled-as-parts-of-speech (taken as a collection of primitive signs) may be joined to

form sentences; single-digit numerals may be combined according to place value rules to yield

multidigit numerals; numerals and operation signs may form mathematical commands or

mathematical equations; and so forth.

Typically a representational system has still more structure than this. There may for

instance be rules for moving from one permitted configuration in the system to another, or from

sets of configurations to new sots, establishing a kind of network structure. to formal logic, the

sentential calculus may thus be regarded as a representational system; we are provided with

elementary characters, with rules that specify the allowed configurations of these characters

(called 'well-formed formulas', or 'wit's), and with inferencing rules for moving from
previously established wffs to new ones by proving theorems. Representational systems may also

include other kinds of higher-level structure: e.g. configurations of configurations; relations such

as partial or total orderings on the family of configurations; mathematical operations of various

kinds; rules for valuing configurations (e.g., the assignment of truth values to logical
propositions); and so forth.

The rules for forming configurations from characters, and the relationships among

configurations established by higher-level structures, are one way of giving meaning to the

characters and configurations in a representational system, which might be called a purely

syntactic or structural interpretation of meaning. But the main reason for calling these systems

representational systems is because characters, configurations, or structures in one such system

can stand for, represent. or symbolize those in another. This symbolic relationship then provides

a semantic interpretation of meaning. Thus, I am viewing a representational system as having

intrinsic structural relationships (I.e., within itself), and extrinsic symbolic relationships

(with other systems of representation). For instance numerals and arithmetic symbols (signs in

system of numeration) not only have syntactic relationships with each other, but also can stand

for other things- -e.g., action sequences corresponding to the counting of sets of objects, the

joining of two nonoverlapping sets, etc.

Representational systems are conventional constructs. The decision as to where one

representational system leaves off and another begins, or whether to view various additional

structures as Intrinsic to given representational system or as arising from a symbolic

relationship between two systems, Is an arbitrary one motivated by convenience and simplicity of

description. Furthermore, there Is the inescapable fact that for most systems, there are
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exceptions to virtually any proposed set of syntactic and semantic rules. To try to enumerate all

the exceptions to a set of rules makes the structure of a theory complicated and unwieldy, lo the

point of sacrificing usefulnessand new contexts can always be suggested which engender new

exceptions. Consequently, I would take the view that with certain exceptions ambiguity is a

necessary feature in the concept of a representational system. The initial family of signs may be

well-defined (as in the case of letters of the Roman alphabet' or 'Arabic numerals'), close to

well-defined (as in the case of 'English words'), or highly ambiguous (as in the case of 'real-life

objects'). Similarly rules for forming configurations, and any higher-level structures in the

representational system, may be ambiguously specified. Finally, there may be ambiguity in the

symbolic relationship between two representational systems.

In practice, most ambiguities in representational systems are resolved straightforwardly;

and we say that this is done from the context in which the ambiguous sign, configuration, or

symbolic relationship occurs. For example, homonyms are distinguished easily in spoken

language - -the phrase 'to tell a tale' is normally sufficient to ensure that 'tale' is not

misconstrued as 'tail' --but this requires semantic interpretation of the spoken words. 'Context'

in this sense refers to that which Is not part of the representational system under discussion. The

ambiguity within the system of words requires going outside it to a different system, one that

permits words to be interpreted semantically. Thus ambiguities in one system are resolved by

means of unambiguous features of another system that stands in a symbolic relationship to the

first. This principle can apply to ambiguity in the signs, rules for forming configurations, or

higher-level structures of a representational system. To resolve ambiguity in the symbolic

relationship between two representational systems, contextual information can sometimes be

incorporated by going to a third system, to which each of the first two bear symbolic

relationship, or where the symbolic relationship between the first two is itself represented.

When we discuss external representations, it is usually possible to point explicitly to the

signs, to construct configurations explicitly, and then to discuss various kinds of structures in a

more -or -less concrete way. But to understand learning and problem solving in mathematics, it

is necessary also to provide model for how and why individuals interact as they do with their

external task environments. Schemes for classifying and studying the effects of external

variables do not tell us how task variables affect problem-solving outcomes in the ways observed,

how external representational modes are mediated when translation or other processes take place,

or how the structures of external representations Influence learning and subsequent behavior. In

fact, internal constructs are, to some extent, already implicit In the descriptions of external

variables. The model one adopts to describe learners' or problem solvers' Internal processes,

cognitive and affective, inevitably and profoundly influences the external characteristics of task
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environments and learning contexts to which one attends. It is extremely important to make such

influences explicit.

Internal Systems of Cognitive and Affective Representation

Actions on external task environments (e.g., steps within external representational

systems, translations from one representational system to another, or construction of entirely

new representations) are viewed here as mediated by internal cognitive representational

systems, which may (or may not) bear some structural resemblance to external systems. The

type of unified framework I envision includes internal representational systems that can stand in

symbolic relationship not only to external systems, but to each other. Here I shall discuss briefly

some ideas in connection with such internal representational systems, and how their structure

can in principle be inferred from observations of mathematical behavior.

Competencies

Cognitive representational systems are intended to be descriptive of competencies, rather

than of behaviors directly. The distinction between directly observable behavior (i. e., 'perfor-

mance) and competence, an operational construct, is fundamental to the approach I take. Some

may regard the following definition as unsatisfying, but I think it is the best one can do in

characterizing the knowledge of human beings: human competence refers to the ability to perform

a task some of the time, under conditions which are incompletely specified. Competencies are

viewed as theoretical constructs, more stable than observations of behavioral success, that

account for the steps taken during problem solving, but necessarily embody some context-

dependence (at least implicitly). Thus from the outset our approach requires attention to factors

that are not subject to purely mechanistic description. Ultimately, of course, the presence of

competencies, or ittructuros of competencies, is inferred from the observation and interpretation

of behavior. Now learning -- whether interpreted generally, or in the specific domains of

mathematics or science --can be defined operationally as the acquisition of competencies; thus

learning, like competence, will depend not just on directly observable behaviors, but on

constructs inferred from observations.

To give one brief illustration, a standard arithmetic algorithm (for, say, subtraction of

multi-digit numbers) can be viewed as a system of structured competencies (to perform the

steps, use the decision procedures, etc.). A student who correctly solves three or four exercises

using such an algorithm might be valfdy inferred to have that structure of competencies--even if

on another occasion, the earns student is distracted and makes errors, or loses interest and does
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not complete a problem set. We cannot define competence unreservedly as successful performance

at a particular level, or with a particular probability. Nevertheless we can infer It under

conditions that may depend on context, culhtro, social expectations, and other factors. To stress

this point: competence is always inferred, never observed directly. Consequently, there are

inevitable ambiguities in the characterization of the competency whose existence is inferred. One

of these ambiguities is in the specification of the domain of problem situations or configurations

in which the problem solver is competent to take particular steps, use particular rules, etc. A

second kind of ambiguity in the specification of a competency is in the outcome of taking the step

or using the rule. When there is a unique, well-defined, observable behavior that the competency

is interpreted as generating, there is no difficulty. But the outcome may entail one of a set of

possible behaviors (e.g., choosing a number to make a trial), or the outcome might be a mental

construct or constructs, a configuration or sat of configurations in a cognitive representation that

is impossible to observe directly. Then the competency will be ipecificiable only approximately.

or within some range of possibility.

Now one can move to discussion of competency structures, especially contingency

structures (in which one competency can depend on others): subcompetencies that constitute a

given competency, competency to access other competencies, and so forth. Competencies can be

simultaneously mstacognitive and cognitivee.g., one could speak of a student's competency to

decide to employ a trial-and-error strategy in a given context. In general I would like to

interpret competencies as describing individual capabilities for moves among configurations in

internal, cognitive representational systems, including the construction of new configurations

(and even new systems).

Systems of internal representation

For some time I have sought to develop a model for the structure of problem-solving

competence based on five typos or categories of internal representational systems: (1) verbal/

syntactic systems, (2) imagistic systems, (3) formal notational systems. (4) system of

planning, monitoring, and executive control, and (5) a system of affective representation. Some

cognitive psychologists have proposed models for cognition based on one such system

(propositional encoding), or two (propositional encoding and visual imagery, so-called 'dual

code models), or even three (including an emotional code). In my view the five types of internal

representation described here are all to be regarded as psychologically 'fundamental, in the

sense that not only do they occur universally among mathematical and scientific problem solvers,

but with the possible exception of formal notational systems, all also occur universally in human

beings. None of them are taken as biologically 'fundamental' In the sense of actually being the
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structures which make up the human brain and nervous system. They are only descriptive of

those structures. The structures themselves I would regard as most likely encoded at a neural

level; description at that level would be of enormous scientific interest, but might or might not be

useful to us as psychologists or educators. Further, I would argue that the decision to regard a

proposed system of cognitive representation as a single system or as more than one distinct

system is arbitrary (that is, a matter of convention). In modeling problem-solving competence

through representational systems, greater parsimony is not achieved by assuming fewer systems.

There again appear to be inherent limitations to the precision with which such systems can

be characterizedsome essential ambiguity is present, even when the competencies described

are fairly well-defined. Like competencies, internal representational systems are context-

dependent constructs, not observed directly but interred. They are conjectured structures,

intended to account for observable behavior. Here I shall discuss each type of representational

system briefly, and comment on some processes for moving from one to another.

Verbal/syntactic systems

A verbal/syntactic system of representation describes the individual's capabilities for

processing natural language, on the level of words, phrases, and sentences (only). Input channels

for such a system include hearing and reading; output channels include speaking and writing. The

competencies within this system may include verbal "dictionary' information such as common

definitions and verbal descriptions; word-word associations such as synonyms, recalled related

phrases, and antonyms; word categorical relationships; and the parsing of sentences based on

grammar and syntax information. A bilingual person may be usefully regarded as possessing two

distinct verbal/syntactic systems. Verbal/syntactic configurations can correspond tothat is,

be semantically descriptive of--configurations in other systems: imagistic, formal, heuristic, or

affective configurations are all described in words. There are also self-referential competencies

in natural language; as words and sentences can be used to describe words and sentences.

Imagistic systems

Several different non-verbal, non-notational cognitive systems are included under the

general heading of imagistic systems. The most important of these for the psychology of

mathematics education seem to be visual/spatial, auditory/rhythmic, and tactile/kinesthetic

systems of representation. The term 'imagistic* as I use it is not Intended to be restricted to

visual imagery, such as might be represented or processed within just the visual/spatial system.

It is intended to have the broader connotations of the word 'imagination'. Imagistic systems
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incorporate non-verbal, internal configurations. at the level of objects, attributes, relations, and

transformations, encoding what m;ght loosely be called 'semantic' information. Thus their

inclusion in a unified model allows for the description of mechanisms whereby semantic

structures influence mathematical problem solving. Competencies in accessing and processing

such nonverbal configurations are needed for the meaningful or insightful interpretation of

verbal problem statements. Within imagistic systems dwell also students' non-verbal, non-

quantitative conceptions and misconceptions. Modeling the interesting theoretical construct of

phenomenological primitives ('o-prime) due to diSessa (1983), descriptive in a sense of the

Individual's most basic 'intuition' about a real-life phenomenon, also belongs in the domain of

Imagistic cognitive representation. Paivio (1978, 1983), Kosslyn (1980), and others argue

for at least two fundamentally distinct means of internal cognitive representation, one of these

being visual imagery. They thus challenge some advocates of computational models based

exclusively on propositional encoding, for whom a single system is more parsimonious:

' Imagery is not an inherently flawed concept. . . . The essential claim that imagery is a
distinct representation system, utilizing data-structures of a special quasi- pictorial
format, is neither internally Inconsistent, incoherent, nor paradoxical.

. Although some sort of propositional system probably could be formulated to account
for data on imagery, it is not clear that this is desirable. A special imagery
representation system could have evolved, and positing one may be empirically
fruitful. If this turns out to be true, the wisdom of developing a separate imagery
theory will have been vindicated.

' Images are not pictures. . . . the claim that images are like percepts that arise from
memory fails to pick out the properties of images that distinguish them from distinctly
nonimagistic representations. We need an independent characterization of what it
means for representation -- arising from long-term memory or the senses--to be
'quasi-pictorial: . . . Clearly, theories that posit that people can use quasi-pictorial
mental representations will be very different from ones that do not.'

Kosslyn (1980, pp. 27-28)

Kosslyn argues for 'quasi-pictorial' representation as a means of mental representation

fundamentally distinct from propositional representation. He then develops in Impressive detail a

model for such representation. His work is persuasive concerning the ability of this kind of

theory to account for much of the experimental psychological evidence. With Kosslyn, then, we

reject the arguments that visual/spatial systems of cognitive representation are a priori

inadmissible; the competencies he calls quasi-pictorial correspond roughly to what I am here

labeling visual/spatial representation. But in mathematical as well as non-mathematical
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domains, there are imagistic competencies encoded in other than visuaVspatial ways.

When children clap and sing and tap their feet, when they learn to count in rhythm, when

they accent the numbers as they make use of counting-on strategies in solving early addition

problems, we see evidence of auditory/rhythmic encoding--applied to mathematics--that is

different from the aural processing of spoken words or symbols. I would want to treat this as a

distinct system of imagistic representation.

The tactile/kinesthetic system pertains to internally represented, imagined physical actions

by the individual or on the individual, as distinct from imagined sights or spatial transformations.

In a sense, this is an internal version of what Bruner called enactive representation. It is

straightforward to identify mathematical concepts with which such a cognitive system assists in

conceptual understanding. Level curves in mathematics, satisfying f(x,y) = c, where f is a

function of two real variables and c is a constant, can be interpreted kinesthetically by the

imagined action'of walking at a fixed elevation on a hillside; the gradient of the function then gives

the direction of steepest ascent. 'Turtle geometry' in the LOGO computer language requires the

interpretation of instructions in a way that makes reference to the turtle's frame of reference,

rather than a fixed background coordinate system; the child can encode this kinesthetically by

imagining himself or herself to be the turtle. A tactile/kinesthetic system should probably be

taken to Include internal configurations representing imagined physical actions of the following

kinds: (1) imagined actions performed by the individual, such as reaching out with the hand or

hands, touching and feeling shapes (flat, round, pointed, etc.) and sensations (warm, cold, fuzzy,

etc.), walking or acting with the body, estimating distances between the hands or between parts of

the body kinesthetically, pushing and feeling pressure with hand(s) or body, and so forth; (2)

imagined actions by the environment on the individualby another person or object, or a field of

force (gravity, etc.), resulting in touching, feeling, or kinesthetic estimation; (3) imagined

actions by or on the person in place of something external in the environment, such as turning

one's own body to correspond to the rotation of a figure, imagining one's own hands pressing

together to represent the forces exerted by two bodies on each other, or imagining one's arms

angling outward to represent an angle; (4) imagined physical actions by or on the person,

utilizing the individual's constructed 'self- other' correspondence to another person.

Input channels for imagistic systems of representation take the form of interpreted sensory

experiences. Output channels include interpreted actions--creating, or acting on, external

onactive, figural, or manipulative representations.

To comprehend words and sentences includes the competencies of accessing internal

imagistic configurations corresponding appropriately to verbal/syntactic configurations- -

roughly speaking, to imagine the situations described by the words. To comprehend formal
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mathematical symbols also includes (fairly sophisticated) competencies of accessing or

constructing corresponding imagistic configurations. In addition, the characters and

configurations in a varbasyntactic system, or a formal notational system, can themselves

function as 'objects', and be manipulated imagistically! In algebra, for Instance, a student learns

to 'move the x over to the other side of the 3% sign, and put a - sign in front of it', as if the x

were an object. Words-as-objects, sentences -as- objects, or symbols-as-objects can also be

described (as when we discuss in words, for example, the inclusion of particular words in a

sentence). Thus a great deal of level crossing occurs in the systems of representation in this

model, through their mutual- and self-reference.

Formal notational systems

The conventional, formal notations of mathematics are highly structured, symbolic

systems--numeration systems, arithmetic algorithms, rational number and algebraic notations,

rules for symbol manipulation, etc. Their structure as external representations for
mathematical and logical problem solving is readily explored. Correspondingly, internal systems

of competencies associated with the construction and manipulation of such formal notational

configurations are taken here as a separate type of Internal, cognitive representational system.

The fact that formal notations can be subjected to detailed structural analysis gives us an

advantage in researchit is possible to model these competencies utilizing such constructs as

algorithms and debugging, tactics, and strategies. While it is clear that formal notational systems

are essential to analyze mathematical problem solving effectively, their necessity is not so

evident in other, less formal problem-solving domains (such as non-quantitative, real-life

situations). Incorporation of this type of system is a consequence of looking specifically at

problem solving in mathematics.

Some cognitive processing can be seen as occurring within a system of formal notational

(e.g., the execution of an algorithm); but much of what we would call meaningful understanding in

mathematics has to do with relationships that formal configurations of symbols have to other

kinds of internal representation. An understanding of the meaning of a mathematical notation, or

of why an algorithm works, involves being able to talk about the notation or procedure, not

merely to take steps within it. It also Involves correspondences between symbols, Imagistic

configurations, and words. A highly competent problem solver can not only translate a verbal

problem statement directly Into formal symbols, but can also imagine the situation that the

statement describes construct appropriate Internal, imagistic configurations), formulate

notational description of the situation imagined (I.e., move from the imagistic to the formal), and

conversely, interpret formal descriptions Imagistically. The use of Imagistic competencies often
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remains tacit when verbal problems are solved -- unless, through some monitoring of words and

symbols, imagistic descriptions are evoked.

Planning, monitoring, and executive control

A cognitive representational system that includes strategic planning, monitoring, and

decision-making (executive control) can be regarded as directing the problem solving process.

While time and space do not permit an adequate discussion here of the complexities of this

representational system, it should be clear that without it, some of the most important aspects of

the theory of mathematics education cannot be adequately Alscussed. This system includes

competencies for (1) keeping track of the state of affairs in t . other systems, and in itself; (2)

deciding the steps to be taken, or moves to be made, within all of the internal representational

systems, including itself; and (3) modifying the other systemsdeciding to improve the formal

notational conventions, invent new words, and so forth. Thus there are many important senses in

which this system stands in a metacognitive relationship to the others. My view, however, is that

one cannot firmly maintain the distinction between cognitive and metacognitive processes;

instead, the concepts of mutual- and self-reference among the systems of Internal representation

are vital. Each of the systems can represent information about the others as well as within the

others; each can also represent information about Itself.

The heuristic process is in my view the most useful organizational unit, and culminating

construct, in a system of planning, monitoring, and executive control--'trial and error', 'think

of a simpler problem', 'explore special cases', 'draw a diagram', etc. These processes, however,

are not single, unitary skills or techniques; each is itself a complicated structure of

subcompetencies. In earlier work (Goldin and Germain, 1983; Goldin, 1984b), I proposed four

dimensions of analysis for examining and comparing heuritic processes: (1) advance planning

reasons for using a particular process, (2) domain-specific methods of applying a process, (3)

domains and levels where a process can be applied, and (4) prescriptive criteria for suggesting

that a particular process be applied. The complexity of this representational system is partly due

to the fact that heuristic processes can access each other, and act on each other, in the course of

their use; the diversity and complexity of the heuristic processes that require consideration Is

also a consequence of the choice of mathematics as a learning and problem-solving domain to model

(as distinct from every-day learning and problem solving). Based solely on the problem-solving

cognitions involved in domains less highly-structured than mathematics, such as planning a

shopping trip or searching the television channels for the best show, one might have thought that

single, controlling process such as means-ends analysis might suffice; it Is clear from looking

at mathematics that It cannot.
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Affective representation

A fifth type of internal, representational system, a system of affective representation, is

needed not only to model learning and problem solving effectively, but to discuss educational goals

that maximize enjoyment and positive self-concept as well as cognitive competencies. Zajonc

(1980) advocated enlarging the then-current 'dual-code", verbal /imaginal models, to

'triple-code' models, in which emotion or affect is included as an independent system, and Rogers

(1983) discusses some general ways in which what he calls 'the Emotional code' can interacts

cognition. Affective representation refers here not merely to relatively stable, attitudinal

constructs in relation to mathematics (what I have called global affect)--but to the changing

states of feeling that problem solvers experience, and utilize, during problem solving (local

affect): e.g., curiosity, puzzlement, bewilderment, frustration, anxiety, fear, despair,

encouragement, pleasure, elation, and satisfaction. The term 'utilize' is critical. It suggests that

we need to consider affective competencies, and regard the affect appropriate for problem solving

as something that can be learned, and is susceptible to being taught (Goldin, 1988b; McLeod and

Adams, 1989; DeBellis and Goldin, 1991).

Related competencies include processes which 'translate' from imagistic and heuristic

configurations to affective states, reflecting the fact that capable problem solvers make use of

affect to interpret and evaluate their problem-solving progress. The interaction between affect

and heuristics is subtle and pervasive. Affective configurations can not only influence, but

override executive decisions; sometimes with consequences that are valuable, at other times with

unfortunate results. In view of the strong evidence that negative emotion is widespread In

relation to mathematics, considerable further attention must be devoted to the psychology 01

developing effective affect in students.

Key Constructs Expressible in a Unified Model

I have sketched some of the ingredients of a model, one that admits both external and Internal

representational systems of various kinds. Let us next observe the extent to which such a model

can serve as a unifying framework. I shall mention how a few major, useful ideas from different

theories of mathematics learning and problem solving can fit together in this framework.

Adequacy of the systems of external and internal representation

Ideas that pertain to mathematical structure as external to or Independent of the Individual,

including problem complexity, isomorphic and homomorphic mathematical tasks, strategy scores
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as patterns in external structured environments, and the design of artificially-structured

computer microworids. are expressible fairly directly in terms of external representational

systems. The major types of internal systems proposed, allowing for the presence of ambiguity,

would appear sufficient to express and analyze much existing theory. By making direct reference

to the five specific kinds of internal representation suggested, and exploring the structures of the

correspoding systems, we can readily incorporate theory relating (respectively) to the following:

(1) verbal processing and the effects of problem syntax; (2) empirical evidence on visual

imagery, image schemata, the 'physical tier' of conceptual development, and the effects of

problem semantic structure variables in mathematics; (3) the roles of notational and algorithmic

complexity, consequences of the manipulation of task structure variables, and the *logico-

mathematical" tier of conceptual development; (4) the use and development of heuristic processes

and executive decisions as these govern teaming and problem solving; and (5) the fundamental

importance of affect. Somewhat less directly, we can also incorporate interactions between the

internal systemshow they act on and affect each other, how they symbolize each other, and how

they interact with and symbolize configurations in external representational systems.

But we can also do a lot more. Let us consider a few additional, key theoretical ideas.

Learning as a constructive process

Both moderate and radical constructivist researchers argue that knowledge is constructed by

each individual, rather than transmitted or communicated (Ausubel, 1963; Cobb and Stele,

1983; von Glaserefold, 1987, 1991). Thus the constructivist perspective on learning suggests

that internal representations and systems of representation do not appear full-blown, but are

built up over time. Is each system established on its own, on an ad hoc basis, or are there overall

laws governing the development of representations, processes that govern all or most of the kinds

of systems considered? The metaphor of construction can be intepreted in greater detail by

examining the development of these systems as fundamental entities.

Ausubels work Is especially interesting In this regard because he was an advocate of

'reception' and a critic of 'discovery' teaming. A key technique according to him was the use of

advanced organizers, which would serve to provide students with prior frameworksscaffolding,

as it were, or a 'tomplate"--upon which pieces of new knowledge might be 'fit'. Thus new

cognitive structures could be built up through efficient reception learning. Indeed, pure

discovery learning can be set in opposition to pure reception learning, with the former subject to

criticism for its inefficiency and the latter for its rote, uncreative nature; but guided discovery

learning has much in common with reception learning when the latter is accompanied by advanced

organizers. In employing guided discovery, the teacher must rely on some assumptions about
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students' pre-existing cognitions in shaping meaningful' hints or suggestions; these prior
structures are in effect serving as templates for the construction of new knowledge. For
meaningful reception learning, the advanced organizer (provided externally, by the teacher)
functions as the template. But empirical studies of the effectiveness of advanced organizers have
difficulties: e.g., how are we to know when something is serving as an advanced organizer, and
when it is simply a review of prerequisite knowledge? This function is not based on surface
characteristics of the learning environment, but requires for its definition a model of what is
happening internally, which the analysis of cognitive representational systems can provide.

To the extent that a theory governing the construction of internal systems can be proposed,
we have the beginning of an understanding of learning that goes beyond addressing the acquisition
of discrete skills. One element of such a theory involves stages in their development. Three main
stages have been proposed: (1) an inventive-semiotic stage, (2) a period of structural
development , and (3) an autonomous stage.

During the inventive-semiotic stage (Piaget, 1969, p. 31), new signs are created or
learned; and, most important, these are taken from the outset to symbolizeaspects of a previously

established system of representation. This is the act called semiotic. The prior system serves as
a semantic domain for the new symbols. Sometimes the characters are treated during this stage
not just as symbolizing, but as being the aspects of the prior system that they represent. For
example, when exponentiation is first introduced, the notation 34 may be taken to be the act of
calculating the product 3 x 3 x 3 x 3. When words are first learned, children (or adults)
sometimes identify words with the objects that they label. With this inventive-semiotic stage in
mind, we might say that a presentation in a learner's environment serves as an advanced
organizer for the construction of new knowledge when it Is an externalization ofcertain features
(signs, configurations, higher structures) of a .prior cognitive system (already developed), that
can serve as a semantic domain. The degree to which this can serve as an operational definition of

advanced organizers depends on our ability to characterize the student's existing systems of
cognitive representation through the assessment of competencies.

During the structural development stage of a new representational system, configurations
are built up from characters, and intrinsic syntactical rules for the new system are constructed,

with the construction driven primarily by structural features of the previously established
system. The possibility of alternate symbolic relationships for the new system is generally
unrecognized at this stage, as the structure of the new system is seen as a necessary consequence

of the meanings of the new signs and configurations in the semantic domain of the previous system.

Gradually, the new characters and configurations cease to be discrete entities unrelated to each
other, and form instead a structural whole. Redundancies are built in, so that relationships from
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the earlier system are reinforced through the developing intrinsic structure of the new one.

Finally we enter an autonomous stage, during which the new cognitive system of

representation separates from the old. The new system can now stand in symbolic relationships

with systems other than the original template, and the characters and configurations in the new

system can have meanings other than those initially assigned to them! As these new possibilities

for the new system are realized, the transfer of competencies to new domains becomes possible.

The development of representational systems through such stages requires interaction with

representational structures in the individual's environment, ranging from spoken language to

mathematical experiences. Tracing this development permits the unification of a considerable

degree of cognitive theory in relation to the learning of mathematics.

Domain-specific mathematics learning, schemata, belief systems, and misconceptions

Cognitive representation always takes places in a specific, contextual domain of knowledge.

In my view, conceptual understanding in a particular content domain always involves not just one,

but many types of representational systems. I tend to resist the idea that individual learners can

be classified as 'verbal', 'visual', etc. based on preferential encoding in just one system. Rather,

I would attribute to individuals a preferential use of certain heuristic processes, which then

permit easier access to, or more rapid developmentof, one system of representation over another.

The notion of a schema (e.g., for mathematical proportionality) is neither purely verbal,

purely notational, purely imagistic, nor purely heuristic. Rather, it involves highly structured

relationships among competencies represented in all these ways--including semantic structures.

verbal structures, notational structures, etc. Thus schemata are structured collections of

domain-specific competencies, organized into sets of related configurations (and information

processing action-sequences), in different representational systems. The redundancy that this

multiple-encoding provides can account not only for the persistence of schemata in long-term

memory once they are constructed, but also for the ability of individuals to reconstruct concepts

when they seem to have been temporarily forgotten.

Like schemata, belief systems are broad constructs cutting across systems of

representation. For example the widespread and pervasive belief that 'mathematics is the

obtaining of correct answers by following established procedures' pertains quite obviously to the

Individual's planning and executive decision-making in mathematics. But it also is likely to

involve considerable affective component; e.g. sense of security with familiar procedures,

satisfaction in following precise instructions, or anxiety when a rule has not been provided. Such

a belief system no doubt also entails some fairly elaborate schemata describing what the

acceptable 'established procedures' are, so that formal notations are rapidly Invoked.
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Schoenfeld (1985) sees students' adherence to certain mathematical misconceptions as a

part of their belief systems; thus he stresses, at least implicitly, the affective as well as the

experiential factors that strengthen adherence to such beliefs in the face of contrary learning.

And the characterization by diSessa (1983) of the cognitions involved in such beliefs as resting

on phenomenological primitives, 'simple knowledge structures that are monolithic in the sense

that they are evoked as a whole and their meanings, when evoked, are relatively independent of

context', is strongly suggestive of internal imagistic representation. The elaboration and
multiple encoding of belief systems can in part account for how surprisingly difficult it is to

modify them through verbal discussion or formal instruction.

Developmental stages, imagistic representation, and related ideas

In an earlier. paper (Goldin, 1988a) I suggested that developmental precursors of imagistic

systems of representation, a brain system and a constructed sensory interpreter, could be

posited. Construction of the latter would correspond roughly to Piaget's sensorimotor stage of

development; while construction of imagistic systems (on the template of interpreted sensory

experience) occurs during the preoperational stage. Such broad correspondences between the

construction of representational systems and developmental stages in children need further

exploration. I would further propose that imagistic systems of representation (providing

semantic content and structure), together with a brain system (providing 'deep' linguistic/

syntactic structure), are the twin templates on which the verbal/syntactic system is built.

As a final observation in this section, I would note that the role of metaphor in understanding

language and in reasoning can be explored by interpreting metaphors as maps, expressed in

words, from one coherent imagistic representation to another.

I hope these observations, sketchy as they are, provide some indication that a model based on

internal and external systems of representation is capable of incorporating the most important

constructs from a wide variety of theoretical perspectives.

Some Implications for Mathematics Education In Practice

A model has consequences not lust for theory, but for the practice of mathematics education.

Most fundamentally, the present model suggests that our over-arching goal should not be to

convey specific mathematical content to students, or even to teach them specific problem-solving

processes; rather it should be to foster in students the construction of powerful, internal systems

of representation of the kinds discussed.

Much of school mathematics is still devoted explicitly to the manipulation of formal
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notational systems, despite considerable effort to change classroom practice to emphasize problem

solving strategies, visualization, pattern recognition, and other more conceptually-oriented

techniques. This comment applies to all subject areas, with the possible exception of high school

geometry. In the earliest grades, children learn to writs and manipulate numerals and operation

signs; they continue with standard algorithms for addition and subtraction, multiplication and

division--of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. New formal characters, such as $ and %

are introduced for special purposes. In high school, students are introduced to writing and

manipulating algebraic expressions, graphing equations using Cartesian coordinates, proving

trigonometric identities, etc.; and in college, they learn to manipulate formal expressions for

functions, derivatives, definite and indefinite integrals, partial derivatives, and so on. Even the

teaching of estimation is often limited to an algorithmic process for *rounding*, followed by use of

an arithmetic operation on the rounded quantities. Problem solving may be limited to artificial

story problems, where the goal is merely to translate from the words and sentences of the

problem to previously learned formal notations (and then to solve the problem in the

mathematical notation, using a standard algorithm).

If, on the other hand, our goal is to develop internal representational systems of many kinds,

we must provide an equivalent level of attention to imagistic representation, planning and

executive control, and affective representation. Developing power in these representational

systems must become our explicit objective, and methods of assessment must be developed which

can evaluate our success. Furthermore, if we take seriously the construction of representational

systems according to the stages discussed, we must consciously foster these processes in students:

inventive-semiotic acts, where children create new signs and assign them meaning, must

themselves be seen as instructional goals; and the students should then be exploring the

logico-mathematical consequences of their inventions--in effect, learning to build their own

(external and internal) mathematical representations.

Conclusion

The main strands of theory in mathematics education, as they have been developed during the

past twenty-five or more years, are on the whole compatible, not mutually contradictory. They

fit together Into a unified whole, if we are willing to develop the necessary theoretical

underpinnings (and sort through each other's terminology), instead of rejecting each others'

constructs on a priori grounds. Hopefully the framework for a model described hers represents

at least a step toward developing the necessary components of such a unified, inclusive system. It

has consequences both for research, and for the practice of mathematics education.
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ILLUMINATIONS AND REFLECTIONS TEACHERS, METHODOLOGIES
AND MATHEMATICS

Celia Hoy les
Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computing

Institute of Education, University of London

In his presidential address to the 14th annual meeting of PME in Mexico 1990 Balacheff called

for a step beyond a psychological approach "in order to understand the nature of the complexity

of mathematics learning in a didactical context" (Balacheff, 1990, p.2). He suggested that we

must find ways to integrate a social dimension into our methodologies basing his argument on

two premises. First, "students have to learn mathematics as social knowledge; they are not free

to choose the meaning they construct" and second, "mathematics ... requires the confrontation

of the student's cognitive model with that of other students, of the teacher, in the context of a

given mathematical activity" (Balacheff, 1990, p.2).

Trends within PME
Balacheff s remarks reflect a changing paradigm of work within the community of PME. There

is a clear shift in methodology: from experiments identifying childrens' errors and their possible

'remediation' by 'treatments', to case studies within a more holistic framework; from theoretical

perspectives which are limited to the student/mathematics diad, to those which encompass this

diad within social settings while incorporating a more conscious problematising of the nature of

mathematics itself. I aim to suggest in this paper that, whilst these changes have brought a

richer more authentic thrust to our work, they have also led to some confusion in focus for

investigations within the framework of psychology of mathematics education, together with

some concern over the validity and generalisability of our research findings.

There are two trends evident in the work of PME: a quantitative increase in research

incorporating the teacher as an integral and crucial facet of learning mathematics, and a

series of qualitative shifts as to how the teacher and the teacher's role are conceptualised. I will

attempt to trace these trends within the proceedings of PME over the last twelve years.

Recognising the Teacher
Of the 45 papers included in the published proceedings of the third PME conference in 1979, all

but three focused on student understanding of mathematical concepts. Some papers centred on

the diagnostic, identifying the kinds of difficulties students encountered, the strategies used to

solve particular sets of problems, and the types of errors that arose. Others considered
development in mathematical thought either from the standpoint of identifying barriers to

further development, or in terms of advocating aids for promoting understanding. If the teacher

was mentioned at all, s/he was discussed purely as a facilitator to dispense facts and
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information; to identify errors or misuneerstandings; to provide materials or strategies to
overcome misconceptions; or to promote further mathematical development. Within this body

of papers. Skemp's paper (1979) proved to be an exception, describing the dynamic
development of the mental processes of the learner as "necessarily related to the goals of the

learner; and if a teacher is involved, to those of the teacher also" (p.197, my emphasis). Skemp

also pointed to the possible 'mismatch' between the learning goals of student and teacher.

In 1980, the majority of papers again concentrated on student ability, student
understanding and representation of specific mathematical concepts and the 'attributes',
'attitudes' and 'processes' of students in the mathematics classroom. As at the 1979
conference, the teacher's role was described in terms of promoting student progress, either on

the basis of identified driving or inhibiting characteristics of the students themselves, or by

adopting theoretically-derived methods of instruction. However, the teachers themselves

featured a little more prominently, at least in terms of introducing ideas or methods to 'connect'

with students and overcome problems in the classroom (for example Herscovics and Bergeron,

1980; Bergeron and Herscovics, 1980).

In contrast with the dominant theme of most papers in 1979 and 1980, which may
broadly be classified as "what makes learning difficult?", Shroyer (p.331) asked "What makes

teaching difficult?". Referring to the work of researchers who have shown an interest in
classifying and quantifying teacher thought (for example, Peterson and Clark, 1978), Shroyer

herself analysed 'critical moments' whilst teaching mathematics and proposed that differences

between teachers reflected differences in "teaching styles, instructional goals and expectations"

(1980, p.336). Bishop (1980) also argued that, just as children develop their own problem-

solving strategies, so do teachers develop their own personal techniques for dealing with

classroom situations. He had "no doubt that the teacher was the key person in mathematics

education, and research which ignored this fact stood a good chance itself of being ignored"

(p.343).
Within the context of the present review, the 1981 conference papers were notable only

in terms of a marked absence of any substantial new discussion of teacher beliefs and, in 1982,

despite an increase in the number of PME papers, there was no corresponding increase in

papers devoted to the teacher's role in the classroom. However, between 1982 and 1984 a

new strand emerged which recognised the influence of teachers' expectations and attributional

interpretations of students' mathematics learning and ability. (for example, Hoyles and

Bishop, 1982; Zehavi and Bruckheimer, 1983: and Romberg, 1984). Romberg began to

identify a more clearly defined link between beliefs and practice. Taking as a conceptual
framework the "Model of Pedagogy" (Romberg et al, 1979), he proposed that teacher beliefs

about schooling, learning and mathematics are mediated by the specific content to be taught,

but also reflected in instructional plans, teacher's actions and students' behaviour and
performance. He argued that the character of plans could be inferred from the allocation of
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time and the emphasis given to various content, and observed that teacher beliefs relating to

student ability seemed to determine the different types of tasks students were set in respect of

content and difficulty. Thus 'low' ability students were given 'drill and practice' tasks, high

ability students 'explorations'.

In 1985/86 little new can be reported, and indeed the 10th anniversary conference in

:986 appeared to relegate the teacher once again to the position of a passive conveyor of facts

and information, albeit using a variety of diagnostic methods and teaching tools. However, a

growing appreciation of the differentiated nature of teacher beliefs can be discerned. Brown

(1986) suggested that a conception of mathematics teaching consisted of three components:

beliefs about mathematics; appropriate goals and tasks for the mathematics classroom; and the

relative responsibilities of teacher and students regarding motivation, discipline and evaluation.

Although drawing conclusions from an analysis of only a single teacher, Brown highlighted

the possible conflict between a teacher's own conception of mathematics and his/her perception

of students' needs and interests, to the point where classroom actions might become
inconsistent with the teacher's own expressed beliefs about mathematics teaching. This is the

first mention of the influence of context on beliefs and the potential mismatch between beliefs

and beliefs-in-practice = here framed to suggest that teachers have 'true' beliefs which may

not be enacted in practice.

In 1987, Oprea and Stonewater took up this issue of inconsistency, noting that the
relationship between belief systems and instructional practice was far from simple. They

argued for a distinction to be made between how teachers thought about teaching mathematics

and how they perceived mathematical content. More generally, Cooney and Grouws (1987)

identified a number of research issues and themes for the future: "Studies of teacher knowledge

and teacher beliefs and especially how they moderate teaching behaviour and student learning

are needed" (Vol. III, p.423).

In 1988, a rather more theoretical analysis was undertaken by Ernest (1988) who,

drawing on previous research (Begle, 1979; Bishop and Nickson, 1983) detailed the complex

nature of the claimed relationship between teacher attitudes towards mathematics and
effectiveness of teaching suggesting that the picture was complicated by the multi-dimensional

nature of attitudes towards mathematics. Nonetheless, Ernest concluded after work with

student primary school teachers that it was attitude towards teaching the subject rather than

towards the subject per se which was the most important factor in 'determining' teaching style.

In 1990, a number of papers from a variety of perspectives continued to point to the

influence of the teachers' beliefs, cognitions, and competence, on behaviour in the classroom

and assessment practices or how the latter threw light on the former (Dougherty; Flener;

Grouws et al; Schiffer, (all 1990)). This trend continued into the following year, where once

again beliefs were reported as influencing classroom practice, (Jaworski; Even and Markovits;
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Jurdak, (all 1991)) or framing teachers' expectations of students and their treatment of errors

(Boufi and Kafoussi, 1991).

The issue of complexity was taken up by Underhill (1990) who concluded that
mathematical conceptions were 'watered down' as one moved from the mathematics
specialists at school division level through the principal to the classroom teacher. He
suggested that this 'web of beliefs' influenced the actions and statements of novice teachers.

This takes me on to a consideration of factors influencing teacher beliefs and how beliefs might

be changed.

Changing the Teacher
Alongside the trend towards 'researching the teacher', a developing interest can be discerned in

PME concerning the teacher's role in mediating curriculum change. 1987 marked the first time

interest in teacher beliefs in relation to curriculum innovation was specifically noted, when

teachers were viewed as potential obstacles to innovation, as 'something' to take into account

and to be changed. For example, Oprea and Stonewater (1987) cited Carpenter et al. (1986)

who reported that teachers' beliefs affected how they perceived in-service training and new

curricula, and therefore influenced the relation of 'implementation' to the intentions of the

original developers. The same year saw a series of papers collected under the heading 'In-

service Teacher Training'. These tended to argue that it made sense to explore the belief
systems of teachers before attempting to introduce changes (Dionne; Waxman and Zelman;

Jaworski and Gates; Shaugnessy; Kuendiger, (all 1987)). Again there appears to be an implicit

view that teachers have something called `beliefs' in some decontextualised sense which need to

be accessed and changed.

In the following year, several papers continued to present evidence concerning how
teachers' beliefs mediated their behaviour and the ways curricular innovation was taken up

(Klein and Haherrnann; Jaworski; Simon, (all 1988)). Positive change was reported by

Carpenter and Fennema (1989) who described how curriculum support in the form of
research -based knowledge about children's thinking and problem solving was identifiable in

teachers' decision-making and instructional techniques, which in turn affected students'

learning. These findings contrasted with those of Clark and Peterson (1986) who had
contended that teachers did not tend to base instructional decisions on any assessment of

children's knowledge.
In a retrospective study, Nolder (1990) examined some of the consequences of

curriculum changes on teachers' belief systems and identified some factors influencing
decisions about the innovative practice: anticipatory anxiety (e.g. that parents might oppose the

new methods and that experimentation might lead to deterioration in examination results);

mismatch between teacher's residual ideologies and ideas underpinning curriculum
innovations; and concern about the time needed to 'implement' new approaches. She also
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recognised that the social context of teachers' work imposed limitations on classroom practice

and curriculum innovation. This paper illustrates the growing appreciation within PME of the

teacher's reality and its structuring of the teaching/learning process.

Finally, technology reappeared in a discussion of beliefs (after a gap of 11 years) with
Ponte (1990) and Noss, Hoy les and Sutherland (1990) examining conceptions and attitudes of

teachers enrolled on computer-based inservice programmes. This discussion was continued by

Noss and Hoy les in 1991, who adopted an approach which will be elaborated later in this
paper.

Contextualising the Teacher
In the late eighties, papers in PME began to exhibit a shift in research attention away from

subject matter structures, teacher beliefs and student achievement, towards a perspective of

social interaction and construction, mainly through the report of the Research Agenda
Conference on Effective Teaching (Cooney and Grouws, 1987). Bauersfeld, in particular,
argued that a study of the development of mathematics within social interaction in classrooms

showed 'degeneration' into linear accumulation of tried and tested routines: "The mathematical

logic of an ideal teaching-learning process ... becomes replaced by the social logic ..."
(Bauersfeld, 1988, p. 38). He suggested that the reality of teachers, students and researchers

could be seen as a product of constructions by each of the parties involved. Taking an even

broader view (perhaps leaving the realm of psychology?), Stigler and Perry (1987) considered

teacher beliefs and attitudes in the context of cross-cultural studies of mathematics teaching and

learning, claiming that what happened in the classroom was a reflection not only of the culture

of the classroom but also of the wider society.

This particular perspective seems little developed within PME although in the
introduction to the proceedings of PME 15, the organisers commented: "More than in the past

the general interest of the different activities scheduled in the conference seems focussed not

only on students' behaviour, but on the figure of the teacher and on the context and social
factors intervening in the teaching learning processes" (Furinghetti, 1991, p.iii). This trend is

discernable in the organisation of the PME conference itself, where some of the discussion

groups of previous conferences had, by 1991, developed into full blown working groups,

including: Social Psychology of Mathematics Education; the Psychology of In-service
Education of Mathematics Teachers; Research on the Psychology of Mathematics Teacher

Development.

Additionally in 1991, some attention was paid to teacher beliefs and attitudes within a

cultural context with an emphasis not so much on identifying existing attitudes, but on the

effects of courses aimed at changing attitudes. Bishop and Pompeu Jr (1991), after
introducing an ethnomathematical initiative in Brazil, questioned whether a simple shift from

one approach to another was sufficient to guarantee better results in teaching. Moreira (1991),
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in a comparison of attitudes to mathematics and mathematics teaching in English and
Portuguese teachers, found quite different attitude profiles in the two countries attributing these

to different educational systems and to different social contexts within which the schools

operated. These papers point to the difficulty of identifying generalisable patterns within a
paradigm which incorporates a social and cultural dimension, particularly in view of the

different theoretical frameworks adopted by the researchers.

Researching the Teacher
Evident from the review of the research above is the bewildering range of perspectives adopted.

The studies cited are characterised by the range of theoretical perspectives guiding the research,

by the variety Of investigative tools used, and by the diversity of methodologies employed.

Lerman (1992a) has argued that one of the reasons that research on teaching has grown in

significance lies in the fact that qualitative research methods have become established over time

and correspondingly gained wider acceptance.

Within the PME community, the issue of methodology was given serious consideration

for the first time when McLeod (1987) emphasised the need to refine frameworks and develop

new methodologies!. However, there exists a dilemma between, on the one hand, the desire to

provide creative methodologies to explore and access teacher beliefs (as advocated, for example,

by Shaugnessy, 1987) and, on the other, the problem of interpreting multiple methodology

research findings to compare results and identify emergent patterns.

Perhaps the concern over methodology was a catalyst for the new innovation in 1990: the

plenary symposium, considering the responsibilities of the PME research community?

Unfortunately, since the proceedings are produced prior to the conference, there is no

indication of whether any attention was paid to the topic of teacher beliefs and attitudes and

although I was there I just cannot remember! It is therefore unclear as to whether progress was

made but nevertheless apparent that continued debate is needed.

Summary
An overview of papers presented at PME conferences over the years indicates that the teacher

has attracted increasing attention. There has been a shift in focus from an explicit recognition of

the 'formatting' role of teacher interventions to a consideration of teachers' underlying attitudes

and beliefs. Different trends undea this umbrella can be discerned: studies of the nature of

beliefs, and studies seeking to identify their influence on classroom activity and
teaching/learning behaviours. Alongside these trends, a growing interest is displayed in the part

played by social and cultural factors and how these frame attitudes at least in the process of

1 This is in fact the third 'new' trend initiated in 1987. Is it at all relevant that the 11th PME conference was
characterised by the largest number of scientific presentations and widest geographical distribution of contributors
in its history, with conference reports presented in three volumes, each about the size of the single volumes
containing the entire presentations of previous years?
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classroom practice. Many papers also admit that much remains to be done in formulating

appropriate methodologies and theories.

Thus, in 1992 'teacher research' is a major focus of effort in mathematics education but

one that can still be regarded as emergent: there is no consistent approach or straightforward

way to understand and interpret either empirical findings or theoretical approach. A range of

methodologies are used but few comparisons made between them; there is little evidence of

general patterns. Each research seems almost to "start again" with a new theory, a new method

of data collection. However, my review has thrown up some issues which will serve to
organise my paper: the need to disaggregate teacher attitudes taking into account attitudes to

teaching/learning, to mathematics and views of students; the need to analyse the 'framing' of

context on teacher attitudes and take on board the possibility of multiple, even contradictory,

belief systems; and finally, the need to investigate the interaction of teacher beliefs and
curriculum innovation.

The changing focus of research evident in PME can also be discerned outside the
community of mathematics educators as well as within it: for example, from the perspective of

educational psychology, Berliner has asserted:

"Studies of the individual learner, a dominant paradigm in our field for decades,
may no longer be the appropriate conceptual framework for understanding
many kinds of learning. The educational psychologist of the 21st century needs
training in the concepts and methods needed to study groups, to discriminate
among and describe environments, and to think systematically or holistically
rather than analytically or simplistically about the nature of causality in the
learning process (Salomen, in press)" (Berliner, 1991, p.150).

An attempt to identify appropriate 'concepts and methods' in this new paradigm leads me to my

next concern; the identification of a theoretical framework.

A Search for a Theoretical Framework
In trying to set out a theoretical framework to research teaching and teachers of mathematics, I

look first outside mathematics education to search for similar trends and to provoke me to

question what I might have previously taken for granted.

Some lessons from outside Mathematics Education
A look at research in reading suggests many parallels with mathematics education: there have

been similar shifts in emphasis over the last decade. Early reading research tended to assume a

sequence of skill acquisition based on the notion of developmental stages. More recently,

emphasis has been on reading as a constructive process whereby readers interpret text according

to their own existing understandings. Additionally, the mediating role of the reading teacher is

now more clearly in focus with a relationship hypothesized between expressed teacher beliefs

and theoretical understandings on classroom practice (sc for example, Roehler et al, 1988). On
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the methodological front, Richardson et al, (1991) reviewed reading research exploring the

relationship between theoretical orientation towards reading (phonics, skills, whole language)

and teacher behaviours. They suggested that the contradictory results reported could be
interpreted as stemming from problems of measurement. The authors argued that since there

was no universal agreement on theoretical orientation or approach to teaching reading, variations

in teacher beliefs as well as practice must be expected. In summary, reading research seems to

mirror the move in mathematics away from process-product research to constructivism with

all the concomitant methodological advantages and problems .

Moving beyond psychology and specific subject teaching, we find that in his keynote

address to the 1985 conference of the International Study Association on Teaching Thinking,

Clark reflected on the development of researchers' conceptions of teachers and teaching, the

available conceptual frameworks and methodological issues (see Halkes, 1986). Clark argued

that the teacher had previously been viewed as a physician-like clinical decision-maker but now

tended to be conceptualized as a professional sense-making constructivist, developing and

testing personal theories of the world; a change which required new language to mirror and

express life in classrooms as seen by teachers and students. The need for precise terminology

was illustrated in the use of terms such as 'teachers' cognitions', 'constructs', 'subjective
imperatives' or 'practical knowledge' which, though often used interchangeably, originated

from different frameworks. Commenting on the conference as a whole, Halkes also noted that,

with the growing attention to the individual teacher's perspective and thought processes, a range

of non-traditional research methods had been adopted, the diversity of which inevitably leading

to problems of comparability and generalisability.

Clandinin and Connelly (1987), commenting on recent reviews of teacher thinking,
theories, beliefs and knowledge claimed that "what is especially interesting about these studies

is that....they purport to study 'the personal', that is the what, why and wherefore of individual

pedagogical action." (p. 487). However the authors questioned what was exactly meant by 'the

personal' and its relationship to pedagogical action.

Clandinin and Connelly's paper attracted considerable interest from other researchers in

the field, as evidenced by the publication of four response papers2. I briefly pick out some

arguments of three of them. Halkes (1988) differentiated between the 'particular' perspective

exploring idiosyncrasies of an individual teacher (that of Clandinin and Connelly), and a

'general' perspective asking how different ways of teaching might explain teaching or
classroom practices. He also pointed to the need for a third perspective linking teacher
behaviour and thinking with the task of teaching as explicit intentional behaviour'. He argued

that such a view would require an analysis independent of the individual teacher and the

demands of both general and specific teaching tasks. Roehler et al. (1988), whilst accepting

2 Initiating a debate in a similar way amongst researchers in our community in the pages of our journals would.
in my view. be a major step forward In our endeavours.
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that the Clandinin and Connelly review provided a useful basis for examining teachers' personal

knowledge, argued that the personal knowledge which most influenced teachers' instructional

practice was not beliefs or implicit theories, but rather the structures which organized
instructional knowledge. They suggested that these knowledge strictures were fluid and
evolved as the teacher integrated knowledge from new experiences into existing schema, in

contrast to beliefs and theories which were usually presented as static and eternal truths.
Roehler et al. also pointed to the difference between the associations of beliefs and knowledge

structures to practice the former influencing what teachers said outside the classroom, whilst

the latter structuring their responses in classrooms. Olson (1988) similarly argued that making

sense of teaching meant interpreting what teachers did and what rules they were following an

approach recognizing the teachers' culture which parallels the work of myself and Noss (see

below). The contt.st of the general and the particular, the focus on methodological issues and

the growing awareness of the social constraints of the classroom mirror our own concerns in

mathematics education to which I will now return.

Beliefs and Beliefs-in-practice
Thompson (1992), in a comprehensive review of this area noted that, since 1980, a flurry of

studies in mathematics education have focused on teachers' beliefs about mathematics and

mathematics teaching and learning. Drawing on her own work (Thompson. 1984), she
identified a consistency in views of mathematics amongst junior high school teachers, which,

she argued, suggested a well-integrated system. She also noted a strong, though subtle,
relationship between these views and classroom practice although recognising that this could

not be characterised as one of cause-effect. Other work has identified mismatches between

beliefs and practice, the espoused-enacted distinction (for example, Ernest, 1989) and
experimental research within French didactics has also thrown light on this issue.

The problem for French researchers as set out by Arsac, Balacheff and Mante (1991) is

'one of the reproducibility of didactical situations' in the researching of which a growing

recognition of the role of the teacher has been identified. In their first study, it became clear

that, in practice, the teachers needed 'closure' and the production of an acceptable mathematical

solution even though this was not part of the plan agreed with the researchers. In a second

experiment, the teacher was given an even more precise formulation of what she was allowed to

do and say3, but once again clear 'gaps' between the intended scenario and its implementation

were discerned, gaps which were interpreted as stemming from the teacher's personal
relationship to mathematics and her ideas about teaching and learning mathematics.

The inconsistency of teachers' beliefs and their practice is also manifested in the findings

of Sosniak, Ethington and Varelas (1991) who used the data from the Second International

Mathematics Study to explore teacher beliefs. They found that:

3 Since this teacher. unlike the former one, had not been a member of the research learn.
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... eighth-grade mathematics teachers in the US apparently teach their subject
matter without a theoretically coherent paint of view. They hold positions about
the aims of instruction in mathematics, the role of the teacher, the nature of
learning, and the nature of the subject matter itself which would seem to be
logically incompatible. (p.127, emphasis in text).

Sosniak et al. recognised that their findings might be artifacts of the research instruments they

employed: questionnaires in contrast to Thompson's in-depth case study approach. This point

is explored further by Glidden (1991) who expressed concern over the lack of concrete referents

in the questionnaire items and the absence of any distinction between short and long term goals.

Lerman (1992b) suggested that similar 'inconsistencies' might merely be in the eye of the

beholder, arguing that theory and practice should be "seamless rather than separate" (p.3). I

tend towards one interpretation suggested by the authors themselves since it rejects (albeit
implicitly) any intimation that 'teachers are not up to standard'. They posited the notion of

'distance' of the variables in their study from the activity of teaching views of mathematics at

one extreme and of student activity at the other and suggested that:

We have a set of findings regarding teachers' curricular orientations which shift
systematically from 'progressive' to 'traditional' as the teachers move from
considering the issue most distant from schooling and classroom instruction to
the issue most central to schooling and classroom instruction (Sosniak et al,
p.129).

From this perspective, inconsistency is merely a clear and accurate representation by

teachers of the different concerns brought to bear in the act of teaching in schools and that of

discussing mathematics education. Brown and Cooney (1991) subscribed to this more
interactive interpretation of teachers' actions, building on the work of Schiin (1983), which

recognises the limitation of technical rationality in professional action: "(the teacher's) inquiry is

not limited to a deliberation about means which depends on a prior agreement about ends. He

does not keep means and ends separate, but defines them interactively as he frames a
problematic situation" (Scholl, 1983, p.68). Brown and Cooney also pointed to the duality of

practice referring to the work of Shulman (1978) "that when prescribed practice is perceived by

teachers to be inconsistent with their existing theories (implicit perhaps) of teaching, that

practice is discarded" (p.113) that is, when it is a question of cognitively-guided instruction

or relinquishing classroom control, the latter must take precedence as teachers need to be able to

predict and control classroom events. Decision-making ('reframing' as Schott called it) occurs

as reaction to the data of the classroom. As Desforges and Cockburn (1987) have pointed out

with reference to primary classrooms:

We have worked with many teachers who were well informed on all these
matters [children's mathematical thinking, clear objectives, attractive teaching
materials CHI and yet who routinely failed to meet their own aspirations
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which they shared with mathematical educators. We do not believe that this
failure has been due to idle cm uninformed teaching. On the contrary, we
suspect that the failure lies in the unwillingness of the mathematics education
establishment to take seriously the complexities of the teacher's job. (Desforges
and Cockburn, 1987, p.1-2)

It seems that research must accept that actions and beliefs are shaped by the conditions of

classrooms. But, if we go too far along this road, there is a danger of seeing the teacher as

'determined' by the constraints of the role, an issue I will return to be'ow.

Towards more specificity
In attempting to unravel general strands within and outside mathematics education, we run the

risk of losing the self-evident diversity amongst teachers and classrooms across different age

ranges, and within different cultures. In fact I have been struck by the question as to how far

the change in paradigm identified so far is in fact a 'western' phenomenon? Is 'the teacher' a

well-defined 'object' of study? Is it the case that the teacher's culture is homogeneous, across

different countries, and phases? Just limiting myself to the last distinction, there is in fact

evidence pointing to a different stance taken towards investigations with primary teachers in
comparison with those of secondary or high school teachers. The majority of studies on the

former group tend to assume that understanding of mathematics, or at least self-image regarding

competence in the subject, are the most influential factors in determining the functioning of the

teacher. They therefore tend to concentrate on misconceptions in the teacher's knowledge base

or, less frequently, explore teachers' beliefs regarding their perceived lack of competence. In

contrast, the majority of studies of teachers of older students are more interested in defining the

knowledge and/or beliefs held by teachers regarding mathematics and mathematics teaching and

learning.
Outside the realm of mathematics, similar differences are identifiable. For example a study

of pre-service elementary and secondary science teachers, indicated basic differences between

the belief structures and concerns of the two groups (Cronin -Jones and Shaw, 1992) with the

former apparently more 'simplistic' than the latter. Examples of areas of focus unique to the

secondary group included concern for the subject and for its assessment.

There is also diversity amongst students, in terms of their perceived mathematical

competence (as previously noted) but also in terms of their social position. As Secada (1991)

has argued:

Work on teaching, while attending to teacher beliefs, knowledge, and
behaviours in terms of content knowledge, needs to expand to include teacher
beliefs, knowledge, and behaviours as a function of the sorts of students who
are in their classrooms. (p.46-7) [my emphasis].
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A failure to acknowledge this diversity in attempts at simplification, inevitably rules out
consideration of emotional, cultural and social issues, leaving a blandness which does not

resonate with life in real classrooms with real teachers and real kids. There is diversity too in

mathematics itself. Distinctions have been made between school and academic mathematics.

relational and instrumental mathematics's. It might be sensible to disaggregate mathematics still

further and in different ways in order to map out a more complete picture of teacher beliefs.

We might usefully classify mathematics according to different sign systems, different modes of

expression leading us to distinguish 'textbook' mathematics, oral mathematics,
Logomathematics etc .s

To undertake research which takes account of the diversity amongst teachers, students and

mathematics raises enormous methodological problems and I am in danger of moving beyond

the realms of mathematics and psychology. Our approach has been to study the
teaching/learning setting in the context of using computers, an approach which throws into

relief teachers' beliefs in their interaction with the curriculum innovation and classroom culture.

Innovation and beliefs
In the discussion above, I have in fact touched upon the debate in 1986 between Brophy
(1986a,b) and Confrey (1986)6 concerning the ways in which teachers are viewed in the
enterprise of teaching: to 'meet objectives' or 'to construct meanings'. These different views, I

contend, are also reflected in the different interpretations of the frequently reported mismatch

between the intention and implementation of a curriculum innovation.

Perspectives on teachers and change
One perspective sees teachers as potential 'impediments' to curriculum innovation who do not

or cannot take on board all the objectives of the reform. For example Peterson 1991, states:

One problem is that teacners often seen the 'surface level' features of the
reforms being advocated, such as the changes in instructional practices, without
seeing the assumptions and theoretical frames of the persons who have
constructed the hoped-for changes in instructional practices including the
researcher, the reformer, the textbook writer, or the expert teacher. (Peterson,
1991, p.3).

4 Thompson (1992) returned to Skemp's (1978) distinction, noticing that he had suggested that these were
effectively two different subjects being taught under the same banner of mathematics.
3 This suggestion presuppose that representation is an essential pan of a mathematical concept following
Vergnaud (1982). Carraher, Schliernann and Carraher (1988). Extendng these notions from our experiences with
Logo, we have coined the tenn 'situated abstraction', a mathematical generalisation articulated in the language of
a particular setting (see Hoyle% and Noss, 1992, and Hoyks, in press).
6 The debate is presented in greater detail in Noss & Myles (1992, in press).
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Similarly, in relation to a discussion of didactic engineering, Artigue and Perrin-Glorian (1991)

suggest that: "the teachers, faced with the products of didactic engineering, will attempt,
consciously or not, to reduce the distance between what is proposed and their usual way of
functioning" (p.17). Tr is evident from these studies that a 'treatment' approach which fails to

take account of the teacher and the teachers' work situation as mediators of any innovation is not
only doomed to failure but theoretically inadequate.

Olson (1985) proposes an alternative stance towards curriculum change, viewing change

as being brought about by teachers as they reflect on and become more aware of their own
practices. From this reflexive perspective, teachers' behaviour is viewed as fundamentally
sensible involving the constant resolution of multiple interacting dilemmas and demands as part

of their professional life. He rejects viewing teachers as being controlled either by the plans of
the system or the constraints of the classroom.

Innovation not only reveals differences amongst the designers of the innovation in terms
of their views of teachers but also, because it inevitably perturbs the dynamics of a classroom,
makes more apparent the mathematical beliefs and understandings of teachers and students. We

have studied this phenomenon in the context of introducing computers into mathematics
classrooms. Even if computers are simply 'just another innovation', they would adequately

serve my purpose as a means to study teacher beliefs. However I claim more, and argue that

computers can clarify and amplify the operation and influence of the social norms of the
classroom and the belief systems within it. Seeing how computers are incorporated into practice

throws all the issues surrounding beliefs into particularly sharp relief.

We have long maintained that introducing computers into the teaching/learning process in

mathematics whilst changing the setting also provides a window7, a magnifying glass even, on
the interaction processes, the mathematical conceptions of the students and the effects of teacher

intervention. Others have noticed this tendency: "Computers can make the things we already do

badly in schools even worse, just as they can make many things we already do well infinitely

better" (Smith, 1986, p.206). Their exaggerating effect is apparent within kinds of scenarios

beyond the scope of this paper, for example, class and gender differentiation within hierarchies

of 'competence'. As far as teacher beliefs are concerned, I contend it is no coincidence that the

first papers I found in the PME proceedings which faced up to the influence of teachers' beliefs,

arose in settings where technology was being introduced (JBI-1 du Bou lay, 1979; Hutton,

1979). 1 will elaborate on this claim in the next sections.

The computer as a window on learning and a mirror on
intervention strategies
I first became aware of the power of the metaphor 'computer as a magnifying glass' whilst

reflecting on data from the Logo Maths Project (1-loyles and Sutherland, 1989). In this project,

7 'This idea was first introduced by Weir (1986).
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we set out to investigate the ways Logo could be used as an aid to students' thinking and

learning in mathematics at the secondary age level. Our study pointed to the collaborative

efforts of the students in pursuit of long term projects negotiated together. We talked of the

effects on attitude to and motivation towards learning mathematicsand the shift towards student

decision-making. However, unanticipated issues of dominance, particularly in relation to boys

and girls, could not be ignored and we became increasingly aware of the influence of the

medium on mathematical expression and the fragmented and situated nature of students'

mathematical understandings.
More relevant here is that although we set out to intervene 'lightly', that is in the context

of the students' own work to suggest ideas to explore or to point to 'interesting'

mathematical extensions on analysis of the transcripts, we were surprised by the significant

structuring role our 'subtle' interventions had on student progress and the direction of their

work. In the areas we had emphasised, the students made consistent and excellent progress,

whilst in others, development was haphazard. In retrospect, the theories of Vygotsky provide a

coherent framework for interpreting these findings within the realm of psychology. Initially we

had taken a Piagetian approach, expecting that students would construct mathematical

knowledge through interaction within our microworlds. Wehypothesised that they would build

their ideas through interaction and reflection on the results of their actions a reflective process

facilitated by the feedback provided by the computer. However, we came to appreciate how

mathematical knowledge emerged through social interaction with the teacher and other

students offering 'scaffolding' within the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, l978)8.

This interpretation allows us to map out a child's dynamic developmental stateand his/her

future intellectual growth. It also brings pedagogic intervention to centre stage as a mediator

between the child and his/her experience. Inevitably, the r ature and intentions of this

intervention, either in general or in particular (to take Clandinin and Connelly's distinction)

become legitimate objects of study.
Returning to the Logo Maths project, it is interesting for me now to reflect on our role as

participant observers. We were the teachers, organising and guiding the work, so, given the

previous analysis, it is interesting to speculate how far our findings were contingent on our

beliefs about mathematics and mathematics learning. In fact, the metaphor of the computer not

only as a window but also as a mirror on beliefs is compelling here. Our interventions and the

students' responses bear witness to our commitment to giving students autonomy over their

learning and knowledge-building processes as such we were constructivist, though without

the label! But we were not laissez-faire and very evidently had a strong mathematical agenda

8 'Scaffolding' is a metaphor first coined by Wood et a:. (1976) to describe support provided by teacher or parent

to a child which is 'just enough' for their progression in an activity. I develop this notion in the context of

mathematical education in Myles (1991).
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which, as the research unfolded, became increasingly articulated as we watched the effects of

our suggestions in the mirror of the computer screen.

We have argued that groupwork can play an important intermediary role in the transition

from closely -supported work with the computer (as in the Logo Maths Project) to the 'real'

world of classrooms. We have pointed to "the pivotal importance of small-group work in
serving as a bridge between pupil's own meanings and mathematical meaning" (Hoy les and

Noss, 1992, p.54). However, in mathematics education, there is much rhetoric (at least in the

US and UK) that groupwork is 'good' but rather little analysis of the conditions which optimise

the potential of groupwork in mathematics or indeed elaboration of appropriate methodologies to

research such a question. Again in retrospect, I see our research on groupwc,ic with computers

as highlighting some crucial aspects of learning mathematics in groups. The major conclusion

of our study (Hoy les, Healy, and Pozzi, 1992) was that the social norms and expectations of

the student group could not be ignored in any analysis of group interactions: a necessary
condition for the success of any group setting was that students were sufficiently mature to

manage themselves and their resources and were unimpeded by interpersonal antagonism.

Computer-use highlighted the tension between group outcome (a computer product) and
learning (reflection on process), brought to the surface interpersonal conflicts, emphasised the

need to negotiate and share, and drew attention to the absence of connection between students'

constructive activity on the computer, their expression orally and on paper.

It might be odd to suggest that a study like this one, where we did not intervene, could

have anything to say about the teacher's role and the teacher's beliefs. But in a similar way to

that described in the context of the Logo Maths Project, our beliefs were in fact all too apparent

not least in our choice of computer software: the computer was used within microworlds and

employed by students as an expressive medium to explore mathematics; we do not use
'instructional' software or courseware to deliver pre-specified curriculum objectives, which, in

our view, shifts decision-making power away from teachers and students9. Our convictions

concerning learning mathematics are also clear: the importance of 'bumping up' against different

perspectives and solution strategies to develop mathematical knowledge together with an
understanding of its limitations; the view that learning is not sequential but a function of many

encounters; a concern for student decision-making and the provision of opportunities for them

to resolve their own dilemmas. What was clear to us though during the research was how often

we longed to intervene as we observed the group interactions but if we resisted this
temptation the children could frequently sort things out for themselves togethergiven timew.

9 We reject the position of 'the neutrality of the tool' and the idea that computers merely implement the
curriculum (for further discussion of micmworlds and different visions of computer use. see Bu Ilin. 1991 and
Hoy les,in press).
10 We arc certain though that interventions of the following characters could have assisted progress or at least
rendered it more efficient: conceptual to notice something, recall a point made earlier by a child:
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Once again the presence of the computer with which the children could construct, negotiate,

debug and validate their mathematical ideas set us free to reflect upon our beliefs as they were

acted out in the small group situation. But what about beliefs-in-practice in the 'real' world of

classroom life? To consider this, I first need to give a brief overview of computer use in

schools.

The computer as a window on teacher beliefs and a mirror on
innovation
It is clear from a review of the available literature (mainly in the U.S. and the U.K.), that the

impact of computers on school life does not match the early claims of the 'computer
enthusiasts'. As Becker put it: "There were 'dreams' about computer using students ... dreams

of voice-communicating, intelligent human tutors, dreams of realistic scientific simulations,

dreams of young adolescent problem solvers adept at general-purpose programming languages

but alongside these dreatils was the truth that computers played a minimal role in real
schools" (Becker, 1982. p.6). In the same vein, Becker later argued: "As we enter the 1990's,

it is important to understand how much of that early limited reality still remains and to
understand how much of the idea of transforming teaching and learning through computers

remains plausible. We need to be aware of the habits' and 'conventional beliefs' that are

common among practising educators and the 'institutional constraints' that impede even the best

of intentions to improve schooling through technology" (Becker, 1991, p.6). Once again we

have the juxtaposition of beliefs and classroom cultures.

Thus the 'average' picture painted is one of stability of attitude to computers with possible

incremental rather than major change. Absent from such a review are the, admittedly rare, but

imaginative usages which have been researched by Sheingold and Hadley (1990). In their

study of 'accomplished teachers' those reputed to he especially adept at incorporating the

computer into their classroom practice the majority had been teaching for over 13 years,

worked in schools more generously endowed with hardware and had easy access to technical

and educational assistance. Within this rather special sample, teachers reported that using
computers had radically changed their conceptions and methods in ways that could be

interpreted as 'constructivist' becoming more student-centred in terms of expectation and

direction of learning. Prerequisities to reaching such a position were identified as resources,

time and perseverance factors necessary to survive the phase of 'disruption' and then to

maintain a willingness to reflect upon the new classroom dynamic.

We came to rather similar conclusions after the Microworlds project (Sutherland, Hoy les

and Noss. 1991) where we had set up a course of in-service education for 'expert' secondary

practical/managerial to overcome any disruptions due to dominance, and status hierarchies; syntactic to

assist with the formal structures of the computer language.
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mathematics t.:achers. In addition to the time and support required to integrate computers into

practice, we also stressed the need for the teachers to experience the power of the medium for

expressing their own mathematical ideas. It is impo.-tant. to underline here that we recognised

from the outset that any study involving innovatiol with mathematics teachers, must of
necessity look at teachers' beliefs as well as their practices. Additionally, we aimed to map the
interrelationships between beliefs and practices. We were interested in how the interactions of

the teachers with the computer activities on our course, and the ways they incorporated them

into their practice, provided a window onto their views and beliefs about mathematics teaching

but in a dynamic way whereby beliefs and course activities were both in the process of
change.

I thus extend the idea of the computer as a window and a mirror to this new setting a

window on our teachers'/students' beliefs and a mirror on our own. We set out with a strong
commitment to conduct a course focussed on mathematics education and not on technology but

it was not until the project was underway that what we meant by mathematics education became

clearer to us and to our students particularly with respect to the importance we accorded to

groupwork, social interaction, problem solving and 'learner control'.

There is still a gap between these general considerations and their practical realisation. We

collected interview, observational and descriptive data throughout the course (30 days spread

over one year) and wrote case studies of each teacher- participant. Analysis of these revealed a
phenomenon of projection the tendency for teachers to attribute their own feelings to their

students. Once noticed this serves as a very useful and transparent window or. beliefs! The

next stage of analysis revealed our notions of teachers and teaching in a rather more clear and

precise way. We constructed caricatures of the course participants to provide a synthesis of

views, attitudes and practices of a cluster of case studies. The caricatures attempted to draw

attention to teacher characteristics and behaviours which we deemed crucial by exaggeration of

some facets and omission of others''. Thus they reflected our ideas about categories by which

to gauge mathematics teaching and teachers they mirrored our beliefs as well as reflecting
teacher beliefs in so far as they resonated with any individual viewpoint.

The five caricatures which emerged from our study were: Mary, the frustrated idealist;

Rowena, the confident investigator; Denis, the controlling pragmatist; Fiona, the anxious
traditionalist and Bob, the curriculum deliverer (Noss. Sutherland and Hoyles, 1991; Noss and

Hoyles, 1992). Each illustrated very different ways of integrating computers into their practice

and different foci upon which they reflected during this process. What is very evident is that

any curriculum change is complex and subtle. If it is be anything more than a 'technical fix', it

must interact with the very essence of teaching and learning mathematics. Thus, Polin (1991)

suggested: "we need to instill a different vision of teacher development in our impatient policy-

I I The caricatures consisted of attitudes and behaviours within a set of dimensions which coalesced as the data
analysis proceeded, and which when put together cleated a nxognisahle 'person'.
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makers and in our harried teacheri, a vision that acknowledges the many years of praCtice it

takes to acquire and integrate a new way of teaching" (Po lin, 1991, p.7).

Change must occur from within and cannot be imposed from above a constructivist

message about learning 'transposed' to a new arena? I suggest that we might approach

innovation from a different perspective: not trying to change beliefs in order to have the 'right'

effect but rather as a means to throw light on beliefs, beliefs-in-practice, and on the innovation

itself. But I go further, and problematise the distinction between beliefs and beliefs- in- practic'

and posit that all beliefs are situated. This framework not only influences our approach to

innovation but presents a new way in which to interpret the inconsistencies in research findings

on teacher beliefs reviewed earlier.

Situated Beliefs
The caricatures described in the previous section were derived from rich and diverse data

collected over a period of a year. Each caricature had a 'personality', 'beliefs about teaching

and mathematics teaching', and consistent, well-established classroom practices with which we

(and teachers) could identify. Each caricature held a myriad of beliefs, each constructed within

the practice in which they were realised (in this case the classroom, the computeractivities, the

interviews). I propose to view all beliefs as situated dialectical constructions, products of

activity, context and culture. By analogy with situated cognition and situated knowledge (see,

for example, Seely Brown et al, 1989), the notion of situated beliefs challenges the separation

of what is believed from how beliefs emerge: 'situations might be said to co-produce beliefs

through activities' (Seely Brown et al, 1989, p.32, replacing 'knowledge' in the original text

with 'beliefs'). Once the embedded nature of beliefs is recognised, it is self evident that any

individual can hold multiple (even contradictory) beliefs and 'mismatch', 'transfer' and

'inconsistency' are irrelevant considerations and replaced by notions of constraint and

scaffolding within settings.
To develop further this notion of situated beliefs, I revisited some research I carried out in

the early 1980's, 'the Mathematics Teaching Project' (Hoy les et al. 1984). We had set out to

identify the characteristics of 'good practice' in secondary school mathematics classrooms and

tried to capture the reality of a good mathematics teacher from the point of view of the teacher

(through repertory grids and interviews), the students (by questionnaire and interviews) and a

classroom observer. Returning to this project now, I am struck by how ambitious we were!

Additionally, it seems to me in retrospect, that our design suggested (albeit implicitly) that

teacher beliefs were something which could be accessed outside the classroom and then

observed as applied to the classroom. We found it difficult to make links between the

teacher/student/classroom perspectives or to identify the interplay of beliefs and practice. This

could, of course, be because of our inadequacies, or the inadequacies of the data-gathering

techniques and conceptual tools available at the time. I feel now that we were chasing a mirage:
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given the research paradigm in which we were working, we simply had not appreciated how

beliefs of teachers and students could be constructed differently in different settings.

In Hoy ler, et al (1985) we reported a snapshot of a mathematics teacher, Ms X. At the

beginning of the paper we described some contextual features of the setting; for example, the

class comprised a high ability group of 15 year old girls from a comprehensive school. What is

noteworthy from a perspective a decade later, is our failure to see these features as major
structuring influences on the vignette. With the benefit of hindsight, the following questions

come to mind: How far was Ms X's mathematical perspective constructed by the 'high ability'

of the group? How far was her emphasis on effort related to her sex and the sex of the
students? Was her particular blend of exposition/interaction partly a function of the age and

specialism of the students? I would of course now answer these questions in the affirmative!

On re-reading the classroom snapshot, I am also exercised by the remarkable harmony

between what the teacher 'delivered' and 'what the students wanted'. Such harmony

exemplifies a good practice a different blend of variables in the setting could produce
alternative pictures of success. The notion of situated beliefs allows us to cope with such
diversity. This does not mean that we are constrained to consider only individual differences at

the level of the teacher; rather we need to seek crucial variables and general patterns at the level

of setting.

Concluding Remarks
At the beginning of this paper, I set out my agenda to map out the next step forward from that

proposed by Balacheff. I am now wondering if my argument has not led me in another

direction! In their quest for scientific status, the French didacticians have pushed us towards a

more precise and careful analysis of the processes of interaction between student/teacher and

mathematical knowledge. The influence of this research in the U.K. is very evident, although

in our group at least, we were always very clear that any microworlds we 'produced' were not

'scripts', not innovations to be 'implemented' we expected, and found, their take up to be

very different in different classrooms. By extending the idea of situatedness to beliefs we not

only point to the enormity of trying to capture the complexities of the classroom, but also call

into question the possibility of 'reducing' teaching to a science. Teaching is a 'human' activity

which involves the feelings and beliefs of the participants, each of whom have a personal and

cultural history colouring their actions or, in line with the spirit of this paper, does this

interpretation merely reflect my beliefs and my Englishness?

Woven throughout this presentation has been the issue of methodology. I have pointed to

the multitude of approaches adopted within and outside PME and to the diversity of research

tools borrowed from psychology, sociology, etc.12. Eisenhart, in her plenary address to PME-

12 to list just a few we can find: Vygotsky: metacognition: coastructivism: humanism: personal construct
theory; attitude theory; psychoanalytic theory; social/cultural perspectives; using a bewildering array of tools
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NA (1991), strongly argued the need for studies to be grounded within some framework, be it

theoretical; practical or conceptual. There is still some way to go in this direction and research

tools need to be reconstructed within the practice of the psychology of mathematics education.

Within research incorporating the teacher, case studies are increasingly the dominant
methodology. There is a danger however, that by recognising the influence of setting in which

teachers' beliefs are operationalised, we descend into a path of relativism and, moreover, lose

our psychology/mathematics focus it is difficult to trace development; mathematics itself

becomes merely a 'placeholder'. Somehow, case studies need to illuminate the general through

the particular, whilst keeping intact the complexity of the situation.

It is also the case that case studies are hard to write and harder still to read their very

richness mitigates against their communicability. Different approaches to this issue have been

found to be effective: critical incidents, evocative episodes, gambits13 and caricatures to name

but a few. Can we find ways to critique and build upon other case studies, keeping track of

failures as well as successes? How do we judge case studies? Do we have the criteria available

to falsify any interpretations? When we write up case studies, is it possible to develop different

stories (even unpalatable ones!) from the same data? Perhaps, having largely rejected

experimental work and quantitative methods, we can now review them from a new perspective

in order to provide complementary or contradictory insights? Perhaps we need more explicit

humility, recognising the limitations of our work and acknowledging the tensions within it?

I assert that these tensions reflect those in schools: between acquisition and construction;

collabciation and schooling; the aspirations of mathematical experts and the constraining factors

of the classroom. As I write this. I note a further tension: the move to situatedness and a
holistic, constructivist approach in research, and a parallel development (at least in the U.K.)

towards curriculum and assessment mechanisms based on mastery, fragmentation and the

separation of outcomes from experiences.

In this paper, I have traced the evolution of research on teacher beliefs and their interaction

with mathematics learning which threw up evidence of inconsistencies between beliefs and

beliefs-in practice. I argued that this mismatch was thrown into relief when teachers were faced

with an innovation, particularly when the innovation involved computers a point brought

home by the adoption of the metaphor of the computer as a window and a mirror on beliefs.

The contention that teachers reconstruct their beliefs whilst interacting with an innovation, led

me to propose the notion of situated beliefs all beliefs are, to a certain extent, constructed in

settings. Finally, I have addressed the issue of methodology and the need for more coherence,

development and attention to be paid to the centrality of psychology and mathematics. I end with

such as: rein:tory grids; observational techniques; gambits; analysis of metaphors.videmapes of teaching

scenarios. student errors. narratives; attitude scales: belief scales.
13 These methods have been adopted in many of the rcsearchs cited in this text with the exception of

gamhits.which arc discussed by Mason and Davis. 1987 and Pimm. 1987.
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an anecdote a critical incident which highlights some of the points raised and the tensions

presented:

I recently heard that a researcher14 in Logo went to his university computer room and
wanted to load up Logo from the network. He found that Logo was no longer there and
when confronting the manager received this reply: "Ah, but we have Dazzledraw [a
flashy paint program] ... I just assumed that now you have Dazzledraw you will not
need Logo".

I will leave you with some questions: What does this short vignette tell us about the
beliefs of the manager regarding education? student learning? mathematics? and his
colleagues in teacher training? Perhaps most significantly, if we reflect on our reaction to this

vignette, what does it tell us about our own beliefs?
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